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Dear Mrse Lofahie 

·~~ The enclosed Material is sent to you regarding Jos h Engressia. 

After talking to Joe about the lack of au~nit~' e books on 

step switching equipment, we more or less decided !hat the single 

most valuble book published was Vol III of Kempster Miller's set and 

he asked if I couldn't find a way to get a copy sent to you for reading. 

" The enclosed copy was finally made and since it is not the actual 

original can be kept for reading without having to worrry about 

a due date at the libra~. After speaking with Joe £a later date 

after the material is read, we can arrange for i5 return. 

Joe aays to say hello. He has described the almost unbeli~vable 

~nergy you have devoted to helping blind people like himself. I would 

like to thank you personally for the fine work you are doing, for I 

know how much it means, particularly for a brilliant boy like Joe. 
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PH.EFACE 

The title "The Telrphone Exchange," originally intended 
for the second volume of this series, was found to be too com
prehensive for a single volume of reasonable size. It was neces
sary, therefore, either to condense the subject matter I·ogically 
coming withiri that title to a degr<'e that seemed undesirable 
or to present it in two volumes. The latter course was adopted, 
resulting in the two volumes now presented, the companion 
volume, "l\Ianual S"itching and Substation Equipment," and 
this one, 11 Automatic Switching and Auxiliary Equipment." 
Although closely related as parts of a whole, each is fairly com
plete in itself in covering the branch of the subject to which it 
relates. As the titles indicate, the general dhiding line between 
the two is that between manual and automatic or machine
switching systems. Parts of each, howew'r, such as "Auxiliary 
Equipment" of this volume and "Substation Equipment" of 

·the companion volume, cover matter in large measure common 
to both types of system. 

This, then, is the third volume of "Telephone Theory and 
Practice." As in the case of the I'Pcond nJlume of the series, 
a folind:ition oLelemcntary theory and an historic background 
for it are to be found in the first volume "Theory and Elements." 
This one treats principally of automatic or machine-switching 
systems of all four types now in u:;;e: step-by-step, panel, rotary 
and all-relay. It also contains collateral matter in the chapters 
on Power Plants, Protective Apparatus, Distributing Frames, 
Private Branch Exchanges, and Toll Switching-subjects which 
in large measure concern both manual and machine-switching 
exchange systems and which could best be treated after both 
types of system had been discussed. 

I am glad to acknowledge the grnerous cooperation of the 
American Tekphone and. Telrgraph C'omp:my, the Automatic 
Electric Company, the Bell Telephone Laboratories, the Inter
national Telephone and Telegraph CorJXJration, The North 
Electric :\Ianufacturing Company, lind other concerns in fur-

-" .,.;.,).;-~ < hn;~ l:tn ... ofu1"o illnc:tl"atif\m;: flnrt. in ml'lllV M.SeS. matter 
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prepared s~ially for me in response to my requests for infor
mation. To the officers and employees of each of these who 
made this policy of cooperation possible my thanks are ext~nded. 

Among the friends who, as individuals, have assisted in one 
way or another and to whom my acknowledgment and thanks 
are due are l\lr. L. E. Kittredge of the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company for his contribution of the de.scrip~ivematter 
and diagrams relating to the panel system, l\lr. Gerald Deakin 
of the International Telephone and Tel<'graph Corporation for 
his contribution of the matter rebting to the rotary automatii! 
system, Mr. P. A. Bolander of the Automatic Electric Company 

_)l:lr- iilfi>iJhatkni"f!e::.pii-pared for:_tey-1!SC' con~rning ~he products ... . ., ' 
and practices of his company, l\lr. Hichard l\laetzel of the New 
York Telephone Company for his suggestions and ·criticisms 
regarding the chapter on Power Plants, l\Ir. H. W. Hitchcock 
of the Southern California Telephone Company for supplying 
needed information on more than one occasion, Mr. Ned Craw
ford of Pomona,. California, for assistance on the all-relay chapter, 
and lastly my former engineering partner, Mr. Leigh S. Keith, 
for his extensive and competent labors in connection with 
Chapters III, X, and XI. Other and more specific credits for 
sources of information on which I have freely drawn and for 
courtesy in permission to use illustrations are made throughout 
the book. 

KEMPSTER B. MILLER. 

PA~~.cr~~-: ~-.~~:'---~"'-~. . 
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TELEPHONE THEORY AND 
PRACTICE 

AUTOMATIC S'VITCHING AND AUXILIARY 
EQUIPMENT -

CHAPTER I 

THE MACHINE-SWITCHING IDEA ' 

Almost as soon as the telephone-exchange idea bad taken form , 
and the necessity for switching telephone lines at a .Central 
office bad become apparent, men began to devise ways and means. 
for domg the switching automatically, under remote control by 
the subscribers, rather than manually by the central--office 
operator. Thus, unusually early, qid the almost universal trenlof 
development in other lines become manifest in the telephone art
the striving to do by machine the work formerly done by hand. 

As early as 1879, a patent w~ granted to~~ ~~lly __ 
and.cMcTighe,'::..Of, "Washington, D: C:,-for_a~iifacliffie futended to 
do the work of the central--office operator. 1 · While crude and 
impractical, it disclosed a device employing some of the principles 
used in modem systems-among them that of step-by-step 
switches at the central offices moved by a succession of current 
impulses sent from the subscriber's station. · 

Not long after this Almon B. Strowger of Atlanta, Georgia, 
made a number of inventions, one of which, crude though it was, 
probably marks ·the first step in the realization of the ideas 
advanced by Connelly and McTighe. Strowger devised what 
we may call the "coordinate switch "-that is, a switch in which 
the contacts w.ere arranged in coordinated rows in such manner 
that the selecting arm or "wiper" could move over them in two 
directions under control of the "stepping impulses" sent by the 
subscriber. In this way, a given contact could be selected by 

1 U. S. Patent 222458, isSued December 9, 1879. 
1 



2 TELEPHONE THEORI' AND PRACTICE 

causing the wiper to move in one direction until it was opposite 
the desired row and then in the other direction along the row to 
the desired contact. Thus by two relatively short coordinated 
movements a given contact could be reached with a minimum 
amount of travel. 

In an early embodiment of this idea, the line contacts arranged 
in straight vertical rows and circular horizontal rows projected 
from the inner surface of a hollow glass cylinder. The moving 
member or wiper arm of the switch was carried on a vertical shaft 
mounted axially ";thin the ey1inder, on -bearings permitting both 
longitudinal and rotary movements. This shaft carried two 
ratchets, one adapted to give it ffstep-by-step vertical movement· 
and the other a step-by-step rotary movement. The pawl of 
each ratchet was actuated by its own electromagnet under control 
of the current impulses sent by the subscriber, who, by sending the 
proper number of impulses over one of his line wires, could cause 
the wiper arm of his switch to step up to the row containing the 
contact of the line desired and then by impulses over another 
wire to step around to engage the particular one. The system 
disclosed in Strowger's patentl required no less than five wires 
between the subscriber's station and the central office. While 
quite impracticable in its details, the fundamental idea of the 
"up-and-around" switch was destined to play an important part 

·in subsequent developments. It was Strowger's contribution to 
the machine-switching art and to the step-by-step automatic 
system which beal1J his-~, ._- _ ~ __ 

-As far as any practiCal re8ults were concerned, Strowger's 
idea went no further than that each switch would, of itself, be 
able to reach and connect with all the lines in the exchange. 
This, of course, would have imposed a limitation, not to be 
tolerated, on the number of subscribers that could be served. 
"Since the cost of automatic switches increases enormouSly with 
the increase in number of lines with which they ean direCtly 
connect, it soon became apparent that some plan of trunkin.g 
between comparatively small groups of subscribers and the 
switches serving them would have to be resorted to where the 
number of lines to be served exceeded the capacity of one switch. 
Here progress stumbled for a number of years. The problem of a 
workable automatic-truriking plan ~as greatly complicated by the 
fact that provision for many simultaneous connections through 

I U. 8. Patent 447918, issued Ma.reh 10, 1891. 
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THE MACHINE-SWITCHING IDEA 3 

the switchboard had to be made. It would not do to have a 
connection between any two subscribers block the path for con
necting any other two subscribers, whether they were in .the same 
or other groups. This very clearly called for a number of parallel 
paths for each possible connection between groups, but a practical 
way of doing this remained obscure for a considerable time. The 
difficulty arose from the fact that the subscriber, in his control 
of the central-office switches, could know nothing of the central
office conditions. He could not be expected to know that there 
were a number of possible paths to choose from, and, even if be 
knew this, -he would ha.Ye..:,no~!{la!l~of~sel.ec?t.ingcan idle one -and 
avoiding.oth~ers that were already engaged: All tbat the sub
scriber can be relied upon to do is to manipulate his impulse
sending device (dial) in accordance with the number of the line 
he desires to call. The dial itself will send separate groups of 
impulses corresponding respectively to the successive digits of 
this number and nothing more. Obviously, it is necessary that 
the central-office apparatus shall of itself be endowed ~tl;l the 
ability to perform a purely selective function with which the 
subscriber bas nothing t<> do. The subscriber can (by his dial} 
select only the group of trunks t<> which he wishes his line· to 
be extended after which the switch at the central office must act, 
of its own volition as it were, tO hunt for and connect with an idk 
trunk of that group. . 

Thi~ idea of the selection of a grQup of trunks ulldet:-the Y.Oliti<m """, --="0 .~ • ·-- . ~- -:- - . - · __ .·- :... ~ - ~'----:"'--':"--~· 

.<if the subscriber and the automiiUc seleCtion of an idle tn.mifilt a· ... , 
that group without the volition of the .~ubscriber ·has always 
seemed to me to have marked the div:iding line ~tween imccess 
and failure in aut<>matic or machine-switching telephony: It is 
a vital feature of all present machine-switching systems. In 
retrosJ:>ect, it was a bold idea, because 1Jt seems ~o demand of. the 
,;entral-office apparatus something akin to intelligence. . 

The work of Alexander E. Keith and his associates in_ the 
Automatic Electric Company of Chicago stands out prominently 
in the development of machine switching in general and of. the 
step-by-step (Strowger) system in particular. Arounq the crude 
switch of Strowger they and their followers built the step-Illy
step system essentially as it stands to-day nnd as it has been 
adopted throughout the world. 

. But while the step-by-step development was going on, others, 
quite independently, were working ~long different lines that later 
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led to what is now known as the power-driven syetem, of which 
the "panel system" of the Bell companies in this country and the 
"rotary system" largely used abroad by the International 
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, are prominent examples. 
The first really practical work in this direction was done by two 
brothers, Ho~1 and George William Lorinwr, of_ Brantford, 
Ontario, and later of Piqua, Ohio. 1 These two young men, with 
no previous experience in commercial telephony and without ever 
having "seen the inside of a telephone central office" designed 
and in their own small-shop with their own bands built a work
able automatic switchboard that embodied a number of features 
riow found to be essential to All machine-s"itching systems. 
Later, their system, exactly as they designed and built it, was 
used commercially in a few Canadian towns, among them Peter
boro, Ontario, where it was installed in 1905. The work of the 
Lorimer brothers is all the more remarkable because they were 
undoubtedly among the first of several inventors to conceive and 
put into practical form the trunking plan already alluded to, 
where the desired group of trunks is selected by the subscriber 
and the individual trunk in the group is automatically selected 
by the sv.itch. 

The Lorimer system is now of historic inte~st mainly because 
it was the first one of the so-called "power-driven" systems to 
achieve any degree of practical success. In. power..driven sys
tems of which the "panel-type system" of tJle Western Electrj()_ 
CoJ!lPMl.J' and._-the . "~ system 1~f ·tlie lntemil.Hoiiat Tel e..
phorie and Telegraph Corporation are highly developed modern 
examples, the switches derive their motion from separate con
stantly running motors, each common to a number of switches. 
The selecting members of the switches are brought to the selected 
contacts they are to engage by a steady progressive movement, ' as distinguished from the intermittent or step-by-step move.:.~ 
ment that is characteristic of switches of the Strowger type. 

Still another line of endeavor in the machine-switching field is 
that which has led to the so-called "all-relay" system. This, 
as its name implies, employs only relays, and no progressively 
moYing switches, to effect the selecting, connecting, and dis
connecting of lines. The all-relay system is one of minimum 
mechanical movements and consequently of minimum mechan· 

a British Patent 8648-of 1001. 
U. 8. Patent 1,187,634, issued June 20, 1916, filed April 24, 1900. 
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ical complexity. In it paths are permanently wired from every 
line to every other line, these paths being normally broken at the 
small gaps of relay contacts. By causing the proper relays to 
operate, the gaps may be closed to complete the connection from 
any line to any other. 

Theoretically the all-relay system is applicable to exchanges of 
any size, but practically it seems, as far as it has yet been devel
oped, to be limited to those serving a comparatively few lines. 
The reason for this is the enormous multiplicity of relays that 
would be inv_olved. in large. exch.ange!!;. ·-·For small exchanges, 
howeveriit'appear£·00fihl~ly a-ftr.actwe: I1 is manufaCtured-in. 
this country by the North Electric l\lanufacturing Company and 
advocated by it for small exchanges and for branch-office equip
ment of larger exchanges. 

From the foregoing it is seen that there are broadly three types 
of automatic or machine-switching systems: · 

1. The step-by-step system, wherein each switch has lts own 
driving magnets adapted to move the selecting contact members 
or wipers into engagement with the selected contacts by rapid 
successions of short steps, usually in two coordinated directions. 
In this system the driving power is derived from impulses of 
currer.t through the driving magnets. 

2. The power-driven system, wherein the switches through 
individual clutches derive their power for moving their sel~ting 
members from a._eontinu_pusly operiHng~Q:t-ooln.nioli €0-mi:mf_"".,., 

.•• , til .... 
of them. In this system, the selecting impUlses serve to. cootrol . 
the application of the common source of power to the individual 
switches. . 

3. The all-relay system, wherein ~layS instead of progressively 
moving switches are re!ied on tO connect and disconnect the lines. 
In this system, the selecting impulses serve merely to determine 
which combinations of relays shall be operated to-close the desired 
one of the already existing paths. ' · 

Because the mechanism given the subscriber for exerc1sing this 
control bas now universally taken the form· of a dial. these sub
scriber-controlled systems are now often called "dial" systems, 
principally to distinguish them from manual s~stem~ .. ·Up to this 
point we have considered only those macbine-swi~ching systems 
that were controlled by the subscri~rs. After the practicability 
of machine switching had been generally established, Edward E. 
Clement, of Washington, D. C., an engineer, paf:ent attorney,· 
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6 TELEPHONE THEORY Al\.D PRACTICB 

and prolific inventor, came forward with a system which has 
since been manufactured by the North C-ompany and its predeces
sor. In this, the control of the central-office switches was 
exercised by a few simple keyboards at the central office instead 
of by the many dials at the subscribers' stations. The control 
was thus taken from the subscribers and placed in the hands of a 
few skilled operators who manipulated the keyb-oards in response 
to calls given orally by the subscribers. This, then, was an 
"operator-controlled" instead of a "subscriber-controlled" 
automaHc or machine-switching system. Clement coined the 
name" automanual" to apply to it, to indicate--tnat it pai'took of. 
b-oth the automatic and manual ~ystems: automatic in that the 
connections were set up and taken down wholly by machine; and 
manual in that the subscribers' station apparatus was the same 
as that of the common-battery manual system and that the 
subscriber merely asked for his connection as in the manual 
system. Some have called this a "semi-automatic" system 
but this is clearly a misnomer, for it is as fully automatic as the 
dial system. Both are full machine-switching systems, th~ dif
ference being that one is dial or subscriber controlled and the 
other keyb-oard or operator controlled. The keyb-oards may be 
considered in the nature of "JDaster dials" for use by OPerators 
rather than subscribers. 

Operator control of central-office switches has played an impor
tant part in the gradual conv:_ersion of manual t-o m_ac.hine s.!titch-

-• -- --~ing in large multi.:Offioo systems;:: ·-DU.iiilg "ttie i)lnod while same 
of the offices are operating on a machine-switching and others on a 
manual basis, special equipment must be provided for estab
lishing connections between lines in the two kinds of offices. In 
these "mixed systems" a call from a manual station to a dial 
station is received, of course, by a "manual A" ciperntor and by 
her trunked to a "cordless B" operator at the-m'iichine-switching 
office. From here on the operation closely resembleS that of the 
aut.omanual system. The "cordless B" operator is provided 
with a keyb-oard for controlling the switching apparatus in the 
terminating office. She receives the call orally and sets it up on 
her keyb-oard, and the switching machines complete the 'connec
tion in response to this "set-up." 

The first automatic systems to meet any degree of commercial 
success required local batteries at the subscribers' stations for 
transmitter current. Common-battery working was a proven 

THE MACHINE-Slr/TCHING !DBA 7 

success in manual operation but was difficult to apply to machine 
switching because of the method of switch control then in vogue. 
In the Strowger system of that time, 1 for instance, one wire of the 
metallic-line circuit was required with a ground return for step
ping the switches vertically in response to the selecting impulses 
from the subscriber's dial, the other line wire with a ground return 
was required for the "change-over" which brought aoout the 
trunk-hunting movement of the switches so selected, while ooth 
wires together with a ground return were required for the finaL ·• 
release of the switches. It was difficult to reconcile these require.-

"- -"'--_ .::. ,-~ ~-~nl.ents ~Witli~t'be--u~-_of the- metallic circ!!it for supplying direct 
current t-o the substation transmitters. It was-not until a radi
cally different method of s·witch control was found that the way 
was paved for common-battery machine-switching operation. 
The key to the solution of this problem of doing so many ,di.tierent 
things over a single metallic circuit without the use of ground 
returns was found in the use of fast and slow relays, all operating 
by current from the common battery flowing in the metallic 
circuit. A rapid series of dial break impulses, corresponding in 
number t-o the digit being selected, effected, through a fast relay, 
the selection of a group of trunks; a succeeding pause between 
break impulses, through a slow relay, effected the "change-over" 
to permit the automatic selection of a trunk in the ehosen group; 
and a final long break in the circuit effected .the release of the 

< 
~~itches. This introduc~_gf-~ t~myn~_soj>~y-, 
to differentiate between success1\re functioR.s to . be performed 
over the same circuit removed the last serious technical obst8.cle 
in _the way of a satisfactory machine-switching system, whether 
of the step-by-step, power-driven, or all-relay types and whether 
contro!led by subscribers or operators. 

Thefe were,. however, other questions fhan mere technical 
operativeness that had to be determined before machine switch
ing was ready for general, country-wide lidoption. Its operative
ness being granted, there were still such questions as whether 
the public would like it or not and whether, all things considered, 
it could compete economically with the manual system. 

A paper2 given by the writh in 19M before the International 
Electrical Congress, at St. Louis, Missouri, shows how some of 

1 MILLER, KEMPSTER B.," American !Telephone Practice," Ml•Graw~Hill 
·Book Company, Inc., New York, 4th ed., 1905. . ~ 

2 ~'The Automatic v. The Manual. Telephone F;xchange," Sec. G, Elee
trical Communication, International Elcj:trical Congress of St. Louis, 190'-
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8 TELEPHONE THEORY AND PRACTICE 

these questions appeared to him at that time. The questions of 
doubt at that time have since been resolved mainly in favor of 
machine s"itching. The question, that later arose, as to whether 
the s"itching machinery should be dial-controlled by the sub
scriber or keyboard-controlled by a comparatively few central
office operators acting under oral instructions from the subscriber, 
has lx>en generally resoh·ed in favor of the dial oontrol by 
the subscriber although there are outstanding examples of key
board, operator-controlled systems now in operation. 1 Both 
are unquestionably good methods as has been amply demon-

- -strated, _but tl~ose _who)l&..ve--bcen- inc!~d t~ tavor Qperators' 
- keyboard control,- because-of the,· greater simpficify permitted 

in the substation apparatus and the minimum of work re
quired of the subscriber, now find themselves in a decided 
minority. · 

Looking back over the fifty odd years of telephone-exchange 
developmenh it seems quite in the natural course that the manual 
method of switching should have been the first to be generally 
favored, developed, and put into commercial use. The needs of 
the telephone business had first to be determined. The lack of 
knowledge concerning these_ needs and the lack of methods, 
equipment, and trained personnel, during the time that knowledge 
was being acquired, of necessity kept the early practices in the 
simplest and most obvious channels. But meanwhile, as has· so 
often been the case in the ear!y_ deyelopmen~ of_-other..rarte,__A_ ~ -::-----.:.:_...:c.... 

:"' -:::-- .-___ --=succes8ion -of pioneer inventorS-With liflie- encouragement=na)\ 
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in spite of every discouragement,-:..had .clung tenaciously to the 
idea of devising a machine that, Ul)der the M~trol of "the sub-

. scribers, would connect lines and disconnect them amf perform · 
the collateral operations that in manual switchboards had been 
required of human operators. To tYie practical telephone man 

•> of the time this idea seemed preposterous~ a8 indeed it was, jn . 
view of the then existing conditions in the telephone busi!less. 
But, as the art advanced, as knowledge and technique grew and 
conditions changed, far-sighted men began to see in it .really -
practicable possibilities. It began to appear th~t, in some 

· measure at least, hand switching would have to give wu'y to 
machine switching in telephony, just as in the older arts, f()r · ·· 
instance, hand weaving bad given way to the machine loom; 

1 One of these ia the automanua.l aystcm of about eight thousand. lines at 
Lima, Ohio. 
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handwriting to the typewriting machine, and hand typesetting to 
the linotype and monotype machines. 

It is, of course, as impossible to state just "'hen machine-switch
ing telephony passed out of the realm of failure and into that of 
success, as it is to state when darkness ends and daylight begins. 
By 1904 and 1905, as attested, for instance, by the operation of 
the Strowger exchanges at Grand Rapids, Michigan (1904), and 
Columbus, Ohio (1905), it had clearly demonstrated that it would 
work under the c.Qmparatively simple conditions of single-office 
exchanges in .. inedium-sized cities. The evidence was fairly 
g()od that the public liked it then, but there were doubts as to 
how m:ucb-of this popularity was attributable to its novelty ~r to 
certain favorable conditions of widespread local ownership that 
existed in· those cities. There was also an almost complete lack 
of fundamental data on which to base judgment of its ability to 
compete economically with the older type of service .. Naturally 
only time, use, and experience could answer some of the questions 
necessary to a determination of comparative economy. The 
life of the equipment and its rate of depreciation were' quite 
unknown, its maintenance and operating costs were matters of 
speculation, and, as was learned afterwards, the first costs based 
on a fixed price of $35 a line, including complete substation 
telephones, were altogether misleading. 

From the knowledge gained from a few such early successes to 
_thai;.,'\VJ!icb :W()\ll(:I:...w!trrant t,he more general a{ioption of machine 
iswitchilig~- ana particularfy ifis -lid option for the vastly cothplex 
·conditions of large metropolitan areas, was a long step. · Encour
aged, however, by these experiences and others which soon foJ... 
lowed, rapid progress was made and by about 1918 it was 
considered fit for. use in very large centers like New York and 
Chicago-a long step indeed. Since that time the process of 
conversion from manual to machine-switching telephony, already 
well under way, has been going on with increased rapidity 
throughout the world. 

It took more than the mere technical development of the 
system itself to bring about the adoption of automatic telephony 
in this really large way. Two other principal factors co.n .. 
tributed: first, the enormous growth in the use of telephone 
service with its more exacting demandsJ and, second, the cha~ges 
in economic conditions brought about by the World War. In 
8ome respects, particularly in very large cities, the manual system 
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10 TELEPHO.\'E TIIEORI' .4ND J>RACTICE 

was almost breaking down under the increasing demands on it. 
:\Iany features that had b<>en developed in the automatic system 
were, as has been shown, engrafted bodily on existing manual 
systems and a general policy of replacing larger manual equip
ments, as they were outgrown or outworn, with those of the 
machine--switching variety was adopted by most of the companies 
and governments operating telephone systems throughout the 
world. .. 

The World War changed economic aspects in the telephone 
business as in most other lines. For one thing, by greatly increas
ing the demand for female labor in other industries, it taught the 
telephone operator something of her own economic value. In this 
and in ma.ny other respects the hconOlnic problems involved in 
the adoption of machine s"itchlng were changed by the war so 
as to present an entirely new aspect. In some cases, it enabled 
machine s"itching to "prove in" purely on a basis of economy, 
where before the war it could not have done so. 

The process of conversion, still going on, must, of necessity, 
be a gradual one for three principal reasons: in order to keep 
within the bounds of reasonable capacity for the manufacture 
of the required equipment; in order to conserve investment in 
manual equipment that is still adequate for the demands upon it; 
and in order to give proper service continuously during the _period 
of change. 

In this chapter the attempt has been made merely to touch 
- upon- a iew- oi the high spots in the growth of the machine
~-switching idea, as a preliminary to the more detailed considera

tion to follow. In such an intricate subject matter, unless there 
is some perspective, one is likely to "lose sight of the forest 
because of the trees." 
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CHAPTER II 

CONTROL DEVICES AND NUMBERING PLANS. 

In any machine-switching system the control of the central
office switching apparatus, as far as the subscriber is concerned, 
must be done on a decimal basis, since the decimal system of 
numbering is the one universally used in everyday affairs.~ 
Accordingly, in telephone directories, the n,umbers by "which 
subscribers are to be called are listed on the decimal basis. This 
is true, in machine-Rwit ching systems, whether the directory 
listing consists wholly of numerals, as 11 4978," or of an office 
name and numerals, as "L<>nnox 4978." In the latter c88e, 
some of the letters of the office name would be given numerical 
digit significance on a decimal basis, in.a manner that will' appear 
later. 

It will be helpful in studying automatic-switching systems to 
keep in mind the significance of the successive digits in a number 
that is used to designate the place of a particular unit thing in a 
large ~up. Thus, among 10,000 unit things, the particular one 
referred to by such a number as "4978" is found in the fourth 
group of thousands, the ninth group of hundreds in that tho~d, 
·the set1enlh group of ten in that hundred, and the _eighth oneJn 
that ten. Each successive digit narrows the serection- down by 
picking one out of ten. . 

The Substation Dial.-lt was shown in the last chapter that 
the subscriber in a subscriber-controlled automatic system exerts 
his control on the central-office switches by several successive 
series of rapidly recurring breaks in the ij.ne circuit, the number of 
breaks in each series corresponding to the successive digits in the 

1 ln some s:ystems, for reasons that" will be pointed out, the central-office 
switches themselves op<>ratc on other than a decima.l basis, so that the num
bers used by the calling. 8uhscrihcr are not the ones which act.ually control 
the switches. Where this is done, devices are employed at the central 
office whic.b, in effect, translate the dircctQI)' numbers into numbt>rs more 
suitable for switch op<>ration. This will he discussed in later chapt••rs but it 
does not a.lter the fact that, so far as the subscribers are ooncen1t>d, all sya. 
tems o}ierate on a decimal basis. 

11 
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called subscriber's number Each substation must, therefore, 
be provided with a device by the manipulation of which the sub
scriber may rapidly and accurately transmit to the central office 
several successive series of break impulses, each series corre
sponding in its numb<>r of brcaks to the numerical value· of the 
digit it represents. Each series must, therefore, have from one 
to ten breaks. It was also sho·wn that, betw!"t"n each series 
of brcak impulses corresponding to the successive digits, there 
must be a pause to allow time for the "trunk-hunting" and. 
"change-over" operations of the central-office equipment-that 
is, for selecting an idle trunk and passing the control to the next 
switch or function to be involved in the chain of operations. 

The substation control dev!~, therefore, must enable the 
subscriber ea5ily · and accurately --to translate the diiectory 
designation of the subscriber be desires to call into several 
series of from one to ten rapidly recurring breaks in the line cir
cuit; and it must allow a pause after each series during which the 
line circuit remains closed. More than this, the device must be 
so arranged as to prevent its circuit-breaking functions from dis
turbing the talking apparatus of his o·wn station. Obviously 
also, like substation apparatus in general, it should be as simple, 
rugged, and "fool-proof" as possible and as inexpensive 88 is 
con....qgtent with its exacting requirements. 

The familiar automatic telephone dial, developed originally in 
connection with the Strowger sy·stem and later adopted in prin- · 
ciple by all important systems, has proved to be better adapted 
to the purp6ses of a subscriber's "calling device" or "impulse 
sender" than any of the numerous other forms involving push 
buttons or levers that have been designed for the same general 
purpose. Its outward appearance, as now used by the BeJl 
System, is shown in Fig. 1, which also indicates the method of its 
use. 
. The finger wheel or dial proper has near its periphery ten-fin~ 

holes through each of which, when the dial is in its normal 
position, may be seen respectively one of the Arabic numerals, 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and O, in the order mentioned. These 
figures, and the letters which sometimes accompany them, are on 
a stationary white enamelled number plate lying a short distance 
below the dial. By placing the finger in one of the holes, the dial 
may be turned in clockwise direction against the action of a 
coiled spring, until the fingP-r engages the stationary finger stop 

. 
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shown near the normal position of the "zero" bole. When 
released, the dial rotates in the opposite direction to its normal 
position under the action of the spring. 

Briefly, the functioning of the dial is this: When the. subscriber 
lifts his receiver to make a call, the metallic circuit of his line is 
closed through the normally closed pair of "impulsing contacts" 
of his dial. These contacts hold the line circuit closed during 
the forward movement of the dial, but during its return move
ment they alternately open and close the circuit, the number 
of breaks depending on the distance traveled by the dial in this 

' 
'~· ~'>, 

FIG. 1.-Substation dial and method of use. (Court~.sy of The American Ttleplaone 
· aM.-Tel(l(I'IYiph Companfl.) · 

movement. Obviously, the distance of dial travel will depend 
on what finger hole was used in moving. it from its normal position 
to the stop, and, as the mechanism is so geared as to cause one 
break for an angular movement corresponding to the dist.ance 
between two adjacent dial holes, it follows that the number of 
break-impulses sent by the dial will be equal to the number 
represented by the figure seen through that hole. Thus the 
number of breaks will always correspond to the numeral in .the 
hole "pulled," the "D" or zero hole always counting 88 ten, 88 

will be explained. A small centrifugal governor geared to the 
dial shaft only during its return movement controls its speed ·of 
movement in that direction, so that the speed will be uniform 'aDd 
such a.s to cause the preaks to occur at the rate of ten per second. 
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Anoth~r set of springs as."'ciated with the dial ml:"chnnism 
are the "off-nonnal" or" shunt" springs. At the first movement 
of the dial, an attachnu'nt to its l:lhuft causes thr~c !'prings to 
shunt the telephone tmPsmitter and either shunt or open the 
receiver, depending on the type of talking C'ircuit UH·d. These 
circuits affecting the talking :;et arc restored to th<'ir nonnal 
operative conditions by the off-normal springs ju:-t as the dial 
reaches its normal position at the end of its return· movement. 
The purpO<Se of thus remO\ing the talking apparatus from 
the circuit during the dialing operation is in order to rtmwve the 
variabl~ resistance of th<' transmitter and the reactance of the 

L-1 .. !.i 

Flo_:._2:~A\!_tomatic Eleetric Company's dial11Ubetation. circuit. __ _ 

receiver from the dialing circuit and to prevent the dial impulses 
from affecting the receiver. 

Two specific types of dial will be described, these being the 
ones most used in the Unit.ed States and elsewhere. Either of 
'these is suitable for use with' any of the dial automatic sy-Stems 
later to .be described. 

The dial of Automatic Electric Company as developed by that 
company for the Strowger system being taken first, Fig. 2 shows 
how it is connected in the substation circuit. The parts of the 

·dial involved in the circuit connection are indicated within the 
dotted. rectangle of this figure, the contact springs being shown 
in the position they assume when the dial is at rest. In this con

. dition, the standard bQoster type of common-battery substation 
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circuit will be recognized. When the dial is moved out of its 
normal position, the shunt springs SS short-circuit the transmitter 
and receiver re:<pectively and on the return movement of the dial 
thP impulse springs IS open, to break the circuit of the line, a 
numbo_'r of times corresponding to the number of the hole 
pulled. 

Figure 3 is a rear view and a cross-sectional diagram of this 
dial. In the rear view, the pair of impulse springs is seen at the 
left, the three shunt springs at the right and the worm-drive for 
the centrifugal governor lying ·diagonally under the impulse 
springs. The three shunt springs are normally out of engage-

- ment with each other but, as soon as the dial is moved slightly 

lin9t!l' 
plate) , 

~I 

Finllf!f 
stop,. 

Fxo. 3.-Rear view and eroll&-SeCtion diagram of Automatic Eleetrie Company 
di&l • , 

from its pormal position, a projection Qn iJS slyUfallows them-ut . -
close their contacts and tQ remain so untii again opened by the 
final movement of the dial in its return. The impulse springs 
are actuated by a cam driven by an auxiliary shaft geared to the 
main shaft of the dial plate. 
Th~ mechanical action may be better understood from the 

cross-sectional diagram. From this it will be seen that, on 
account of the pawl-and-ratchet connection between the finger-. 

· plate shaft and the main gear wheel, the cam wheel and the 
wonn-drivengovernor shaft will be rotated only on the backward 
rotation of the dial. . During this backward rotation, however, 
the cam shaft actuates the impulse springs, meanwhile driving the 
governor shaft which, by its "fly-ball" action, serves to limit 
the speed of return and therefore the speed of the impulSing . 
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16 TELEPHONE THEORY AND PRACTICE 

The external appearance of the Western Electric dial used by 
the Bell System in both its panel-type and its step-by-step type 
automatic systems wns shown in Fig. 1. A rear view·showing 

1 I contact springs and governor is 
' .- --.._ given in Fig. 4. The upper pair 

of springs shown are the im
pulse springs, the contact be
tween them being nonnally 
closed but opened periodically 
during the return movement of 
the finger wheel. Tile four 
springs below aretheoff-nonnal 

'sprfngs. These act in some
what different manner from 

'"'-"-·~- ... ~ those of :he Strowger dial, the 
L~==::~· ~~~ .... ::_ __ _jl upper pa1r, nonnally open, serv
FJa. 4.-Rear 'iew of Western Electric ing to short-circuit the trans-' 

dial. mitter and the lower pair, 
normally closed, serving to open the receiver circuit· when the 
dial is moved out of its normal position. The long thin spring 
of the impulse pair. is driven by a cam-actuated pivoted finger 

~ • 

""0~ ~~~ ~', / .. 
·~ •'· . ··-
r " <f,. .. ,.., • ~~t ·-~ 
~~---.,l.. --- 6 't u 

l'1j-' ,': ~ -. . . 
~ "'-""" _ ___.. . o·o 

F1a. 5.-Weetern Electric dial-partly di.eauembled. 

shown adjacent to its free end, while the thin springs of the off
nonnal set are moved by an ann rigidly attached to the dial
wheel shaft. The governor of this dial like that of the StOwger 
has two centrifugally operated weights exerting fri~tion against 
the inner cylindrical st,trface of the governor housing but differs 
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r 
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in that it is driven on the backward rotation of the dial by 
gear and pinion instead of by worm gearing. 

Figure 5 shows a front view of this dial partially disassembled. 
The three-tined ring at the left is for clamping the enameled 
number plat-e to the stationary framework. The two-tined 
ring at the right is a part of the card bolder and serves to clamp 
the instruction card and its transparent covering to the. face of 
the finger wheel. · 

Finger-hofe Designations.-In numbering the finger holes of 
the dial, we cannot give the cipher. 0 its ordinary significance· of 
"zero" or ''naught," because 1W breaks ~ the circuit would 
accomplish nothing_ at all. Toomit the zero ma.rk~w~:mld le~ve, 
only nfue of the Arabic figure~; and, a.S tell..are beeaed,: ttre"cipbbf~~ 
0 is used for the tenth finger hole and made to follow nine in the 
series. On dials, therefore, ·the cipher is given the value of 10 
and the 0 hole is placed next beyond the 9 hole so that when 
it is pulled, ten breaks will be produced in the line circuit.l-, 

Givingthezeromarkavalueof ----------. • , 0 I 01. o.:; 04 OS 06 01 08 09 00 ten leads to a vanat10n from the _________ _ 
ordinary sequence of numbers .... ~---_..:. ___ .....:..~ 
which may be most easily illus- ; 61 
trated by considering, for the § ;r--------->----------moment, the action of the ordr- ~ 61 · 
naryStrowgerconnectorswitch, 0 51------~-
in which the switch action di- ~ 41--------
:rec~lY, foll.~ws t~e di~l ac~io_n. ~ ~t 3i-~--- ~- ·_·-__ .- ~ 
• Thi&SWI-tcb1 ~be Shown 1 "iin~--:---~Jf-10 · 
m the next chapter, serves 100 -----------
lin 

•t "b k, · ta t be" II 11 13 14 15 16 11 16 19 .. 10 
es, 1 s an con c s mg 

ed 
. 

10 
h . . 

1 
Rotary Movement. 

arrang m onzonta rows - · ·. 
of 10, as indicated in Fig. 6. FIG. 6.-Xumber~~lan of Stl'()wpr 

Thewiperannofthisswitchmay IW1 • 1>-

be brought into eng!lgement with any one of these 100 contacts 
by two successive series of dial impulses, the first series stepping 

. it up to the desired "tens" row and the second series stepping it 
around to the desired unit in that row. It is the dial that tells 
the switch what to do, and, in selecting line 95, for instance, it 
directs the switch first to take nine steps upward and then five 
'steps around. Always two movements of the dial are required 
to select any number within the 100, the first pull correspondfng. 
to the tens digit and the second to the units. Obviously, 
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therefore, the numbers of the contacts in each horizontal row or , 

·level must all begin with the ~me tens digit corresponding to ~~, 
the number of the level; and they must end with the units digits : 

progressively from 1 through 9 to 0 in the direction of the rotary r . 
St'lecting movement. This results in the group of 100 contacts ~ 

reached by the switch being numbere.d from 11 to 00, as shown in { 

Fig. 6, instead of from 0 to 99 or from 1 to 100, as the numbers · 

would ordinarily run. In the same way, for the "hundreds" 

and the "thousands" groups in a 10,000-line system, for iil5tance, 

the groups would be numbered from 1 through 9 to 0 in each 

case. The lowest number in 10,000 would be 1111 and the _ 

highest 0000, the series thus including the entire 10,'000-nurribers. -'-'"' · 

----·· fi<>. 'l.C":"Dial.fll~le,t~·_1llll~t~. - --

p 

t 

t 
t 

When a system does not require numbers of .more than four • : 

or five digits, the finger holes of the dial need have only numeral 

marking, as in the Strowger dial face shown at the left of Fig. 

7. Such marking usually suffices in a single-office exchange or in 

a multi-office exchange not requiring .more than four or five 

digits. Even when the number of subscribers is tro large as to 

require a numher of central offices, it is possible, of course, to 

disregard office names and to designate all subscribers' lines by 

number only, as might be done by assigning a different "ten

thousands" group of numbers to each of the offices. This, in 

effect, is what is done in practice but, since it is easier for most 

people to remember a short number with an office name than a 

long number without the name, it has been found conducive to 

accurate service to retain office names as part of the directory 
~-

% 

r. 
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designations and to use the first one, two, or three letters of 

the office name as well as the switching numbers in dialing. This 

involves placin~ letters along with the digit numerals in the finger 

holes of the dial and giving the first few letters of each office 

name a corresponding numerical significance. 
The right-hand cut of Fig. 7 shows a Bell System dial so 

marked. Each of the eight finger boles from 2 to 9, inclusive, 

contains three different letters. All the ]etters of the alphabet 

except Q and Z are thus included and they are arranged in 

alphabetical order. In this way, the letters A, B, and C are 

each gi'YQD_ the .same .signifi~an~,. as far as the dial is concerned, 
~as the nun1erlii 2,- the ·letters .b; E, im[F--a.., the numeral 3, and 

so on. The same effect is produced, therefore, whether the sub

scriber pulls the letter A, B, or Cor the numeral 2. LikewiSe, if 

he pulls in the order mentioned L-1-B, it produces the same dial 

effect as the numerals 5-4-2. Taking this latter example..L-1-B 

as being the equivalent of 5-4-2, the directory listing of a sub

scriber in an office named "Liberty" might be LIBerty 0086 or 

it might be 542-0086, both requiring the same manipulatiOn of 

the dial and both, therefore, producing the same effect on the 

central-office switches. In this case, the combined name and 

numeral would be the better one to adopt for directory purposes 

because the office name would automatically suggest to the sub

scriber the proper letters to pull to select the Liberty offi~. 

Numbering Plans.-The form of mimberipg -plan to be used 

in-a "pariieular-c~ depends-'=Up<)1fihe s}:iecial ifeq(lirem~irt:S'4mct-:"' 
. ~ . . . 

peculiarities of the dialing area, such as the telephone develop-

ment, rate of growth, amount of traffic to suburban points, and 

the method of handling auch traffic. The use of several types 

of numbering plans differing from each other even among areas of 

the same approximate telephonic size has resulted from such 

individual requirements. . 
The numbering plans described ~low ·are the most common 

types now in use. The nilml;)er of offices for which these plans 

are designed is always based on someultixrtate engineering period, 

estimated far enough into the future to avoid too frequent 

modifications of the n·umbering plan, ~bich are always to be 
avoided if pos!Sible. ' _ .. ' 

Areas Requirlng from Two to Eight Office Codes.-In multi-offil:e 

areas where eight office codes or leSs are required, a single-digit 

prefix is used to designate th~ t1alled office. In the directory this 
,. . . ;. . 

' 
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digit is usually separated from the rest of the number by a hyphen, 
as for inst!lnce, 7-1234. The limitation of Pight offices exists 
because the number 0 as a preliminary digit is re@E"ryed for reach
ing the operator, and the digit 1 cannot be distinguished from an 
accidental preliminary depression of the switchhook. Since 
neither of these can be used to designate central offices, the eight 
digits from two to nine, inclusive, remain for this purpose. 

Areas Requiring from Nine to Sixty-four Offwc Codes.-It is 
generally felt that it is difficult for a subscriber to keep in mind 
more than five digits while he is dialing them. Therefore, when 
two or more office-code digits are required, the subscriber's dial . 
is equipped ",tb a number plate haxilig 6oth let-fers ~nd':nnmerals :. 
(Fig. 7, right). The reason fo'r omitting the letters Q and Z is· 
that it is not desired to crowd more than three letters in one finger 

Cwoft Alcidt r 4031 Claude ...... YO rl 18.26-M 
Caron Ala r 6132 l>c>notlll&llfi.Collumrt 2$!17-J 
Canoll ollfrtd r 1814 St Jttolllt.fR ontrn.ae 6919 
Caron Andre r 595il Jogues ...... Fl urOJ 8234 
CaroD Mmt Antoine r 1933 Kent. All bl-rst 14&11 
Caron AriiWid r 2013 D•ndurand.Collumet 1!115-M 
Caroa Jl.r...,d r 920 Dttarle bl. WA lnut 6'Z79-W 
Carll! Al'llallll r 4242 J'ut..bmals •• AII berat 1402 
Caron Art r 2287 Frontt~~;~e .... tK·rrr"'r 7094 
Caron AliT 566 Vimont., •.•••••• CL airnl )96IS 
Car~~~ Arttltta r 416 ChJDp de Mua.MA rboar 46915 

ll.lml$ Wm J 145 E 45 ....... Lhlnrtn 2·5227 
Bornes Wm R TlO W End aY ••• IU rende 9-3821 
Barnts Wm S boots 229 W 29. LA ekwana 4·1768 
Barnes H N Co brkts 33 1'\usau: HI tehdt 4.0600 
Barntl Tag Co 126 W 13 ...... CH ets.a )·3064 
Barnett A 184 Franklin ar ..••• PR ospd 9-2672 
Barnett A L ant!quts 129 E 57 •. PL au ,_1464 
Bamtwall H G 285 Lonrwood IY .IN trrrale t-6.393 
Barnry C E l"')'f ]5 Broad.,., .• HA IIOYF 2·101!11 
ll.lrnets Dairy 1063FI.shnc ••. WJIIII.msbrc S.OOS2 

FJG. 8. FIG. 9. 
FIG. 8.-Dire<-tory listing for area..s requiring from 9 to 64 otlicee. 
FIG. 9.-Direet<iry listing for area..s requiring more than 64 officee. 

bole and th.~Y. ~ th~ l~ast frequently used otallthe l~tt.ers oHhe> -
~--·-·ruPJ:iil:iet. "- - - · 

Office. names are assigned to the different office units and the 
subscribers are instructed to dial the first two letters of the name, 
followed by the line number. Of course, as outlined above, the 
office names ~re so chosen that the first two Jette~ of any office. 
will always represent the proper numerical code for t~t .office 
and, therefore, a code different from that of any other office. 
For the reasons given above, only the boles from two to nine can 
be used for office-code purposes. 

In the telephone directory for such a system, the letters of the 
office code to be dialed by the subscribers are printed in bold-f~ · 
type, as shown in Fig. 8. 

The number of two-digit codes which can be built up from 
these letters is sixty-four. Although twenty-four letters are 
available, they do not, of course, represent twenty-four independ-

"\' 
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ent digits because the three letters in each finger bole have iden
tical numerical significance. 

This use of the letters which constitute the beginning of the 
office name provides a system much easier for the subscriber to 
use than numbers, or even arbitrary letters, would be. It also 
accords very well with the use of central-office names as in manual 
practice. The dial system, with such a numbering plan, can be 
introduced in a manual area with minor directory changes and, 
occasionally, the change of an office name which would conflict 
in dialed code with the name of apother office. 

Areas of J!ore than Sixty-four Office Codes.-If more than sixty
foor·ci:id'e§ are required, three code digits must· be dialed. In 
some cases, the practice has been to require the -dialing . of the 
first three letters of the office name followed by the numerical 
digits. Theoretically, the number of possible codes with this 
plan is 512, more than any dialing area bas so far required. 
Practically, however, the number of usable three-letter codes i~ 
much smaller. One difficulty which limits the number is the 
selection or invention of office names which will utilize ~ese 
codes and still be easy to spell, pronounce, and understand. 
As. an instance of this, the five hole contains the three letters 
J, K, and L. The difficulty of finding a name having as its first 
three letters any combination of these is apparent and the code 
555 is therefore useless. The result of this difficulty is to mate
rially :reduce the number of useful codes. This has led recently 

.. ~-':::_-to:t;be~~iO\l;'~too"la~reM.-,C:Of a planlll: ~ch th~ tjrst~ 
· ·t;~o letters qf the_ office name are -dialed followed by a third 

numerical code digit. In the directory this digit is separated 
from the rest of the number by a hyphen. Directory listings 
utilizing such a numbering plan are shown in Fig. 9. In addition 

\ 

· to facilitating the selection of office names this plan also permits 
0 and 1 to be used as a third code digit, increasing the possible 
office C9des to 640. . 

In· some areas; where the number of codes required is only 
slightly greater than a two-digit code plan will serve, a practice 
of using some two- and some three-digit codes bas been adopted. 
In this <1ase, the fin;t two letters of the. office name are dialed as in 
two-digit areas, and the third code digit, when it is used, is printed 
and· dialed as an auxiliary number preceding the line number. 
In the airectory this digit is separated from the line number by 
a hyphen. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE STROWGER STEP-BY -STEP SYSTEM t 

Of the three general types of automatic or machine-switching 
systems, "step-by-step," "power-driven," and "all-relay," 
the former, also called the "Strowger system," will be treated in 
this chapter. It is extensively used by the Bell System ana by 
inde~ndettt comp11nies in the United States and by both govern-

--,-- ni-i'nis aiidJclet}Ilone~companfes·m many foreign countries. 
Strciwger Step-by-step Prin~iple of Switching.-The Strowger 

principle of switching is the outgrowth of the fundamental idea of 
Almon B. Strowger conceived as early as 1889. The first 
exchanges embodying the step-by-step principle were installed at 
Michigan City and La Porte, Indiana, in the year 1895. Later 
notable early installations on a larger scale were those at Fall 
River, 'Massachusetts, in 1903, and Grand Rapids, :i\:lichigan, in 
1904. The system has been developed as a whole by the engi
neers of the Automat-ic Electric Company and its predecessors, 
under the able leadership of Alexander E. Keith, T. G. Martin, 
and others, but, however, the fundamental principle of Strowger 
is still employed in the present--day system; 

This method of switching emp)_oys as it~J>asi~ equipxg~nt 
ca_~wit-ch witli-:eoq~~~~!up:'t":and uar®nd"cmov~tsr:-,-To-> 
, the brush rod or "wiper ~haft" is fii:st given a vertical and then 

a rotary motion, bQth motions occurring in short rapidly recurring 
· steps. Means are. provided for holding the shaft in the inter-

mediate and fi.naf positions, and for finally releasing and restoring 
jt t.o its normal or "ready-for-use" position. While other 
functions must be performed by the switch, only those dealing 
with the above-m<>ntioned features will be described at this time, 
the others being exphlined at ·appropriate times as the treatment 
of the system develor)s. -.1 

·Vertical Movement.-The vertical, rotary, and release features 
will first be consider~d separa~ely, then as combined in one 
structure. Figure 10 sho~t?; in diagrammatic perspective, 

1 The photograJ>hs and in ml).ny Cll.llee the circuit diagram sketches that 
were ui!Cd in preparing the ilh.istratiiml! of this chapter were furnished by, 
courtesy of the Automatic Electric Com,p:my of Chicago. 
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' the mechanical el<:'m<:'nts involved in the vertical movement 
of the wiper shaft, and an elementary operating circuit for 
causing the movem<:'nt. The wiper shaft WS is mounted in 
fixed bearings at top and bottom (not shown), these permitting 
vertical and rotary motions of the shaft. The vertical magnet 
VM, mounted on the framework of the switch, has an armature 
pivoted at its rear end, to which is attached an arm, or finger, 
with a pawl at its front end. Adjacent to this pawl, but normally 
free from it, and forming a part of the wiper shaft, is a vertical 
ratchet cylinder, or hub, having circular grooves cut in it. 

The key A in this and the immediately following figures is 
to be taken merely as a circuit·closing device responsive to 

,. 
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Fw. 10.-Yertical movement o( Strowger switch. 

,, 

• 

the movements of the subscriber's dial. When it is pressed 
with switch C in its first position, as shown, the magnet Vl\t 
will attract its armature, causing the pawl to engage a tooth 
of the vertical hub and lift the shaft one step. A detent finger 
on the upper end of the "double dog" DD prevents the Wiper 
shaft from dropping back when the magnet is de-energized. 

, This double dog is normally held out of engagement with the 
ratchet hubs but, however, is released on the first movement 
of the vertical pawl, so as to engage the teeth of the vertical 
hub. It will, therefore, be evident that, each time the key A 
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24 TEI.EP/10.\.E THEORY AND PRACTICE 

is presst-d, tht- shaft JrS will be movt-d upward one step and will 
be held in the raised position by means of the dog DD. The 
number of Vt'rticnl st<'ps will, of course, depend on the number 
of times the key A is pressed. 

Rotary Movement-Figure 11 shows the same shaft and 
double dog but a rotary magnet RM with associated armature, 
finger, and pawl is shown instead of the vertical magnet. The 
rotary magnet has been brought under control of the key A by 
moving the switch C into its second position. Mounted on 
the shaft immediately below the vertical .• hub is the rotary 
rat-<lhet. cylinderJ or hub, with vertical grooves or teeth cut 

:in:Jfs- si.rrfaee: til order that ,the rotary hub may alw~ys. be 

' 
1 3 
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Fro. 11.-Rotary movement of Strowger mtcb. 

in a position· to be engaged by its pawl, its lel}gth is made at 
least equal t.o the length of the vertical travel. The operation 

. is the same as already described for the vertical movement 
except tliat "the shaft is turned instead of lifted, the lower end 
of the 'double· do~ holding the shaft in the proper rotary position 
each time the magnet RM is demagnetized. 

In order to relieve the weight of the shaft from the double 
dog a~d to preyent an accidental vertical movement, a stationary 
dog SD is fu:ed to the frame work of the switch in such position 
as to lie itl a vertical groove in the upper or vertical ratchet 
bub (Fig.' 16). ) This had no part in the vertical operation, 
since be{ore the sha~t is rotated it permitted free vertical move-
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ment, but when the first rotary movement took place it engaged 
one of the grooves of the vertical hub, thus preventing further 
vertical movement. The shaft is rotated to any desired posi
tion, depending upon the number of times the key A is pressed. 

Release Action.-Figure 12 illustrates how the switch is 
released and restored to its normal position. It shows the 
same shaft, vertical and rotary hubs, double dog, and stationary 
dog as before, but the vertical and rotary magnets are omitted 
and a release magnet RM is shown instead. This release 
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Fio. 12.-Release action of Strowger switch. 
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magnet is energized when its switch C is brought to its third 
position. The armature of the release magnet is pivoted at 
its upper end and has a projecting finger at the end of which 
is an adjustable stud which, when the magnet is operated, will 
press against an extension finger of the double dog DD. Immedi
ately above the ext~nsion finger of the double dog is a release 
link RL, which can engage a pin extending upward from the 
extension finger. Also, at the· top of the wiper shaft is sho.wn 
a clock spring called the 11 shaft oup spring" SCS, one end of 
which is fastened to the shaft and the other bears against a 
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fixed vertical rod. This spring and gravity furnish the forct'S 
to return the shaft to its normal position, when the double dog 
is removed from engagement with the vertical and rotary hubs. 
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Fm. 13.-Vertical, rotary and releaae principles. 

Since the release is performed independently of the dial, 
the manually operated key used in providing the stepping 
impulses may now be dispensed with. When the connection 
through the step--by-step switch is no longer desired, the switch · 
Cis moved to its third position, establishing a ground connection 

l 
' 
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which provides an operating circuit for the release magnet. 
As the release magnet attracts its armature, the adjustable stud 
presses against the extension finger of the dog DD and removes 
the dog from engagement with the vertical and rotary hubs. 
The shaft WS is then returned to its rotary starting position by 
means of the spring SCS, and during this return movement it 
is prevented from dropping..-----------
through the agency of the sta
tionary dog SD. When· com
pletel_y restored horizontally, 
the stationary dog is no longer 
effective, since it at that time 
rests in the vertical slot of the 
vertical hub, and the shaft is 
allowed to drop to the normal 
position by gravity. The re
lease link RL is provided to hold 
the double dog in its disengaged 
position after the release magnet 
has been de-energized. The 
s wit c h is now completely re
stored. 

Complete Switch Mechanism. 
Figure 13 shows how the opera
tions just described are all co
ordinated in one structure. It 
also shows the means used for 

~~-- - ·-
, 

keeping the pawl of the vertical L...---=:~---........ 
magnet normally out of engage- Flo. 14.-Strowge~ niteh meehaDillm. 

ment with the vertical hub, and also the means for releasing 
the double dog from its disengaged position on the first step 
of the vertical m"'!ignet. In the lower portion of the drawing 
are also indicated the··wiper brushes and bank contacts with 
which they are brought into engagement by the '\·ertical and 

' rotary movements of the shaft. 
The foregoing drawings have been made in purely diagram

matic form to permit an easy understanding of the principles. 
Figure 14 is a view of an actual switch unit with the wipers and 

banks removed. • 
Control Circuit of Strowger Switch.-In the foregoing descrip-

tions, the simplest . forms of electric circuits were .fk"8umed in 
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order to make clear the mechanical details. In actual practice 
the key .4 of Figs. 10 to 13, inclusive, is a rt"lay controlled by 
the subscriber's dial, and the switch C consists of two relays and 
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FIG. 15.-control circuit of Strowger awitch. 

a switch. Figure 15 shows the electrical circuits and complete 
switch mechanism. The switch structure is the same as in Fig. 
13, but with the addition of what is called the "off-normal 
S'\\itch" seen ncar the top of the wiper shaft, immediately 
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below the shaft cup spring. AB the shaft takes its first vertical 
step upward, a finger fixed on it permits the end of a bell crank 
lever to rise and shift the position of the off-normal ·switch 
springs. As the shaft takes its final step downward in returning 
to its normal position, the reverse action takes place. 
· At the lower right of the drawing are shown the portions of 
the subscriber's instrument involved in the control of the switch 
circuits. Immediately above and connected to the subscriber's 
line circuit are the relays required, in connection with the 
off-normal switch, to perform the circuit changes previously 
described for key A and switch C of the preceding figures. On 
Fig. 15, A is It double-wound!'lint'l relay/' Bis called the "release -
relay," and C the "series relay." Both B and C are designed for 
slow release. 

In the normal position, as shown, all of the electrical circuits 
are open at some point, and therefore all relays and magnets 
are in their de-energized positions. At the subscriber's 'instru
ment, with the telephone receiver on the hook switch, the 
circuit is open at the hook switch HS. When the receiv,er is 
removed, the hook switch closes a circuit over the line and 
through the impulse springs IS of the dial. This energizes line 
relay A, both "indings of which produce magnetic flux in the 
same direction. Relay A, through its grounded armature 
spring, causes the operation of relay B. The pulling up.of A 
also removes ground from the armature spring of relay B 
and thus holds open the circuits of all the other relays ,and 
magnets associated \\ith the switch. 

The dial contacts IS are normally closed but when the dial 
is operated they open and close in quick succession a number 
of times, corresponding to the numerical value of the digit 
dialed. It will, therefore, be seen that the armature of relay 
A will be released and pulled up each time the circuit is opened 
and closed by the dial. Since relay B is of the slow-release type, 
it will not release its armature during the pulsing period, that is, . 
during the series of break-impulses transmitted. 

When relays A and B are first operated before a series of 
dialing impulses begins, a circuit is prepared for the opera
tion of the vertical magnet V llf, and thereafter this magnet 
will operate each time the armature of relay A falls back .as 
the circuit is broken at IS. This circuit may be traced as 
follows: starting with the grounded armature spring of relay A 
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through its break contact, through armature spring and make 
contact of relay B, springs of the switch ONS, thence to the 
winding of relay C, magnet r.u and to battery. As magnet 
l'Jlf operates, it will lift the shaft of the switch a number of 
steps corresponding to the digit dialed. On the first break-
impulse, or the first operation of magnet VJ!, the original cir-• 
cuit through which Y.M and C were operated, is.broken by the 
action of the off-normal s\\itch ONS, but an alternate path is 
established for the second and succeeding vertical impulses 
by the pulling up of relay C. Owing to its slow-release action, 
this relay will remain energized as long as the dialing impulses 
continue and thereby maintai:q a circuit for the successive opera-
tions of the magnet YJ!. While relay Cis slow to release, the 
delay is not sufficient to prevent its release during the pause 
before the next series of impulses corresponding to the ·next 
digit. 

During this inter•:al, and after relay C has restored, a circuit 
is prepared for the subsequent operation of the rotary magnet. 
It will be recalled that the circuit by which relay C was operated 
has been opened at the switch ONS, so that this relay cannot 
be again energized. A circuit for the operation of the rotary 

. magnet R:M is therefore established through its back contact. 
The second digit is now dialed and magnet RM will follow the 
break.:.impulses of the subscriber~s dial. The wipers, through 
the vertical and rotary operations of the switch, have now been 

' 

. 
I 
t 

placed on the desired contacts in the switch bank. The switeh ! 
is maintained in this position until. the connectiQn is no loilger- - ~- t.-. ~-
required. l 

Wben the telephone receiver is replaced on the hook switeh, I 
contact H S will be broken and thereby open the line circuit 
and release relays A and B. W"hen the shaft was raised from 
its normal position and switch ONS operated, a circuit was J 
prepared for the release magnet R:M, but this circuit meanwhile I 
bas been held open at the break contact of relay B. On the 
release of both relays A and B, this circuit will be closed to 
ground, thereby operating the release magnet R:M and permitting 
the switch shaft to return to its normal position. Just before 
it bas completed its final vertical movement downward, the 
switch ONS will again be operated and the circuit of magnet . 
RM opened. The switeh mechanism has now been completely 
restored to an idle or ready-for-use position. 

I 
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In the foregoing description of the principles of the Strowger 
switch, it will be observed that provision was made for con
nections to points appearing in an individual bank only, and, 
as each bank bas a capncity of 100 lines, these principles might 
be assumed to apply to a telephone system having 
a capacity of not more than 100 lines. However, 
later in this chapter it will be shown how this switch 
may be used in consecutive steps in larger step-by-
step systems. In certain applicationsoftheStrowger 
principle, as-for example in selector switches, the ro-
tary magnet is provided with an interrupter means 
which breaks its circuit when operated, and causes 
the switch to rotate automatically under the control 
of a test circuit, instead of being positively driven 
by break-impulses from the dial. 

Shaft and Wiper Assembly.-The complete shaft ' 
and wiper assembly is shown in Fig. 16. The shaft · 
cup spring will be seen at the top; below is the ver-
tical hub, with the vertical slot for the stationary 
dog; next, the rotary hub; and, at the bottom, the 
wipers for making connection with the bank con-
tacts. Two sets of wipers are shown, the functions 
of which will be more specifically described later. 

Contact Banks.-Figure 17 shows, at the left, 
a complete bank, with the separate horizontal rows 

. ofcontacts c1amped ~t~eeq two he~~eta)P1J!.!escsn~f_.,l~d" 
These plates-hB.ve holes near each end- for the wiper uaer:n

purpose of clamping on vertical rods, which pro- bly. · 

ject downward from the framework of the switeh. At the 
right is shown one of the "levels" of bank contacts. The 
radial pieces ftre the metallic contacts, and the. dark and 
cloth-like portions the insulating materials .. TP,e ends of 
the contact pieces which project from the inside of the cylindrical 
surface are the portions over which the wipers slide in their 
rotary· movements, and the outer projecting ends are for the 
attachment of wires. The contact pieces of each pair are 
inserted on opposite sides of the dark insulating material, 
their soldering lugs being staggered to provide ample clearance 
for th~ connectiOJ1 of wires. · 

In order to Permit simultaneous connections to a given group · 
of line8 or trunks, it is, of course, necessary that a number of 

!l1 

' 
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switches shall have access to the same group. This is pro
vided for by "multipling" or connecting together the correspond
ing contacts in the banks of a group of switches. The method 
of doing this is shown in Fig. 18. 

The foregoing switchel'l, employing Strowger's original up-and
around principle, may be classified as "numerical" s'•:itches 

-;JrU~~-•~ 
.,_9_ c. ~' -: t .. : . .... · .· . 
.. '·~'"'"". 

'". ' .. ·y ~,_· :.·· 

'r§ff'' "' ..... -' \ • '1 

(/~ ~~--~.- ,~-~~~,.. • J '; • ~ ~;; •• 

,.,. ~.. •:·. ~ 
·~-.. . 
-~ ~ ' . '-::l. -

FIG. 17.-complet~ bank and single leYel of eontactli. 

since they are capable of performing a numerical selection. 
They are, either directly or indirectly, responsive to the impulses 
transmitted by the subscriber's dial in making numerical selec
tions. Another class of switches, to be described next, may be 
called ' 1 non-numerical" because they "pay no attention" to 
numbers but perform their selections wlrolly on some other 

FIG. 18.-Multiple wiring of eonta.Ct bank& 

basis-usually according to whether the terminals to be con
nected with are idle or busy. Line switches of various types 
fall within this classification. 

Plunger Line-switch Principle.-In all earlier Strowger 
installations, each subscriber's line had its own individual 
switch of the general type just qescribed. This involved a 
wasteful use of rather expensive apparatus since the average 
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subsctiber uses the telephone for making calls only a short 
time each day, his switch remaining idle the rest of the time. 
To eliminate this uneconomical 
use of switches, a principle 
has been evolved which permits / 
the use of a much less expensive _..,__..,...:;.._..,_..._ ___ 2 

non-numerical "line switch" 3 ~ 
for each line and requires only .::; 
enough numerical switches to 

4 
~ . 0 

carry the busy-hour traffic. sa 
_The _plu!lgeJ·_ ty~ _of l~ne tS~ 

sw!.t"ch, often· called the 11 Keith" - 1_ _ 1- . - -- F 

line switch from its inventor, 7 

was the one at first developed 8 

for concentrating the traffic aris-
ing on a larger number of lines 
into a smaller group of numer- i 2 3 4-

·,_ 

. ical switches and is still largely TrunkS 
used in the Strowger system. FIG.l9.-Fun:~~~~lan of ~unger 
The diagram of Fig. 19 will 
aid in understanding its principle. In this, each of the lafger 
group of telephone lines is assumed t<l termi,nate in relatively 
simple and inexpensive apparatus, and each of the smaller group 
of trunks in Strowger type switches 9r selectors. . Now if it 
is assumed that, at any intersection, these horizontal and vertical 

-- lines may . be connected tQ.Jl;.ether ele.ctncal).~-1!-~Y on"e..:q! tqe.cc: -= · ~ 
telephone lines may be connected tQ any trunk; ·u1'ereby makipf( ~ 
each one of the numerical switches availab\e to a number of unes. . 
If the large dots are assumed to represent such electrical co:rmeo
tions, it will be seen that telephone line 1 bas been oonnected to 
trunk 3, line 2 to trunk-), and line 4 to trunk 2. The number of 
numerical switches needed would then be only that required for 
the simultaneous connections desired by the subscribers of the 
group. In actual practice, it has been found tha.t in many · 
cases only ten numerical switches are required to meet the needs 
of 100 subscribers' lines. · 

In somewhat more detail the principle of the plunger line 
switch is shown in Fig. 20. In this, the t~ephone' Jines and 
trunks are arranged in the same manner as in Fig. ·19, but in 
addition a means of connecting them is illustrate~. Each 
telephone line has spring contaCts adjacent to corresponding 
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34 TELEPHONE THEORY AND PR.ACTICB 

contacts on each of the trunks. With each telephone line is 

as..~ciated a line-switch operating mechanism as shown at 

the right of the drawing. Each line switch has a pull--down 

coil PDC, a plunger arm, and a plunger, the pull--down coil 

being controlled by a relay in the telephone line. When a con

nection is desired, the plunger arm is attracted by the pull

down coil, thereby moving the plunger towards the left. Now 

assume_ that the line-switch plungers may be moved succes-

Plunger~ I 

\~if1r.,;.r ·n; c. . 

P.IJ.C 

~ 3 ~ 
I . I ~ 

&:=:: I x:=: I -,::3 ll-

-- ~I • ~ 
c::::::: I x:=: I L I ~ 

5 

~;< 1Fs;~~ 

I 12 13 
Trunks 

Fto. 20.-Schematic di&gram of a group of plunger line tlwitcbee. 

sively adjacent to each of the trunk lines, so that, When opet:ated, 

· the plunger nill cause the contacts of the line to engage the trUnk 

contacts in the position which the line-switch plunger has taken. 

By this means, a telephone line may be extended to a trunk and 

its connected numerical switch. '\\<"hen a line switch has been 

plunged for a connection, it remains in that position while 

in use, and all the others are moved adjacent to the next avail

able trunk. This method of trunk selection before an actual 

demand for use is called "pre-selecting" and is frequently 

used where minimum delays in extending connections are 

required. 
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In actual practice, instead of moving the line switches from 

trunk to trunk, the line and trunk contacts are arranged in 

arcs and the plungers only are rotated before the contacts. 

This arrangement is shown in Fig. 21, in which the same rela

tion between telephone lines and trunks af! previously described 

will be recognized. In this drawing it will be noted that the 

plungers, when not in use, are under the control of a rotatable 
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·Bank 
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F1o. 21.-Principle of operation of plunger line ewitch. 

piunier guide shaft S, the bearing of which (B & B') are in 

line with the centers about which the plungers rotate. It will. 

be noted that line 3 bas been connected to trunk 3 thrOuglJ. 

linf! -switch 3, and the plunger moved out of control of the guide 

shaft. The plungers 'of line switches 1, 2, al;ld 4 have been 

: set before the contacts of trunk 4 in a position to permit4the 

' con~ection of line 1, 2, or 4 to that trunk. While only 4 tele

phone.l.!nes are" shown in this drawing, in practi,ce from 25. to 
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100 such lines may be arranged to have access to a group of ten 

trunks. 

Fan-tail Type.-Figure 22 shows a "fan-tail" type plunger 

line- switch with its associated bank. At the right is the slow

acting line relay and nrar the center iR the double-wound line

s"itch magnet. At the ldt \\ill be seen the plunger, plunger 

arm, and associated contact bank. At the left of the magnet 

is the plunger-restoring spring alld at the right the cut-off 

springs, which are operated l'ither by the bridge cut-off annature 

shown just below the m:l~nl't coil or by the plunger annature 

shffim'-~ri'.Sting.-ngaiiii~_(d:te ~~ck · Si::Op-:·· When'-<Jnly. the bridge 

cut-off wiriding of the magnet is energized, the cut-off springs 

are operated and not the plunger, but, when the pull-down 

--.""--· -· -;to".- :;;; 

Fla. 22.~Fan-~il type of plunger line awiteb with contact bank. 

winding of the magnet is energized: both the plunger and cut-off 

springs are oMrated. However, when the magnet has once 

been energized by the pull-down coil, both the plunger and cut,.. 

off springs will be held in an operated position by the bridge 

cut-off winding only. The purpose of_this will he made clear in 

oonnection with the circuit operation. The• notched rear 

end of the plunger, for holding the plunger in engagement 

with the guide shaft, as described in connc.ction with Fig. 21, 

wilL be seen at the lower left of the photograph. The arrange

ment of the bank contacts will be understoOd from the de$Crip-

tio'l! of the circuit diagrams. - ~ ., 

)1. The circuit diagr11m of the line switch and of the other f!.ppa

ratus directly associated with it is shown in Fig .. 23. A sub-
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scriber's telephone circuit is at the left, and, since line switches 

arc non-numerical, the station dial has been omitted. In the 

center of the drawing is the circuit of the line switch proper 

with a portion of the master-switch circuit just below. At 

the right of the drawing is a portion of the circuit of a numeriCal 

switch, in which A and B relays arc the ones previously described 

in connection with the Strowger switch (Fig. 15). At the top 

Connector 
C.N. 

-c::J.:: ~ 
-I( 

•N 

I 
I 
I NumeriCfJ! 

~witch 

:~f· 

~ ~ir:-Jfro! lw I I'PF 
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I ~ I 
,.... I 

I,/' Bank · I 

'jf(""~,f\:·fl, l 
f.H 4118 I 

l 
To other ·r.,.n." 

trunks1 

[111 U1J1~1r ~ 
I. 

I ·tH•I.., I;/~./:/ I 
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F1a. 23.-circuit of fan-tail type of plunger line ewitch. 

fl 

center are shown the wipers and bank contacts only of a "oon

nector," this term being applied to the numerical switch which 

makes connection "ith the subscriber's line when it is called. 

These connector contacts correspond to a multiple jack of the 

subscriber's line, in manual practice, and provision is 10ade 

through them to guard the line against intrusion when in use. 

In the center portion of the drawing presenting the line switch 

proper, the apparatus parts will be recognized as those already 
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described in Fig. 22, except that the plunger and plunger arm 

are here represented by four dotted lines in order to simplify 

the circuit diaJUam. It is to be understood that, when the 

plunger is operated, the bank contacts 1-5, 2-6, etc., will be 

closed. 

Lifting the substation recei.ver closes the line circuit energizing 

the line relay LR. The operation of this relay closes a contact 

to ground, which completes a circuit through the pull-down 

coil PDC of magnet M, thus causing the plunger to move and 

close the bank contacts. The operation of..nuignet .M will also 

open the circuit of relay LR, but, since this relay is of the slow-

- ~ rel~--e type, its~arrpature Vlill hold the circuit of winding PDC 

- -closed for a sligbtly ionger . period. The line circuit is now 

extended through the line-switch bank to a numerical switeh 

in which the relay A will operate immediately and cause the 

operation of relay B. Relay B places ground on the control 

trunk and through the line-switch bank contacts, energizing 

the BCO winding, which maintains the plunger in its operated 

position. It also places ground on the control-normal CN 

contact of the connector bank. Relay LR of the line switch 

is now no longer needed to hold magnet ]If in an operated posi

tion, w that no effect is produced when its delayed release 

occuni. By means of the ground on CN the subscriber's line 

is protected from intrusion through the connectors, being 

made "busy" to all incoming calls. The ground placed on 

____ the-_Eo_!lfrQ). tl'\l.nk -.by_ ~l_a;Y B :i~Lal:s.o~e~ded :.t.G ·a. c011ta"Ct of , 

tfie ma.Stei-switcn· bllnk,-wruch operates the·:gtarting relay of the 

master switch and 'causes this switch to move the plungers 

of· all other idle line switches, associated with the group, to the 

next free trunk as will be d~ribed later. 

The ·line has now been extended through to a numerical 

switch and the impulses from the dial may be sent, as previously 

· described, i~ connection with the principles of the Strowger 

switch. The.lin.e calling -has been protected against interference 

by others desiri!llg to connect with it, and the master switch 

has made a.nother trunk available for the usc of the other sub-

. scribers in the group. It will also be noted that all line-switch 

apparcltus has ·been disconnected from the line wires. 

When the· connection is no longer desired and the calling sub

scriber hangs un, relay B will release and thereby cause the resto

ration of the line switch to ~ normal ready-for-use condition. 
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On an incoming call to the subscriber's line, the line switch 

must be prevented from operating, since normally it would 

attempt to appropriate a trunk to a numerical switch when the 

called subscriber answers. This is accomplished through the 

control-normal CN contact. and wiper of the connector. "\\'ben 

a connector has been selected for use, ground is placed on its 

control normal CN, which remains until the circuit is discon

nected, thus guarding the connection from interference by 

others. This ground is extended· through the BCO winding 

of magnet !If to battery, causing the bridge cut-off armature 

to operate and open the cut-off springs at the left of magnet 

M and thereby disconnect the line-switch relay LR from the 

su1:>scribex:!s line. The BCO winding has only sufficient power 

to operate- the cut-off armature and· therefore the· line-switch 

plunger will not be operated to connect a numerical switch. 

Figure 22 shows one type of design which provides for the opera

tion as described. The bridge cut-off armature is light and 

has a short air gap, whereas the plunger armature is heavier, has 

a longer air gap, and must be operated against the force of the 

restoring spring. The operation of the bridge cut-off an:Dature, 

in addition to disconnecting relay LR, also removes the ground 

connection from the positive line; thus the subscriber's line is 

cleared of bridges and attachments at the line switch. 

Master Switch.-In the foregoing description the master 

switch bas been referred to as the means by which the idle 

line-switch plungers are maintained opposite an idle trunk. 

Figure 24 shows the mechanical construction of one type of 

master switch, and Fig. 25 its operating circuits. With reference 

to Fig. 21, it will be recalled that the plunger guide shaft 8 

controls the position of the plungers and that the position of 

the guide shaft is controlled through the means of the master 

switch. Therefore, it is obvious that the principal function of 

the master switch is to provide and control the oscillatory 

movement of the guide shaft. The power for this movement is 

furnished by means of a U-shape spring, which, when allowed to 

act, will rotate the guide shaft in a counter-clockwise direction. · 

When the end of its travel is reached, a solenoid magnet will 

restore the guide shaft to the starting position. The movement, 

in a counter-clockwise direction, is controlled by the condition 

(idle or busy) of the trunks in th~ corresponding positions: In 

practice, the trunks are numbered in a clockwise manner, but, 
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since the numbering scheme is purely arbitrary, it will be dis

regarded in the following description. 

In Fig. 25, the portion above the dash line will be recognized 

as the circuit of the line s\"\itch described in connection with 

Fig. 23 except that the batt~ry lead to the PDC windings, 

marked "open main," is now carried through the double con

tacts of the open-main relay of the master switch. The portion 

of the drawing below the dash line is the circuit of the master 

switch .. The master-switch bank at the right has ten contacts 

corresponding with the vertical positions of the ten trunks in 

Fxo. 24.-MasteT switch for plunger line Bwitchee. 

the line-switch bank, as shown in Fig. 21. It will be remembered 

that the line switch is of the pre-selection type and therefore, 

when a trunk is connected with at a line switch, all idle line 

· switches are immediat("ly lined up before the next free trunk. 

Through the means of the master-switch bank this pre-selection 
is accomplished. 

When a line has been connected to a trunk through a line 

switch, release relay B of the numerical switch is operated and 

places. ground on the control trunk. This ground connection 

completes a circuit through the master-switch bank and the 

winding of the "start" relay, causing the start relay to operate 

and through its contact to complete a circuit from battery at 

the winding of the locking magnet to ground, through the super-
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visory relay. The "locking" magnet is operated and thereby 

removes the lock lever from the engaged notch of the sector. 

or locking segment. This sector has ten notches corresponding 

with the ten contacts of the master-switch bank and, when it 

moves, the contact arm, or wiper, of the master-switch bank is 

To conn. 
banks 
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FIG. 25.-CirC'llit of master sv.it.ch for plunger line switches. 

also moved. If the next trunk in the group is not in use, no 

ground will be found on the corresponding contact of the master

switch bank and the start relay will be released and in so doing 

will open the circuit of the locking magnet, which in turn will 

permit the lock lever to drop back itito the next :notch of the 
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Bector and arrest further movement of the plunger guide shaft. 

If the ne~'i trunk had be<>n busy in some other connection, the 

start relay would have remained operated and allowed the guide 

shaft to move until a free trunk, or one without ground on the 

release trunk, was found. 

As pre\;ously stated, the sector secures its motive power from 

a U spring, which bears on a rear extension of the sector, the 

speed of motion being controUed by a governor. Provision 

therefore must be made for the restoration of the guide shaft 

when it has reached the last trunk in the group. This is accom

plished b::r a solenoid magnet, whice._h returns the sector against 

the force exerted by the U spring. At the rear of; and forming 

·extensions to, the sector are two fingE:"rs and between these, 

but normally out of contact, are three springs, called the "finger 

springs," whose function is to control the circuits for the restora

tion of the sector. · The two upper finger springs are so placed 

that, when the sector has been rotated to the position of the 

last trunk in the group, any further movement of the sector 

will cause them to make contact. Therefore, when the last 

trunk has been selected for use, the sector ·will continue to rotate 

in the "hunting" direction but in so doing brings these finger 

springs together. This contact brings about the operation of 

the solenoid magnet. First, a circuit is closed, from battery 

l!t the wind_ing of the trip relay, through the now closed finger-

-·~ ···spring 'Mntacts, contacts of the trip relay- and winding of the 

supervisory relay to ground. The trip relay operates and 

establishes a circuit for the operation of the solenoid magnet, 

from battery at the winding of the solenoid, through contacts 

of the trip ~lay, and winding of supervisory relay to ground. 

The trip relay also operates the locking magnet, which removes 

the lock lever from engagement with the sector during the 

restoration. Just after the reverse movement of the sector is 

started, the sector finger moves from engagement with the 

finger springs and the circuit of the trip relay is broken, but, 

however, provision is made to hold the springs of the trip relay 

in an operated position and thereby prevent the stopping of 

the sector before being fully restored. This is accomplished 

by an extension spring in the spring group of the trip re~ay, 
which engages a latch on the third finger spring. The contact 

springs of the trip relay are thus held in an operated position 

until the sector has been fully restored and the latch has been 
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released by the lower finger of the sector. The circuit of the 

solenoid magnet will then be broken at the spring contacts 

of the trip relay, and the lock magnet will be released, provided 

the first trunk of the group is idle. If this trunk is engaged, the 

master switch will proceed, through the agency of the .start 

relay, to "hunt" for the next idle trunk in the manner previously 

described. 
During the hunting and restoring periods the line switches 

must be prevented· from operating, since at such times the 

plungers are not properly placed lx'fore the contacts of an idle 

trunk. This inoperative condition of the plungers is brought 

about through the "open main" which supplies lhe battery 

for' the operation of the P DC windings. Associated with each 

master switch and operated simultaneously with the locking 

magnet is an open-main relay, which, when operated, holds the 

battery circuits of the PDC windings of all line switches open, 

thereby preventing their operation during the time the guide 

shaft is in motion. 
The above described line switch is known as the "fan-tail" 

or "pick-up" type owing to the method of operating and the 

design of the rear end of the plunger. The fan-shaped rear 

end of the plunger is notched in the center, and normally this 

notch engages the spline of the guide shaft, which moves the 

plunger from one trunk position to another, as previously 

described. When a plunger has been released after use, jt will 

not be aligned _\\;th the other plungers until the guide shaft 

again passes the trunk position at which it was or1gf:rially engaged, 

and the notch is permitted to register with the spline. From 

this explanation it will be obvious that, if a subscriber makes 

another call before his line-switch plunger has been again placed 

under the control of the guid«} shah., the same trunk, as previously 

used, will still be available:· :.-"" 
Self-aligning Type.-Another form of plung~ line switch, 

which has superseded the fan-tail type, is known as the self

aligning type and, while its fun~amental principle of operation 

is the same as for the fan-tail type, some of the details of opera

tion are different. The principal point of difference appears in 

the method of aligning the plungers before an idle trunk in 

providing for the pre-selection feature. As previously stated, 

'when a fan-tail plunger is freed after use, it is not placed under 

the control of the guide shaft until the notch in the fan-tail 
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again registt-rs with the spline of the guide shaft. In the self
ctligning type, a relea...o:ed plunger is immediately placed under 

the control of the guide shaft and aligned 
with all the other idle plungers in the 
group. Figure 26 shows one design of the 
self-aligning plunger and guide shaft and 
Fig. 27 shows a complete switch. The 
rear end of the plunger is considerably 
shortened and in place of the notch is 
substituted a stop which projects at right 
angles with the body of the plunger. 
There ps added a pair of scissor-sha~-
arms, each of which-is free to move inde
pendently about its pivot on the plunger 
arm, and which are normally held in a 
closed position by a coil spring at the front 
end. At the rear end, these arms bear 

FIG. 26.-p 1 u n g e r of against the spline of the guide shaft and 
aelf-aligning type of plunger are held in alignment by the stop at the rear 
li.ae tnritch. end of the plunger. When a line-switch 
plunger has been operated (position shown in Fig. 26), the complete 
member is moved forward by the plunger arm but, however, 

"* 

:FIG, 27.-Sclf-aligning type of plunger line switcb.. 

the rear ends of the aligning arms do not ll)ove forward a suffi.. 
cient distance to become disengaged from the spline of the 
guide shaft. When the guide shaft moves, after a plunger has 
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been selected for use, one of the arms bears against the spline 
and the other against the stop on the plunger. This provides a 
flexibility which permits the guide shaft to oscillate through 
its arc of travel without disturbing the plungers already in use. 
As soon as a plunger is released, the coil spring, acting through 
the arms against the stop and spline, will immediately realign 
it with all the other disengaged plungers then under the control 
of the guide shaft. The view of Fig. 27 shows a plunger with 
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FIG. 28.-Cireuit of aelf-aligning type of plunger line switch. 

·both aligning attns resting against the stop. The design of 
the armatures of -the ·magnet is somewhat different from that 
previously described for the fan-tail type, but their operation 
is the same, except that the plunger armature operates a set 
of contact springs not required in the fan-tail type. 

In connection with the self-aligning feature, several modifi
cations have been made in' the principle of the circuit of the line
switch unit to improve its operation. These modifications 
prevent two line switches from ever operating simultaneously 
and permit the line switches to pass over open-circuited trunks. 
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Figure 28 is a diagram of the circuit used with the self-aligning 

type, exCE-pt that the operatin~ parts of the master s\\;tch 

have lx>en omitted, since they are the same as already described 

in connection \\;tb Fig. 25. At the top of the drawing will 

be recognized the circuit of a line switch, but differing in some 

respects from that already shown in Fig. 23 .. An additional 

contact hns been added to the line relay LR, which places ground 

on the control normal CN as soon as relay LR operates, instead 

of after the operation of relay B of the numerical s\\;tcb. This 

bas been necessitated because a slight delay has been imposed 

on the operation of the plunger. The line relay also has an 

additional set of contacts at t\'hich the PDC winding of the line 

switch magnet is normally held open. The other normally 

closed contacts of this set constitute a series, or chain, circuit 

through all the LR relay contacts of the group and the winding 

of the open-chain relay to battery, the other end of the circuit 

being through contacts of the chain-control relay, 2,200-ohm 

winding of the delay relay and to ground through contacts of 

the start relay. This is a normally closed circuit, which operates 

the open-chain relay but does not permit the operation of the 

delay relay. It will be noted that all of the line-relay contacts 

in the chain circuit are of the double-contact type to insure 

against faulty contact. The open-chain relay, however, 

acts as a supervi"llry relay and, when released, operates a signal, 

after a predetermined delay, if any of the relay contacts fail. 

When the chain circuit is broken, by the· operation of any line 
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of the line-switch magnet through closed contacts of the plunger 

armature PA. This circuit will operate the BCO armature and 

bold the plunger armature in an operated position until the 

ground is removed at the numerical switches. The armature of · 

the slowprelease line relay LR may safely restore when the 

ground bas been placed on the control normal CN by the B 

relay of the numerical switch. The line relay LR was discon

nected by the operation of the BCO armature, as previously 

described for the fan-tail type. The release of the line relay 

restores the chain circuit to its normal condition. The final 

release of the line switch, when the c:~onn~tion .is no longer. 

wanted, is th~ same as previously descl'ibed: 

The master-switch operating circuit is similar to that described 

for the fan-tail type, except that the start relay is operated 

from ground at the line relay of the line switch instead of the 

control trunk, and the plungers of line switches are prevented 

from operating during the hunting period by means of the chain

control relay instead of the open-chain relay. 

The self-aligning type has certain advantages over the fan

tail line switch, -in that the chain circuit and delay features 

prevent "double connections," or two plungers operating at the 

same time. The delay features also prevent the selection of a 

busy trunk on a recall, which might occur if the plunger was 

allo'fled to operate before being properly aligned with the other 

idle ones of the group. The self-aligning feature provides for a 

more efficient use of the trunks. in a group and eliminatEs the 

unsuccessful attempts to call which might occur, if Q.. calling. 

subscriber was repeatedly connected to a trunk which is in 

trouble (open). 
Line-switch Unit-Figure 29 shows the relative positions 
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relay, the open-chain relay is released, and battery is applied to 

the grounded end of the chain circuit through the PDC winding 

of the line-s\\;tch magnet. The P DC winding, when in series with 

the 2,200-obm winding of the delay relay, cannot attrac~ the 

plunger, but the delay relay ·will start to operate, only slowly, 

owing to the effect of the short-circuited 8-ohm winding. When 

the delay relay bas finally fully operated, the 8-obm winding is 

placed in multiple with the 2,200-ohm winding. This relay will 

remain operated, and the PDC winding, owing to the reduction of 

the resistance of the winding of the delay relay, will operate 

the plunger armature and through its plunger close the con

tacts between the trunk and line conductors at the line-switch 

bank, causing the A and B relays in the numerical switch (not 

shown) to operate. The B relay places ground on the oontrol 

trun.k CT. This ground completes a circuit for the BCO winding 

in which the master switch and line switches are actually mounted 

in order to function as just described. Near the top of this 

cut will be recognized the master switch, placed in a horizontal 

position, with the shaft of the sector connected to the -guide· 

shaft, at the point about which it oscillates. Immediately 

below is the vertical plunger guide shaft. with the line-switch 

numbers marked ori it. Just below the master switch Will be 

seen a portion of two divisions of line switches, each switch being 

mounted in a horizontal position. ·Back of the guide !'haft. are 

the line-switch banks and associated plungers. At the extreme 

right and left will be seen the Iine-switc~ line relays and, between 
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48 TELEPHONE THEORY .4.ND PRACTICE 

them and the guide shaft, the line-s\\itch magnets. At the 

extreme top is the lower end of another guide shaft which is 

a..."'S<>Ciated with the two upper divisions of line switches (not 
shown). 

Wbilc only one application of the plunger line-switch principle 

has been dealt with in the above descriptions, other uses will 

be explained in a later part of this chapter. 

Rotaty Lme-switch _Principl~.-Another principle _u_~ 

in Strowger step-by-step systems is that embodied in the rotary 

line awitch. This is designed for either eleven or· twenty-five 

points, or sets of contacts. Two types of operation are provided 

for: "homing" or "no~-homing"-that is, their wipers are 

either restored to a normal position aft.el"'use or remam in the 

position in which last used. These different modes of operating 

are accomplished mainly through the circuit arrangements with 

practically no noticeable difference in the appearance of the 

switch mechanisms. In fact, some of the types may be used 

for either method of operation. The rotary switch differs from 

the plunger type, previously described, in that no common 

mechanism is employed, each switch unit being a complete 

operating device within itself. The plunger-type line switch 

is of pre-selection type while the rotary switch is operated on 
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the post-selection principle, that is, the selection of an idle trunk 

takes place after a call has been initiated. 

Twenty-five-point Non-homing Type.-The switch mechanism 

(upper cut of Fig. 30) consists of a set of double-ended wipers 

adapted to be driven over their respective rows of bank contacts 

by means of pawl-and-ratchet r: 

mechanism actuated a step at a 

time by an electromagnet. The 

bank contacts are arranged in 

semicircular rows and mounted in 

such a manner that one end of 

the wipe~ wi.U engage t.he firSt 'Con.

tacts of the rows just after the 

other ends of the wipers leave th~ 

last contacts. The wipers, of 

course, are insulated from each 

other and from the shaft, and 

their enlarged circular cent.ers 

serve as collector rings to be en

gaged by the collector brushes 

which may be seen in a vertical 

position just below the shaft. 

Carried on the magnet structure 

are a group of interrupter springs 

o~rated by the armature which 

also actuates the driving pawl. 

Associated. with each switch, 

and- electrically connected to 

it, are a line relay and a cut-off 
relay mounted together as a sep- .._ ________ .....;. 

arate unit (lower cut, F'ig. 30). F10. 3?.-Rotary lin.o 111witch (25-

Th l I 
. 

1
. la . pomt)-non-bommg type. 

e s ow-re ease me re y lS at 

the bottom but hidden by its armature. Immediately above 

this is the cut--off relay and at the top are shown the spring 

assemblies. At the left, projecting through a hole in the 

front plate, will be seen an extension of the cut-off relay arm

ature which serves as an interlock with the line-relay arma

ture. This interlock permits the full operation of the cut-off 

relay if the line relay aJso is operated, but, if the line ~lay is 

not operated, the cut-off relay can be moved only sufficiently 

to break all contacts at its springs but not far enough to make 
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50 TELEI'I/01\'E THEORY AND PRACTICE 

them. In other words, when the cut-off relay is energized and 
the line relay is not, all contacts nt the cut-off relay springs will 
be open. The purpo~ of this will be described Inter. 

Figure 31 is a circuit diagram of a rotary line switch. The 
line relay is designated A, the cut-off relay B, and the rotary 
magnet Rot. The other parts of the line switch here shown 
diagrammatically will be recognized from the foregoing descrip
tion of Fig. 30. The line relay is operatt>d in the usual manner 
by the :rt'moval of the receiver from the hook switch at the 
subscriber's station. Contact X closes firflt and connects the 
rotary magnet Rot through "_a ~ack ~on tact of cut-off relay B 
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Fro. 31.--'Cireuit·of rotary line B\\oitcb-non-homing t~~ 

to the control-trunk wiper C. This is followed by the closing 
of the ground contact Y, which places a guarding ground on the 
control normal of the connector and also ground on the winding 
of the cut-off relay. 

Since this switch is of the non-homing type, the wipers are 
always resting on the multiple terminals of some trunk. If 
this particular trunk is busy, the control trunk will be grmmded, 
or, if idle, it will be open. When relay A operates, it com
pletes a circuit from battery through the rotary magnet IWt 
and coil ofrelay B to ground at contact Y. Now, if the control 
wiper C is resting on an idle trunk (open control), this circuit 
wlll cause relay B to operate. The magnet Rot cannot operate 
in series with relay B and therefore will not move the wipers. 
Relay B; when C!perated, opens the circuit of relay A and connects 
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its own winding to the control wiper C. Relay A is of the slow· 
release type and therefore will hold the ground on the winding 
of relay B until a busying ground has been placed on the control 
trunk at the numerical switch with which it is connected. The 
operation of relay B also removes the ground from the + line at 
r.otary switch and connects both sides of the line through to 
the next switch in the connection. 

If the trunk on which the wipers were resting had been busy, 
the control trunk would have been grounded, and this ground, 
through the X contact of the line relay, would have completed 
a circuit for the Rot magnet which did not include the coil 
of the relay B. This would have permitted the magnet IWt 
to operate, advancing the wipers to the next trunk. '\Vhen the 
Rot magnet attracts its armature, it breaks its own circuit, 
reestablishing it again when the armature falls back. It would 
thus continue to step the wipers until an ungrounded control, or 
idle trunk, was reached, at which time relay · B would have 
operated as previously described. Contact X of relay A is 
closed before the Y contact, in order to prevent a premature, or 
false, operation of the cut-off relay B when the control wiper C 
is resting on the contact of a busy trunk. The control-wiper 
contact is made of sufficient width to bridge the space between 
two consecutive contacts of t~e bank for the same reason. When 
the connection is released, relay B releases, and the wipers 
remain resting on the bank contacts of the trunk just used. This 
does not prevent the use of this trunk by other line switches, 
since in the normal condition alrconnectit>JfU<>the·lrunk wipers-_..::-,._ 
are open at relays A and B. 

On an incoming call for a subscriber's line, ground is placed 
on the control normal, which completes the same circuit through 
the relay B and magnet Rot in series, as was previously estab
lished when the line relay operated. This circuit will partially 
operate relay B, but complete operation is prevented by the 
mechanical interlock between the line and cut-off relays, pre
viously described. The partial operation of relay B opens all 
the circuits at its spring contacts, removing all bridges or attach
ments to the line at the line switch, thereby preventing connection 
with a numerical switch. 

Eleven~point Homing Type.-Figure 32 shows an eleven;. 
point (ten trunks and one set of home contacts) homing-type 
rotary line sWitch. While this differs somewhat in appearance 
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52 TELEPHONE THEORY AND PRACTICE 

from the one shown in Fig. 3o, it has the same element.~, dif• 
ferently arranged. The line and cut-off relays are mounted on a 
bracket at the top, and in this type no mechanical interlock is 
required, since when not in use the wipers always rest on a set 
of "home" contacts. Immediately below the line and cut-off 
relays is the rotary magnet v.ith its associated armature, ratchet 
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F10. 32.-Rot.ary line switch (11-point)-homing type. 

pawl, and interrupter springs. At the lower right are the wiper 
assembly and the contact bank. 

A typical circuit of this type of line switch. is shown in Fig. 
33. When line relay A pulls up, it causes the rotary magnet 
to operate immediately. This breaks its own circuit and upon 
its back stroke, steps the wipers off the first, or home, position. 
The operating circuit is from ground, placed on the home con-
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tact through contact Y of relay A, lower contacts of relay B, 
contact X of relay A, contact and winding of magnet &t to 
batt.ery. If ground (indicating a busy trunk) is encountered 
on the following control-trunk contacts, the wipers will be 
st.epped until an idle trunk is found. The operation of the 
cut-off relay is the same as previously described. 

On disconnection, when ground is removed from the control
trunk contact, relay B will be de-energized and close a circuit 
through its upper set of springs, which will operate the rotary 
magnet and cause it to driye the wipers to the home position. 
This circuit is from batt.ery at the winding of the magnet Rot, 
through the cam springs, shown d~ctly above the wipers, ~n-
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Fw. 33.--cireuit of rotary line switch-homing type. 

tacts of relay B, and contacts of relay A to ground. The cam 
springs are operated by a cam on the wiper shaft, which cauSes 
the springs to break contact when the wipers reach the home 
position. The movement is always in the same direction, · 6 

therefore, a rotation of 180 degrees being required for each 
connection. On an incoming call, relay B is operated over · 
the control normal, as previously described, but no interlock 
with the line relay is required, since at this time the wipers 
are resting on the home position, and no trunk is connected 
to these contacts. Relay A is disconnected from the circuit 
through contacts of 'relay B. In this drawing supervisory 
circuits are shown connect.ed to relay B and magnet Rot. 
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While the rotary switch principle has been described for w:e 

as a line S'l\itch, it will be shown later in this chapter that this 

principle is used in other apparatus in the system. 

Line~finder Principle.-The principle of the line finder is 

the reverse of that of the line s\\itch, although the purpose of 

each is to concentrate traffic on a smaller number of numerical 

switches than lines. In the lin~switch system each subscriber's 

line is directly connectt'd to a line switch, which selects an idle 

numerical switch; while in the finder system, a finder switch 

directly connected to a numerical switch seeks and .eonnecta 

\\ith the subscriber's line. The Strowj:!;er switch and the rotary 

switch, the principles of which have just been described, are both 

employed in lin~finder systems as will be explained in the por

tion of this chapter on Switching Apparatus. 

Principles of Step-by-step Tnmking System.-In a present

day manual system, trunk operators, corresponding to numerical 

switches in a step-by-step system, are able to reach anl:l connect 

\\ith all the subscribers' lines in a switchboard. In all except 

very small step-by-step systems, the line capacity of the nu

merical s\\itches is such that the operation of selecting and con

necting with a given line is accomplished through a series of 

separate numerical switches operating in tandem through 

intervening trunks. 
The step-by-step system is essentially a decimal system, 

the numerical switches--selectors and connectors-each serving 

by a one-in~ten selection to exten~ t]l~ calljng line, switch by 

switch, toward continually smaUer~grOU:ps-oCHnes m:ltu-fi.DiiliY 

the desired line is reached. The principle of causing a switch 

in response to a movement of the subscriber's dial to select a 

group of trunks and then automatically to select an idle one 

of that group has already been referred to in the preceding 

chapters. In the Strowger system the vertical movement of 

the selector shaft, in response to the dial impulses corresponding 

to one digit in the called number, is a numerical selection of a 

group of trunks. The rotary movement which follows is a non

numerical selection and is called the "trunk hunting" move

ment, since it has for its purpose merely the picking out of the 

first free trunk of the group chosen by the vertical movement. 

Each selector, therefore, performs one numerica\ selection and 

one non-numerical. By the time the connector is reached, 

however, the choice-has been narrowed down to. ioo lines, all 
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of which terminate on the connector bank. No further trunks 

are involved, therefore, and consequently no trunk-hunting 

movement is required. The connector, therefore, makes two 

numerical selections in response to the dial movements, one to 

pick out the ten.~ group in which the called line terminates and the 

other to pick out the desired unit in that ten. 
To make this clearer by an example: in a 10,000-line system 

there would be first and second selectors and connectors. In 

calling the number 9876, for instance, the first selector, in 

response to the nine impulses sent by the dial, would rise to 

the ninth level in which ten trunks leading to second selectors 

serving the ninth thousand terminated... --Thetc tl!.e. _t~· 
hunting movement of the first selector would pick out .the firSt · 

idle trunk in th:it group. The second selector so chosen would 

then, in response to the eight impulses of the dial, rise to the 

eighth level and then proceed by its rotary trunk hunt to pick 

out the first idle one of the ten trunks in that lE:>vel, all of which led 

to connectors in the eighth hul}dred. The connector so chosen, 

in response to the seven dial !mpulses, would rise to the seyenth, 

level and in response to the final six dial impulses move around 

to the sixth set of contacts in that level. Th~ number chosen, 

9876, would thus have been arrived at by four successive one

out-of-ten numerical selections, one performed by each of the 

selectors and two by the connector. . 

Aside from the selectors, which perform single-digit selections 

andAh_e, ~n:e&t.o~ .which us~lly perform tw~!~t, sele~tions _ 

the other automatic switches are non-numerical and do· not· 

function in number selection. They are used principally as 

concentrating switches to reduce the number of selectors other

wise required and to increase the efficiency of certain trunk 

groups. . 
From the fo~oing it is apparent that a 100-linei.'system 

would require only one numerical switch a connector; a 1,00().. 

line system one selector and one connector; a 10,000-line system, 

two selec~rs and one connector; and a 100,000-line system, 

three selectors and a connector, and so on for larger systems. 

One-hundred~line System.-In a 100-line system employing 

a connector for each line, no trunks are required, but when line 

switches ar~ used to reduce the number of connectors needed, 

trunks must be inserted between the. line switches and con

neCtors. · Figure 34 shows such a trunking system in diagram~ · 
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matic form. At the left are indicated the 100 subscribers' 
lines diYided into four groups of 25 each, each line being termi
nated in a line s\\itch. The operation of the line s\\itch has been 
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Flo. 34.-Hundred-line etep-by..tep trunking system with line 1witebel. 

previously described, and the apparatus for the complete unit 
o( 100 lines will be assumed to be located within the four rectan
gles at the left. The line-switch unit in this case has 10 outgoing 
trUnks, each of which is multipled to each of the four rectangles. 
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In practice the lines are thus divided into groups of 25 for the 
purpose of subdividing the unit, as will be described later. In 
the drawing, it has been assumed that the four groups are 
operated as a unit and therefore any one of the 100 lines will 
have access to any one of the 10 trunks. Each of the trunk 
lines terminates at its right-hand end in a numerical switch, which 
in this case is a connector. The bank of each of these connectors 

" 

'). 

Fw. 35.-Thousand-line step-oy-etep trunking l)'lteDI-

has 100 sets of contacts, thrm{gh whi~h ~pnnections may be made 
to any one of the subscriber.s' lines. The connector switch is of 
the Strowger type previously described, each of the squares at the 
right representing a complete cosnector apparatus. Since 
each of the connectors serves the same 100 lines, the single line 
leading from each of them repre~ents ~a multiple tap from ioo 
lines. These outgoing multiples are connected to the subscribers' 
lines at the left through the- normals (l)ot shoWn). . Only & 
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sufficient number of connectors are provided to meet the require
ments for simultaneous connections. Each line-switch-to-con
nector trunk starts in switch-bank contacts, multipled together 
as n'qui.rt'd, at its outgoing end and termin.atcs in the wipers of its 
a..c;sociated connecter switch at the distant end. 

One-thousand-line System.-Figure 35 shows the trunking 
principle employed in a system of 1,000 subscribers' lines. 
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FIG. 36.-Ten-thousand-Jine step-hy-t~tep trunking l!yfltim. 
I 

1n this the line-switch units are omitted, but the. trunks extend
ing from them have been shown at the left. These trunks 
terminate in numerical switches, or first selectors,) arranged 
t() move vertically in response to the dial impulses corresponding 
to the first digit, and then t() rotate automatically under c<)ntro\ 
of a test circuit until an idle trunk is found. In this case, the 
oontacts of each corresponding level of the first selectors are 
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multipled together and terminated in a group of connectors, 
each of which has access to a separate 100 lines~ The arrange
ment of the connectors is similar to that of the 100-line system, 
except that in this drawing each rectangle represents 10 con
nectors for each 100 lines and the bank multipling is not shown. 
Each of the lines at ·the right, therefore, represents the normals 
for 100 subscribers' lines. While the number of switches and 
trunks has been designated, in practice the busy-hour traffic 
would determine..the number to be provided. The first selectors 
are operated by the first, or hundreds, digit of the number dialed, 
al}d the connectors by the tens and units digits. This trunking 
system, therefore, provides lor. interconnection betwee~ any 
two of 1,000 subscribers. -

Ten-thousand-line System.-Figure 36 illustrates the trunk-
ing principle extended to a 10,000..line, or four-digit, system. 
The line-switch trunks are shown terminating in first selectors 
as before, but in this case the first selectors perform the thou
sands-digit selection. The multiple banks of the first selectors 
are connected by trunks to second selectors, which select the 
hundreds digit of the called number. The trunks from the 
second-selector banks terminate in connectors, a group for each 
hundred in each of the thousands. In the drawing, the trunks 
extending from the second-selector banks are shown for the 
seeond selectors of the first thousand, but it is to be understood 
thaisimilar-grouPs..of-~runks -~ ~uired Jor each of the other 

~ groups of seoond selectors.- The similarity to the tlfunking _ 
system for a 1,000-line, or three-digit, system (Fig. 36) will 
be noted, provision for the additional digit being made by the 
addition of second selectors and their associated trunks .. The 
actual number of trunks required in each of the various groups 
and the number of selector banks multipled to each group is 
determined by a study of the traffic in the system and, of course, 
must provide in all cases for the required number of simultaneous 
connections during busy periods. 

One-hundred-thousand-line Multi-office System • ...:....Figure 37 
is a schematic diagram of a connection through a trunking 
system for 100,000 lines-a five-digit system. Such a system 
requires first, second, and ·third selectors, and connectors, 
the trunking arrangement between these being merely an 'exten
sion of that described for the smaller systems. At the Mt are 
shown both primary and secondary line switches, the latter 
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being· use-d in the larger syst{'ms to obtain better distribution 

of incoming traffic and a N'sulting increa..~ in trunk and first

!.l<'lt>ctor t>fficiency, as will be dE>Scribcd later. 

This, of course, would be a multi-office system. The line 

switches and first selt>ctors shown at the left would be located 

in the originating, or calling, office and the second and third 

sell'ctors, and connectors, at the right, in either the same or some 

othPr central office. The s'\\;tching train is shown for one office 
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FIG. 37.-Bund.red-thousand-line (multi-office) Bte_p-by~p tnmking system. 

only, but in a 100,000-Iine system nine other groups of second 

and third selectQrs and connectQrs would be required. 

The size of the system is not limited to 100,000 linea nor is 

the number of. digits involved in the selections limited to five. 

By adding selectQrs in the S'\\itehing train a system for any 

desired number of subscribers' lines may be provided. Further-

~._. moreJ by varying the application of the foregoing trunking 

prlncipl~s, a tiunking system meeting widely different require

ments may be devised. 

SWITCHING APPARATUS 

The foregoing portions of this chapter have dealt mainly 

with the underlying principles of switch operation and trunking. 

The various pieces of apparatus needed to carry out the dif

ferent functions of the system will now be more particularly 

dealt with. Many of them are based on the principles of the 

Strowger switch, plunger, and rotary line switches previously 

described, while others are designed to function in connection 

with such apparatus. 

The DiaL-The subscribers' stations are equipped with calling 

devices, or dials, t{) enable subscribers to transmit by break

impulses the successive digits of the desired numbers. These 

have been de.alt with in the preceding chapter. 
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With reference again to Fig. 2, it will be remembered that, 

when the dial is in its normal position, the line circuit is closed 

at the impulse springs IS and the short circuits about the 

transmitter and receiver are 

open at the shunt springs SS. 

When the finger plate of the 

dial is moved from its normal 

position in dialing, the shunt 

springs are immediately closed, 

and the impulse springs also re

main closed until the finger plate 

starts..to return under the power 

of its spring. As the finger 

plate returns to normal, the im

pulse springs are broken a num

ber of times corresponding to the 

digit dialed, thereby transmit

ting break-impulses to the cen

tral office. 
Plunger Line Switches.-The 

principle and operating circuits 

of the plunger type of line switch 

havealreadybeendescribed. In 

a large step-by-step system two 

· line switches are often employed 

in tandem to extend the line to 

the firSt numerical switch, as was 

illustrated in Fig. 37. The first 

of these switches in the switching 

train is called the "primary" 

line switch. 
Primary Plunger Line Switch. . .- .," .. _ . . . , 

Figure 38 shows a lOO..line j·¢ 1 ,.~;.,""""·"-'"""' .. ' '0 I 
primary line-switch •unit or . . . . 

. "board." The individual line FIG. 38·-Pnmary lme-swltch untt. 

switches are mounted in four divisions of 25 each. Each division 

of 25 may have its own master S'\\itch or, by mechanical coupling, 

two, three or four divisions may have their guide shafts con

trolled by a sirigle master switch. Between each of the upper 

and lower . divisions of the unit . shown in Fig. 38 is a ma.Ster 

switch, previously shown in more detail in Fig. 29. If four 
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master switches are pro,·ided, the two additional ones are 

mounted ju.st above the two upper divisions. In the center 

of each division of line switches will be seen the four plunger 

guide shafts which control the position of the line·switch plungers. 

By the insPrtion or omi~<:ion of nwchanical connections between 

the master switches and the guide shafts, the number of line 

switches associated with a set of 10 trunks may be varied from 

25 to 100 in steps of 25, so that there tnay be from 10 to 40 

trunks for 100 line switches. This provides a flexible arrange

IU('llt by which the trunks may be properly loaded by varying 
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FI~.· 39.--Grou~ of primary llo&-n'iwh boards. 

the number of line switches associated with a given group of 

trunks. 

The unit shown has line switches mounted on the front and 

connectors on the rear. Another arrangc~ent is employed in 

which the connectors are mounted -on separ-ate J:>oards and in 

that case line. switches are mounted on both sides of the unit, 

providing a capacity of 200 line switch~ per board. In some 

inRtances where sufficient ceiling height is obtainable, two such 

units are mounted one above the other, giving a capacity of 400 

line switches per board. 

Figure 39 shows a group of line-switch boards as actually 

insta!Jed. The boards are completely enclosed in cases with 

gla11.'l panels and hinged doorR, protecting the switches from dust 

and penniting accc'SSibility for inspection and testing. A recent 
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development, providing for the mounting of the self-aligning type 

of line switch horizontally, is shown in Fig. 40. Two divisiona 

of 25 line switches each are mounted per shelf with the master 

switch in the center. The 

shelves are hinged at the bottom 

and one is shown turned down 

for inspection of the wiring. 

Secondary Plunger Line Switch. 

The plunger type of line switch 

is sometimes used as a second 

step in the switch train between 

the subscribers' lines and the 

first numerical switches. Wben 

so used, it is called a secondary 

line switch. The operation is the 1• f.S!i'fW.:!l'Yh!.•·;:;~.~---,I'IMIIr . 

same as already described for the 

primary plunger-type line switch 

and the circuit. similar, except 

that, when a group of secondary 

trunks is busy, provision is made 

to prevent primary line switches 

from routing calls to secondary 

line switches serving that group 

of trunks. The use of second

aries insures better distribution 

of originating calls and reduces 

the number of first numerical 

switches required. However, 

the rotary-type switch is more 

frequently employed for this 

purpose. 
Rotary Line Switches;-Both 

the eleven- and the twenty-five- IC.:IIK-:tr~ 

point types already described 

are used as primary and a.s FIG. 40.-Plun~er line-ewit!'h board 

secondary line switches. -hon.zontal type. 

Secondary Rotary Line Switch.-Wben used as secondary line 

switches, the non-homing type i~S generally employed. In addi

tion to the functions previously exphined, means are proyided to 

prevent primary switches from routing calls to any of the second

ary switches serving a group of secondary trunks when all trunks 
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of the group are busy. This is accomplished by adding a cha.in

rt'lay circuit to the secondary trunks and a group busying circuit 

to the secondary line-s"itch circuits. Figure 41 shows the 

circuit embodying these features. The upper part of this is 

similar to that of the primary rotary line s"itch (Fig. 31), except 

that an additional set of contacts have been added to each of the 

relays A and B. In the lower part the added elements for use 
ns a secondary line switch are shown. 
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Fio. 41.-circuit of eecondary rotary line switch. 
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Connected to the control trunk of the outgoing-trunk circuit, 

at the banks of the secondary line switches, is a chain relay C, 

there being one of these for each trunk circuit in the group. The 

break contacts of these relays are all grounded, and the armature 

spring contacts are all connected in multiple and to the windings 

(in series) of the group busying relays D. This same circuit is 

also connected, as shown, to a normally closed contact on each 

of the B relays of all the secondary line switches associated with 

the group. The armature spring contacts of the- group busying 

. relays D are connected to ground and the break oontacts to 

I THE STROWGER STEP-BY.STEP SYSTEM. 65 I i 
· normally closed contacts of the A relays, as shown. The group 

busying relays D are normally held operated by the grounds at 
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Fxo. 42.--Grouping of trunks between primary line switches and first eetectore. 

the chain relays C and therefore hold the circuits to the contacts 

of the A relays open. When all the secondary trunks of a group 

become busy, all of the C relays will be operated, opening the 
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circuit for the D relays. On rele:u;ing the D relays will close their 
brt>ak contacts to ground, thus making busy all of the idle trunks 
of t hiR ~~:roup between the. primary and S<'condary line switches. 
The bul'lying circuits are from ground at the armature spring and 
break contacts of the D relays, through the contacts of the A 
and B relays to the control trunks. These grounded control 
trunks will in turn ground the corresponding mast~r-s";tch bank 
contacts and make the associated trunks busy. By this means, 
primary line s";tches are prevented from routing calls to groups of 
secondary line switches which have no available trunks to first 
selectors. 

Grouping of Trunks between "Pri~ary Line Switches and First 
Scledors.-As stated, the use of secondary line switches produces 
bet tcr distribution of the originating calls to the first selectors and 
thus reduces the number of first selectors required. Figure 42 
illustrates one method of groupin12: trunks by which this result is 
accomplished. At the left are shown four primary line-switch 
units of the plunger type, in the center four groups of seconi!ary 
rotary line switches, and at the right six groups of first selectors. 
The lines drawn between the primary and secondary line switches 
represent the primary-to-secondary line-switch trunks, each line 
representing one trunk. At th<' right of the rotary line switches 
are the secondary-trunk multiples and the lines drawn between 
th<'Re multiples and the first selectors are the secondary line 
switch-to-first selector trunks, each line rcpref'Cnting five trunks. 
Each bank contact shown Of! -the_-~.conda.ry line -,sWit.chett 
therefore really ·represents five contacts. Th<' banks of the 
groups of first selectors (shown by heavy lines) are the multiples 
of the first-to-second selector trunks. It will be noted that the 
first trunk of the first primary line-switch unit is connected to a 
secondary line switch in the first group, the Recond trunk to one in 
the second secondary group, the third to the third group, etc. 
This arrangement of connecting primary-to-secondary trunks is 
continued by a definite plan which results in extending not more 
than one trunk from a primary unit to a given secondary group. 
By providing each primary unit with a trunk into each of the 
secondary groups, all of the first selectors are made available to 
all of the subscribers' lines. 

Since the number of switch banks multipled to a given group 
of trunks is that necessary to properly load the group and ae 
the first.t.o-second selector trunkP are in groups of ten, it is 
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apparent that the first-selector banks will be multipled to a 
number of different second-selector trunk groups. This is taken 
advantage of in a further distributing of the originating traffic. 
In the drawing, the banks of the secondary line switches are 
shown multipled in groups of five. The first two groups of five 
trunks of the first group of s<.'condary line switches are connected 
to first selectors in the A group; the next set of five is connected 
to first selectors in the B group; the first set of the second group 
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FIG._ 4~:-SI'condnry rotary line-s"l\itch boards. 

of secondary line switches,to first selectors in the B group; the 
second and third sets are connected to first selectors in the C 
group; and the fourth and fifth sets are multipled through the 
first and second groups of secondary line switches and terminate 
in the D group of first selectors. The first and second sets of the 
third group of secondary line switches terminate in the E grQup 
of. first selectors, and so on, until all the secondary line-switch 
trunks have been terminated in first selectors. This method of 
grouping the trunks between the primary lin,e switch~s and first 
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selectors produces many different routes for traffic, and an 
unusually heavy originating traffic in any one of the primary line
switch units will be distributed to various groups of first selectors, 
thereby equalizing the loads on the first-selector groups and as a 

result reducing the number 
. of first selectors required to 
handle the traffic. 

Secondary Line-switch 
Board.s.-Figure 43 shows a 
typical arrangement of rotary 
~c<>.n4=i_ry lin~ .s:~viJches in an 

-.p.-ctual installation.:. The line 
switches will be seen mounted 
in horizontal rows in each bay 
of the rack. At the end of 
each row are the group busy
ing relays, and the covers 
immediately belo.w the 
switches enclose the associ-
ated line-switch relays. 
Between certain rows of line 
switches and their associated 
relays are mounted the chain 
relays for the group. These 
are also enclosed in metal 
"ooire~=L~,~ ::C'·_·_ ·- ., --; < .,;:;~ 

Selector Switches.-As ex-
Flo. «.-Selector switch. plained, selector switches of 

the Strowger type ·are arranged for group selecting and trunk 
hunting and therefore require only one selecting digit_for their' 
operation. The numerical value of the digit dialed determines 
the level to which the wipers are stepped, and the rotary or 
trunk-hunting movement is automatic. , . 

Figure 44 shows a typical selector which:may be" a first, second, 
or third, etc., according to its position in the numerical switch 
train. At the top are mounted the relays of the selector; in the 
center is the switch-moving mechanisii) already.- described; 
and at the bottom are two banks of contacts, the upper called the 
"control bank" and the lower the "line bank." The control 
bank contains 100 single contacts and the line 'bankt 100 double 
contacts, thus providing 100 sets of three . contacts ~ch, for' 

" 
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100 three-wire trunks. Just below the rotary hub will be seen a 
set of springs which are operated by a cam on the wiper shaft 
when the wipers pass the last or tenth contact of a level. The 
purpose of these earn springs will be described later. At the 
extreme lower right of the figure, at the right of the control bank, 
is mounted a test jack to facilitate connection with the switch 
for testing purposes. The remaining parts of the selector will be 
readily recognized from the previous description of the principle 

. of the.Strowger switch. 
Operation of Selector Su:itch.-Figure 45 is a circuit diagram 

. of a selector. The three wires of the trunk from the primary or 
secondary line swit<lh, or from a preceding seleet~r, are to be Seen 

" -

~••' rc Diallr.>nl! fr:lr I 1 7{) ~ ~~u~~~v L.--~'~·"~---------~ 

Fxg. 4.!).-Cireuit of selector switch. 

at the left, and the trunk conductors extending to succee~ 
selectors in the train, or to a connector, at the right. The portion 
between is the complete circuit of the selector. The line relay 
A, release relay B, and series relay C correspond to the similarly 
designated relays already described in connection with the prin
ciple of operation of the Strowger switch. The rotary relay B 
automatically operates the rotary magnet RM, and the switehing
throug)l relay D connects the trunk conductors through to the 
next switch in the train, after the ";pers have come to rest on the 
bank contacts of an idle trunk. The cam springs at the left are 
for the purpose of initially connecting the dial tone to the calling 
subscriber's line and aL<10 for connecting a busy tone to the 
calling subscriber's line after all ten trunks of a level have been
tested and found busy. The function and operation of the off
normal springs ONS have already been described in connection 
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with the principle of operation, although the electrical circuits 
here operated are slightly differt>nt. 

When the selector is connected with, by a preceding switch in 
the train, the A and B relays are immt>diately operated. On a 
first-selector switch, the lower winding of relay A has in series "ith 
it normally closed contacts of the cam-spring assembly and the 
winding of a dial-tone transformer. This is provided t<> advise 
the subscrib<>r by m!.'ans of a distinctive tone that his line has been 
extended to a numerical switch (first selector) and that he may 
proceed to dial the digits of the desired numb<>r. The operation 
of relays A and B pr~pares a cirfuit for the reception of the brea~
impulses which are to operate the vertical magnet l'M, and relay 
B places ground on the control trunk to replace the ground 
which is removed at the preceding switch shortly after it com
pleted its operation. This ground also makes the trunk busy at 
all the multiple bank contacts in the preceding s"itch in the train. 

The first break-impulse of the digit dinled momentarily releases 
relay A and permits the operation of series relay C and the ver
tical magnet r.u, over a circuit from the grounded contact of 
relay D. The operation of magnet l'M lifts the wiper shaft one 
level and subsequent break-impulses of the digit dialed will 
raise it to the level indicated by the numerical value of the digit 
dialed. 

On the first movement of the wiper shaft the off-normal 
- ~switch ONS closes its conta<lts and thereby prepares a circuit for 

the subsequent operation of the rotary relay E controlling the 
rotary magnet RM. Relay E is first operated from battery 
through its mnding, contacts of ONS, contacts of relay C to 
ground at relay B, and when operated it is locked up through a 
circuit, from battery at its winding, contacts of ONS, interrupter 
contact of rotary magnet RM, its own upper set of contacts to 
ground at relay D. When relay C releases shortly after the last 
break-impulse of the pulsing series, a circuit will be established 
for the operation of rotnry magnet RM, from battery at its wind
ing, through contacts of relay E, contacts of relay C and to 
ground at contacts of relay B. The operation of magnet RM 
will rotate the wipers to the first set ·of bank contacts and at 
the same time break, at its interrupter contacts, the locking cir
cuit of relay E. The subsequent action of ~clay E will depend 
upon the condition of the contacts of the control trunks, that is, 
whether grounded, indicating a busy condition or without 
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ground, indicating an idle, or free, condition. If the first trunk 
is idle, relay E will not be operated again. 

The switching-through relay D will operate or fail to operate, 
also depending upon the grounded or ungrounded condition 
found on the multiple contnct of the control trunk. If the first 
trunk of the p;roup is idle, wiper C will be. connected to an 
ungrounded control trunk and relay·D will be allowed to operate. 
This circuit is from battery at the winding of relay E, contacts of 
0.\'S, interrupter contacts of magnet R.U, winding of relay D, 
upper set of cam springs to ground at contacts of relay B. It 
will be not.ed that relay E is in series with relay D but the ~~t
ance of relay D is so high that rela); E cannot operate: Relay 
D on operating will extend the trunk conductors to the next 

switch. 
If the first trunk of the group had been busy, the same circuit 

would have \)e(>n established but ground would have been con
nected to wiper C imd thence to the upper end of the winding of 
relay D and, since the lower end of its winding is grounded at 
relay B, relay D would have been shunted and prevented from 
operating:. However, "ith relay D shunted out, relay E would 
have operated and thereby closed the circuit of the magnet RM, 
causing it to move the wipers to the next set of trunk contacts. 
This rotary movement would have been continued .until wiper C 
rested on an ungrounded contact. When relay D operates, it 
connects tl1e trunk conductors through to the next switch and 
remowsall bridges and attachments to these conductors. 1telay 
B, being of the slow-release type, v;;m nold ground on the-control 
trunk until replaced by the B relay in the next switch. 

If all the ten trunks of the selected level are found to be busy, 
pro\·ision is made to notify the calling subscriber and permit 
him to release the connection. This is accomplished . by the 
c.am-spring assembly .which is so mounted on the switch frame 
that when the wiper shaft is rotated beyond the tenth position, 
its spring8 will be operated. This spring assembly will be seen 
in Fig. 44 immediately below and at the right of the rotary hub, 
and in Fig. 45 just below the test jack. When the cam-spring 
assembly is thus operated, the circuit of relay D will be opened to 
prevent it from operating, since at that time the circuit at wiper 
C will be open. At the same time a trunk busy signal will be 
sup!.'rimposed on the telephone circuit, from ground through the 
winding of the busy transfcrmer, cam springs, lower winding of 
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relay A, thence to the positiYe trunk and the positive telephone 
line, through the telephone instrument, through the negative 
telephone line, n£"gativ£" trunk, and winding of r<"lay A to battery. 

The r£"1ease circuit was ori~inally prepared \\·hen the off-normal 
switch OSS O(X'r:lted, following the first break-impulse. The 
o(X'ration of the r£"lcase has alr£"ady been described, and the 
circuit for this Op<'rntion is from battery through the supervisory 
relay, winding of r£"lea...~ ma~net RIM, off-normal springs and 
contacts of relays B, A, and D. Since relays A and B were 
de-energized when r£"lay D was operated, the circuit was already 
closed at th~ir contacts and ~uirocl (mly· the release of relay D 
to complete the circuit. During conversation or use of the_ con
nection, relay D is held in an operated position by the ground 
maintained on the control trunk. When the calling subscriber 
replaces his receiver on the hook switch, the B relay in the con
nector releases and removes ground from the control trunk. 
Th€' removal of this ground p€'rmits the D relays of the selectors 
to release and in so doing places ground on the release magnet 
circuit. 

It will be noted that the battery for the B relay was through 
a supervisory relay. This relay operates an alarm signal in 
case a selector is sei1.ed and fails to connect through to the next 
switch in the switchin~ train~ The battery for the release circuit 
was also through a supervisory relay, which gives an alarm in 
case a selector fails to rctum to normal after the release circuit 
has been s_lo!3CdJor a certain lengt.h_of time. Disc_harge Gircuits 
are also provided to protect the relay contacts when the magnet 
circuits are broken. 

Selector Trunk Board.-Figure 46 shows an installation of 
selectors on a frame, or "board." The relays and operating 
mechanisms of each Rwitcb are enclosed in individual metal 

-- covers, with the banks, wipen::, and lower portion of wiper shaft 
projecting below. The multiple bank contacts of the selectors are 
connected to terminal blocks to be seen at the up(X'r right-hand 
comer of this view. The selector board illustrated is known as 
the "low t.ype" and consists of two bays .placed back to back, 

·with an aisle between. The metal door at the €'nd, above which 
the terminal blocks arc mounted, encloses a distributing-t<'rminal 
assembly. This unit is commGnly called a "trunk board" and 
has a capacity of six shelves with twenty switches per shelf (~wo 
sections of ten) in each bay. In the figure, four shelves, of 

' 
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twenty switches each, are equipped. Another type frequently 
employed, when there is sufficient ceiling height, i:jl known as the 
''high type." In this, a greater number of shelves are employed 
and the bays are arranged in straight rows with aisles between, 
instead of back to back, as in the U-shaped units. 

Connector Switches.-The connector is the final switch in the 
switch train and is sometimes called the "final selector." Like 
the selector it has two movements, up and around, and in fact is 
the same general type of switch as the selector, diffedng mainly 

~-·~n~ 

FIG. 46.-Selector trunk board. 

in its manner of control. Strowger connectors are, broadly, of 
two types, the "individual-line connector" in which the wipers 
are driven by dial impulses directly to the terminals of the individ
ual subscriber's line wanted, and the "trunk-hunting connector," 
or "P.B.X. connector," in which the wipers are driven by dial 
impulses to a group of lines serving a subscriber, after which an 
automatic trunk-hunting operation takes place to pick out e.n 
idle one of that group. , 

Individual-line Connectors.-These ordinarily have a capacity 
for 100 subt~criber lines. They have no trunk-hunting Junc
tion, both vertical ·and rotary movements being responsive 
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only to dial impuL"<"s. The impulses from the dial corresponding 
to the tens digit raise the shaft to the level containing the line 
wantt'd and the dial impulS('s for the units digit rotate the wipers 
to engage the particular line. 

Figure 47 shows a typical individual-line connector. In it, 
the lower contact bank is the multiple of 100 subscribers' lines 

instead of trunk lines as in the seleo-
-"'""'-m~~·" I tors. 

,· Two-hundred-line Connector.-
,_ Some connectors are designed to 

scn·e, 200 subscribers' lines. These 
are similar in general appearance 
to the 100-line connector, except 
that one additional relay is required 
in the relay group, an additional100-
line bank is provided, and the control 
bank has double instead of single 
contacts. The additional relay 

I 
S\"\'itches the circuit of the connector 

L from the wipers associated with the 
lower 100-line bank to those associ
ated with the upper 100-line bank. 
To provide for this switching, the 
digit 1 or 2 is included in the di.J'ec... 
tory number in the hundreds place. 
lf. one break-impulse is trantSmitted, 
the connection is routed through the 
lower 100-line bank while two break
impulses will switch the connection 
to the wipers of the upper 100-line 
bank. This arrangement enables 

Fta. 47.-Individuai-Hne oon- the use of larger trunk groups and in 
nector. certain cases eliminates the use of a 

selector in the switch train. 
Operation of One-hundred-line Connector.-Figure 48 is a 

circuit diagram of an individual one-hundre~-1ine connector. 
The line relay A, release relay B, series relay C, and ofJ-nonnal 
s\\itch ONS perform the same functions as previously de!;!cribed 
in connection with the principle of the Strowger switch. Rotary 
relay E is connected in parallel with the rotary magnet RM and, 
being slow acting, remains Op<'rated during the pulsing period. 
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It maintains a shunt around the contacts on relay G in the 
operating circuit of rotary magnet RM so that, as relay G operates 
during the rotary movement, the operation of magnet RM will 
not be interfered with. Busy relay G transmits the busy tone to 
the calling subscriber when the called line is engaged in some 
other connection. It operates each time the wiper C passes or 
rests on a ~rrounded control normal contact. The wiper-closing 
relay ll conneGts the trunk conductors through to the line of the 
called sub:-eriber after the line has been tested and found idle. 
It also grounds the con"frol norm3I and thereby cuts off the asso
ciated line switch to prevent it from operating when the called 
subscriber answers. The ringing cut-off relay F operates when 
the called subscriber answers and cuts off the ringing current. 

-Trunk 

.u.,'/Dnt! 

R/.S s, 

, 
::- -:>+:·~·:-.......... .. F1a. 48.-Cir«'uit of individual bundred·line conneotor.. -· _..,____, - ~ ·~ ..... ' ·._,.__.. ::: 

During the ringing period, it transmits the ring-back tone t.o the 
calling subscriber to advise him that the called station is being 
rung. This relay is of a special design \\ith a copper slug on the 
armature end and a copper sleeve over the iron core, to prevent 
its operation by the ringing current, to reduce its impedance to 
ringing current, and to give it a wide range of adjustment. The 
back-bridge relay D supplies the talking battery to the called 
station and, when the called subscriber answers, it reverses the 
battery on the trunk and line conductors connected to the calling
station. This reversal of battery serves to operate message 
registers and also to give supervision t.o manual operators on 
calls originating at manual switchboards. 

The circuits for operating relays A, B, and C for the vertical 
and rotary movements have already been described. However, 
the features required in the operation of the connector necessitate 
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the use of additional apparatus during the rotary movement. 
When the relay C releases after the completion of the vertical 
movement, a rotary circuit is established, as previously described, 
from ground at contacts of the A relay, through ccntacts of the 
B relay, springs cf O.VS, and contacts of relay C, but this circuit 
now extends to battery at the magnet RM through contacts of the 
G and H relays. At the contacts of relay G, the E relay is con
nected in parallel with the magnet RM. On the first break
impulse of the units digit dialed, both the relay E and magnet 
R·'L will be operated, but, since relay E is of the slow"'release
type, it '\\ill remain· operated during the entire pulsing period. 
The operation of relay E shunt~ the contacts of relay G and 
connects the rotary circuit directly from the contacts of relay C 
to those of relay 11. As relay G operate& when the wiper C 
passes over a busy control normal, this prevents its interference 
with the proper operation of the magnet Rl\f during the rotary 
movement. 

When the line desired is reached and it at the moment is 
engaged in some other connection, relay G will operate through 
ground on the control normal and through its lower set of con
tacts "ill transmit the busy tone back to the calling station, over 
the trunk and line conductors. The relay G, once operated, will. 
be retained in an operated position, until the connection bas been 
released by the caUing subscriber; being held over a circuit from 
battery at its own winding, through contacts of relays H, E, G, 
and B to ground. It will be noted that the abc:Yve circuit~ not -. 
include the wiper c, and therefore the connector cannot attempt 
to cut through, if the called line becomes disengaged before the 
release has been effected. Relays H, F, and Dare not operated 
when the called line is found to be busy. The release is accom
fllished in a manner already described. 

If the called line is free, then the relay G will not be operated 
and a circuit for the operation of H '\\ill be established by the 
release of E. This circuit is from ground at relay B, through 
contacts of relay G, lower winding of relay H, contacts of relay 
E, wiper C, control normal, bridge cut-off winding BCO of the 
line-switch magnet to battery. This circuit '\\ill operate relay 
H only sufficiently to close its contact X. The closing of this 
contact provides a locking circuit from battery at the upper 
"inding of relay 11, contact X, and contacts of relay B to ground. 
This locking circuit will complete the operation of relay H 

' 
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which '\\ill connect the normally open negative and positive wipers 

to the rest of the connector circuit. 
The operation of relay H also connects the ringing generator 

circuit to the called line to ring its bell. This circuit is from 
ringing gen('rator (alternating current superimposed on direct 
current) through the upper winding of relay F, contacts of F 
relay, contacts of relay H, negative wiper, negative normal, 
negative telephone line, bell and condenser of telephone instru-
went, positive telephone line, positive normal, positi:ve wiper, · 
contacts of relay H, and to ground at relay F. Relay F will not 
operate so long as the condenser ~ in series at. the ~l~phone _c. o--~ 
instrument, but when the condenser and bell are shunted by the - - -
lifting of the receiver from the hook switch, the direct current 
will operate relay F sufficiently to close its X contact. The 
closing of this contact will permit full operation, over a circuit 

to ground contact at relay B. · 
Vlhen relay H operated, the ring-back tone was transmitted 

to the line of the calling station, through the upper set of con.
tacts of relay H, contacts of relay F through the telephone line, 
and back to ground through the A relay. This cii-cuit will be 
opened at the F when it operates to cut off the ringing. 

Also, when the F r~lay operates, the conductors of the called 
subscriber•s line will be extended back to include the windings of 
the back-bridge relay D. Since the called station has answered, 
t~is relay "ill be operated and \\i)l reve~--~he battery on the 

---c!tllingiine. -'Tne operadrin'"~FreJ.ayD -al};o -places giound on th: 
holding circuits of relays F and H in parallel with the ground at 
relay B. This is a precaution to prevent premature release of 
the F and 11 relays in case the B relay is released by the calling 
subscriber hanging up first. Vlhen the D relay operated, it also 
opened the release circuit at its upper set'of contacts, so that the 
connector cannot be released until the' c:.1led subRcriber hangs up. 
This is, of course, to prevent the operation of the line switch of a 

called line on disconnection. 
With the circuits just described, the A relay feeds talking 

battery to the calling line, and relay D supplies talking battery 
to the called line. These circuits are separated by condensers in 
each conductor of the trunk, so that the battery feed is of the . 
condenser-retardation-coil type described in Chap. VIII of the 

preceding vo1ume. 1 

1 "Manual Switching and Substation Equipment," p. 250. 
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When the connection is no longer desired, disconnection is 
uccomplished through the release magnet RBI as previously 
d('~crib<'d. However, both subscribers must hang up before the 
connector can release, although the other switches in the switch 
train will be released when the callin!!: subscriber does so. If 
the called !"Ubscriber hangs up first, relfly D ";11 be released and 
thereby will close the circuit of the release magnet RIM, at its 
upper set of contacts, but at this time relays A and B will be 
operated and hold the release circuit open at their contacts. lf 
the calling subscriber hangs up first, the A and B relays will be 
released and thereby close t_he·rclease ~ircuit, but.._~;ince._re_lay D 
would then be opera tea,. the- reloose circuit wo~id be OPeD at~the ~ 
upper set of contacts of that relay. Hence, relays A, B, and D 
must be released, by both subscribers hanging up, before the 
release of the connector can be accomplished. The other 
s";tches are held in an operated condition by ground on the 
control trunk and, since all grounds have been removed in the 
progress of building up the connection, except at the B relay of 
the connector, the relea..c;e of that relay will release all the other 
s";tches. Relay B is released shortly after the calling subscriber 
hangs up. 

Supervision is provided in the form of lamp signals, which are 
lighted in Case of delay by either subscriber to hang up after .a 
conversation has been eompleted: If the called subscriber 
should delay or fail to hang up, a circuit will be established from 

_. -· . ground aFrehl~·oont-aet& offflay ·B; upper contacts of relay -D, · 
- "Supy. #2," and through a signal lamp to battery. If the calling 

subscriber should delay or fail to hang up, then relay D would 
release, and relays A and B would remain operated and a circuit 
would be established from. ground at the next to lower set of 
contacts of relay H, through the lower set of contacts of relay F, ->· 

·lower set of contacts of relay[), "Supy. #1," and through a signal 
la.mp to battery. This Rystem of supervision assures that any 
connection being held by either the calling or called subscriber 
·will be called to the attention of an attendant. 

Connector Boards.-Connectors are mounted on iron frame.. 
works, or "boards," in much the same manner as selectors. The 
relays and operating mechanism of the individual switches are 
enclosed in metal covers and at ~he end of each shelf are the 
connecting blocks for terminating the bank circuits of the con
nectors. The bank wires are terminated on one side _and the 
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normal cables on the other. What is known as the "low-type" 
board has five shelves with a capacity of sixteen connectors 
per shelf including a test connector. Low-type boards are also 
made with capacities of five and eleven connectors per Rhelf. 
There is also a "high-type" board for connectors arranged as 
previously described for selectors. 

Trunk-hunting Connector.-The "trunk-hunting," 
11

rotary," 
or "P.B.X." connector, as it is variously called, is used instead 
of the individual-line connector for lines to subscribers' estab
lishments having private branch-exchange s"itchboards requiring 

-~more than one trunk. In such cases, any one of the trunks may 
- ;:De -used- to -niake conne-cfions between the private-exchange 

switchboard and the central office. The line number of the first 
trunk in a group is usually listed in the telephone directory and 
used in dialing the private branch exchange. Incoming connec
tions to a P.B.X. switchboard thus require the use of the trunk· 
hunting connector to enable the selection of an idle trunk of the 

group. 
Trunk-hunting connectors have characteristics of both indi-

vidual-line connectors and selectors in that they are operated ·by 
the dial impulses corresponding to the tens and units ·digits of 
the number called, as in the individual-line connector; and are 
then automatically rotated to locate an idle trunk in the group, 
in a manner similar to the trun'k,-hunting operation of the selector. 
Tht=ly ~rform all the function~ of -individual.:Jine connectors and, 
in: addition, -:fu"St.::{Ocr ::hn fille-trunk:i~ !l =P~:~_,-.g:roup.~..::- Sinoo Jl-' · 

•.. Single level has only'\en sets oLcont~cts, eaeh switch has· access ' ·' to only ten trunks per level. However, a greater number may be 

' 

provided for by connecting the multiple banks of the connectors in 
two or more separate groups. 

'\Vhen large groups of trunks occur, other types of trunk-hunt
ing connectors may be employed. In one, the switch is equipped 
with a single vertical bank, of a type subsequently to be described 
in connection with Fig·; 60. By means of this, the connector is 
enabled to test trunks in t\vo or more levels, up to the capacity 
of the switch bank. Another type is equipped with a single 
vertical bank and with a minor switch similar to that shown in 
Fig. 51. In this case, the ·minor switch acts as a registering device 
and directs the conpector to the levels of the required trunk· 
group. The directory digit for the trunk group steps the minor 
switch to the first, level of the group, whereupon the connector 
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shaft is stepped to that level and rotated. If all the trunks b:t 
that level are found busy, the shaft is released and the minor 
switch then takes another step, directing the connector to the 
n('xt level of the group and so on, until an idle trunk is found or all 
af(' found busy. When these typCs of connectors are used, the 
digit Z('ro {0) may be used for the lust digit or the last two digits 
of the directory number of the private branch exchange. 

The general appearance of a trunk-hunting connector of the 
type first mentioned, that is1• the one used for small groups, is 
similar to that of the individual-line connector shown in Fig. 

__ 47,_, except that two more relays are required, these being mounted 
in =the blank space afthe botto~ of the relay mounting plate 
shown in that figure. Another difference is that the control 

.,,..,.,.,., 
~(' 

~ 
•Jn,H,,. .._ 

FIG. 49.-Circuit of trunk-bunting connector. 

l)~ lfas~~double~<ee£tiits'-~eaq ~r--8rri:gli: ones" as shoWn on 
Fig. 4'St - . --

Operation of Trunk-hunting Connector.-Figure 49 is a com
plete circuit diagram of the small-group type of trunk-hunting 
connector. Relays A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H operate in the 
same manner and have similar functions to the correspondingly 
lettered relays of Fig. 48, except that some have additional con
tacts made necessary by the trunk-hunting feature. Relays 

· J imd K hiwe been added and the ";per assembly has an addi
t idnal wiper called the "extra control" EC. Relay J is operated 
by the rotary relay E and relay K by the busy relay G, their 
r~spcctive purposes being to provide the trunk-hunting feature 

. imd a busy signal. The extra control EC and-control normal CN 
contacts of each P.B.X. trunk are connected together, with the 
dception of the last trunk in a JO'OUp. In the last trunk the 
EC contact is dead. This arran.gement prevents further rotation 

l 
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of the switch and causes the busy tone to be transmitted to the 
calling subscriber when all trunks are busy. This scheme per
mits the assignment of trunk groups of various sizes on the trunk
bunting connectors and also enables the use of trunk-bunting 

connectors for individual lines. 
The seizure of the s";tch and the vertical movement are 

accomplished in the same manner as in the individual-line con
nector. The "units" or rotary impulses from the dial operate 
the relay E, the magnet RJI and in addition the relay J. The 
circuit for their operation is from ground at contacts of relay A, 
through contacts of relay B, contacts of ONS, contacts of relay 
C, contacts of relay G, and winding of relay E; at this point the 
·circuit divides, one leg going to b:l.ttery through the winding of 
relay J and the other through contacts of relay ll and winding of 
magnet RM to battery. Relays E and J will operate and remain 
operated tbrough the pulsing period, and magnet RJ! will operate 
and rotate the wipers in accordance with the break-impulses'of 
the dial. The wipers will then rest on the contacts of the first 
trunk to the desired private branch exchange. . 

If this trunk is idle, that is, the control normal is ungrounded 
and connected to battery through the bridge cut-off winding of 
the line-switch magnet, relay I/ will be partially operated through 
its upper winding and will close its X contact. This contact Will 
complete a circuit, which will fully operate relay Hand connect 
the trunk conductors of the switch through to the negative and 
positive normals of the private branch-exchange trunk line. Th~ 
battery from the line switch will also be connected to t_he extra 
control wiper EC, but this will have no effect on the operation of 
the switch. The remaining operations necessary to complete the 
connection and ring the subscriber's bell are similar to those 
already described for the individual-line connector. . 

If the first trunk is busy, that is, ground is connected to the 
control normal CN and also to the extra control EC, relay G wiU __ .. ---· 
be operated, from ground at CN through contacts of relay J, 
contacts of relay H, and winding of relay G to battery. Relay E 
will release shortly after the last break-impulse, but, since relay 
J is slow in releasing, it will remain in an operated position for a 
short time longer and complete a circuit for the operation of 
relay K, from ground !Jn wiper EC, through contacts of relay J, · 
relay E, relay G, interrupter Rprings of magnet R.M, and winding 
of relay K 'to battery. Relay G will operate the magnet RM 
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over a circuit, from battery at it:,~ winding, through contacts of 
l'('}ay 11, contacts of relay K, and to !!;round at contacts of relay 
B. It will be recall<>d that rcl:ly J was originally operated by 
r<>hly E, which r<>leascs shortly aftt:>r the last break-impulse but, 
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howew~r, r<>luy J is retained in an op-
erated position during the trunk-hunting 
}X'riod by being connected in parallel 
with the magnet RM when relay Ere- i 
leased. ~ 

When magnet RM operates and steps r 
the wi~~ to t;he contacts of the next t 
trunk, r<>lay G will be released but, ir- • 
this trunk is also busy, relay G will be 
immcdiat<>ly operated again. Relay G 
will continut:> op<>rated until an idle trunk 
is reached when the remaining operations 
of the switch will be completed as be
fore described. 

If all the trunks of a group are busy, 
the wipers will stop on the contacts of 
the last trunk of the group. The extra 
control EC and control normal CN con
tacts of this tnmk are not connected to
g~ther, and therefore relayG will operate, 
but relay K will not. Failure of relay K 
to operate will permit relay J to release 
and in so doing will complete the busy
tone circuit to the calling station. 

The release of the trunk-hunting con
nector is the same as that of the individ-

FIG. 50.-Frequent>y-ae- 1 1" t · · 1 d "bed 
· lecting connertor. ua- me connec or preVIOUS y escn . 

The supervisory signals ("Supy. #1 and 
#2") are provided for the same purpose as described for the in
dividual-li~e connector. 

Frequency-selecting Connector.-Sclcctive ringing for ~we· • 
and four-station party lines in step-by-step systems is usually ~ 
provided for by assigning the different kinds of ringing current , 
required in the selection each to a separate connector board. . t 
Thus with four-party harmonic selection four separate groups of t 
connector boards would be required, each provided with one of i 
the four frequencies of ringing current. The party-line subscril>- ' 

~ 
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ers are assigned numbers which will extend the connections to the ~ f 
particular connector boards that are equipped with the proper ~, 
frequency for ringing the bells of their respective stations. ~ 
Another method is by the use of frequency-selecting connectors. , .. 
These connectors may be used for as high as ten-party line . 
service, the ringing selection being accomplished by an additional 1 . · 
digit in the directory numbers. They may also be arranged for : 
code ringing. I· ' 

The frequency-selecting connector (Fig. 50) is similar in f· 1 
appearance to the selectors and individual-line connectors but has ; 
a frequency-s~Jecting mechanism in the form of a minor switch, 
mounted directly below the group of relays at the top. An 

'. 

F10. 51.-Minor switch of frequcncy-seleding connector. 

unmounted minor switch is shown in Fi~ 51. It is a rotary 
switch, in which the wipers are returned to normal by a spring, 
when the switch is released. .,.." 

Operation of Frequency-selecting Connecior.-Figure .52 is a 
circuit diagram of a frequency-selecting connector, adapted for 
lO..party harmonic ringing Qvcr either limb of the line circuit. 
The line-selecting operations of this switch are the same as for 
an individual-line connector as previously d<>scribed in connection 
with Fig. 48. The circuit of the frequency-selecting minor 
switch J is shown at the extreme right. 

The additional digit dialed selects the proper one of five ringing· 
frequencies and the side of the line over which it is to be sent, the 

, 
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minor switch being used to registt>r this digit. The bottom level 
of contacts of this s"itch are connectt>d to five different fre
qut>ncies, contacts 1 to 5 being multiplt>d respectively to contacts 
6 to 0. The top level of contacts is divided into two groups, the 
contacts of each group being multipled together. The purpose of 
the top level is to reverse the line for the second five stations. 

The circuit for the break-impulses of the last, or frequency
selecting, digit is from groUl)d at contacts of relay A, contacts of 
relay B, off-normal springs, contacts of relays C, G, and H, and 
winding of minor-s"itch rotary magnet Rot to battery. Magnet 
Rot will_ operate "ith each break-impulse and rotate the minor
s"itch Wipers to the proper contacls for the desi'redlrequency 
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Flo. 52.-Circuit or frequency-eeleeting connector. 

and groUl)d connection to the line. The ringing ·current will 

then be applied to the subscriber's lin.e, through the minor switch 
in the manner described for the individual-line connector. How
ever, if the station called is in the second group, requiring the 
reversal of the line, relay Z will reverse the wipers of the switch 
with respect to the trunk conductors and transfer the ringing 

ground connected to relay F from the positive to negative wiper. 
When the connection is no longer desired, the connector switch 

is released in a manner similar to an individual-line connector, 
except. that the release magnet Rls of the minor switch. J is 
operated and permits the switch to restore to normal, when relay 
B releases. The release of the connector is controlled by the 
last party to replace his receiver, but the release of the minor 
switch is controlled only by the calling station. 

Reverting-call Switch.-In the Strowger system, provision is 
made to enable a subscriber on a party line to call another on the 
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same line, such calls being termed "reverting" calls. Although 
it is possible to design the switches and circuits so that a sub
scriber may make a reverting call by dialing the ~gular directory 
number, it has been found more economical to handle this traffic 
by other methods. In one method of operating, the subscriber 
may be instructed to call an operator by dialing a special number. 
The operator receiving such a call, after instructing the subscriber 
to hang up, dials the desired number in the ordinary way. The 
bell of the called station is rung, and, after waiting a few moments, 
the calling subscriber again removes his receiver and talks with 
the called party. The operator may either hold the cqnnectioil. 
and supervise the call or release it and permit the two subscribers 
to converse with each other by means of current derived from 

the first selector. 
Another method employed is to assign special numbers for 

party-line subscribers to use when calling other stations on the 
same line. This information may be given either in the telephone 
directory or by means of an instruction card placed at each party-·, 
line telephone. This method of operating requires the use of a. 
special mechanism called a "reverting-call switch." The 
subscriber first ascertains the special call number for the desired 
station, dials the number, and hangs up. Immediately both 
the bells at the calling and called stations will start to ring alter
nately and, when the called party answers, the bells will stop 
ringing, the calling subscriber will again remove his receiver from , 
the hook switch and find. the called -party on the line. H after a. 
reasonable time the bells continue to ring, inrucating that the 
called station does not answer, the calling subscriber will remove 
his telephone from the hook switch momentarily and thereby 
disconnect the circuit and the reverting-call switch used in the 

connectlon. 
Impulse Repeaters.-ln the foregoing descripti9n of selector 

switches it will be recalled that each trunk circuit between 
switches consists of three conductors: two for the talking circuit 
and one for the control conductor. When inter-office trunks are 
involved, two-wire trunks are, of course, to be desired. Two 
types of impulse repeaters are employed to permit the use of 
two-wire trunks: namely, the "one-way" for use in trunks on 
which connections are established in one direction only, and 
"two-way" for trunks on which connections may be established 

in either direction. \: 
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Figure 53 shows an individual repeater unit which consists of a 

!!roup of relays and a resistance spool mounted on a relay mount

ing plate, with no m<>chanical step-by-step progressive switching 

nwchanism. Mounted nt the lower right corner of the plate is a 

t<>st jack to facilitate testing. 
'f. Om:-u·ay Repeater.-Figure 54 is a circuit diagram of a one-way 

impulse repeater. This shows at the left the three trunk con
ductors, from the banks of 
the preceding local switch con
m~cted to the relay group of 
t~e impulse repeater. At the 
right is a portion of the cir
cuit of an incoming selector 
at the distant central office, 
this being connected to the 
circuit of the impulse repeater 
by a two-wire inter-office 
trunk. 

The line "relay A and the I 
release relay B of the repeater 1 ... . 

;:_ 

perform functions similar to , 
those already described, in re- i 
ceiving the impulse signals, 1 

... (. 

11:::' .. ~··.~ 
t 

,::'!!:"";. 
•·"'" .-. ' 

guarding and holding the con- t 
nection, ·and l.'eleasing a~ th~ _ c 

end of the conversatiOn.- -.1'be · · ;
shunt relay C shunts wind-
ings of relays E and F to re-

FIG. 53.-lmpul!!C repeater. duce the impedance of the 
impulsing circuit. The baek

brtdge relay E operates a chain circuit for the purpose of indi

cating when all the trunks of a group arc buRy and serves as a 

high-impedance bridge across the trunk during conversation. 

The differential relay F operates on the reversal of current 

at the distant office connector and controls the operations 

of the reversing relay D. .The reversing relay D reverses 

the battery to the calling station, when the called station 

answers, and controls the windings of relay E, bridged across the 

inter-office trunk side of the impulse repeater during conversa-

tion. The reversal of the battery on the calling line is to provide 

for the operation of message registers, as will be described, and 

\ 
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also to provide means of visual supervision in case of calls 

originating at manual switchboards. 
When the trunk with which the repeater is associated is con

nected with at a local selector multiple bank, relay A is energized, 

operating relay B in the manner previously described. The 

operation of relay B places a guarding ground on the control 

trunk through one of its upper sets of contacts and prepares a 

circuit for the subsequent operation of relay C through its fower 

set of contacts. It also c'ompletes a circuit from battery at the 

lower winding of relay F to ground through one of its upper sets of 

'g~rj; 
trvnJr Loco I Office 

~~------~=======r---+~rrk 

~ 4J1.:::lr1 :r 1 conr s 1 j'".!C.k.o 

Dislont OfficE 

-f Trunk 

Incoming 
Selector · 

Eta. ~-Cir<'uitnt-~<>ne:~a~.J.m~lse tepia.ter.-
; 

contacts. Current through this winding of relay F will mag

netize its core but not sufficiently to cause it to operate. 

An impulsing circuit has now been prepared for repeating the 

impulses to the selectors in the distant office. This circuit is 

from battery at the upper winding of relay'A-1, upper contacts of 

relay D-1, negative trun.k, contacts of ·i·elays B and C, upper 

winding of relay F, contacts of relay D, right winding of relay E, 

contacts of relay A, positive trunk, lower contacts of relay D-1, 

and lower winding of relay A-1· to ground. The two windings 

of relay F are so connected that the current now flowing in them 

will not operate the relay. Relay E will be operated over the 

above circuit simultnneously with relay A-1 and will close a pair 

of chain contacts. When !ill the repeaters in a group are busy, a 

circuit is closed through all, the chain contacts in series, which 

operates a register. When relay A releases on the first break-
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impulse from the subscriber's dial, a circuit will be completed 
for the operation of relay C. Relay Cis of the slow-release type 
and will, therefore, remain operated during the pulsing period of 
each digit. Relay C, on operating, shunts the upper winding of 
rel:ly F and the right winding of relay E, thc:'reby providing a 
low-impedance path for the repeated impulses. Rc:'lay C, also 
maintains the chain circuit when relay E releases. At each 
break-impulse the above circuit will therefore repeat the dialed 
impulses to relay A-1 of the incoming selector. The resistance, 
shown above relay F and bridged across the contacts of relay C, is 
to prevent the possibility of an extra impulse being sent to the 
incoming selector when relay C operates on the first break
impulse. At the end of each series of impulses, relay A remains 
operated and relay C releases. The digits of the required number 
are repeated to the A-1 relay by the above circuit. 

When the called subscriber answers, the battery on the inter
office trunk is reversed by the connector. This reversal .of cur
rt>nt \Yill operate relay F, since the current flow in its upper 
winding will be reversed, and both windings "ill then produce 
magnetic flux in the same direction. Relay F, on operating, will 
energize relay D through its lower set of contacts, and relay D 
will operate and reverse the battery feed to the' calling_ station. 
Relay D also, when operated, increases the impedance of the 
bridge "across the inter-office trunk by placing in series through 
its lower set oJ contacts both the right and ~f.t ~nP-iP,sLqLthe 

- bridge(f reltiy --E. _c This ocddltionlrr frnpedance wili'preveiit the 
~'electors and connector in the distant office from releasing and 
will also improve the voice-frequency transmitting quality of the 
trunk circuit. For inter-office trunks of considerable length, 
additional condensers are connected in multiple with those per-' 
rnanently in the circuit, through contacts on relay D. , 

When the connection is no longer desired and the receiver at '? 

the calling station is replaced on the hook switch, relay A of the 
impulse repeater "'ill release. Relay B \\'ill shortly afterwards 
release and remove the guarding and holding ground from the 
control trunk. However, before relay B releases, relay C will be 
operated and prevent the opening of the chain circuit before the 
repeater has been entirely cleared. When relay C finally releases, 
the repeater circuit ~·ill be restored to ponnal. The circuit of 
the selectors and connector in the distant office has been held 
in an operated position through the lower S<'t of contacts of relay 
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A and, when this relay released, the switching train in the distant 
office was restored to normal in a manner previously described for 
the selector switch and connector. 

Two-way Repeater.-The two-way impulse repeater provides 
for repeating impulses over two-wire inter-office trunks in either 
direction and therefore permits the use of inter-office trunks for 
calls originating at either central office. However, repeaters are 
required at both ends of each trunk. Its use is mainly with small 
offices in which the inter-office traffic does not warrant the use 
of one-way trunks. Figure 55 shows t_!le circuit diagram of a 

_- t\'\1'()-way repoat~r, ·a.ua lt is:similiiiin-aesign :ari<fo~ration_ to tbe 

Ch '7i; Q')niS 

. NOTE:
Re~'F'mustnofpu/luc/'tnhl 

/Jo. eryis~w:rs<:dpver etru':"_ _ . __ ._. _ ,·:::;... _:::_--'!_-"· -=-"-~ 
FIG. 55.-Circuit of two-way impulee repeater."·· r.l 

one-way repeater (Fig~ 54), except that anothcr.relay, designated 
as relay G, is added to the circuit. 

On outgoing calls, or calls from the local ·office to a distant 
office, relay G is operated fr<3.m contacts of relay B. The operai
tion of relay G disconnects the incoming selector in the local 
office from the trunk and also closes the trunk loop cir.cuit to the 
incoming selector in the distant office through the upper winding 
of relay F and the lower winding of relay E. Relay G is of ·the 
slow-release type to insure that, on releasing from ·outgoing calls, 
the selectors in the distant office release -before the incoming 
selector in the local office is reconnected to the ;trunk. 'This 
prevents the selectors in the distant office from being locked up · 
until the called station disconnects. ,: 

On incoming calls from the distant office, the trunk wires are 
connectt'd through the contacts of relay G directly to the incoming· 
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!'~ele-ctor. When the incoming selPctor is seized, it places ground 

on the control trunk to make the trunk busy to outgoing calls. 

Outgoing Secondary Line Switches.-When the number of 

tnmks in a !!:roup bctwepn ce-ntral offices is large, the number of 

Fuch trunks required to bundle the traffic can be reduced by the 

U:'(> of outgoing ~;ccondary line stritchcs. These line switches may 

bc of the plung:er or rotary type, and they are inscrted between 

the &-lector banks and the impulse repeaters .. The additional 

:mnual charp:es for the line ~>witches must be balanced against 

the- annual charges for the repeaters and trunk conductors SlW,ed.-~ 

in det('rmining whether or not~ tht\ use o( outgoing Se~ondacy-

line swit chcs is warranted. · 

The types and circuits of line switches used are similar to those 

employed for local secondaries as already described. 

Two arrangements of outgoing secondary rotary line switches 

arc uS('d, one pro,·iding for post-selection of the trunks, and the 

other, pre-selection. This latter arrangement, bowever, does not 

provide for full pre-selection of trunks but does decrease the 

average time required for a switch to select an idle outgoing 

trunk. The pre-selection takes place only when all but one of the 

idle outf,!:oing rotary line switches, associated with a particular 

oUtf,!:oing-trunk' f,!:TOUp, are resting on the contacts of busy trunks. 

The ~ipers of these line switches are then rotated until at least 

the wipers of two line switches are resting on the contacts of 

_ __::._klle trutlkS;:: · _ -::-:- ~.:: · 

Switching Selector Repeater.-Briefly, a r;;uboffice is a subsid

iary office serving a portion of the .line numbers nominally 

a.«signed to its main office. It is usually a comparatively small 

office located in the outskirts of a central-office area, where the 

tel<'phone development is such as .to make a separate line center 

more economical than to extend ~Jl of the subscriber's lines to the 

main_ office. Such an office is usually connected with the main 

office of which it is a subsidiary, by a group of two-way trunks, 

and traffic b<'tween it and other offices of the system is routed 

over th~ trunk groups of the main office. When it is desired not 

to trunk the local suboffice calls through the main office, "switch

ing scl!'ctor repe,aters" are employed. 

A switching selector repeater consists of. a Strowger-type 

fl<'le~tor switch and an impulse repeater, with a means for switch

in~r from one function to the other, combined in one unit. It 

hru; the same appearance as a selector switch, except tlui.t the 
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relay group has more relays and the control bank is equipped 

with "extra-control" contacts similar to a trunk-hunting con

nector. Its functions are to complete local suboffice calls with

out the use of the main-office apparatus, and to extend the 

connections for other calls to the main-office apparatus where 

they are completed in the same manner as calls originated by a 

subscriber in the main office. Incoming calls for suboffice 

numbers are completed in the same manner as for subscribers' 

numbers in the main office, except that impulse repeaters are 

.reql!ired in th.El connections to the .suboffice to permit the use of 

"-tw<,.:\viie fruilt.B: · ·- -
The block of numbers assigned to the subscribers' lines in the 

suboffice are distinguished by the first, first and second, or first, 

second, and third, digits, depending upon the size of the system 

and the size of the suboffice. 
With respect to the point at which the connection is switched 

from the main-office trunk to the local numerical switches, three 

types of switching selector repeaters have been designed. One 

type switches on the first digit and is for use where no other 

numbers in the system begin with the same digit as those of the 

suboffice; the two other types switch on the second and third 

digits respectively. The type which s~itches on the second digit 

is the one which finds most frequent application in practice. 

Operation of Switching Sele~tor-Repeater.-Figure. 56 is a sche

m1ltrc diagrarn~M~g tn~ ot S'\Vi~hing-~~t:or repeat-CJ:s--iy- ~ 

1,000-line suboffice, 'rna five-di'git exc~ange system. The-portion " 

above the b:r.oken line is the switching equipment at the suboffice, 

and that b.elow, the part of the main-office switching equipment 

required for use with the suboffice. ·At the upper left are the 

primary line switches to which the suboffice subscribers' lines are 

connected, and to the right of these are the outgoing secondary 

line switches. Below the line switches, from left to right, are the 

switching selector repeaters, local third selectors, incoming third 

selectors, and the connect6rs of the suboffice. The arrangement 

at the main office shows the numerical s~itches regularly required 

for a 10;000-lin(\ office in a five-digit exchange system, except that 

incoming first selectors 'f~om the suboffice have been added, and 

the fifth levels of ,the second selectors are extended through 

outgoing trunk repeaferll to the suboffice, instead of to local 

selectors and connectors. Two-way, trunks are shown between 

the main office and suboffice. The numbers assigned to the 
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suboffice, in the ca...-.e illustratro in the drawing, comprise the 
35,000 group, and the remaining lines in the 30,000 group are 
8<'rved by the main office. Hence, it "ill be noted that at the 
main office the third levels of the first-selector bank are carried 
to local second selectors; and that the fifth levels of these second 
8<'lectors are extended throu~~:h repeaters t<> the suboffiee. At the 
suboffice the fifth levels· of the s\\itching selector repeaters are 

Sub-Office 

,~m:a-
~~··.·. . SvM · 
- liM'S . 

· (.N'Vire) · (2-!Yire) 

toea/ 
ll!st!lec~ 

'6 

Main Office 

To Dtllt!r et:nfl'l!ll ol'fiet:s 

·...,_, 
.~ 

~~}1 .. ~,1~11 - - t 
= ,. = ,J 

I 

From either Cll!nfml offiCe& · I -111/oCia!Jat.:w. 
~~~~~~~~·~· and~~~ 

Fm. 56.-Dia!U'Ilm 1howing uee of switching eelector repeater. 

the only ones having trunks connected, and these are carried 
directly t<> local third, selectol'$. 

'\"\'ben a: calling sub~criber at the suboffiee lifts his receiver, the 
primary line switch extends the connection to an idle switching 
selector repeater, which, in turn, causes its associated outgoing 
secondary ~ine swit,ch to operate and select an idle trunk to the 
main office. The connection now terminates in a switching·. 
selector repeater at the suboffice and an incoming first selector 
at the main office. \Yben the subscriber dials the first digit of 
any desired number in th_e syst.:>m, the line relay of the switching 
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selector repeater receives the break-impulses and repeats them 
over the trunk, operating the vertical magnet of the first selector 
in the main office. At the same time, the vertical magnet of the 
switching selector repeater is also operated, and, therefore, the 
wiper 8hafts of both switches will be raised simultaneously. 
The incoming third selector, in the suboffice, while connected to 
the trunk between the two offices, is prevented from operating at 
this time by a cut-off relay, operated over a third wire between it 
and the outgoing secondary line switch. This operation is similar 
in principle t<> that of the cut-off relay of a line switch when a line 
is seized by a connector. 

It ,.,.m be noted from the groups of numbers assigned to the 
different· offices that the first digit distinguishes between C8.lls 
to distant offices and to the combined main and suboffice group, 
whereas the second digit is required to distinguish between calls 
to the main office and to the suboffice. Hence, the action of this 
"second-digit type" switching selector repeater, at this point, 
is necessarily dependent upon the first digit dialed. · , 

If the number being called is in a distant office, the switching 
selector repeater wipers are stopped, by control furnished over 
the extra-control (EC) wiper, on the first contact of the dialed 
level, and they will remain there throughout the call, the switch 
acting as a repeater. 

When the number being called is in either the main or suboffice, 
-the EC wiper of the switching selector repeater encounters a. 
potential on tpe first ·contact of the dialed level (the ~bird leve!l 
in the drawing), which causes the shaft to be restored tonormal. 
On the second digit, the shaft is again elevated, this time, in 
unison with a second selector in the main office. The potential 
now encountered.by the EC "iper will distinguish between main
office and suboffice numbers. If a main-office number has been 
dialed (any digit except 5), the wipers will remain on the first 
contact of the level, and the switch will function as a repeater 
d.uring the remainder of the call. 

If a suboffiee number-is dialed, the switch shaft is restored on 
the first digit exactly as before, but on the second digit no poten-
. tial is encountered by the EC wiper, thus permitting the wipers 
to rotate over the contacts of the first level and seize an idle trunk 
to a local third selector. The operation of the switching-through· 
relay of the selector repeater causes the opening of the loop 
through the inter-office trunk, ·thereby releasing the local out-
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going secondary line switch at the suboffice and the first and 

second selectors in the main office. 

Incoming calls to subofficc subscribers are routed in a manner 

!'limibr to any other inter-office traffic. Connections for such 

calls are extended to either local or incoming second selectors at 

the main office in the usual way. When the second digit (5) is 

dialed, the "ip<>r shaft of the second selector will be elevated to 

the fifth level and then rotated until the '\\ipers rest on an idle 

outgoing trunk to the suboffice. At the suboffice these trunks 

are connected to incoming third selectors. The reniaining digits 

of the number will then extend the connection to the desired 

suboffiee line. -In order to preven~--the incoming first selectors 

in the main office from op<>rating wh€'n a suboffice trunk is seized, 

the outgoing repeaters are equipped with cut-off relays, which are 

operated over a third wire from the first s€'lectors, as previously 

described for the incoming third selectors at the suboffice. 

The release of the switches involved in the switching train 

is accomplished by the &'1me principle as previously described for 

other Strowger-type switches. 

\llhile in the aboYe illustration the switching s~lector repeater 

has been described for use in a multi-office system, it is obvious 

that this apparatus can be used when only one main office is 

involved. 

Paystation Repeater.-Paystations equipped with multi-slot 

coin boxes operating on either the "post-payment" or the "pre

payment" plans are used. 'nth. post-pa:yment coin l;x>xes no 

additional apparatus other than the paystation instrument is 

required, but pre-payment boxes require special apparatus at 

the central office. Pre-payment service is usually operated on 

the plan of r€'quiring the deposit of a coin before calling for an 

exchange number and of no such deposit before calling a service-' 

o~ toll-recording operator. However, the circuits m~y be 

arranged so that it is necessary to deposit a coin even before 

calling an operator. 

The apparatus required at the central office for pre-payment 

paystation service is embodied in what is called a "paystation 

repeater." This consists of a JU"Oup of relays, resistances, and a 

retardation coil, mounted together as a unit and having the gen

eral appearance' of the impulse repeater shown in Fig. 53, although, 

ha,ing more relays, its mounting plate is considerably longer. In 

order to permit the extension of calls to an operator, without first 
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depositing a coin, it is the usual practice to provide a 8pecial train 

of switches for that purpose. Paystation 

repeaters are usually connected in the trunks 

from the primary. line switches associated 

with the paystation lines. The switches 

directly connected to the repeaters may· 

be first selectors, secondary plunger line 

switches, or secondary rotary line switches. 

Toll Switch Train.-Toll calls to step-by

step subscribers are usually routed from the 

toll board to the central office over toll dial

ing trunks, and thence to the-subscribers' 

lines through a toll switch train, consisting of 

special S'l\itches. The main reasons for using 

special switches for this purpose are to pro

vide for the supervision of the call and con

trol of ringing by the toll operator and also 

to establish the most favorable conditions 

for transmission. The interrelation of the 

operation of the different switches in the 

train is such that it is more convenient to de

scribe these- special s'\\·itches together than 

as separate units of apparatus. 

The toll switch train employs three types 

of numerical switches. These types are 

called "toll transmission selector," "toll in

termfidiate selector," and ·~mbination toll 

and local connector." Sometime "toll con

nectors" are utilized instead of the combina

tion toll and local, but the more general 

practice is to uoo the combination type. 

Toll Transmission Sel,ector.-Thetoll trans

mission selector switch, shown in Fig. 57 with 

its metal cover removed, consists as usual 

of a relay group and switch mechanism, and 

in addition as shown at the top of the mount

ing plate, a repeating coil, transmission con: 

densers, and resistance coils. The switch is 

~if 

C· 

also equipped with 400-point banks, to pro- F10 .. 5~.-Toll tra.n.. 

vide for four-wire trunk circuits. The ex- mtsston selector. 

tra equipment requires that the base of the switch be approxi-
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mately twice as long as that of the regular S{')ector (Fig. 44) and 

it therefore US{'S two selector shelves, spaced at the standard 

mounting distance. 

The toll transmission S{'}ector functions in the same manner 

as a re~ular or local S{'lector when hunting a free trunk to a toll 

intermediate S{'}ector, or a special connector, but differs in that, 

niter the trunk-sdecting operation is completed, it has additional 

duties to perform. It is required to repeat the break-impul&'S 

to the toll intermediate S{')ector and the toll connector, to supply 

talking current to the called subscriber, and to provide for all 

n('ccssary supervision. This supervision may include the collect 

_and refund of coins-on paystation rlllls. There are, accordingly, 

two cla8SI.'s of toll transmission S{']ectors--one of the non-coin 

type and the other of the coin type. 

Toll lnlerme.diaie Seledor.-The toll intermediate selector 

is similar to a regular S{']ector in general appearance, except that 

it is equipped with a 400-point bank. The functions of the 

s1.vitches are also similar, except that the toll intermediate 

selector employs four-wire trunks to extend the extra control 

lead from the transmission selector to the toll connector, in order 

to enable the toll operator to control the ringing at the connector. 

Combination Toll and.Local Connedor.-The combination con

nector may be of the individual line, trunk-hunting, frequency

selecting, or of any other type suitable for use with the central 

office in which it is installed. The individual-line type will be 

used as a typical example in the following description. In 

appearance it resembles very clo8ely the individual-line connector;· 

except that an additional relay is required to provide ringing 

control and supervision for the toll operator. 

Operation of Toll Switch Train.-Figure 58 is a circuit diagram 

of a typical toll train, for a four-digit central office,. using individ

ual-line combination connectors. The non-coin-type .'t<oll trans

mission selector circuit is shown at the UpJX>r center and ]eft, the 

toll intermediate S{']ector ~,tt the upper right, and below is the 

circuit of the combination toll and local connector. The relays 

A, B, C, D, and E of the toll transmission selector perfonn similar 

functions to those already described for the ordinary selector in 

connection with Fig. 45. Relays F, G, II, R, and S are additional 

·ones. The repeating coil and condensers shown at the left of the 

diagram are added to produce the most favorable conditions for 

speech transmission. The added resistances Y are provided to 
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maintain the current-flow limits of the connecting toll board, and 

resistances Z are used to adjust the trunk-circuit resistance to a 

standard value. 

The trunk entering from the left is from the toll board, which 

in this case is assumed to be manually operated. The S\\itch 

0.\'S and cam springs operate in similar manner to those already 

descrilx>d for other S\\itches but have additional contacts. The 

toll switch train may be equipped for either audible or visual 

signals at the toll board, and in this circuit diagram both arrange

ments are shown. 

In the toll intermediate selector relays A-1, B-1, C-:1
1 

J).,J, anc:l 

E-1 perform similar functions to ·me relays A, B, C, D, and E 

in the ordinary selector switch (Fig. 45), except that additional 

sets of contacts are provided to extend the ex"tra-control EC 

lead from t-he transmission selector to the connector. Relays 

A-2, B-2, C-2, D-2, E-2, F-2, G-2, and H-2 of the combination 

toll and local connector are similar to the correspondingly 

lettered relays of the individual-line connector (Fig. 4'8) and 

JX>rfonn similar functions with some added features. Relay 

K-2 is the additional supervisory control relay. 

In the present diagram (Fig. 58), the toll trunk conductors 

from the toll intermediate selectors are shown entering the circuit 

of the connector at the top, and the local trunk conductors from 

the re~ular or local selectors are shown entering at the left. 

The local selector trunks are connected to the last contacts on the 

local !'Clcctor bank levels and the toll trunks to only the toll 

intermediate selector bank levels. Thus, the combination con

nectors are used for local calls only when all the regular con

nectors are in use, and only the combination connectors are 

available to the toll intermediate selectors. On calls from local 

selectors the combination connector operates as any other cqn

ncctor, 'but on toll calls the OJX'ration must provide for manual 

supervision, si>ccial talking battery, and. manually controlled 

ringing. All the mechanical functions of these switches are 

accomplished in accordance with the previously described princi

ples of the Strowger-type switch. 

To complete a call from the toll board to a subscriber, the toll 

operator plugs a calling cord into a trunk leading to a toll trans

mission selector, operates the "dial" and "talk" keys, and dials 

the desired number. If the subscriber's line is free, a cord 

supervisory lamp glows, indicating that connection has been 

\ 

made to the called line. When the operator is ready to ring the 

called subscriber, the pressing of a ringing key will cause the 

opemtion of an alternat.ing;-current relay in the toll tranRmission 

selector, which starts the machinl' ringing by the toll connector. 

'fhe cord supervisory lamp is extinguished' and the machine 

ringing is stopJX'd when the called subscriber answers. When 

the called subscrilx>r replaces the receiver on the hook switch, 

the cord supervisory lamp ngain lights, giving the toll operator 

disconnect supervision. If an all-trunk-busy condition is 

encountered at the toll tranl'mission or an intermediate selector, 

f.he cord supervisory lamp flashes at a predetermined frequency 

(or the busy tone is received). If the called subscriber's line is. 

busy, a different frequency of flashing (or tone) is transmitted. 

When a busy condition is encountered, the toll operator must 

release the connection and dial again. It is possible, however, 

for the toll operator to reach a busy line over another path, called 

the "verification-switch train," to check a busy-line condition, or 

to notify a subscriber, then engaged with a local call, that a toll 

call is waiting for him, but the verification-switch train is never 

used for completing a toll connection. 

\Vhen the toll operator connects with the circuit of the toll 

transmission selector, relay A (Fig. 58) is operated, which in turn 

operates relay B and places ground on t.he control trunk. Relay 

A follows the break-impulses from the dial and operates relay C 

and the vertical magnet l' .M. Relay C. in addition to its 

regular functions, short-circuits the winding of the repeating coil 

iifthe negative toll trunk, t.o reduce the impedance ofthe_impultf--~..;;: · . ,·=.,~: 

ing circuit. When the wiper shaft is lifted, the off-nonnai 

switch ONS operates and causes the operation of relay E. 

\\rhen relay C releases, after the completion of the series of 

impulses, the rotary mn[.!:net RM is energized, steps the wipers 

to the first-bank contacts, and breaks the circuit of relay E. 

If the first trunk is busy, ground is connected over the wiper C 

to relay E, which re-ener!!;izes the rotary magnet R'M. The 

switch will then rotate under the control of relay E and action 

of magnet RM until an idle trunk is found, when relay D will 

operate in series with relay B; however, relay E does not operate. 

At the time relay D operates, the circuit of relay A is still .main

tained, and the operation of relay D complete!' the circuit of relay· 

A-1 of the toll intermediate selector. The circuit for the oper

ation of relay A-1 includes the upper winding of relay S, but this 
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relay can only opcrat.e sufficiently to close the circuit through its 

X- contact., owing t.o current through it.s lower winding. The 

closing of the contact X completes a locking circuit for relayS. 

The second series of break-impulses are repeated to relay A-1 

through the action of relay .-i. The slow action of relay S 

prevents this relay from completing its operation during the 

pulsing Period. The vertical and trunk-hunting movements of 

the toll intermediate selector are the same as p~viously described 

for a regular selector switch. When the relay D-1 operates, a 

circuit t.hrough the uppcr winding of relayS completes the circuit 

of relay A-2 of the connector, apd relay D-1 remains operated 

through grounds on the control trunk at relays B and B-2. 

Relays A-1 and B-1 are now released. Ground from relay B, 

over the control trunk, makes the connector busy t.o both local 

and toll selectors from the instant of seizure by the int-ermediate 

select.or. 
The next, or tens-digit, series of break-impulses is repeated t.o 

relay A-2 through the operation of relay A. The 'impulsing 

circuit for the vertical movement of the connector is established 

in the standard manner, except that ground is applied to the 

circuit through contacts of relay K-2. Relay C-2, in addition 

to its usual duties, energizes relay F-2 through its upper winding, 

and relay F-2locks itself up through its X contact and the upper 

winding of relay K-2. The upper winding of relay K-2 is short

circuited through the X contact of relay F-2. After the last 

break-impulse of the series, relay C releases, opens the operating 

circuit of relay F-2, removes the short circuit from the upper 

winding of relay K-2, allowing relay K-2 to be energized in series 

with relay F-2, and transfers the impulsing circuit to the rot.ary 

magnet R:M. · Relay K-2 only partially operat.es t.o close its X 

·contact. "' 

The last, or units-digit, series of impulses now operates relay 

A~2, which closes the circuit of relay E-2 and magnet RM. The 

operation of relay E-2 connects the busy relay G-2 through t.o 

the control \\iper, opens a part. of the incompleted busy ftash 

(or busy-tone) circuit, so that no signal will be sent back to the 

toll operator \\'hen the wipers pass over busy lines, and short

circuits the contacts of relay G-2 through which the impulsing 

circuit is carried. . The rotary magnet RM follows the break

impulses of the dial and rotates the wipers to the bank contacts 

of the celled line. 

··\)~' 
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When the desired line is reached, and if it is found idle, relay· 

E-2 releases and the lower \\inding of relay H-2 is energized over 

the control wiper in series \\ith the BCO winding of the line

switch magnet associated with the called Itne. Relay H-2 

operates and locks up through its upper winding. Relay K-2 

now opcrates through its lower winding and transfers its locking 

circuit, and that of relay II-~, to ground on the control toll 

trunk; grounds the control trunk from the regular local select.or; 

separates t.he toll and local control trunks; and opens the circuits 

of relays A.-2 and B-2. When the circuit of relay A-2 is broken, 

the circuit through the upper winding of relay S is opened. 

Relay S is ~ow allowed t.o complete its operation through it15 

lower winding and reverses battery from relay A back to the toll 

board, as well as connecting battery-feed relay G to the called 

line. The reversal of battery operates a polarized relay at the 

toll board which in turn operates a lamp and gives the t.oll 

operator "seizure supervision." Relay A now has both windings 

connected to the t.oll-board trunk conductors. After receiving 

the seizure-supervision signal, the toll-board operator may pro

ceed to ring the called station. 
She operates her ringing key, when ready for the called station, 

and the ringing current operat.es the alternating-current relay R. 

The operation of relay R energizes relay F, which removes ground 

from the control lead EC, thus permitting relay F-2 of the 

connector to release and to connect the ringing generator t.o the 

called li.ne. A ~rig-'ba.ck ton~_ j§·· c9nneeted to :...the . t<Ml::~.AAnL_, ""'-

trunk through relay F-2. Ground placed on the positive trunk- -

at the toll board holds relay A operated during the ringing period. 

"'ben the called subscriber answers, relay F-2 will operate and 

again lock up to ground on the EC lead. Relay G is now operated 

through the circuit of the called subscriber's telephone and 

operates relay 11. Relay H, when operat.ed, breaks the metallic

circuit connection between the t.oll board and the toll switch 

train. This extinguishes the lamp at the toll board and gives 

the operator "answer supervision." Relay A is held opera~d 

through a resistance on the toll transmission selector. During 

conversation, relays A, B, D, G, H, S, D-1, F-2, 11-2, and K-2 are 

maintained in an operated position. . 

Wben the called subscriber hangs up, relays G and H release. 

Their release re-connects relay A to the toll· trunk and gives the 

toll operator "release supervision." When the toll operator 
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/ 

digconn<>cts th<> toll trunk, relay A restores, followed shortly 
after by rt:'lay B, which releases relay D and these rt:'lays remove 
ground from the C and EC trunks, thereby releasing relays 
D-1, K.-2, F-2, and /1-2. Th<" release of relays .:1, B, and D 
~omplct<>s a circuit for the toll transmission selector release 
mn~nct RlJ/. When the switch ONS of the toll transmission 
selector rt:'St<>rt:'s, the locking: circuits of relayS is op<>ncd, thereby 
permitting: rt:'lay S to releuse. The release of relay D-1 com
pletes the circuit of the release mn!J;net Rl.l/ of the toll _inter
mediate selector, and the release of relay K.-2 completes the 
rt:'lease maltJlet (RlJ/) circuit of the connector. The S\\;itches of 
the toll switch train are now all restored to normal and are ready 
for use in other connections. 

When all trunks are busy, or the called subscriber's line is 
busy, the operation of the circuit is different., depending upon 
whether the "tone-busy" or "flash-bm;;y'' method is employed. 
In the following description, the visual flash-busy method only 
will be considered. The flash-busy leads are connect.ed to a 
source of interrupted ground, the rate of interruption being 60 
per minute for the toll transmi!o:!"ion nnd toll intermediate selectors 
and 120 interruptions per minute for the connectors. The 
flash busy from the connector indicates that the called sub
scriber is busy, and from the selectors, that all trunks are busy. 
Relay D of the toll transmisflion selector will operate as previously 
described, and, aft~r the cam sprinf!s close on the eleventh 
rotary step, the first flash-bus~~ groundimpijlse \\·ill fully operi\re--~ -· -~· 
relay S and cause the reversal of battery to the toll board and 
light the supervisory lamp. Succeeding !!:round impulses will · 
cause the operation of relays G nnd ll, which will alternately 
pull up and :rPlease, thus intermitt<'ntly breaking: the connection 
from relay A to the toll board and causing the supervisory lamp 
to flash sixty timeR per minute. If all trunks are busy at the 
toll intermediate selector, the cam springs will be closed on the 
eleventh rotary step and the relay D-1 will be operated and 
locked up. The operation of relay D-1 will OJX'n the circuit 
of relay A-1 and thereby permit relay S to completely operate. 
Suce<-cding g:round impulses will cause the operation of relays 
G and II, which will cause the supervisory lamp to Bash sixty 
times per minute as previously described. At the 'connector, 
when the wipers rest on· the contacts. of a busy line, relay E-2 
will release, lock up relay G-2, and complete a circuit from inter-
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rupted ground through one winding of relay D-2. Relay D-2 
will operate and cause relay K-2 to operate and lock up, thus 
breaking the circuit of relay A-2. This will permit relay S 
of the toll transmission selector to operate and loc'k up. Succeed
ing ground impulses will cause the .operation of relays G and H. 
The supervisory lamp at the toll board \\ill flash as previously 
described, except. that the frequency will be 120 times per minute, 
indicating that the called subscriber's line is busy. 

Line-finder Systems.-In general,- as stated earlier in this 
chapter, the operation of a line-finder system is the reverse of 

TDcofl-''lttiYJr Sw::,scr,be-rs 
L•!>e Relays 

F'<nder Swifc:h Numericol Switch 
( r;,..t Selector) 

"/II"H: 

,L,.,~. 

Ll~;~~~-,l:--re.~-~ 
: ~!=f 
: i-'::':..;-;..-___.J ; C ' D I ; l"md~ conff"T)I/t#tl J 

~ ... ~???.~.tJf ... ___ ...... 

FIG •. 59.-.Circuit of line-fmder syst-em with 25-line units. 

that of a line-switch system. In the latter system, each sub- · 
scribcr's line is connected directly to a line switch which selects 

-an ~idle~ iitlmertcaf""'S·wifeh, \\;bile ·in.- the finder _ system-~a- fixia~_
switch, directly connected to. a numerical S\\itch, bunts and con
nects ";tb the subscriber's line. Tb~ function of a line finder is; 
therefore, to seek a calling line from a comparatively large gioup 
of lines and to ext~nd it to one of a smaller group of nul)1erieal 
switches. The outgoing circuit of a finder is connected directly 
to the incoming circuit:- of a numerical switch and, therefore, as · 
!'lOOn as a calling line is connected with hy a finder, the associated 
numerical switch is ready to receive the dialed impulses. 

Line-finder System with Twenty-five-line l.'nits.-The simplest 
form of line-finder system is that employing the non-homing type· 
of rotary switch (Fig. 30), the principle of which has already been 
described. The subscribers' lines are directlv connected to the 
bank contacts of the switch and, therefore, t.he number of lines· 
which may be served by a group of finder switches is limited by 
the number of contacts in the bank levet 
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Figure 59 is a circuit diagram of one application of twenty-five
point rotary s~itches in a line-finder system. At the left are 
shown the subscribers' line relays for one line, one such set being 
rt:'quired for each of the twenty-five lines in the group. Directly 
below are the common n'lays, one set for each group, for con-
trollin~ the operation of the finder s~it.ches. , 

In the C(>nter of the drawing is shown one of the finder switches 
serving the group of lines. The number of such switches for the 
group is determined by the busy-hour originating calling rate of 
the group. This finder switch is a non-hon_!ing-type rotary 
s~itch; -equipped witb.::three:bank-levelS::~of i:Wepty4i\ricol1taets ·
each .. These contacts are mU:ltip,ed throughout the sWitches of 
the group. The principle of its operation is similar to that 
previously described for the non-homing-type rotary line switch. 
The outgoing circuit of this switch is directly connected to the 
incoming circuit of a numerical switch or selector and, therefore, 
a selector S'\\itch is required for each rotary finder switch. At the 
right of the drawing is shown the portion of the circuit of a 
selector-type numerical switch involved in the functioning of the 
finder switch. · 

Wbe_n a subscriber liits his receiver in making a call, the line 
relay LR and the common relay C are operated over the sub
scriber's loop circuit, through contacts of the cut-off relay CO. 
Relay C operates the common relay D, thereby preparing a cir-
c_uiUor Jhe operation of the fip,der swi!_ch. When-rela~~.; 

. ates, it disconnects the circuit leading through the contacts oftlie 
relay D and connects the control-bank multiple CQntacts of 
the calling line in the finder sV~-itches, to the control ~ormal of 
the line. Since relay D has been operated, ground from its 
contacts will be placed on all the ~ontrol-bank contacts of the 

· finder s~itches, except those of the calling line, from which 
,:- ground was disconnected by the operation of relay LR. This 

has established an identifying condition at the finder.;;switch 
banks, sin~ ground has been placed on the control-bank contacts 
of all lines except the calling line. • 

The operation of relay D energizes relay A of the finder s~itch, · 
through the finder control lead and contacts of relay B. 'Relay 
A closes a ~ircuit for relay B and the motor magnet MM in. 
seriE-s, from ground at relay A to battery at the winding of MM. 
It al8o connects a .point between relay B and M M to the control 
\\iper C. The operation of relay Band magnet MM will depend 
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on the condition at the contacts on which wiper Cis resting. It 
will be remembered that all contacts exC(>pt those of the calling 
line were connec'ted to ground when relay D operated; therefore, 
if the wipers are not resting on the contacts of tbe calling line, 
ground will be encount.cred. This ground will cause magnet 
MM to operate but prevent the operation of relay B. The 
magnet .U M operates and steps the wipers to the next set of 
contacts and will continue to operate until contacts without 
ground-that is, contacts of the calling line-are reached. In 
this position, since the ground has been removed, relay B will oper
ate, andmagnet MM will not attempt to move its wipers, as this 
m~gnet cannot operate in series with the winding of relay B.-.-

Relay B on operating will extend the positive and -negative 
conductors of the calling line to the first selector, disconnect the 
winding of relay A, close a part of the finder control circuit to 
the next finder S'\\itch, and disconnect the control lead from 
relay A and connect it to ground through contacts of relay A. 
This ground, through the control-bank contacts and contacts of 
relay LR, '\\ill cause the cut-off relay CO to operate. Relay A is 
of the slow-release type to prevent the removal of ground from 
the control lead until another ground has been placed on this 
lead at relay B of the first selector. 

Relay CO on operating will disconnect the LR and C relays 
from the line circuit and connect the control normal to the control 

• -")~d.;:_~ !.elay-C~tfdi8cotmeetedt:it will_ in tum restore rela;y 
·," D a11d thereby disconnect, l.he finder control lead, unless relay C 

is held operated by some other line in the group attempting to 
call. When relay B of the finder switch operated, as the wipers 
connected \\ith the calling line, the subscriber's line circuit was 
extended to the first selector. Relays A and B of the first selector 
then operated and placed t.he guarding ground on the control 
lead,' and through contacts of relay CO also on the control normal. 
Relay B of the finder switch was also locked up through the same 
ground. After obtaining the usual dial tone from the first 
selector, the calling subscriber may proceed to dial the number 
desired. ·when the first selector has operated and extended the 
connection to the next switch, relay D of the first selector has 
operated and connected the control lead through to the /j relay. 
of the ne:d numerical switch in the train. 

Since the non-homing-type rotary switch is used with this 
system, the release of the connection restores relay B of the finder 
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switch and lean's the wip<>r on the bunk contacts of the line just 

relea:"<'d. If this subscriber should make another call before 

this particular finder S'l\'itch has been S('lccted for fiomc other 

connection, the wipers will not be moved and the connection 

will be extended merely by the operation of relay B. 
Incoming: calls are extended to the subscriber's line in a manner 

l'imilar to that used in line-switch systems. When the normals 

of the line are connected with at a connector, the cut-off relay is 

op('rated over the normal control. This relay disconnects ·the 

. !!allin~-CcQUiQment fro_m tj1e lin~ an4 places a guarding ground on 

· · -ti1C'·c('lnhoHead;-there.b,y groundii\g -ilie control~bank contacts at 
the finder s\\itches. 

Liue-finder System tcith 200-line Fnits.-Another sys.tem, more 

generally employed, utilizes both rotary and Strowger-type 

switches, which permits the use of 200-line groups. In this sys

tem, the apparatus is divided into three distinct groups: namely, 

the subscribers' line relays, the finder switches, and the group 

distributor equipment. These three groups operate a8 a unit, 

each having certain definite functions to perform in the extension 

of the culling line to the associated numerical switch. 

Two relays of standard type, line and a cut-off, are required for 

each line, these being the only central-office apparatus associated 

individually with the lines. The maimer in Vl~hich they operate 

d('pends upon whether the call is ori!!;inating or_ i]!cornin!!;. On_ 

. an-of'ihrinatlrig eaTI;tne·1i:mtf~1ay o~~~itO:~"rnark~':OI'literitify 

the calling line in the finder-switch banks; to start the operation 

of the associated distributor equipment, which in turn assigns a 

pre-selected finder to hunt for the line; and to prepare the circuit 

of the associat.ed cut-off relay, so that it will operate as soon as a 

firi>ler switch connects with the calling line. On an incoming 

call, both the line relay and the cut-off relay are operated in 

series over the control normal from the connector; the line relay 

has no functions to Peiform, but ~he cut-off relay disconnects 

the distributor circuit from the line relay to prevent operation of 

the finder SVI'itches. 
The finder SVIitch, tw')l of .wb~ch arc fOhown in Fig ... 60, is a 

Strowger-type sVIitch. Each is. equipped with three 200-point 

banks and as.c;ociated sets of ;wipers. The top bank carries the 

contacts of the control truili, and the two lower banks the line 

. contacts. By means of t"'o separate·· sets of line wipers, the 

'switch covers twenty.lines on Cf;lCh level; the control ·wipers testin~ 
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the lower and upper control contacts alternately until a caJling 

line is found. The capacity of this type finder switch is, there

fore, 200 lines. The relay group and operating mechanism are 

provided with a metal cover (not shown). 
In addition to the standard banks and Vl;pers, the ifnder switch 

is also equipped, as shown in :Fig. 60, with a single wiper mounted 

on the wiper shaft, for operating over a special ten-point vertical 

t ... ."::. 
j--· > 

FIG. GO.-Line-finder switches-200-l.ine unita. 

*' 

bank. This wiper breaks contact with the special vertical bank 

when the switch startR to rotate. It enables the finder switeh, 

in the vertical movement, to ·determine the level to which a 

calling line is connected, the level of the calling line being marked · 

on the corresponding contact of the vertical bank. The wiper. 

shaft is elevated to this level, hunts over the horizontal ba;nk, and 

connects with the calling line. 
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The finder switch is pre-selected by group-distributor equip.. 
ment. Only one finder switch in a group may hunt at one time, 
and, as soon as a calling line is extended to a numerical s'\\itch, 
the common equipment is released for use in the next call. The 
release of the finder switch is under the control of the numerical 
s"itch with which it. is directly connected, and the _finder there-. 
fore releases immediately follo'\\ing the release of other switches 
in the switching tra.in. 

A principal feature of this syst.em is the application of "prefer. 
ential hunting" by means of a multiple rewrsal between the 
:b~ilksJ_ bLtwo · _a:$~Iatea grdups -~Q.f lin~ finder switches. The 
lines, althoul!h arranged in group~ of 200 on the banks of the finder 
switches, are actually served in 100-line groups under normal 
traffic conditions, each 100.line group having its individual 

.11.' 

101 
linesB{ 

161 
IS! 

lint'SAl 
Ill ~ r 

Grol.ipA Group 8 . . 

10 finder$ • · 10 find~r&-
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allotment of line-finder switches. However, "the 200.line group
ing is established whenever the traffic in a IOO.line group becomes 
~bnormal to· the ext~nt that its allotment of_ finder switches is 

momentarily inadequate.· The finder switches of the associated 
100-line group are then assigned, by means of the group-dig. 
tributor equipment, to serye j.he two 100.line groups until the 
traffic in the overloaded group again becomes normal. 

The principal advantage of this llrrangcme.nt of line grouping 
is that the individual lines of .the two aRsocia1.ed IOO.line groups 
may be so transposed in the banks of the finder switches that the 
finder switches of neithev group are required normally to hunt in 

the upper five ll'vels. This results in the esta9lishment of a 
uniform and minimum huntipg thpe and reduces the possibility 
of lines in the lower levels "stealing" a fin de~. switch from lines 

, in the upper levels. 

... 
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I 
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Fi11:ure 61 shows one method of effecting the transposition by 
means of a complete vertical and horizontal reversal between the 
banks of the two 100.line groups. By this arrangement, the 
lines farthest from the starting position of the finder switches of 
one group are given a more advantageous location P,l the other 
group. In the drawing it will be noted that numbers 111 to 150 
and 211 to 250 (standard Strowger switch-bank numbering) form 

I 

Fto. 62.-Group distributor and portion of line-relay equipment. 

" 

a 100.line group accessible to the finder switches of group A 

through the levels 1 to 5, inclusive. In a similar manner, except 
for a reversal in the direction of numerical sequence, numbers 161 
to 1!)0 and 261 to 200 form a second 100.line group accessible to 
the finder switches of group B through the levels 1 to 5, inclul'live. 
Therefore, under normal traffic conditions, the finder switches 
serve the two lOO.line groups without searching in the upper five 
levels. However, this arrangement of lines provides for the 
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S<'rving of the entire 200 lines by either group of finder s'\\itches 

whenever conditions require it. 

The grouJKiistributor equipment is shown in the left. portion 

of Fig. 62, the right portion 'tx>ing a part of the subscriber's 

line l"('}:ty equipment. The complete relay equipment consists 

of 200 8Cts of line and cut-off relays provided "ith metal covers. 

The group-distributor equipment shown is for 200 lines and con

~;ists of a five-levE.'l non-homing-type rotary switch and associated 
\ 

relays for each 100 lines, with two common keys mounted near 

the center. One of the keys provides a means for cutting out of 

8Crvice either group-distributin~ equipment _telllJ>Orarily, for 

testir1g or repair purpo8Cs. ·The other key is provided for routine 

testing of the distributor and finder switches. 

A group distributor is associated with each 100-line group. 

Vnder normal conditions, each 8Crve~ its own group of lines, 

but, in ca8C either group of finder switches h<.>comes completely 

occupied, the two group-distributor <'quipments are. so inter

connected that either may serve both groups. The calls are then 

picked up in the order in which they occur or, in the case of 

simultaneous calls, in the order in which they appear in the 

banks of the finders. As soon as a finder switch in the busy 

100 group 'tx>comes free, calls in that p;roup will 'tx> again served 

by the associated group-distributor equipment. This team-work 

feature operates automatically and is a safe~uard against a group 

of 100 lines being left v.ithout finder switchets in case of trouble 

or a busy condition in the group. 

Figure 63 is a circuit diagram of a 200-line unit line-finder 

system; In the extreme upper center is shown one subscriber's 

line relay equipment in each of the 100-line groups A and B. 

Above the horizontal dash line are two line-finder switches, one 

for each of the groups A and B. Each group is often equipped 

with ten of these line-finder switch£>s, although, as a matter of 

practice, the originating calling rate should determine the actual 

numb<.>r to be provided. In the center, 'tx>low the line reiay 

equipment, are shown. one set of switch-bank contacts for each 

finder switch, and immediately 'tx>low th£>re, two special ten-point 

vertical banks, one for each of the finder switch£>s. The bank 

contacts of all the lines would be multiplied to all the switches 

in the groups, as previously described, in connection with Fig. 61, 

and the special vertical banks shown would 'tx> multipled to the 

other finder sv.itches of each group. At the extreme left is a. 
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p..'lrt of the numerical switch (usually a first selector) sho\\·n 
connected to the finder switch. Each of the ten finders in each 
of the groups would have corresponding numerical switche~5. 
Below the dash line are the two group-distributor equipments, 
one normally fil'.."'oci:lted with each of the groups A and B. 
Immediately below this line are the non-homing-type rotary 
switches, each with five levels of bank contacts, and below these 
are the associated relay groups. In the lower center of the 
drawing will be seen the key for cutting out of service either one 
of the distributor equipment~\ and below this is the meter 
equipment for determining the adequacy of the line-finder 
fmitches provided. ' . 

The operation of the system, briefly, is as follows: 
A ground from the line relay of the calling line starts the oper

ation of the group-distributor equipment. A ground is placed 
on a lead to a pre-selected finder S\\itch through the banks of the 
distributor switch, causing the finder S\\itch to start its hunting 
operation. The finder switch steps vertically to the level of 
the calling line and then rotates until its wipers rest on the bank 
contacts associated with the line. As soon aR' the finder S\'\itch 
connects with the calling line, the group-distributor switch steps 
ahead and pre-selects a finder switch for the next call hi the group. 
The distributor switch will not stop on the contacts of a busy 
finder, and, if it pre-selects a finder switch which later becomes 
busy (due to switchman testing), the distributor S\\it.ch then 
steps to the ,next idle. finder .swit-ch. 

Only one finder switch in each 100-line group may hunt at one 
time, but, however, one finder s"itch in a 100-line group may 
hunt simultaneously with a finder tm;tch in the associated 100-
line group, provided that both 100-line groups are segregated at 
the group-distributor equipm-ent. When two calls occur simul
taneously in the same~ group, the call on the lower level, or, if 
on the same level, then .the call nearest to the starting point, 
";11 be selected by the first finder switch. The other call waits 
until a second finder switch is Rtarted, which takes place as soon as 
the firat finder switch connects with the nearest line. The wait
ing time is very llhort and the delay is therefore inconsequential. 

Figure 64 shows a line-finder switchboard. This is of the 
"high type" and shows the finder switches mounted in the 
left bay; The right bny contains the distributors at the left 
and the subscribers' line relays at the right. All the switches I 
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are shown with the metal covers in place, the different parts of 
the distributors being enclosed by three separate covers for each 
two 100-line unit.s. Each group of twenty sets of line and .cut-off 
relays is enclosed by a separate cover .. 

This board has an equipment capacity for 800 lines with 10 
finder switches, for each 100-line group. The two lower ~elves 
here are equipped with only 8 each. Low-type boards are also 
used for this equipment, in which case the boards have a capacity 

of 600 lines each. 

FJG. 64.-Line-finder BVIitehboa.rd. 

, 

Measured-service Systems.-Two methods of charging for 
local telephone service are in common use: namely, the flat-rate 
method and the measured-service method. Local measu'red 
service may be subdivided into message-rate and coin-box 
service. In the apparatus previously described, the flat-rate 
method has been assumed, except that the apparatus required 
for handling coin-box service has been mentioned in connection 
with the paystation repeater. Strowger P.tep-by-stcp apparatus 
may be readily arranged for individual and t.wo-party-line meas-
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utl"d $t>rvic<', with ~lil!ht modifications and additions in the 
circuits of certain apparatus and t h<' add it ion of Tl"gistering 
equipqwnt. The arran~<'ment gm<'rally employed for individual
line service Tl"quitl"s m<'ssage l'('gisters, located at the central 
offic<', and additional r<'lays, and' bank contacts in the line 
switches. The additional tl"lays aft.> usually mounted in the 
vacant space shown at the top of the line-switch board in Fig. 38 
when this type of board is used; in other cas.>s a separate rack 
of the relay type is employed. The two-party-line service 
requires special trunk repeaters, in addition to the apparatus 
requitl"d for individual-line service. _ _ 

Jfes.~age Registers.-For recording the number of completed 
mes."3ges or, more properly, completed local-.exchange connec-
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F1o. 6.5.-Circuit of individual-line recistration-reverse-battery method with 
plunger-t)'pe line switch~.-

tions, as a basis of charging the subscriber for service, message 
tl"gisters of the type shown in Fig. 185 of the preceding volume 
on manual equipmentl are used. They are either mounted on 
racks similar in design to the standard line-switch uprights, 
provided_ with. a metal casing and glass doors, or on standard 
unit-ty}le relay'rac.k-s. 

Two methods of providingformessage-rateserviceonindividual 
lines are employed. One is known as the ureverse-battery" 
method of registration and the other the "booster-battery" 
method. · 

Individual-line Ret1erse-baUery MethOd.-The reverse-battery 
method may be adapted for usc with either the plunger- or 
rotary-type line switches. With both types of line switches, 

I "Manual SwiU:-hing and Substation tquipment," p. 201. I 

I 
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units equipped for message-rate service may be used for fiat
rate lines by changing the method of connecting and omitting 
the message registers. 

Figure 65 shows the essential parts of the plunger-type line
switch circuit. used in the reverse-battery methods, and the 
additions ·required to provide for regist.ration. At the left is 
the line to the subscriber's station, at the right the trunk..to the 
secondary line switch, or first selector, and at the top the message 
register M. In the center of the drawing at the left are portions 
of the line switch, and at the right the additional relay D required 
for registration. The line-switch portion shows merely the 
bridge cut-off winding BCO of the line-s\"\-itch magnet, the plunger, 
and one set of four bank contacts. 'Vith reference to Figs. 25 
and 28, it will be noticed that one pair of contacts in the line
switch banks was not used, and these contacts (!If, Fig. 65) are 
now employed for the message-register circuit. 

The line switch operates to extend the connection to the next 
switch, in the manner already described and, in addition, pre-, 
pares the circuit of the message register M. Ground over the ' 
control lead from ~he next switch in the train energizes the BCO 
winding of the line-s\\it.ch magnet and the upper winding of 
relay D in multiple with it. Current also flows through the 
lower winding of relay D, which is connected in the negative 
trunk lead, but, however, relay D will not be operated at this 
Ume, as the magnetic fields of the two windings are opposed. 
When the connection has been extended to the called line and ' 
thllt" subscriber has answered, eurrent flow is- reversed- in the = -· =· 
t.runk conductors, so that relay D will then operate. Relay D, on 
operating, short-circuits its lower winding and places ground 
on the message-register circuit. It is held operated by its upper 
winding after its lower winding has been short-circuited. Regis 
ter M is operated, its magnet remaining energized as long as the 
connection is held, even if the current in the line conductors is 
again reversed. This prevents more than one registration for a. 
call. 

Since the operation of the register is dependent on the reversal 
of battery in the negative trunk, "busy," "don't answer," and 
"aberrated, calls, on which no reversal occurs, will not be regis
tered. Likewise, "official" or special calls may be made without 
registration by arranging the circuits, so that on answering the 
current flow will not be reversed in the trunk conductors. The 
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non-inductive resistanct>, connt>ett>d in multiple with the lower 

\\;nding of relay D and the copper sleeve placed over the core, is 

to maintain transmission at a normal standard when relay D is 

not operated on non-registered calls. 

Figure 66 shows how the rotary line switch, described in 

conneetion with Fig. 31, is adapted for message registration 

by the reverse-battery method. \"\'ben arranged for registration, 

the rotary line switch requires four bank levels, an additional 

set of contacts on the cut-off relay, and an additional relay. 

The operation ";11 be understood from the description just given 

for metering with the plunger type ~f li_ne switch. 

c 
Conn.bank 
1'101'1Tft'J/$ 
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Flo. 66.~\li.t:of individuaJ:.line regiatration-reveJ'I!e-.battery method with 
rotary-type line sWitch. ·~· 

Individual-line Booster-battery ~\I ethod.-In the booster-battery 

method of message registration on individual lines, while the 

_ primary control of registration is dependent upon the battery 

"' reversal, the actual registration is accomplished over the control 

trunk of the line switch by approximatdy doubling the potential 

of the current flowing through the winding of the message register. 

Additional bank contacts, additional relays, and also a special 

booster battery are required \\;th this method. This principle 

of registration can be applioo to either plunger- or rotary-type 

line switches, but a description in connection with the plunger 

type will suffice. 

The essential parts of the circuit are shown in Fig. 67. Here 

the message register is connected directly tO the normal control. 
• 

~:..,;"' 
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Its characteristics differ from the one previously used, in that 

it will not operate on the regular central-office battery voltage 

(48 volts) but requires approximately double voltage (93 volts). 

Relay Dis operated on the battery reversal as before but performs 

slightly different functions. The operation of the line switch 

is as previously described. 
When ground is connected to the control lead by the next 

switch in the train, it does several things. It complet~ a local 

circuit through the BCO winding, it closes a circuit through the 

upper \\inding of relay D, it closes a circuit. for relay C through 

the lower set of contacts of relay D, and it closes a circuit for 

the register M. Relay D does not operate at this time because 

Conn. bank 
normals 
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FIG. 67.--Circuit of indh·idual-line registration-booster-battery method with 

plunger-type line I!Witch. 

of its opposed. windings and the meter M does not operate 

because of insufficient voltage. Relay C, however, operates and 

disconnects the control lead of the line s\\;tch from the control 

lead to the next switch, through a set of break contacts, and 

reconnects these leads through a set of make contacts, and break 

contacts of relay D. Relay C, at its upper contacts, also con

nects the booster battery to an open contact of relay D, thereby 

preparing the register circuit for operation when relay D sub

sequent.ly operat.cs on the battery reversal. When the call~ 

subscriber answers, relay D will operate, open the control lead 

of the switch ahead, and connect the booster battery to the co'ntrol 
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lead of the line swit.ch. The double voltage now connectOO 

to 1 he winding of the register Jf will cause the register to operate. 

Al:-o, when relay D operates, the circuit. of relay C is opened. 

However, owing to its slow-release feature, relay C "ill hold the 

booster battery connected in the register circuit for a period long 

enough to caus-e the register to operate. When the relay C 

releaf'Cs, the booster battery is disconnected, the control lead 

of the line switch is reconnected to the control lead of the trunk, 

and the short circuit replaced on the-lower winding of relay D, 

thereby holding it in !in operated position until the connection is 

relenf'Cd. ~Register .U, after ·once being operated, is held by the 

regular battery voltage until the line switch is disconnected. 

As in the case of the reverse-battery method, "busy," "don't 

answer," <~aberrated," and "free" calls will not be registered. 

Two-party-line Registration.-::\.Ieasurcd service for two-party 

lines in the Strowger system requires two meters and twb control 

relays for each line, these being individual to the line and asso

ciat-ed with the line switch. The subscriber's telephone circuit 

at one of the stations is so arranged that ground is connect-ed 

to the positive line wire through the shunt springs when the dial 

is off-normal. The other station on the line is connected in the 

standard manner. Special trunk repeat-ers are also required 

for two-party measured service, one in each, outgoing trunk 

from the line switches. These, called "two-party message-rat-e 

line repeaters," each consist of a group of relays similar in 

appearance to the impulse repeater shown in Fig. 53, but wit}l 

more relays. This service may be given '"'ith either plunger or · 

rotary types of line switches but will be here described in con

nection with the former. 
Figure 68 is a diagram of the circuits. The two met.ers 

~f-1 and .M-2 and the two relays S-1 and S-2, which control 

their operation, are shown below the line switch. The repeat-er, 

interposed in the trunk between the primary line switch and the 

secondary line switch on. the first numerical selector, comprises 

the group of relays at the right of the diagram. 

The repeater has two separat-e sets of functions to perform: 

it acts as an impulse repeater in transmitting the dial impulses 

to- the numerical switches; and it acts to associate the proper 

meter or register "ith the line switch when the subscriber dials, 

to operate the selected register when the called station answers, 

and to hold it operated until the connection is released: Only 
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the latter, or metering, functions will be described liere since the 

repeater functions have been previously explained. 

Relay C determines which meter is to operate. If it is ener

gized, the resistance R will be included in the met.er circUit 

through relays S-1 and · S-2 in series, from battery at S-1 to 

ground at the contacts of J. Relay S-1 will not pull up through 

this resistance; hence only S-2 ,.,.ill operate, to complete the 

circuit through meter M-2. If relay Cis not energized, reltstance 

R will be short-circuit-ed, causing both S-1 and S-2 to pull up 

and thus close the circuit of meter M-1. Relay S-2 is of the 

slow-operating type in order to delay the placing of the ground 

on the register circuit until S-1 has operated, when resistance ·-

1/eh:rrrl Two-porfyliM 

.. Trk ~ 5"" trunk repealer 
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FIG. 68.--(;ircuit of two-party line registration-with plunger-type line 1!1'1\·iuh. 

R has been short-circuited. On disconnection, however, relay 

_ .B-2 must release.. before S-1 to pre_vent_f.alseregistratio:n.:. ..... , _, 

-~ The- "met.ef'Wcircmt is held- closed~ at--t1ie"1mntacts-'-drrelay - -c-

D until that relay is released on disconnection, regardless of 

whether relay C is operated or not and, therefore, whichever 

one of the registers is operated will remain in an operated posi-

tion until the circuit is opened at the line switch. -The circuit 

of relay C is controlled through contacts of relay E,· and, if 

ground is connected at the calling subscriber's teleph0ne when 

dialing, relay E will be operated through its lower winding and 

in turn operate relay C. When relay C operat.~s, it is locked 

up to ground on the control trunk (out) and removes the short 

circuit from resistance R, thereby permitting register M-2 to be 

operated, when relay D subsequently operates. . However, if the 

station with no ground connection is calling, then the current 

flow in the two windings of r~lay E will produce opposed magnetic 

fields and prevent relay E from operating; hence, relay C will not 
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operate to remove the short circuit on ref;istance R, and, there
fort', rt'gister .U-1 will be operated when relay D operates. 

"Heverting-call" switches are usually provided in party
line systems, but, since the installers and repairmen frequently 
usc them for ringing tests and bell-adjustment purposes and 
since revertive calls made by subscribers are comparatively 
few, me~ms are provided to prevent registration on such calls. 
The reverting-call switches employed in measured-service systems 
must be so designed that, when one. is selected-for use, direct 
ground will be removed from the (out) control t.I1lnk of the two
party-line repeater and ground thr~ugh a resistance substituted, 
thus permitting relay J to operate and prevent registration by 
removing the ground from the meter circuit. 

COMPLETE EXCHANGE SYSTEMS 

As in manual practice, an automatic exchange to aerve a 
specified ·local community may comprise one or more offices. 
Several typical arrangements of central-office equipment 
\\ill be described in order to illustrate the actual applications 
of the different forms of step-by-step switching apparatus to 
the purposes of a small single central-office exchange, a full
sized single-offioo exchange, and a large multi-office exchange. 
A system utilizing what is known as the "director"1 will be 
described for multi-office exchanges. Mixed_ systems ha\dng 
both manual and step-by-step. central'offi.Ces in:<l small -oom.;; -~ -· 
munity systems will also be explained. 

Three-digit System.-Dial systems serving less than a thou
sand and more than a hundred subscribers' lines may be referred 
to as three-digit systems, since the line-designating directory 
numbers have but three digits each. Party-line numbers, 
when frequency-selecting connectors are used, require an addi
tional digit to select the ringing frequency. 

Schematic Diagram of Three-digit System.-Figure 69 is a 
schematic diagram of the central-office apparatus and wiring 
for a typical three-digit exchange system. It is assumed that 
this exchange is equipped to render service to individual, private 
branch exchange (P.B.X.); and party-line subscribers, and th.O.t 
provision is made for toll service to and from the subscribers. 

I The word "director" is regiswrcd 8.8 a trade mark or the Automatic 
El~tric Company. 
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All of the outside lines would terminate on a main distributing 
frame M.D.F.,as shown at the left, wheretheywouldbecross-con
nected to the central-office equipment. The switching equip
ment would consist of primary plunger- or rotary-type line 
switches, first selectors, and connectors. Testing facilities, 
information desk, toll-board equipment, and the necessary power 
plant would also be provided for the operation and maintenance 
of the system. The line switches would be cross-connected to the 
subscribers' lines at terminal blocks on the connector boards, and 
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Fx~. 69.-:-Schemat.ic diagram of three-digit system. 

the first selectors to the line switches at terminal blocks o'n the 
line-switch boards .. :. In the . drawing, separate groups of llDe 
switches have been shown for each of the different classes of lines, 
although in a very small office the line switches might.all be in one 
group. Regular selectors are shown for the trunks from the toll 
board, since a special toll switch train would not usually be used 
in an office of this size. 

The subscribers' dials would have their number plates marked 
with numerals only, as shown in Fig. 7 (left), since the sim
plest form of dial numbering meets all requirements of a. 
small, single-office system. On the drawing, only on~ symbOl 
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has been shown for each type or group of apparatus, but it is to · 

be understood that a sufficient number of each, connected by the 

proper numlx•r of trunk5, would be provided to handle the traffic 

during the busy-hour period. 
The first 8C'lectors are the first numerical switches involved 

in a conn<-etion, and, therefore, the general description of the 

system may wdl start at that point, it being remembered that, 

whenever a subscriber calls, his line s"itch acts automatically 

to connect his line to a first 8C'lector. 
The first-lew} bank contacts of the subscriber's first selectors 

are shown connected to special second selectors. These s~ial 

selectors are similar to the lirst, selectors, and· fncaddffion to- --
providing facilities for connections to information, etc., arc 
utilized to prevent a subscriber from 8C'curing a wrong number 

when a false preliminary break-impulse ,has been transmitted, 

in removing the receiver from the hook switch or by any other 

cause immediately prior to dialing. Thus, when a subscriber 

dials after a false impulse has been transmitted, the special 

second selector '\\ill respond. The multiple connector-trnk 

banks of the two groups of switches are similarly connected, and, 

therefore, the subscriber will be connected with the correct 

number regardless of whether or not a false preliminary impulse 

has been reeeived. The first-level bank contacts of the special 

second selectors are connected to a distinctive tone, which will 

be transmitted to the subscriber, in case two false impulses have 

_. _ bee.n received.- ~Jfhe~bsc.ri.bex; on hearing-this tone, will hang · 

up momentarily, releasing the connection to the first selector 

and thereby restoring the s"itches which have been improperly 

operated. 
The second level of the :fi,st selectors is reserved for P.B.X. 

lines, and its contacts are therefore connected to P.B.X. or trunk- :> 

hunting connectors. Therefor~. in the system shown, P.B.X. 

numbers ";ll all have 2 as a first digi.t. The t bird to seventh 

levels, inclu~:ive, are for individual lines, and the trunks from 

these levels terminate in individual-line connectors. The 

eighth and ninth levels are for party·line numbers, the trunks 

from these levels terminating in party-line frequency-selecting 

connectors. The tenth or 0 level is used for calls to the special

service operator, or for toll, and is multipled through the first 

and-s)'X'cial second selectorR, terminating at manually operated 

positions. The ninth level of the special second selectors is 

- • 
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used for revertive calls and, therefore, terminates in reverting

call switches. These switches are connected with and ring the 

desired station when the proper code is dialed. 

The first selectors for toll are for extending incoming toll 

calls to the step-by-step subscribers' lines and are only accessible 

to the. toll operators. The bank contacts of these selectors are 

multipled to the first and special second selectors and therefore 

the toll operator, by dialing, may reach any subscriber in the 

system. The outside toll lines are extended through the main 

distributing frame to the toll operators and there provision is 

. made for )la..ndling both incoming and outgoing toll calls. 

----'The mufti piC banks oftbe COnl!eCtors, Of each type, are shown 

connected directly to the main distributing frame and are there 

cross-connected to the respective outside lines. The normals 

from the connectors to the line switches are cross-connected at 

the connectors. 
The test equipment is connected to the ..main distributing 

frame, at which the necessary cross-connections may be made 

to provide for the testing of the equipment. 

An actual connection may now be explained. Assume 

that a subscriber on one of the party lines is calling station 

456. The calling line, it will be noted, extends through the 

M.D.F. to contacts of terminal blocks on a party-line connector 

board and the~cc to the associated line switch. Since a plunger

type line switch has been as~urncd, the plunger of his switch will 

00 staifdinlt~tore the ~e<mta~ts~ of~ ii '~tnirik--to: so¢e fdle- Jirst. 
selector. Whe~the subscriber lifts. his receiver in'makiffg his call, 

the plunger will operate to extend his line to the operating relays 

of the c~osen first selector. He will then hear the dial tone 

and proceed to dial the digits of the desired number. 

The first digit (4) of the dialed number will cause the first 

·selector to step its wipers up to the fourth level and therefore 

to the terminals of a group of trunks leading to connectors 

serving the fourth hundred group of lines. The wipers will· 

then rotate in trunk hlinting and will finally stop on a trunk 

leading to an idle connector in that group. This selection of a 

trunk; from tpe first selector to an idle connector, takes place 

after the dial/ finger_ pi~te has returned to normal and while the 

subscriber is again, rotating it for the second digit. 

The second digit (5/ of the number will step the wipers of 

the selected connector up to the· fifth level, where they will 
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stop, awaiting the dialing of the third digit. The fifth ten ot 
the fourth hundred has now been selected. As the digit 6 is 
dialed, the connector wipers will be rotated over the fifth bank 
level until the sixth set of contacts is reached, and, if the called 
line is not. busy, the connector ";u swit.ch through and extend 
the connection through the l\I.D.F. to the called station. 

As soon as the connector stops rotating, the ringing current 
will be applied and the bell rung. At the same time the ring
back tone will be connected to the calling. sub1>criber's line, to 
notify him that the connection has been made and that the bell 
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Fta. 70.-Typica.l ftoor plan for throo-digit eystem office. 

is being rung. When the called station answers, the bell will 
stop ringing, the ring-back t<>ne will cease, and the connection 
is ready for use. ,If the line caUed had been busy, the con
nection r ~ould not; have been extended beyond the connector 
and the calling subscriber would have been advised of the busy 
c~mdition by a distinctive "busy tone." 

When {,be subscribers hang up, the various pieces of apparatus 
used .will be disconnected and made available for other oon
nections, with tb~ exception of the calling subscriber's line 
switch; which is permanently, associated with his line. At the 
time the calling subscriber hangs up, the first selector will be 

i'Jt 
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released and restored to normal, and the line-switch plunger 
released. The connector, however, will not be released until 
both subscribers have hung up. 

Typical OffiCe Floor Plan of Three-digit System.-Figure 70 
is a typical central-office floor plan for a three-digit. system, 
showing how the apparatus of the preceding schematic diagram 
might actually be installed. · By comparing this with the 
schematic diagram, it will be seen that the subscribers' line 
cables would be run from the l\I.D.F. to the connector boards, 
and the normals from the connector terminal blocks to the 
line-s\\itch boards. The line-switch-to-first-selector trunk cables 
would ext:Cnd from the line-switch boards to the first-selector 
boards, and the first-selector-to-connector trunk cables would 
be carried across the aisle between the first-selector and con
nector boards. Since this is a relatively small exchange system, 
the central-office building would provide 'ccommodations for 
dealing with the public, and space for such facilities is shown on 
the floor plan. , 

Four-digit Systems.-Dial systems serving less than ten 
thousand and more than a thousand subscribers' lines are called 
jour-digit systerns, since all the numbers involved in the line 
selection may be expressed in four digits. As before, party
line number!>, when frequency-selecting connectors are used, 
require an additional digit to select the ringing frequency. 
Such systems are usually the largest served by a single ceptral 
office, although at times this capacity is exceeded by the use 
of some five-digit numbers for individual and P.B.X. sub8cribers' 
lines. Frequently suboffices are found to be economical; and, 
at times, other .main offices are established before the ultimate 
capacity of the four-digit system is reached. 

Schernatic Diagram of Four-digit System.-Figure 71 is a 
schematic diagra.m of the central-office apparatus and wiring 
for a typical four-digit single-office exchange system. It is 
assumed that this particular exchange would render service to 
individual, P.B.X., h\~o- and four·party city, and ten-party 
rural line subscribers, and measured service on individual, P.B.X. 
and two-party lines. Provision, of course, is also to be made for 

toll service. 
The switching equipment would· consist of primary ·plunger

type line switches, secondary rotary-type line .switches, first 
selectors, second selectors, and connectors. Rural selector 
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repeaters would be provided for the rural lines and meters and 
associated registering equipment for the measured-service lines. 
A complete toll switch train, consisting of toll transmission 
selectors, toll intermediate selectors, and combination toll and 
local connectors, would be provided in an office of. this size. 
Also, in an office of this size, an intermediate distributing frame 
would be installed to afford flexibility in the use of the apparatus 
and economy in cabling. In order to facilitate the testing, 
test-distributor and test-connector switches would be included. 
The subscribers' dials would have simple.number plates, that is, 

those with numerals only (Fig. 7, left}. 
All subscribers' outside lines are shown tenninating at the 

1\LD.F. From there all are cabled to the I.D.F., with the excep
tion of the rural lines, which are run directly from the 1\LD.F. to 
the selector repeaters. The primary line S';:itches are con
nected to the vertical side of the I.D.F. where they are cross
connected on the incoming side to subscribers' lines and on the 
outgoing side to secondary line switches. On the drawing, the 
I.D.F. tem1inals are shown in separate groups in order to sim
plify the diagram, but in practice they usually would be mounted 
on the same frame. In some cases, however, a separate trunk 
intermediate distributing frame is used. 

The line switches have been assigned by groups to the different 
classes of lines. The message registers are shown connected to 
the vertical side of the I.D.F. where they are cross-connected to 
register terminals ~of the subscribers' lines, on the horizorftal 
side. The registers for individual lines and P.B.X. trunk lin~ 
are shown in one group and those for two-party lines in another. 
Since the two-party measured-service lines also require special 
trunk repeaters, these are shown connected between the hori
zontal and vertical sides of the I.D.F. where they are cross
connected to the line circuits as required. Other terminals 
are also shown at the I.D.F. which permit direct cross-con
nection for the four-party lines between the primary and second- · 

ary line switches. 
The secondary line switches are shown in one group and 

connected between the horizontal and vertical sides of the I.D.F., 
where they are cross-connected as required. The first selectors, 
shown in one group, are connected to the horizontal sides of the 
I.D.F., where they are cross-connected to the secondary line 
switches. A method of arranging for the distribution of incom· 
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ing traffic betwe<>n primary line switch<'s and first selectors, 
when secondary line switches are employed, has previously been 

described in connection with Fig. 42, and this or a similar method 
would be employ<'d in the central office shown in the diagram. 

The rural selector repeaters are shown connected direct to 

the ~LD.F., since it has been assumed that line s\\itches would 
not be required for the rural lines. This apparatus is merely a 

combination of a selector and repeater, acting as a arlector on 
originating calls and as a repeater on incoming calls to the 
rural-line stations. The rural lines in the case illustrated 

· have been a&'lumed to be operated on a ten-party line selective 
basis. It \\ill be noted that the' selector repeaters have the 
same position in the numerical switch train as first selectors. 

The first selectors, in a four-digit system, respond to the first 

or thous:mds digit of the dialed number. The first level of their 
bank contacts is connected to special second selectors, as pre

viously described for the three-digit system, but, in this case, 
special third selectors are also provided. A false preliminary 

impulse would operate the first selector and connect the circuit 
to a second special selector, and a second false preliminary 

impulse would in turn connect the second special selector to a 
third special selector any further false impulses, usually owing 

to incorrect operation by a subscriber, would connect a distinc
tive tone to the line. The other correspOnding bank levels of 

the first and special second selectors are multipled, so that ' 
subscriber_ }Vill secure the correct dialed number when false
impulse has been received. 

The "service lines" are connected to the bank levels of the 
third special selectors and therefore three digits are required to 

call information, the toll operator, or the test desk. In the 

arrangement as shown, the call number for the toll operator 

would be 110, information operator 113, etc. The levels of 

the rural selector repeaters are also multipled in the same manner 

as the first selectors, thus giving the rural subscribers access to 
the same switching train as the city rmbscribers. 

The four-digit system requires second selectors, these operating 

on the second or hundreds digit of the called number. Therefore, 

the trunks from the first-selector banks terminate in second 

selectors. The second level of the first-selector banks terminates 

in second selectors capable of extending connectors to the various 

hundreds in the second thousand numbers of the exchange, 
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the third level to numbers in the third thousand, and so on for the 
rest of the levels up to and including the ninth. The fifth, sixth, 

and seventh levels are shown grouped together, since all of the 

lines in these groups are of the same class, namely, individual 

lines. The tenth, or 0, level of the first-selector switches is not 

used in the system shown and the contacts are connected to a 

distinctive tone, to advise calling subscribers, when this level 

is connected with, that some error has been made: Experience 
has sho\\:n that in a single-office system it is not advisable to 

use -subscribers' numbers commencing with the numeral zero 

(0), unless absolutely necessary to secure the desired capacity. 
The trunks from the banks of the second selectors tem1inate- -· 

in connectors, which are segregated according to the different 
classes of lines, and also, of course, according to the different · 

hundreds of the directors numbers. It will he noted that the 
bank levels of the various groups of second selectors are not all 

multipled in the same manner. This, of course, is due to the 

plan of assigning blocks of numbers for the different cl~s of 
lines. The bank levels of the second-selector groups designated 

as 2, 3, and 4 are all similarly connected, and it will be noted . 

that all except the third levels are grouped together and ter· 
minated in local, and combination local and toll, individual·line 

connectors. The third levels are 'likewise multipled and ter· 
minated in P.B.X. or trunk-hunting connectors. The bank 

levels of groups 5-7 are all grouped together. and these are 

eo-nnect.ed to ·individual-Jine_ ®nnec~" "T.be·...dU'fe.renti:Sank.-
levels of gro-~p-8 -~re variously connected; The first and tenth 

(O) levels are shown terminating in individual-line connectors, 

the second to fifth levels, inclusive, in four-party connectors, 

and the sixth to ninth levels, inclusive, in f\\·o-party connectors. 

In the system illustrated, the city party lines are .served by 
the arrangement in which a different frequency of ringing cur· 

rent is connected to each of the four connector boards serv?..ng 

party lines. Therefore, party-line stations must be assigned 

numbers corresponding to the connector .boards having the 

proper ringing current. 
The bank levels of group 9, with the exception of the fourth 

level, are connected to individual-line connectors; the .fourth 

termin<ilt..es in rural-line connectors. The rural-line connectOrs 

are of the frequency-selecting type and therefore require an 

additional digit in the directory number, to ring t.he proper 
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station. It. will be noted, from the above, that two methods 

of &'rving party lines are illustrated. The arrangement of the 

wiring of the switch-bank levels shows that the assignmf:'nt of 

numbers to the various clas..ws of lines is as follows: 

Hun-
Thousanda -

dreds 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 
9 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. , Ind. Ind. 2-pty. Ind. 
8 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 2-pty. Ind. 
i Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 2-pty. Ind. 
6 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 2-pty. Ind. 
5 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 4-pty. Ind. 
4 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 4-pty. Rural 
3 P.B.X. P.B.X. P.B.X. Ind. Ind. Ind. 4-pty. Ind. 
2 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 4-pty. Ind. 
1 Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. 'Ind. 

The bank levels of the connectors for each class of lines are 

grouped together and connected to the terminals of the respective 

lines on the horizontal side of the I.D.F. The party-line con- , 

ilect.or banks are shown connected to group tenninal blocks on 

the LD.F., where cross-connections· are made to the proper line. 

circuits. These connections between the connectors iind the 

I.D.F. constitute the -soo-called nnonnals. H_ -- _ -'- -

The switching tmln for i~coming toll connections consists of 

s·witches and trunks, previously described as the "toll switch 

train." The toll transmission select~rs are connected t~ the 

toll board through the I.D.F., where the necessary cross-con

nections are made. The second to ninth bank levels of the toll 

transmission selector are connected to toll intermediate selectors, 

and it will be noted that these trunks are arranged in the same 

manner as the first-to-second selector trunks. The trunks from 

the t~ll intermediate selector banks terminate in combination 

local and toll connectors. The combination connectors may 

be used for local connections when all the local connectors in 

any given group are busy, at the same time keeping the toll 

switch train free from the local s"itch train. The method of 

accomplishing this was explained in connection "ith the 'circuit 

diagram of the toll switch shown in Fig. 58. I 
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Access to the subsc.ribers' lines, from the test desk, is provided 

for by the test-distributor switches and test connectors. The 

test distributors arc connected to the test desk through the 

I.D.F. and their bank levels are connected to test connectors in 
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the various hundred line groups. The circuit of. this switch 

train is so arranged that a test connector can be connected with · 

a subscriber's line even though the line may be busy at the time, 

and, when so connected, a complete ~etallic circuit with no 
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attachments or bridges is made continuous from the desk to the 

line of the subscriber. · 

The toll board is provided with "verification circuits" which 

terminate in verification switches. The bank levels of these 

switches are multiplcd with the bank levels of the test-dis

tributor switches, thereby giving the t.oll operators 1~ccess to 

the test connectors. This swit.ch train is ordinarily used to 

verify "busy" or "don't answer" conditions but also permits 

the toll operator to advise a subscriber, th~n busy on a local 

call, that he is wanted on an incoming tolt call, when such pro

cedure is deemed advisable. The verification train, ho':"ever, 

is never used for toll connections.' - - · 

Typical Office Floor Plan of Four-digit System.-Figure 72 

shows how the various apparatus units of the preceding schematic 

diagram might be arranged on a central..Qffice floor plan. The 

power switchboard, seen near the test and repair-clerk desks, 

is the only portion of the power plant in the switch room, the 

remainder of the power equipment being elsewhere in the build

ing. The toll board and information desk are also installed 

on. another floor. While this floor plan shows an orderly and 

convenient arrangement of the apparatus, it is obvious that, 

on account of the relatively small sizes of the switchboard units, 

floor areas of widely differfimt shapes may be economically 

utilized for the installation of such equipment. · 

The outside cables terminate on protectors on the vertical 

-side otthe·)LD.F.·~The subseril:>en;J -line ·CM~les=exi~nd·ootween 

the horizontal side of the ~I.D.F. ·and the' horizontal side of 

the I.D.F. The primary line switches are connected by cables 

to terminals on the vertical side of the I.D.F., and the secondary 

line switches are cabled between the horizontal and vertical 

sides of the I.D.F. The secondary line-switch .. to-first-selector 

trunks are cabled from' the horizontal side of the I.D.F. to the 

first--selector boards. The first-to-second-selector trunk cables 

terminate at the second-selector boards. The sccond~selector~ 

to-connector trunks are cabled from, the terminal blocks on 

the second-selector boards and terminate at the connector 

boards. The normals of the subscribers' lines are cabled from 

terminal blocks at the connector boards to the .horizontal side 

of' the I.D.F.;. where they are connected to the respective sub

tleribers' line terminals. From the above description of the 

cabling, it ~ill be observed that the apparatus has been arranged 
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so as to require a minimum average length for the various cable 

runs. This is a fundamental consideration in the planning of 

central..Qffice installation, on account of its effecting a con

siderable s:wing in first cost. 
Six-digit (Multi-office) System.-In larger city exchanges, 

served by several central offices, the switch t.rain is somewhat 

more complicated than for a singlC..Qffice exchange. It may 

be divided into two separate parts: one for office selection and 

the other fo~: subscriber's line selection within the office. The 

numerical switches involved in the train are therefore classed 

_ .:.in = t:wo. _group~:-; "oflioo-.co~e ~'~ S.'\\itche.s _aQd "station-code" 

switches. ·AS explained~in.'Chap. -n, the nuri1bcr of- numerical 
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switching steps required for the office code depends on the 

number of offices ultimately planned for the exc~ange. Line j 1
; 

selection within each office is usually on the basis of four-digit I! 
numbers, although additional digits may be required for party~ I! 
line selection. The requirement of any scheme of numbering is, II 
of course, to proYide a sufficient number of digits in both the I 

office and station codes to accomplish the selection, first am01ig :I j 

the total number of offices and then among the total number of · I 1 

subscribers in any office so chosen.· \ 

In the present case, it will be assumed that the central offices · l 
are arranged for a four-digit station code, similar to the four- l ' !1 

digit system just described for a single office, and that the office 
1

1 ! 

code ~-..jij require two ~igi~J_d~~gn~_t_e.d_Jn t~e" t~]epj:o~e d";s~~~ ,., _ . -c:::- .· __ . · .. t
1

1 

by letters rafher than numerti1'S:--:'ftie subsCfi!>e:rs~o·te'lephone-=--:-:- _,r;, ----: i. r t· 
will, therefore, be equipped with dials having -number plates - : I 

with both letters and n.umerals as shown in Fig. 7 (right). Since ~- l 
the case now to be considered is a six-digit system, the directory I 
numbers v;'ill be made up of two letter digits for the office code ; i \ 

and four number digits for the station code. The office codes I I! I 
would consist of the first and second letters of the names of the i i i i 
various central offices. This arrang-ement, as explained in the 1 11

1! 
~ ! 

' ; f l 

preceding chapter, would provide'for sixty-f9ur theoretical office !·1 I' i 
codes, but in actual practice the J?.Umber of codes usable would be I ' . ! ll, 
smaller, owing to the fact that suitable common names in the rl I. 
English language do not permit t~e use· of .all the possible lett~r ! · I i l 

b
. t' '; ill 

com ma 1ons. ' 1 l ~ ! 

Schematic Diagram of Six-digit (MuUi-ojfice) System.-Figure · : ! I:: 
73 is a schematic diagram of one of the central offices in a multi- t l: 

office exchange system. It is assumed .t.hat· this office will \ L 
'\ 
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render service to individual, P.B.X., two-- and four-party, and 
paystation subscribers. The service charges might be on a 
flat-rate or measured-rate basis, but, however, the method of 
charging is not material, as this diagram is intended primarily 
to illustrate the office-code portion of the switch train. Since 
a four..digit central-office system wa."! described in connection 
with Fig. 71, the J;tation-code switch train is, in large measure, 
omitted from this ·diagram. It will be remembered that the 
"station-code switches" are the ones in the switch train which 
complete connections with lines in their own office, whether 

-{he ,calls·:<rrigi'nated in their O\Vn or any of the other offices. Of 
the station-code switches only the "incoming" or '.'1\1" (thou
sands) selectors are shown at the extreme right of tbe diagram, 
it being understood that the "C" (hundreds) ~lectors and 
connectors beyond t.hese perform the hundreds, tens, and units 
selections as already described for the single-office, four..digit 

system . 
In the upper left portion is shown the non-numerical switch 

train for the subscribers' lines served directly by this office, 
. the normals of these lines ext€nding across the top to the right. 
The non-numerical portion of the local switch train is shown 
terminating in first office-code selectors. The paystation 
switch train requires special repeaters, and the speciltl selectors 

~ are slightly different from the regular type to permit toll-record
.f .;·=..::.. .. Jng-;an!:h!~ce" .calls-to -be .. made .. wit.hout the necessity of 
~ :-first deposit.i~ a.·~oin· .. :Ftirt£ern1oi-e~:it)s assumeo.-that.tbepae-· 

" :a. 

1 station lines would not be provided with secondary line switches. 
~ 1 Below the paystation lines are the toll-recording and service 

l 
) ~ . 

lines. In the case ,under consideration, it has been assumed 
·that centralized information and testing facilities would be 
provided, and located in one of the other central offices of the 
exchange system; t.herefore they are not shown on this drawing. 

Below ·the service lines are the outgoing and incoming inter
office, tundem, and toll trunks. The outgoing trunks and 
service lines arc provided with impulse repeaters to permit t.he 

use of two--wire outside trunk circuits. 
The' bank levels .of the first office-code selectors and the 

spechil second selectors are multipled, as previously described. 
' ¢ ' Tne first level of the first office-code selectors is carried to 

special second, and that of the special second to sp;ecial third, 
~lectors for the p~rpose of providing facilities for connections 
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to information, etc., and for absorbing false preliminary impulses. 

The tenth, or 0, bank level of the first selectors is connected to 

trunks to the senicc operator. The other office lines, including 

the recording trunks, are taken off at the bank levels of the 

sp<>cial third selectors. A sp<>cial switch train for paystation 

service is provided, consisting of first, special second, and third 

paystation selectors. The bank levels of these s\vitches are 

multipled to the corresponding banklevels of the switches just 

described, except. that. separate paystation toll-recording trunks 

nre provided and connected to the tenth, or 0, level of the special 

55 .third ..paysfation:.'S(.')ecro.rS. 5

5

"'Tnis is to provide special identifi., 

cation for paystation lines and;td ad-.ise the recording operator, 

by a "class-of-sen·ice" tone, of paystations to which toll service 

is denied. The vacant levels on the special third selectors are 

shown extending to a source of distinctive tone or to intercepting 

trunks. The intercepting trunks terminate at operators' posi

tions and provide means for advising subscribers when improper 

connections have been made. 

The second to ninth levels of the first and special second 

selectors are multipled and are connec1ed to correspondingly 

designated groups of second office-code selectors, with the excep

tion of the fifth level, which is connected through outgoing 

secondary line s"itches and trunk repeaters to the group of 

trunks designated as "Out. trks. to ·tandem office with first 

digit (5)." Jn th~ system illustrate9i.lt bas~beel}:.J!Ji&ime~Lthat 

a group of two or more offices is so locafed, {;ic-ographic:tlly, ;that 

trunks may be extended from the office shown to one of the 

offices of the group, called a. "tandem office," and from there 

connections would be extended through the regular inter-office 

trunks to the oth~r offices of the group. It is, of course, neces

sary to assign oftfces of this group, names whose first letter is 

·a...qgociated "ith . the digit 5 on the dial nwnber plate, that is, 

each must begin with the letters J, K, or. L. The l!iecond office

code selectors in this case, therefore, would be inr the tandem 

office of the group. The group of trunks from the office shown 

to the tandem office would then carry all the outgoing traffic 

from the originating office to the several offices· 6£ the tandem 

group. This feature bas been introduced to illustrate how 

tandem trunking may be accomplished when the offices of a 

group are so geographically located and named as to. make such 

an arrangement economical. 

"' 
;); 
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The bank levels of the second office-code selectors, designated 

as 2, are grouped together and connected to the outgoing trunks 

marked as "Out. trks. to offices with first digit (2)." Of course, 

there would be a separate group of trunks for each of the offices 

with the first digit (2). These trunks have boon shown connected 

in two different ways at the intermediate distributing frame. 

One arrangement consists of the regular cross-connection at the 

J.D.F., while another alternative arrangement includes outgoing 

secondary line switches in the circuits. As previously stated in 

the. description of outgoing secondary line switches, their use 

would be determined by a study of the annual charges. The 

bank levels of the .se<?ond office-code selectors, designated as 3, 

4, and 7-9, are shown connected in the same~manner as just 

described. r 

The office shown in the diagram is assumed to be in the same 

building "ith another full-sized unit, and therefore an arrange

ment of incoming tandem trunks serving the two offices is shown. 

The third and fourth bank levels of the second office-eode 

selectors, designated as 6 and" Tandem 6," are multipled togE.'ther 

respectively, the third levels being connE.'cted to outgoing trunks 

designated as "Out. trks. to office 63" and the fourth levels 

to the local ")1" selectors. The outgoing trunks to the other 

office (63) would t<>m1inate on incoming "l\1" selectors in that 

office, and, since the two offices are in the same building, the 

5 
_..:-trunk--repeaters are omitted and three-wire trunks used. The 

-· ·- swi teh 4 rain from the local "M ,-, selectors is not shown, but J,t 

would be the same as already described in connection with Fig. 

71. The two offices in the same building would be 63 and 64 or, 

using central-offic<' names, they might be NEwton and Michigan 

respectively. The other bank levels of these second selectors 

are grouped together and connected to outgoing trunks desig

nated as ''Out. trks. to other offices with first digit (6)." 

The incoming~trunk groups shown at the lower left of the 

diagram and marked "Incoming direct trunks," "Incoming 

toll trunks," "Inc. paystation trunks," "Test distributor 

trunks," and "Toll verification trunks" each terminate on 

either ")1" selectors or distributor switches shown at the right. 

The switch train for each of these classes has been previously 

described in connection with Fig. 71. 

The diagram for each of the other offices. in the exchange 

system would be similar to the one just d<'scribed, only differing 
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in the office-code switch train, to provide a switching arrange. 

ment, which would be proper for the inter-office trunking system 

requir<'d for <':l.Ch of the respective offices. 
Director System.-.ln the description of the sLx-digit multi

office exchange system, it will be recalled that two examples of 

tandem trunking were illustrated: one for incoming tandem 

trunks and one for outgoing tandem trunks. These arrange
ment.s provided for using only one tandem office in certain 

connections, although with a three-digit office code the same 

principle might be extended to include two tandem offices in a 

connection. It will also be remembered that, in order to provide 

for tandem trunks, certain restrictions were imposed on the 

selection of office names, thlit is, the -first letter of the office 

name had to correspond '\\itb the letters associated with certain 

numerical digits of the dial number plate. This limitation ·of 

free use of office names frequently makes it difficult t.o apply the 

tandem principle to the extent which the geographical location 

of central offices and the volume or traffic between the offices 

would normally warrant. In certain instances the difficulty 

inherent '\\ith the use of office-name codes has been overcome by 

assigning predetermined office code numerals, or letters and 

numerals, in place of the firFt letters of the central-office name, 

but, however, this method bas not had a very extensive use. 

Another disadvantage of the fixed-code system is the low effi-

~ :eiency' .oLcertain swit.ches and their associated intra-office 

trunks, ~ince numerical switches must provide for paths in the 

office-code switch train to accommodate all the combinations 

of the numerical equivalents of the letter codes used, and this 

frequently results in vacant levels on many of the office-code 

selectors. The simplest way to overcome these difficulties 

appears to be to dissociate the fixed office--code numbering system 
from the trunking system and to substitute "directing" numbers 

for the office codes, thereby permitting the S\\itch trains to be 

designed for a more efficient use of both switches and trunks. 

A system designed to accomplish this, and ~·hich has other 

advantages, utilizes an arrangement of apparatus known as the 

director. 
The director equipment consists of Strowger-type switches, 

rotary- and minor-type switches, relay groups, and impulser-. 

It is inserted in the switch train between the non-numerical 

switches and the first office-code switch and dissociates the 
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calling subscriber's line from the numerical switch train until 

the connector has completed its rotary movement. The com· 

pletc number dialed by the subscriber is registered and stored 

and then sent with translated directing digits for the office 

code, and with the same station-code digits as dialed by the 

subscriber. However, since the incoming and outgoing circuits 

of the dil"('ctor are kept separated, the translated office code is 

sent shortly after the directory office code is dialed and before 
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FIG. 74.-lnw.r-office trunk rouwe for tandem trunking. 

r 

the complete station-eode digits are registered. This enables the 
director to complete its work -and release shortly after the sub

scriber dials and last station-code digit. The dissociation of the 

telephone directory office code from the trunking system has 

several advantages in addition to permitting inter-office trunk 

routing in the most ('conomical manner. It takes advantage of 

the efficiency obtain~ble by the use of larger trunk groups, 

provjdes a simple means of re-routing calls as traffic conditions· 

ehange, and serves a useful purpose in facilitating the transition 

from manual to step-by-step operation. The choice of office 
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· nam<-'S is simplified, since trunk routing is no longer a factor in 
their selection. 

Before describinp: the details of the director, it may be well to 

consider some of the poRsible economies in the use of translated 

directing digits in the exchange trunk plant. 
Tandem Trunki11g.-Fip:ure 74'is a diagram of a hypothetical 

six-digit multi-office exchange system. The larger circles repre

sent the central offices, and the smaller circles suboffices of the . 

main offices with which they are shown connected. The solid 

lines are the trunk groups required with tandem t.runking, and 

the dotted lines arc the inter-office trunk groups used only for 

conneetioris between the central offices at -~'hich they are ter· 

minated. These lines indicating trunk groups are shown as 

straight lines between the points which they connect, but in 

practice they would follow established subway or cable routes and 

therefore frequt>ntly deviate widely from air-line courses. The 

central offices are numbered, for 'Convenience, "ith the numerical 

equivalents of the first. two letters of the office names, since it is 

assumed that the central offices would all be named. 
On the diagram, twenty central offices are shown. With the 

ordinary step-by·stcp system using direct trunks from each office 

to each other, there would be required at each office nineteen 

groups each of outgoing and incoming trunks, except that the 

number might be slightly reduced by the selection of office names 

to permit tandem trunking as explained in connection with Fig. 

73. With the substitution of translated digits for the directory 

office codes many of the trunk groups are made to serve several 

central offices and thereby reduce the total number of separate 

groups, as illustrated on the drawing. In the case assumed, four 

tandem trunking centers have been utilized and these are located 

at offices 35, 48, 62, and 77. It is not always necessary that the 

tandem centers be located at central offices, but for convenience 

they have been so located in this case. The tandem-trunking 

system, of course, does not preclude the usc of direct trunks 

between any of the central offices in the system, when that 

method would be more economical. 
Figure 75 is a schematic diagram of the tandem·trunking plan 

required for this hypothetical exchange. It will be used to illus

trate a connection between a calling station in office 38 and a 

called station in office 42. The main central portion of the 

diagram shows the arrangement of t.andem selectors at the four 

·~<-.. 
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offices used· as tandem centers. At the left are the office selec

tors and directors at the originating office, and at the right are 

the station-code switch train of the terminating office. 
The directory office code for the called subscriber will be the 

letter equivalent of 42, since the called station is in office 42. 

However, as the call is to be routed through offices 62 and 77 

(see map) the director at the originating office will translate this 
code into a directing code 3-2-9, the numbers of which correspond 

to the bank levels of the office selector at the originating office 
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FJG. 75.-S<'hcmatic diagram of tandem-trunking plan. 
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and of the tandem selectors in the chain necessary to reach the 

terminating office. Thus the first digit 3 operates an office 

selector and steps it up to the third bank level connected with a 

trunk to office 62. At office 62 the tandem selector responds to, 
the second digit 2 and extends the connection over a tandem 

trunk to office 77, where the last digit 9 steps the tandem selector 

to the ninth level and extends the connection over a trunk tO the 

station-code switch train at office 42 .. At office 42 the "M" and 

· "C" selectors and a connectpr are operated by the station-code 
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portion of the d('sired number and thPrcby extend the connection 

t.o the line of the called subscriber. 
This diaJ,!ram also shows all possible trunk combinations which 

may be established at each of the four tandem centers. The 

numeruls placed on the switch symbols indicate the offices at the 

outgoing end of the trunks. For example, at office t>2 the top 

8Clect.ors are designated 38, which means that they are connected 

to trunks from office 38; the next is marked 3.5, which indicates 

that thPy are associat~d with trunks from office 35, and so on for 

all excf'pt thebottorrCgroup. The bot.tom selectors in each office 

are marked Loc to indicate that .they 8Crve the local office and 

all other offices tributary to each of t.he tandem switching centers. 

··... ~ . . . ::~ .::~ . . 

FIG. 76.-Director-front \-icw. 

The selectors 38 at the top in office 62 would ordinarily be in 

this group but have been shown separately to illustrate the 

tandem switch train used in the specific case explained. 

By comparing Figs. 74 and 75, any assumed connection 

may be traced through the trunking system. As an example; 

assume that a subscriber in office 96 is calling a number in office 

85. The calling office is tributary to 48 and the normal routing 

for such a call would be through tandem centers at offices 48 and 

77. The first tandem selector used would be one. of the lower 

groups of office 48, and the connection would be extended through 

an office selector at 96 over a trunk to 48, where a tandem selec

tor would be stepped up to the fourth level, and connected by a 
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trunk to a tandem selector in office 77. At. that point, the tan

dem selector would be operated to connect with the bank level 

assigned to trunks to office 85. 
In the exchange syst~m illustrated, it "ill be noted that,'only 

first office-code selectors are required at the tributary offices 

and that all the tandem selectors in the system are located in • 

the offices 35, 48, 62, and 77. In a larger syst~m where more 
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than ten groups of outgoing trunks would be needed at-any of the 

offices, then :first and second office--code 8Clectora would be · 

provided. 
Diredor Apparatus.-Figure 76 is a front view of a director 

with the .metal cover removed, and l!'ig. 77 a schematic diagram 

of a director circuit, which also shows a "director selector," and 

a tandem switching train. By comparing these two figures, the 

corresponding pieces of apparatus will be readily recognized. In 

Fig. 76 the "office-code register" is at the extreme .left; across 

the top are, first, the "register-control" s"itch and then the four 
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"sta tion..code registers." For party-line service requiring five 

digits, a fifth register would be provided and mounted in the blank 

space at the extreme right. At the right. o£ the office..code 

regi'Ster are the "sender" and 11 sender-conttol" switches, and 

nt the right of these arc mounted the various relay required in t.he 

circuits of the director. 

The office-rode register is a Strowger type swit~h with a 

four-hundred-point bank, which registers the office-code portion 
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FIG. 78.-D.irector-rear 'iew. 

of the directory number. In the particular form shown, pro

vision is made for registering a two-digit office eooe.; ~Ji~~ever,-
the System may be arranged for a three-digit code, as will be 

described later. The register control is a minor.type switch, 

which controls the registration of the dialed digits and the 

impulser circuit of the sender. The station-code registers are also 

· minor·type sv.itches and are used to register the numerical digits 

of the called number. The sender and sender control are rotary

type switches. The sender transmits the translated directing 

digits to the sv.itch train; and the sender control arranges for 

the transmission of these digits in the proper order and at the 

correct. time and also serves to control the release and disconnec

tion o£ the director when the complete office and station codes 

have been transmitted to the switch train. 

In the central portion of Fig. 77 will be seen the elements of 

the director just identified and also the cross-connecting board, 
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which is mounted on the rear of the director. Figure 78 shows a 

rear view of a director, with the cross-connecting board and all 

the cross-connections in place. At. the extreme upper left of 

Fig. 77 is a trunk from the line switches, shown passing through 

the "trunk relay group" and terminating in the first office selec

tor. Immediately below the trunk relay group is the 11 director 

selector." This is a non-homing rotary-type switch similai to 

that shown in Fig. 30. At the bottom of the diagram is indicated 

its associated relay group and an impulser. The direct.o~ sele.ctor 

lias four bank levels but only two levels are shown, to represent 

the separate rC'gistering and transmitting circuits. ;' 

At the top of the drawing are the first' office selectors and~~:· 

and second tandem selectors, and at. the right is the local switch 

train of a terminating office. 

Operation of Director.-When the calling subscriber lifts his 

receiver, his line circuit is extended to t.he trunk relay group in the 

regular 'Yay. At this time, only the control trunk lead is 

extended through to t.he first. office selector, and t.he associated 

director selector is connected to the trunk relay-group circuit: 

The director selector operates in similar manner to a; rotary line 

switch and places its wipers in contact with the bank terminals of 

an idle director. When this operation has been completed, the 

subscriber receives the 'dial tone and proceeds to dial the directory 

digits of the desired number. 

The first. digit. of the office code raises the wiper shaft of the 

_offiCe-code register:: to th~ ievel ~:oesponding ·to the- numerica.Y 

equivalent o£ the first office letter, over a c~rcuit through thea 

wiper and bank contacts of the register control. The register 

control, aft.er the completion of the first impulse series, steps its 

wipers to the second, or "rotary," contact position of the bank. 

The second digit.· dialed rotates t.he wipers ·of the office-code 

register to the bank contacts correspo!;}ding to the numerical 

value of the second digit. The office-code regist.er wipers now 

rest on th~ bank contacts corresponding t.o the numerical value 

of the directory office code. The particular code is immaterial, 

since it is to be translated to directinu digits appropriate for the 

switches required in routing t.he connection to the desired office. 

The subscriber continues t.o dial the station code, and the regis

tration and retransmission of these digits will be described later. 

The separai,e bank contacts of the office-code register (400 

contacts 'in all) are each connected permanently to one of the 
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400 tenninals shown in Fig. 78 on th<" upper and lower portions of 
the cros..«-connection block. In the center of the cross-connecting 
block are eleven" digit bus--bars" which on Fig. 7i are represented 
by the office-code rt,>gister. Each of th<'se bus--bars is provided 
with projecting tenninal lugs, so that any one of the bank ter
minals may be cross-connected to any one of the digit bars. On 
Fig. 77 the first ten of thl:'se bars are numbered Jrom 1 to 0 
respectively, indicating the number of break-impulses that will 
be tmnsmitted from the respective bars. The eleventh bar, at 
the right., marked DCO (digit cut-off) is for use when the number 
of directing digits is less than four, the totaUor ·whi@JhiJ? p_ar:-__ ·. 
ticular director is designed. So:lhe offi(l('s·may require only one 
directing digit, "·bile others may need two, three, or four. (In 
certain designs of directors as many as six are provided for.) 

This cross-connecting block on the back of the director pro
vides means, as will be seen, for translating the office-code 
directory digits dialed into any arbitrary one-, two-, three-, or 
four-digit directi12g code. The dialed digits of the directory office 
code will set the office-code register in a certain position, this 
position detennining the digits of the directing code to be sent 
out according to the cros..«-connections that have been made 
between the bank contacts on the office-code regist~r and the 
digit bus--bai-s. 

Let us assume that the four wipers of the office-code register 
have been set in ccrtai1_1 positiol_l _ _by th~_ vert-ical and rotary . 

. _. __ movement~ ·oFffS="<sha1t 1lr re~ponse to- the two digits of the 
tlirectory office code dialed. If now it is assumed that the upper 
one of the bank contacts so chosen had been cross--connect~d to . 
digit bar 1, the next bank contact to bar 3, the next to bar 5, and 
the last, or lower one, to the DCO bar, then the two-digit code 
dialed will have been tran~lat~d to the three-digit directing code 
l-3-5 and these latt~r digits will be the ones sent out from the 
director. 

When the last directory office-code digit is registered, then 
through a level of the· register control (not shown) the impulser 
will be connected to the sender relays, to transmit the directing 
digits at the same time the station-code digits are being registered. 
This dual operation is made possible by the line-switch-to-first
office-I'Clector trunk, which is broken ~.~;t the trunk relay group, 
the left level of the director selector being c.onneeted to the line
switch side and the right level to the first office selector, as indi· 
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cated on the drawing by the v'ert.ical dotted lines through the 
rectangle designated as the 11 trunk relay group." The grounded 
wiper of the sender control is resting on its first bank contact 
which is connect~d to the top wiper of the office-code register, 
and, since this bank contact is cross-connected to bus-bar i, 
ground will be connected over the first "impulse-stop" lead to 
the first contact of the sender bank. The impulser, previously 
having been connected to the sender relay group, will cause the 
sender to move its wipers over the bank contacts. However, t.he 
groul:ld, encountered on the first bank contact, will cause a 

"- reLiy, o.f:the'Scnderrelay group, t~ operate and short-circuit the 
impulsing circuit. Therefore only one impulse will be trans-. 
mit ted over the "sender-impulsing" circuit. This impulse, 
through the bank contacts and wiper of the right level of the 
director selector, will elevate •he wiper shaft of the first office 
selector to the first level. This selector \\ill then rotate and 
connect "ith a free trunk to the first tandem selector.. The 
sender switch will continue to rotate over its bank contacts, 
and, when the ten "impulse-stop" bank contacts have been 
passed, it will close a circuit for the operation of the sender
control s'\'\itch. The sender control will then step its "ipers to 
its second bank contact and connect ground to the second 
wiper of .the office-code register. The register bank contact on 
which this wiper is resting is cross--connected to digit bus--bar 3. 
The sender ,WHI_~tart:to rotaw"it-&wJper aiia:tn1.Bstrrit th~ briq,k.;.-
impulses before tlitf sender iinpulsil}g circuit· is short...:crrcuited. 
These three .impulses will now elevate the wiper shaft of the first 
tandem sel~~tor to the third level, at which point the wipers will 
rotate .and connect wit;h an idle trunk to a second tandem 
selector. The sender conti:imcs to rotate its wiper and, after 
pas::;ing the tenth impulse lead, will again operate the sender 
control to move it to the next position. In the same manner as 
before, the second tandem selector will be operated to the fifth 
level and connect with a trunk to the t~nninating office. The 
director shown is capable of transmitting four directing digits, 
but, since only t_hree arc required for the connection desired, the 
fourth must be' eliminated. When the sender complet-ed its 
third rotation, the ~rider control was operated to the fourth· 
position, connecting; with the fourth wiper of the office-code 
register. The bank contact on which this wiper is resting is. 
cross--connected to the DCO bus-bar and it will be noted that 
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this bus-bar is connN:ted to the operating magnet of the sender
control S'l\-itch. The grounde-d '1\iper of the S<'nder control will, 

therefore, cause the S<'nder control to move from the fourth 
contact and the sender switch will not rotate. The transmission 
of the directing digits has now been completed and the connection 
has been extended to the "11" selector of the desired office. 

It '\\ill be recalled that, simultaneously '1\ith the t.mnsmission 
of the directing digits, the director has been ree<>h-ing and 
registering th~· station--code digits of the called station. This 
l'€'gistration is accomplished by means of the l'€'gister control 

' switch and the st.ation..code ~registers. After the directory office 
code :was registered, the wiper of the register control was- moved 
to the third bank--contact position. In this position the thou
sands or first digit of the dialed number operat~~s the thousands 

" station-code register and :rpoves its wiper to the contact corre--
sponding t<> the dialed digit. The hundreds, tens, and units · 
digits are registered in the same manner, and, if paJ1y lines 
requiring five digits are served by the system, a fifth register 
would register the additional digit. After recehing t.he station 
digits, the register control wiper is moved to a dead contact and 
remains there until the director is released and disconnected. 
Another level of this switch (not shown) continue-s to hold the 
impulser circuit connected to the sender relay group. 
""~It "ill.be not!Ml on .the gra wing that the JllUlti ple contacts of the 

-statlbrr:Code' regWers are connected cto corresponding "impulse

st<>p'" leads and thence to the bank contacts of the sender switch. 
After the sender control was operated to cut off the last directing 
digit, which would normally be transmitted through the fourth, 
or lower, brush of the office-code register, its wiper was moved 
to a contact connected to the '1\iper of the thousands register. 
ln this position ground, through the wiper and contact of the 
sender control and the wiper and contact of the thousands 
register, would be connected to the correilpondingly numbered 
impulse-stop lead. The sender would again rotate and cut off 

the impulsing when the grounded bank contact. is reached, 
thereby transmitting to the connected "l'v1" selN:tor, at the 
terminating office, the thousands digit of the called number. 
The "M" selector would be operated and extend the connection 

to a 11 C" select<>r. This same operation would be repeated for 
f'ach of the station--code digits of the desired number, and the 

switch train in the te~inating office would be extended to the 
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line of the called subscriber. The director has now completed 
its work and is ready to be released and made available for use in 
directing other connections. 

After the sender--control switch disposed of the last, or units, 
digit, its wipers were moved to a contact, which has connected to 
it a circuit extending through the director selector to the trunk 
relay group. Ground connected to this circuit, through· the 
wiper of the sender control, operates a relay in the trunk relay 
group, which extends the circuit (shown by the horizontal 
dotted line) directly from the line switch to the first office selector, 
and disconnects the circuits to the wipers of the director selector. 
This disconnection of the director selector in turn provides for 
the disconnect-ion of the director. 

All of the switches in the direct.or, wit.h the exception of the 
sender and sender-control switches, are provided with release 
magnets (not shown) and, when the dirN!tor selector is released, 
these magnets are all operated simultaneously, thereby rest<>ring 
the office-code register, operating the register control t<> its· first 
position, and returning the wipers of the office-code registers to 
their normal positions. The sender switch is rotated to its 
normal position, if for any reason it has not already done so, 
and the sender--control switch is stepped to its normal or first 
position. The direct.or is now completely Test<>red and is in a 
position ready for use in directing another connection. The 
director selector is a non-homing type of rotary switch, and there
fore its wipers remains in the position in which last used. 

The direct.or system is capable of handling all classes of traffic 
and provides for all special or irregular calls. In ~ases of calls 
for "dead" or unused office codes, or when a subscriber delays 
unduly in completing the dialing of a number or does not dial a 
complete number, the director \\ill rout~ the, call to"' a special..; 
servi<',e operator and then release. Provision is also -made for 
extending the "class-of-senice tones" to the toll or special

senice operators. 
Busy keys and test jacks (not. shown in the schematic diagram) 

are provided t<> enable the attendants to remove a director from 
service temporarily, to make routine or special tests. 

l\4]:xed Systems.-Where there are both manual and automatic 

central offices in the same exchange, the completion of connec
tions between sub8Cribers in one kind <>f office and tho8e in the 
other presents a special problem. This is· a problem which 
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nearly always occurs in the conversion of a multi-office system 
from manual to machine switching, as there is nearly always a 
considPmble period during which some of the offices are operating 
on the manual bal'h: while others have been cut owr to the auto
matic. In makin~ l'Uch connections from manual to automatic 
or r·ice r•ersa, a fundamental requirement has been adopted quite 
generally: namely, that either the manual or autoi:uatic sub
scriber shall be able to make his call in the usual way (manual 
or dial) regardless of which class of subscriber he is calling. 
Thus, the subscriber n<'ed not, and frequently docs not, know the 
type of office to which the called subscriber is connected, all 
nuinbers being listed in the lele}>hone direct_Olj' in tli€ same 
manner. 

One of two methods may be employed in e:.\-tending connec
tions from manual to st<'p-by-stcp offices. In one, the "A," 
or answering, operat.ors' positions in the manual office are 
equipped vdth dials, and t.hc operator receiving the call selects 
an idle trunk to the office desired and dials the station-code 
portion of the number. In the other, special apparatus is 
installed in the step-by-step office, and the call is extended to 
that point by eit.her the call-circuit or straightforward method of 
trunking. The equipment at the step-by-step office in this case 
consists of special manually operated positions, commonly called 
"cordless B" positions. The incoming trunks from the manual 

· : offieeS.t~minafeat thcl'e positions which are equipJX>d with send: 
ing:::.key sets. - The cordless "B" operator, when adYised of the 
number desired, sets up the station-code digits on her key set 
which then acts, in lieu of a dial, to extend the connection through 
the step-by-step switching apparatus to the called station. 

Two methods are also available for extending conncct.ions in 
the other direction, that is, from stt>p-by-stcp to manual offices. 
In one, a number of stat ion-code switches, sufficient t.o handle 
the traffic from the step-by-step offices, are installed in each 
of the manual offices. The other method utilizes special manu
ally operated incoming-tnmk positions at the manual offices. 
The method used depends upon the ultimatt> plan of the system, 
although the latter is the one more frequently employed. In 
the second arrangement, the special trunk positions arc provided 
with the complete subscriber's multiple, and t.he incoming 
trunks from the various step--by-step offices terminate in plug
ended circuits. The key shelves are equipped with visual 
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illuminated number-display apparatus called "call indicators," 
:10d, hence, these positions are termed "call-indicator" positions. 
As.'!ociated apparatus is provided at each manual office which 
registers and st.orcs the station-code portion of the number dialed 
by the calling subscriber. 

Call-ind£cator Positions.-Figure 79 shows a call-indicator 
position of a manual multiple board. It is equipped with 
forty-eight. incoming-trunk circuits from step-by-Rtep offices. 
The tnmks from a particular office are distributed among the 
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:Fw. 79.:-Call-indicator swit~hboard position. 

various incoming position~", providing for better--distribution 
of the incoming traffic and facilitating night S<'ivlce by perq~tting 
$Ubgroups of trunks from all the offices to be consolidated on· a 
few cull-indicator positions. The trunks terminating at the 
unoccupied positions are made busy by special busying circuits, 
so that the step-by-step s"itching apparatus will not attempt to 
distribute calls to them. 

The plugs oi the incoming trunks arc shown in a single row 
on the plug shelf at the rear of the key shelL Associated with, 
and in front of, each of these plugs are two supervisory lamps, 
one the assignment lamp and the other the disconnect lainp. 
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In front of these and at the c<>nter and l<>ft portions of the key 
shelf are two call-indicator display panels. The one at the 
left is the reserve panel, and the one at the center the r<"gular 
panel. The objE'Ct of providing duplicate panels is to enable 
the opt'rator to continue to operate with the re8<'rve panel, in 
ca8€' one or more lamps burn out in the regular pant'! during the 
busy period of the day. Each panel has a frost<'d-glass top 
plate, below which arc four groups of ten lamps <'ach with a 
tran!':parent number plate above each lamp, each group repre
senting the ten numemls for <'ach of the four digits. ·The culling 
numbPr is displayed by lighting onEl. lamp in each group, and in 
the illustration the number 9753 is sliOwn displayed. 

In manual offices sen:Jng party lines, a fifth group of display 
lamps is sometimes required. The lamps of this group indicate 
the party-line designation followi;;g the display of the four 
digits of the nutnber. A certain time interval is required to 
either display the party-line suffix or t.o definitely indi~ate an 
indhidual-line number. 

In the right portion of the key shelf is a lamp and key panel. 
The central office at which this view was taken hns seven register 
sets for each operator's position and the seven lamps in a row are 
associated with these register sets. One of the lamps is illumi
nated when a number is displayed, thereby indicating the partic
ular regist.er set on which the number is registen·d. In front of 
the first lamp at the left is a plunger-type key called the" assign
ment" key. The circuit of this key -is so arrang;ed that, if a 
number is displayed and no trunk-assignment lamp lights, the 
operator, by depressing the key, will cause the diseonnect lamp of 
the assigned trunk to light, thereby directing her to the proper 
trunk to use in completing the connection. The plunger-type key 
in front of the seventh lamp from the left is the "stepping"-""' 
key and is uged by the operator to move the display control. 
swit{:h off the contacts of a register set which is showing an 
aberrated or incomplete number on the display panel. This key 
(~nables an operator to free an aberrated number from her position 
and continue to complete normal connections. Busy-back 
jacks are mounted below the multiple for transmitting a busy 
tone to the cnllh;tg subscriber in case the called line is busy. 

Figure 80 is a schematic diagram of call-indicator equipment 
and its circuits .. At the top of the drawing is a portion of a 
group of incoming trunks from a step-by-step office. Each of 

" 
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the trunks has an associated relay group, which in addition to 
providing for the usual automatic ringing and supervisory func
tions, has additional relays for extending the break-impulses of 
the dialed number, through register selectors to register sets. 
Below the t.runk relay groups are shown the register selectors. 
These S<'lecton; are non-homing-type rotary switches and serve 
to associate an idle register set with an incoming trunk. One 
register sl.'lector is required for each incoming trunk and the bank 
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Fto. 80.-Srhematic diagram of call-indicator CIJUipment. 

contacts are multipk•d and terminated in the wipers of the digit 
distributor switches. At the right of the register selectors are 
the display panels at the switchboard positions. The regular 
and reserve panels are shown for one posit.ion. Below the dis
play panels arc the register sets which are mounted on a standard 
rack in the terminal or apparatus room. Three of these sets are 
shown, but. in practice from six to eight are associated with each 
switchboard position. The register switches of these sets are of 
the minor-rotary type and are therefore restored to normal after 
the set is released. The digit distributor switches (one :Per 
register set) are also minor type and serve to connect the dialing 
circuit with the proper digit registers as the impulses are received. 
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At the left of the register sets is shown one of the display control 

s"itches. This switch is of the non-homing rotary type (one per 

po:;;ition) and it is controlled by the availability of t.he operator; 

that is, when an operator has di::,posed of a connection and is 

free, this switch tran:;;fers to her position another call which at 

that time may be stored on another register set. associatro with 

her position. However, if no calls arc waiting, this switch does 

not operate. The controllin~?; relay for transferrin!!; the registered 

call to the display panel is l"hown at the left of the upper register 

set. One of these relays is required for each register set. 

lf j.1j.i )111 l:flll!lfl:l .... 

-mHrrrrrr .. 
!zr1-llll4, ;odisp!ay 

confh:ll 

FtG. 81.-Wiring of display-lamp circuits. 

_ Figure 81 shows in a little more detail the method of wiring the 

-nnm.ber lamps of the display panel to the regist~r bank contacts. 

When the controlling relay is operated by the display control 

switch, ground is applied to each of the wipers of the register 

swit.ch, and through the contacts on which the wiper are then 

resting, to the proper number lamps in the display panel and to 

batt~ry. This causes to be di!<pL'lyed before the operator the 

numerical di¢ts which have be<>n stored on one of the register 

sets. At the same time, the a&<;ignment lamp, associated with 

the plug of the incoming trunk, lights and indicates the particular 

trunk to be uscd in completing the connection. 

•• 
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Cordless 11 B" Positions.-Figure 82 is a photograph of several 

cordless "B" switchboard positions utilized in extending con

nections from manual offices to a step-by-step office: Associated 

with the switchboard positions, but located elsewhere in the 

building, are senders, and sometimes sender finders, for allocating 

sen.ders to the positions, for transmitting the digits set up on the 

key sets, to the step-by-step switching apparatus of the office. 

The sections of the switchboard are of one position each and, 

in order t.o facilitat(l operation and the observation of signals, 

both the key shelf and trunk face panel arc placed at an.angle, the

face panel having about twice the angularity of the key shelf. 
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Fto. 82.-Cordless "B" switchboard positions. 

In the center of each key shelf are the digit-sending keys and 

immediately above t.hem a cancel key. When an error has been 

made in the operation of the digit key, the cancel key is depressed, 

thereby erasing the incorrect. number and permitting the correc

tion of an error without again pressing the assignment key 

associated with the incoming trunk. At the left of each position 

is mounted a glass-cqvered instruction-curd panel. These posi

tions each have a capacity of fifty trunks of which in this case 

thirty are equipped. The face panel has five horizontal rows pf 

keys and lamps with a designation strip below each row., The 

four lower rows have changeable designations for trunk numbers, 

while the top row has fixed, designations. In each of the two 
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lO\wr rows are fifteen plunger-type keys and lamps associated 

with the incoming trunks. The plunger keys are the trunk

nssignnu~nt keys and are pressed imml"diately after the operator 

has receiv<'d from an "A" operator the number called and has 

ai'signcd the trunk, but before the number has been registered 

on the sender-key set.. The assignment key serves to associate a 

sender with the position. The associated lamps are tbe super

visory lamps, and in this case the "one-lamp" type of supervision 

is employed. In this method, the lamp remains lighted while 

the trunk is in use and flashes if an 11 A" operator plugs into the 

wrong tn:ink or one on which the assignment key has not been 

pressed. The lamp is extinguisheB when the trunk is discon

nected, but. the cordless "B" operator is not involved in the 

disconnection, since it is accomplished automatically. The thi~d 

and fourth rows of the face panel each comprise fifteen two-posi

tion lever keys associated with the correspondingly positioned 

trunk-as..'>ignment keys and supervisory lamps in the first two 

rows. When a k~ lever is moved downward or toward the 

operator, the associated trunk is removed from service and the 

supervisory lamp lighted. The upward position of the key is for 

the purpose of converting the associated incoming trunk to an 

emergency call circuit when the regular call circuit is out of serv

ice. In this case also, the supervisory lamp lights and remains 

lighted while1he trunk is used as an emergency call circuit. The 

top or fifth row contains keys associated with the local operation 

of the positions, such as disconnecting a faulty call circuit or

grouping call circuits for night service, calling a supervisor 

and disconnecting sender finders. 

. While the above illustration and description are for the call

circuit method of operating trunks, the straightforward method 

is.equally applicable with a similar type of equipment. 

Small-community and Rural Systems.-Step-·by-step central

office equipment has been adapted to the needs of small

community and rural-district exchanges serving from a few 

subscribers up to several hundred. These small exchanges may 

be "attended," that is, looked after by someone in constant 

att<>ndance, or they may be "unattended" and Rupervised from. 

a near-by city exchange or toll center. The latter method of 

operating is assumed in the following description. In many 

instanCes, several small unattended exchanges are supervised 

from the same point. Toll, information, and speeial-serviee 
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calls are handled through the supervising center, so that a twenty

four-hour service is furnished which otherwise might not be 

warrant~d in certain small communities. The unattended 

offices are visit~d by maint.<>nance employees at predetermined 

intervals to check up on t.he operation of the equipment and 

correct. any non-standard conditions that rna~ have developed. 

Similar switching apparatus operating on the general prin

ciples already described for huger offices are employed in these 

small exchanges. The main differences are in the arrangement 

and mounting of the apparatus and in fhe addition of remote

control apparatus for maintenance supervision. Certain of the 

local equipment must also be arranged to function automatically,. 

as, for example, that for charging the storage batteries. The 

subscribers' stations are usually served by party lines. 

Two general methods of serving small communities by step

by-step equipment arc employed by Automatic Electric Company 

and styled by that concern as "full-aut.omatic" and "semi

auto'matic" respectively. Each of these general methods is 

subject to '\'arious modifications to meet 8peciallocal requirements. 

Full-automatic Operation in Srnall Communities.-With the. 

full-automatic method of operation, the central-office switches 

are controlled by dials at the subscribers' stations as in larger 

step-by-step exchanges. The subscribers' dials have simple 

number plates with numerals only, as shown in the left-haud cut 

of Fig. 7. 
. .The common-bat.t~ry. !!!.et~oft Jqr)?~" !-~!~\~ an_fl signaling-.. 

is u~sed, thill1 requinng storage batteries and~ means for charging 

them. The "floating" method of charging, explained in Chap. 

VII, is used, the charging being aut.omatically controlled hy the 

voltage of the battery and in some instances by ampere-hour 

meters. Either rectifiers or motor-generator Sets may be 

employed for charging, depending on the type of po~er supply 

available. .> 

The telephone stations are ordinarily arranged for ten-pany 

service with code or harmonic ringing, thus requiring the use of 

frequency-selecting type connectorS. Reverting-call switches 

are provided to handle calls between stations on the same line. 

The ringing current may be supplied by rotary ringing machines 

but, on. account of the small current required, the vibrator type 

of equipment is most commonly provided. These unattended 

offices are also equipped with apparatus for the transmission of 
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alarm signals to the supervising center, as will be described later. 

The subscribers secure connections in the same manner as 

pN:'viously explained for the larger systems, the switching opera

tions being in no way affected by the method of supervision 

employed. 
Semi-autonu:dic Operation in Small E.rchanges.-This is really a 

N:'motc-control method of operation, the control of the central

office switches being exerted by a distant operator rather than by 

the subscribers themselves. This operator, located at an 

associated city-office, is known as the "control" operator. She 

merely ascertains the wishes of the calling subscriber and estab-~ 

lishes the conn<'ction by means of a dial or key set connected 

to the unattended exchange over a cont.rol trunk. The control 

trunk is used by the subscriber in telling the control operator the 

connection desired, and by the control operator in setting up the 

connection. This trunk is not. used in the actual connections 

between subscribers. After dialing, the operator disconnects 

from the control trunk and exercises no further supervision on the 

local connection she establishes. 
This method of operating may be employed in small scattered 

communities to eliminate the necessity of maintaining operators 

at points where there is insufficient traffic to keep them busy. 

Sometimes such offices are installed when the associated city 

exchange is manually operated, but where it is planned to change 

the entire system to full-automatic operation at some later date, 

at w hic_h_j:ime-{be . semi-l!U!Dmatic offioos will.be · cba-iij~ed:to -ftrll.: 

automatic operation. 
These exchanges generally operate '"ith local battery trans

mission and magneto signaling requiring, therefore, local batteries 

and hand generators at the substations, the generator being used 

to signal the control operator and to release the connection after 

completion of conversation. The central-office equipment com-·' 

prises line switches and numerical switches· and is similar to 

that just explained for full-automatic unat.tended exchanges, 

except that a semi-automatic type of numerical switches is 

required. Toll trunkR, usuaily the two-way type, are provided 

between the unattended office and the control center and such 

other toll centers or exchanges as the local conditions and traffic 

warrant. ProvisioilS are made, by remote-control means, for 

converting any one of the toll trunks to a control trunk in case 

the regular control trunk becomes inoperative, and an emergency 

f 

t 
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operating set is usually installed at the unattended office for 

use when, for any reason, all of the trunks to the control center 

are out of service. 
When a subscriber removes his receiver from-the hook switch 

and turns the hand generator to make a call to another local 

station, the line switch operates and extends the connection to a 

numerical switch or connector. A relay in the numerical switch 

operates and extends the connection to the control trunk. If 
the control trunk is busy, the line switch will not operate until 

the trunk is free. This trunk, when seized, causes a signal to be 

displayed _before 1h~ _cont_rol-;o~rator. Th~. -contr.ol operator 
answers the signal by operating a kefas;ociated withthe trunk-,_ 

:tnd connects her listening and dialing circuit. After ascertaining 

the number desired, she dials and releases her circuit from the 

control trunk by restoring the key. When the operator dials 

the desired number, the numerical switch previously used at the 

unattended office in extending the connection to the control 

trunk receives the break-impulses and operates to extend the 

. connection from the calling line to the line of the called sub
scriber. Ringing current is then applied to the line, or if the 

called line is busy, the busy tone is transmitted to the calling 

station in the usual manner. When the numerical switch com
pletes the selecting functions1 the control trunk is released. and 

made available for tise in connection with other originating calls. 

. Reverting calls are. completed by the_ OJ!trator $ho_dials' a~ __ . 
. . . . -. - - -- -·- -:· -·:· ....-y - -~-.-

code number to signal the want.ed station, 'after imtructillg the,.> o· ~ 

calling subscriber to hang up and wait for a moment. ,~ 

Outgoing toll calls or calls for other exchanges are handled in 

the same manner as a local connection, except that the control 

operator, instead of dialing a !'lubscriber's number, dials a pre
assigned numberto connd'ct the li~e of the calling subscriber t.o a 

toll or other exchange trunk extending to the pro!)9r 9perator. 

Incoming toll or. other exchange calls to subs_cribers. aro com

pleted in the same manner as in full-automatic operation,~ since 

the unattended exchanges are provided with numerical switches 

capable of reaching any subscriber's line in the exchange. 
Rural-line OperaNon.-The rural lines are p:Yact.ically ·always 

operated on the multi-station basis, with code ringing. These 

lines may be operated by the full-automatic or the senH-autpmatic 

method as may be desired, but the following ·description will be 

for the full automatic> . 
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The locnl~batt.ery method of tdephonic transmission is gt'ner

nlly u&>d, and the subscribers' stations are t>quipped with local

battery mnp;net.o instmments provided with dials ha·dng the 

F.imple number plat~. The central-office switching equipment 

consists of line switches, selector h'peaters, and connectots, 

accordinp; to the requirements of the individual exchange. On 

account of the frequent long length and character of rural lines, 

"simplex" dialing is quite often employed. In one arrangement 

of this, the dinling circuit is established by connecting one of the 

impulse sprinp;s of the dial to ground and the other to the center 

tap of the ring~r: ~oil~ a_nd· .h): c,o~nect:fnK~th(!"'"Uno ~lay-:at.the 

central office to the center tap of tbe line repeating coiL Thus 

th<> dialing impulses are sent over both sides of the line in parallel 

with a ground return. 

The subscribers secure connections to other stations in the 

snme p;en<'rnl manner as previously described for full-automatic 

or semi-autpmatic operation in small-community systems. 

Calls for another party on the same line are usually made· by the 

subscriber's signaling the code of the desired station by means 

of his hand. generator! . 

Safeguards and Alarm Signals.-Since the unatt~nded com

munity exchange depends upon supervision from a distant point, 

the m.aintenance methods are somewhat different from those in 

the larJ?;er attended exchanges, and it is d<'sirable to provide 

remote-control means and additional safeguards to. ins!,lr~ J~ 
:Cont·i'~niity of service. -:. . . . ~ ~~- . t.i 

The self-aligning type of plun!!;er line switch affords means 

for enabling a subscriber to free himself from a defective tmnk 

circuit. The inter-office tmnks to the city exchanp;e or toll 

center are so arranged as to enable a subscriber to connect with 
. ~ 

one even though one or more of them may be: in trouble. The 

,:incoming ends of these tmnks at the toll center or city exchange 

are under constant supervision. but, however, certain classe5 of 

faults, as for example open conductors, do not give an indication 

until connected for use. This contingency-of being unable to 

get 1 hrough-is guarded against by using a "trunk-busying'' 

circuit which is nrranged to busy the firRt trunk aft~r it has been 

used, so that the next call must take the 8Ccond tmnk. Thus a 

subscriber, by recalling, is always able to get free from a faulty .; 

trunk and reach an operator, or other central-office switching 

apparatus, a.o; long as any of the trunks are working. Special 

'I 
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forms of intra-office trunk multipling also are employed to dis-

tribute the traffic, so that recalls will nqt be routed through the 

same switching apparatus. When duplicate· ringing sets are 

provided, the circuits are so arranged that, if trouble should 

develop on the set. in service, it will be removeo from service 

automatically and the other set substituted. 

In order to facilitate the supervision of these offices from a 

distant point, various alarm signals are- provided to indicate 

when a non-standard condition occurs at the unattended office, 

such as a blown ·fuse, lack of ringing current, improper operation 

of the charging equipment, or line permanents. These signals 

are transmitted to the supervi!:\ing office over one of the regular 

inter-office trunks. The signal-rc~eived does not .inaicate -the 

character of the fault and the attendant then dials a pre-assigned 

"test" number to connect with the supervisory equipment at 

the unattended office to obtain further details. The alarms 

are divided into two classes: "emergency" alarms indicating 

conditions which prevent the continuation of service or the 

proper functioning of a major unit of apparatus, and 1hus 

requiring immediate attention, and "regular" alarms for non

standard conditions which do not seriously impair the service 

and may, therefore, be cleared when convenient. Aft~r dialing 

the test number, the attendant will hear a tone signal if the 

alarm was of a regular nature and will not hear any tone if the 

alarm-was of .an eJl!ergc11cy character. 
Bectiiniil£'-Jfoit~tiTjg ~Friirnei.::::::.A type of ~mounting frame 

and method of wiring for small unattended office equipments, 

which provides for flexibility in growth and for complete enc~osure 

against dust and mechanical injury, has been developed and 

standardized. The frames are of "sectional" type, after the 

manner of sectional bookcases. The sections or units are 

designed for mounting numerical switches, line switches, and 

other groups of apparatus and all the circuits for each shelf 

are wired to terminal blocks before leaving the factory. Each 

section is therefore completely self-contained, so that, in installing 

them, it is necessary only to place them in the desired positions 

and make the proper cross-connections between their respective 

terminal blocks. 
Such a switchboard'is shown in Fig. 83, in which the enclosing 

panels of the center section and two of the individual connector 

switch covers are shown removed and on the floor. The rear 
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panels' are removable in the same way, affording complete 

access to all the equipment. In this particul:ir switchboard, 

the front compartment of the lower f;('Ction is the "power shelf" 

containing the pow('r pan('}, bm;y and ringing interrupters, 

and associat('d relays, while the rear compartment contains 

fift.y line switch('s. Th<' middle and upper S<'ctinns each contain 

in th<'ir front compartments eapacity for t<>n t<'n-party frequency 

selectors, of which ten for local service are seen in the illustra-
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Flo. 83,-Scctional-type 8llitchboard-top and bottom section panels in place. 

tion. :.\fultiplc banks for the complete switch capacity are 

instl}lled and wired on each shelf. The rear compartments 

of tpese sections contain miscellaneous equipment, such as 

reverting-call switches, impulse repeaters, numerical switches 

associated with trunks to other offices, and supervisory and 

test-ing equipment. 

- · The battery and charging equipment is enclosed in a separate 

: metal cabinet. A separate distributing frame with protective 

· upp~ratus for the lines is also required. This may be of either 

the walt or the 'f1oor type according to the size of the office. 
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AUXILIARY CENTRAL-OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

The more important groups of auxiliary equipmeb.t, . not 

directly entering into the switching operations proper but, 

nevcrt he less, essential or convenient in the operation of the 

exchange, are the diRtributin~ frar;ncs, power plant, testing 

and routine equipment, and information and service-observing 

equipment. 
Distributing Frames.-The general type of main and inter

mediate distributing frames described in Chap. IX are used in 

step-by-step systems, but., in addition,_ some special types 
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Fto. 84.-1'1oor plan of t'entral office with combination distributing frame and 
selector distributing 8.8!!embly frames. 

developed for the particular requirements of the system may 

be referred to here. The two most important of these are~

the "combined main and line intermediate dii'tributing frame" 

and the "selector distributing terminal as...~mbly frame." · 

Combine<L.\f ain and Line Intermediate Distributing Frame.

This arrangement provides the necessary flexibility in cross

connecting and at t.he same time affords a saving in floor space, 

in cable and cross-connections, and in the number of terminal 

blocks needed. · 

Figure 84 ·is a typical floor plan of a 6,000-line office using 

the combination type of frame. The combination frame is 
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~;hown at the left, the protector side facing the wall. Placed 

on the oppo~;ite side of the framework, and adjacent to what 

would ordinarily be the switchboard terminal side, are the 

lin£'-switch and ·connector-board terminal racks. These racks 

are at the ends of the rows of line-switch and connect.or boards. 

These rows, with aisles between, extend at right angles to the 

dil'tributing frame proper. 

The line-Rwit.ch units are mounted on both sides of their boards 

and arranged horizontally, as shown in Fig. 40. The con

nectors also are mounted on both sides of their boards. The 

terminal blocks on the line-switch and connector racks are 

mounfed vertically and repla_ce 'the terminal blo.cks formerly 

·mounted on the separate boards. What would formerly have 

be-en the switchboard side of the main framework carries no 

terminale;, except that the party-line grouping terminal blocks, 

when required, are mounted in the spaces opposite the aisles, 

and except that the four vertical rows of tem1inal blocks shown 

at the upper end of figure on the combination frame- are pro

vided for terminating toll and miscellaneous circuits. 

At the .right of the vertically mounted terminal blocks are 

the rotary secondary line switches, and at the right of these 

is the trunk I.D.F. Below the trunk I.D.F. are the first and 

~cond selectors, mounted on double-sided boards and with 

S<'lector distributing terminal assembly frames (to be described 

later) shown at the right of each. 

In· the arrangement shown, the subscribers' line circuits of 

the primary plunger line SVIitches and the normals of the con~ 

nectars are cabled t.o blocks on the respective terminal racks. 

The t ronks from the primary and secondary line switches are 

cabled to the trunk I.D.F. The trunks to the first selectors 

are cabled from the trunk I.D.F. to the first-selector boards. 

The multiple bank circuits of the first selectors are wired to 

the associated terminal assembly frames and from these the 

trunks are cabled to the second selectors. The multiple bank 

circuits of the second selectors arc likewise wired to associated 

terminal assembly frames and from there trunks are cabled to 

the connectors. The subscribers' outside lines, the . terminal 

blocks on . the line-switch terminal racks, and the terminal 

blocks on the connector terminal racks are _cross-connected on 

the combination frame properly to connect the line switches 

and connector normals to the subscribers' Jines. The primary 

~ 
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line switches are cross-connected to secondary line switches, 

and the secondary line switches to first selectors at the trunk . 

I. D. F. 
Selector Distrt"buHru; Termi

nal A. ssembly Fram~.-This 

type of frame has been devel~ 

oped to facilitate th_e re-ar- , ,"~ 

ranging of s e 1 e c t 0 r trunk ': :_) i'r.::.C.: ;;c ~ •• -
groups, to provide for readily . 

making additions to the trunk- · . 

ing system, and to permit the r 
use of the method of trunk mul- ~ .: 

~~!~c~l w:a~\ is ;~:;:~t=~: . r ---
t.ion. Figure 85 shows a se- ~ 
lector distributing frame f.Lt the ,t r 
left and a portion of a trunk :t -
sel;ctoi board at the rig?t. ·t - - l 
This is a high-type boardl w1th ,t . . ·~.~-~thi$~1 

eight shelves of selecto~, each , : wr;. ~--~ i ~. . ·"f 
shelf having a capacity for •f IR ·.· -~~ · {11tt·~~ 
twenty selectors, divided into ! . . • · '~· 11 

two subgroups of ten each. m -[--~,--_ --~. ;H ·tl 
The selector terminal frame ~ -~-. ...,~'1.·11 

1
tJ 

may be placed between two ~- .. ; ~:-: ~;~~' '""'"'!..: 
single-sided trunk ~ards or at- r ~ t ~ r:· . ll 
t.he end of a doubl~s1ded board . ~ . tt:_. ·~-

as was shown at t.he right of ~-~ i: ~,...._~:~~ 
Fig. 84. ;-., .. " ~·---~ i1iiirii 

The selector distributing . ,; ~-. 

frame consists- of 32 llorizon- · · · · 

t.al row~?,..of three-pin contact Fw. 85.-Sclector distributing termjnal 

blocks mounted on e.n iron assembly frame. 

framework. The pins in these 

blocks pro,ject on both sides and, theref~re, connections 

may be r---made ·at. either side. Ea~h honzont~l row of 

blocks has 300 terminal pins, on whwh are ternunated the 

multiple bank circuits for a subgroup of 10 selectors. Th~ 

32 rows will, therefore, serve to terminate the multiple _bank 

circuits of 32 subgroups or the total capacity of two smgle

sided high-type selector boards or one double-sided board. · 
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The multiple bank wires from the switches are connected 

to the back side of th<' frame terminals and on the front side 

vertic:.1l croS8-connections are placed to arrange for any desired 

{!;rouping of the subgroup multiple bank circuits. The circuit 

groups are "ired from the horizontal blocks to terminal blocks 

mounted vertically on the right and left sides of the selector 

dil'tributing terminal as .. ••embly frame. From these, terminal 

blocks cables are ext<'nded to the nexi selectors or connectors in 

the switch train. Therefore, by merely changing th(' cross-con

nections and the connections to the wrtical t('nninal blocks 

~hangcs may be made in the trunk groups "ithout disturbing: 

m any way, the penn~nent multi~le switch-bank wiring on the 

horizontal terminal blocks. 

Power Plants.-The common elements of telephone power 

plants, such as storage batteri!.'s, charging and ringing machines, 

and power boards, are dealt "ith in Chap. VII, which also 

contains a descript.ion of typical power-plant practices of the 

Strowger step-by-step system. A.s it is the practice of Auto

matic Electric Company closely to associate the apparatus 

of its supervisory alarm system with its power-plant apparatus, 

specific attention to this alarm system may be given here. 

Supervisory Alarm. System.-This is an arrangement of 

signal equipment which, in case of a ·non-standard condition 

gives an alarm indicating the nature of the abnormal conditio~ 
and its general location. The alarm generully consists of an 

audible and visQal signal. The operation of the various alarm 

circuits is under the control of rehys mounted on the super

visory panel of the power switchboard (right panel of Fig. 215; 

Chap. VII), and also relays on the connector, selector, arid 

line-equipment boards. Alarm circuits are usually provided 

f~r line-switch boardH, selector trunk boards, connector boardsi·"' 

power equipment, and the main distributing frame. -~ 

Non-standard conditions may be divided into t.wo classes. 

The first is non-standard as soon a:; the fault occurs, such as 

the blowing of a fuse on any one of the fuse panels, which 

m\L<;t cause the immediate operation of an alarm; and the second 

becomes non-standard only aft.er an appreciable time interval 

such as the failure of a connector to release. In the latter case: 

the alarm equipment must not. operate until after the normal 

releasing time of. the switch has elapsed. Each of the line

·switch, connector, and selector signal groups has associated 
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with it a group of relaysl. the function of which is to delay the_ 

operation of the alarm equipment on non-standard conditions 

of the second cln.ss. The interval of delay is controlled by two 

release-time control relays which. are operated alt.ernately by 

the rinp;ing interrupter equipment or by special timing control 

equipments. 
The particular supervisory arrangement provided is determined 

by the type and layout of the switching equipment, the alarm 

apparatus being divided into the most. convenient signal groups 

according to physical location. In an office employing the 

low type of frame equipment, a typical signal .scheme w<mld 

operate as follows: When a:-noO:•stimdird condition develops, 

an audible alarm signal sounds, and directing lamps are illu

minated. One lamp is located in a "ceiling panel" (Fig. 86) 

Fla. 86.-Signal-la.mp panel-ceiling type. 

which is placed ncar the ceiling in a position easily visible fmm 

various parts of the switclu:oom or visible from a._desk at which 

some switchman is normally on duty. This lamp indicates 

by its color and marked designation the nature of the alarm 

and the signal group in which the fault exists. Another lamp 

is lighted on the sheU, of the particular board where the non

standard condition occurs. A switchman following these signal 

lamps is readily guided to the location of the fault. In an 

office using high type of frame equipment, the ceiling panel 

lamps are usually omitted, since ~hey could not be readily 

seen, and; instead, signal group lamps at the main-aisle ends 

of the trunk-board line-ups are generally employed. In this 

case, signal lamps also a.re provided on each shelf of the boards. 

On the line-switch boards, a blue lamp is lighted when a master 

switch continues to rotate and a green lamp when a line-switch 

line relay fails to release. A red signal light indicates a blown 
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fu~. On the trunk selector boards, a green lamp indicates that 

a selector switch has failed to release, and a white lamp shows 

that a selector switch .is held operated but not switched through. 

As in theca~ of the line-switch alarm, a red light indicates that 

a fu~ has blown. The alarms for the connector boards are the 

Slme as for the selector boards and the non-standard conditions 

are indicated by la.mps of the sa.me characteristic colors. Asso

ciated with the delay relay group of-the line-switch, selector, and 

connector boards and mounted on the audible alarm panel is a 

nannonious bell which operates simultaneously with the visual 

si!!:nals. The blowing of a battery or ringing-generatorfuse, or 

the opening of a circuit breaker; ~uses the operation of a buzzer 

on the audible alarm panel, and a generator failure causes an 

alarm bell to ring. An alarm bell is also provided to indicate 

high or low voltage at. the battery bus-bars. When a main dis

t ributing-frame heat coil operates, a buzzer located on the 

distributing frame gives an audible alarm and a white lamp asso

ciated with the particular protector vertical is lighted.· 

Testing Facilities.-Facilities for rapidly and accurately 

testing to determine the presence of conditions that interfere 

with the proper operation of the system or that, if allowed to 

persist, would be likely to do so in the future form an important 

part of step-by-step exchange equipment. The type of testing 

equipment provided depends somewhat on the size of the system, 

smaller offices requiring relatively simple and larger systems 

more elaborate equipment .. Centralized testing from one 

offiee is usually employCcl ·in t.he multi-office· exchanges on 

account of the economy resulting from maintaining only one 

group of testing employees. However, sufficient testing equip

ment is usually installed in each of the other offices to provide 

for the cut:..;o.ver and additions or major changes in the outside 

. plant, and for use in cases of emergency, such as a cable failure 

or damage from a disastrous storm. In offices where quite a 

number of toll lines are terminated or looped through, separate 

toll test panels are usually provided in addition to the local 

testing equipment. 
Local Test Desk.-When the ultimate equipment of an office 

or system is planned t.o exceed about one thousand lines, the 

more complete testing facilities operated from a "local test 

desk" are usually provided. The desk has a volt-milliammeter 

and 3.880Ciated equipment for quickly determining the nature and 

// 
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degree of electrical faults and a dial speed indicator for accurately 

measuring the speed of impulsing of the subscribers' dials, and 

it may be provided also with a Wheatstone bridge for making 

"location" tests of faults. in the outside plant. In addition ~be 

desk is afforded means for communicating, usually by call 

circuits, with other test desks and service facilities in the system. 

Circuits are provided from the special selectors to the desk 

for extending calls from inspectors, installers, or other company 

employees. Outgoing calls to subscribers' stations are made 

by single-ended cord circuits terminated in selector switches. 

In gene~al, three methods may be employed in connecting 

the subscribers' lines or trunks to be tested to the test desk. 

The first is by means of the incoming trunks to the test desk 

from the special selector levels. These trunks are provided 

for the use of company employees in communicating with the 

test desk and, when not equipped with repeaters or holding 

bridges, they may be used to advantage for testing purposes. 

The ~cond method is by means of test lines to the )I.D.F. 

These lines terminate in multiple jack boxes suitably located at 

the ~1.D.F., from which a connection may be extended through a 

flexible cord and test shoe to the protector springs of the line or 

trunk t.o be tested. At the test desk each of these test lines 

terminates in a bridged listening jack and two cut-off jacks, so 

arranged that the "line" side of the circuit may be tested 

independently of the ''switchboard" side, thus providing a 

means of first determining whether the trouble is ~'inside'~o! _ 

·"outside." The listening jack permits the.testmanto determine:.i 

whether or not the line or trunk is in use before "splitting" 

the circuit for test. The third method utilizes the "test switch 

train," which was briefly described in connection with Fig. 

71. The test switch 'train is made up of two or three special 

types of Strowger switches, depending on whether the exchange 

is a single- or multi-office system and, in the latter case, on the 

number of central offices. The test switch train circuits ter

minate aj. the test desk in jacks ·with associated supervisory 

lamps, bm:1y lamps, and release keys. They enable the testman 

to make direct connection with the normals of any desired line 

at the connector banks over a test trunk free from all bridg.es 

and· attachments, and therefore suitable for making tests 

on the outside line, station equipment, and line switch. When 

the wipers of a test connector are rotated to the normals of a busy 

; . 
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line, a busy tone and visual sip:nal are transmitted to the test 

de:<k and the testman may hold the test trunk until the line 

lx·comcs idle or he may conn<'ct with the busy line. In cases 

wh<'re a number of lines terminating on the same connector are 

to be 1<'8t<'d, the t.<'stman may r<'l<'ase th<' t<'st. connector and 

conn<'ct "it h t h<' other lin<'s by simply dialing the tens and units 

di~its of the number or, when t.he desired number is on the same 

l<.'v<.'l, by dialing the units digit- only. This f<'ature is generally 

<'mploy<'d wh<'n routine tests arc made on all the subscribers' 

r::t:. 
......... 

Fta. 87.-Local test dct~k. 

lines. The test connectors are also utilized in the toll~verifica

tion switch -train as previously referred to in connection with 

:Fig. 11: When 00,. used, the toll-verification ~;witch~bank levels 

are multipled to the bank levels of the test-distributor switches 

and the verification switch train connected to the toll board in 

the. same manner as the test switch train is connected to the 

test desk. 
The front of a typical one-position local test desk, with 

a cable-turning section at the right, is illustrated in Fig. 87. 

When several positions. are required, the necessary number of 

one-position sections are. placed adjacent to each other. In 

the desk is mounted all the apparatus associated with the various 
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circuits with the exception of the switches in the test switch 

train and in the combined howler and insulation breakdown test 

switch circuit. The face equipment of each section is installed 

in three panels. The volt-ammeter is located in the left panel, 

and below it the associated rheostat dials. The center panel 

has the dial speed indicator mounted at the top and immediately 

below are ten test distributor trunks with designation strip, 

busy lamps, jacks, SUp<'rvisory lamps, and release keys; and 

below these nrc ten miscellaneous test lines including those 

H> the :\l.D.l'"'· This t<'s1: line equipment consists of designation 

strip, jacks, and supervisory lamps. The right panel has ten 

inspectors' trunks from selector levels, consisting of designa

tion strip, hold lamps, answering jacks, and answering lamps. 

The lower group of trunks in this panel are reserved for test 

lines to a toll test pan<'l and consist of designation strip, and 

jacks. Below the jack space in the center and right panels are 

various pilot lamps and keys associated with the position. 

The key shelf of the position is equipped with keys, plugs, 

and supervisory lamps associated with the circuits of the desk . 

The dial will be seen at the right of the keys. At the left of · 

the lever keys nre five standard call-circuit keys. The first 

nine lever keys from the left are arranged in two rows, those 

in the front row being associated with the primary test circuit 

and those in the back row are the master ringing keys and the 

keys associat€d with the auxiliary t€st circuit. The tenth key 

in the front row is the coin-control key associated with the _ 

· coin-box test circuit. The next three keys are for t!se with ~th;~ 

Wheatstone bridge. A key space comes next and then the key 

for talking and dialing on the singl~nded cord circuit. The 

last key in the row is the transmitter cut-out. Of the five 

plugs, the two at the' left are respectively for connecting the 

primary test circuit and the auxiliary test circuit. The third 

plug is associated with the sounder test circuit and the fourth 

with the Wheatstone bridge. The last plug at the right is 

t.he ans"~ng plug of the single-ended cord circuit. These 

plugs ha V<' associat.!.'d cord supervisory lamps, not visible in 

the illustration. ~lounted in the lock rail below the key shelf 

at the left are the jacks for the operator's telephone set, nnd a.t 

the right is the drawer for the Wheatstone bridge. 

The principal elements of the testing equipment. proper 

are associated with. either the primary or auxiliary testing cord 
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circuits. The primary test cord is ordinarily used for making 
routine tests and others requiring the use of the volt-milliam
meter or the Wheatston(' bridg£', while the auxiliary testing 
circuit is employed in m:tking howler and insulation breakdown, 
\iial speed, sound<'r testl;;, etc., which consume considerable 
time. This arrnngC'ment permits the testman to conduct dif-

Flo. 88.-Dial speed indicator. 

ferent kinds of tests simultaneously. However, by means of a 
s·witching key the primary and auxiliary testing circuits can be 
inu;rchanged ~;th respect to their cords without the necessity 
of actually changing the plugs. 

Besides the tests common to telephone exchanges in general, 
the step-by-step system requires ~Some peculiar to itself. An 
important one of theHC, for which this desk is equipped, is that 
for the accurat.£' d(•termination of the speed of the substation 
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dials. The device for making this is the dial speed indicator 
which was .referred to in describing ·Fig. 87. A larger view of 
this apparat.us, with the cover removed, is given in Fig. 88 and 
its qpcrating circuit in Fig. 89. The pointer of the dial speed 
indicator is mov<>d from left to right by a clock spring under 
control of an escapem<'nt. Its speed is constant regardless of the 
speed of the dial being tested and is such as to move from 0 to 
10 on the scale in just lsecond. The starting and stopping are 
under control of the station dial being tested, the first dial
break starting it and the tenth stopping it at wh~tev~r pointit __ 
may have reached. Obviously,-if the~diafutidcrfest--fS run:riing·· 
too fast, the pointer will stop before it reaches 10; if too slow, it 
will be stopped some point beyond 10; if just right (10 impulses 

• 

Fw. 89.-Dial speed-testing circuit. . _. _ . .7'·' 
- . . - . . ... :. -- -c' - ,~- - . -:-a .. 

·:.--c~cond), it will stop at 10. The scale is calibrated in impulses ~--- r:i 

per second .. 
The circuit of this indi<cator is connected to the auxiliary 

testing circuit by means of a 11 dial key" and supervision is
provided by means of the cord supervisory la~p. The auxiliary 
testing cord ·is connected to the subscriber's iine by Q,ny one of 
the thr..::e means previously stated, namely, test lines at ~LD.F., 
inspectors' trunks, or test <!onnectors. . Before making the test, 
the testman must be assured that the line is free from bridges or 

. attachments at the central office, this condition being indicated 
by a lighted cord supervil'ory lamp. To set the indicator for 
operation, the testman turns its handle to the )eft until the 
pointer is at the 0 mark. The handle then turns clock\\-ise 
to close the circuit-breaker springs shown at the right of the 
magnet C in Fig. 89. The device is now ready for the dial 
impulses. 
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With the receiver off the hook at the t=tubscriber's station 

the line circuit is closed through the dial-impulse springs and 

relay A in the t~sting circuit is energized. The operation of 

the slow-acting relay B follows and connects the circuit of 

the stepping magnet C through the clo!'l('d circuit-breaker springs 

to contacts of relay A and t>xtinguishcs the testing cord super

visory hunp. Dial tone is trn.nsmitt('d to the subscriber's station 

to ad vi~ that the testman hn.s the indicator connected and ready 

to receive the dial impulses. The inspector or person assisting 

the testman then dials zero (0). At the c<:>ntral office, relay A 

will be 'l'Clea.s~d mQnl_ent:njl):o:n_the ~t:lrt;'br~-impUl~frem the 

dial and ~thereby close the circtlit of m-agnet -c~ to release the 

Fta: 90.-Testing turret-front view. 

il 

indicator pointer which will begin tq move at its own speed. 

:-.Ieanwhile, magnet C will be operated ten times and on the tenth 

impulse will operate a trippingdevice to stop the pointer. The 

position of the pointer when stopped indicates directly the num

.ber of break-impulses transmitted uy the dial per second. The 

usual standard for which dials are adjusted 'is ten per second. 

In· small installations the duties of testman and repair cl~rk 

and sometimes of information operator, are performed b;· 

one employee. In such cases, the complaint and infonnation 

trunks are ·wired to the local test desk, and the jack and signal 

equipment are installed in vacant jack spaces of the face panels. 

However, if these clas.-.es of work require more than one employee; · 

it is more economical to assign separate employees to the dif- · 

ferent classes and provide separate information and rep~ir 
clerk desks tha.n to install additional test-desk positions. 

• 
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For smaller offices, ~th estimated ultimate capacities not 

exceeding 1,000 lines, a less elaborate test-desk equipment 

called a "testing turret'' (Fig. 90) is used. This is of the cordless 

type and may be placed on an ordinary desk and used with the 

dial :md talking set of any standard dial telephone. 

Repair-clerk Desk.-The duties of the repair clerk are princi

pally of a clerical nature. He maintains the subscribers' line 

card records, records the data and prepares the reports of the 

routine tests, receives complaint reports from subscribers, 

nnd af'sists the testman by locating for him cards needed in the 

testing work. Obviously, the local testing and the repair-clerk 

services arc closely related and therefore, if the testing in a 

multi-office system is centralized, the repair-clerk service also. 

should be centralized. · 
In small offices where these clerical duties are not great 

enotV?;h to r<"quire a separntc employee, they may be carried 

out bv the t<'stman at the local test desk. For larger offices, 

how(•~er, one or more repair clerks may be required and specially 

equipped desks have been designed for their use. One of th~se 

consists of the necessary number of "operator's writing-shelf" 

units and "card-compartmPnt" units to meet the requirements 

of the system. Each writing l'helf is equipped with an operator's 

t<'l(•phone circuit, with a dial, incoming key-ended trunks from 

scl~ctor levE'ls, outgoing trunks to the verification switch train, 

· and .such .other circuits asare required for the operation of the 

, ·; >~r='vicc. :A.: :aCSli ooiisisfi.ng ·of one· writing shelf and one Cl).rd 

··· compartn1ent is illustrated in Fig. 91. 
In the larger multi-office exchanges with centralized service, 

where the line records 01~cupy a number of card compartments 

and several clerks are rcquin•d, it would be difficult to arrange 

all the card compartmebts so as to be accessible to each of the 

clerks. In such cases, it is often advantageous to segregate the 

cards in office or district groups and also to arrange the incoming 

complaint trunks terminating at the desk in corresponding 

groups, so that a clerk may be assigned to a particular office or 

district and have the corresponding line records within reach. 

Routine-test Equipmont.-In order to anticipate conditions 

which lead to future faulty opern.tion, the outside pbnt, sub

scribers' station apparatus, and certain of the apparatus at 

the central office associated with the subscribers' lines are 

periodically subjected to "routine" tests. Wben a step-by-step 
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installation is first put int{) service, a program is prepared 
recommending the intervals at which inspections should be made, 
:Hljustments checked, apparatUS cleaned, and routine tests COn
ducted. The 8chedule is subsequently modified, if necessary, 
depmdinp; upon the percentngc of faults found each month. 
This method tends to insure the continuation of commercial 
&-rvicc without incurring expenses out of proport.ion to the 
benefits derived. As a general principl<', the routine-test 
intervals are scheduled so .~s to produce a weighted balance 

between the perrt'ntage of faults detected and their relative 
.effect on present or future S(>rvicc. To facilitate these tests, 
a number of special routine testing devices have been developed. 
Hepresentative among these are the "hand t{)st telephone," 
tiie "rotary test set," the "interrupter machine," the Hconnector 
test set," and the "toll train and repeater test set." 
. Hand Test Telephone.-'J;he band telephone set, probably 

'used in more of the routine te!lts than any of the other portable 
test apparatus, is commonly called by tcstmen the "buttinski," 
·a name derived from the slang expression "butting in." One 
of them is shown in Fig. 92 with cord and test plug attached. 
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· By means of its plug and a test jack provided on each unit. of 
switching apparatus, this set forms a co~venient means of makmg 
certain tests ¥-:>n individual units of eqUlpment. . 

The set has a transmitter at one end and a. recetve~ and 
dial placed back to back nt the other. The handle portton of 
the frame contains two exposed push buttons marked C and R 
and a condenser, retardation 
coil and resistance inside. The 
button C is depressed, when 
plugging into a test jack_, a~d 
opens the transmitter ctrcUlt, 
leaving only the rece!ver :and a 
condenser in series across the 
line. This prevents interfC'rence 
with dialing if a subscriber should 
hap~n to be establishing :a. con
nection when the test plug was 
inserted. If the testman desires 
to communicate '\\ith the sub
scriber the button C is released 

I • 

closing the transmitter circwt. 
The button R normally short
circuits a 1,000-ohm resistance 
and, when this button is de-
pressed, the short-cir~uit is r: FIG. 92.-Hand test telephone. , 
mover\, and the reststa:ncc 18 . • • . • • 

connected directly in series. with the dtalmg circuit .. of the set. 
This enables the t~stman to test a switch to determme whether 
or not it will step properly on the break-impulses o! th~ ~t 
d.· 1 1 OOO-ohm loop circuit. The hand set ts utlbzed 

ta over a ' d d. r 
in routines which require talking, listening, .,an ta mg over a 
standard-resistance test loop. . . ..<./ 

Rotary Test Set.-The rotary test set., shown ~~ Ftg. 93, 
is used for testing the automatic rotary (trunk-huntmg) move
ment of switches, such as selectors and P.B.X. connectors. 
As shown it is arranged for convenient temporary attachment to 
the top ~ngle-iron support of switch shelves. The ~t has 
mounted on the tront a standard dial and on the left st~e. tw~ 
k f h · · g the t~·st resistances and the test condttlons, 
eys or c angm : · . otated Of the 

and for releasing the switch after tt has been r · . 
two cords at the left, one hn.s a plug fitting the regular swttch test 
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jacks individual to each switch, and the other a "busying tool" 

for connecting with a row of bank contacts of ::d·:;trowger-type 

Fxo. 93.-Rotary test set. 

switch. All the radial contacts of the busying tool are connected 

together, with the exception of the fifth which is insulated from 

the others and to which a separate elC'ctrical condition may be 

u-u 
~ 

F10. 94.-lnterrupter machine. 

applied. Within the case are two standard resistances and ·a 

condenser. In testing, the busying tool is first placed on the con

trol bank contact level of one of the switches in the group under 
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test. Then the test plug ils inSC'rted in the jack of the individual 

switch to be tested and the dial operated to raise the wipers to 

the corres¢nding bank level. It is obvious that the switch on 

which the busying tool is pl:lccd cannot be tested until the tool 

has been moved to some other switch in the group. 
This set provides for t-esting the rotary movement of switches, 

first, with the control bank contact::; grounded through 20 ohms 

resistance (t.runk.huntinl:?: connectors 
through 150 ohms) and, second, with 
direct ground on all the bank con· 
tacts, except the fifth which has a 
capacitance t.o ground of H microfarad. 
All switches should make a complete 
rotation under the first test. and should 
rota.t.e tc and stop on thEl fifth contact 

under the second. 
Interrupter Machine.--The test set 

shown· in Fig. 94 is called the "inter
rupter machine" or" varying machine." 
It is used for testing the stepping ac· 
tion of selector switches under extreme 
operating conditions. Also, it is em
ployed frequently in making certain 
tests on repeat-ers. The extreme con· 
ditions, under which it iH con::;idered a 
selector must operate satisfactorily, '--...-..,.---------' 
are: over a zer~resistanee loop with a Fw. 95.-Conncttor-test-eet 

stand. 
15,0{)()..ohm non-i.nductive resistance 
shunted across the impulse springs (representing leakage) 

and over a 1,000-ohm loop with no resistance shunt (no leakage), 

both at a fixed speed of 11 break-iJnpulses per second. 
The ca..'le of this set contains a motor dE,tven from the central

office batterv with a rheo::;tat for adjusting its speed. Through 

a speed-red~cing worm gear, this motQl' drives two impulse

spring units. The necessary standard resistances and a switching 

relay are also carried in the case. A connecting clip in the 

lower right corner of the cut is for making the battery connection 

and the small plug at the left is for the test jack of the switch 

under test. The. fan-shaped "hand control unit" below the box 

contains three push buttons, marked respectively "loop," 

"shunt," and "rel," these being respectively for applying the 
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I,()()()..olun loop and the 15,000-ohm shunt tests and for releasing 
the switch after testing. · 

Test-set Stands.-In addition to the sets readily portable 
by hand, such as those shown· in Fi~s. 92, 9:1, and 94, more 
<·laborate "floor sets," wherein testing apparat-us is assembled 
on floor stands supported on casters, have been ~evelo!>('d. 
One of these for testing individual line, trunk-hunting, frequency 
f,(•lecting, and other special ty}X's of connectors is shown in Fig. 
95. 

The tests for which this particular set was designed may be 
enumerated as follows: 

1: Impulsing at 10 im-pulses per S('C()!ld through l,()()()..ohm loop resist
IUiee having no leakage. 

2. Impulsing at 10 impulses per second through a Zt'ro loop resistance 
lll<ving 15,000 ohms leakage. 

3. Back-bridge cut--off relay operating in l!('riP:o~ with 1,500 ohms resist-
ance. 

4.. Busy relay operating in series with 150 ohms resistance. 
5. Ring-hack tone. 
6. Re\·crse-battcry supervision. 
i. Int~rruptcd ring. 
8. Ring cut--off. 
9. Grounding or control normal •. : 

10. Release. 
11. •• Last-party-hang-up" feature. 
12. Transmil!sion continuity. 
13. Wiper cords. 

Information Desk.-In the larger step-by-sH~p offic~s, specially
de5igned desks are provided for handling information and 
special-service calls. In the smaller systems,_ where the volume 
of this class of traffic does not require the full services of one oper
at()r, such calls are sometimes answered at one of the toll-board 
~itions. The usual custom now, in multi-office exchanges, 
is to centralize information service in one of the central offices. 
The subscribers' 1ine records may be in book fonn or in rotary 
card files. A desk arranged for a rotary card file is manufactured 
in one-position 8Cctions which may be ~rouped as necessary 
to meet the needs of any particular system. The trunks from 
the selector levels t~nninate in keys with associated supervisory 
signals, and, when Reveral positions arc insta1l<'d, the circuits 
arc multipled through them as required. A group of four posi
tions, using rotary card files, is illustrated in Fig. 96. The 

., . 
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·posit-ions are staggered, a rotary file being placed between the 
two operatprs on each side. 

Service-observing Equipment.-It is desirable ·to make 
service observations for lhrce reasons: first, to test the quality 
of service the subscrib<'rs are receiving in general; second, to 
watch for particular inr<'gularitics that have been reported; 
and, third, to collect data, by l:ltop-watch timing, as to the time 
elements of the service, such as holding time, dialing time, and 

• 

aml\vcring time, as an-aid in detern1ining the circuit and apparatus 
requirements in various parts of the system. 

Service-observing equipment. in Strowger exchanges com
prise a "service-observing turret" (Fig. 97), a single-pen register, 
contJ<ol relays, -and cut-in relays. It has been developed for 
single-office and multi-offiee centralized service, but the following 
description refers to the single-office type. 

With this, one control Jrelay group is required, and a number 
of sets of cut-in relays, depending upon the total number of 
subscribers' lines or trunks to be connected for observation at 
one time. In a 10,000-line office, fifty sets are usually provided, 
permitting observations to be made on a group of fifty lines or· 
tnmks. The cut-in and control relays are mounted in group:. 
on standard mounting plates similar to those shown in Fig. ,5:3 
used for impulse repeaters .. The control relay group is connected 
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to the turret, which may be located on a desk or table placed in 
rome rea .. <:onably quiet position. The circuits of the cut-in 

rclavs are cabled to the line I.D.F. or the connC'ctor boards, where 

t hcy tC'nninate in multiple jack boxes ~o placed as to give 
a CCCI'S to all ·the lines and trunks, by means of flexible ex· 
tC'n~ion cords ('QnippE'd with 8ho<'s designed for clamping to 
th<' f('nninals. The lines or tnmks und<.'r observation are 
thus conn£'cted dirC'ctlv to the cutwin relays, and thence they 
are extmd£'d to the ~bsC'rving turret by the control relays 
in tlw ordPr in which calls originate on thPm. :\leans are 

F1c. 97.-Ser.;cc-observing turret. 

provided to prevent· interference when observations are being. · 
made on a particular call. 

In ordinary ob:;erving, the opera. tor is required to manipulate no 
keys and therefore may confine her entire at tent ion to timing and 
recording the different time elements of the connection and to 
making ;ny special notes, such as those regardi~g transmission. 
When a subscriber connected for service observation removes his 
receiver from the book switch, the cut·in HUpervisory lamp lights; 
when the called number is dialed, the pen regL<;ter (not shown) 
records the number; and when the connection is released, the 
"disconnect" supervL"<>ry lamp lights. The service observer is 
connected durin!!: the entire period and may, therefore, obtain a 
complete time-interval record of the connection. 

I 
I 
I 

CHAPTER IV 

THE PANEL DIAL SYSTEM1 

Outstanding Charact,eristics.-Thc panelwtype machine-switchw 
ing system derives its name from the fact that its contact banks 
take the form of flat panels. It is the type of equipment gener
ally USfd by the Bell System for providing dial telephone service 
in large el.iies and their environs. 

In such telephone-exchange areas the trunking plan is always 
complicated, while the service requirements are varied and fre
<Luently subject to change. Where Pach modification of service or 
operation affects so much equipment, a flexible system becomes 
of first importance. 

At its first adoption, such a dial system must be introduced 
into a manual-exchange arca where the service and trunking 
conditions are already very complex and where the large number 
of subscribers involved makes it impossible to introduce any 
rapid wholesale changes in the subscriber's method of pln.cing 
calls. The system must be capable of handling in an economical 
way the calls requiring interconnection between manu:1l- and 
dial-system subscribers; and, when manual offices are rephtced 
by dial offices, the conversion should be accomplished witti the 
least pessible expense of time and equipment. At any stage of its 
life, the equipment must permit rapid changes in trunk routings or 
in the number of trunks in working groups. When new. offices 
are placed in service, the new trunk groups necessary to reach 
them from the offices already working must be readily established. 

Such flexibility under changing conditions is the most out· 
standing characteristic of the pancl system. The two most 
important means of providing it are the use of a "sender'' and 
the provision of a switching train made up of selectors with a 
large trunk or line access; but many other details of apparatus 
and circuit design have been dictated by the same requirement. 

The Sender.-With the panel system, when a subscriber ~ni
tiates a call, his line is extended to an auxiliary unit of equipmt'nt 

1 The photographs and other material used in preparing the illustrations 
of this chapter were furnished by courtesy of the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company. 
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call.ed a:· ~nder." As he dials the office code and line number he 
d.es1res, 1t 1s the ~nd<'r which n:'ceives and records this informa
tion.. The sUbS<'quent. control of the ~lectors, by which this 
~all ~s routed first to the desin:'d office and then to the desired 
h~e m that office, is errrciscd by the sender ancl11ot directly by the 
dtal. 
. This centralization of the rect'ption and the control of the call 
m th~ ~nder ~n·es many u~ful purposes, the most important 
of which are: 

1. T?e. arrangement of the inter-office trunks on the selector 
~anks 1s mdependent of the code digit~; economy and conven-
Ience are the emit rolling factors. ' · · 

2. It is pos:,;ible to change> tlw routing of calls to a particular 
central office or. grou~ of central offices without affecting the code 
that the subscnbcr d1als or changing the routing of calls to other 
offices. 

3. The steps of selector operation, being under the control of 
the send~r, a~e n?t dependent upon the speed or other limitations 
of subscnber s dialing. 

4. The decimal basis of selection upon which the switch train 
must be arranged when under the direct control of the dial is no 
longer ~ecessary and freedom of selector design is gained. 

5. \\ ~th selectors under direct dialing control, it is necessary 
to pr?\'1de space on the selectors for every office code which can 
~ d1aled whether used or not. This necessity is eliminated 
sm~e the se11_de! recognizes non-working codes and routes them 
allm the same way. 

6. Tandem operation is greatly facilitated, since any code can 
be r.outed through tandem without reference to other codes and, 
havmg. been so used to determine the routing from the local 

-, o~ce, 1t can still be used as a whole to control the routing in the 
timdcm office. 

Large ~ccess Selectors.-Frecing the selectors from the need 
?f followmg the decimal basis of selection and making them 
mdependent of the time elements of dialing permit the use of 
larger banks and selectors of longer travel. Advantage has been 
tak.en of thiR in the panel syst.em to use selector frames upon 
whtcb 500 sets of terminals appear before each selector. This 
has two fundamental effects on the selector train. In the first 
pla~, it reduces the number of selectors through which a con
nection need be routed by increa.sing the number of routes to 
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which one selector bas ac1~ess and, in the second place, it permits 
increasing the size of the trunk groups over which the individual 
selectors n~ test to find an idle trunk, thereby improving trunk-

group efficiency. · . 
Other chnracteristics of the panel system are the provision of 

motors to supply the power by which the sel<'ctors and controlling 
switches arc moved and the use of fiat, double-faced banks with 

selectors mounted on bo1th sides of them. 

ELEMENTS OF PANEL EQUIPMENT 

Figure 98 shows in a summary sch<'matic form the element& 
involved in establishing a telephone connection through panel 
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,'FlU. 98.---Pauel dial-system elernente--l!cbematic. 

equipment. 1'he subseriber's line t~rminat.cs on the bank~ of a 
line finder, When a callis originnted, anidle.lirle:finqer searches_ 
out the calling line and makes connection -to=it. To this IiDe 
finder a sender is then attached into which the subscriber pro
ceeds to dial the numb4~r be is calling. The selection of the inter
office trunk is n'!ade through the district selector, one of which is 
permanently associated with each line finder, and through the 
office t~Clector. On some calls the latter is omitted and the 
desired trunk is selected directly by the district selector. . 

In the terminating central office, the selection of the called 
line is made by the incoming selector and final selector. The 
incoming selector is permanently a.,<;sociatcd with the inter-office 
trunk. Its function is to select th<· final group in which the 
desired line appears fmd to choose an idh· final select.or in that 
group. The subscribers' lines appear upon the bank~ of the 
final-sclt•ctor frame and the selection by the final S<'lector of the 
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particular line desired completes the ::;etting up of the connection. 
All stages of relection from the district S<'lector on are under 
control of the S<'nder. When the callrd line is reached, a talking 
path is established lx>twccn the calling and the called party and 
the S<'nder relea...c;es. 

' Commvfalor 
/)rush 

·Top bonk( &nlr.f) 

, • - Seledor btV~h 
'• • f/Yormol) 

/rip fi'nQCr 
--··r,.,p n:xl 

--HBoftom honld&nkO) 
-~&lecfor brvshfTnppetl) 

..__l-I'A-Jilf'L~ 

The Panel Selector.-The essential mechanical features of the 
panel. selector are shown in Fig. 99 which represents, partly in 
8Cction, an end view of a typical selector frame, such as tliat of 
which a complete view is shown in Fig. 112. Atthe bottom of 
the frame, on each side, are two power-driven cork-covered 
rollers, conHt antly revolving, one in each direction. Above 
thcl'le are the banks, five in numlx>r, of 100 8Cts of terminals each. 
Long vertical selector rods del'ignPd to Rlide up and down appear 
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before these banks The bottom of each selector rod terminates 
in the rack \a flat strip of metal which can be pressed against 
either the u.J.-drive 01 the down-drive cork roller to drive the 
scl<'ctor rod up or down. In front of the rack are two magnetic 
clut.chcs, one opposite each of the drive rollers. Each clutch is 
arranged, when operatro, to force a small roller against the rack 
to hold it against the ~:orresponding cork drive roll. One of 
them operates in this way to produce the upward motion of the 
selector rod, and the other the downward motion. · 

The rack is providf:'d with sm~Jl. slots into which may fall the 
5pring pawl that appears just above the down-drive magnet. 
The armature of the down ~drive magnet is arranged to lift this 
pawl out of the rack slot befo:t'f pressing the rack against the 
down-drive r-oll. . The pawl ~nd the rae;k slots provide the neces
sary support to bold the rod in a <;;et position after it has moved 
up the bank. Th~re is one slot for each oosition that the rack 
and selector rod are called upon t.o assume. 
, ~lopnted on the selector rod are five selector brushes, o~ for 
each of the five banks. The extent of travel of the selector rod 
is just sufficient to move these brushes from their normal position, 
below their corresponding: banks, to the top of the bank, that is, 
slightly more than one bank height. These brushes can make 
contact with the terminals of tne bank, but each brush has an 
operated and a non-oJX•rated condition, only one of the five 
brushes being permitted at one time to be in an operated c,on
dition capable of making:_contact wit.h-the ban_k ~rm.inals. ~ • ::. 

The top of the selector rod-terminates in the commutator 
brush which slides on the metal strips of the stationary com
mutator. The tip, ring,, and sleeve 1eadl" are brought into the 
rod by this commutator and brush and the wires are led down 
inside the selector rod, which is made hollow for this purpose, 
to be brought out and multipled to the springs of each brush. 
This commutator also senes a purpose in controlling the sel¢ctor 
operation. . 

Parallel with the selector rod and between it and the bank is the' 
trip rod. This~ rod has no vertical motion but it is arranged to 
rotate through an angle of about 90 degrees. This rotation is 
produced by the operation of the trip magnet, mounted just 
above the down-drive clutch magnet. When the trip magnet 
releases, the ;rod is restored by a spring. .Mounted on this rod 
by a spring attachment are five small trip fingers. The position 
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of these fingers with respt>et to the brushes and tht>ir correspond
ing: banks is shown in Fig. 100. One of thel'C is locat~d above the 
normal position of each brush but lx>low the level of the bottom 
terminal of thC: corresponding bank. As the drai·ing shows, all 
these trip fin11:ers are not in exactly the same relative position with 
r<•g:ard to the normal brush positions. The bottom t~ip finger is 

Commvhfor .• -~ 1111 
Dlwh ~- ra 

~ 
Bank.4 

• rip linger4 

I~tsplace,mnt IS /)fW 
• Brwh4 

M 
Bank 3 

Trip fin.;erJ 
.,-O~S~Jk;;cemenf f.l pol) 

__t_8!Wh.3 

.Selecfor ~Bank 'Z rod- I 
Trip rod-"' . ·-r-Trip lin,ger 2 

_1_ OJJ;J!ocemenf (Jpo.s.J 
· Brush Z 

Bank I . 

Trtp linger :I Orsp/oumen/(2 po.s.J 
BriJ.s/1-t 

tBankO 

Trip finger () 
.::::~::= Orsplocemenf {I pOlS.} 

Bru.siJ 0 

FIG. lOO.--Bn1sh and trip linger positions. 

the closest to its brush in the normal position, the second one 
st<~p higher relative to the second brush, the third two steps 
higher, and so on. 

The Selector Brush and Brush Tripping.-A selector brush 
(Fig. 101) consists of a set of four flexible contacting springs 
mounted on a clamp by which the brush fastens to the selecoor 
rod. These Rprings project inwardly toward the bank far enough 
to pc;rmit contacting with the bank terminals. The two outside 
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springs of the brush make connection, respectively, to the tip 
and ring te~inals of the bank. In all frames except the line 
finder the two inside 8prinJ!:R are strapped together and both 
contact with the sleeve terminal. On line-finder frames an 
additional terminal is Jrequired for control purposes and contact 
with this fourth terminal is made by one of the inside springs, 
while the other still contacts with the sleeve terminal. 

Below the contacting springs is a support which carries a 
pivoted triggE!r. In one poRition of this trigger a pair of insulated 
rollers is pressed between the brush springs to hold them sepa--

80TTOU VIEW .. TRIPP£0 

FJo. 101.-Selector brush. 

rated and away from the bank terminals. This condition is 
shown in the lower pair of brushes in Fig. 101. There arc two 
levers to the' trigger, one short and one long. The shorter, or 
"trip," lever is used to operate the brush by engilg0ment with 
trip fingers. When this level is pulled down, the rollers snap out 
from between the springs permitting thpm to come closer together, 
as shown in the two upper brushes of the figure. In this position, 
the springs of the brush are capable of contacting with the ter
minals of the bank. The longer, or "reset," lever of the trigger 
is provided to restore the brush to the non-operated condition. 
This it 'does by engaging with a base plate, or "reset plate," 
such as that shown in Fig. 102, when the selector is lowered to its 
normal position . 
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The S<'l<'ctor rod, lx>cau8<' of the provision of slots in the rack 
rnn be stopJX'd in any on<' of five diff<'r<'nt preliminary position~ 
lx•tw('('n normal and the l<'vel of the first t<.'rminal. These five 
pr<'limin:ny brush positions corrt>spond to the five different levels 
of th<' trip fingers shown in Fig. 100 and they are so established 

Bonlc ferminot.s,. 
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Refrt7dilt! • _ 
.sprin.rr· - •• 

Brv.sh re.sef • • • 
plole -·· 

Rofol/n,g lever._.·· 

Fm. 102.-Brueh-tripping mechanism. 

that; if the selector rod is stopped in the lowest position of the 
five, the trigger of the bottom bruRh will be just opposite the first 
trip finger. Stopping the rod in the t<;(~cond position instead of 
the first will bring the second trip finger just opposite the second 
brush while the trip finger of the first bank is then below and 
tho!'IC of the upJX'r banks above, the triggers of their corres~nd-
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ing brushes. The third position of the rod brings the third brush 
opposite its trip finger, and so on. · 

Tht> tripping of the desired brush is accomplished in the follow
ing way. The selector rod is moved up, let us say, to the first 
step just described and is stopped in this position. The trip 
magnet is operated as shown in Fig. 102, turning the trip rod and 
its fin• trip fingers with it. The bottom trip finger in this posi~ 
tion of the selector rod will just hook over the trigger ofthe brush 
of the bottom bank. This will not stop the further rotation of 
the trip rod itself, because there is a spring connection between 
the rod and the {ingcrs which permits Jhe r.qd_ to eontjnue its _ 
motion ~1fter the finger engages the trigger. ·The- 'other trip . · 
fingers of the rod are all too high to catch upon the corresponding 
brush triggers, so they move past without engaging anything. 
With thE' trip magnet still operated, the selector rod is started 
up again. As it moves, the bottom brush finds its trigger held 
dmm by the trip finger which h.as caught it and thus the sepa-

• rating rollers are snapp<>d out nnd this bmsh is placed in the oper
ated position capable of making contact. with the bank terminals. 
It is this precise stage of the ·op<"ration which is illustrated in 
Fig. 102. All the other brushes will remain unoperated. 

If, before rotating the trip rod, the selector rod had been 
moved to the second position, it would have been thl;l trip finger 
of the S<'cond bank whi1~h engaged its brush, and so on. · 

By this arra?gement the choice of the brush to be trippe_d and, 
conse&m:ml-y, the bank in whicb -connect.ion will be made, de~nds 
upon the extent of a preliminary vertical motion of the selector 
rod. The S<'cond vertical motion of the rod brings the oper~ted 
brushes into contact with the terminals of the bank, and .those 
terminals to which it will be connected are determined by the 
height to which the rod is raised. ''> 

The Clutch and Lssociated Apparatus.-Typical clutches and 
some of the associated apparatus for an adjacent pair of selector 
rods :ue shown in Fil~· 103. The lowest clutch magnet, by 
OJX'rating to raise its armature, forces the associated idle roHer 
against. the rack which is, in turn, pressed against the up-drive 
cork roll (see also Fig. !99). The clutch magnet, just above, in a 
similar way presses the rack against the down-drive cork roll. 
Associated with the armature of the down-drive clutch is a second 
arm so arranged that, :as the clutch armature is drawn up, this 
arm moves with it, pressing upon the pawl which is thus with~ 
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drawn from the rack to free the rack and the associated selector 

rod and }X'mlit the downward motion. 

The up}X'r, or trip, magnet of t>ach clutch operates an armature 

which bears upon a lever a~sociated \\ith the trip rod, so that, 

when this mn~n£'t, is operat<'d, the trip rod is turned. This is 

E<hown diagrammatically in Fig. 

102. . 
The Panel Bank.-The panel 

S('lcctor bank is a double-faced, 

·flat, recrangular block, from 
both sides of which the contact 
t e'hninals pro j e ct. Each out
going trunk is represented by 
three terminal lugs per trunk 
appearance-tip, ring, and 
slee•·e. Each trunk appears 
thirty times on each side of the 
bank so that it will be available 
to all the 60 select.ors which 
mount on a single frame. The 
bank is 100 sets of terminals 
high, so that a selector brush can 
take 100 different contact pO
sitions. The details of the bank 
construction are illustrated 1n 
.}'ig. 1 04,. :_Fig .. .1!15 bWlg -a= per.;-" . ~" '~ -:cc

spective view of a bank. 
Each bank is formed by piling 

up long fiat metal strips B, C, 
and D of Fig, 104, with interven-

Fio. 103.-Clutch. ing strips A of insulating material 
separating each from those on 

each side of it. Each metal strip has contact lugs projecting 

from each of its edges as shown. Three metal strips with iri

tervening insulation constitute the terminal lugs and strapping 

for one trunk. The lugs of these three strips are in different 

relative positions along the length of the bank, so that those for 

each selector fall in three different vertical rows before each se

lector brush (see Fig. 101). 
The .whole bank is clamped together by insulated bolts running 

from top to bottom. Soldering lugs are provided at each end of 
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each strip for making the circuit wiring connections to the banks. 

In order to a)low ample space for bringing in and soldering the 

wires, the lugs for sucC€!ssive sets of terminals appear on opposite 

sides of the bank. 

o-.P,',',',',',·',',',',',';','zr.',',','•'i•i 
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Fxa. 104.-Panel selector bank. 

This gen~ral type of bank construction is used in all ·panei 

frames but the number of terminals, tenninal appearances, ete., 

is varied to suit the required conditions. In the line-finder 

bank, for instance, there are four terminals per line instead of 

~ t~ee1.and. b~:tnks are only forty se!s of te~jnals:high..:,, _;;-:.-..:.. _ 

The Commutator.-The commutator of the panel selector is&c c.i 

flat approximately rectangular piece of hard dielectric composi-

FiG. 105.-Panel selector bank. 

tion with inset metalHc strips on both sides. These stripi are 

of various shapes one being shown in Fig. 116. In Fig. 106 tliey 

are shown mounted in place at the top of a selector framP.. 

Connections to these strips are made through soldering lugs ~t 

the top or bottom. · 

The commutator brushes, associated with the selector. or 

elevat.or rod, slide over these metallic,~gments as the selector rod . 
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moves. The main purpose of the ladder-like S{'gments is to 
l'ignnl to the S{'nder the position of the moving S{'}ector rod as a 
part of the S{'lection process to be later described. They also 
play a part in returning a signal to the subscriber, when all the 

Fw. 106.-Commutat?rs. 

to produce eighteen different 
ninety-t5ix different leads. 

trunks in a group are busy, 
and assist as well in centering 
the elevator rods on the bank 
terminals. 

The Sequence Switch.-One · 
piece of auxiliary equipment 
which finds very extensiv&usec' 
i.h the panel system is the se
quence swit.ch. This switch 
consists of a set of electrical 

This switch is used in the sender circuit, selector circuits, etc., 
where it is arranged to move from position to position as the 
circuit. functioning progrcs.'3Cs, accomplishing as it moves most 
of the essential circuit operations. The duties which it per-
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forms could be discharged by relays but the number required 
would be so I great. that. the cost of the equipment. would be 
considerably increased. 

The details of this device will be clear from Fig. 107, which 
shows an unmounted switch. At the left is the driven disk with 

FIG. 10'7.-Sequcnce switch--detail. 

the magnet which pulls it against the driving disk. A flexible 
spider provides the at:tach~ent between the disk an<! t~e shaft, 
With--its· q,ssoE!a.tet.l cam~Ne,af!'lst Jhe~ dri:v:etf dislds~ ·a sptroiaJ. 
cam with a crimp<Sd edge upon which a small rolier bears. This 
is called tl!e "A" cam and is shown in detail at the bottom of the 
figure. T:his cam aids to center the s'\itch in each of its eighteen 
different positions. This effect is accomplished by a combination 
of mechanical and electrical action. The tension of the roller 
.tends mechanically to stop the switch with the roller in one of the 
disk depressions· which are arranged to correspond with the 
eighteen switch positions. In addition, an electrical circuit 
through the brushes ~nd 1cut.tings of this cam is arranged to ~old 
the driving magnet operated between switch positions, opening 
the circuit and, releasing the magnet when the switch is centered. 
At the end of'the shaft"farthest from the driven disk is an indi
cator by which· it !s· possible to read the position in which tne 
switch is standing .. ; 

Motion of the switch is accomplished by closing a circuit to 
its driving magnet throti.gh a cam contact of the switch itself, so 

--------------------·••a•=•-•••...,,_.,.,.a~;-••z•t•s'e"r:;J;"~'~~.,r! ~~k~,t-"%"';,';11:!\l!lxm,•••:: IIIICII'JI!!l:J.tl!ll. •: .•:•r~•--••••••••·----------,...ft',,:~.<" 
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that, when the switch has moved ahead far enough to break the 
circuit, the magnet "ill be relea8ed and the switch will stop in the 
first position following. The cl<>ct ricnl circuits accomplishing 
this arc ind<>pcndent of the ccnt<'ring circuit of the "A" cam. 

At the bottom of Fig. lOi is shown n typical cam of the sequence 
switch. It consists of a disk of inl'ul:tting mnt<>rial, upon each 
t-ide of which arc riveted met.allic platel' punched in the proper 
shape to make the desired connections. The rivets serve as an 
electrical coupling between the two plates, so that each cam 

FIG. 108.-Sequence s"~tch-asscmbly. 

comprises one circuit connecting unit. A detached brush 
a&c;embly for making contact with th<'se cams is also shown. 
In Fig.)OS appears a group of these Aequence switches mounted 
in position on a frame. The vertical constantly turning drive 
shaft and its associated driving disks appcar at the left. 

Relays.-ln the panel system as in all other telephone switch· 
ing 11ystems the relay plays an important part. In order to 
8f:rve the wide range of requirements which the design of the 
system demands, many varieties of structure and many winding 
and spring arrangements are used. 

By far the great<Jst number of r<'la;rs in the panel system are 
of the ''flat" type already discul'.~d in connection with Fig. 163 

I ~~ 
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of the preceding Yolume .. 1 The distinguishing feature of relays of 
this type, it -Will be remembered, is that the whole framework 
including the core is formed by punching operations. In some 
cases, the core, which would otherwise be left rectangular, is 
swaged into an oval shape, per
mitting more wiring turns to be 
introduced in the winding 
space. 

T[NSIONING 
SPRING 

Round-core relays, which 
lend themselves more :readily 
t.o the. design of relay structures 
of low magnetic reluctance, are 
used for some purposes in the 
panel syst.em; especially where ,__ __ F_m-.-1-0-9-. -C-ou_n_t_in_g-'r-el-a-y.----' 

high sensitivity or exceptional 
time requirements are necessary, but their use is comparatively 
small. The stepping and counting relays of the sender, whose 
functions are Inter desc:rib<'d, are examples of this. The step
'ping relay must be both fast operating and sensitive, whilethe 

Fro. 110.-Multi-contaci relays. 

counting relays must meet particularly the requirement of 
speedy operation. Figu:re 109 shows one of.the cmmting relays. 

Figure 110 shows two types of multi-contact relays. In the 
lower relay of the two shown, the operating magnet appears at 
the right-hand end. The metal sheath covering it forms a 
part of the magnetic stru(~ture. \\'ben this magnet is energized, a 

1 Manual Switching and Substation Equipment, p. 184. 

' 
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bar extending across the relay is drawn toward the right, moving 
with it the contact sprin~s mountPd above and below. In the 
relay shown, this"r('sult.s in the closing of fifty make contacts and 
two transfer contacts. Upon the re}('ase of the magnet, this bar 
r<>stores to its normal position. 

The upper structure in the figure compri8<'s two reiays inde
pendent of each other except. for their common mounting. The 
op<>rat.ion of each of these relays is the !l:tm<' as that of the one 
d<'scribed, except that the magnet of th<' l<'ft-hand relay is at the 
left of the operating bar instead of at the right. --

Fxo. 111.-InteiTUpteT, 

The Interrupter.-The pmver-driv<'n interrupt.eris a mechanism 
used in various capacities in the panel system. This type of 
interrupter consists of a reciprocating bar driven back and forth 
by a cam geared to a drive shaft. This bar, as it reciprocates, 
periodically closes and opens f;Cts of contacting springs. Figure 
111. shows an interrupter of this type mounted in place. At 
the left of this figure is shown the vertical drive rod with its 
attached driving gear. l\leshing with this driving gear is the 
driven gear with its associated cam. B<'aring against this 
cam, under the tension of the stiff rctactilc spring, is a roller, 
which is attached to the horizontal bar extending across the 
front of the interrupter. Projecting from the top and bottom 
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of this bar arc small cylinders of insulating material which 
bear against the contacting springs. As the cam rotates, this 
bar is moved back and forth in accordance with the elevations 
and depressions of the cilm, so that the time at -which the con
tacts arc opened and closed is detennined by the design of the 

\ 

'FIG. 112 . ....:..District select<Jr frame. 

cam and the gearing ratio. Since these interrupters are used 
for many different purposes, there is a number of different. designs 
of gearing and of cams as well as of spring arrangements. For 
very slow interrupters, :in idling gear element is added. 

The cam design is f1requently arranged to pennit three different 
bar positions, that is, right, left, and neutral. This pennits the 

; ~ 
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ahemate closing of pairs of contacts with an intervening time 
interval during which neither pair is closed. This is a form very 
U:'('ful in timing circuits, since the two diffel'('nt signals serve to 
indicate the beginning and the e>nd of a timing interval. 

The Selector Frame.-A complete district-selector frame is 
shown in Fig. 112. Since the frame is double-sided, t.he rear of 
it would present a similar np))('arance. Thirty selectors are 
equipped on each side. At thC' rip;ht of the selectors is mounted a 
bay of sequence switches, while the circuit relays are located under 
the covers on the right of these. One selectQr circuit .would 

Fla. 113.-Pancl centra).Qfficc terminal room. 

include one complete selector rod and its associated apparatus, 
one sequence switch, and the relay!l under one of the covers. 
f:Xcept for minor differences such as the number of relays per 
circuit or cams per sequence switch, the di,;t rict, office, and incom
ing selector frames are similar in appear:mce. The final frame 
differs in that it has an additional drive roll and clutch to provide 
a slow speed of up-drive. For circuit reasons this has been 
found desirable in making line selection. Figure 113 shows a sec
tion of a central-office terminal room with aisles of selector 
frames, 

One motor provides the drive for one side of each of two adja.- · 
cent frames. These are duplex motors running normally 
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on the alternat.ing-cunent power supply but, in case this should 
fail, they automatically transfer to the 48-volt central-office 
battery. Reduction gear box<-s translate the drive to a suitable 
speed for the cork rolls and sequence-switch drive shafts. The 
top of the motor and gear box can just be seen in Fig. 112 at the 
lower left corner of the~ frame. 

GENERAL OPERATION 

In describing the way in which the panel system functions, a 
general outline of the operation "~ill first be given. This will be 

Posd1on 
control 
cur;;url 

Fw. 114.·-Panel din! system-S"~bematic. 

~ ~ - ' -·-- . .. ·- -,~ - . . - ,. . - . 
follow-eel" oy:a· mnre-dehilcd description of the operation oFthe 
separate elements. 

Figure 114 represents a connection in a schematic form, and 
reference to this sketch will assist in understanding the descrip
tion which follows. 

Each subscriber line appears on a set of terminals of'!). line
finder frame. Suck a frame is of sufficient capacity to serve the 
outgoing calls from 400 subscribers' lines. Associated with each 
line is also a line relay and a cut-off relay. The operation of the 
line relay, when a subscriber initiates a call, serves to start an 
idle line-finder circuit !'earching for this line. A link circuit is 
associated with the line-finder circuit, and this link circuit will 
choose an idle sender vmd connect it to the line finder. 

When the line finder hns found the calling line, connection will 
be established from the line through the line-finder circuit and the 

p~L. 
I 
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link circuit to the sender. The sender will return dial tone to the 

:-ubscriber infom1ing him that he can proceed with his dialing. 
The ~ubscriber th<'n dials the c.lesir<'d number, and this number 

the sender receives and records. The di~dts which the subscriber 
dials fom1 two groups: first, the office-code digits which repre

l'{.'nt the called office and, second, the digits representing the 

number of the called line in that office. The :;;endcr determines 

in accordance with the office code dialed what the routing of the 

eall should be. This it does by the use of an auxiliary circuit 
c-alled a "decoder.'' As soon as the office cod<' has be<'n dialed, 

the sender attaches itself to an idle decod<'r circuit. ·To this 
circuit it transmits the code which rt'presents the called office,~ 

and the decoder, in tum, informs the sender with regard to the 

type of office, trunk routing, etc. 
Let us first assume that the called office is another panel dial 

office to which direct trunks are provided. Information which 

the sender has gained from the decoder permits it to set the 
swit.ches of the outgoing train in the proper positions to reach the 

desired group of trunks. 
The outgoing switch train usually consists of a district selector 

and an office selector. One district selector is permanently 

associated with each of the line finders, so that in assigning a line 
finder to this call a district selector has been assigned at.the same 

time. t:nder the control of the S<'nder this district selector is now 
moved and its selection operation consists of three stages: first, 

the pro~~: br:ush_is tri ppe<Lin order. to _..Qh09S.C that ~~of ~e ·nl!lt. 

ban-k{ thtbugh which roi.itfng• iSdesired; se.cond, t.he selector is 

moved up to the bottom terminals of the proper group of trunks; 
and, third, the selector tests these trunks one by one until an idle 

trunk is found. 
Each of these trunks terminates in a selector on an office

selector frame. This office selector now moves and, under the ,, 
control of the sender as the district. selector was lx>fore, the proper 

brush is first tripped and then the selector is moved to the bottom 

terminals of the desired trunk group. This selector also ~ests to 

find an idle trunk. 
These trunks on the banks of the office-selector frame are the 

inter-office trunks and each one terminates in the called office on 
a selector of the inco;ming select()r frame. This incoming selector 

frame is similar in general appearance and operation to the 

district and office-selector frames. 

£11& i .:u L"U iF 
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The selection of the proper line in the called office is made 
through two successive frames, the incoming selector frame and 

the final selector frame. Since each final selector frame, upon the 

banks of which the subscriber's lines appear, has a capacity of 

500 lines, a 10,000-line office will thus be divided into 20 final 

choices. The incoming selector frame access is, therefore, 

tTo !inez/ Clioice·/9 L/nes 9500· !l9!l!J V Group 3· 
18 . 9000·9499 

0 
·• . . z Group t . . . 17 . 85(X)-89J8 ~ Group I ,. ;.!!. " -"~ ~ft.· 8(){)()-M$, ~~0_.· __ ,-_ 

.. - _,"' -- .. C. 

§ IS .. 7500-7999 ~ Group~ 
14 " 70()()-74!}9 % Group 'l. 
/3 .. 65rxJ·6999 .X: Group 1 c: 

jQ 

12 " ootJ0-6489 en GroupO 

~ 
Jl .. .55/)J-5.9.99 H Group~ 
TO .. 5000-54!J9 -2 6roup'2. .;.t:. 

• 9 . 4.500-4.9.99 s: 6roup I ..s 
8 .. J000-4499 CD oroupO 

~ 
7 ., J5(J(J-3999 Group.3 
6 " 3000·34!19 

0 
Group?. z: 

,__./ s " 2500-Z989 .JI:. Group 1 c: 
Z000-2499 

... 
4 .. 10 6roup0 

§ 3 .. ISON!J$9_- _ ~ 7Gr~~~,_?. :-:.·',4 
2 ~ 1000-14!J!i ~ Group -t-· o1 

I .. 0500·0989 .X 
Group I c ... 

0 ., 0000·0499 cQ 'GroupO 

lncominlJ &t.tector frame, 
Bank Layout 

Fw. 115.-Incoming.frame trunk layout: 

divided into 20 trunk groups in accordance with these 20 final 
choices, 4 groups being assigned to each of the 5 i~coming.self>ptor 
banks. This will be made clear by reference to. Fig. 115. The 
first final choice, comprising terminals numbered from 0000 to 
0499, will be reached through the bottom group .:on the. bottom 

bank on the incoming frame, and successive choices ·appear. 
above this in order, ending with the choice which 'COmJ?rises 
terminals 9500 f.o 9999, which appear as the top group.:of th~ top 
bank. 
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In accordance with the number dialed, the sender will, there
fore, control the tripping of the proper incoming selector brush 
and the raising of the selector rod to the proper group of terminals 
to reach the final choice in which the called number appears. 

The final selector frame (Fig. 114), which is dhided into five 
banks of 100 sets of terminals each, requires threc selection 
steps to reach the proper line: first, the· proper brush must 
be tripped; second, the proper group of 10 lines must be reached; 
and, third, the desired line of the 10 must -be selected. All of 
these steps are mad<:' undN the control of the S('nder and, when 
they have been completed, this sender, its duties ac<:9QJ-Pl~1l£di _: 
disconnects from the line findhr. The link circuit also re
lt'a.ses. The ringing is controlled by the incoming selector and 
the call is cut through when the subscriber answers. The talking 
path now extends from the originating subscriber's line, through 
the line finder, the district sclect.or, the office selector, the 
incoming selector, and the final selector to t.he called subscriber's 
line. 

In the case of party lines, each station on such a. line is given 
an independent number and the choice of the desired station is 
determined by the type of ringing current sent out. 

The prov;ision of the two steps of outgoing-trunk selection 
constituted by the district and the office selectors is necessary 
to give ac~ss .to all of the required out.going trunks. If the 
number of trunks were S)Ilall enough, the_<:listrict selector alon~ _ 
might ·oo suffiCient<ro::-re'a~ tlfem and the" office selectors miglit 
be omitt.ed, but this seldom occurs in the larp;er cities. Provision 
is, however, made for reaching outgoing trunks directly from the 
district selector, for use in the ca:o:c of individual trunk groups 
when it appears economicaL When this trunk arrangement is 
used in the case of a particular called office, the sender is informed 
·of the fact by the decoder arid,·after completing dbt.rict brush and 
JI,roup Relections, it completely omits the steps of office-selector 
control. This is one of the features which assists in lending 
flexibility to this syst-em. 

In case the call dialed is int(!nded for a subscriber in a manual 
office, the office code dialed is recognized by the decoder as that of 
a manual central office and the sender is Ro informed. The sender 
controls the district and office selections just as it did in the 
previous ca..'*', but, having reached the inter-office trunk group, its 
procedure after that is quit.e different. 

> 
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Each trunk of this inter-office group terminat-es in a cord
on a "B" position in the manual office. The sender closes 
through an electrical circuit over the trunk, which constitutes 
a signal for associating a pulse-receiver circuit with this cord. 
As soon as the path to this receiving circuit has been established, 
the sender transmits a series of code pulses which are recorded in 
the pulse-receiving circuit, and from this record a set of indicator 
lamps is lighted to display to the "B" operator the number of the 
called line. She then plugs into the line jack indicuted by the 
displayed number. The sl'nder disconnects after sending out 
flle pgls.es~a"iiathe·talh.1rlg_path.is established,:-- -

·~ - rmtnl1 

l.fu:r""'-" ~rm1np n.:n s r n_rg___,fpJ:!R51!"' MI'",IClt 

' lcrm1nal llr,~nuhvtl r n 

o~·t.~f/ow f~rmJna/ IOTronlo /.5 Tfllnk4 k p11nel ~· ~r11t(!r 

Ot>rrflow lt>rmmal (lt?dft,:lrr~) tOTrvnA• 

o~-~r/lr;., lrrm:na! llnelliclnd ti) Trvox.s 311 TfllnlJ k leu! il'laJI'!'i"§ li'«11Jr 

'(Jt·"/Jow h!rm/nol /OTrvn~s 

o.-rrfl"" lrrmrnt~/ (lndfulr>·t) 10 Tam~s 

Overf''ow lrrmmal (/,"7tffecltvt) 10 Trvn<s 

O•·ed!o.v fermrnu/ {/n.f/(dt.t) tO Trunk.s ri{J Trunlr& It> clfii:t: grwp No.I 
IQ TrvnJ,s __, 

Typical Di~>+rict Bank Layout. A ' 
~ 

Each panel office is provided with .an "A" board, the main 
functions of which are to complete short-haul toll calls, handle 
irregular connections, et.c. To reach this operator's position 
s,ubscribers are requested to dial 0. The sender upon receiving 
this code routes the. call through district and office selectors is 
before, after w.hich the lamp at the "A" operator's answering 
jack is lighted and the sender is freed. The subsequent handling 
of the call is under the control of the answering "A" operator. 

Other service codes, such as those for long distance, repair 
service, and infhrmatim:1, are r<'cognized by the sender and these 
calls may be completed either by 1 runks from the office-selector 
frames or directly from the district frame, as desired. 

Selector-bank Layout.-As statefl before (Fig. 114), each 
district- or office-selector frame is provided with five banks of 100 

~ 
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l"('ts of tenninals each. Not ull of these terminals ar(' connected 
to trunks, however, 10 sets of terminals in ('ach bank being 
reserwd as owrfiow tenninals to fncilitnte returning a busy 
Fig:nal on calls which find all the trunks of the desired group in use. 

The layout of a typical bank is shown in Fig. 116. Beginning 
at the bottom of the bank, the first 10 terminals are available for 
connection to trunks and the eleventh is an overflow terminal. 
This arrangement continues throughout. the bank, except that the 
two top groups are of five trunks each. The bank provides 90 
terminals for use with trunks and 10 overflow terminals. In 
ca..c;e ll ·t~unk- grou~tcnds: ov.er innreLthan· one. of tliese ban~ 
divisions, the intervening overflo,\· terminals ar~ made "ineffective 
andonly the overflow terminal at the top of the group will signal 
back a busy condition. This is done by making ineffective 
overflow terminals test busy, while the effective ones always test 
idle t.o the hunting select.or. 

The dmwing shows a typical dist.rict~bank layout, in which the 
bottom 40 trunks are assigned for connections to 'the office 
selectors, the next 30 trunks for local calls connecting directly to 
incoming selectors "ithout using office selectors, the 15 following 
trunks go t.o the special service operator, and the top 5 to repair 
service. At the right is sho\\·n a commutator in its position 
relative to the bank as determined by the corresponding positions 
of the selector brush and the commutator bru~h of a selector rod. 

Line-finder and Link Operation.-He turning now to the more 
detailed operating features of the.line finder, fig. 117 is a sche
matic showing the stages of line-finder operation. Figure 118 is a 
photograph of a line-finder frame. ' 

Each lin<;-finder frame carries 10 banks !Jf 40 subscriber lines 
each. The ·H)-point banks are used rather than the 10(}-point 
banks in order to provide a short hunting time. Ea~h line. 
appears as four terminal points before each finder: tip, ring, 
sleeve, and a fourth conductor used for control and for message 
registration. 

The line-finder selector rods are each equipped with 10 ~elect.or · 
brushes, one before each bank. If a whole frame is assigned to 
a single 400-line group, there will be space for 60 selectors~to 
serve them. In ease either more or lPss than 60 line-finder 
selectors are required to serve the 400-line groups, provision is . 
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made for splitting the multiple at a point. within the bank. This 
is done by building up the bank with terminal strips which instead 
of extending continuously from one end of the bank to the other 
are cut to provide an electrical separation at the desired point: 
On~ end of ~he bank can in this way be associated with one group 
of hnes, while the other end serves a different group. 

Two types of split frames may be used in cases where, owing to 
a lower calling rate, less than 60 line-finder selectors are required 
for the 40(}-line group. In one t)•pe, the frame is split two-thirds 
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of tlie way across, allowing a maximum of 40 selectors to the line
finder group. The other third of the frame will be used in 
conjunction with the third of an adjacent frame to provide 
another complete line-fi111dcr group, also of 40 selectors. In 
case the calling rate is still lower, the banks are divided in the 
middle and space for 28 line finders is made available before each 
of the two line-finder groups which such a frame would serve. 
In a similar way, it is possible by utilizing sections of adjacent 
frames to build up groups served by more than 60 selectors for 
high calling-rate conditions. · 

In order further to reduce the time of hunting for a line all 
line.::finder banks have a reversal in the line multiple in the middle 
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of the group, ~ that half of the selectors have access to the 

f.traight multiple and half to the reversed multiple. Under 

normal operation, each line is so connected that it will use a line 

finder in the section of the frame at which that line appears 

nearest to the bottom of the bank. This subgrouping of t.he line 

finders, which is nt'ccssitated by thh; featurt', C'xtends to t.he trip, 

start, and link circuits also, as FiJ:(. 11 i :-hows. The dt'signations 

Fw. it8.-Lin';finder frame. 

"A" and "B" are used in each c;lw to distingui:-;h thew subgroup 

divisions. In case all the line find(•rs in the first choice subgroup 

are busy, provision is p1ade for starting a line finder in the other 

subgroup. This grouping arrangement materially reduces the 

line-finder hunting time, becauw very seldom docs a selector 

have to hunt over more than bt\lf the bank in order to find the 

calling line. 

" 
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The link circuit is a two-ended unit, both ends of which 

terminate in short selector rods having access to panel banks. 

Its function is to connect :a line finder with an idle sender. These 

link circuits are mounted on frames as shown in Fig.-119, each 

frame having capacity for thirty link circuits. 

Like the selector frames, these link frames are double-sided, 

with fifteen link circuits mounted on each side. The selectors 

• 

, 

. :Fw. lll9.-Subscriber link frame. 

on the right half of the frame use the t.op bank and the com

mutators above it. These serve to find and connect the link with 

an idle line finder. This selector and bank are called the "dis

trict finder" and the "district-finder bank," since the line finder 

and its associated district-selector circuit, as stated before, really 

constitute a single circuit unit. 
At the left side of the bank are the sender-selector rods, one 

of which is associated ·with each district finder. These sender 

; i 
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selectors use the two lower banks and the commutators just 
above them. Through th('se banks the link has ace('&'~ to a maxi

mum of 100 senders. 
The sequence switch and the relays associated with each link 

circuit appear in the bay to the right. 
Each group of links is divided into two subgroup!'~ to corre

spond with the subgroups of line finders before the dirt"ct and the 
rewrsed multiple. Link group A. has accesR to the line find!"rs 
before the dirr.ct and group B those before the reverl'C'd multiple, 
as Fig. 11 TindicatC's. Each link circuit is arrangC'd to search for 
an idle line finder in its district-finder bank as soon as it has 

. become free from a previous ~ll., The idle links, each._-with an 
idle line finder that it has seized, are allotted in turn to bundle 
the originating calls. 

One trip circuit for each line-finder bank and a start circuit 
used in common by the whole line-finder group are provided. 
The main purpose of the trip circuit is to control the tripping of 
the line-finder brush. The start circuit controls the .order in 

which calls from lines in the different banks are handled. The 
trip and start circuits are each divided into an A and a B section. 
These sections work independently, each with its corresponding 
subgroup of links and line finders, except that, when all the links 
or all the line finders of a subgroup are busy, provision is made for 
allotting a link and a line finder in the other group, tripping the 

_ line.-:findet .Q)JlSh., ~i:~· . _ 
-. i.erus assU:me_that a call has been originated by the lower one 

of the two subscribers' lines indicated in Fig. 117. The line 
relay operates and this fact is signaled through the trip and start 
circuits to t.he previously allotted link. 

In the normal ca."<', the two link subgroups A and B will each 
be waiting with a link allotted and in the present case the one 
start~d '\\ill be the one on link frame A because this has access to 
those line finders which will find the calling line in the lower half 
of the bank. In case either all the links or all the line finders of 
<mbgroup A are bu...-;y, the allotted B link will be started. The 
only penalty is a slightly longer line-finder hunt to find the c:i.lling 

line. 
The link circuit, when the signal indicating an originated call 

has been received, starts in motion the line finder which it has 
previously selected. At the same time, the sender-selector end of 
the link begins searching for a sender. 

:;; 
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The next st<'p of line-finder operation is to trip the proper 

brush in ord<'r to insure testing over the lines in the bank in which 
the calling line is located. The method of tripping the line

finder brushes is different from that of other selector frames and is 
accomplished by a horizontal rod at the bottom of each bank 
which extends across the frame before all the line finders of a 
subgroup. When this rod is turned, fingers associated with the 
rod are placed in a position to trip the brush of any line finder 
'which starts moving up. It is the function of the trip circuit to 
place the proper trip rod in this rotated condition and thus to 

· operate the proper brush. No interference with other selectors 
occurs because the l'ltart. ci1ccuit is designl'd to permit only one 
line finder to be started up at a time, insuring that the trip rod will 
restore before another selector is started. With its brush tripped, 
a line finder then tests, one after another, the lines of the bank 
until it finds the one which has been marked by the operation of · 
its line relay as having originated a call, and on this line it 

~~ . . 
Assuming that both the line and the sender h:we been found, 

the subscriber's line is now extended through the line-finder bank 
to the line-finder selector rod, and from there to the district
finder bank of the link frame. Through the brush of the link
circuit disrrlct-finder selector it is carried into t.he link, and from 
there to the bank on the sender selector, whence it goes directly 
to the sender circuit. This establishes the path for the sub-

scriber's dialing. 
Sender and Decoder Operation.-It is the function of the 

sender to receive and record the number dialed by the subscriber 
and to use this informat.ion in controlling the Rubscqucnt handling 
of the call. In this, it is assisted in the larger cities by the decoder. 

In the smaller of the panel cities, where the number of_£odes is 
not too great nor the changes too frequent to pem1it changi~g 

connecti~ns in individual senders when routing changes are 
required it is posFiblc to make the sender entirely Relf-contained; 
but if s~cb a plan were extended to the larger cities, not only 
would the mass of code cross-connections per sender be extremely 
expensive in initial cost but the labor of making the required 

changes would be excessive. 
This·difficulty has been met by the use of the decoder. This 

decoder is an equipment unit consisting of relays and cross
connecting panels. It is &~ized by a sender when the office code 
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has ~n dialC'd; it receiws from the !'('nder signals which infonn it 

wh:l.t the dinl<'d codC' i~<; and it r<'t\trns to th<' S<:nder all the infor· 

mation necessary for completing: thl' routinp; of the call. Thus 

t hl' decodrr sen·es sonwwhn t the !'a me purpose ns n routing chart 

in manual Op<'ration. · 

FIG. 120.-Scndcr frame. 

Owing to its very Rhort holding time, from three to five of 

these decoders will be ample to serve very large central offices. 

The result is both to reduce the cost of the cross-connections and 

to facilitate the making of changes. 

Figure 120 shows a sender frame mounting ten senders. The 

open doors. display the relays associated with one sender. In 

the middle arc the sequence B\vitchcs, three of which belong to 

each Kender. The bay at the right of the picture provides relay 

equipment by which connection between the senders and decoders 

is accomplished. 
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A deroder frame is shown in Fig. 121. Relays of t.he usual 

type are mounted at the left of the frame. At the lower right, 

above the fuse panel, appear multi-conttlCt relays and above these 

are the cross-connecting ]panels. ======-=;;-:;;-;;;-;;;;;;;;:~ii"'.ii_.. 

~""~,r·:!f·~,,~~~~ 
fi~; t~r:el~~~;s c!~~~:~\~ !~: d;~.·-~~. -; ji~.· .. · .... :·· .. ~.j~.~~~ J.~ .. .' 

subscriber which designate the · ~~~ : · . <;:/ l : Of(Ejr· ,, 
central office desired. The I ·l,_ro· . · gf! t 

next four digits in all cases :·' j I 1 .• .-: <4 .. (1 L~ i 

will represent the number of 'l~ .. I;; ~· 
the desired line in th:it office. ;r;.~.~1 ·~l ' 
- h f d 1 1 · 'i'•.. 1 

I:.ac. set o ia pu scs, constl- ,a 

tuting.;, single digit of the- ... : :\~ 1 

number, is recorded on a set of J~;:::l , 1 
. ~ 

. 
relays as it is received by the < :: ":::t 
sender. In the case considered, 

there will, accordingly, be seven 

sets of recording relays,, one for 

' each digit of the required num- ~· ; 

ber. And eighth se
1 
tis provhidcd ·l 

to recor party etters w en

ever these are dialed on calls to 

party line~ manual o:ffices. 

The first three digits, consti· 

tuting the office code, are those 
I 
1 ., 

which detennine the routing ~ [ 
and the general method of · . 

handling the calL It is these . 11 
three digits which the sender [ i ' 

transmits to the decoder. As ~·":: . i . ; 
soon as they arc received, the ~·. ~ . ...., ··J~ :~ r-
sender is, therefore, ready to ~.. ., : · 

connect. itself to an idle decoder. I . . 

:For this purpose each sender is 

provided with a multi-contact 

relay. This multi-contact rc
FIG. 121.-Decoder frame. 

lav has access to a link circuit, called a "decoder connector," 

which is :used in common by the ten S<:nders of a sinv;lc S<'nder 

frame. Each of these link circuits is also provided with a set of 

multi-contact relays. There will be as many in this set u.s there 

are decoders to which this link may be connected. 

I i 
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Figure 122 shows the connecting arrangement between a 
pair of sender frames and a set of three decoders. Let us assume 
that sender A requires a decoder. If the link circuit is not 
lx>ing used by any other 8<'nder on the frame, the mult.i-contnct 
rPlay of f:\('nder A will connPct it with thi:-link." ~ext., one of the 
relays of the link circuit will operate to connt>ct the link with an 
idle decoder. Ench link has an order of prC'ferencC' in accordance 
with which it U8<'s the decoders, but any one of the thrf'e decoders 
will ren·e the purpof:\(' equally well. In care the link circuit was in 

Sender Frame Se."''der frame 
Mvlliconlacf relays to COI7l1f!cf 

,~~.sender rt'qviring a_ d.~') .. ....-----. I Se~der li. Senter ~J usever I 
jse~der J.r 

FIG. 122.-Sender-dccoder intereonneetion-sehematie. 

use at the time sender A desired to use it, the connect ion would 
merely be delayed until the previous sender had finil'hed with it. 
Since the holding time of the decoder and its conn<'cting link is., 
only a fraction of a second, this delay is hardly appreciable. 

After the connection between the Sl:'nder and the decoder has 
been made in this way, the Render transfers the digits representing 
the desired code into the decoder. 

Figure 123 r~prcsents in schematic form the steps of decoder 
operation. Its first function after receiving the three digits of 
the code from the sender will be to combine them in order to 

· isolate the specific code desired and so be enabled to deal with it 
as a unit. This is done in two steps: First, the 10 digits represent-

't··:r ··i ·&' ef'''*tt'''!:iirt'w 'f'·::t'.ttr'rrr·+otriwM···l::te 'tihtt ,,,'*'., .. 
"'\ 
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ing the third number oi the code are combined with the 10 di~its 
representing the second number of the code to make 100 combma
tions. Second, these 100 combinations are combined with the 
digits representing the first number of the ~ode. Now t~e use of 
1 as the first digit of the code is always avmded because 1t cannot 
be distinguished from a Jialse preliminary pulse such as frequently 
occurs f~om a jarring of the switch ho?k when the receiver is 
lifted. The digit 0, dialed as the first digit, is used to route the 
call to an "A" operator without requiring the dialing of any 

FIG. 123.--Deeoder--schematic. 

further digits, so there is no occasion to combine it with the 
second or third digits of the code. This leaves only 8 first ~ode 
digits to be combined with the 100 combinations alread! obtamed 
from the 2 other digits, making a total of 800 poss1ble codes. 
With this combining arrangement a specific code, when trans
ferred to the decoder, will result in the opera.t,ion of. a ??rrespond
ing set of code-combining relays, the effect of whten 1s to pl~ 
ground upon a particular one of the _800 code cro~s-connectmg 
points to show that this is the code whteh h:is been dtaled. . 

On the other side of this cross-connectmg frame appear .the 
leads to a group of "<:ode-route" relays. By cross-connection, 
any one of the code points may be connected to any one of the 
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rout0-relay points. trsually only one code point will be con
nected to a route relay, but thPre :ne certain cas<'s in which more 
than one code may be connPct<'d to a single route rPlay, as for 
instance where codes of a group are all routed through a single 
tandem point or where a number of unu~d codes may be routed 
to an intercepting operator. When the ground hns been placed 
on the code point as a re11ult of the transfer of the code digits into 
the decoder, the route relay corresponding to this code point will 
operate. 

Each of the code-route relays has six contacts, each one of 
which controls a major feature ·of- the routitig inforn11itfon. 
These contacts areterminated on a 'second set of cross-connecting 
points and it is this set of cross-connections which determines the 
information that will be returned to the sender. In taking, 
for instance, the connecting lead which determines the class of 
call, cross-connecting to one point would indicate a direct con
nection to a dial office, cross-connecting to a second point would 
indicate a call to a manual office, to a third point would indicate 
a call routed through tandem, etc. A second connecting lead 
represents the compensating resi:-tance which should be put in the 
fundamental selecting lead in order to give the proper resistance 
to the selecting path. · This cross-connection will, therefore, 
depend upon the trunk resistance between the originating and 
terminating offices. A third lead, by its cross-connection, will 
determine which brush on the district frame should be tripped. 
A fourth will determine which group in the district. bank the ~_!\11 
should be routed tl:irough. The fifth and sixth leads will convey 
similar information for the office selector. 

Between these cross-connPcting points and the sender are 
thirty conductors divided into six sets of five conductors each. 

-~ ... Each set of five conductors will convey the information with 
regard to one of these major features of the call. As a result 
of the combination in which these thirty leads are grounded by 
the decoder, a corresponding combination of selection register 
relays will be operated, and from thPse operated relays the 8Cnder 
controls all subsequent routing of the call. 

As soon as these selection re~istPr rPiays have been set, the 
connection between the sender and the decoder is broken and the 
decoder may be used for a new call. 

Having gained this information, the sender can now proceed 
with its selections. 
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Dial Pulse Recording.~Figure 124 is a simplified circuit 
showing the means used to record the dialed number. It assumes 
that the circuit between the subscriber's dial and the sender has 
already been established: All the equipment shown in the 
drawing, with the exception of the dial itself, is located in the 
sender circuit. 

During dialing, the line circuit is completed through the L 
relav which is connected in series with the dial contacts to follow 
the ·dial pulses. This relay also acts as an induction coil to place 
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}'w. 1'24.--.,.-Dinl pulse-r~ording circuit. 

dial tune on the line.. The L relay is operated as s~o~ as the 
pulsing path is clm:ed, since the dial in the normal p~stt.ton c?m
pletes the circuit through its contacts. The subscnber receives 
the dial tone as soon as the dialing path is closed and he can then 
begin to dial the desired code and number. . . 

J~ach digit is represented by a set of short breaks m the line 
current. At <>ach break the L relay releases, so that the number 
of breaks which represents the digit dialed results in a correspond
ing number of releases and reopcrations of the L ~lay. . . 

The SR rPlay is of the slow-release type. It JS e?ergiZed at 
the first operation of .T.. and remains operated during.vlrhial~y the 
whole 8ender holding time, since the pulses durmg whiCh L 
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rt>leases art> of too short duration for the rt>lease of SR. Relay 

~A, also slow release, OJX'rates on the first pulse of each digit 

dmled, holds up on the f'Uccreding pulses, and releases after the 

last pulse of the ~roup which ll'presents the digit. 

The .g~oup of counting relays between PI and P6 functions on 

each dtgit. After they have ~n set from one dialed digit the 

transfer their settin~ to a recording group of relays, such ::.S th~ 
Al to_A.~ group or the group Bl to BZ, and then restore to await 

the dtahng of the next digit. The recording group of relays 

A._ I to AZ tak~s a _setting from the first. digit that the subscriber 

dtals and holds thiS r<'cord until the sender releases. The Bl t 

~Z _rt>lays make a similar r<'Cord of the second digit dialed an~ 
smula~ groups,_not_ sh_own, d_o the same for the other digits. 

Wlule the Circmt IS awatting the dialing of the first. di "t 

~lays~, SR~ and ACare OJX'ratcd. Let us now assume that~~ 
..,~bscnber dtals as the first letter of his code a D which on the 

dt~l, corresponds with the di6Tit 3. At the first break in
1
t.he cir

cuit, the L relay releases, operating the RA relay from. its left 

back contact. Tracing the ground from the right back contact 

of relay L! we find relay Pl will also be operated. At the end 

of the first pulse, relay L reoperat<'s and relay Pl', being no longer 

shunte~ by the ground that operated PI, will now operate over 

the senes path through the winding of PI, the winding of Pl', the 

make cont_act o~ PI, the back contact of P2', and the front contact 

?f !lA, whiCh still remains up because of its slow-release character

I~tlc~On the second puiS(', rE-lay L will again release and the 

ctrcmt through its right-hand haek contact, which is no~ com

pleted through the make contact of PI', will operate the P2 

re~ay. The,reoperation of L at the end of the second pulse per

mits_ the P2 relay to operate. The operat.ion of P'2' breaks the 

loc_kmg path for PI and PI' and they release. It also extends 

the lead from the L relay to relay P3, so that upon the third 

break in_ the line c~rrent the release of L will operate P3 and the 

rcoperat10n of L wlll permit the operation of P3'. 

This being the last pulRC of the digit, relay L will now remain 

operat~d for a time. Relay RA will release shortly nft<'r but, 

before tt releases, the setting will have been transferr<'<i to the A 

group of recording relays. At the end of the three pulses relays 

P2, P2', P3, and P3' were operated. Ground at the left-hand 

make contact of P2' will complete a circuit through contact of 

relay AC to operate relay A2. Similarly, ground from the left,. 
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hand make contact of P3' will operate AI. Upon the relea.._<:e of 

RA., a locking path will be established from its back contact 

through the winding of relay AL to hold Al and A2. AL will 

operate in series with this locking path to establish a locking 

ground of its own as "·ell as to release relay AC and to operate 

relay BC. The release of relay RA has meanwhile removed the 

locking path for the remaining counting relays of the P group so 

that these will release und be ready to record the next digit. 

Let us assume that the next digit dialed is a U, which results 

in the sending of eight pulses. The P group of counting relays 

will be operated as before in the following steps: On the first pulse, 

the PI pair will be operated, on the second the P2 pair will operate 

. and the PI pair will release; on the third the P3 pair will operate; 

on the fourth, the P4 pair will operate and the P2 and P3 pairs 

will release; on the fifth, the P5 pair will operate and the P4 
pair release. At the same time, the P6 pair will operate. On the 

, sixth pulse, the Pl pair will operate, on the seventh the P2 pair 

will operate and the Pl and P5 pairs will release and finally, on 

the eighth pulse>the P3 pair will be operated. We find that the 

relays now operated are the pairs P2, P3, and P6. This will 

result in the operation of recording relays BI, B2, and B5, the last 

one of which is operated through a make contact of' the P6' relay 

from ground at the back contact of P5'. _ 

The subsequent digits dialed by the subscriber act iii a similar 

way to~set .other grgups of re~rd_ing rell!YS ul!til fin~~~ ~:~.n--·- _ ·-- -
dialing is. complete, all of flie digits which the subscriber has 

dialed will be recorded in relay combinations. In three--digit 

offices, it would be the setting of the first three sets of recording 

relays which is transferred into th~ decoder in order to det.ermine 

the routing of the call .. 
One further detail which may be noted upon this circuit is the 

means by which preliminary pulses are handled. Suppose that a 

single pulse had been received before the first digit was dialed. 

The PI and Pl' relays would have been operated by this pulse ~nd 

from Pl' the A 1 recording relay would have operated. In the A 

group of register relays, however, there is no locking path for the 

AI relay operated alone. It must be operated in combination 

with either A2 or A5 to insure its holding. The relea..<:e of RA at 

the end of this single pulse would release Pl.and Pl' and relay 

AI would also drop. Relay AL which cannot operate without 

the battery from one of the recording relays would not obtain 
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it from relay A 1 alone and would not operate. The circuit, 
therefore, would stand in identically the same condit.ion that 
it did be-fore the single pulse was received and no record of 
this pulse would have been made. 

Selection Control.-The means by which the sender controls 
the S<'lect ion process is usually called the "revertive" method of 
pulsing. The principle of this plan is to sta~t a selector in motion 
by action of the local selector circuit and, as the selector moves, 
to return signals to the sender to indicate the successive steps 
of this motion. The sender counts these signals and when the 
correct number to represent t:he desired select or posit.ion has been 
received, the sender signals the selector circuit and the selector 
stops. 

In the simplified selector circuit shown in Fig. 125, it is the 
commutator of the district selector circuit which sends back the 
pulses; the "st.cpping relay" follows them, the "counting relays" 
count them, and, when the correct number of pulses has been 
received, the last counting relay opens the pulsing circuit. This 

, opening of the circuit stops the selector by releasing the L relay. 
The dotted rectangles which contain the district brush:selec

tion register relnys, district group-selection register relays, etc., 
correspond to J'hose of Fig. 123. As explained, these relays are 
set from the decoder. The relays which control the value of the 
compensating resistance to be inserted in the sekcting path do 
not come into play in district selections, because both t.he district. 
f'(>lC'ctor and the sender are in the same office and no mat€rial 
variati.on in .,trunk,,~resistance exists. ~fixed ,resi&t@.C~": .ca.If,..._ 

therefo~e, be~ used ,and for- sfmpiiCit:y it is not shown in -the 
simplified circuit. Only those selection operations which may 
be made to selectors in other offices use this compensating 
r!.'sistance information, since only in this case are variations 
necessary. 

As shown in the drawing, the.effect of the setting of district 
brush-selection register relays is to determine to which pair of, 
counting relays the stepping relay lead, is connected. It is in 
this way that the number of steps counted before stopping. the 
selector is determined. 

The circuit drawin~~ illustrates the process of selection in the 
first step of the switching train, that is, in the district selector. 
Position 1 iJ:~ the normal position of both the sendN and the 
dh;trict sequence switches~ Selection is started as soon as 
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the decoder has sc~ the scll'ction register relays by moving the 
R'nder R'quence sw1tch into position 2. The path for this is not 

~h~wn in thil' simplifif'd Circuit. As soon as the sender sequence 

::w1tch reaches po::i1io.n 2, it closes the selecting; p:\th through 
~he cam marked C, wluch, though shown separat{'ly for clearneAA, 
1s one of the cams of thi~ switch. The L rl'lay of th<' 1listrict~ 

::elector circuit is Op<'ratPd owr this closed selecting path and 
through its left-hand mnke contact, it provides a ground which i~ 
transmitted through the di::trict scquenc~switch cam C to 
operate the scquNlCC'-switch magnet. This magnet draws the 

fl~xibly mount~d. di~k of the sequence switch against the driving 
d1sk and the swttch turns.. As soon as the switch· hits moved 
out of position 1, the Op<'rat.ing prtth for its magnet is broken 
and the switch stop~ in the next succeeding position that is 

positi?n 2. Through cam D, a p:lth is closed in positi~n 2 fro~ 
the r:ght-hand make contact of the L relay to energize the 
up-dnve map:n<'t. This magnet acts to pres.'> the rack of the 
selector against the up-drive cork roll and the sclector st.arts 
its upward motion. · 

As it moves upward, the commutator brush at the top of the 
R'lector rod makes ~uccessive contacts with the commutator 
segment.s. Each time it passes oYer one of these segments, 
ground 1s placed on the selecting circuit through cam G, shunting 
down the stepping r<•lay of the sender. The stepping relay will 
reoperate as the brush moves between the segments, so that 
each segment pas!-'Cd over will be represented by one release 
-and reoperati<:m of _the stepping relay. 

The first operation of the sender-stepping relay occurred 
wh('n the selecting path was closed. From its make contact 
the stepping relay at that time closed a path from ground th~ough 

. ..,. t~e Ff cam of the !-'Cnder sequence switch to the contacts of the 
_dt.Stnct brush-select ion register relays. Let us as.'~ume that the 
fi:s~·- and third of thcHC relays. were operated by the decoder. 
'Ih1s path would then be continued through the make contact 
of the first relay, the hack contact of the second relay and the 
make contact of the third relay to the No. 2 pair of 'counting 
relays. The ground from the stepping relay would operate 
relay C2. No further action occurs until the commutator brush 
reaches the bottom !!('gment of the commutator. At this point, 
groun~ on the commutator shunts down the st~pping relay, 
removmg the ground from the path to .the counting relays. 

I 
unr "ti* ·mrs 
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The removal of this ground permits relay C2' to operate in 
series with C2, transferring the operating path from the stepping 

relay to the No. 1 pair of the counting relays. As the commu

tator moves over the first segment, breaking contact with it, 
the stepping relay is permitted to reoperate and ground from its 

contact now operates relay Cl. When the commutator brush 
makes on the second ~~ommutator segment, the stepping relay 
releases and relay Cl' operates, transferring the counting path 
to the zero pair of coumting relays. As the commutator brush 
breaks with scgment 2, the stepping relay again operates, 

·energizing relay CO. When the commutator brm;h-reaches tlfe 
third s<'gment, the stepping relay is again released and relay CO' 
operatl:'s. The operation of CO opens the selecting path to 

the district selector and also operates relay T which locks up 
through cam D of the sender sequence switch. Relay T at its 

right-hand break contact removes the ground from all, the 
countfng relays and permits them to release. Through its 
left-hand break contact it continues to hold open the district 
sclecting path. As soon as the CO relay has released, the ground 
at its break contact is· extended through the make contact of 
relay T and cam B of the sequence switch to operate the sequence 
switch magnet. The operation of this magnet draws the flexible 
disk against the driving disk and the sequence switch moV(•s from 
position 2 into position 3. In moving between these two posi
tions, the locking path of relay T is opened and T releases 
before the path can be reestablished in position 3. , 

:\lean while, in the district-selector cireuit,~_tl:fe L-relay J:!ljj.Y · 

still find a path to hold it operated through the commutator 
until the commutator brush has moved past the third segment. 
When this occurs, the L relay releases, breaking at its right-hand 

contact the circuit to the up-drive magnet, stopping the motion 
of the selector at this point. Through its left-hand back contact 
it provides a path through cam B of the sequence switch to 
operate the sequenc•e-switch magnet, moving the switch into 

position 3. 
The selector, has now been set in the position for brush trip, 

and in position 3 a path is established through cam E of the 
district sequence switch to operate the trip magnet and so 
revolve the trip rod. In the position in which the selector red is 
standing, the trip finger is opposite the third brush of the bank, 
so that, when the trip rod -is revolved, the t.rip finger catches on 
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t~e trigger of this brush and is thus in position to trip the brush 
"hen the brush moves. 
. When the ~nder sequence switch has been moved into posi

tton 3, as dc::;cn~d above, the selecting path between the district 
an? the S<'~Hler ts rc-<>::-tablished at cam C of the :;;ender sequence 
~\~Itch. 1 he L relay of th<" _district again opt"rates and through 
1t.s ~c.ft-han~ make contact 1t moves tlw sC'qU<'ncc switch from 
p<>s1t10n 3 mto position 4 In this; pos;t"tion a path · · . · · · , · 1s agam 
e,;tabl.l:;;hed from ~he right-hand contact of L to operate the 

. ur:-dnve magnet, and the selector rod again starts to move 
upward. This commutator segme~t repr<'senting the steps of 
~roup selection has now been conn<'cted through cam F to the 
fund:~m('ntal p~1th. The motion of th(' brush over the segments 
of th1s commutator is signrtled back, as in the previous case, to 
prod~ce releases of the stepping relay. Corresponding pulses 
are gwen by the make contact of the stt>pping rt>lay but in this 
cas(', they arc carried to the district group selection 'register 
relay~ throu~h cam F of the sender sequence switch. These 
selectwn register relays have a setting from the decoder which 
abo result:;; in connecting this path to one of the pairs of counting 
rela.ys, and, as before, these relays are counted down in order 
unttl the ~'0' relay is finally operated. This, as before breaks 
th~ ~·l~ctwn p~th, operates the ! relay, releases the dounting 
rela~~~ .1nd mo\es the sequence switch on into position forfurther 
selectiOn stages. In the district circuit, the L relay is released 
as ~fore, as soon as the commutator brush has moved off th~ 
de:nred com~uta.tor segment. The up-drive is stopped and the 
8equence swit~h IS moYed forward in order to perform the other 
sel.ector functt~ns. The ;selector rod is now standing with the 
th1rd bru.sh ~npped and m contact with terminals of the bank 
at the pomt m the bank which the sender has determined by the 
group selection. 

The selector circuit can now proceed to test the trunks of 
the gr_oup which starts at this point of the bank, in order to 
find an Idle one which it may seize to extend the connection 
forward. This is accomplished in the usual way by moving 
the selector upward from terminal to terminal, testing at the 
:mme tim~ the third, or sleeve, conductor to determine. from 
Its electrical c.onditio~ w~.ethcr the trunk is idle or busy. On 
~he first termmal whtch 1t finds idle it stops, and the circuit 
1s cut through. 

:? , .. -,,(,., )tdrt Ht±"m#t·tnr nu twirl· r nr< ewer· mt~,,·. · Mi -, ~. 
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If the call is routed through an office selector, the path is 
now completed for offi.cc-selection control. The process by 
which this is accomplished is similar to that of distric.t selection. 
The selection recording :relays set by the decoder determine, by 
means of the counting relay connections, the setting that the 
office selector takes. The office selector then trunk bunts to 
find an idle inter-office trunk to the called central office. 

If the inter-office trunks are reached directly from a district 
Eelector, the setting of tbe office-selection register relays indicates 
this-fact to the sender a111d all the steps of office-selection control 

are omitted. 
In case all of the trunks to which a selector has access are 

busy, the selector, after testing them all, stops on the overflow 
terminal. When standing on this terminal, one of the com
mutator segments will be grounded by the commutator brush 
and the grounding of this segment operates a relay in the selector 
circuit which reverses the tip and ring leads back to the sender, 
thereby reversing the polarity of the current. In series with 
the stepping relay in the sender is a polarized relay called the 
"overflow relay" omitted in the simplified circuit. This is so · 
connected that it is not operated by the direction of current 
flow used in normal selections, but this rewrsal of the current 
from the overflow condiition operates it. The result of its opera
tion is to cause the sender to discontinue further selections and 
release, after setting the district circuit in a condition to send a 
busy signal to j;}l~ .c.alling...sublilcriber;- ·~·. c::::," ~- ·' · 

After an idle inter-<,ffice trunk has been chosen, the sender 
is in position to make incoming selections. The choice of the 
incoming selector brush to be tripped is the first step in this 
process. From Fig. 115, it is apparent that this js determined 
by the thousands digit dialed by the subscriber. If. this digit 
is 0 or 1, the bottom brush, that is, brush 0, must, Pe tripped. 
If it is 2 or 3, the next .brush (brush I) must be selected, etc. 
The counting relay eonnections for this are determined by 
the register relays set. from subscribers dialing without the 
intervention of the decoder. The compensating resistance in 
the selecting Joop is, however, determined by relays set by 
the decoder. Otherwise, the method of selection is like fQat 
described for the district selector. 

The incoming group selection is determined by the thousands 
and hundreds digits of the called: number taken in combination .. 
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From Fig. 115, it mil be apparent that, in any bank, the bottom 
group (group 0) is chosen whenever the thousands digit is an 
even number and the hundreds digit is four or less, the next 
group (group I) whenever the thousands digit is even and the 
hundreds digit five or more, group 2 whenewr the thousands 
digit is odd and the hundreds digit four or less, and the last 
group (group 3) whenever the thous..'lnds digit is odd and the 
hundreds digit five or more. 

When incoming group selection has been completed, an 
idle final selector circuit is found by the usual trunk-hunting 
process. The next. step is final brush 8Clection. This .. is deter

-mined from the hundnids digit. IM.his digit is 0 or 5, the bottom 
bank (bank 0) is selected. If it is I or 6, the next bank (bank I) 
is chosen, and so on. 

The position of the subscribers' line in the final bank is deter
mined by the tens and units digits. The final bank arrange
ment differs from that of the banks of other select.ors in that 
all the terminals are used; no overflow terminals are required. 
The tens digit is first used like a group selection to reach the 
proper group of ten lines. The units digit is then used t.o 
determine the exact line, in this section of ten. Thus the 
final frame has three selection st~ps instead of the two required 
in other frames. 

When the final line has been reached, the final selector tests 
this line to determine, in the first place, whether it is busy or 
not. If it is idle, connection is immediately made. If it is 
busy, the selector must further determine whether it is an 
individual line or the line of a private branch-exchange group. 
This is indicated by marginal resistance conditions on the 
third, or sleeve, conduct.or. If it is a busy individual line, 
the final selector does not seize it but returns a busy signal 
to the calling subscriber. If it is the line of a private branch
exchange group, the final selector moves on to test over the 
Rucceeding terminals, stopping when an idle line is found or when 
it has t~sted all of the lines of the group and found them busy. 
The selector recognizes the last line of the group because this 
line is ·wired to give the same marginal condition as an individual 
Hubscriber's line. Reaching this line and finding it also busy, 
1 he H(•lcctor will stop and return a busy signal as it does in the 
case of individual lines. 
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The speed of up-drive at which units selections and the line 
testing are accomplished is slower than that of other selections 
to pennit sufficient time for the necessary circuit operations. 
In order to make this possible, an additional drive roll turning 
at slow speed and a corresponding clutch per selector circuit 
are provided on final frames. 

With the arrangement for private branch-exchange lines 
described, it '\"rill be apparent that the only limitation in the 
number of lines which may be assigned to a subscriber is the 
number of sets of terminals available between the one which 
corresponds to the listed number and the top of the bank. In 
very large groups it is customary to assign listed numbers 
ending with the digits 00, so that all the terminals of the bank 
may be made .available as private branch-exchange lines if 

Calltng1 Lone . I o~,Jinf,rclftt:O' I I fiN I CAlled 
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Fw. 126.-·Talking and supe-rvisory circuit. 

desired, since such numbers appear as the bot.tom lines in ~heir 
banks. It is thus possible Jo_provide .groups of -100 .~es and at 
the sametime permit eackcalf'totest, if necessary, all the lines 
of this group. 

The sender completes its functions after final unit selections 
have been made, by !'!ending a signal to the district-selector 
circuit to effect the connecting through of the talking path from 
the subscriber to the inter-office trunk. The relea.."'C of the 
sender and its associat~d link circuit then occurs and . they 
become available for use on another call. 

The battery supply for the calling subscriber's transmitter 
and supervision is . connected at the district selector through 
a repeating coil. For the called party, this function is per
formed in the incoming selector circuit. Figure 126 represents 
the talking and supervisory circui~s for a panel connection. 

The location of the ringing, supervisory, and current supply 
functions in ·the incoming selector, which is directly as..<;OCiated 
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with the inter.office trunk, makes unnecessary special final 

FClrctors for types of S<'rvice which require different transmission 

or supervisory conditions, such as toll and testing. 

Message Registration.-On . subscribers' lines where the 

charging is on a message-rate basis, a message register is pro

vided. The operating path of this regh;ter is carried "through 

one of the terminals of the line finder into the district circuit. 

The actual operation of the register on a completed call occurs 

at the end of conversation but the circuit condition to effect 

it is prep:ned upon the answer of the called party, by tbe opera

tion of a" charge" relay in the ·district-selector circUit. 

·From Fig. 126 it will be clear th!tt the operation of the called 

party's supervisory rt:>lay revefl'les the current over the inter

office trunk. The polarizerl relay at the originating end is 

operated by this reversal. This polarized relay operates the 

charge rrlay, but there is introduced at this point a delay int~rval 

I'O dcf'igned that the polarized relay must. continue operated for a 

period of about three seconds to be effective. A closure of the 

contacts of the polarized relay of less than this interval would 

not result in a charge to the sub:-criber. This delay int~rval is 

timed by a power-driYen interrupter of the type described ab<J.ve. 

This delay interval has shown itS<'lf to be of considerable 

value. In the first place, it protects against false charges due 

to surges and other transient conditions. It has, besides, aided 

the flexibility of the system because it is possible to use short 

flashing Signals for busy-back, re.order, and other similar pur

poses, so that the operators may tise the.same final selectors 

or trunks as calling dial subscribers do and at the same time 

may receive visual indication of these conditions on their super

visory lamps. 
. After the charge relay in the district-selector circuit has 

been set, no further action is taken until the end of conversa~ 

tion. When the calling subscriber restores his S\\itch hook, 

this charge relay provides a circuit for imposing an operating 

current on the message-register lead to operate the register 

as.r.;ociated \\ith the line. 
In case of a busy line or a failure of the called party to answer, 

no reversal oft he trunk supervisory current of sufficient duration 

to operate the charge relay will occur. No registration will be 

made. The same is true of service calls and the like, for which 

no charge is made. 
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Coin-box Operation.--The district and sender circuits used 

with coin-box lines must h<' made capable of additional functions. 

On account of these added functions, the line-finder groups on 

which they appear and their associated district circuits are used 

by coin lines exclusively. The average number of coin lines per 

central office is so small, however, that it is not usually economical 

to use a group of S<'nders for coin lines alone. For this reason, 

the coin senders are designed to be capable of serving the non

coin lines as well. The link circuits associated with coin lines 

signal to the sender, when the link s~iz<'s it, that a coiU:-box call 

is to be handled, so that. upon the receipt. of such a signal the 

sender brings the coin features into play. 

In order to initiate a call from a coin box, a coin must be 

deposited and the rcceiiver removed before a line finder and 

sender will be associated with the line. "'hen these conditions 

are satisfied, the operation is the same as that for the regular 

subscriber's call, up to the completion of subscriber's dialing. 

1\mv the coin box is so designed that the deposit of a ·coin 

closes a circuit path through the coin magnet to ground. This 

can be removed only by collection or return of the coin. Any 

kind of a ground conn•E.'ction would serve to connect the line 

finder and sender, so, to make sure that a legitimate deposit 

has been made, the resistance of the ground circuit must be 

tested to determine that it is such as a coin deposit gives. When 

the last digit has been dialed, the sender, therdore, make's a 

test of t.he line to -insure-·thafthe pro"Per comliffonsna,~e lX>en 
met.. If this proves to be the case, the sender completes its 

functions as usual. The lack of a correct resistance ground 

condition indicates to the sender that there is some irregularity 

and in this case. the sender proceeds only to the completion of 

final tens selection. Before making final units selection, the 

sender brings in a signal to an operator. This operator, upon 

answering, is connected to the line and she tries to establish 

the reason for this irregularity. If it can be cleared up by a coin 

deposit, the connection will be complet~d when this is done. 

The answer of the called subscriber sets a charge relay in the 

district circuit just as it does in the case of a message-rate 

subscriber. The delay interval is effective in this case as in the 

other. \Vhen the calling subscriber restores his s"·itch hook 

at the end of a call, the coin-box district~8elector circuit is ~on
nected with an auxiliary coin control circuit. There are usually 
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four of these circuits available to the thirty district circuits on 
one !'ide of a district-selector frame. After seizing the circuit, 
the di~t rict circuit. informs it whether or not a charge is to be 
made. The coin control circuit is given direct access to the line 
conductors and its first act is to test the line to make sure that 
there is a coin in the box. If the coin is to be collected, it next 
places battery of the proper polarity over both sides of the sub
scriber's line in parallel. The circuit is completed at the coin 
box through the coin-box magnet to ground, and the magnet is 
operated in the proper direction to accomplish the collection. 
After this is done, it makcs a last test of the line to insure that 
the collection has been accomplish~d. 

In case the call was not completed, the process is the same 
except that the current sent out over the line is of the opposite 
polarity and operates the magnet in the direction to return the 
coin. 

In case of any irregularity, such as no coin being in the box 
upon the first test or the coin remaining in the box after collection 
or return, a signal is given to an operator and the difficulty is 
reported for investigation. After its functions have been per
formed, the coin control circuit frees itself from the district 
8Clector and can be used by another one. The restoration of 
the line-finder circuit follows shortly afterward. 

Another general plan of coin-box operation used in some cities 
differs from the one described in permitting the subl'lcriber to 
f!Cjze a sender and t~~ial even if a coin has J)Ot been deposited. 
The sender coin test will be made,. however, substantially as 
described and the call will not be completed until a deposit is 
made. With this arrangement it is customary to permit calls 
which dial the "A" operator to reach her without a coin deposit 
and this facilitv is the main reason for its use. 

"A" Operat~r.-The duties of the "A" operator are varied. 
Rhe completes short-haul toll connections, answers subscribers' 
requests for assistance in completing their calls, supervises those 
which have been incorrectly or incompletely dia.led, and verifies 
busy reports. The regular intercepting work is also done at this 
line of board and may be combined with other duties of the 
"A" operator. 

In its general form the panel" A" board is similar to a manual 
"A" board. The answering jacks in the panel board, however, 
are. not directly associated with subRcribers' lines, but, instead, 
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the greater number of them will represent those trunks from the 
district or office selector, which the subscriber reaches when he 
dials "Operator." A Eimilar group of answering jacks will be 
reached by the subscriber if he, in error, dials an unused com
bination of digits as an office code. The trunks to the inter
cepting operator come from final terminals which are unused or 
which, on account of some irr~gular condition, require an 
operator's intervention. 

The most widely used form of panel "A" board is the dialing 
type. Double-ended cords are provided and a position dial 
may be associated with the calling end of any cord. These 
cords may also be used to complete connection in the same way 
as in manual "A" boards. Either straightforward or call-circuit 
operation may be used and calls may be trunked either directly 
or through tandem. 

Figure 127 is a view of a representative panel "A" board. 
The dial is mounted on the right of each position, otherwise 
the shelf equipment is similar to a manual 11 A" position. In 
the face equipment the answering jacks appear nearest' the 
bottom. Since the trunks associated with these jacks have a 
high calling rate, a comparatively small number will provide a 
lmtd for an operator. Above the answering jacks are the out
going trunk jacks and the jacks for reaching the dialing dis

t rict selectors, described below. 
At t.he top of the multiple space appears the checking multiple. 

This consists of a _set of _t~rruinal~, 9l!C connected to the sleev_e 
lead of each subscri\)(~r's lh1~: In "ticketing- a tOll call, the 
operator must ask the calling subscriber for his own number 
since his ·call comes in over a trunk. In order to check the 
number that is given, an arrangement is provided for sending 
a signal back from the trunk on which his call appears to the 
sleeve conductor of his line. If the number given is correct, 
the operator will hear a tone when she touches the checking 

· terminal corresponding to that number with the tip of her plug. 
The signal of an originating call is the lighting of the lamp 

associated with one of the answering jacks. These jacks are 
multi pled before. several operators, and one who is idle plugs 
in with her answering c:ord. . 

In case a· call is to be completed by, dialing, sh~ plugs her 
calling cord into a jack which is associated with an operator's 

· district selector. Theste selectors generally have access to the 
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!'arne out trunks and conneet ,..,·ith the same senders as the sub
scribers' district selectof!' do. The operator associates her 
dial with the cord by means of a key and dials the number 
de:-ired into the sendrr to which the dialing district has been 
connrctrd. Thc- :;('Jld(•r then eompletes t hc- call in the usual 

:Fto. 127.--Palllf'l "A" positions. 

way. This dialing method of call completion is used mainly 
in the handling of as.'listance c.alls to lines in the dialing area; 
the toll calls are usually cornplC"tcd by t.hc straightforward or 
call-circuit met hod, frcquC"ntly through tandem. 

Another frmn of panel "A" board which il-l corning into use 
uses a !!itnplc t<·n-button key :>ct in place of the dial, following . , 

·w·e···g·bH ~#'firffi'r' •• t6Ftth · r ·•"w•nH~t·: ·''hi~ 
.. ,_ 
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a method of operation similar to that of key pulsing, described 
below. 

INTERCONNECTION WITH MANUAL BOARDS 

Call lndicator.-Calls originating in a panel office for sub
scribers in a manual office are completed by the panel call
indicator method. The call-indicator trunks appear at the 
originating panel office on the district- or officc-.selector frame 
and at the calkd manual office each terminates in a cord on a call-

FIG. 12S.-Call-indicato;.. "B" position. 

indicator "B" position which is similar to ~ manual "B '! posi
tion. A portion of a positi~n of this type is shown in Fig. 128. ' 
The indicator for displa_ying the called number to the "B" 
operator here replaces two strips of ringing keys. This form 
of indicator is designed for easy installation in an exist~ng 
manual "B" position. On positions on which the cord ringing 
keys are not uHed, the form of indicator sketch~d in Fig. 129 
may be provided instead . 
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The two main functions of the call-indicator position circuit 
are, fil1't, the finding of the trunk upon which a call is held 
and its connection to the pogition and, second, the recording 
and di~play of the culled number as r<>c<>ived from the pulses 
t ran:<mit ted by the sender. Figure 129 shows the main operating 
f<>atur<>s of the call indicator in schematic form. 

The position connecting equipment includes a ~t of three 
trunk-finding rotary selectors each having access to sixteen 
t runh, that is, one-third of the forty-eight which appear at 
each position:· An additional selector, called the "control 

8 Hvlf,plt:Jacl<s 

TnP>k$from{ D.S•d•scn~ 
,_..,off"'"" '"'" 

s'\\itch," is arranged to connect a position call-indicator circuit 
to any one of the three trunk-finder selectors or, for team-work 
purposes, to similar selectors on adjacent positions. All these 
selectors are of the rotary single-motion type. 

· The position call-indicator circuit includes a set of pulse-.:
receiving relays and, associated with them, the pulse-recording 
relays, one set of which is provided for each of the digits to be. 
received. These recording relays control the lighting of a set 
of lamps on the indicator on the key shelf of the position, such 
as that sh0wn in Fig. 128. 

In order to facilitate the provision of call indicators on existing 
manual "B" positions, the call-indicator apparatus for each 
position is mounted .and wired in a single unit, thus simplifying 
its shipping and installation. 
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)lanual offices, unHke dial offices, sometimes Eerve lines 
designated by numbers over 10,000 or by four-digit numbers 
follow<>d by party letters, though both of these are never com
bined in the same line designation. A maximum of five digits 
or letters must consequent.ly be provided for. 

Let us assume that a subscriber dials a central-office code 
which represents a manual office reached by call indicator. 
By means of the "class-of-call" setting, the decoder will inform 
the sender that this is the case. District and office selections 
nrc made in the usual way to reach the inter-office trunk. The 
f'ender, wh~I.l t}le.. calle!l. mpl'l:bero\8 -completely dialed,.-J>h!.ces a 
circuit closure -on the ·,chosen.- t.nn1k; fhus uperating a relay at 
the manual-office end. Recognizing that this is the signal of 
a waiting call, the trunk circuit grounds a start lead to its asso
ciated trunk finder, and this trunk finder moves to test over 
the trunk circuits, searching for the one which is calling. The 

.control switch is started at the same time as the trunk finder, 
and it, too, tests, searehing for the trunk-finder switch that is 
being used. When these switches have been successful in their 
Rearch, the tip and ring conductors of the trunk '\\ill be ext<>nded 
through the trunk-finder switch and the control switch to reach 
the pulse-receiving relays. A circuit is thus prepared to receive 
pulses from the sender. The sender is informed of t.his by a 
change in the circuit conditions and proceeds to send out a series 
of pulses to indicate the number of the desired line.. _. .. · 

· -- The type of pu1ses u;ed-.to tr~~sn{ft -tli~ii~bti- cori~tst;i .. ~r'~· 
combinations of polarity and resistance changes. For con
venience we shall desig;nate a cond!tion of' battery on the ring 
of the trunk and ground on the tip as a negative polarity, while 
a positive polarity is the reverse of this. Four pulse intervals 
constitute a set for the b-ending of one digit. The arrangement 
and possible variations of these pulse intervals are as follows: 

The choice of pulse conditions for the first an_d thi;q intervals 
is: 

1. Positive polarity through a low resistance. 
2. Positive polarity through a high resistance. 
3. An open-circuit condition. . 
The choice of pulse conditions for the second 

intervals is: 
1. Negative polarity through a low resistance. 
2. Negative polarity through a high resistance;. 

(\ 
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This alternate succes.<:ion of positive and negative polarities 
provides clean-cut pulsing cycles which simplify the pulse 
recording and also lX'rmit rapid pulsing. 

Connected in seri~:s with the trunk conductors in the pulse
t'('Ceiving:. circuit of the "B" position are tlm:e relays: a polarized 
relay operatin~ on n~:{:wtive pul!:'<'s, a polarized relay operating 
on positive pul~s, and a marp;inal relay. From the contacts 
of th~:i'<' relays, the recording relays are set. . 

The selection of the proper pulse conditions to send the 
numlwr desired is det~:.rmined by tlw sender from the record 
on the r~:p:ister relays set by the calling subscriber's dialing. 
Thf:first dip:it transmitted by th~ sender is the one which deter
mines the party letter or t.he ten-thousands digit if either of 
these is u&'d. This is followed by the pulses representing 
the thousands digit., the hundreds digit, the tens digit, and the 
units digit. In this order each of t.hese sets of pulses is received 
at the "B" end of the trunk by the pulse-receiving relays and, 
one aft.er another, the sets of recording relays corr~sponding 
with these digits are operated. As !'loon as all the pulses have 
lwen sent, the calling line is switched through the district circuit 
and t.he sender disconnects. 

From the contacts of the recording relays is controlled the 
lighting of the prolX'r indicator lamps to 'ilisplay the called 
number to the operator. This indicator, which is mounted _in 
the position key shelf, as shown in Fi~. 12S, consists of a bank 
of lamps qyer which is p_laced a trans!u~ent _ _s~_l:£:1ffi ,.<!~.!. ~hich::: -
appear84lhe -8et of num\5(\rs ·and lett~:rs Indicated in Fig. 129. 

Each of these numbers appears directly above one of the lamps 
and, when a lamp is lighted, the corresponding number is dis
played to the operator. These lamps are divided into groups. 
In the first group is the digit 1, used for numbers over 10,000, , 
and a star which indicates that the number has nt:>ither a party, 
letter nor' a digit in the ten-thousands place. The next four' 
groups display successively the thous.'l.nds, hundreds, tens, and 
units digits. The la ... t group dil'plays the party letter_ if there 
is one. In order to completely designate a number, it is, there
fore, necesl'lary to light a particular set of five of these lamps. 
Such a di~'>play indicates to the, operator that a c.all has been 
received for this number. The cord upon which this call is 
held is indicated by a flaHhing sup<>ryif;ory lamp, so she takes 
up this cord and completest he call by plugging it into the line 
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multiple as in manual operation. The called party is rung and 
as soon as he answers conversation may take place. 

The disconnection of the position indicator equipment from 
the trunk is accomplished by the depression of a release key 
by the operator as soon as she has read the displayed number. 
The indicator equipment will then be free to handle subsequent 
calls. 

In offices which have no numbers above 10,000 and no party 
letters, the sender can send out the circuit closure for connecting 
the position circuit as soon as the units digit is dialed. In the 
more common oease of office_s-.JVith~ome.five:-pull I!umbeFs, the 

. ·~sender- delays- the ·signal ·for· a"-perlod-olfour ·seconds· after -four -

digits have been dialed to allow time for the dialing of ~- fifth 
digit. At the end of this interval the circuit closure will be 
sent. Of course, the dialing of the fifth digit cancels further 
delay, and in this case the circuit closure is sent immediately 
afterward. 
· Another problem of pulsing is that, when a subscriber ~ials 
a number over 10,000, the first numerical digit is recorded in 

· the sender on the register relays commonly used to record the 
thousands digit; the second numerical digit, which really repre
sents tl;le thousands, will be recorded on the hundreds rl'gister, 
etc. In order to send out the digits in the proper order, the 
sender must recognize this fact. and change the order of sending .. 

Now, whenever numbers over lQ,O~OO .~,r~. _}l~jl,_ t!~~se ~~~i. 
- -never exceed 10,999. Tne sender, therefore;: ·:m~cogmzes ···-~ 

number of this type by the .fact that five numerical digits have 
been dialed, the first two of which .are 10. · When this occurs 
in combination with the code of a central office which has such 
numbers, the sender makes the necessary chang-e in the order 
of pulsing. Lines with tiumbers, from 1,000 to 1,099 followed 
by a party letter cannot be used at the same timeJ because the 
sender could not distinguish these from lines. _numbered' from 
10,000 to 10,999. · 1 

On the accompanying: schematic drawing (Fig. 129) it will be 
noted that the control switch of the position has access not 
only to the trunk-finder switches of its own posiUon, but also to 
the two adjacent trunk-finder switches of the position to the lett 
and the one adjacent switch of the position to the light. 1 

With 
this arrangement, it is possible fOI' the OiX'rator On one position 
to receive and handle ,calls which come in on trunks on an adja-
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cent po~ition when the latter is either busy or out of service. 

For this purpo5e, trunk-finder switches are so arranged that, if 

they find their home position busy on a call or otherwise unavail

able, they will start the control switch belonging to the next 

positi?n in the line if it is idle, brinJ.!;ing in the call to this operator. 

In thts C..'l.se, the cord lamp flashes at a diff<:>rent rate to avoid 

confusion with a cord whose call is being handled at the borne 

po.:o;ition. The further operation is the same n.s that de~cribed. 

The call-indicator position arr::mgenwnt. dt>scribcd above is 

called "aut.omn..tic-display call indicator" to distinguish it from 

a key-display arrangement pre\\iom;ly used. The connecting 

arrangement between the trunk and the position circuit is 

particularly designed to simplify the installation of call indicators 

~n existing manual "B" positions by requiring but small change 

1n the trunk circuits and position equipment. The same con

necting equipment can be used to handle straightforward trunks 

by substituting the operator's telephone set for the pulse

receiving circuit. This permits the call-indicator equipment 

to be installed and used on a straightforward basis earlier than 

it is required for calls from panel offices. As the originating 

manual offices which it serves are replaced by panel offices, 

simple conversion changes can be made to chatf~e to call-indicator 

operation. Such facilities for rapid conversion are a great 

convenience and frequently avoid the necessity for providing 

:<!ditiQD~l ~qui~ment. f_~r:_!.e~porary_l)~r~tion~ ~· ~e ~J!)plicity= ~ 
m opera1wn whtch th1s plan of automatic connection between the 

trunk and position provides is also a decided advantage. 
Panel "B" Board.-Calls originating in manual offices for 

subscribers in panel offices are usually completed through the 

panel "B" board. The form of "B" posit ion now used in pa~el . 
installations is based on a straightforward method of operation. 

with call distribution to the "B" opera ton:. " 

At the manual office the trunk to the panel "B" board is 

reached through an outgoing-trunk jack on the "A" board in 

the usual way. At the panel-office end the trunk is. directly 

associated with an incoming selector. A schematic drawing 

of this equipment is shown in Fig. 130. 
The "B" posit~on, a photograph of which is shown in Fig. 

131, consists of a simple desk in which is mounted a ten-button 

key set with the keys marked in order from 0 to 9. Link cir

cuits are provided for finding a calling trunk and connecting 
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it both with a position and with a "B" sender. These links, 

as the schematic diagram indicates, use panel-type selectors 

for the trunk finder and for the "B" sender Relector, while the 

operator is connected through a rotary selector which permits 

access to. a team of twenty operators. 
The incoming selector, except in minor circuit details, is 

similar to that used on calls from panel offices and is, in fact, 

designed to be readily convertible to these, when the replacement 

of inanual offices by panel makes it desirable to do so. 
When a call for the panel office is received, the "A" operator 

})lugs into an.~ idle ~trunk.· to tfiAt office. a!! she does Jn manua.l 

,-,;selector 
frame 

B Sender .: •· ,,! 
l~IG. 130.-Panel ".B" operation"-schematie. 

straightforward opcr!J.tion. The incoming selector circuit 

receives an indication of this and over a start.ing lead it sets 

an idle link in motion. The trunk finder associated with this 

link circuit tests over tnl tru.nks .to which it bas access, until 

it finds the one by which the call is being held. ,At, the same 

time, the position finder of the link tests ove! the group of 

positions to which it has access and chooses an idle one. 1 The 

connection is then extended from the trunk t.hrough the trunk· 

finder switch and the position fip.der to the "B" operator's 

position. An order tone is sent back to the "A" operator to 

indicate that the "B" operator is waiting, and the calle-d number 

is then passed verbally by the "A·~ to the "B" oper(j,tor. } 
As soon as this path between the two operators is established, 

the sender selector of the link starts testing over th& "B" sendeis 
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to choose an idle one. The connection of the link to an idle 
~n.der is indicatt>d by a lamp on the operator's position. H<'cog
mzmg that a r<'cording path to the &"nder has h<'<'n e:-;tablished, 
th "B" e operator now &"Is up on her ten-button key set the 
numh<'r ~·hich ~he h:1:; r<'ceiwd, one digit at a tim<'. By a system 
of margmal pul~s, thet">e key settings are transfrrred to the 
sender circuit and recordl'd ther£'. The O}X'rator':-; pot">ition is 
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released and made free to other calls as soon. as the last. digit is 
recorded. . · 
· The "B" sender now proceeds to Ufle the ;r..ecordcd number 
!o ~o~trol the incoming and final &"lections. This operation 
rs Rim1lar to the corresponding selections made by subscribers' 
senders from the recorded dial pulses.. As ro:oon as these selec
tions are complete, the l'end('r and link are both dismissed and 
the talking path is established in the mmal way. 

At the end of the conv<•r8ation, the "A" operat.or receives 
th~ disconnect sup<'rvision as in manual operation and, when she 
pulls down her cord, the incoming and final selectors release 
without further action on the part of a "B" operator. 

~· ' ' . ' 
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The very short '' B" operator's work time p<>rmits the handling 
of high loads with this type of equipment. It is also well adapted 
to &:>n·ice in hours of light load because unoccupied positions 
test busy to the link cireuits and all calls are then received by 
the positions remainin!! in service. 

Key Indicator.-Another method for handling calls from 
manual to panel offices, called the "key-indicator method," 
has bef'n nsed in some cases. The principle of this arrangement 
is to provide senders in the manual office and key sets on the 
·:~" operato~s' posijions. Calls to the panel office are then 

=eomplefe_d_b~:..associatirij~ ti sender '''ifh "the operator's key set 
and also with a trunk to the called office. The operator then 
sets up the number and it is record~d in the sender, which uses 
it to control the incoming: and final selections. A set of indicator 
lamps displays to the operator the number of the trunk to which 
this sender has connected, and into this trunk she plugs her 
cord. rpon the completion of selections, the talking circuit is 
established through the operator's cord to the trunk jack ·and 
from there directly to the incoming and final circuits in the 
called office. The sender releases as soon as the selections are 
completed. 

The key-indicator equipment is designed to be readily installed 
in existing manual offi<~es. By avoiding the use of a "B" 
operator it effects a saving in operating charg~s as compared with 
panel- "B "_boards; Thcr inR-m.l:-~om of=the-key,;in:drea i6i equipi-..: 
ment is, however, the greater of t'hc two, s(dhat _the relative . 
economy of the two plans. can only be determined by careful 
study of individual cases. . 

Key Pulsing.-An _am~ngement called "key pulsing" for 
handling._,calls to p:inel offices finds particular use on toll posi
iions. With this· plan, the toll operator is provided with a key 
set which may be associated with any·of the cords of her position. 
The panel trunks, 'vhich appcllr in outgoing-trunk jacks before 
the operators, are arranged to associate 'themselves through a 
link circuit with a key-pulsing sender located in the toll office. 

When a call to a panel office, is to be ?lade, the toll operator 
chooses and plugs into an idle' trunk to the called office as in 
straightforward operation. By meJlDS of a position key, slie 
then connects her key set and its' assodated circuit with the 
cord which she has used. The plugging in of ·the ,cord is the 
signal to start a link circuit, which will pick the trunk on which 
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the call is lx-ing originated and connect it to an idle sender. 
Wht'n the sender is waiting, a lamp indication is ~iven to the 
Op<'rator and :-he then plays up on ht'r key set in their prop<'r 
order the digits of the called number. After 11w number is 
recorded, the key S<'t and its a~ociated circuit are released from 
the cord. 

The key S<'ttings are transmitted to the send<'r by means of 
combint'd marginal and polarized pulses. The 8ende1: records 
them on relays and uses thi"s record of the number to control 
S<>lt'ctions through incoming and final se>lector franws in. the_ 
panel office. When the8C arE." ·complmoo, ·otfie link and-iender cc. 

releal'{' and the trunk circuit is cut' through for talking. 
In comparison with key-indicator equipment, the key-pulsing 

plan is cheaper in first equipment cost, C'SpC'cially whNe a large 
number of positions is involved. It. is much less readily installed 
in existing offices than key indicat.or and for this rC'ason has 
found no field in manual "A·" boards sufficient to justify its use. 
It is well adapted to usc in panel'' A" boards where it wili be used 
in many cases inst-ead of the dialing plan described. 

MAINTENANCE AND TESTING 

In order to insure accurat-e and continuous operation of all 
the elements of the panel syst-em, automatic routine test sets 
are pro\ided. Taking. as an instance the testing of senderR, 
there is P!'O\ided an_au19J!I!ltiC sender test circuit arranged -to 
:Coiil:iecl--itsM£ t6 the senders much as a link circuit· d~s on ~n 
originating call. This test circuit then transmits to the sender 
a set of pulses simulating subscribers' dial pulses .. Operating. 
in the same way that it does on a call from the subscriber, 
the sender prepares itself for selection control. The test circuit 
then simulate~>, one after another, all the steps of the selection 
process, reco'rd:·ng the settings which it thereby obtains -from 
the sender. These it checks against a record of what the proper 
Retting should be and if any discr<>pancy is found, an alarm is 
soUnded and a lamp lighted to show the point at which the 
trouble occurred. Keys are provided upon which the test 
number which is to be used is l'<'t. up. These, in conjunction 
with other control keys, permit the testing of any of the normal 
sender functions on any class of call. · 

As long af' no trouble is found, this t-est circuit functions 
automatically without attendance. The dial puls~ conditions 

"' :"a ~ .... 
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and the selection conditions in these tests are made to present 
particularly I'{'Vere margins so that a sender passing such a 
te:-t will have proved iti'{'H capable of functioning under condi
tions more difficult than those usually met in service. 

Similar automatic test ~:ets are provided for each selector of 
the switching train, for "B" senders, etc. Troubles found in 
this way are more easily located and corrected than those which 
occur on rrgubr call::;, and incipient troubles are likely to ·be 
found before they interfere with service. While it does not, of 
course, eliminate the need of locating trouble conditions which 

-appear under regu!ar operation, it greatly reduces this labor. 

TANDEM OPERATION 

In large cities of the type that panel equipment is designed 
to serve, tandem operation is especially useful. With a large 
number of central offices in. the area, the number of daily calls 
from one particular centml office to another is, in many cases 
very small. Direct trunking between all of them would result 
in a large number of small, and consequently inefficient, trucl.. 
groups. 
· To escape this situation, it is the practice, as pointed out in 
earlier chapt-ers, to provide in the large cities trunk-switching 
centers called "tandem offi,~s" located at central points. Wnen 
a call is received for a c<'ntral office to which the volume of 

.-:-.... :.• t r.affi!l . ia... s!lli!!l, _· i l}js -=caJl~:;dU . .lliL ext ended · fir~t- to .the tandem -
• -::-_bffio.i~and ther-a il'\vill be S1~-;jtcned to a tr-unk to the office called. 

The choice of tne office routings to be handled in this way is in 
each case a problem in service and economy: the cost and 
inconvenience of using the tandem routing must be balanced 
against the trunk saving which it produces as compared with 

. direct routing. 
The. saving is effected both in the trunks to the tandem 

. 9ffice a;nd l he completing trunks from the tandem office, since 
·the first handles calls from one office to a number of called 
. offices and the completing trunks handle traffic t.o one t-erminat-
ing office from a number of originating offices. The location 
M the tandem office in the area is such as to give the maximum 
of economy where both of these types of trunks are considered. . 

::\I~ch qf t.he toll service to near-by toll points, handled by 
panel "A" operators ,or by manual "A" operators, is directed 
through a tandem board .. For this reason, the general tandem 
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plan mu.st be arranged to handle both the calls dialed by the 

~ubscribers and tho~ handled by "A" Op<'rators. 

Manual Tandem with Call Indicator.-:\lanual tandem equip

ment was the earliest type to be u~ed. Trunks from manual 

or panel "A" positions terminat~ on eords before the tandem 

operators, much as they do in a manual "B" position. In 

the multiple before the tandem Op<'rator are jacks connecting 

with trunks to terminating offices. The&' terminating trunks 

appear either on manual "B" position cord~ or on panel '-'B., 

_ in.c<?m.!pg s~lectors, j:t;tst as direct trunks do. ~lanual tandem 

i>osiflobs- miiy- be~rracnged foi c~ll-::c.ircuit operntion but. usually 

the straightforward method of O'(X'ration is followed. 

Call-indicator tandem positions may be includ('d in the manual 

tandem line-up to handle tandem calls dialed by subscribers. 

These positions are similar to tho&' of the manual tandem, 

except. that they are provided with call-indicat.or equipment to 

display the desired number to the tandem operator. The tan

dem call-indicator display lamps in addition to displ"aying the 

number of the called line must indicat~ t.he code of th~ called 

office in order to permit the t.undcin operator to choose the proper 

group of completing trunks. 
On a call of this type, the sender in the calling office transmits 

the called number to the tandem position by means of panel 

call-indicator pulses, sending first. th~ three digits of the office 

code. and:. then-'the'1fu~-nufub<'f;"_!fhci called~ offtce_:-OOde . :nld- . 
number are displayed to the''tandem OPcrat.or_, who completes the-

call to the desired office through a manual or panel "B" operator. 

Office-selector 'l:andem.-The simplest form of tandem equip

ment used for' handling calls dialed by the, subscribers is the 

o.5fice-selector tandem. This consists of a selector frame similar 

.to the office selector of a local office but located at a switching 

point. distant from the originating office. The distant-office 

8<·lector is reached by trunks from the district~selcctor multiple 

and it. is controlled by the sendct just as a local-office selector 

would oo controlled. This plan amounts to the enabling of a 

number of central office(' to combine some of their office-selector 

frames at a. switching ~enter. an;l thus fakes advantage of the 

Raving in terminating t.runk_,., which reRults from this combined 

traffic. 
Sender Tandem.-A new type of equipment has ooen specifi

cally designed to meet the· ta~dcm coriditions of large panel areas • 
., 
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This is called the" sender tandem." It. is adapted to receive and 

complete both manual straightforward calls from "A" operators 

and mechanical calls which have been dialed into senders in the 

originating office. In the latter case, it serves a purpose similar 

to the office-selector tandem. However, sender tandem selec

tions are made through two successive tandem selector frames 

instead of one, and a much greater number of outgoing trunks 

can, t hercfore, be reached. Tandem connections can also be 

established o•;cr longer distances than it is possible to do by office 

tandem, since the originating office transmits the number to the 

- .Sir~;~ighfforwurrl 
rrom opera/or 

Panel call 
incl/ca/or 
puiMs f'rom 
:;enaer 

Tal'l{/em 
office ftr1mt! 

Fm. 132.-Sender tandem--sehematic. 

tandem office and selections arc complet~d from a sender at that 

point. 
The sender tandem :arrangement is represented schematically 

in Fig. 132. Each trunk incoming to the tandem center ter

minates on a tandem di~trict selector. Link circuits are provided 

to pick up these incoming trunks. Such links are of two types. 

The first type is a two-way link for handling the trunks over which 

come the calls that h:tve been recorded in senders at the origi

nating office. Its funetion is to connect the trunk with an idle 

sender. Panel "A" operators also usc this type of link when 

they handle a call by the use of a sender at the originating papel 

office. The second type is a three-way link circuit for trunks 

from manual "A" operators or from panel "A" operators on 

calls completed manualll_' by the straightforward method. It 
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connects the trunk with an idle 8t'nder and an idle tandem oper
ator as w<>ll. Thh• !'('Cond tyj:,e of link is desip:ned t.o be convert
ible to the fii'8t type, since the d<'crease in the number of manual 
0fficcs frC<'s equipm<'nt 0f this type while the mechanical tnnd€'&n 
calls will continu<' to increase. Senders are provided which can 
be usPd with both types of call:::. Tandem po~itions equipped 
with key 8t'ts for r<>cording t.he number receiwd from the origi
nating operator are al;o:o provided. A photograph of one is shown 
in Fig. 133. 

'·' 
M 

FIG. 133.-Scnder tatidl'm operatQr position. 

Consider, first, a call originated by a subscriber's or operator's 
di~ling a caU in.to a sender at the originating office. This is, in 
the usual way, extcrided throug;h the district and office selectors 
of the originating office to reach an idle tandem trunk. When 
this trunk is 8€'}ect<:d, the tandem district-selector circuit with 
which it is associated starts one of the group of two--ended link 
circuit~. The trunk-finder end of this link moves to pick up the 
calling trunk in the ~runk-finder bank, and t.he sender-8€'lector 
<>nd of the lin~ chooS<>s an idle tandem sender. 

As soon as this connecting path between the originating sub
f;Criber's F:Cnder and the·tandem 5(•nd<.'r hag been established over 
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the trunk and through the link, the first sender transmits the 
details of the call to the tandem sender by means of call-indicator 
pulses. This information includes both the code of the central 
office desired and the number of the desired line in that office. 
The tandem sender records this information and then, through a. 
decoder, it obtains the necessary routing information. The 
tandem sender proceeds to control the selection process through 
the tandem district frame and also throu!!:h a tandem office 
frame if one is required. In this way, it. reaches the trunks to the 

terminating office. 
If the called office is of the panel type . .incoming and final selec

tion~ are c~~trolled by the tandem sender to re:'tch the-called line. 
If a ~nunua] office is called, the call can be completed by the usual 
call-indicator method. As soon as these duties are completed, 
the tand<.'m link and sender circuits release and the through path 
is established. The release of the subscriber's sender in the 
originating office occurs as soon as it has transmitted the informa-
tion to the tandem sender. · 

On a tandem call completed by the manual straightforward 
method the tandem trunks appear on trunk jacks before the 
operato~. When such a call is to be handl<.'d, ~he chooses an i~e • 
trunk and plugs in. At the tandem end, each of these t:runks lS 

associated with a tandem district selector and each one also 
appears on the trunk-lfinder bank of a group of the three-way 
link circuits. One of these link circuits is start.ed and lll:Oves 
its trunk finder to pick up the calling trunk. At th~. same 
time the link circuit starts a rotary position finder like that 
used' in panel "B" operation to choose :1.n idle tande1~1 .operator's 
position. Upon the connection of the t~n.dcm_ posttlon to the 
trunk an order tone is sent back to the orrgmatmg operator who 
then ~asses the details of the call. The tandem operator sets up 
this information on a key set, recording both the office code and 
the called number. 1.\Ieanwhile, the sender-selector end of the 
link circuit connects to an idle tandem sender. The key setting is 
transferred into the tandem sender by means of panel call-indi
cator pulses sent out by the position circuit .. ~ s_oon as the 
sender has taken its setting, the tandem pos1t1on lS released. 
The sender proceeds to complete selections and then releases- as 
it does hi the case of the call from a dial subscriber, just described. 

The plan of transferring the number recorded on the key set 
into the tandem send4~r by means of pnnel call-indicator pulses 
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p<>rmits the same type of sender to be used for both classes of 
call. 

One feature provided in these tandem send4'rs, which sub-_ 
scriber senders do not haw, is the call announcf'r. This is a plan 
for transmittin~ the called number to a manual office without the 
use of the call indicator. It consists in a phonographic device 
which sp<>aks the called number to a 11 B" operator at the called 
office who handles it like a straightforward call. Such an 
arrangement is< capable of operation over phantom trunks, \Vhich 
the call indicator is not, and it can be used to reach offices too 
distant for sntisfactory panel c:11l-indicator pul!'('s. 

The call-announcer machine us~s a film record of tne voice 
which is reproduced by passing a beam of light through the 
moving film on to a photoelect ril! cell. This translates the light 
variations into variations in the current through the cell. These 
current variations arc then amplified to a sufficient volume to be 
readily heard when transmitted over the inter-office trunk. 
Fourteen electrically independent drums are carril'd by the call
announcer machine. Each drum speaks only a single digit or 
letter, the fourteen drums constituting the ten numerical digits 
and the four party letters. To send out the dcsirl:'d number, 

• the sender connects in the proper order to those drums which 
speak the digits of the line desired. One such call-announcer 
machine can serve all the senders in the office, any sender making 

~ :::Con~kfu- t<r:1hc--Ari.tms as~the sending -or the called number_ 
requires. 

In addition, these tandem senders are arranged to complete 
calls to step-by-step offices. On this type of cnll, the inter-office 
trunks terminate on step-by-step selectors in the called office. 
The tandem sender, with the assistance of the decoder, recog
nizes by the office code that the called office is of the step-by-step 
type and, after reaching the inter-office trunk in the usual way, 
it completes the selection of the call<'d line by sending out the 
Strowgcr form of decimal pulses to set the step-by-step selectors. 

' - " -~uz:a, , .. .a Jt ,& 

CHAPTER V 

ROTARY AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM 1 

History and General Characteristics.-The early development 
of th<' step-by-step system was little influenced by the then 
existing wire nl'tworks of manunl practice. Automatic systems 
wl're almost invariably installed either independently of any 
existing manual networks or else with an idea of altering an 
existing wire plant to fit the needs of the automatic equipment. 
Lllter on whl'n the fime:-came to consider in a really large way the 
gradu:1l and general conversion of the well~stablished and well
organized manual networks of the Bell System, the st.ep-by-step 
system was thought to be lacking in two ways essential to large 
~mlti-office systems: first, ability to handle economically large 
groups of trunks and, second, flexibility in trunking. We have 

.st>en in ('hap. III that the makers of-the step-by-step system later 
responded to the small-trunk-group criticism by the use of non
numerical switches at the outgoing ends of trunk groups, and to 
the lack-of-flexibility eriticism by the use of the 

11 
director." 

It was in an effort to meet these two essential requirements 
that the Western Elcetric Company in the late nineties, while 
engaged upon the work that led to the development of the panel 
and the rotary systems, came to adopt for both their twQ. out
standing characteristies; namely,_ power drit'e and the sender or __ 
regi.~ter. As in the case of the panel. !'ystem, it is around these 
two features that the present rotary system is built and it is from 
them that it <krives its essential operating characteristics. The 
panel and rotary !'ystems differ fundamentally, p~ncipally as 
regards their types of selectors. The selector used-m the panel 
:-:ystem, us we have seen, employs a straight-line movement of 
the. selecting member over a flat panel of bank terminals. The 
selector of the rotary system en:iploys a rotary movement of the 
selecting member ovc·r cylindrically arranged ban.k t~rminals. 
It is from this characteristic that the rotarysystl'm denves ttsname. 

Eventually the Bell System retain<'d the panel system with its 
l::nger-capacity switch and its more difficult manufacturing 

1 The photo~raphs and other mat<-'rial used in pr('paring ~he illustrations 
or this t•haptN were furnished hy eourte!<y of the InternatiOnal Telephone 
and Te!Pgrnph C.orporation. 
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problem for use in America, while the rotary system v.'ith its 
smallt:r-capacity switch and its <'a~iPr manufacturing problem· 
was tran~f<'rr<'d to Europ<', latt'r to lwconH' th<> :-:t:mdard system 
of the International T<'lephone and 'l'<'l<'graph Corporation. 
)lanufacture of the rotary syst<'m in Europe was lX'gun in 1911 
but was ~topped at the outbreak of the World War when the 
Gcnnan troops took OY<'r the Bell TPI<>phone :.\lanufacturing 
Company's' property in Antwerp. Conditions permitting manu
facture were not rcstorC'd until 1920 and it is since that date that 
this sy:-t<'m has made its gr<'at adv:mc<' in U:<P in foreign countries. 
In 1930 there were in use or in course of in::-tallation over a million 
lines of rotary <>quipm<'nt So far'as known, it is not used at all 
i~ ~he rnitcd Stat~s or Canada, but some of the notable foreign 
Cities served by 1t are Paris, Copenhag<'n, Hague Geneva 
Zurich, Bale, An:w<'rp, Brussels, Ghent, :\Iars<'illes, 'Budapest: 
Buch.-~rest, )ladnd, Barcelona, Scvill<', Uio de Janeiro, Welling
ton, N<'w 2<-aland, Oslo, Berg<'n, :\texico City, and Lima, Peru. 

In worki~g out the d~sign of the rotary syst<'m, the ·growing 
cost of sw1tches as swttch capacities increased was balanced ' 
~gainst the l?wering costs of trunks as the sizes of trunk groups- I 
m_creased, w1th the result that a 300-line switch was adopted~ 
With 10 levels of 30 sets of contacts <'ach. This gave each trunk · 
group level 30 sets of trunk-line contacts in the selector switches 
l'-ith ~he possibility of extending the trunk-hunting limit to 00 I 
by usmg two levels as is done in some ca~>cs in Paris. As we 
have seen, the corresponding level or trunk-hunting capacity of · 
the usual step-by-step switch is 10 and-of the panel S1i\itch 90. 

A distinctive feature of the rotary system is" continuous hunt
ing." By continuous hunting is meant a s<'l<'ctor switch capable 
of hunting or testing indefinitely untJ.l an idle trunk is found. 
It L" usual to adjust the speed to permit the Rcleet.or to hunt over 
a group of :30 trunks in I second or a group of 60 trunks in 3 
seconds, thereafter retesting all trunks in one levE>I at inter'vals 
of 2 S('Conds. Lost calls due to all trunkR being busy are thus 
converted into delay<'d calls and the actual or real efficiency of 
the trunking system increa.csed. 

By \irtue of the" r<•gi!'lter," which correRponds in a very general 
way to the "sender" of the panel system or the "director" 

· (when used) of the Str:owger system, the subscri~rs' line plant 
• 1 :"ow a subsidiary or the International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora

taon. 
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becomes separated from the trunk· or switching plant during 
switching. The register on the- one side receives the called 
number from the calling subscriber without regard to its destina
tion or numerical composition, while on the other side it forwards 
the call to its destination free from aU numerical limitations or 
limiting conditions of the calling line and its associated equip
m<>nt. The engineer is, therefore, enabled to design his trunk 
plant and to route the t.raffic in the most economical manner. 
Calls may be sent direct or tandemed through any number of 
offices, all without reference to the directory numbering system. 

A regist<>r docs ~ot imply any particular construction in the 
rotary system. A simp]e register consists entirely of a train of 
relays. A more elaborate register includes also quick-moving 
automatic apparatus. The translation may be fixed or cross
connecting facilities may be provided to vary the trunking plan. 

Jnf sel. final set. 
!sf set Znd set hvml. lens fr vmls 

Svb. /:;/ L.F. 2nd LF. ten thov rf,gd lho:d.;Jd (l_,gd a1gd 

~li- ... ·. . - ; ~---··· 
'•., : RC.\ti ··•Nvmer11;a!·· 

c. t I. \: .-.-··"' Reg.lsfe_r .selecilngswilches 
oncen ro <on;;-" ~ 
.swdches ll{ ~-<:onlro!unif 

FIG. 134.-Call diagram of 11 100,000-line system. 

In large networks, such as Paris and Copenhagen, automatic 
translator switches are used by means of which complete .tlexi
bility as__regards trunking, numbering, and office prefixes are 
obtained. It is possible here to describe in a general way only a 
typical register. 

Outline of System.-Aside from the use of the register unit as 
a control point, the concentration and selecting switches assume 
a straightforward layout and opcrat.e progressively until all 
functions are completed. The register unit is superimposed on 
the train of apparatus at a point after the concentration switches 
and before the first numerical selection ~rn;tch. 

In Fig. 134, a call diagram is shown with the switches in their 
proper positions for a 100,000-line system. Following the direc
tion of arrows, it will be seen that the subscriber's line terminat~s 
on a first line finder. When a call is originated, the first line 
finder moves to find the calling subscriber and extend the circuit 
through to the second .line finder. At this point, a second line. 
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findt>r functions to t>xtt>nd tlw circuit through to the l:'('gistt>r 
chooser. A regist<'r circuit is then at taclwd to t ht> subscriber's 
line and th<' s<'nding of th<> dial impulses may start. 

The purpose of the first and S<'cond line finders is to act as 
concC'nt ration switches as in other systt'ms and condense the 
traffic so the actual s<.'lecting equipmrnt can be kept to a mini
llllllll. A similar purpose is IX>rfornwd by t h<.' registC'r chooser 
in that it further concentrates the traffic into thC' rPgisters. This 
additional switch is desirable as the re~istrrs are hl'ld only for the 
time required to set up the call and are n•latively few in number 
comparC'd to the number of circuits they serve. 

\\'hil<'" the numoor is being senf\ into the receiving side of the · 
register, numerical sel('ctions directed from the controlling side 
are taking plac<> over an independent path to set up the different 
numC'rical selectors. First, the first selC'ctor works in conjunc
tion with the register and, when its operations are compl<'ted, the 
circuit is extend<>d to the second s<'l<'ctor and, in turn, the third 
and the final selectors until the <'ntirc connection is established. 
&lections in each switch are made as soon as the corresponding 
dig:it i8 transmitted from the ~'>Ubscriber to the register and in this 
way the connection is being built up almost simultaneously with 
the dialing. During a period of light traffic, the complete con
nection will be established practically as l'oon as dialing is com
pleted. In the case of heavy traffic, this interval may be increased 
to the extent of a few seconds if considerable trunk-hunting time 
is required. . . 

· ·As the register iS used only as a control unit, its use is terrill.: 
nated as soon as the final selector is positioned. ·wben the last 
digit is received and the last numerical selection is made, the 
regi'iter is dismissed for use by other subscribers. Ordinarily, 
the total holding time for a register used fm: a 100,000-line 
sj·stem will be in the order of 15 sec.onds. This means that a 
!'mall number of regi<;ters will be capable of serving a very large 
number of subscribers. 

From a selection stanapoint, a 100,000-line system corresponds 
to a five-digit scheme, since 100,000 combinations of numbers 
can be produced with five digits. With reference again to Fig. 
t:H, the four selecting switchC's, classified as first, second, .third, 
and final selectors, muRt collectively be nblc to build up a connec
tion to llny one of 100,000 numberR. A8 previously mentioned, 
the first and second line find,CTS· and register chooser play no 

part in the actual selections, as they serve only for concentration 
purposes. 

The proper ten-thousands digit is selected on the first selec
tor, tht> thousands on the second, the hundreds on the third, 
and the t<'ns and units on the final selector, each switch perform
ing a single numerical selection with the exception of ~he final, 
which performs t\VO. T'runk hunting is done automatically. on 
all switches, the first, ~econd, and third selectors to find tdle 
trunks within the particular numerical group they selected and 
the final selector to find vacant trunks "\\jthin aP.B.X. group 
when necessary.·. · 

Description of Mech:anism.-In general, the use of power 
drive has permitted the desiJ!;n of very sturdy switches, the power 
transmitted through the individual S\\itch clutches being ample 
to drive the switches over large groups of contacts at high speeds 
and under heavy contact pressures. Again, the central-office 
control plan places the time allowance for trunk hunting under 
control of each switch as it works with the register, rather Jhan 
limiting it to the interval betwe<>n the successive series of dial 
impulses. . 

Pou·er Drive.-All switches arc set in motwn by temporary· 
attachments 'to a rotating power-supply shaft, forming a part of a 
distribution arrangement which is kept in continuous rotation 
by an electric motor. In Fig. 135, a typical drive-shaf~ layout is 
shown. The power from a ~8-horsepower motor IS usuall! 
sufficient to drive an entire line-up of S\\itch frames on what ts 
the equivalent of 1,000 Tines o(equipment. ~ach bay or sWitch 
frame has a main vertical shaft arranged w1th a toothed gear 
appropriately placed opposite each switch. Th~ driving mecha
nism of the switch itsclJi is equipped "\\ith a fleXIble toothed gear 
which may be brought into temporary contact with the shaft 
driving gear by means of an electromagnetic clutch. 

The mechanics involved in obtaining contact between, the 
switch driving unit and the vertical drive shaft is shown in 
Fig. 136. The brush carriage of the switch, carrying brushes 
which rotate over and make contact with the terminals in the arc
shaped bank, is mounted on a sho~. ~rive sha~t 1, the complete 
assembly revolving in two self-ahgmng beanngs 2, supported 
b the switch framework. Attached to the lower end of the 
s~aft is a thin flexible toot hcd German silYer disk gear 3, which is 
0.015 inch thick and 1:tdapted to mesh with a corresponding 
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driving g<>nr 4. This is 0.020 inch thick and clamped in a 
rigid po~ition bctw<>en an upper plate 5 and lower plate 6, on 
the continuously rotating ~:;haft 7. The principle employed for 

FIG. 135.-Power-drive layout. 

controlling the drive is to utilize the flexible characteristics of 
the driven gear and deflect it out of mesh when a drive contact 
is not desired. In order to cause the driv<'n gear 3 to enter in 
positiv<' m<'sh with the driving g<'ar 4, the fornl<'r is so positioned 
on a horizontal plane in relation to the driving gear that it has s 

FlO. 136.--Gear-drive mechanism. 

natural tendency to l"pring from its deflected point through the 
t~th of the driving gear to a normal poHition oppm;ite the upper 
pl:ttc .S. By extendingthe upper plate to a point flush with the 
out4"r cd~c of the driving~gf'ar tPcth, it acts aR a stop for the 
driw•n gPar whPn it is rP]PaHNJ and cauR<\R it. to come in mesh 

J 
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with the driving gear under light tension. This is the position 
of the gears when the switch is rotating and they are held in 
true mesh under the tension thus created. 

The positions of tlie driven gear, that is, its in~mesh position 
wh<'n it is released and i1ls out-of-mesh position when it is deflected, 
are controlled by a simple clutch unit comprising a magnet coilS, 
armature 9, helical spring 10, and back stop 11. An out-of-mesh 
position is norn1ally main~ 
taim'<i by having the r~~lf':tsed 
armature, through the t<'nsion 
creat<'d by the helical spring, 
press against the face of the 
flexible gear with sufficient 
force to hold it against the 
back stop. When the clutch 
magnet is energized, the anna
ture is attracted opposin{.!: 
the tension of the helical 
spring, removing the prcsHurc 
on the driven gear so that it 
immediately moves into mesh 
under its own tension. 

When it is desired to stop 
the rotation of the brush 
carriage, the circuit to. the 
clutch magnet is opened,~ re~ 
leasing the armature. This 
forces the drive gear out of 
mesh against the back stop 
and stops the brush carriage 
with its associated brm;hes on 
the desired terminal· in the FIG. 137.-Bay of first line finders. 
switch bank. As the p:ressure 
of the armature against the driven gear is approximately four 
pounds, the stopping action is practically instantaneous. . An 
effective brake is established as soon as the armature stnkes 
the gear and, when it is deflected to the back stop, the two 
fixed surfaces practically act as a lock. . 

In view of the perfect gear mesh and the positive s~op arrange
ment offered by this type of drive, a normal huntmg speed. of 
forty-five terminals per second is used on the concentratton 

.; -
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switches and twenty-<'ight terminals per second on the selecting 
switches. 

Finder Su·itch.-The findcr switch is a gcneral-purpose ter
minal-huntin~ unit, usually used as a conccntration switch in 
various capacitics throughout the rotary system. Its principal 
use is found in the rcgular central-office cquipmcnt as a first 
and st>cond lint> finrl<'r and a register chooser. For the purposcs 
of descript-ion, the switch as a first line finder (Fig. 1:~7) will 
be dt>scribed, since its use in this connection lends itself to 
e~y explanation. 

l''w. 1::18.-First line-firrd& swit<"h. 

As shown in Fig. 138, it comprises a semicircular arc or bank, 
a brush carriage with flexible gear (driven gear), a clutch, and 

-,, a driving gear mount<·d on the continuously rotating shaft 
d~_ctly in front of the position of the finder on the frame. Vari
ous terminal and capacity arrangements of the arc and brush 
carriage are available to meet the different circuit requirements. 
From an operating standpoint, the functioning of the switch is 
exactly the same in all cases. 

A detail of the bank of the firilt line finder is 8hown in Fig. 
139. It has a capacity of 102 subscribers' line circuits of four 
wires each, 100 being used for regular service and 2 for test 
purposes. The terminals are mounted in eight horizontal rows 
of 51 tem1inals each in an arc of 180 degrees. 

.. a .ct. +A£& .!Q .. JJ 
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The circuit arrangement of the terminals in the bank, as 
shown in Fig. 140, and of the brushes on the brush carriage 
is such that one-half of the lines, for example, those on the odd 
horizontal rows 1-3-5-~1' are wiped ovf)r by one set of brushes 

FIG. 139.-First line-finder bank. 

during one-half of the: revolution, while the other half .of the 
lines, on the even horizontal rows 2-4-~8 are wiped over by 
another set of brushes during the other half of the revolution. 

This seemingly peculiar assignment of the four conductors 
of a particular line Oil either the odd or even horizontal rows 

Line No. 
0 1 
I 

2 

JJneNJ. .50 Sl 

3 4 45 47 48 49 Test 1 

54 0.5 96 B'l 98 99 Tesf Z 
Fw. 140.-Circuit layout of line-finder terminals, 

of terminals of a given vertical row, rather than in consecutive 
order taking in two odd and two even horizontal rows, is m~de 
to obtain greater contact separation _and more brush cle,arance. 
With ·this arrangement, double-contact brushes can be used 
to enter in contact with the top and bottom of each terminal 

,! ' 
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offering a ,·ery positive contact which otherwise co~ld not be 

pos:-:ible unless a wide vertical separation £>xisted between 
terminals. 

In other typ<>s of finder s"itchrs usrd in different capacities, 

Pither.one or two circuits may b<> terminatf.'d in a single vertical 

row. Also, the numb<>r of horizontal rows may be varied to 

mN't particular circuit requirements. Usually the two circuits 

per vertical row plan is used in casrs whrre the number of cir

cuits is hip;h and the conductors per circuit are few, such as in 

the subscrib<>r's line circuit. "'hrn thr bank is on a one circuit 

per row basis, the bmt-:hes furminp; the bmsh asse~bly are 

' 

changed accordingl:;-150 that both brm:h nfetnbcrs contact with 
the same horizontal row. 

The brush carriage used on the first line finder is shown in 

Fig. 141. It will be noted that the two brush sets used for 

forming the contact "'ith the terminals in the bank are 180 

degrees apart and that the set protruding to the right of the 

figure a!!! compared with those to the left are, brush for brush, 

assembled on a lower horizontal plane. This. arrangement 

conforms ·with the terminal layout of the bank on a circuit basis 

and will permit the brush set to the left to contact with the odd 

horizontal rows, and the brush set to the right to contact with 
the even horizontal rows. 

As only one set of brushes may be in contact with the bank 

terminals at one time, the two sets of brushes are connected 

together to a single set of feeder or lend-in brushes. Each 

II 
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feeder brush consists of 1two metal springs which extend from the 

framework of the bank to the carriage shaft, where they ride in a 

groove and contact with the corresponding brushes of the two 

brush sets. 

c 

Fw. 142.-Clutch 1!.85elilbly. 

In order to facilitate the tracing of calls through the switch, 

a terminal indicator is provided as a part of the brush carriage. 

The marking on this indicator corresponds to the numbering 

plan of the tcm1inals in the switch bank. When the switch is 

at rest, the designation on the indicator wheel directly opposite 

FIG. 143.-"0pcrating diagram of finder switch. 

a fixed pointer indicates the set of terminals on which the brushes 

are resting. 
In Fig. 142 the clutch assembly is shown consisting of ·an 

electromagnet, an armature, and .a back stop. In this _case, 

it will be noted t.he dutch unit differs from the arrangement 
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~hown in Fig. 136, used to illustrate the gear-driv£' mechanism, 
in that a rt:'Cd ~pring, includ<>d as an integral part oft he armature, 
is used to dl'flect th£' driwn gt:'ar rather than a helical spring. 
l:se of the helical spring is made in the selector switches and 
will be expbinPd later undN the selector switch. 

Au uperating diagram of the finder switch u:-:ing the above-
. mentioned componrnt parts is shown in Fig. 14:l. Here the 
brush carriage :o:upports two sets of brushes, one (A.-B-C-D) 
which contacts with the odd horizontal rows, and the other 
(A.'-B'-C'-D') which contacts with the even horizontal rows. 
On the lower end of thr carriage shafFis mou.nted the ff~~ible 
drh;en gear 1. The clutch electro'rnagnet 2 of the finder switch 
niounted on the adjacent switch framework functions to control 
the driven gear by means of its armature 3. "·hen in its normal 
or unoperated position, the armature deflects the driven gear 
downward out of mesh with the driving gear 4 where it rests 
on the fixed back stop 5. This represents either the idle position 
of the switch whe>n it is not in use or the stopped position of the 
switch when it is in usc and the desired terminal in the bank 
has been found. 

When the clutch magnet 2 is energized, the armature 3 is 
moved to its operated position. The driven gear 1 thus released 
enters into mesh under its own tension with the driving gear· 
4 attached to the continuously rotating drive shaft 6. H.otating 
power is now transmit ted through the driving and driven gears 
to the brusl:!_ carriJige wlrich carries .Jhe brushes over the bank 
terminals · 7. Under this condition, the brush carriage will 
rotate continuously and, owing to the brush sets' being 180 
degrees apart and mounted on different horizontal planes, one 
set of brushes (A~B-C-D) will contact with the circuits terminated 

-,_on the odd horizontal rows during one-half of the cycle and the 
other set of brushes (A'-B'-C'-D') will contact with the circuits on 
the e.ven horizontal ro\vs during the other half of the cycle. 

When the desired tem1inal is found, the circuit to the clutch 
magnet 2 is opened, the armature 3 is released, and the driven 
gear is deflected out of mesh with the driving gear. The finder 
is thus stopped on the d<'sired terminal and is held so by means 
of the braking action of the recd spring 8 exerted through the 
annature to the .face of the driven gear. 

Continuous electrical contact is maintained between the 
bntshes of the rotnting brush carriage and the switch proper by 
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means of a set of four fixed feeder brushes 9 terminated at the 
extreme right-hand end of the bank. 

As the finder switch in its usc for concentration purposes 
plays no part in the numerical selections made in the progreSS 
of a call, there is no necessity for having the switch restore 
to a common starting point at the completion of each calL 
For this reason, the finder is of the non-restoring type and is 
designed to remain on the terminal last used until it is started 
again on the origination of a subsequent calL No advantage is 

FIG. 144.-Selector. 

lost from starting the finder from a random point in the bank, as 
it is just as likely thnt the terminal desired on a subsequent 
call will be as close to the terminal last used as it would be to 
a common starting poilr1t. 

Seledor.-There are two general types of selectors used in the 
rotary system: the group selector, which is used in the capacity 
of a first, second, and third selector, and the terminal select"Or, 
which is used as a final S<.'lector. The principal operating dif
ference between the two types is that the group selector acts as 
a medium for selecting particular numerical trunk groups within 
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its bank as detcnnined by the setting of the control apparatus 
in th<' rt>gist<'r, wher<'as the final 8el<'ctor g()('s a step farther 
under the control of th<' r('!rister to ()('rfonn a definite terminal 
selection within the trunk group s<>lected. 

SELECTOR 
SWITCNES 

Fxa. 145.-Selcctor-frame mounting arrangement. 

After the proper trunk group baR b<>Cn selected, in the case 
of the group selector it proc<"Cds, independent of the register, 
to perfonn an automatic trunk-hunting operation to select 
an idle trunk. In the progress of a call through the various 
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group selectors, this automatic action immediately follows 
each numerical selection, the time necessary in each case being 
allowed by the registE~r. 

In the final selector, the group selection is followed by a 
numerical selection also under control of t.he register until the 
desir<'d terminal is found. When the desired tenninal is a 
part of a P.B.X. group, a third operation similar to the auto
matic trunk hunting may be necessary to find an idle line. If 
this last step is nece::;:::ary, it is perfonned independent of the 
r<'gister, the same as with the group selector:-

A complete ~lector is shown in Fig. 144 and the frame mount. 
ing arrangement in Fig .. 145. Structurally, the only difference 
between the group and final selectors is that the final selector is 
provided with an additional commutator placed at the bottom 
of the brush carriage and that a lower gear ratio is used for its 
drive. These changes are necessary to pennit the register to 
control the terminal selection after the group selection has been 
made. 

a ,.,t .s -~ 

For the purpose of this description, the group selector will 
be described and, whereYer a difference obtains over the working 
of the final selector, suitable explanation will be made. The 
group selector consists essentially of a semicircular bank, a 
brush carriage, a trip spindle and commutator, two clutches, 
and two sets of gears. In the final selector, a second commutator 
is also provided on the brush carriage. ,. _ 

The selector bank, as slro1\·n in Fig. 146; =iS made upof a 
Feries of 30 vertical terminal blocks of 30 tennina}s each, mounted 
in a metal frame. ThPSe blocks are arranged in groups of 10 
in three sections or sectors which, as a complete unit, form an 
arc or bank of 180 degrees. From a circuit standpoint, the 
:30 tenninal blocks pennit of a bank capacity of 300 three
wire circuits arranged in 10 rows, or levels, of 30 trunks each. 
Through the use of this sectional fonn of construction, when 
fewer trunks are requir<'d, the unnecessary terminal blocks can 
be omitted. 

The final selector bank, while of the same construction, is 
ordiuarily equipped with only 20 terminal blocks representing 
the first and second sectors for a 200-line capacity, since numer
ically the capacity of each final selector must be such a fract!onal 
part of a thou~?and numbers that it can be evenly proport.ioned 
over the 10 levels of the preceding selector. 
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An exception to the above is where the P.B.X. traffic through 
the final selector is hea\'Y and it is desired not to usc too many 
numbered tenninals for additional trunk circuits. In this 
ca..<:e, the additional 10 terminal blocks ot a smaller number 
as required can be added to the third sector of the bank and 
the selector be penn it tC'd to trunk-hunt beyond the regular 
numbered trunks as:o;igned to a particular P.B.X. to the non
numbered trunks also as!'lignC'd and locatC'd on the same levM in 
the third sector. 

FIG. 146.-Sele-ctor bank. 

Tl:te use of a 200-line final may not be clear at this time, since 
the operation of a syst<>m on a straight decimal basis direct 
from the dial would not permit the assignment of more than 
100 lines on- a level of the swit_ch preceding the final selector. 
This is an outcome of the cmtral-office "regist<'r" plan of 
control which permits the sel<'ctions to be converted to a non
decimal basis when neeessary and is utilized in this case to 
obtain increased trunk efficiency on the trunkR leading into 
the finals and ~lso in the number of final switches actually 
required, since the total number of switches required for one 
200-line group will be less than the number of switches required 
for two 100-line groups. 

< g J. 
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As shown in Fig. 147, the brush carriage comprises a vertical 
pile-up of 30 brushes, two sets ofgears, and a position indicator. 
The 30 bntshes, from a circuit standpoint, are arranged in 10 

groups of 3 brushes each, corresponding to the 10 levels of 3 
conductors each in the bank. The function of each set of brushes 
corresponds to that of the tip, ring, and sleeve conductor of a 
manual switchboard plug. Associated with the brush sets are 

Fw,. 147.-Selcctor brush carriage. 

10 latch blocks whkh are mechanically set and tensioned to 
hold the brushes in an unlatched position where they are out of 
contact with the bank terminals. When the brush carnage 
starts to rotate, a tripping finger on the trip spindle forming 
a part of the switch trips the proper latch block, the tripping 
finger having been. pr~viously placed by the register in such a. 
location that it will release only the latch. block of the brush set 
which will provide contact with the desired level. 

~·, 
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This operation releases a single set of brushes which now 
protrude beyond the nine other brush sets and enter into contact" 
with the bank tenninals. Continuous and reliable contact 
during the rotary movement of the brush carriage, as the dif
ferent terminals in the selected level are passed, is maintained by 
a reed spring in the rear of each brush. 

From the foregoing, it may be sf:'en that only one set of brushes " 
are in contact with the bank at one time, and in view of this 
r-----r-:-5}--..,..0.,-F!

1
-v-EN........., fact the corresponding terminals of 

GEAR £'ach brush set are multipled together 

jl i:~t~~n:~ct;~~ t~0~h~~e t~:d:;u~:~~~ 
~ just below the upper s£'t of gears. At 

.\ this point, the feeder brushes press on 
~ \ and contact with fixed collector rings 

- \ attached to the under side of the top 
,.. of the switch frame. In this way con-

'"' sur~oRr tinuous. contact is made between the 
{ BEARINGS moving and fixed parts of the switch, 
f j regardless of the position of the brush 

· TRIP ./ carriage or the number of cycles of ro-
FtriGf.RS - ~ tation made. 

"" The" driven gear and number indi-
. · ~ ""'" cn.tor act in the same manner as the 

COMMUTATOR \.;~ corresponding units on the line-finder 
r-.~~ switch. In the finaL selectgr1 an"'" a4-
~,~ ditional. commutator is" also" provfded, 

'----------.....1 and for simplicity of design the num
Fm. 148.-Selector trip spin- bcr indicator and commutator are con-

dle. structed as a single unit. 
On the upper end of the brush carriage immediately above 

the top bearing is a set of two reduction or intermediate gears, 
which serve the purpose of transmitting the rotury power from 
the muin vertical drive shaft to the trip spindle. These two 
gears are clamped together as a unit and rotate independent 
of the brush carriage. The purpose of two gears· rather than 
one is to permit the trip spindle to rotate at a lower rate of 
speed than the brush carriage. 

The trip spindle, as shown in Fig. 148, consists of a driven 
gear, a spindle shaft arranged with t~n tripping fingers, and a 
commutato.r. As it is the function of the" trip spindle to assume 
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the proper rotary position so that it will trip the latch block 
controlling the brushes n~ociated with the desire~ level, it is 
provided with ten tripping fingers each located on the same hori
zontal plane as its correi'ponding latch block. In order that 
only one latch block, and in tum one set of brushes, can be 
tripped at one time, the fingers are positioned spirally around 
the periphery of the trip spindle. 

The relative position:' of the trip spindle and the brush carriage 
on the main switch frame are such that only one trip finger 
nt a time can protrude far ,.--------------, 
enough to lie in the path of the 
latch blocks. Thus, by rotat
ing the trip spindle, prior to 
the rotation of the brush car
riage, to a position where the 
desired trip finger occupies the 
extreme left position, the prop
er latch block can be released, 
and all other trip fingers will 
be automuticall'"' out of reach 

.; AI\MATURtS 

of their corresponding latch 
blocks, owing to their stag
gered spiral pos{tion on the 
spindle. 

Located on the bottom of the 
_. ~ tr.ip..;..spintHe lffiaff is a :e'e.r:ff:rrruta..: 

tor which serves as a means for 
the register properly to place 
the trip-spindle for the desired 
group select ion. This commu- L---F-xG-.-1-49-.-S-el-cc_to_r_c-lu-t-ch-.----' 

tator consists of a series of ten 
metallic segments oceupying corn :;ponding positions around 
the periphery of· the commutator face as the trip fingers on the 
trip spindle. 

The clutch unit shown in Fig. 149 consists of an upper and 
lower unit for controlliru~ respectively the reduction gear asso
ciated with the trip spindle and the lower gear forming a part 
of the brush carriage. 'Lse of a helical spring is made on the 
selector clutch rather than a reed spring in each armature, as 
one spring connecting the two armatures will serve for both 
units and at the same tim£' simplify udjustments. 

I: 
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On Fig. 150 an operating diagram of the group selector is 
shown with all the previously mentioned component parts 
in thE:'ir ref'pective positions. The brush--carriage shaft 1, 
supported from the switch frame on self-aligning bearings 2, is 
equipped with ten sets of three brmhes A-B-C arranged in a 
vertical plane. The corresponding brushes of each brush set 
are multip!Nl togE:'ther and carried to a set of three feeder brushes 
D-E-F, located at the top of the brush carriage. Here the 
ft'\'der bruf'hes contact with three fixed collector rings D'-E'-F', 
attached to the main switch frame, and provide a constant 

FJG. 150.-Qperating diagram of group selector. 

link between the moving and stationary parts of the switch. 
In front of the ten sets of brushes are located the corresponding 
ten blank levels 3, which tenninate thirty three-wire circuits 
each. 

Normally, all brushes are in a reset position ,,;th their con
tacting surfaces on a: shorter radius than the contact surfaces 
of the bank contacts. Each set of three brushes is under control 
of a mechanically operated latch block. The complete brush
carriage unit a1'sumes a nonnal .start position just in front of 
the trip spindle, so that on its rotary motion it v.;U first pagg 
the trip spindle before entering the bank. 

When a ReJector is selected for use in building up a connection,. 
it is neces."lary that a brush group sel£'ction. be made to place 

• 

''f . ~· ,-,•! 
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the propl'r set of brushes in contact with the desired level. 
This selection is made by the trip spindle and is called the 
"trip-spindle selection." By rotating the spindle, each of the 
tm trip fingers is brought progressively to the unlatch position, 
and, if allowed to remain, the corresponding latch block is 
released as the brush carriage passes on the rotary movement. 

A circuit closure from the register causes the upper clutch 
magnet 5 to operate its ::mnature 6 and permit the lower gear 7 of 
the ~reduction.-gear unit,. mounted on top of the brush-carriage 
shaft, to move from its deflected position and. enter in mesh with 
the upper driving gear 8. notary power is then transmitted . 
via the direct-connect£'d upper intermediate gear 9 to the driven 
gear 10 mounted on the top of the trip spindle 11. During the 
rotary movement, a ci:rcular commutator 12 mounted on the 
bottom of the trip spindle 13, made up of a series of ten metallic 
s£'gnwnts, rotates past a set. of fixed collector brushes 14-15-16. 

The metallic segments correspond to the trip fingers 17 on the 
spindle and are so place·d that, when each trip finger enters the 
unlatch position, the corresponding metal segn1ent has just com
pleted contact. with the lower collector brush 15. With this 
arrangement, the registPr is capable of measuring the position of 
the trip spindle by electrically counting the number of segments 
passed by the collector brush. 

The upper brush 14 aiso contacts on similar segments. These 
.. segm~nts, however, .are slig!ltly :fetard~e;H:p. relati.Gn to::-those"for 

"" the lower brilsll ind:1re used to place the ;~lect.ed trip finger 
exactly in the center of the unlatch position. The center brush 
16 is for supply purpos<·s and provides the electrical connection 
to the metal part of the commutator. 

When the desired trip finger reaches the unlatch position, the 
circuit to the upper clutch magnet is opened by the register and 
the trip spindle comes to rest. A local circuit is ~ow auto
matically closed, indepc·ndent. of the register, to the lower clutch 
magnet 18 operating its armature 19, which_ permits the lower 
driven gear 20 to enter into mesh with the lower driving gear 21. 

The rotation of the brui-h carriage thus started is called "auto
matic trunk hunting." As the brush sets pass the trip spindle 
just before entering the bank, the desired latch block is released 
by the trip finger occupying the unlatch position. This r~leased 
set of brushes will then protrude beyond all other brushes and 
contact with t.he selected level. After an idle trunk is found, the 
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circuit to the lower clutch magnet is opened and the brush car
riage is brought to rest. 

In the first, second, and third st'lectors, the rotation of the trip 
spindle constitutes a numerical selt'ction controlled by the 
rt•f!;i:-;tt'r. This selection may be eitht'r the t<'n-thousands, 
t huu:-;:mds, or hundreds di!!;it :-;e>le>ction, d<'p<'nding upon which one 
of t h<' t hr<>e se>lect ors are connPct I'd to t h<' rl'gist<"r. As soon us an 
idle trunk has been found aft<"r each se!Pction, the control circuit 
from the n'gister is extendl'd to the next switch. 

When the final selector is reached, a similar brush selection 
takl's place to complete the tens se!Pction. Actually, this tens 
selection represents a group tJf (wenty lines us the capacity of 
final sel£'ctor l<"vel is twenty lines. The next rotation to reach 
the deFirC'd subscriber's line is made by placing the brush carriage 
under control of the rC'gister. 

The counting of the terminals is made on a commutator located 
on the brush carriage in a mann<"r similar to that describM for 
the trip spindle. One metal segment is provid<'d for each of the 
twenty terminals in the bank. ·when the register has electrically 
counted the nm.nber of segments corre~<ponding to the unit.s 
digit of the deBired line, the circuit to the lov:er clutch magnet 
is opened and the brul"h carriage is brought to rest. 

As it has been previously explained, the rl'gister may count 
on a non-decimal basis. Therefore, if the desired units number 
is in the second group of ten lines on the final selector level, the 
register automatically disco~~nts the fir.l'LcounLof ten irn_pulses _ 
from the commutator to start again-in toe second group of -ten 
lines. 

From the above, it "ill be seen_ that it is necessary for all 
f'Clectors to return to their normal position at the completion 
of each call, in order that the trip spindle and brush carriage ID;ay 
be properly directed. It is also necessary that the set of brushes 
tripped for the preceding call be reset before a second set is 
tripped on a succeeding call. 

For these reasons, the selector is made self-restoring and upon 
dL<;eonnection the circuits to the·two clutch magnets are again 
closed to rotate the trip spindle and brush carriage through the 
uncompleted portion of their cyclPs to thPir starting point.s or 
home positions. After the bruRh carriage passPs theJast terminal 
in the bank, the released brushes strike agninst a brush-restoring 
bar or roller which is so positioned that it will ml'chanically reset 
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the tripp<"d brushes and again place them under control of their 
associated latch block. 

Fw. 152.-Bay of sequence switches. 

the purpose of performing the functions of large groups of rel~ys. 
Through the use of this switch, the number of relays req.mred 
for a given circuit. is materially reduced and at the same tlme a 
reliable and inexpensive substitute is obtained. 
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An analogous comparison of the sequence switch to regular 
relays may })(' made by calling it a large group of relays so 
arranged that their spring and contact r<'lations could be switched 
through a \'cry large numb<>r of combinations. The different 
arrangcm<'nts po!<.'-'ible are accompliRhed by rotating a group 
of from eight to tw<'nty-four di:-ks or cams through a series 
of <'ight('('n positions, each cam within <':tch of the positions lx>ing 
capable of producing a set of four connections in any possible 
combination. 

Figure 151 ""E:hows a single sequence !'Witch and the relation 
it occupies to the constantly rotating shnft from which it. derin~s 
its nioth·e power. A number of them mmmtNl on an iron frame
work and constituting a sequence-switch bay is shown in Fig. 152. 

The principal component parts of the s<:'qu<:'nce switch used in 
the rotary system, as shown in tlwse figures, are a group of 
cams separat€d by brJ.Ss rings or washe!':', a cam spindle, a brush 

Ufl SIOf RIGHT Slt>f 

:FJG. 153.-Typical S<'qucm·e-switc-h _cam. 
~-·~" 

- -- -_, _...::...-- ' ,_ --· -..: - - 0 . 

nest for each two cams, a flexible driv<'n g<'ar, a clutch, a cam 
designation strip, ·and a dust cover to shield the cams and 
contact springs. 

Each cam, as shown in Fig. 153, is composed of two metal 
disks and one in!'u]ating disk. The two metal disks, with the 
inl'ulating disk between them, arc clarnp<'d together \\ith brass> 
rivet,<; which also ~rve to connect. electrically the two out~r 
metal surfaces. Resting against the flat sides of each cam are 
four contact springs, two on each face, which make contact on 
1 he same radial line. 

A series of cuttings arc made in the metal disks in such a man
ncr as to present varying combin[~tions of metal and insulation 
to the four contact 'Springs. Thus, in one position some springs 
may rest on the metal and others on th<> exposed center insulating 
disk, whcrca.'l in another position different combinations will 
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obtain. In this way, by turning the shaft supporting the cams 
through the different positions, connection between the contact 
springs can be made and broken in ,·arious arrangements. 

As a switch may accommodate as many as twenty-four cams, 
<'ach of which has four contact. springs, there ma.y be as many as 
ninety-six wires connected to the switch, which, by turning the 
shaft, can be connected and disconnected in eighteen different 
arrangements corresponding to the eighteen switch positions. 
· Another feature of the :sequence switch is that it may be used to 

provide circuit closures on a time basis. By applying the known 
-Let'l-s:de·- -:Pr7mf Vle.;. . _ R:/ghf";sidtt 

-=Me/a/ =lmtllafJon 

No~~hm c11f for contact as follow.s 
Left S11ie Rtghf .stde 
Brv.sh No I Brv.shN>~ J 

_ . f/J Posdion z & Pos1hon 3: _ 
IV Post !ton$ toll Posdton 6 -,.., 

Brvsh No.2 PO!Sdion 9/o/174 
13) POSIIton $fo7f# g) Br111Sh 1Vo.4 

Posdion 12tdJ 
Pos11lon S% 

Fw. 154.-St>quen:~C7switch cam diagram--'"cams B to Y. 

rotary speed of the sequence switch to t'he time interval required, 
a size of cutting can be cietel1Dinqd which will .provide a conta.ct 
between a set of two brushes for the desired perioQ.. . 

Cuttings in the metal disk can be made to JX'l'I!lit. a cont.Mt in a 
single position or a group of consecutive or non-consecutive 
positions. It is also possible to arrange for the interconnection 
between adjacent cams by extending the metal part of the cam 
toward the center, where it will contact "'ith ti1e metal spacing 
washer. Under this arrangement, the washer acts as a between-
cam conductor as well as a spacer. ~ } 

In Fig. 154, a diagram of a typical earn other than the control 
cam is shown. These cams are used to provide the various 
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switching combinations and are designated alphabetically from 
B to r. The control c:un known as the A cam is used to control 

the rotary movement of the switch and will be described later. 
Around <'ach cam face may be assumed two circular paths on 

different radii, which represent the contact arC'a for the fixed 

bru:<llC'!'i as the switch is rotated. For the complete cam this 
n•prC'sent:-; four diffC'rent areas and, in so far us the actual cuttings 

are concerned, each can be made indep<'ndently of the other. 
The term "cutting," as it is uS<>d in the sense of sequence-switch 
cuttings, is that metal for a contact has bl'<'n nllO\~·ed to exist.. 

Thus, the rev~l1'e .n1e:~iyg i~ tl_ct~!!IlY im,p!i_ed, ~irice i! reprC'Sents 
the presence of contact metal rath<'r than the abs-ence of it. 

Since the cam face represents 360 degrN's of surlace, the angular 
difference betwl'<'n each of the eighteen positions is 20 d<'gr<~es. 
When a contact is to be effected at a givC'n position, the metal is 
left intact. The actual cut to terminate the metal for a specified 
regular or in.termediate position is made 5 degrl'<'s

1 
or one-fourth 

of a position, before and after the position line. This ·cutting 
plan provides for a contact ar<'a of 10 dC'grees for each position 
and is used to provide sufficient closC'd-contact duration, if. the 
R'quencc switch is in rotation. Also, it offprs a safety margin or 
overlap 'when it is desired to transfer holding circuits between 
cnms having the same cutting. _ 

By a rC'gular position is meant one which correspOnds to one 
of th~ eighteen positions of the §1\\'itch, wherens-anjnterrnediatc,; 

-,_ -·=position correRponds to an intermediatepoint "'~ithin a~y~Tth<.\i 
eighteen positions. Thus, for example, whole positions would 
be 1, 3, 9, and 11 and intermediate positions U:i, 9%, and 127:4. 

· \Yith reference again to Fig. 154, it will be noted that the cam 
shown is cut in the following manner: 

'> 

. ··Left Side-Brush 1 

Position 2: Contact metal 8tarts 5 degreC's, or one-fourth position, before 
position 2 and stops 5 degrees, or one-fourth position, after position 2. 

Positions 9 to 11: Contact metal starts one-fourth position before position 
9, continues through position 10, and !!lops one-fourth position after 
position 11. 

Left Side-Brush 2 

Positions 5 to 7%: Contact metal starts one..fourt h before position 5, con-~ 
tinues through position 6, and stops one-fourth position after position 
7~. 

··~ 

'' 
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Right Side-Bn1sh 3 

Position 3: Contact metal starts one-fourth position before position 3 and 

stops onC'-fourth position after position 3. · 
Position 6: Contact metal starts one-fourth position before position 6 and 

stops one-fourth position after position 6. , .. 
Positions 9 to ll?:l: Contact metal starts one-fourth pos1hon before 

position 9, continues through position 10, and stops one-fourth position 

after position 11%. 

Right Side-Brush 4 

Positions 12 to 3: Contact mC'tal starts one-fourth position before position 
12, continuC's through positions 13 to 18 and 1 to 2, and stops one-fourth 

_ after position 3. . . . . . 
Position 53.4: Con tart metal starts one-fourth pos1t1on before pos1t1on 

5~4 and stops one-fourth position aft~r position 5%. 

From the above it may be seen that in each case the contact 
metal has been extended over an arc from a point one-fourth 
position before to one-fourth position after the specified position or 
positions. Thus, the cut1lings actually made for the cam should 

be as follows: 
Specified Cutting Actual Cutting 

Brush 1: .. 
Position 2 ..................... : .. Posltlon 1% to 2~ 
Positions 9 to 11. ................. Position 8%: to 11~ 

Brush 2: 
Positions 5 to n;~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Position 4% to 772 

_BJ1lSh 3: 
" P'6Sltimi:'3: ..•. co ••••••• : • •••• -:: •• : , Position '2% to 3~ , 

Position 6 .... :·........... . ...... Position 5% to 6~ 
Positions !) to 11 ~;f.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Position 834 to 12 

Brush 4: 
Positions 12 to 3 .................. Position 11% to 3J~ 
Position 5% .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Position 5H to 6 

In practice, the posi~ions or cuttings in whicb contact can be 
made are designated by the numbers corre>:ponding to the posi
tions involved. A single-poRition conhct would be designated by 
a single numeral corresponding to the position involved, as 2, 
while a cutting involving a group of two or more positions would 
be indicated by the number of the position where the contact 
starts and where it stops, the numbers being separated by an 
oblique stroke, as ~} 1 . Where two or more separate cuttin~ 
are made on the same brush, the numerals corresponding to the 
respective cuttings are used, and the fact that they are non-con-

secutive is indicated by a. period, as 2Jil· . ; 
' t 
~ 
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The~ numl.'mls reprPsent the cutting information as it will 
b€' found on all circuit drawings. Since the one-fourth position 
of mc>tal is always allowed before and after each specified cutting 
this point b<'comes a rule and may be as:mmed in all cases. 

All cams are mounted in alphabetical order on a cam spindle 
with metal S<'parating washers betw('('n to provide spacing 
for the contact brush('s. The cam spindle together with all 
c~1ms rotate as a unit through the eighteen positions of the 
cycle. Hot:rting as an integral part is an indicator wheel with 
<'ighteen numerals around its periphery, corresponding to the 
-positions.. of the. s":itgll..;. :Whe!1. !he· swt~h i& stopped; a-fixed 
pointer mounted on the switch name indicates whaf position 
i!' lx>ing used at that time. 

Xormally, the sequence s"itch remains in position one, as 
an idle or home position. When the circuit associated with 
the switch is selected, the rotary circuit is closed as required 
t.o advance Jhe switch progrC'ssively to positions 2, 3, etc., until 
position 18 is reached. After the switch leaves position 18, it 
again enters position 1, where it will remain until started on a 
subsequent revolution. . 

The eighteen positions making up the complete revolution or 
cycle may be used as temporary stopping points where particular 
functions can be performed or .as pass-by positions where pre
paratory circuits, such as for relay operations, may be made as 
the_J?witc::h_passes through the position without stopping,: J-t-Ja 

··=not necessary that all positions be use<f; in cases where" no-fiint"i. 
1ion· or feature is to be performed, the position is termed a 
"spare" and the switch is arranged automatically to rotate to 
the next working position. · 

As an example of the possible us<:~ of the different positions, 
'the functions control1ed by the sequence. switch associated 

·' with the final selector are shown. 

Position 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Function 
NonnaJ 
Trip spindle rotates 
Spare 
Await regiRter control circuit 
Brush carriage rotaW!I 
P.B.X. idle trunk hunting 
Spa~ 
Spare 
Called line bUBy 
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Position 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Function 
Spare 
Restore on premature disconnection 
Immediate ringing 
Immediate ringing 
Ringing at intervals 
Talking . 
Await calll"d subscriber to release 
Trip spindle n>.stored to normal 
Brush carriage restored to normal 
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From the above, it may be seen that all the principal func
tions performed by the final selector are controlled by the 
sequt>nce switch. This permits- a relatively small numlJ~r of 
relays · to be used, since the major job of 
contact control is performed by the cam 
contacts. 

Control of the switch in its rotary move
ment is made through t.he A, or control, cam. 
This cam, as shown in Fig. 155, differs from 
the regular cams from both a design and 
a functional standpoint. It is constructed Fw. 155.-Control or 
with only one usefull face or contacting sur- A ('am. 

face and is used in conjunction with a set of two brushes to 
. control the stoppipg and centering of the switch in the speci

fied stop positions. 
- Th.e.JQ'\Y.Cr brash.-h<'ld in c.ontinuous contact with the cam 

tace, -is -directly connected to the sequence-switch clutch mag- -
net. Attached to the upper brm;h is a local operating circuit 
for the clutch, which will cause the rotation of the switch on the 
,occwion of an electrical contact between the two brushes. 

Thus, assuming that switch rotation is first. started from 
an external circuit, as soon as the upper brush contacts on 
the metal of the cam face, the switch will rotate until an open 
circuit exists for the upper bruRh. These open points correspond 
with the stop-position numbers and will pemlit the switch to stop 
in only those positions. They also serve to center thl' switch 
within the. stop posit ion, since the metal is removed only for a 
period corresponding to 2},2 degrees before to 3 dl.'grecs after 
the stop posit.ion. These figures, it will be recalled, are .less 
than the 5-degrce overlap provided for each cutting on the 

,,regular cams, so su1licicnt metal should always be available 
for a contact. 
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A point always to be borne in mind in connection with the 
A. cam is that it controls only the stopping of the switch. The 
start must in all cases come from an external source somewhere in 
the associated circuit. This is because the sequence switch is 
stopp<'d in a po8ition for the purpose of completing a particular 
function, and, until that function is completed, the sv;itch should 
not move. 

A diagram of a typical A. cam is shown in Fig. 156. 
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Fm. 156.-Scquence-switch cam diagy.m--control or A cam. 

,:. \Yith the cutting arrangement shown, the. switch will ~ 
stopped-and centered in positions 1, '2, 4, 5, 9, and 15 progrcssi~ely 
to perform various functions and will pass by all other positions 
automatically. While the switch is in a stop position, the 
upper brush rests on insulation, since a closure between these 
tl\·o brushes will cause the switch to rotate. \\"hen it is desired 
t.o move the switch, out of either the normal position or any 
sub!"('q-uent stop position, a circuit closure for the clutch magnet~ 
must originate from a point in the associated circuit and pass 
through a cutting on one of the regular cams correRponding to 

.1. 
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the then occupied position of the switch. After the switch 
starts to rotate, the external operating circuit is broken at the 
cutting on the regular cam as soon as a point 5 degrees, or one
fourth position, after the specified cutting is passed. The switch 
continues to rotate, however, since the upper brush of the A 
cam will set up a local operating circuit for the clutch 3 degrees 
after the stop position. When spare positions, or positions in 
which functions are to be performed but no stop made, are 
reached, the metal in the corresponding position of t.he A cam 
is not removed and the switch continues to rotate. 

To nurrtber the A cam to agree with this cutting arrang~merit 
would be quite complicated a·nd different from the- system -used 
on all the regular cams. In order to---------......., 
simplify this point, the A cam is num- AIV1ATURE 

bered for all positions where no metal \ 
:.: .. '"-~ -~ LW 

;~~~t~OS~t~~n:hi~eW~;~~}~~~ ;e:;:s::~ r''·:~~;:~~·.-' _J.SPRIIIG 
be made. Under this arrangement, /_), 1 ~: · • 
the numerals correspond to the insu- . 'of ' r) 
luted positions rather than the con- ;;./J . \..I · 'k •• ,; • 

tact positions and have the opposite w.cTROMAGl1fT 

significance of the numerals on the L----------' 
1 FIG. 157.-SequcxH'<"-switch regu ar cams. clutch unit . 

The clutch unit of the sequence 
:::: s~{t-ch·, liS':-showK in-Fig: 157, is of a different design from that 

of the clutch used-on the line finder and selector, owing to the 
structure of the sequence switch's being considerably different. 
From an operating stand point, however, both units are identic~! 
·and the flexible driven gear is brought in and out of mesh m 
the usual manner. 

A leaf-type spring il,; used on the clutch to tension ~he armatu~ 
and no back stop is included, as a part of the sw1tch frame Js 
used for this purpos(i. Also, the driven gear is at right angle 
to the driving gear. As all these points are structural mt?er 
than operating differences, it is felt no additional explanatwn 
is necessary. 

In circuit drawings, a series of conventions similar to those 
shown in Fig. 158 are used for the different sequcnce-switc~ 
parts and features. Each cam is represented by a heavy hon

. zontal line which terminates in a dot at one end to represent 
the position of the Bpindle or center of the cam. In reality, 
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of eourst>, the cam is vertical and its axis horizontal. How· 
e\·er, fort lw sake of l'implicity and clt:'arnt:'ss in circuit drawings, 
it i:; :;howu in this form with the spindle end to the l<'ft or right., 
ckp<>nding upon which arrangement presents the most satis
faetory tlrawing layout. The springs arc r<'presented by four 
,;hatbl arrow lwads just above and below the heavy line. 

The two springs below the line indicate those contacting 
on the kft-hand face of the cam and are usually referred to 
as bruslws 1 ·and 2, or kft-inner and left-outer. Those above 
the line indic:ttc those contacting on the_rjght:ha.nd face_of the 
cam and are usunlly rclt>rred=to- as bru~hes ~ and~ 4. orTiriht:.buter 

{ ' "' 
and right-inner. Regardl!:'ss of the position of the spindle symbol 
on the drrn,;ng, its nearest arrows r!:'present the inner springs, 
that is, the __ two actually nearest thl' spindle, and are brushes 1 

Br4 BrJ 
43;{, t 8 '12jl5 

4/5}~; t/8,(1 
Br. Br.Z 

Br4 Br.3 
s~dn 
T fz7 

fJrl Br2 

Br 3 fJr.,;/ 
10/15 t J i 81'4/10·15 

TTW15!~-16 
Brl )r:/ 
Br.J /Jr4 

U.68 iHIB 
10.15-

2468 f fs 
10./5 

. BrZ Br.l 
FIG. fss.-Sequence-j!lwitch conventions. 

and 4, or left-inner and right-inner. The most distant arrows 
__ , -~- .-~ . :!!'pre,<::ent the outer springs and .are brushes 2 arid 3;-'0r left---1:1ater? 

· and right-outer. - · ·· · '·1 

\Yhen the metal parts of two or more adjacent cams are 
connected together by means of the metal spacing washer, the 
conn<'ction is represented by a continuous line joinin_g the two or 
I~ ore. cam spindles. '.>- • 

The particular cam cuttings relating to the· different brushes 
are indicated by placing the corresponding numerals opposite 
the arrows. Should a cam contact be made continuously 
throughout the entire eighteen positions of the switch, the cutting 
isindicated by an open triangle in actual contact with the hori
zontal. line rather than the usual arrow Rymbol. No cutt_ing 
numerals are given in this case, as the different symbol indic~tes 
the type of contact. 

A simple illustration of the application of a sequence, which 
should give a clear idea of how it is used to con"trol circuit func
tirms, is shown in Fig. 1.19. Here the final selector is assumed 

.... ¥ 
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to have eight active or stop positions which are used to perform 
the functions listed at the bottom of the figure. 

When not in use, the final selector is resting in the normal, 
or No. 1, position awaitinl:" selection by a tnmk-hunting third 
group selector. After being selected, a circuit is closed to 
ndv:mce lead 11 A" which advances the sequence switch to 
position 2 for trip-spindle rotation. This circuit can be traced 
over advance l<•ad "A," brush 4 of cam B cut in position 1, 
electrical coupling to cam A, brush 1 of cam A cut in all posi
tions to the l<'ad going to the sequence-switch clutch magnet. 
The switch rotates and moves all cams simultaneously _under 
control of this circuit until ii is opened in position lH (the 

Advance ':<! ~ 

Advance"8" 

1.35.7. 8 {u.e 8 

ITT f'o---s;e 
To sequen~ 7o callmg 
.swdch clvfch J 1 Z J 4 ,wbscnber 
magf7f:f .tf is. 
Local advoncl! To ctrl!cti .suhscnber 

Position rvm::fion 
I Normal 
Z Rotate lrtp spmdle 
o Rotate brvsh carniJge 

.Bl$J' 1>ad~ · 
RiiJgwg 

To tnp .spin til" 
clutch 

Resformg CtTCI.IIf 

Po:sifion Funcfion 

6 
7 
8 

B!ol8 

Talkmq 
Restore tnp spmdle 
Restore brush carn~Jgtl 

-.Spore 

FIG. 159.-Schematic illustrating sequence-switch control of principal final 
selector functions. 

.5-degree contact margin allowed for the cutting at brush 4 of 
cam B). The switch docs not stop, however, as a local operating 
circuit for the clutch is established at 3 degrees after position 1 
through brushes 1 and 2 of cam A. This local circuit serves to 
rotate the switch until brush 2 of cam A leaves the contact 
metal at a point 2>-2 degrees before position 2. From the 
foregoing, it can be seen that the starting of the switch is under 
external control and the centering in the next stop position iB 
under control of brush 2 of cam A. 

Trip-finger selection on the trip spindle is now performed by 
attaching the register control circuit to the trip-spindle clutch 

,magnet through brushes 1 and 4 of cam D cut in position 2. 
When the proper trip finger is placed in line with the rotary 
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path of the brush carriage, the trip-spindle clutch magnet 
circuit is Otx'ned by th<' r<'gist<'r. The function completcd, 
a circuit is clo!'led to advance lcad "B" which advances the 
l"\\;tch to position 3 for brush-carriage rotation. Advance lead 
'•B'' serves to mow• thr switch out of position 2 and hold the 
clutch ma~net operat<>d until brush 3 of cam B ii> Otx'ned at. 
positions 214 and, as previously dPscribed, bruf'h 2 of cam .-! 
adnnces the switch· b<•yond this point until it is cC'nt£'rcd in 
position 3. 

Tenninal selC'ction with the brul"h earring£' is made by at-taching 
the-associated clut.eh-.IIt:lgnct. fo the- rE:'gister ·control .circuit 

. through- b~~l;es-l ;t~(i :~ ~f cam -D-~;t in position 3. ·A similar 
circuit to the trip-l'pindle clutch magnet no longE:'r exists, as 
brush 4 of cam D is opm in position 3. Reaching the desired 
tenninal, the brush-carriage clutch magnet circuit is opened by 
the r<'gister, and the circuit to ad,·ancc lead "A" closed to 
advance the switch to position 4 with the aid of brush 2 of cam 
A.. If the terminal callf'd is busy, a busy tone is returned to the 
calling subscriber throup;h brushes 4 and 2 of cam C cut in posi
tion 4. If the t~rminal called is idle, a circuit is closed over 
advance "B" also, to provide a circuit to move the ~>witch past 
position 4 without stopping. In position 5, the ringing current 
is then applied .to the called subscriber's line through brttshC's 
3 and 1 of cam C. A circuit is also f'stablishcd to return .the 
ringing signal _to the • callin~J; sybscrib';r~~J! l:~rushes.....3.." a11d)1::: _ " 
of cam C. When thi'"· called subl'criber answt>rs, a circuit is 
closed over advance lead "A'' to move the switch into po;ition-
6, which is the talking position., In this position, the two sub
scribers are connected together through orushes 2 and 1 of cam C. 

·when the convcrRation is completed and the subscribers 
hang up, advance l~'~d 11 B ", i'l closed to rotate the switch to 
position 7. Here the spindle is reset over brushes 2 and 4 of 
cam D. Whe:n the normal position of the. spindle h; reached, 
advance lead •1 A" is closed to advance the switch t~ pof'lition 
8. In this position, the brush carriage is reset over a similar 
circuit traced· through brushes 2 and 3 of cam D, after which 
lead "B" advances the switch out of position 8. ' No stop .is 
made in positions .9 to 18, as the circuit through brush 2 of 
cam A is continuous during these positions. With Jhe switch 
back in position 1, it is ready to receive asecond call and repeat~ 
the same process. , 
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From the above, it may be seen that the sequence switch 
proviclf's an excellen.t means of switching various circuits in 
a comparatively simple manner. It is true, of course, that 
the arrangement shown is highly schf'matic and that a larger 
number of cams are required to control the different operations. 
However, for the basis of study it should provide a suitable 
illustration. . 

Circuits.-In order to facilitate a proper understanding of 
'1 he Otx'rating features of the rotary syRtem, a. number of descrip
tions have been provided to cover the principal functions of the 
different circuits. In some cases, it may be noted that com
parable Otx'r:itirig features are pcrformed.ln other systems but,· 
since the methods and apparatus used arc in most cases different, 
it is advisable that separate descriptions be made. 

Register.-In the preceding text, the register has been referred 
to in a number of cases.as a control unit which serves to receive 
the dial impulses from the subscriber and, in turn, with the 
information thus obtained, to direct the selecting switches 
until a connection has been built up to the desired line. Its 
operation in this capacity, together with its use to perform 
other functions, makes it practically a mechanical operator 
for the rotary system, taking the plac.e of a human operator in 
a manual office. 

In Fig. 160, a bay of register circuits is shown. It will be 
-116tC:d that Mch cfrcui.t consists of a relay unit anci two sequence . 
-switches and that a total of five circuits, together with the 
associated routine test and supervisory panels, is mounted in a 
~Single bay. 

A summary of the major operations performed by the regist.er 
circuit may be made as follows" 

1. Provide dial tone for the subscriber as an indication to 
start dialing. 

2. Receive the ·dial impulses and store them until each selector 
is ready to function with the register. 

3. Control the movement of the selectors on the basis of 
the selector advising the register when it is ready to function 
and thus save time when little or no trunk hunting is required 
and allow additional. time when excessive trunk hunting is 
required. 

4. Translate the subscriber's number and make the selections 
on a non-decimal basis. 
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SUPERVISORY 
PANEL 

Fw. 1(;0.-llay of five regil!Wr cireuitl. 
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5. Supervise the call until it is completely established and, 
in the event of trouble, free the subscriber and remove the 
defective equipment from service. 

When a subscribeJr originates a call, a series of concentration 
switches function to route the call to a register. These opera
tions precede any operation on the part of the subscriber other 
than the cl~ure of the switch-hook contact indirectly brought 
about by lifting the receiver. In p:c>neral, a time interval of 
about one-half second is usually required to reach the register. 

' .. ,,..,. ......... ~,. 
"~'"'~· ;: 

'1-o'· ... , 

Fw. 161.-Row of selecU>r bays. 

lJpon being selected, the regist<'r simultaneously sends out 
a dial tone as an indication for the Rubscriber to start dialing 
and prepares a recording circuit for receiving the impulses from 
the dial. The closed line loop, with the impulse contacts of 
the dial as the control point, is extended, free of attachments, 
to the register where it provides an operating circuit fot- an 
impulse r<'cording relay; Vnder control of the contacts on this 
!'('Cording or "inst('pping relay," as it is termed, is a series of 
counting relayli which respond to the impulseR from the dial. 
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Digit Recordi11g and Scledor Conlrol.-Actual recording of 
c:1ch digit is made on a series of six paired counting relays. 
The combinations necessary to provide for from one to ten 
pul~<>s arc obtain<>d by using som<> of the I'('}ay pairs for the 
second timc. This point can be illustratcd in the following 
<>xamplc: Impulscs from onc to four will opcrate counting relays 
from one to four, :md five impulses will opcrate the fifth relay 
but r<>ll'asc the preceding four n'lays. The sixth impulse 
will operate th<> sixth relay and any impulses after that will be 
I'('Cdved on the one to four relay£~ again, which, in an opcrat<"d 
po:<cition with the fifth and sixth counting relay, indicate that 

-the- miiHb<'r of impulses received 'is four plus the-number of 
:ldditional relays operated. 

r sually in a five- or six-digit scheme only four series are 
U!-<<'d and provision is made in thc f<'~J;istl:'r circuit to re-use 
t hl:' first or first and second series for the l'l'cond time. Switch
ing of the diffl:'rent series of counting r<>lays, so that they will 
be progw::-sively brought under control of the instepping relay, 
i_:;; accomplishl:'d by means of cam cuttings on the sequence 
:-witch so arranged that the rotation of the switch will bring in 
a different series of relays as it advances through its positions. 

Each series of counting relays, in addition to serving as a 
recording unit for a digit, also serves to control the corresponding 
8<'lection on the selector switch. This action is called the 
"reyertive con.trol" of the regh;ter and functions on the basis 
of the selector-sv;itches sending impul~s to the register similar_ 
to the impulses from the subscriber's dial. 

These impulses are received from the commutators provided 
on the trip spindles of the various group scl<'ctors and on the 
trip spindle and brush carriage of the final selector. Since 
the rc~;,ristcr under this impulsing ~<cheme must wait for the dif
fc~nt selectors to send back impulses rat her than send the 
impulses to each selector, sufficient functicning time, and no 
more, if; guaranteed for each switch regardless of the trunk..; 
hunting time required. 

Ju;.:t how many impulses will be I'('ceived from each switch 
is di•tem1ined by the numbering scheme for the office and net
work. \\'here no translations or digit corrections are made, 
the number of impulses received for a given digit will always 
be the difference between the number of impulses sent from the 
dial and a standard value of eleven impulses. Thus, if the 

*' tD'('·t t'tt 
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figure 6 is dialed, six impulses will be received in the register 
nnd the selector performing the corresponding digit sl'lection 
will send back five impulses to the register, the two values 
making a total of eleven impulses. These impulses froi!l the 
different selectors are termed "complementary impulses," 
since they are nlways in complement to those from the dial 
to make up the desired total. 

All impulses, from both the subscriber's dial and the s<>lectors, 
are received alike on the counting relays. After the impulses 
for a given digit from the dial are received, ~he, instepping 
'relay is switched by a sequl'nce-switch cam to the next series 
of counting relays for the next digit. At the same time, an 
impulse control relay for the selectors, called the 1

' outstepping 
relay," established a circuit to the selector that is to make the 
corresponding selection. The contacts of this outstepping 
relay are now attachl'd by· means of a sequ<:>nce-s\vitch cam to 
the counting-relay circuit the instep ping relay has just l<'ft. 

Each impulse as sent back by the selector commutator will 
affect the outsteppin~~ relay and in tum be recorded on a count
ing relay. If, for example, the last impulse from the dial1 hrough 
the instepping relay opcrated the Xo. 4 counting relay, the 
first impulse from the selector through the outstepping relay 
will operate the No. !> counting relay in the same counting-relay 
group. Further impulses will be accepted from the selector 
commutator in compkment to the original four from the dial, 
until a total of eleve-n are received .. 

This value of eleven impulses is in a sense the capacity of 
Pach series of counting relays and, as soon as it is realized as 
a result of this two-way impulsing scheme, the last relay in the 
group operates and enuses the selector to stop sending further 

-impulses. This, in effect, brings about the stopping of the 
trip spindle, and the brush carriage in the case of the final 
selector, at the desired point in relation to the ~igit dialed by 
the subscriber. 

It can be seen, under this impulsing pl:m, that the number 
of impulses from the selector for a given digit are at. no time the 
equivalent of the number sent from t.he dial, since t.he t-otal 
must always equal eleven which is an odd number. A very 
simple relation exists between the original and complementary 
impulses, however, since the selector sends a 1 for a 0 from the 
dial, a 2 for a 9,' a 3 for an 8, etc. Thus, for matching the digits 
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from the dial in the ordPr of from 1 to 9 and 0, impul~cs from the 
s<'leetor art' 8<'nt in the rt'V<'n-e ord<'r of from 0 to 9 to 1. 
. ~or the 8<'l<:'ctor to J'('ctify this non-decimal arrangement 
tt ts only nccC':"~1ry to numb<'r the levels in the rcve1'8c order, so 
that the tnmk ~roup corrC'~ponding to the digit 1 from the dial 
is on the tenth levPl rathPr than the fin-t level, that for digit 
2 on the ninth 1<-'wl, <'tc. In actual pmctice, this is further 
simplifi<'d by numh<'ring the bank levels from top down so that 
the trunk groups nunlC'rically count. in the usual numner from 
the bottom up. 

. In o~der to assist th<' und<'1'8t:mding of this seemingly unusual 
1~1!:ulsmg and nurnb<'ring sch<:'m~ and show that it is quite 
sunple,. the following table has b<:'cn included. Here all digits 
are shown with numb<'r of complenwntary impuh~<'s received in 
each case and th<' numbf'ring of the sdector levels. For the 
purpose of the illustration, it is assumC'd that the hundroos 
digit on the final selector is the one in question. · 

Impull•e,; from i 
Digit dialed 

scll'ctor Level i'<'IPetl>d Group select-ed 

1 10 10 100 
2 9 9 200 
3 8 8 300 
4 7 7 400 
5 6 6 r.>OO 
6 5 5 f.>()(} 
7 - 4 4 700 -
8 3 3 ROO 
9 2 2 000 

10 1 1 000 

'.fhe reason this compl<'ment:ttry impulse scheme is used in 
the rotary system is that it reduces·coniiiderably the amount 
of apparatus r<!<Iuired in the register and thus offers, as a natural 
consequence, economy and le~;s chance for circuit failures. 

A circuit di:.~g;ram of a set of counting relays, together with 
su.ch ass<>ciated control rt'lays as are necessary to facilitate a 
better understanding, is shown in Fig. 162. For the purpose 
of thi'l description, it will be assumed that the thousands digit is 
to be recorded and the information thus obtained is to control 
the setting of the trip spindle on the first selector. 

-+ 
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It will be noted that seven pairs of relays make up the group 
and that the first four :sets from the left each bear a designation of 
two numerals, the ne:x:t two one numeral, and the last set letters. 
These designations ar'~ similar to those used in actual practice 
for the thousands digit and carry the following significance: 

Each numeral indicates what numbered· impulse received 
collectively off the contacts of the instepping and outstepping 
reby will cause its operation. In the case where two numerals 
are shown, the relay is used for two different impulses in a man-

CoJ!nlmg relay grovp 

X All connedions so de:;,gnaled aT? 
corlro/lt:d by uquence s~t'l/ch lbms 
Pncl are opened and c :7>SI!!d ,,s requ1reti 

Fro. 162.-Schematic of a counting-relay group in the register. 

ner that will be explained later. The lettered pair of relays 
provide for controlling the re-use of first four relays and for 
performing other switehing functions. All other relays shown in 
the schematic are control relays and are common to all counting
relay groups. The eleventh impulse is always counted by the 
common control relay SCR. 

When the register has functioned up to the point of sending 
dial tone to the subscriber, an operating circuit for the instepping 
ISR relay will be established out over the subscriber's iine 
circuit to the impulse contacts of the dial. Each impulse 
from the dial will cause the release of the I SR relay and a ground 
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circuit will be intl'rntpt('d o\·l'r its back contact a number of 
t i.mC's, corre!<ponding: to t hf' numhl'r of i.mpulsf's from the dial. 

C'onnC'ctcd to thC' bark contact of the ISR relay is a. con-· 
ductor l<:'ading to th(' rounting relays. Control of this lead, 
sot hat it can be swit chNl to the diff('rent counting:-rc>by g:roups for 
recording the diffc>rC'nt. digits, is accomplish('d by bringing the 
conn('ction from the ISR relay first to a sequ('nCL ...... switch cam 
contact whC're it can b(' switch('d by means of cam cuttings to 
the different groups as required. 

An example of the working of the counting relays can be 
giwn by assuming the subscrihl'r will.dial the- digit 6. \\·hen 
the ISR relay relca:.<C's ori the first{of the six.impuls('s, n circuit 
is establil"hed from ground on the armature contact of the 
ISR relay through the contacts of the lower five (£...5) relay 
normal, the BXR relay normal, the L-1&7 relay normal to the 
winding of the t'-1&7 r(,'lay to battery operating the U-1&7 
relay. Immediately, a second circuit is establish<'d through 
another contact on the BXR relay normal, the C-1&7 relay 
operated, and the winding of the L-1&7 relay wh<'re it joins 
with the ground circuit from the ISR relay. The L-1&7 relay 
does not operate, however, since the ground from t.he ISR 
relay is in effect a. short circuit on its winding. Whf'n the I SR 
re-operates at the end of the first impulse, the ground which 
serves to operate the L'-1&7 relay is removed and likewise the 
Ehort circuit on the winding of the £...1&7 relay is removed. 
This permits the lr-1&7 ;relay to provide a holding Circuit for 
the (':..1&7 relay by use of the ground-through its winding and 
thus the L-1&7 relay is operated. 

If the circuit from the I SR rela.y is now traced, it will be 
f'Cen that the operated contact of the L-1&7 relay has transferred 

-,the circuit formPrly going to the winding of the U-1&7 relay to 
the (!On tact the L-2&8 relay normal where it is now extended 
to tile winding of the U-2&8 relay. 

This short cycle of events starting with release and ending 
with operation of the ISR r<'by, bringing about the operation of 
frrst the U-1&7 relay and tlwn the £...1&7 relay, represents there
cording of one impulse from the dial. Each subsequent impulse 
forming a part of the digit. being received will sen•e to repeat 
this cycle and operate a pair of counting relays in the register. 

For the purpose of this de!'cription, it was assumed that 
the digit 6 was lx>ing dinlPd; since the recording of the first 
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at the end of the second impulse, the short circuit on the £...2&8 
relay is removed and it operates in seri<'s with the U-2&8 relay. 

In operating, the L-2&8 relay further transfers the impulse 
circuit. from the ISR relay through its operated contacts to 
the £...3&9 relay normal, where it is extended to the winding of 
the U-3&9 relay. Release of the ISR relay for the third impulse 
now causes the operation of the U-3&9 relay, which, in turn, 
establishes its holding~ circuit through its operated contacts 
and the winding of the L-3&9 relay. At the end of the third 
impulse, the ISR operates, allowing the L-3&9 relay to 0perate 
and exicnd the recording circuit to the L-4&0 relay, where it 
reaches the winding of the U-4&0 relay. · 
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On the start of the fourth impulse, the U-i&O relay is operat~d 
and at it's completion the L-4&0 relay is operated in the same 
mann<>r as with the pre\;ous counting relays, except that this 
time the impulse path from thf' ISR r<'lay is extended through 
thP BXR rdav nom1al to the winding of tlw U-5 relay. 
Th~ fifth impulse passes through contacts of the L-1&7, 

L-2&S, L-3&·9, L-1&0 relays operated and of the BYR relay 
normal and or)('rntes the C-5 relay in 1 he usual manner. 'Vhen 
it orx•rntes, however, additional chan~?:<'S oc.!ur. The BXR 
relay is now operated from ground on an operated ~ontact on 
the F-5 rel:w and.it serves to·tranl'fer th<" circuit from the ISR 

~ .. IT'lny o\·er fts operated contact 'to the U-5 relay direct., and 
inderx'ndent of all lower counting relays with the exception of 
tlw L-5 relay. \Yhen the BXR relay opms its normal contacts, 
it removes the ground supply for holding each of the 1&7, 
2&8, :3&9, and 4&0 counting relays and these four pairs of relays 
are thus released. 

An operated contact on the BXR relay also operates the 
BrR relay but this relay does not perform its function until 
thC' 1&7, 2&8, 3&9, and 4&0 relays are operated the second 
tim£>. Since the operation of both the BXR and BYR relays is 
uccomj)lished as soon as the operation of the U-5 relay is caused 
on the fifth impulse, it naturally occurs before the ISR relay 
a)!:ain operates at the end of the impulse. 

Therefore, in the usual way, as soon as the U-5 relay is oper
atNl, a holding circuit is established through its operated con
tllct and the ";nding of the L-5 relay. This time, however, 
tlw. ground is supplied direct to the L-5 relay, since the path 
:::upplying the other counting relays is now open, owing to the 
orx~ration of the BXR relay. When the ISR reoperates at the 
C'nd of the fifth impulse, the short circuit on the L-5 is removed 
and it operates in series with the U-5 relay. 

The sixth impulse, representing the la.r;t for the digit 6 used 
in the illustration, causes the release of the ISR relay again 
and a ground circuit is closed through the operated L-5 relay 
and nonnal L-6 relay to operate the U-6 relay. The L-6 relay in 
tum opcrate!l at the Pnd of the impulHe in the usual manner. . 

Bet,~·een each series of impulsc>s the ISR relay is in its operated 
po~ition and, since this time interval is considerably longer 
than t hn t bet ween the impulses of a given digit, the register 
U!'('S this indication to advise it us to when to switch the ISR 

• 
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relay to the next counting-relay group. As soon as the sixth 
impulse referred to above was received, the ISR relay remained 
operatPd long enough for a slow-releasing relay to release, which 
closed a circuit to the sequence-switch clutch and brought about 
the transfer to the DC'Xt r<>lay group. 

Fw. 164.-Row of miscellaneous bays. 

In the new position of the sequ<>nce switch a circuit is closed 
from the outstcpping OSR relay to the selector circuit which 
is to make the selection corresponding to the digit just received. 
This operating path is called the "control" or "fundamental" 
circuit and -serves for the purpose of placing the trip spi"ndle 
of the selector in the proper position. 

i 
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It will be not{'(l on the drawing that the op<>rated contact 
of the OSR r<'lay is now conn£'cted to the same }('ad the ISR 
r<'lay formerly controll£'d. \Yh('n the trip spind)(' starts to rotat~, 
the metal segments on its commutator serve to short-circuit the 
OSR r£'lay and bring about its r<'lease. In this 'vuy, n series 
of impulses ar£', in £'ffect, r£'turned to the registf'r the r>ame n..., 
those from the dial, th(' only difference b<>ing that tlH' impulse 
circuit tot he count inp; r<'bys is int('rrupted owr t h<' opNa\ed con
tact of the OSH relay instC'ad of the normal contact. 

Since the Xo. 6 pair of counting relays was the last operated 
by the lSR rday,th(' oprmted contact of the OSR relay closes a 
~ouri.a circuit through the operoted L-5 and' L-6 relays and 
the now normal L-1&7 r£'lay to op<>rate the U-1&7 r£'lay for the 
f'econd time. This time, howenr, it is serving to count the 
seventh impulse rath£'r than the first. As in the previous case, 
the operated [·-1&7 relay ('stablishes a holding circuit through 
the L-1&7 relay to be pffective as soon as the OSU relay is 
released, the ground circuit formerly supplied through the normal 
BXR relay being substituted by ground through operated L-5 
relay. 

Wben the first metal S('gment on the commutator contacts 
with the coll<>ctor brush, it produces an effect in the selector 
circuit which acts us a short circuit of the operatin~ circuit for the 
OSR relay and for the duration of its contact causes the OSR 
relay to be releasf'd. When this occurs, the L-1&7 relay operat~s 
in series with the l.'-1&7 relay and the OSR relay circuit is 
<>xtended to the winding of the C-2&8 relay. In this -way, the 
2&8, 3&:1), and 4&0 relays are operated until the L-4&0 relay 
operates and closes the OSR circuit through the operated BYX 
relay to the winding of the SCR relay. On the next operation of 
the OSR relay, the SCR rday operates similarly to the regttlar 
counting relays and prepares a holding circuit for itsdf through 
the winding of the TCR relay. 

\Vben the next metal. segment on the selector commutator 
contacts with the collector brush, the OSR is rel<>as<'d and the 
TCR operates in srries with the SCR. This time, however, the 
operating circuit for the OSR relay is permanently opened upon 
the operation of the TCR relay. 

This function of the TC R relay serves to open the so-called 
"fundamental" circuit and the selector trip .spindle is thus 
brought to rest. Another function of the TCR relay in its oper- I . 
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ated position is to close the sequence-switch advance circuit, 
so that the next numerical selection can be made as soon•as the 
corr£'sponding digit has been recorded. 

In the above description it may be seen that for the six impulses 
s!'nt in from the subscriber, operating the 1&7, 2&8, 3&9, 4&0, 
5, and 6 counting relays, five impulses have be!'n sent from the 
!'!'l!'ctor, op<>mting the 1&7, 2&8, 3&9, 4&0, and SCR & TCR 
eountin~ r<>lay:;;, making a total of elewn impulses. In accord
anc<> with the plan of level numbering previously described, the 
fifth level in the selector thus selected corresponds to the sixth 
numerical group. 

Di~dt tran,.Jations as made in the rotary system are accoin
pli:,:hed through the use of two different methods: one is made 
dir<>ct ly on the contacts of the counting relays and can take care 
of all r<>quir('m('nts of average-size networks and the other is made 
by use of a f'cparate translator switch and is employed only for 
wry large twtworks, such as Paris and Copenhagen, where com
plett.' offict.'-coclc translations are desired. 

Cmnding-relay Translations.-The most common scheme is the 
one t.'mploying cross-connections on the counting-relay contacts 
and it offers the following principal features. 

1. Cunrding of particular numbers of a given digit whe:' necessary. 
2. Pairin~~: of nulllhers so that the capacity of levels can be. doubled. 
3. Dis(·ounting fmal selector impulses and thus permitting twenty lines 

on a level. 

DigzfCa1iceti"ng.-Cance1ing Of particular digits of a given num
ber off<>rs a ready method of obtaining the advantages offered 
by placing a. mixed network of large and small officeson a com
mon numbering basis without utilizing extra apparatus in the 
small offict's to absorb unnecessary digits. An example of this 
usage can be shown by considering small offices of l<>ss than one 
thousand lines workinJ~ in the same network as larger offices of 
up to ten thousand lines. 

Any l"ubscriber within a small office, when it is considered as a 
single unit, could be reached by another subscriber in the same 
office with a three-digit number. However, when a subscriber 
in a small office wishes to call a number in one of th<' htrger 
offic<>:;;, it is necessary to,dial five digits, one to select the desired 
office and the remaining four to reach the desired terminal in the 
selected office.· · 

·, t ft 

J 
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To }X'rmit the assignment of five-digit numbers to the small
office sub:.:crih<'rs, it is necessary to provide a means of canceling 
the first two di~its on local calls. In the rotary register this 
fC"ature is :n•complishcd by cross-conn<'cting the contacts of the 
counting r<'bys in the small offic<'S so that, wlwn the relay com
bination rC"pr<'s<'nting the number of the digit to be canceled is 
ope rat l'd, a circuit is automatically clo~d to advance the sequence 
switch past the position where the corrcsponding switch selection 
is normally made. 

Digit Pairing.-In order to double the capacity of a sefector 
level as, for example, making (':tch level of a second selector in a 
five-digit sch<'me have a capacity bf 2,000 lines rather than the 
usual 1,000 lines, a system of pairing of digits is used which per
mits the register first to consider two different numbers as a single 
number of a digit and, later, in the next selection, to make a distinc
tion which will direct the succeeding selector to the pro}X'r point. 

This feature offers a double advantage, since it permits the 
usc of 20,000-line units in larger centers and at the satne time 
increa~es the trunk-group efficiency in either a 10,000- or 20,000- . 
line unit, owing to the use of larger trunk groups. In the case of 
a 10,000-line unit, only five levels in the second selector would be 
employed and the remaining five lcvelR held as spare. 

The actual operation of the register under this operating 
arrangement is as follows: each adjacent even and odd number 
is paired together as a single combined number, !'O that the ten 
impulses of a digit ar(! treated as fiv~ digits p thefollowing_or.de:r ,._ 
0 and-1, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, etc. 

In order to effect this pairing and later to readjust it in the 
next selection, it is necessary that the register perform two 
operations. First, it must contribute an extra impulse tQ 
the even number of each pair, so that the same operated counting
r~lay combination will exist as for the associated odd number 
which represents one impulse more. Second, it must take some 
record that this addition has b<>cn made, so that the succeeding 
selector will adjust for the addcd artificial impulse and make 
its seleeti()n accordingly. 

When an even digit is dialed, an extra control relay, con
nected .to the operated contacts of all even numbered counting 
relays, operates. As soon as the Hcquencc switch 'leaves ~he · 
n•cording pmdtion, a momentary impulse is passed to the countmg 
n!luys throu,;h the operated contacts of this relay, which causes 
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the O}X'ration of an extra pair of relays. In this way, a digit ~ 
2 dialed by the subscriber now is recorded as the digit 3 and, 
when the fundamental circuit is closed to make the corresponding 
selection on the selector, the same level will be picked for the 
digit 2 as for the digit 3. 

On the third selector the same double-capacity rule applies 
and each level offers 1 runk outlets to 200 lines rather than 100 
lines. As it has been previously explained, the second selector 
has access to 2,000 lines on each level; these 2,000 lines represent 
the total capacity of the 10 levels in the bank of the third selector. 
The bank is so connect<>d that t)'leodd thoasain:ft;unb-appear'en -, 
the odd levels, that is, 200 lines on each of levels 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9; 
nnd the even thousand trunks appear on the even levels, that is, 
200 lines on each of the levels 2, 4, 6, 8, and 0. 

When the subscriber dials the hundreds digit, the register 
must first accept the impulses from the dial and then decide 
whether it is to be paired or not -and, also, whether it is a part of 
an odd or even thousand number. 

The register performs these operations by first adding an 
impulse, if the digit din led is an even one, so it will be paired with 
the next higher following qdd number by means of a SJX'Cial 
itnpulse control relay in the same manner as with the second 
selector. This operation will combine the dialed digit into one 
of five paired-number combinations. The next function of the 
register is to deterrnjne whether-the number should .go -to an:!7ven 
numoered- Te·veror -an odd numbered leveL If the thousands 
digit dialed was odd, the call should be routed through one of the 
five odd levels, which from a selection standpoint are one level 
higher than the even levels. 

An example of this <:an be made by considering that th.e zero 
and one hundred of the even two thousand group are on the tenth 
level and the zero ';tnd one hundred of the odd three thousand 
group are on the ninth. level. In this case, if the zero or one 
hundreds digit is dialed, following the odd thousands digit 3, it 
would be necessary for the register to furnish an extra impulse, 
so that the selector would be required to send one impulse less 
and thus be stopped on the ninth level rather than the tenth 
level. This· extra impulse for the hundreds digit is provided 
through the normal contact on the control relay, which was 
previously descri'l:x-d as being operated only when an even 
thousands digit was diftled. 

t·, 
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A better understandinl,! may be had of this digit-pairing scheme 
and of the odd and ewn thousand discriminating f<'ature by 
r<'\·iewing the following table':; which show the functions }X'r
formed by the register and selector de}X'nding upon which di;::it 
is dialed. It will be noted in all cases that tlw total of the 
impulses recorded in the rC'gister combined with the number 
r<'C<'h·ed from t h<' S<'l<'ctor will always <'qual <'lev<'n. 

THot·"-''WR DIGIT Du.uxo 

i 
Extra im- Impulses --

Total 
Digit dialed 

pulse relay 
impulses 

from Numerical 
opt'ratt><l on ~elector, alro groj!p 
ewn difl:it 

n'<·orde<h 
lcYcl number 

0* Yes 1 10 0000 and 1000 
1 Xo 1 10 ()()()(} and 1000 
2 Yes 3 8 2000 and 3000 
3 No 3 8 2000 and 3000 
4 Yes 5 6 4()()(} and 5000 

5 No 5 6 4()(}() a'nd 5000 
6 Yes 7 4 (;()()(} and iOOO 
7 Xo 7 4 ()()()(} and 70oo 
8 Yes 9 2 ~000 and 9000 
9 Xo 9 2 RfXJO and 0000 

H~;snri.Ens DIGIT DIAI.lNG FoLLOWISG THE E\"ES Two Tuon<ASD DIGIT 

Digit 
dialed 

o• 
1 
2 
3 

I Extra E . I 

[

• 
1 

xtra 1mpu s<• 
Ullp1l SC. f mid th -· ~-

. rcla'i;-- or . :ru 
o crated sand, ~r<•vtom! 

p <·xtra Jmpu]t;(' 
on eYen · 

d
. "t relay normal 
Jgl 

! I 

Yes 
Xo 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Xo 
Ye-S 
Xo 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

6 
7 
8 
9 

impul!>cs 
recorded 

1 
1 
3 
3 
5 
5 
7 
7 
9 
9 

ImpuiSl.•s_ 
-:-r~m 

Numerical 
group 

sc]('(·tor 
also level 
number 

10 
10 
8 
8 
6 
6 
4 
4 
2 
2 

I· 2000 and 2100 
,)I 2000 and 2100 

, 2200 nnd 2300 
I 221)(} n;ul 2300 

2100 and 2500 
2100 und 2500 
21000 and 2700 
2HOO and 2700 
2SOO and 2900 
2SOO and 2900 

• When the digit 0 io diaJ.,J, the ten impul••• are rer·orded in the r~gulor way: the oper· 
al.ivn (,f the control relay, howrver, on a digit 0 r<!<'ording releMet!l all operated rrlaya and 
then operaU... one countinc r~lay from ita operated Nmta<•ta in the u•ual way. 1'hiaoper
atitll: arnnrrment is employed in order Uu•t tl•e dip;it 0 may be paired with the dirit 1. 

o ~nr t 

I 
. I 

err 
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Hu:-;oJtEDS DIGIT Du.uso FOLLOWING THE: Ooo TimEt; Tuot:SAND DIGIT 

Extra 
E.xtr.1 Impulse Impulses impulse 
for odd thou- Total ~from Digit relay 
sand, prc,·ious impulses selector, 

Xumerical 
diah·<l OjWr:tted 

c·xtr.1 impulse recorded also level 
group 

on <'\'C•n 
reby normal number digit 

o• Yl's Yt:'S 2 9 3()()(} and 3100 
1 No Yes 2 9 3000 and 3100 
2 Y<·s Yt:'S 4 7 3200 and 3300 

_3_ . :-~:X<> 
~ 

)~ 4 r 7 :noo and 3300 
\;c~s - -

4 :r('S - 6 1\ 3400 and 3500 
5 Xo Yt:'S 6 .5 3400 and 3500 
6 Y<>s Yes 8 3 3600 and 3700 
7 No \"es 8 a 3GOO and 3700 
8 Y!'S Yes 10 I 3SOO and 3900 
9 Xo Yt:'S 10 1 3SOO and 3900 

• Wl1<•1l thP dip:it 0 is diulM. tLe ten impuleet! are rrrorded in the r~gular way; the oper
ation of th~ control relay, b,, ... ,,.,,, on a digit 0 recording rclcu•c• ull OP<'rated relays and 
tlu•n oJ)('rat("$ (lne ruunting- n:::.&y from its operated contnf'ts in the usual way. Thi8 oper-o 
ating arrangement is employ~'<! i:l order that the digit 0 mny be paired with the digit 1. 

From the a hove it may be seen 1 hat the register can easily 
combine two numbE-rs in order to obtain the advantages of 
larger trunk groups and then later, in a succ<>eding S<'lection, 
make the n<'ccssary di~icrimination that will s9nd the call over 
the proper route. :- _ . ,::..L _ --·? .. ~ -T ·: =--~·--~ 

-Final Selector Cowding.-=rn npplying the double-capacity 
f<>aturc to the final l'{·lector, the assignmeiit of ·twenty lines 
ratJwr .than ten Jin,C'S 00 each level D<'CCSSitatcs that additional 
counting-relay faciliti~: be made available for counting over 
from one to tw<>nty tenninals. 

The 11umerical Jayout of the bank t<>rminals is somewhat 
diff<'rent from that e~ploy<'d on the, group sdectors and, instead 
of an odd and even hundred's. being placed on the odd and even 
levels r<'sp<'ctivdy, an e"Y<'D hu~dred is p~1ccd in the first sector 
and :m odd hundred in the second sector of the bank. Since 
Pach sector consists of ten levels of ten terminals each, a straight
forward numbering scheme is .Used for both level and tem1inal 
numbering. 

The third sector in the bank i~ not, ordinarily US<'d except 
in those· cases where it is d<'sired to provid~ additional 
P.B.~. trunks without using r<>gulnr numbPred liri<'s. When 
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this plan is in effect, the final selector, when in its trunk-hunting 
position, is permitted to hunt beyond the last terminal on a given 
levrl in the second sector to what additional non-numbered 
trunks may be provided in the third sector. In this way, as 
many as thirty trunks, twenty numbered and ten non-numbered, 
may b<' a8signed to a single P.B.X. 

A typical numb<'ring diagram of a final selector bank with 
third sector equipped is shown in Fig. 165. 

Since the corresponding ten numbers of the even and odd 
hundred are on the same level and the entire ten levels are 
us<'d, no pairing is nece~s:gy_ for !he Jpns,~igit, regar~~ess of 
what ]lttndreds digit-i{ follows: ,The.il:npulscs-of the f{'ns digit-

Even Hundredf2J Odd Huna'red(J) Non-numbered Hvndred 

l.t>ve I 
Fir~f .Sedor .Second Sedor Th1rd Sedor 

L ro~~ QL aa~as 01 aa~GS QJ_ 

1.. ~~€§ u 9.£ 2!!1!§ !11 ~!12~ ~ 

~ /!'§!!~ 81 !!Q&~ eL 1!-2~~ ~ 

1. !!!!H !1 !Qli.~ lL !I! !ira Zl 

J. ~@~ f! @~€6 €1. ~~~ €!. 

.f ~f!i~ 51 @.§2~ H S£Sj~ .u 
2 !£§!8 £. 4)/jl§ 1.!. lg_1J~ !!. 

i.. ?!2~~ ;u ~~~ ~ .l.Q~~ -l!. 

1 Z!H!!IJ u ?!!?i?a 
-

?1 ;plP~_- Y._ 
~ 

- Q 
--

'!.?ifl!!. ,.: ~li!JJ!l!! ti ~ 1! !1!! ~ iii~ !! !§ !:f.lf!l !1 !I IQ!fllj} 

FIG. 165.-~umbering diagram of-final selector bank.. 

are recorded and, without performing any furthe.r function, the 
register proceeds to accept impulsc:> from the final selector trip 
~pindle until the complement of eleven impulses are received. 

For the units digit, however, the register must perform· ari 
additlonal function, since it is necessary, when an odd h\mdred · 
group of lines is desired, to pass over the first ten lines on the 
lewl 1-ielected, which are associated with the even hundred lines, 
until the second group of ten lint:>s is reached. · 

This pass-by feature is accomplishPd by having the register_ . 
count t<'n · impulRes from the final brush-carriage conunutator, 
r<'preRenting the first ten terminals, as a prel!minary step befofe 
the counting-rt:>lay group, on which the uni.ts digit of an ,odd 
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hundred has been recorded, is connected to the outstepping 
relay. 

To record and count out these extra impulses, one of the 
counting-relay groups which had previously been used in record
ing a preceding digit is placed in the outstepping circuit ahead 
of the units relay group .. 

The preliminary count is limited to ten impulses in this case 
rather than the usual eleven impulses since the SCR and TCR 
relays of the cont,.rol circuit, which normally operate on the 
deventh impulse after the 4&0 counting relay operates, are 
placed after the 4&0 counting relay of the units counting~relay 
group. _ 

Control of the extra s<;>t of counting relays, so that they will 
be placed in the circuit when desired, is made by utilizing a 
contact on the extra impulse control relay of the hundreds digit, 
which operated on an even digit and functioned to supply an 
extra impulse for pairin~~ purposes. 

In this way, an odd hundred digit is indicated by this relay 
in its normal position and the extra counting..:relay set for the 
units digit is automatlically cut into the circuit by routing 
the impulse path from the outstepping relay through its normal 
contacts. 

Translator-switch Tra11slations.-Vt'hen the separate tram;lator 
switch is used in the very large networks, a complete revision 
of what are term«;ld th.e. '' office-cQde digits" is possible. This 

.. ~s;lie~~ t~ti-seiQri"ly \\·here .centr:il-office lettered prefixes o(two 
of three digits are dialed!. 

The impulse information, in the form of a number combination 
coFesponding to the letters dialed, serves to position the translator 
switch on a particular terminal in its bank. A series of cross
connections between the different terminals in the bank and a. 
separate set of outstcpping counting relays permit of rearrange
ment of the number diialed into any desired combination by 
means of varying the tap-off point on the counting relays. . 

The methods and adYantages of making translations in office 
codes have been described for the panel system in the preceding 
chapter. No additional information concerning this feature 
in the rotary system is necessary·here as the two systems are 
about alike in this respect. 

Call Supervision.-Supervision of a can· while it is under 
control of the register is performed by means of an associated 
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timing device, so arrangt>d. that if at the end of nn interval of, 

s~1y, 30 srcond~ the call is not e~tablished and the register dis

mi&~d, the register will function indep<>ndcntly of the sub. 

scriber to take care of the abnormal condition. 
The two principal faulty conditions which the re!];i:-;tcr may 

sup<>rvist' in this capacity arc false calls, sueh as p<'rmanent 
J signals when a line is in trouble, 
. and blocked calls when the sub. 
I SCriber has' cofnpletely din led a 

number and the call is not 
being completed owing to an 
' . ' eqmpment or nppflratus failure. 

In the first Cflse, the r<'gister 
functions to route the cull to a 
trouble desk by means of an 
artificial number code it pro
,;des for the n<'cessa.ry selec
tions. When the subscriber is 
brought to this point, the reg
ister releases as in a. regular 
call and the attention of the 
maintenance forces is directed 
to the line in trouble. 

__ In the S('cond case, the reg
c istt'rftl:iictiorrs-=- first to free-1-he. 
subscriber so -h<r may originate 
another call and at the same 
tin1e holds the faulty equipment 
out of service until it is cleared 

·-<' as a result of an alarm given to 
the maintenance forces. 

Fxo. 166.-R!llay and sequence-switch Seled E t · 11 11 
unit. . or.- ~ s:;en 1a y a se. 
· · lectors are identical in so far as 

their principal oJ.krating functions are concerned, with the 

exception of the final selector which makes two numerical 

sclectio~s and als? J>~:~rforms the ringing and busy signaling under 
control of the _condition of the called subscriber's line. 

In Figs. 1?6 and 167, the relay and sequence-switch unit and 

sclect?r-switth u.llit arc shown. One of the former, having a 

capacity of forty-five circuits1 is grouped with three of the latter 

each havirig ~capacity of fifteen circuits, to make up a comple~ 
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group of forty-five circuits. A summary of 
the principal s<'l('ctor features is as follows: 

Trip-spimlle selection. 
Omtinuous hunting. 
Double te~tin:~-

Trip-spindle Seleclion.-S<'tting of the 
sdector trip spindle so it will be brought 
into the prop<>r position to trip the desired 
brush set is a function performed by the 
register counting relays. The circuit con
trolling thcr _selector trip-spindle clutch cir· 
cuit is closed over a loop extending to the 
register and the duration of this closure is 
measured by counting the num her of metal 
:-egments on the trip-spindle commutator· 
paS$ing a fixrd collrctor brush as it rotates. 

Each metal s<'gment, in passing the col
lector brush, has the effect of an impulse 
for the duration of its closure, which in 
this form is u:::ed as a :short circuit on the 
loop or fundam<'ntal circuit to the register. 
Thus each in1pulse or short circuit causes 
the release of a relay in the register form
ing a part of the fundamental circuit and, 
by counting the tiines this relay is rrleased, 
the regil't<'r can determine the position 
of the trip spindle. 

A total of ten segments is provided 
around the periphery of the commutator 
and they corr£>spond in position with re
sp<>ct to the collector brush the same as 
the ten latch-block tripping fingers in re. 
lation to the unlatch position. The fun
damental circuit to the register is under 
control of the last counting relay of the 
group involved in the selection and, once 
rstablish<'d, this circuit will remain closed 
until the trip spindle srnds back sufficient 
impulses to Op<!rate all counting relays. 

:FIG. lli7.-S e I e e tor~ 
From one to ten impulses may be re- switch unit. 
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quired, depending upon the digit dialed by the subscriber, and 
in this way the setting of the trip spindle may be controlled. 

A schematic drawing of the parts of the selector and rcgistN 
which are iuvolwd in the trip-spindle selection is shown in 
Fi~. 16S and its operation is as follows: 

Wlu•n the SC'quence switch associatC'd with the SC'lcctor enters 
position 2, a circuit is closed from battery through th<' winding 
of rC'lay GLR, cam D brushes 4 and 3 cut in position 2, loop, 
normal contact of the TCR relay in the rC'gist<'r and winding 
of the OSR relay to ground. In position 3, the operating circuit 

I ·[-
Reg/sfer l Loop loco/: 

t or I 
: lnlerolf/ce l .Selecfor 

Cenf(?nrg brush · 

Commufalor 

c~ 
7J.; 2/?1.2 

D 

z~3"t 

Poslfton 3 
inp .spindle seled,on 

FIG . .168.-Schematic of selector trip-spindle selection. 

·for the GLR relay is opmcd at brm;h 3 of cam D but a holding 
circuit is established through brushes 4 and 1 and its opcrawd 
contact. Th~ OSR out!'ltepping relay also operated in series 
with the GLR relay, and closed over its operated contact a circuit 
to operate the first ;counting relay. 

Ground on the operated contact of the GLR relay operates 
the trip-spindle clutch mat,rnet and causes the trip ~pindle 
and corr)mutatoll to rotate. As the lower metal 8ection of the 
commutator entcfl'l in contact with the A collector brush, ground 
is closed fro~ th<; feed brush C to the operating path of the 
GLR relay, which holds the OLR rday operated but cauS<'s the 
rrleasc of the OS/lrelay duet~ the short-circuiting effect. '\Vhen 

'fl¥1 ~ 't-' 
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the OSR relay is released, an impulse in effect is counted and 
the impulse circuit is transferred to the next counting relay. 

As each of the commutator scgments numbered 1 to 10 ent<!r in 
contact with the A brush, this short-circuiting effect is repeated. 
After sufficient impulses have been received .from the OSR 
relay to operate the TCR counting relay, the TCR relay operates 
and the fundamental circuit is permanently opened and the 
GLR relay will rel<'ase as soon as the A brush breaks its con
tact with the segment. 

The upper commutator brush B is used for centering the 
trip spindle so that the selected trip finger will be in the center 
of the unliteh position.. This feature is accomplished b)•-having 
the 13 brush segments lag somewhat behind the .~1 brush segments . 

In the final selector, the brush-carriage setting is made under 
th<> same operating arrangement as with the trip spindle, except 
that the commutator is mounted on the base of the brush carriage. 
A total of twenty segments is provided for the brush-c~uriage 
selection, since it may be necessary in selecting a number in the 
odd hundred group to pass over as many as twenty terminals. 

Continuous llunting.-In the description of the selector 
switch, it was explained how the brush carriage rotated in a. 
single direction and that upon the completion of a call it con
tinued in the same direction until it reached the starting point. 

By permitting the brush-carriage clutch circuit to remain 
closed after the switch has failed to find an idle trunk in-the 
group .selected, it will continue in rotation until it reaches 
the first trunk again and the hunting cycle will be repeated, the 
tripp<·d brushes reset by the restoring roller being retripped by 
the trip spindle. This action is called "continuous hunting" 
and is a feature of all group selectors and is very effective in 
conn'rting lost calls into delayed calls. 

Another advantage obtained with the selectors operating on a 
continuous-hunting basis is that there is no D('CCRSity for trunk 
overflow terminals or "all trunk busy" signals to the subscriber. 

Double Testing.-Double testing is a feature of all selectors 
and of all finder switches as well. It consists of second test 
on each terminal selected and, if it is found that the terminal 
has been picked simultaneously by another switch, one of the 
switches will be forced to leave the terminal. 

Line Finder.-The first line-finder switch used in the rotary 
system serves a group of 100 subscribers and, in conjunction 

i. 
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with the second line finder of a similar capacity, it functions to 

concentrate the traffic into the register and selector circuits. 

In Fig. 169, a bay of first line finders is shown and it will 
be noted that the finders, associated control relays, and 100 

line relays are all mountc:d on the same bay as a self-contained 

unit. Figure 170 shows a bay of seco·nd line-finder switches, 

these being also used as register-choosing switches. The posi

tions of the first and second line-finder switches and the register 

choosers in the switching train were indicated in Fig. 134. 

When the subscriber _hfts his receiver to originate a call, all 

available first line finders in that group will rotate to find the 

calling line. This operating arrangement tends to ~hqrten the 

waiting time on the part of the subscriber and, since the double

test. feature is a part of the finder switch, no danger of a double 

connection exists. · 

f 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ALL~RELAY AUTOMATIC SYSTEM1 

Inception.--Tlw ic!Pa of an automatic tekphone switching 
~vstem in which all t!H' switching opNations at the C<'ntral office 
,;·ould be perfornH'd by r<'bp.:., instead of b~· :.:.t<'p-by-stC'p or by 
f'teadily moving switche:o>, ha:::long appearC'd attractiv<' on account 
of the mechanical simplkity of the elrctromap1etic rrlay and its 
r<'liability of op<>ration. In the all-rf.'lay sy:o>tf.'m, as point<'d out. 
in Chap. I, conducting paths at<' ~'-~rmam'ntly win'd from every 
poixit to every ot hf.'r point bet W('('ll which connrct ions may be 
rPquirt'd, thf.'se paths brin!J; normally hdd oprn at the reby 
contacts and closed as required by selrcth·ely operating the relays 
in proper combinations. ::\Irch:tnically, th<'r<'for<', all parts of the 
system are static, except for the slight movcnwnts of the rt'lay 
nrmatur<'s and the con:o>NJU<'nt flexing of their contact springs. 

The pion<'er in the incC'ption and dewlopm<'nt of the all-relay 
svstC'm seems to have been ::\fr. Edward E. Clement, of Wu.shing
t~n, D. C., to whom also the automanual ~y:o>tem is due. As 
earlv as 1906 he had made a practical demon,;tration of a.n aut.o
mat.ic system of connection involving only rebys. As far u.s I 
am aware, the first comnwrcinl embodiment of the all-relay plan 
of connection in actual exchange working was in the line-finder 
and primary selection part of the ::mtomanu:il exchange equip
mPnt installed by· the Xorth Company at Lima, Ohio, in 1914, 
this company orwrating under the Clement pat<:'nts. Here the 
whole "concentrating" operation, by means of which the calls 
arising on any of 8Cveral thous:md lines were brought to and 
di!<tributed among a few op<'rators' key sets, was performed by, 
relays. In <:'ach case, without the aid of any progre:->:<ivcly moving · 
switches v>hatcver, the r~lays· acted automatically and instan
taneously, upon the lifting of a calling subscriber's hook, to 
connect an operator's idle key set with the calling line. Baf'ed on 
1 his line-finder sy:o>t(•m, which is still in ~uccef>;:ful opern.tion ( 1932), 
the Xorth Company lat<>r comm<>rcially developed its all-relay 
dial·controlled syst<~rn, in which not only the linC'-finder function 

1 The photograph of Fig. 179 and th<· hlue prints from whic-h the circuit 
ciiagr:,m~ nf this d1aptt·r \l't•re ntl:t ptl'ti were furnished by courtE>sy of the 
Xorth Eli,.·tric- ~t:wufudurinl( Company. 
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but the subsequent selector and connector functions as well 
wer<' perfonned by g:roups of relays. This, as far as known the 
only all-relay system made in the United StatC'f', will be described 
here. 

Relays of North .AJl-relay System.-The rel:tys of the North 
system are of three general types: 

First, the "control" relays, which arc small unit-type relays 
(Fig. 171) following the generally accepted lines of telephone
relay design already discussed in connect ion with other systems. 1 

Thc;;e are used in \~arious ways in the control of :moth<:'r_type of 
rt'lays which actua!Jy establish- the comwctions between su\).:. 

· scribcrs. They may be given difTerC'nt sp0cd characteristics 
within the ordinary· limitations of relay practice as affecting fast 
and slow operation 

FIG. li'l.-Typc of rday usC>d in controls. 

s-econd, the multi-contact 11conncction" rel:i)'s (Fig.l72) which, 
under control of the "control'' relays, actually establish the 
connections proper. These are charactJ:rized principally by the 
large numbPr of "make" contacts they carry and by the fact that 
these contacts are of the "sliding-blade-switch" type involving no 
precious metals. 

Third, the "pendulum "-type relay (Fig. 173) which is used 
to secure longer time elements in the operation of the system 
than c:1n be attained by the ordinary types of slow-action relays. 

Conlrol Relays.-In Fig. 171, the relay used for control pur
po::;es where comparatively few contacts arc to be m:1de or 
broken is of the :o;ingle-coil type with a 1)('11-crank annature 
moving on two knife-edge bearings formPd by two notches in 
the frame n£>ar its rear end. The air gap i:.; adjuf<'table by moving 

'"Mnnunl Switehing and Substation Equipment," pp. 179-194. 
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......... i 
th(' cor(' in the fram(' wher(' it is held by lock nuts. B~th the heel 
and the forwardly projeeting toe of the armature are provided 
with "re~idu:1l" studs to prevent magnetic "sticking." Slow 
action il-l provi1lNl for, where necessary, by surrounding the core 
with a thick copper sleeve throu~hout its length or with a heavy 
copper slug adjacent to the armature. 

A feature to be particularly noted in this relay is the pro,;sion 
of double contact point~ for (';\Ch spring. To this end, the bottom 
and top spring of <'ach pile-up is bifurcated about :~inch back 
from its. tip, each branch carrying a contact point which registers 
with a corresponding point on the; long center spring. All con
tactR are of gold-platinum alloy. By thus Uf\ing two contacts in 
paral!Pl, <'it her of which alone ordinarily would sen·e the purpose, 

FIG. 172.-Type of multi-cont:wt t<'lay us<.'d in conn<.'ctions. 

the reliability of the relay action has been greatly augmented. 
Contact failures, such as those arising from the chance lodgment 
of particles of dust between the contact surfaces, are thus practi
cally eliminated. 

ConnectJon Relays.~The multi-contact relay (Fig. 172) is, 
}ike the One just described, Of the Aingle-coil type with an L
E>haped armature operating on a knife-<'dge bearing on the rear 
part of the frame. Its contact mt'mbers, of which there are 
thi~y-three pairs in the relay shown, are rigidly mounted en 
bloc on the rear end of the frume and extend forwardly so that one 
of each pair will be movod by the forward end of the armature. 
Each pair of contacts consists of a pho::->phor bronze blade and a 
twin pair of German silver springs, the blade being adapted, 
wbf'n the armature. is attracted, to Rlidc up between the two 
F<prings aft.er the manner of t.he ordintuy knife-blade switch. 
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There are thus two parallel points of contact at each closure, 
and the sliding action. of the blade in its movement between the 
twin springs makes for clean contacts without the use of precious
metal points. Besides the. thirty-three-contact relay shown in 
Fig. 172, this same type of relay is made in three other sizes 
with twenty-three, twelve, and five contacts respectively. All 
are made with make contacts only and the five-contact relay is 
made up in a five-in-one assembly-that is, five distinct five
point relays are made on a single frame so as to occupy about the 
same mounting space as the single thirty-three-point relay. · 

FIG. 173.-:Pendulum relay for long time elements. 

Pendulum Relay.--The third, or pendulum, type of relay 
(Fig. 173) is composed of a magnet coil mounted on an abbre,;
ated frame with the core projected well beyond-the ~nd- of. tpe 
spool head. Parallel with the core, a spring reed is ;noun ted in a 
center pile-up, its free end carrying an iron. weight which deter
mines the rate of oscillation of the reed and also acts as an arma
ture. This reed also carries contact points adapted, when the 
reed is vibrating with sufficient amplitude, to engage alt<>rnately 
contacts on the two other springs carried in the adjacent pile-ups. 

When the coil is energized, the armature is attracted and upon 
its release it vibrates with unvarying frequency but with grad~ 
ually decreasing amplitude. The associated s.prings are ~djus~d 
to be alternately engaged until the ampbtude of nbrahon 
decreases below the point of contact. Associated slow-release 
relays are held energized by the intermittent il;npulses of current 
allowed to flow by the rapid succession of contacts thus made 
and of course are released when the ,•ibration dies down to a 
poi~t where the contacts are no longer made. Sinee the ampli~ 
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tude of the rN>d moYement gradually decl'('nscs, the time periods 
dPtPrntinf'd by the ndjustmPnt of the ~<prings can be made of 
:-ueh I mgt h al" to b<' m<'a!'urNl in sC'conds rat lwr than in fractions 
of a second, as in the ordinary slow-rel(•asc r<'lays. 

C"sc of Pendulum Rday.-Thil" so-c:1llrd •· pendulum" relay 
prC'sPnts n phasC' of timC'd rrlay action not y<'t dr:tlt with in this 
work and W<' may considC'r, in conn<'ction with Fi~. 174, a specific 
ex:uHplP of its application b<'fore proeee<ling with the more gC'nC'ral 
discussion of t h<' nll-r<'lay syst<'m. Til<' circuit of Fig;. 17 4 relates 
to tiH' application of ringing curr<'nt to a subscrihc>r's line in such 

R.n R/y:'"}leotl 
6/;rt lnf. ± 

A c 

c; 1: 

B 

ili,HJ;t-i' 

Fw. 174.-Iilustrating use of pendulum relay. 

alternate "ringing'' and "silent" periods as may be desired. The 
ringing operation is to be f'tarted by applying ground to the start 
wire and is to result in periodically intPrrupted ringing current 
being sent over the ringing lead frimt the :o;econdary of the ringing 
transformer. A is a pendulum-typ<• r<'lay such as shown in Fig. 
1 n, and B and C are ordinary slow-release relays of type similar 
to that shown in Fig. 171. 

U (>On ~rounding the strtrt wire, A is erwr~ized, deflecting the 
rwndulum to the left. Upon clo1'ing its lPft contact, B is ener
gized from the ground on the sturt. wire, thus releasing A and clos
inl!; the ringing circuit. The reed of A now vibrates resulting in 
rapid succrssions of impulsr·s through both Band C to the ground 
on the start wire. These irnpulses occur so rapidly that the 
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armatures of the slow~release relays Band C do not have time to 
fall back as long as they continue. The contacts of A. are so 
adjusted that, as the amplitude of vibration of ~he reed decreases, 
it will cease to engage the left contact considerably before the 
right. As soon as contacts at the left cease, rday B falls back, 
stopping the ringing;. As the vibra1ions continue to decrease in 
amplitude, contacts on the right C('ase, relC'asing relay C. This 
rC'sults in A. being again energized to a):!ain throw its reed into 
vibration to repeat the cyc!P just dC'scribC'd. Thus, for instance, 

-if alternaffng ringing and silent pC'riod::: of 1 and 4 secon_ds respec-

$Ia 
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Lo·'c finder ~~-:d ~ n C.;;7neclcr e,t·•.;l 

FIG. 175.-Schcmatic of conn<>din~ rdays in one link of 100-lin<' system. 

tively are desired, the left contact of A is so adjusted that it will 
cease to. be engaged by the reed after 1 second, ~nd the right 
contact after 5 seconds, of vibrations from the- ti~J1e of starting. 
The intermittent. ringing will continue as long as the ground is 
retained on the start wire. 

Outline of Operation of All-relay System.-After this pre
liminary discussion of the. apparatus involved, we may return 
to the broader feature!'\ of the. all-rf'lay syst<•m. Figure 175 
shows in schematic form the arrangem<'nt of connecting relays 
in cne "link" of a two-digit or 100-line system. The control 
relays and the control circuits, by nwan8 of which these ,conn~ct
ing relays arc operated, arc omitted from thiR figur<'. b1eh lmk 

"'J&. Adi.UC 
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comprises a line finder and a connector wired together ''tail to 
tail," both line finder and connector carrying a full multiple of 
the 100 subscriber lines. Only 30 lines arc shown, it being under· 
stood th:1t the iO others are connected in exactly similar manner. 
A ~inp;lC' line on the drawing rt>presents a subscriber line, which 
actually consists of thr<.'e wirC's within the office and two outside. 

From the conn<.'ctions shown on Fig. 17.5, it will be clear that 
the wires of the subscriber lines arc connected respectively in 
groups of ten, to the outside contacts of ten" tens'' relays, L.F.IO, 
L.F.20, etc., to L.F.OQcof theline finder and also to the outside 
contacts o( ten tens relays, C.IO, C.20, etc., to C.OO on the con
nector. These are called "tens r~l::tys" because each of them 
functions only in connection with the ten lines designated by a 
particular tens digit in the numbering system, such, for instance, 
as the digit ~ in ~1, ~2, ~3, etc., to 20. When any one of these 
tens relays is operated, it sen·es to extend its particular ten 
lines (all bearing the same tens digit) to a grid or multiple of 
extension wir<.'s, all normally open at both ends, leading from the 
outside contacts of the tens relays to the outside contacts of ten 
"units" relays, LF.l, L.F.2, etc., to L.F.IO; or C.1, C. 2, etc., to 
C.IO. These are called "units relays" because each of them func
tions only in connection with the ten lines dPsignated by a par
ticular units digit, such, for instance, as the digit 3 in 13, 23, 33, 
etc., to 0~. · 

The distribution of the normally open extension wires leading 
from the out!;ide contacts of the tens relays to the outside contact&
of the units relays is exactly the same -for both the line-finder 
and the connector ends of the link. Referring to the line-finder 
end, for instance, it will be seen that the Ko. 1 (left-hand) con
tacts of all the tens relays of a link are multipled together and 
ex~cndcd to the. contacts of the No. 1 units relav L.F.I. Like
wise the No. 2 contacts of the tens relays are muit ipled together 
and extended to the contacts of the Xo. 2 units relay L.F.2, and 
Fo on. The inside contacts of all units relays of the link are 
wired together and carried to the control relays. 

With this arrangement, it will be ~<een that by the operation of 
a certain tens relay and a certain units relay fn the line-finder 
circuit, any line of the 100 lines in the group may be extended 
to the control relays without in any way disturbing any of the 
99 other lines. For example, should it be desired to "select" 
or connect to line ~1 in the line-finder circuit, tens relay L.F.20 
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and units relay L.F.3 would be energized. All ten lines of line. 
group 21 to 20 would,. by the operation of the tens relay L.F.20, 
be extended to the grid of extension wires leading to the units 
relays but, as only units relay L.F.3 is operated, only line 23 
would be connected through, the others remaining undisturbed. 
Xe\'er, in either line finder or connector, is more than one tens 
and one units relay energized in any one relay selection. Should 
more than one of either be operated, crossing of the subscribers' 
lines in the relay multiple would result. This system of extend
hig line groups of diminishing size toward the point at which 
actual connection is made is fundamental to the all-relay system 
and should be firmiy grasped. · 

The link indicated in Fig. 175 corresponds in general function 
to the cord circuit of a manual board and, since more than one 
connection at a time must be provided for, a plurality of links is 
necessary. The additional links are connected with the line 
multiple in exactly the same way as the one shown, as indicated -
by the legend .at the right of Fig. 175. The circuits must, of 
course, provide for the automatic selection of an idle link and 
for preventing interference by others with the ones already 
engaged. 

Each subscriber line has a line rrlay operating when the station 
receiver is lifted. This has three contacts, two of which close the 
circuits of the line-finder tens and units relays respectively, corre
sponding to the tens and units rligits_Qf the ~alling_subscriber's_ 
number. 'I'lttls, wher1 any subscriber-raiseS"liisrecefYer, his line 
relay is energized to close the circuits of the tens and units relays 
corresponding to the digits of his own number. In this way, the 
circuit of any calling lines is automatically and instantaneously 
connected through the line finder to the control relays. 

The connection from these control relays to the. called line 
through the connector is made in exactly the sam\? manner by 
operating the tens and units relays of the connector that corre
spond to the tens and units digits of the called line number. 
Here, however, the method of bringing al:iout the operation Df 
these two connecting relays must differ from the operation of 
those in the line finder, since the calling subscriber has no control 
of the called subscriber's line relay. It is done by the action of 
the control relays in response to the current interruptions pro. 
duced by the calling subscriber's dial. As the calling subscriber 
dials the tens digit of the called number, the dial interruptions 

l 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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arc recci\·ed and rr~i~trred in a part of the connector circuit 
known as the "dial·itnpulse register." As the series of inter· 
ruptions corrcE<JXIDding to the tens digit ceases, the dial-impuL<>e 
rrgi~ter energize~ and locks the connector tens rC'lay corrC'sponding 
to the tens digit dialed, thus extending the ten subscrib<-rs' lines, 
in whieh the callt'd lin<' appears, toward the conn~ctor commons, 
but leaYing these ten lines undisturbed because tlwv arc all 
op<:'n at the units relays of the connector. The di:;l·impulse 
r<'gh:tcr t ht'n rt'stor<'s to normaL 

As 1.h<' units dii!:it is dialt'd, the interruptions are rcceived and 
ft'gist t'r<'d in t'Xactly the same manner and, at t ht' p:mse after 
dialing. one of the H·n units rt'l:lys 'of the connector t'xt0nds the 
called line to the connector control relays, leaYing the nine other 
lines op<:'n at their rt'SlX'ctive units relay contacts. The dial
impube register th<'n n·~tores to normal and the ringing of the 
called party or the other functions n<'cessary to complete the 
op<:'ration are carried out by conYentional circuits. 

The foregoing wry g<'twral description pertain~ to a t\vo-digit 
H·lection. Wh<'rc the !i,YStPm is for more than 100 lines and thus 
involn·s at least. thr<'e-digit sdection, all-relay selectors are 
provid<'d. In a 1,000-line syl"tem the s<.>lectors are wired direct 
to the line-find<'r circuits, on!" selector per line find<'r. The con
nectors are th<'n placed in 100-line groups by th<'ml"dves. The 
s<>lector circuit ernbodi<'s a dial-impulse r<'gister as a part of its 
equipment, and, as the hundreds digit of the cnll<'d number is 
dialed, it receiws and _registers the impulses. At t h.<>"-cessl}.j;ion · 
of the interruptions, the sele· ,tor causes the call to be placed before 
the connectors sen·ing the hundred-line group which includes 
the called line. An idle connector of that group, by means of 
an automatic relay !'elector-finding action, engages the circuit 
of.the !'('}ector, thus extending the calling line to the particular 
connector choS<"n. The operation of this conn<'ctor in com
pleting the connection with the called subscriber's line is, as 
already outlin<'d, in rt~poni'ie to the dialing of the tens and units 
digits; 

All of the relay:; of Fig. 175 arc of the multi-contact type with 
make contacts only. The tens relays are of the thirty-three
point type (Fig. 172), t.hus caring for the three wires of ten lines 
with three extra contacts. The units relays are of· the same 
gem·ral type with five contacts each, five relays being mounted in 
one unitary structure. 

I 
I 
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Line-finder Opcration.-As an example, to show somewhat 
more in detail how the principles of automatic all-relay selection 
above outlined are carried out, Fig. 176 may be referred to. This 
shows how the operatiion of the line rel:ty results in energizing 
t·he prop<'r tens and units line-finder relays to effect the line-finder 
connection. Each lin(• has a line and a cut-off relay of conven
tional type (Fig. 171), but in Fig. 176 the cut-off relays are not 
shown. The two contacts of the line relays involved in this part 

J' .. i~:r.-:~,.j ,~."'!!' .'l'.~Js 
frvf.c/'l reo/ays ~~ J.?art:1) 

Fw. 176.-Line-finder operation. 

of the circuit are connected to two sets of common wires serving 
the line relays in groups of ten corresponding respectively to the 
tens and units digits of their line numbers. Thus the No. 1 
tens common wire is grounded by the op<'rat.ion of the line 
relays 11, 12, etc., t.o 10; the No.2 tens common is grounded by 
the line rel:tys 21, 22, etc., to 20. Similarly, the units common 
wires arc grounded by the operation of line relays in groups 
according to the units digit of the line numbers. That is, units 
common wire 3 is grounded by line relays 1:~, 23, etc., to 03; and 
units com"rnon wire 4 is grounded by line r<'lays 14, 24, <'tc., to 04. 
Thus, when any line relay is energized, the tens and units common 
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wiN.'s corN.':::pondi~ in number to the numerical design~tion of the 
energized line N.'lay will be grounded. 

There is a "cut-in" N.'lay and a "busy" relay for each line 
find<'r. Vpon the initiation of a call on any lin<' the cut-in relay of 
the first idle line finder will be energized over a "start" wire (not 
:-hown) which is common to the third contacts of all the line 
relays. Through the contacts of the cut-in relay, all tens and all 
units common wires (twenty "in all) will be connected simul
taneoul'ly to· the windings of the corresponding tens and units 
relays of that line finder. As the tens and. unit~ common wires 

~ corresponding .to the.:.:.digifs of the· .cdlliiig lln"e ~wilt:. hri¥e-·been . 
grounded by the line relay, as desJribed, one tens and one units 
relay will be energized and will lock in position. The calling 
line will thus be extended to the control relays and the line relay 
and cut-in relay "ill release. The link "busy" relay now pulls 
up, guarding the link and holding it busy until the calling sub
&criber hangs up, when all the line-finder relays will restore to 
normal. · 

The start wire is grounded by the third contact of the line 
relay whenever a call originates on any line. The start circuit 
always terminates in the cut-in relay of an idle line finder. but, 
upon the operation of the busy reb.yof that finder, it is transferred 
to the cut-in relay of the next line finder that is idle. As any 
buBy relay is released, its cut-in relay is again placed in the start 

___ wi_re. circuit, thus placing its ~line finQer. again in- p~!l:--t~ 
-receive calls. In the latest all-relay practice, the start circuifig 
divided in such a way that the traffic load is distributed evenly 
~·among the Hne finders of the group.· 

Connertor and Dial-impulse Register OperaHon.-All of the 
!)JX't;tt ions of the line-finder circuit ,;tre automati~ in that the 
Fubs-criber's net of lifting his receiver shtrts the sequence of 

.~operation!'! that is carried through without further act on his 
part. Arter the completion of the line-finder operation·,, the 
N.JUipment is ready to respond to further acts of the subscriber, 
by rPceivin~ 1 hi." break-impulR<'S from his dial and translating 
tlwm into the scttinJ:?S of the tens and units relays of the conn~ctor 
as r£'quir<·d to complete the desired connection. This function 
is carried out mainly by a group of relnys called the" dial-impulse, .. 
regi!;ter," of which each connector in a two-digit system has one.: 

In the Hl<'p-by-step switch-type system, the motor magnets 
of the switches respond to the dial interruption so that the fina~ I. 

•· .. ,. zrr *' t'tt ,. t'"Mt±t'"'.'&f '&trnrxrrr -- · · 
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positions of the switch wipers indicate the number dialed. In 
the all-relay system, the dial-impulse register, consisting of a 
chain of ten counting relays and three associated sequence relays, 
receives the dial interruptions and determines, according to the 
digit dialed, the setting of the connecting relays through which 
the conn<>ctions are completed. The relays of the counting 
chain are operated progressively by the dial interruptions, each 
relay locking through an associated sequence relay. At each 
succeeding dial in'{pulse, the pair of counting-chain and sequence 
relays locked up by the preceding impulse are released so that, as 
the dial impulses cease, only the counting-chain relay correspond
ing in number to the digit di:iled with its associ!lted seqtience 
relay will remain energized. At the cessation of a series of dial 
interruptions, a ground on the connector start wire operates a 
cut-in relay, which directs ground from the springs of the ener
gized counting-chain :relay to its corresponding tens or units 
relay, as the case may be, in the connecting relay group, locking 
this relay in position. The dial-impulse register '\\ill then be 
restored to normal posit-ion in preparation for further dialing. 

As has been shown, the line finder makes connection with 
the calling line by the pulling up of a tens and a units relay 
as determined by the line relay. The connector makes con
nection with a called line by the pulling up of a tens and a units 
rel_ay_ as _determined by the setting of the counting-chain relays 

, · . in crespon.se-'-to tn~di:i1 operation: H~r:e. ho"'ever, the action of 
.the tens and units relays is successive rather th1tn simultaneous. 
The tens relay pulls up first, in response to the dial movement 
for the tens digit,. then, after 11 wiping out" the registration on 
the dial-impulse register, the units relay pulls up in response 
to the dial movement for the units digit. 

Detailed Operation of 100-line System.-Referring to the 
companion figures (17'7 and 178), we may now, somewhat more 
in detail, give the suceessive steps in the operation of a 100-line 
North all-relay system. These figures show, in simplified form, 
1 he line-finder and the connector ends respectiYely of a connection 
through a 100-line sy.stem, with simple ringing, in which all calls 
are made by h;o 11 pulls" of the dial. As will be pointed out 
later, more particularly, certain liberties have been taken with 
these circuits in order to facilitate an understanding of their 
underlying prinCiples. In the 100-line system, the four termi
nals 6, 7, 8, and 9 of the line finder (upper right corner of Fig. 

I 
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1 ii) are pem1:ment ly connected to the corre~pondingly marke-d 
l<'rrninals on the conn<'ctor (upper l<'ft rornN of Fig. 178). 

Station 11 Call~ .~tatiun 22.-Assuming that station 11 is 
callinp; station 22, the surc<'s:"ive stPps art' as follows: 

1. Lin<' rPby L.H. of litH' 11 is Prwr~i;;:Pd a~ tlw rPceh·er at 
the callin~ :-:t:ttion i,.; rPmm·pd from its hook. 

2. Cut-in relay of the line finder, carrying twPnty-thrf'e make 
contacts (including one for <;~tch tens and one for each units 

F1u. 177.-Connection through 100-line all-relay system-line-finder end. 

relay of the group) is energized from start. wire to ground at 
·spring 1 of line relay. 

~:la. Tens relay 1 is energized from ground at spring 2 of line 
. relay. 
· b. Units relay 1 is energized from ground at spring 3 of line 
~~ . . 
· The calling line 11 is now conncct<•d to terminals 7 and 8 of the 
eCJnnPct or circuit (Fig. 178). 

4. Helay JJ ,jfl energized over the metallic circuit of the calling 
line. 
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5. Relay G is energized and, being slow releasing, r<'mains so 
until the calling party hangs up. The ground. it puts on wire 9 
(leading to terminal 9) makes the calling line test busy to other 
lines attempting to connect with it. 

6. The cut-off relay CO of line 11 is energized from ground on 
wire 9 at spring 2 of relay G. 

7a. Line relay L.R. of line 11 is de-<>nergized, its circui.t being 
opened at the cut-off relay springs. 

FIG. 178.-Connectlon. through 100-iinc all-relay system-:-:-connector .. end. 

b. The tens and units relays of the line finder remain energized 
over locking circuits through their own contacts to wire 6 (leading. 
to terminal 6) and to ground at relay G. 

8. The cut-in relay of the line finder is dC-<'nergized and removes . ...,., 
a short circuit from coil of relay A. 

9. Helay A is energiz<'d over wire 9 to ground at spring; 2 of 
relay G. (Energizing r<'lay A mak<'s the line finder busy and 
passes the next call to a not her line finder.) 

These actions have occurred inst:mtaneously as a result of 
closing the line circuit at the calling station. The sPlection of the 
calling line by the line finder is now complete and the circuit 
stands ready to receive dial interruptions from the calling tele
phone. Up to this point, the selection has been "non-numerical," 
being determined c:ntirely by the identity of the line relay 

energized. 

i 
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As the calling subscriber dials the first, or tens, digit 2 of the 
called number: · 

10. The dial springs momentarily open the line circuit. 
11. Helay B is de-{'nergized, grounding wire A, leading to tlie 

dial-impulse regist<'r. 
12a. Slow relay F is enPrgized and rPmains so during the rapid 

dial interruptions. 
b. Counting chain r<'lay 1 is Pn<'rf,!;iZPd. (Se-quence relay X 

i:-; not enPrgized at this instan.\., l)('ing shunted by ground on wire 
A.) . 

_ __13. Dial springs close the line circuit. 
t4. Heby B is energized, remOt.·ing [.!;round from wire A. 
15. Sequence relay N is enPrgizPd owr wire 9 to ground at 

relay G, this being a locking circuit for counting-chain relay I. 
(The operation for the first dial impulse of the tens digit of the 
called number is now complete.) 

16. Dial springs open the line circuit. 
17. Helay B is d('-{'nergized, grounding wire A. 
18. Counting chain relay 2 is energized. 
19. Dial springs close line circuit. 
20. Helay B is energized, remodng ground from ·wire A. 
21. Sequence :relay Pis energized to ground over v.ire 9, locking 

counting-chain relay 2. 
22a. S('quence relay N is de-{'nergized, its circuit being opened 

a.t~~gSJ>f-=-rela-y.f~~-..:.:.:-- . _ . _ ._;.. • 
·. b. Gounting-charn relay I Is <.H>-encrgiz<'d as its locking circuit 
througli relay .V is opened. 

Operation for thc.second dial interruption of the tens digit 2 
of the called .number is now complete, counting-chain relay 2 
and sequence relay P remaining energized in series to ground on 
wire 9. 

Had a higher digit number than 2 been pulled on the dial, 
· . the operations for the succeeding impulsN; would have been 

imwh the same as that described for the first and second, the 
counting-chain relays operating and locking progressively. 

. At the end of any digit series, the counting-chain relay cor
!7<'8ponding in number to the digit pulled will remain locked 
"in series with its corresponding sequence · relay. Sequence 
r<'Jay N locks the counting-chain relays for impulses 1, 4, 7, 
and 10, sequence relay P for impulses 2, .'), and 8, and sequence 
relay Qfor impulses 3, 6, and 9. Each sequence relay, in pulling 

W!.W 
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up, releases the counting--chain and sequence relays locked up 
by the preceding impulse. 

As no further dial ·interruptions beyond the second follow 
in the case assumed, relay B remains energized and ground is 
removed from wire A for a sufficient time to allow the armature 
of slow relay F to fall back. 

23. Slow relay F is de--energized. This does not release count
ing relay 2 and s<'quence relay P, which remain locked in series 
through back contaet 3 of relay Q and front contact 3 of relay 
P to ground on wire 9. 

24. Tens cut-in relay of connector is energized by ground at 
relay G on wire .9, through sprin!!:S orrelays L, P, F, and D. 

25. Tens relay 2 is energiz<'d by the same ground on wire 9, 
through springs of the t<'ns cut-in relay, chain relay 2, and 

"r<:>lays P, F and D. 
26. Shunting relay R is energized by ground on spring 12 

of the tens cut-in r('lay, through spring 32 of No. 2 tens relay. 
27. Sequence relay Pis de-{'nergized, being shunted by springs 

of relay R, which also hold counting-chain relay 2 locked. 
· 28a. Tens cut-in relay is d('-{'nergized, its circuit being opened 
by springs of relay P. The tens cut-in relay is so adjusted that 
it will not hold up through the 1,000-ohm resistance of relay L. 

b. Relay L is energized over a locking circuit for tem; relay 2. 
Spring 3 of this relay transfers the cut-in circuit from the tens 
cut~in relay to relay J, and thence to the units cut-in relay. 

29. Relay R is d('-energized, its circuit being opened at springs 
of the tens cut-in relay. 

30. Counting-chain relay 2 is d('-{'nergized, its locking circuit_ 
being opened by relay R. 

At this point the first, or tenR, digit of the called number has 
been dialed and its mtern1ptions r<'ceived and registered. .AB ·-" 
the first train of dial impulRes ended, t<>ns relay 2 was opek'atoo 
and locked, extending the ten subscri.ber lines 21 to 20 to the 
normally open contaets of the units relays of the connector~ 

The calling subscriber now dials the second, or units, digit 
2 of the called num})j~r . 

31. Dial springs open the line circuit. 
32. Relay B is d('-(mergized, grounding v.ire A. 
33a. Relay F is' energized and remains so during rapid interrup

tions of the dial. 
b. Counting-chain relay 1 is energized. 
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34. Dial springs closC' th<' line circuit. 
35. Relay B is <'ner!!iZ<'d, rC'mo\·ing !!;round from wire A. 
;)6. Relay S is <'nergized by ground on wire 9, this fom1inp; 

a locking circuit for countin!l;-chain r<'lay 1. 
This c·omplC'tPs the operation for the first dial impulse of the 

units digit of the calkd numb<'r. 
:)i. Dial springs open thC' line circuit. 
38. RPby B is d<'-<'nNgiz<'d, grounding wire A. 
39. Counting-chain rday 2 is <'nergiz<'d. 
40. Dial sprin~ clos<' the line circuit. 
41. Hday B is en<'q:!;iz<'d, rrmoving ground from wire A. 
42. Rday Pi~ <'11.£rgiz<'d, being iq a locking circuit for counting

chain relay 2. 
43a. Hday . ..Y ·is de-energiz<'d, its circuit b<'ing opened at 

!Oprings of relay P. 
b. Counting-chain relay 1 is de-ciwrgized, as its locking cir

cuit through relay .Y is opened. 
Operation for the second dial int<'rruplion of the units digit 

of the called number (22) is now compl<'te and counting-chain 
relay 2 and 8equence relay P r<'main <'IWrgiz<'d in 8eries. As. 
no further dial interruptions follow, r<'lay B r('mains en('rgized 
und ground is removed from v.'ire .:1 long enough t.o permit relay 
F t.o fall back. 

44. Slow relay F is de-energized. 
45. Slow relay J is £>nergizcd by ground on wire 9 through 

front contacts cf relays L and P and back contact of relay F. 
Helay J, by opening its contact 3, ·prevents ringing current. · 
being applied to the connector commons at this time. 

46. l'nits cut-in relay is en<'rgiz!'d by ground on wire 9, through 
the springs of relays ./, L, P, F, and D. 

47. t'nits relay 2 is enl'rgized by the same gr~und on wire 9, 
through the springs of the units cut-in f('lay, countil_lg relay 2, 
and relays P, F, and D. ' 

This clos£'S the call<"d line (22) through the contacts of the 
tens and units relavs to the connector commons. 

B1i..<sy Te8t.-Whether or not the connection is finally cut 
through and the called party rung will de>pend on whether line 
22 is idle or busy. If busy, its third, or private, wire P will 
b<! grounded by a connection already cxil'ting, either from spring 
3 of relay J/, if it was the rnllcd line of the connection (item 51' a 
following), or from spring 2 of relay G, if it was the calling line 
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of the connection (item 5). If the line is idle, the wite P will be 
ungrounded. 

Assume first that the called line (22) is busy. Then immedi· 
ately upon the pulling; up of units relay 2: 

48a. Busy relay Dis energized by ground placed on the private 
wire of the called line by an already existing connection. The 
busy relay locks to ground on wire 9 at relay G. 

b. Shunting relay R is energized by ground on spring 12 of 
units cut-in relay through spring 4 of units relay 2. 

49a. Busy tone is sent to the calling ~ubscriber from contact 
I of relay D. 

b. "Tens and units relays of the connector are de-energized, 
their locking circuits being opened at contact 3 of relay D. 

c. Units cut-in relay is de-energized, its circuit also being 
opened at contact 3 of relay D. 

d. Sequence relay P is de-energized, being shunted by ground 
at springs of relay R. 

e. Relay L is de-energized. 
50. Shunting relay R is de-energized. 
51. Counting-chain relay 2 is de-energized, its circuit being 

op<'ned at l'prings of relay R. 
The circuit is held in this condition until the calling party 

abandons the call, at which time all the relays of the line-finder 
and connector circuits restore to their normal position and are 
in readiness to receive another call. " 

Assume now, instead, that the called line (22) is not busy 
and consequently has no ground on its private wire. 1'hen 
following the pulling up of the units relay 2 as in item 47: 

48'. Shunting relay R is £>nergized by ground on spring 12 
of the units cut-in relay through the fourth spring of units relay 2. 

49'. Sequence relay P is de-energized, being shunted by 
ground at the springs of relay R, which also holds counting-chain 
relav 2 locked . 
. SO' a. Relay ·M is energized to ground on wire 9 at relay G, this 

being a locking circuit for units relay 2. 
b. Units cut-in relay. is de-energized, its circuit being opened 

at the springs of relay P (adjusted not to hold through relay M). 
c. The circuit of relay J is opened but, being slow in rel(•asi-ng, 

its armature docs not :fall away at this time. 
51' a. The operation of relay M completes the circuit from the 

called line to the connector by closing contact 2 and places 
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~round on the third or priYate wire P of the called line, operating 

the cut-off relay and proYiding a busy-test condition. 

b. Relay R is de-energized, its circuit being opened by the 

topringR of the units cut-in relay. 
52. Counting-chain relay 2 is de-energized, its circuit being 

opened by the springs of relay R. 
5:3. Relay J falls back, its circuit haYing been opened by 

operation 50'c. 
At thi~ point, dialing of the called numbN has been completed 

u-nd the called line, having been tested and found idle, has been 

connected to the link. 
Ringing Opcration.-"'hen relay J fell away (item 53), it 

permitted ringing current to be applied intermittently to the 

called line. 
f:H. Hinging relay K is energized periodically, either by a ma

chine-driven interrupter or by a penduh,1m-rday arrangement, 

Fuch u.s that of Fig. 1i4. Each time the ringing circuit is closed: 

55. Hinging current passes to the line through l'prings of 

relays J, H, units relay and tens relay, returning through the 

Fprings of the tens and units. relays, relays Jf, L, and H, to 

nPgative battery through the winding of relay H. Relay H, 

because of the high impedance of the subscriber's ringer, is not 

operated by this current. A portion of the ringing current 

also returns through one ";nding of relay C to negative battery. 

The ring-back tone to the calling subscriber is set up by a small 

portion of the ringing current being diverted to the line-finder 

conductors and to the callin-g tcle:phone through the-{londenser 

Y. 
Called Party A.nsu:ers;-When the call<>d subscriber answers: 

56. Circuit of called line is closed through station transmitter 

at hook sv;itcll.. 
· 57. Relay ll is ~nergized over the comparatively low imped~ 

ance circuit through.contacts of relays II, L, and M, thence over 

the metallic circuit of line 22, and to ground at relay K through 

contacts of relays H and J. 
58a. Ringing current is cut off from called line. 

b. The talking circuit is closed through from the calling to 

the called line. 
c. A locking circuit for relay Jl is closed over wire 9 to ground 

at spring 2 of relay G. The release of relay Jl is thus placed 

under control of the calling subscriber. 
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The connection between the two subscribers' lines is now 

complete, the calling line receiving its transmitter current 

through the two windings of relay Band the called line through 

the two ·windings of impedance coil C. 
Release of Conned1:on.-The release and restoration of the 

apparatus to its normal condition at the end of the conversation 

are under the control of the calling subscriber. 

59. Calling line circuit opened as calling party hangs up. 

60. Relay B is de-energized. 
61. Relay G is de-energized (delayed). 

62a. Line-finder tens and units relays are released by removal 

of ground from wire 6. 
b. Cut-off relay CO of calling line is released by removal 

of ground from wire 9. 
c. Line-finder relay A is released by removal of ground from 

\\;re 9, placing the li:ne finder again under control of the start 

wire. 
d. Connector tens relay and rela.y L are released by breaking 

of ground connection from wire 9. 
e. Connector units relay and relay J/ are r~leased by removal 

of ground from wire 91, 
f. Connector relay Il is rdeased (delayed) by removal of 

ground from wire 9. 
63. Cut-off relay of called line is released, restoring the normal 

line relay connection. 
Thus all relays are restored to nonnal, so that the line finde!', 

connector; and both of the lines are available for other·calL.:;. · ~c . 

A 100-line capacity all-relay dial-automatic switchboard 

<'quipped with 90 lines and 9 links is shown in Fig. ·179. This 

is composed wholly of the three types of relays shown in Figs. 

171, 172, and 173, and its only mo'l.ing parts are the armatures 

and contact springs of these relays. The wiring on the rear 

Fide consists of permanently soldered connections between fixed 

apparatus terminals. The apparatus is completely enclosed in 

a sheet-steel cabinet 2~s a protection against dust and mechanical 

injury. 
Thousand-line System.-Up to the present time, the use 

of the all-relay dial system has in commercial practfce t>een 

confined in large measure to small t"xchnnges. Thir,~ is because" 

of its relatively higher first cost in comparison with switch

type equipment, when applied under parallel conditions to 
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large exchangl'S. HowC'wr, disr<'garding fin;t cost considera
tion~. the nll-rC'lay sy:-;tem is capable of indrfinite expansion 
abo,·e the two-digit capacity so far considered, by adding all
rt'lav l"rlectors betwe<'n the line finders and connC'ctors, in much 
the ~«ame mnnnN as :o;Plf'ctor switches are added to the :>r]rcting 
train in switch-t:n~ l'lystC'ms. BPc:mse of its pot('lltial impor
tance in larger systems, if fin;t costs could be rt>duced, the opern-

H 1~ .,~).4..,~---~ ---··· ·'t"' 

.. -.~ ~--."--."'":·~~-,~·""""··~' ~-
~-~· '·'"'.~"'""'~ ... · .... _.·""""'- '"·~ 

Fw. li9.-A 100-lin" all-n•lay din! automatk swit~hboard. 

tion of a 1,000-line system will be briefly described. As in the 
case of the 100-line syHtcm, the description is based on the 
apparatus of the Xorth Company and, in gcn<:'ml, on its circuits. 
Some liberties have be<•n tak<•n in the circuits, howevPr, sacrificing 
rome of their rcfinemPnt)ol in order to make clearer their funda
mental method of opPration. 

In the 1 ,000-line system each line finder (Fig. 1 i7), im;tead 
of \){>ing wired· direct to a connector, has it;; four t.crminals 
6, 7, 8, and 9 pem1anently strapped to four similarly marked 
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terminals of a selector circuit (left-hand portion of Fig. 180), 
the function of which is to accept the dial impulses of the first, 
or hundreds, digit of the called number, register them in the 
counting-chain relays of the selector, and, as the dial interrup
tions cease, direct the call to an idle connector in the group of 
connectors serving the hundred subscriber· lines in which the 
called line appears. 

Fw. 180.-Selector nnd selector finder--1,000-line all-relay system. 

Each connector in the 1,000-line system, in addition to the 
equipment shown in Fig. 178, is equipped' with a complete 
all-relay "selector finder" (right-hand portion of Fig. 180), 
t.he terminals 7, 8, and 9 of the two figureR being permanently 
strapped together. This selector finder thus becomes a part 
of the connector circuit, its function being to seize the conductors 
of a calling selector on which a call for a line served by its grQup 
of connectors has origin.ated. In a 1,000-linc system, therefore, 
the selector and selector-finder circuit of ·Fig. 180 is interposed 
between the line-finder and the connector circuits of Figs. 177 
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and liS respectively. The change from a 100-line to a l,OOO..line 
:-ntem is thus readily made. To accompli:;h it, the straps 
~tween the line finders and connectors are removed and the 
t'('}ectors and selector finders inserted to provide for the added 
digit. 

For simplicity, the 1,000-linr system will be eonsidrred with 
10 per cent trunking throughout. Thrre will be, thrrefore, 10 
groups of 100 subscribers' lines each, and each :"<ttbscriber-line 
group will be servrd by 10 line finders. As rach line finder is 
permanently wired to a selrctor circuit, there ..,.;ill be in the 
exchange 100 srlectors which are numberrd, for purposes of 

\ 
identification in the later selections~-as Xo. 11 to Xo. 00. That 
i:-, selector 1 of selector group 1 is numbered 11 and selector 5 of 
selector group 3 is numbered 35, etc. These numbers are sig
nificant, as they designate the tens and units relays to be operated 
in the selector finders of the connector circuits. 

The connectors of the 1,000-line exchange are divided into 10 
groups of 10 connectors each, each connector group serving 100 
sub:o:.criber lines. The 10 selector finders of each connector 
group form a complete system for connecting their associated 
connector circuits to the conductors of any of the 100 selectors 
in the exchange, by a selection almost identical with that of the 
subscriber line-finder selection pre,iously described. Thus, 
when a given hundreds digit is dialed, it is regi~tered on the 
counting relays of a selector that is at the time a.s-.<:OCiated through 
a line finder "ith the calling ·line, whereupon a S(>lector finder 
proceeds to associate a connector in the corresponding hundreds 
group with this selector. 

Station Ill Calls Station 122.-The two subscribers' lines 11 
and 22 (Figs. 177 and 178), used in describing a typical connec
tion in a 100-line system, will each be c~:msidered as having .corte:' 
sponding numbers in the first hundred group of the 1,000-line 
exchange-their numbers therefore becoming Ill and 122 respec
tively. · The sequence of operations in establishing a connection 
between them in the 1,000-line system will be as follows: 
. 1. Line relay Ill (L.R.-11 in Fig. 177) is energized when the 
calling subscriber lifts his receiver. 

2. The cut-in relay of a line finder in the first, or 100, group is 
energized from 'ground at line relay spring 1. 

3<1. Lin~finder tens relay 1 is energized by ground at line 
relay f'pring 2. 
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b. Line-finder units relay 1 is energized by ground at line 
relay spring 3. 

The calling line is now conne.cted to selector terminals 7 and 8 
(Fig. 180). 

4. S<'l<'ctor relay SB is energized, through calling line and 
telephone. 

5a. Selector relay SC' is energized and remains so throughout 
the call. 

b. Cut-off relay CO of line 111 is energized by ground on wire 
9 at relay SC, spring 2. 

6. Line relay LR. ofline Ill is de-energized, its circuit being 
opened by cut-off relay. 

The line-finder tens and units relays r<'main locked to ground 
on wire 6 at relay SC, spring.2. 

7. Line-finder cut-in relay is de-energized and removes a 
shunt from line-finder relay A. 

8. Line-finder relay A is energized by the ground on wire 9 at 
relay SC, making the line finder busy to other calls. · 

The selC'ction of the calling line is now complete and the selector 
circuit stands ready to receive the series of dial impulses corre
spondingto the first digit (I) of the called number (122). 

9. Dial springs momentarily open the calling line circuit. 
10. Selector relay SB is de-energized. 
lla. Selector slow relay SD is energized and remains so during 

the rapid dial interruptions. <I' 

b. Selector cimnting-chain relay 1 is energized;-
12. Dial springs close the line circuit. 
13. Selector r<'lay SB is energized. 
14. Selector sequence relay SN is energized over a locking 

circuit for counting-chain relay 1. 
As no further dial interruptions follow, selector relay SB 

remains energized and the circuit of slow relay SD is opened for 
a .sufficient time to allow its armature to fall back. 

Selector counting-chain relay 1 now becomes in effect a "line 
relay," as it places a call before the selector finders of the group 
of connectors serving the subscriber-line group in which the 
called liqe appears. This causes the first idle connector of thaj; 
group to engage the conductors of the calling selector by means 
of a relay selection similar to that of the line finder. 

(Had the subRcriber ealled a number in the 400 group, for 
instance, the selector counting-chain relays would have operated 
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progrcf;.«in•ly in l'(>~ponse to the dial impulses, locking in through 
th<'ir a,::::ociatl'd sequence relays SQ, SP, or SX, and, as dialing 
C<':J!'('(l, counting-ch:1in relay 4 would haYc bee1i locked in. This 
would haYe plaC'ed the call before the sdector finders of the con
nectorF Fen·in~ the 400 ,:ubFcrilx>r-line group, cau,:ing seizure of 
the calling s<'kctor by the r<'lays of one of these selector finders.) 

15. Selector i;:low relay SD is de-energized. 
16. SC'lector l'(>lay SE is ener~izcd, placing ground on first, 

&'cond, and third springs of all counting-chain relays. 
17a. Selector-finder cut-in relay is energized through the third 

contact of counting-chain relay 1. 
b. Selector-finder locking rela;>' L is energized through the same 

contact. 
18a. Selector-finder tens relay 1 is energized, through the 

&'cond contact of counting-chain relay 1. 
b. SC'lector-finder units relay 1 is energized, through the first 

contact of counting-chain relay 1. 
19a. Selector l'(>lay SF is eneq:,rized by battery through selector

finder tens and units relay springs and coil Z. 
b. Spring 2 of selector relay SF passes ground to the winding 

of selector relay SC, holding that relay energized for the duration 
of the call. 

The calling line is now extended to terminals 7 and 8 of the 
connector proper. 

20a. Connector I'(> lay B (Fig. 1 78) is energized through calling 
line and telephone. . 

b. Rclector relay SB is de-cncrgiicd, being cut off frorrllhe 
line at the contacts of relay SF. 

c. Selector relay SE is de-<!nergized at spring 2 of relay SF. 
d. Selector sequence relay SN is de-energized. 
e. Selector counting-chain relay 1 is de-energized. 
f. Selector-finder cut-in relay is dc-cneq:.,rized. . 
g. The circuit of selector-finder locking relay L is open~d, but 

the delayed action of this relay holds ground on the wmdmgs of 
the selector-finder tens and units relays 1, until those relays .are 
locked through selector-finder r<>lay A by the next operation. 

21. Connector slow relay G (Fi~. 178) is ener~-,rizcd from relay B, 
locking the S<.'lector-finder tens and units relays over wire 9 
through !'f'}ector-finder relay A. . 

Connector rPlay G controls the locking of all relays of the con
nPction and remains energized until tlw calling subscriber releases 
the call. 
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22. Selector-finder relay ,1 is energized, making the connector 
busy by passing the start wire to another connector of the group. 

At this stage of the call the line finder and selector have com
pleted their functions. The selector finder of the connpctor is 
opcratC'd, extending the calling line to the connector commons. 
The dial interruptions of the tC'ns and units digit follow and com
pletion of the call by the connector is exactly as before described. 
The progress of the call from this point on may be traced by 
taking up the description of connector operation in the 100-line 
system at item 10 (page 322). 

The simplification of these drawings used in describing the 
all-relay system, made as st:lted to facilitate an understanding 
of the principles inYolvC'd, has resulted in the omission of a number 
of features actually ineorpor11ted in practice. One is the pro
vision against intcrfC'rcnce among simultaneous calls, which must 
be made in any succes:;;ful type of automatic system. ln the 
X ort hall-relay system a scries of "guard" relays are incorporated 
in the line-finder and E:elcctor-finder circuits, assuring freedom 
from interference between l'imultaneous calls or between succeed
ing calls which are placC'd during the fraction of a second in which 
a selection is taking place. Another feature provided is the 
arrangement for the di81ribution of traffic over various units of 
equipment. To accomplish this, the start wire, which nt each 
selection directs the call:to Yarious units of apparatus, is by simple 
means so connected as to bring about any desired distribution. 
At the same time, a protection .against sen·ice interrupt ion due 
to defecTi\·e units of apparatus is proYided by the use of a timed 
element in the circuit, which, after a call has remained uncom
pleted in the selection rc•lays for a time greater than the normal 
oJ)crating time of the s<>kction, ad\·ances the start wire and brings 
an entirely different set of units into action. Thus one dcfC'cth·e 
equipment unit may not cripple the sen·ice in a group of lines or 
trunks. 

~-.-------------------------------~~· 
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CHAPTER VII 

POWER PLANTS 

Broadly speaking, the equipment which furnishes the various 
kinds of current required in the operation of a telephone system 
may be referred to collecti\·ely as the power plant .. !na ~a~ncto 
exchan!!e, the power plant, under this broa_d _defi~Itlon, ~~ highly 
"ubdivided, each subscriber's station dermng 1ts talkmg and 
signaling current from its own local battery and ~agneto gene~a
tor. In this case, the central-office power plant 1s reduced to 1ts 
simplest terms, ordinarily consisting m~rely of suitable battery 
supply for the operators' transmitters and ringing-current supply 
for actuating the subscribers' bells. In common-battery or 
central-energy exchanges, however, all sources of electric enerfzy 
for supplying all the requirements of the system are ~oncentrated 
at the central office. The central-office pow('r plant 1s thus made 
much more complex and costly. But whether magneto or com
mon battery, small or large, simple or complex, the importance 
of the central-office power plant must be realized. It is the he~rt 
of the system. Even in a small magneto exchange, the servtce 
stops if the operators cannot talk to or si~nal the subscribers. In 
usual telephone parlance, whether referrmg to magneto or co~
mon-battery exchanges, the term "power plant'' r?fers .to thts 
collection of power equipment at the central office, 1gnonng the 
fact that in magneto systems much of the signaling and talking 
current is ge.nerated at the subscribers' stations. 

· Sources of Energy.-The primary sources of energy used in 
telephone J>ower plants are: . 

1. Prime movers, such as steam or gas engmes, wat~r wheels, 
or human muscular efl:ort in cases where magneto generators are 

used. 
1 2. Primary electrochemical batteries, which derive_ t wir 

energy directly from the chemical disintegration of thetr own 

elements. . . 
A third primary source of current, the therrpocouple, denvmg 

its energy from the heat of an external source applied to a joint 
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between dissimilar metals~ may be mentioned as having at various 
times received attention. It may be dismissed from considers,.. 
tion'here, because practically it is not used as a source of current 
in telephone operation. It does find incidental use in telephony, 
hO\vever, as a part of :a laboratory device for measuring minute 
alt('rnating currents. 

Central-office power plants, as a rule, receive the gr('ater part . 
of their electrical energy rcquirem('nts from commercial power 
lines, and thus from the first of the primary sources just men· 
tinned. In order to provide against possible breakdown of the 
commercial serVice, however, it is customary for them to have a 
reserve source, in the form either of a gas-engine driven dynamo 
on the central-office premises or of a second commercial source, 
completely independent of the first "ith respect to power station 
and power mains. · 

The current received from the commercial power lines may be 
alternating or direct, single-, two-, or three-phase, and of various 
voltages according to the nature of the available commercial 
service, but in any event it usually is not suitable in the form 
received for the highly specialized uses of telephony. For this 
reason, the energy received from these primary sources must be 
converted into different kinds of current suitable in voltage, 
frequency, and other characteristics for direct use in carrying out 
the many different functions of the telephone system. The 
cf'ntral-office power plant, ther('fore, consists principally ..i.:O a 
collection of electrical translating de,ices with the necessary:;. 
auxiliary devices for contr<>l, distribution~ and protection. The
translating devic('S consume the energy received from the avail
able primary sources and convert it into currents adapted for the 
special needs of the telephone ('quipment. They are principally: 
motor generators, transformers, mercury-arc or other static rec
tifiers, storage batteries, rotary or Yibrating circuit breakers, and 
in some cases vacuum-tube oscillators. By such means, currents 
of any required voltage, frequency, or other characteristics are 
produced for use within the telephone system. 

Batteries.-An el('ctr:ic battery il;l a dc,ice for the direct trans
formation of chemical energy into electric energy. A battery 
usually consists of a number of practically identical voltaic cells 
connected together, in series where greater voltage than that of 
one cell is desired or in multiple ifcurrent capacity rather than 
voltage is to be increased. Each cell consists of a positive and a 

.. 
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negative electrode immersed in an electrofytic solution held in a 
:::uitable container. Batterit:'S are of two types: primary a~d 
secondary. 

In the primary battery, the active electrode of each cell, prac· 
1 ically always oft he metal zinc, is actually consumed in the action 
of producing electricity. In the secondary battery, the chemical 
and electric:1l actions are reversible. The chemical conditions 
within the cell, altered by the discharge of current from it, may be 
restored by causing current from an outside source to flow· through 
the cell in the opposite direction. Thus the secondary batt~ry, 
unlike the primary, fs not an {lriginai source of current. It 

· mu8t first be charged from anoth~r source in ordE.'r to be brought 
into such chemical condition as to be able to act itself as an 
electrochemical generator of current. Because of its ability 
thus to recE.'ive a charge of el('ctric mergy and later to give it 
back again, the secondary battery is commonly called a u storage 
battery" or an u accumulator." 

Primary Batteries.-The primary battery, once the. principal 
tlource of current in telephone work, has, with the advance of 
the art, been relegated to a position of relatively minor impor
tance. This is principally &cause the generation of electricity 
by the chemical consumption of zinc is inherently an expensive 
method as compared with its generation by the combustion of 
coal or oil or by water power. 

Xotwithstanding this, the primary battery is distinctly useful 
Jn the··telrphone Jield. It serves as a .. convenient source of 
current where limited amounts are required intermittently 
for short intervals, or as a convenient source of electromotive 
force where differences of potential arc required with practically 
no current drain. A principal example of the former use is in 
.the supply of transmitter current in local-battery telephone 
sets at magneto exchanges. An example of the latter use is 
in suppl)';ng the requisite volt:i.ges in cnble-testing work and 
capacity measurements. In small offices having no outside 
source of power, primary batteries furnish current for operators' 
transmitter!'!, night-alarm circuits and other direct-current 
uS<'s, and even in larger offices 1 h<'y arc largely used in the various 
forms of "pole changers" which, by interrupting and reversing 
their direct currents, transform thPm into alternating or pulsat-

. ing currents suitable for ringing tlw b<'lls at subscribers' stations. 
t\lso, they are used in practically all cases where relatively 

f'fti:it' .••... ·?f·) ·· r · .. ; t · ·af"et· · t · ·a ·m " . ·u c' if'f' t&f 'tidrl&'. t 6 «> ' 
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small currents arc required and where connection to the central~ 
office storage battery is not convenient or cannot be used because 
that batt('ry is grounded. In fact, on account of the smoothness 
of thrir current, their portability, and the convenience with 
which they may be adapted to special uses within their capacity, 
primary batteries are used for a multitude of incidental purposes 
in telephone operation. 

Dry Batteries.-The dry cell is by far the most widely used 
primary cell. It is a modification 9f the older Leclanche cell, 
which used carbon and zinc electrodes immersed in an electrolyte 
composed of a solution of sal ammoniac in water contained in a 
glass jar. The carbon electrode was held in an inner cup of 
porous clay, containing also a closely packed mixture of crushed 
carbon and manganese dioxide, the latter serving as a depolarizer. 

The chemical action of the Leclanehe cell in genrratinp; 
current is about as follows: The sal ammoniac is decomposed, 
its chl?rine leaving the ammoniac to unite with the zinc, thus 
forming chloride of zinc and setting free ammonia and hydr<igen. 
The ammonia is immediately dissolved in the water of the cell 
and the hydrogen goes over to the carbon, where it would speedily 
polarize the cell but for the fact that it encounters the dioxide of 
manganese. This, bC'ing: rich in oxygen, gives up part of it to form 
water. The reaction is expressed in chemical symbols as follows: 

Zn + 2NH.Cl + 2::\In(h = ZnCb + 2XH 3 + H20 + Mn20 3• 

In the dry cell, \\·hich has genernllJ··supplante<f the older wet 
Leclanche cell, substantially the same electrode and chemicals 
are used, but the glass jar, porous cup, and free liquid are dis
pensed with. Instead, the elrctrolyte is held absorbed by the 
porous contents of the cell which are thus kept in a moist state. 
The whole is contained within a cup of sheet zinc, which itself 
forms the active ('}('ctrode. The zinc cup is sealed with an 
asphaltic compound which prevents evaporation and ke('ps the 
cell so "dry" externally that it may be 8hipped, handled, and 
stored without danger of spilling its contents. The whole is 
surrounded by a cardboard container which serves to insulate 
the outer zinc shells of adjacent cells from each other when they 
are placed close together .. 

The con~tmction of the Blue Bell dry' cell, which has lQng 
been standard with Bell System companies, is shown in Fig. 
181. This is cylindrical in form with external dimensions 2H. 
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by 6 inches. When new, it has a potential of about lH volts and 

:m internal resistance of about 0.2 to 0.3 ohm. Its voltage 

d<'crc:l...."<'S and its internal resistance increases with age. · The 

capacity of the cell may be roughly stated as between 20 and 30 

amjX're-hours, and its life in 

fahne.sfxk --,··...,.· ... ....:~=·:.;.,~· .. +_-r,.,.,..,;.""- telephone scn·ice is generally 

Co?n~dcrs longer than the cells designed 

se-;j:;;J;;:;f primarily for high rate of out-

& r: 
put. 

r o carbon Th 
tPosJ:'JveJ · e output characteristics 

-N.ifvt? dgo;rp'lt . 
q.'/d mgnqanest: I 
d·oxide soivrU+di 
w, fh ZJfiC chlcndf!l 
QM saf.gmrnoniiJC 

A!J.scrbenf 177t'.:r/il) 

Zinc conft:11ner 
(NegrJiire) -- • 

qf dry cells of the same size 

vary widely according to the 

US{'S for which they are prin~ 

cipally intended. For them, 

. 
~ long life and heavy duty are 

~ conflicting requirements. 

heavy duty with a high rate D Some arc purposely I.nade for 

PgperccMe-- of output and relatively short 

ll~~~§g~~~g· ~w·i life, and others, like the Blue 
t.:: i Bell, for long life with a lower 

Fw. 181.-Cros.s-section of dry-battery rate of output. 
cell. 

A cell of the most common 

size, 2H by 6 inches, such as is ordinarily purchased for general 

use, will have an initial open-circuit volt age of from U'ito 1.6 volts, 

l-.55 being about average. It will give about-18 amp<'res for a few 

. moments on short circuit and throughout its useful life a total of 

perhaps30 amp<'re-hoursasa maximum. Itseffective voltage dur

ing its useful life may average about 1 volt and, if during this life it 

brives a total discharge of 30 ampere-hours, the fair energy rating 

uf the cell will be about 30 watt-hours. This may not be taken 

as anything like an accurate figure, however, as the total watt

hour capacity of a cell depends not only on the make of the 

cell but on the rate of its discharge. Moreover, the voltage 

at which a c.ell ceases to be useful differs widely for different 

uses. 
In t.he Bell Syst.em, it is recommended that a dry cell shall 

be rejected from service when it will not sustain a current of 

0.125 ampere through a resistance of 5 ohms for 5 seconds. Other 

points to be kept in mind in connection with the maintenance of 

dry batteries are: They are essentially for open-circuit use and 

') ; 
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should never be left in permanently closed circuits except those 

of very high resistance. The cardboard covering is the only 

insulation between the zinc electrodes of adjacent cells in a 

battery, and, if it is not kept dry, the cells affected are likely 

to be more or less short-C'ircuited. New dry cells should never 

be connected in parallel with old ones, since the greater voltage 

of the new cell will caUS(l a wastage of its energy through the 

old one. When the cells of a battery are to be connected in 

series-parallel relation, to gain more current capacity than 

that afforded by a single string 

in series, they may be connected 

in either of the ways shownin 

I<ig. 182. If the cells were all 
exactly alike, the _two met hods Fw. 182.-Scrics-parallel connection of 

d 
cells . 

waul give the same results, 

but, since even new cells differ among themse,lves, the method 

shown at the right has been found to have some advantages 

with regard to the deterioration of the individual cells. 

Wet Batteries.-While the dry cell on account of its cleanliness, 

compactness, ease of handlini?;, and other advantages has driven 

nearly all other types of primary cells from the telephone field, 

there are some requirements of telephone service that it cannot 

effectively meet. Heavy-traffic subscribers' stations on long 

lines sometimes require, for good transmission, more transmitter 

current than can reach them from the central-office battery or 

than can be supplied by d_ry cclls with~ut too frequent rel}e'Yi!ls .• 

Again, the current requiredfor motive power inthe continuously 

vibrating pole changers required for ringing or that for operators' 

transmitters in busy small offices that have no commercial 

power often make desirable a primary cell with greater ampere

hour capacity than that of the dry cell. 

For such purposes, a special form of the old Lalande cell, 

known as the 11 Edison primary battery," is. used. In fact, it 

is about the only form of wet primary cell that has survived in 

telephone service in the 'United States. In this, in the size most. 

used in telephone work, the electrodes consist of one plate of 

black oxide of copper (positive terminal) mounted between two 

parallel plates of zinc (negative terminal). The electrolyte 

is a solution of caustic soda (NaOH) in. water. The copper 

oxide serves not only as an electrode but as a depolarizing agent, 

the liberated hydrogen in the electrolyte uniting with its oxygen 

. I 
f 
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to form watPr and (J'e(' metallic copper. Thl' ch<>mlcal I'C'nction 
on dischargt' is 

Zn + 2XaOH + CuO = Xa~Zn02 + HzO +Cu. 

The container is a hPavy rPctangular p;lnss jar, 5% by 6~'2 
by 121~ inclws, and is providt'd with a porcelain cover through 
which the tNminals projPct. The l'lcctrolyte is covered with 
~\ byt'r of mineral oil to pren:>nt evaporation and also chemical 
action with atmospheric elements. 

This cell is good for either open- or closed-circuit work. It_ 
has.a rated capacity of 500 ampere-hours. Its open-circuit 
voltage, when new, is 0.95 volt ~nd between 0.6 and 0.7 volt. 
when discharging at the rate of 30 milliamperes. Its maxi
mum recommcndE>d output rate is 2 amperE's for continuous 
discharge and 3 amperes for intermittent discharge, its pressure 
holding at about ~3 volt under these larger discharges. 

Secondary or Storage Batteries.-..\ seconchry battery cell 
is one in which the chemical conditions are changed by the 
passage of current through it in one direction, and in which 
they tend in marked degree to revert to the original state 'vhen 
current is allowed to flow through it in the opposite direction. 
In other words, the passage of current from an outside source 
through the cell in one direction causes such electrochemical 
action to o~cur as to convert the two electrodes immersed in the 
electrolyte into an effective voltaic couple. This couple is then 
capable, by the reverse electrochemical action, of causing -:-cur-. 
rent to flow in the op.posite direction when a ~suitable ~external 
conducting path is afforded. The electrical energy of the origi
nal or charging current is thus stored in the cell as chemical energy, 
to be given back later in the electrical energy of 1 he discharge 
current. Hence the names" storage battery" or" accumulator." 

_In the storage cell almost universally used in telephony, 
the t.wo electrodes, in their neutral state, are of !Pad and the 
electrolyte is of dilute sulphuric acid. The containers, in t.he 
form most used in telephone work, are glass jars or lead-lined· 
wooden tanks. 

The fundamental chemical action of the lead-acid-lead storage 
cell is about as follows: When the cell is in its charged state, 
the positive element is lead peroxide (Pb02) and the negative 
is pure lead in a form known as 11 spongy lead." In discharging, 
th~ current from the positive to the negative plat~ through the 
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external circuit passes from t.he negative to the positive through 
the el('ctrolyte. In doing so, it. breaks the sulphuric acid of the 
dilute ('}cct.rolyte int.o its two component. positive and negative 
ions lh and S04 respectively. At the negative plate, the SO, 
combines with the spongy lead to form PbSO,. At the positive 
plate, a part of the oxygen of the lead peroxide combines with 
the hydrogen of the electrolyte forming water (HzO) and con· 
verting; the positive plate int.o pure lead. A similar breaking 
up of the sulphuric add at the positive plate forms more water 
and converts some of t-he lead of that plate into lead sulphate 
by the same action that takes place at. the negath·e plate/In 
chemical symbols, the principal actions on discharge arc expressed 
as follows: 
At the negative plate: 

Pb + H2S04 = PbSO, + 2H. 
At the positive plate: 

Pb02 + H2SO, = PbS04 + H20 + 0. 
Combining these the principal action within the entire cell on 
discharge is: 

Pb02 + Pb + 2HzS04 = 2PbSO, -+ 2H20. 
The action on ~harge is t.he reverse of that just described and 

may be expressed in chemical symbols by reading the last of 
the equations just. giv_en from right~.P _Mt. - -o- ;;. 

-.:..It wilt'-be·notlcca:trili.r, a:s'"thediseharge progresses, more and 
more water is formed in the electrolyte, which thus becomes more 
dilute with lower specific gravity.. The measurement of its 
specific gravity, as will be shown, constitutes one of the best 
methods of determining the st.at.e ·of charge of the cell. 

The type of storage battery most used in telephone power 
plants iS that knOWn aS the II Chlbride aCCUmulator," manU• 
factured- by the Electric Storage Battery Company of Philadel
phia. The name "chloride" was derived from a now discarded 
process in th(' manufacture'of the plates which involved the use 
of lead chloride crystals. 

In the chloride accumulator most. used in telephone work, 
the positive p]aiPs are of the ::\fanchestcr t.ype1 a portion of one 
being shown in Fig. 183. This consists of a grid of cast lead
antimonyalloy, perforated with circular openings slightly tapered 
toward the center, into which are forced the rosettes or buttons 

1 
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of pure lead which constitute the active portions of the plate. 

Thei'e buttons are formrd of strips of lead corrugated crosswise 

and rollrd into spirals as shown in Fig. 184. 
Ori1.dnally t hr:-:P corru~:l t rd. buttons were filled with lead 

chl(lride cry,;t:t 1:-: whkh We're then reducf'd to spongy lead elec

trolytically. Thf'n the currf'nt was rever!'ed and ·the spongy 

~ _ ,; (ifJ:_,'', lead was reduced to lead per-
1\ . :_:,;·::;;t . .,..._, .-._ .. cl.;)J 
\. ><.,_ ·. :t$~~~;)· c;:4~~~- ?xide. The method now used 

\ \. ;f/_~-·.:)l -~;~:,o. (_ff_~-~-)~ m form_ ing the ac.th·e material 

\
. .H _ --~-?i_~~~~-~.0 ·=7'1!£i:J__ -C~[\sisL"_ Hf itl>'eJ"ting the b\tUons_ 

. ((...,.-·;\':;; ..... ~ .. ,,,.""""'"'';"; 
' ·,';~:;· .. ~11J: ~':~~~ ."';.\~--::: ... )J,-. b " •• • 

\'. ------~- :fr,/I~/tJ'~\._'~~- -:;)~1.. "" .r;) 
·t.., •. ". . . u.l; I I! • -. 

Fw. H<l.- Portion of :lfanchPst<>r type 
of po~itive plate. t Courtesy of Electric 
.Storauc IJalt<·ry Company.) 

FIG. 1S4.-:\fethod of forming 
l\lanch<>ster button. (Courtesy of 
Electric Storaqc Battery Company.) 

into the grid and then reducing a portion of their substance, 

in an electrolytic bath, first to spongy lead and then, by r~versing 
the current, to lead peroxide. Senral re,·ersals of current are 
required. The expansive action of this forming process, com

bined with the "hour-glass" shape of the openings, securely 

locks the buttons in place. 
The alloy of which the plate grid is made resists the electrol)1ic 

action in the cell. The reserve lead in the buttons is gradually 
· :coitverted illlo active material-as ·needed, to re·plaee-lhal'=whfch::< · 

may be dislodged in service, and thus serves to prolong the lifel 
of the plate. 

In combination with the Manchester positive, either of two 

different forms of negative plate may be employed. One is 
the so-called "box negative" plate} The grid of this is· of 

.)cad-antimony alloy and is formed of a series ·of horizontal and 

vertical. bars spaced about 1 inch apart, forming square pockets 

closed on both sides by perforated sheet lean. These p()ckets 

contain the acth·e material in the form of spongy lead which 

is thus permanently retained in pm;ition. In this way, a strong 

acid-resisting fram~work is provided for the active mat~rial 
. which must remain in a porous and finely divided state, in order 

that the capacity of the cell may not deteriorate. , 
The other form of n<'gative plate used with the l\fanchest('r< 

po!'.itivc plates in chloride accumulators is the "pasted plate.'' 

In t hiR, the grid consists of a series of heavy vertical ba_rs joined 

··I 
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by lighter horizontal ribs. The active material is applied in 

the interstices thus formed in the form of a paste of lead oxide 

which cements itself strongly to the members of the grid. On 

charge, this paste gives up its oxygen and becomes spongy lead. 

F1o. 186.-Complete storage cell-p;lass-jar type. (Courtesy of Electric 
Storaqe Battery Company.) 

. In all except very small capacity cells, a number of positive 

and also negative platee; are connected together to their respective 
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cell bus-bars, so that wlwn in place in the cell they will be inter
l<'av<'d wit bout touching. Such groups, one of ~Ianchester 

positives and one of box nPgativ<'s, are shown in Fig. 185. When 
j!roups of interl<'avcd positive and negative plates are thus used, 
there is always one more of the negative than of the positive 
pbtes. Figure 186 shows a complete cell comprising two such 
groups of plates, with somewhat different forms of t~nninal 

connections, mounted in n glass jar. 
The following tnble shows the chloride accumUlator cells that 

,have been adopted by the American Telephone and Teh•graph 
~Compiinj-"-:-as stan&ird:Jor the use of Bell System companies. 

. ' 
STA!"D.~RD C»Lomm: Ac<T~n·L.nous FOR TELEI•no:-a: UsE 

Type 
Xumher of Size of plate, Am per!'s per 

plates inches po~iti\·c plate• 

CT ................. 2 5 by 5 1!2 
:PT ................. 2 S]~ by 5 :3,. 

ET ..... .- ........... 2 7% by 7H ·1'~ 
o.· ................ 3 to 13 6 by 6 2}l 
E .......... , ........ 5 to lii 7% by 7% 5 
};C •••••••••• ,. •••••.•• 9 to 27 11 by lOH 10 
G ................... 11 to 85 HP!s by 15~1s 20 
H .................. 21 to 95 15:~16 by 3011 l6 40 

• At normal <harging rate ot S.hour -di•charge rate. To find the dis<·har~e rate fur the 
n, E....F. G; . .ll!ld li ~:pes. tal<\~> one fe~~!· th,.Jl the lll:lril~Lof J>~ee..Qi,:ide by-2; .anq_ multiplY~ 

c- by the aiftr;;;ree~t ci>Sitive plate .. ,, T -~- ~-. :.. -. . ~ 

Discharge Rates and· Ampere-hour Capacity.-Storage bat
.teries are given "normal" capacity ratings expressed in the 
number of ampere-hours they can give under certain working 
conditions. ·The actual ampere-hour capacity of a given cell 
will vary somc,vhat with different rates of discharge, and it is 
the-refore customary to base it on the number of ampere-hours 
it can deli:v.er at such'a rntc as will discharge it in 8 hours. 

The cell shown in Fig. 186 is a type F cell with twenty-one plates. 
The table on page :34.5 shows for cells of this type, equipped with 
from nine to twenty-seven plates each, the current in amperes 
that will drscharge1.hem at differentrutcs of discharge. 

This well illustrates the fal1ing off in ampere-hours capacity· 
that occurs when cells arc discharged faster than their normal 
8-hour rate. For example, it ,will be seen that the 21-plate 
cell will deliver 800 ampere-hours on an 8-hour basis, 700 on & 
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CUJ\RE:'<T FRO~! TYPE F CELLS AT VARIOUS RATES OF DISCHARGE 

I I I I ! I I I I I 
X~mberof.plates ................. ! 9,. 11113

1

• 15

1

. 17 191·21,23
1

25

1

27 
D1schnrge m amperes for: I 1 

8 hours ....................... 

1

40! 50i 601 701 so, t)(V001no1120
1
130 

5 hours ........................ 5()i iOi 84
1 

os;II2
1
12G

1
l·W

1
154

1
168

1
182 

3 hours ....................... so 100,120 140
1
Hiop;o 200,220?!0 260 

1 hour ........................ 1 160l200I240~
2SOI:320.:H;Oi·l00;440I480l.'>20 

:s'ormal charge rnte ............... 40I 501 oo
1 

70I so! !l0
1

1oo
1
na

1

t2lV30 

5-hour, 600 on a 3-hour, and only 400 on a 1-hour basis. There 
is no parti~ular harm, as far as the battery itself is concerned, 
in discharging them at any rate that the current-cnrryiilg capacity 
of the connected wiring and apparatus will withstand. Dis
charges of enormous amperage may occur, depending only on 
the resistance and currying ca
pacity of the external circuit, 
but always at a sacrifice of am
perc-hour capacity. 

Storage-battery Voltage.
Thc voltage of each cell is ap
proximately 2, when on open 
circuit, but is higher ·when the 
battery is being char1~ed and 
lower when being dis,charged. 
The nominal voltage of a bat-

&If con nee/or 
... 

tery may be taken as the num- ~~#~~L~~~~~"t~ 
her of cells multiplied by 2. r 

The voltage at any time on 
discharge or charge depends 
upon several factors, such as 
the current rate, the state of 
charge or discharge, and the 

1 r o l8i.·-~1cthod of connecting and 
temper at u r e. :No genera ' 1 

• mounting c:-<'lls with glass jars. 

averages to cover all conditions . . 
can therefore be given. In usual 6- to 8-hour discharge serv1ce, 
the average c<'ll voltage during discharge is roughly 1.95 volts 
with a final voltage of about 1.75. volts. As soon as the cell is 
put on charge, its voltage rises to 1;1bout 2.15 volts and then 1n
creases during charge until at the end it is between 2.4 and ~.7, 
depending upon local conditions.. The average voltage dunng 
entire charge is usually considered 2J·3 volts. 

1 
t 
t 
I 

l 
' i 
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Mounting and Connecting Cells.-The smaller types of cells, 
up to and frequently including Type F, employ glaf's jars.t A 

typical ml:'thod of S<'t ting up and connecting such cl:'lls is shown 

in Fig. lSi, which shows one end of a battt'IJ' of Type E chloride 
cells. Lugs, cast intl:'gral with the plate grids, serve to support 
the weight of the platN; by resting on the upper edges of the 

-'·--".H ---'+I 

:-.Oil 
tnSIIIq#r lnsv!alor 

pedes fed''· 

Fw. 1$8.-:\lethod of connecting and mounting <·ella with l(•arl-lincd tanks. 

·jars. Such cells are mmally provided with strap-type terminals 

n.dapled to be connected to the tl:'rminals of adjacent cells by 
holts as shown. Each individual CC'll rests on its own sand tray, 
Uf'ually of glass though sometimes of wood in the larger sizes of 

cell. The sand tray helps to prevent moisture from causing 
leakage between the cells. 

The larger types of cells are almost always in lead-lined tank.<J 
to avoid the greater danger of breakage inherent inlarger glass 
jars. Figure 188 shows part of a typical installation of Type 

G cells. The plates arc supported within their tanks by heavy 
plate-glass sheets set vertically, against the upper edges of 

' Formerly opm glass jar:;, suth as that of Fig. 186, were usPd. !'\ow 

1·•·1IH of typNI CT to F incluF.ive are ai!'O nvni)ahle in sealed glass jars. 
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which the plate lugs rest. The cells themselves are mounted 
on insulation pedestals surmounted by oil insulators, as shown. 
After the positive and negative plates have been put in place 

in the tanks, their terminal lugs are "lead-burned" to a channel
shaped lead bus-bar, so that the two connected plates and the 
bus-bar between them form a continuous integral structure. 

The process of lead burning consists in first 
thoroughly cleaning the surfaces of the parts to 
be joined and then fusing them together in an 
integral weld by means of an o~:y-hydrogen or 
similar gas flame or an electrically heated 

ca-rbon. 
Specific Gravity of JB:lectrolyte.-As has been 

stated, the relative amount of sulphuric. acid 
and water in the electrolyte varies with the 
state of charge of the battery, the electrolyte 
bccominJ!; more strongly acid, and therefore of 
greater specific gravity, as the charge progresses. 
This changing specific gravity of the electrolyte 
affords the best single index of the state of 
charge at any time. Theotherindexis,ofeourse, 
the voltage, the range of which during charge 
and discharge has already been given. 

Leaa 
.shot The specific gravity is most conveniently 

measured by a hydrometer such as is shown in 
Fi"'. 189. The weight il,t the bottom makes the Fxo. i89.-

t-> h Storage-battery 
hydrometer float in alll upright position and t e hydrometer. 

stem is so graduated that the reading at the sur-
face level oft he liquid will indicate the specific gravity. Of course, 
the greater the specific gravity the higher in it will the hydrometer 
float. The specific g;ravity of pure sulphuric a~id is 1.8342 
but the <:lectrolyte, bdore it is put into the cells, is dilut:ed with 
water until its spccifi·~ gravity is 1.210 at a temperature' of 70°F. 
Corrections in hydrometer readings arc required when taken 
at other temperatures, since the mixture expands with heat and 
lowers its specific gra\ity. A rise of t('mperature of three degrees 
Fahrenheit means a reduction of 0.001 in specific gravity and 
vice versa. Thus, as an example, if the temperature is 85~F., 
the hydrometer reading of the mixture would be reduced five 
"points'' or to 1.205. Temperature corrections ~n this basis 

are required on all storage-battery hydrometer readmgs. 

xaz_;,,..;z 
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. Aft<>r placing the electrolyte in the cells to a height of about 1 

uwh above the top of the platPs, the battery is given an initial 

~l\:t':charge and is then ready for r£>gular operation. During the 

~rut1al charge, as ~\'C'll as in subsequent charges and discharges 

Ill regular O[X'ratwn, the specific gravity of the electrolyte, 

thC' voltage of the battery, and the amount of gas.~ing observed 

are all indications of the state of charge and should ~111 receive 

due con~ide.rati?n. Both the Sp<'cific gravity and the ·voltage 

f't'T\'1.' as mdtcatiOns of the prop<'r limits of charge and discharge, 

?ut, after both voltage and corresponding specific gravity rPad

m~-;s ha,:c once .been de_termined \hroughout the entire range, 

the speclf1c-granty readmgs~afford the best indices for the sub-

&'quent routine handling of the battery. - -

Ordinarily, the variations in all of the cells in a battery will 

be the same and it is thl.'refore convenient to choose one cell 

t enx:ed a "pilot eel~," for taking the regular Sp<'cific-gravit; 

r<'admgs and to consider these readings as representative of all 

t hi.' ot hNs. Thl.' rPadings of the other cells nl.'ed then bC taken 

only occasionally to assure that their individual performances 

are consistent. 

It is not possible to state for all batteries the limits between 

which .the specific gravity of the electrolyte will vary on charge 

and d1scharge because, among other things, the ratio of the 

a~_ount of dcc!rolyte to the amount of plate surface varies 

=-- wJddyi_-ft-ecording t.o whether· a c<'ll is eq'uipped with its full 

quota of plates of-is only partially equipped, with an· allowance . 

for the later addition of plates to meet the requirements of 

~rrowth. Obviously, the amount of water withdrawn from the 

· <'lectrolyte on charge and restored to it on discharge will be 

Fma.ller for a. cell partly equipped with plates than for one fully 

eqm~ped, With a consequently smaller change in the specific 

gruv1ty of the entire volume of electrolyte. The Sp<'cific gravity 

c1f the. electrolyte at a temperature of 70°F., fully charged 

and With the surface level 1 inch above the plates, should be 

between 1.200 and 1.215. For the reasons given in the preceding 

paragraph, the allowable drop below these full-charge figures 

cannot be generally stated for.: all cases. For chloride cells of 

Types F, G, and H, on an 8-hour discharge basis, they range 

fro;m 57 points for the Type 1-I cell fully equipped down to 22 

" pomts. for the Type F cell only partially equipped, depending 
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on the size of the tanks and the proportion of their plate capacity 

that is installed. 

Floating Method of Operation.-:\lodern practice in telephone 

storage-battery work tends toward the "floating" method of 

operation, in which the charging machines are kept in operation 

throughout the 24 hours of the day, at a rate sufficient to take 

care of the exchange load plus the internal losses of the batt<:'ry. 

This is "continuous floating" and is Bell practice. Some of the 

indep<'ndent companies vary this practice by charging through

out all except the hours of Yery light night traffic at a rate just 

sufficient to take ca.re ~.)$ the average exchange load throughout 

the 24 hours plus the internal losses in the battery. In these 

ways, the battery is kept nearly fully charged at all times. This 

ml.'thod has been found to give longC'r life to the battery and to 

maintain a more nearly constant voltage than the older "charge

and-discharge" method of operation, in which the battery was 

carried through a wider cycle of charge and more complete 

discharge at rC'gular intervals. 

For floated chloride batteries of the types used in telephone 

power plants, the voltage at the battC'ry terminals should average 

very close to 2.15 volts per cell and should be kept between 2.10 

and 2.20 volts per celL If continually below 2.10, the charging 

is insufficil.'nt, in which case gravity readings taken from time to 

time will show n gradual falling off. If continually above 2.20, 

charj.l;ing is I.'XCCSSive, in \Vhich case unusually frequent addition 

of ,\·alc>r will be required and short life will result. Yariations 

outsick of these limits, of short duration, are not harmful and 

may occur as incidental to normal good operation_. 

General Rules.-In setting up, giving the initial charge, and 

in subs('QUI.'nt handling, the directions of the maker for the 

particular battery and the particular type of ser\'lce involved 

should be followed. A few very genl.'ral rules, applicable to all 

types and services may, however, be given: 

Keep the outside of the battery clean and dry. 

Kl.'ep the plates always covered with solution. Do this by 

adding regularly eithPr distillC'd water or water that has been 

cC?mpeten1ly approved. Do not fill higher than 1 inch abcrw 

the top of the plates. 
Except in emergency, stop dischar!!;e before the voltage lx'comes 

too low for satisfactory service. The drop in specific gravity 

I' d 
~ !t 
n 
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::hould not exc('ed the number of points sp<>cified by the manu
facturer for the particular battery. 

Always charge at rat('s low enough to keep the C('ll temperature 
below 110°F. This applies particularly to the initial charges of 
the battPry. ""hile the cells are gas::oing ne\·er charge at rates 
higher than the normal 8-hour rule. 

Yentilatc battery room when charging and nen~r bring a 
lighted match or other exposed flame near the battery. 

Xewr add electrolyte· or acid, except to replace electrolyte 
that has been spilled or otherwise lost out of the cell. Xcver 
allow ~-ny foreign matter of any ki{ld to get into the cells. 

Handle strong sulphuric aCid-with extreme care. ln diluting, 
carefully pour the acid into the water-never the tralcr hztotheadd. 

Ammonia or soda solution or powderrd air-slaked lime will 
neutralize the effects of spillrd acid if npplied immediately. 

Counter Electromotive Force Cells.-Storage batteries in 
power plants of machine switchinp: exch:u)grs rrquirc somewhat 
cl?ser voltage regulation than those in manual ex~hanges. 
Either of two plans may be used for compensating for the 
rather wide differen\eS of battery voltage during periods 
of charging and di!'charging. One of these is to switch a 
number of counter electromotive force crlls into the discharge 
leads, while charging, to offset the rise in voltage caused by 
the charging current. 

Counter electromotive force cells arc simply lead-acid-lead 
cells, like storage cells, except that they have no active material 
in their plates. \'\"hen placed in .series with a main battery, 
they set up an electromotive force of about 2.8 volts per cell 
in opposition to the discharge current. They are no mo~ 
efficient than mere resistance in opposing current flow, but they. 
have two great advantages over resistance, in that they introduce 
practically no impedance in the common-supply lead to the 
talking circuits and !hat the voltage drop through them docs 
not vary greatly "ith the current. ·The en<>rgy absorbed in 
them is spent in electrolyzing the water thry contain. For 
this rem;on, they require frequent \Vater replacement. 

Wben counter electromotive force cells are usPd, arrangements 
are provided for switching one .or more of them into or out of 
the :nain battery diseharge circuit, so that the opposing electro
mo~lve force may be made availabla to the degree desired during 
pcnods of ch~:trging. 

&mi&\t ·r <, .. re·=• 
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End Cells.-This term, in storage-battery parlance, has 
reference to one or more regular cells at one end of the battery 
that may be switched out of the series for the purpose of reducing 
the voltage. End cells are used in battery-voltage regulation 
in the reverse manner from counter electromotive force cells, 
befng included in the battery to increase rather than reduce 
its total voltage. During charge, therefore, when the voltage 
exceeds the desired limit, one or more end cells are cut out, to 
be cut in again while not charging or when the voltage falls too 

low. 
\Yith floated batteries in power plants of machine-switching 

tclrphone exchang<'s; the end-cell method is now more commonly 
used in voltage regulation than the counter electromotive force 
Cl'll method. While the load is being carried by the charging 
equipment and the batteries are charging, the extra voltage of 
the end cells is not n<'cdcd; but when the load is being carried 
by the battery alone (in case the charging equipment is out of 
commission), one or more end cells may be brought into play 
to keep the battery voltage up to the required limit. 

Charging Machines.--The dynamos in the telephone power 
plant that are used for charging the storage batteries must, of 
course, generate direct current. Before discussing their other 
characteristics, we may briefly refer to direct-current dynamos 
in general. The electromotive force set up in the armature is, 
as in the case of the magneto generator1 already considered, 
caused by the movement (;f .the armature conductors across a 
magnetic field offorce. Unlike the mngneto generator, how.; 
ever, the magnetic field, in which the armatures of most dynamos 

. revolve, is derived from electromagnets instead of permanent 
magnets. 1-.luch stronger fields are thus obtained than can be 
s&cured from permanent magnets. 

The electromotive force and current generated in the armature 
conductors are essentially alternating in character because, 
as the armature revolves, its conductors successively cut through 
the field in alternate direchons. In order to "straighten out'' 
the electromotive force and current in the circuit supplied by the 
dynamo, a commutator is provided on the armature shaft 
which, with its coop1~rating brushes, reverses the connection 
between the outside circuit and the successive armature con-

1 "Manual Switching and Substation Equipment," pp. 68-75. 
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ductors just at the times the electromotive force :md current in 

t lw armature conductors are reversing. The two simultaneous 

rt'Y<'rsals offset £'ach oth£'r, with the result that th£' £'1£'ctromoti\'('. 

furcC' at the bruslws do£'s not change its sign and only unidirec

tional curr£'nt can flow frnm t h£' dynamo through the <'XI<'rnal 

circuit. TlH' provii:ion of the commutator o~ dir£'ct-current 

dyn:tnw:o: and motors for re\·er:o:ing the connect ion bet ween the 

armature conductors ami the line at each half cycle of armature 

current is tll(' fundanH'ntal di~tinction betwpen direct- and 

altN:latin!!-Cllfr<'_nt dynamo electric machines. Alternating

currPnt motors for dri\·ing the charging dynamos are usually 

of the induction type, requiring llo connection between stator 

and rotor. The rotor usually has a squirrel-cage "inding. 

The current for energizing the field magnets of a direct-current 

dynamo may be derived from an outside sourc~, such as a battery 

9(~ ~~ ~~ @ 
&:paratt!ly Excited Str.le5 Shunt Compound -

Wound Wound Wound 
FIG. 190.-Seh~:matic diagram of direct-current generators. 

or another direct-current dynamo, in which case the machine is 

Raid to be "separately excited." It is more common, however, 

to eneq:.,rize the field coils of a direct-current machi!lQcby ~the 

current generated in its own armature. In this caf'C, ·it Is said 

to be "sdf-excited. '' In self-excited direct-current machines 

there are three principal ways of associating the field and arma~ 
ture windings, resulting in important differences in operating 

characteristics. In the 11 series-wound" machine, the field wind

ing is in series with the armature, so that all the current generated 

·in the armature passes through the field and thence through the 

l(jad. In the "shunt-wound" machine, the field winding shunts 

the armature, so that the current generated in the armature 

divides between the field winding and the load. The compound

wound machine has two field windings, one in series with and the 

other in shunt with armature. The four types of direct-current 

machines, separat.ely excited, series wound, shunt wound, and 

compound wound, are represented schematically in the four 

diagrams of I;ig. 190. The characteristic curves sh_owing 

•• 
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the variation of voltage at the machine terminals as the load 

increases, for these four types, are shown in Fig. 191. · 
The electromotive force induced in the armature of a dynamo 

is dependent, among other things, on the strength of the magn:tic 

field in which the armature revolves. In the separately exmted 

machine, therefore, the electromotive force generated is ~ot 
affected by changes in the armature current, the field bemg 

en<'q:dzed by ct1rrent from an independent source. The com

paratively slight falling off in the voltage gen~ratc? as the ~oa~ 
increase!', noticeable in the curve of this machme, ts due pnnCl

pally to theIR drop through the armature conducto!S. ~·'-, 

0 10 40 60 so \00 110 140 160 
Gum:nt Oulput..Per Cent of Rate<! Amperes 

Fw. 19l.~Charact~ristic cur-·cs of dircc~-<:urrcnt _g_cnerat-Ors. '!' 

- - With all tile self-excited machines, however, the voltage at the 

machine terminals is affected in greater orlcss degree by changes 

in the connected load. In the series-,vound machine, the field 

current varies directly "ith the load, since all of the generated 

current passes through the field. There is, th<'refore, a marked 

rise in armature electromotive fore?, as the load increases. The· 

reverse is true of the shunt-wound machine. Here the load 

shunts the field winding and, as ft increases, tends to reduce the 

field current and therefore t_he field magnetism, with a consequent 

falling off of armature electromotive force. In the com~und
wound machine, the series and shunt windings both contnbute 

to the field magnetism and it is the intent that, as the l?ad 

increases, the fall in armature voltage characteristic of. the shunt 

field will- to a greater or less degree, be offset by the nse charac

teristic ~f the series :field. The upper curve of Fig. 191 is for 

t 
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an "ovt?rcompounded '' machine, that is, one in which the series-
firld cff<'ct predominatC's, 80 that there will be a slight rise in 
volta~c as the current out put increases to meet nn incr<'asing 
load. 

Th<' g<'ncrntor most used for charging storage batteries in 
tdephon<' pow<'r plants is of thC' shunt-wound type, Of the 
!'tandard types of machines it will be s<'en from the characteristic 
curves of Fig. 191 that the shunt machine best meets the rC'quiro-

m<'nts, since thC' Yoltage of the machine 
,...-----....---+ automatically increa:-:cs as the load on it 

decreases. 
The cl.lar~ing ~enerator commonly 

has a voltage about 30 per cent above 
that of the ratPd voltage of the battery 
it is to charg<'. In addition to its in

Fw. 1!12. :'hunt-wound ,::cn-
crator with fidd rheostat. h('r('nt voltage rPgulation, the voltage of 

a shunt-wound machine is subject to 
furt lwr modification for a given sp<'Nl by adjusting the ·Current 
through its fiPld winding. This is usually done by means of a 
rhPostat in sPriC's with the field winding, as shown in Fig. 192. 

The elPctromotive force of the ordinary commercial type of 
direct-current ~J;<'nerator, while constant enough for power, 
lightin~J;, and most other purpo!'es, has a s<>ri<'s of minute rapidly 
recurring; variations that tend to cause nois<'s in connected 
t<'lephone circuits. These periodic noise-producing variations 
may be due to slight differenc<'s of potential of the different 
commutator- bars as they pal's succC'ssively under the brushes, 
to variations in magnetic flux due to the passage of successive 
teeth of the armature core under the pole piccPs, to mechanical 
vibrations of different parts of the machine with respect to ea.ch 
othPr, or to a slight eccentricity of the armature with respect 
tot he fidd pole pieces. This lack of" smoothness" in the electro
motive force and current of ordinary commercial machines has 
until rec<'nt ly prevented their general use as charging machines in 
h•lc·phone power plants, for reasons that have been pointed out 
in Chap. VII I of the pr<>c.eding volume.t · 

Special Smooth-current Generator.-To meet the specific 
ne<>d for f<'lcphone charging generators with regard to the greatest 
poF:sible smoothness of current, the Western Electric Company 

1 ":\fanual Swikhing and Substation Equipment.," pp. 254-267 . 
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developed a line of special telephone generators which has long 
been standard equipment in power plants of the Bell Companies. 
In these machines, the armature winding and the commutator 
are highly subdivided, resulting in many more commutator 
segments than are usually provided. This reduces the changC's 
in potential that occur while a commutator segment is in con
tact with its brush and also those occurring when the brush 
passes from one segment to another. ).Ictal gauze bru!'hes 
instead of the more common self-lubricating carbon variety arc 
used, further contributing to the almost complete elimination 
of "commutator noise.'' Another feature tending toward the 
production of a "quiet" current is that the armature~co~duct?rs 
are wound on a smooth instead of a slotted core. Th1s avo1ds 
the periodic changes in magnetic flux, as the core teeth of a 
slorted armature pass under the pole pieces, and, in large measure, 
C'liminates "slot noises,"' as the current fluctuations and har
monics due to that cause are called. In addition to these two 
special features of dcsi~~n, great attention is paid. t? accuracy 
in manufacture in so fa-r as it might affect eccentriCity, lack of 
balance or smoothness of mechanical operation. As a result, 
these ~achines are remarkably free from electrical noises and 
from room noises as 1~o·ell. ThC'se advantages, however, are 
rather costly. The first cost of the thachines is more t_han double 
that of the ordinary commercial types of equal ratmg. Some 
loss of efficiency is involved in the design and the machines .. are 

_ some,what mg_r<l; ex~siv~to .mainta-in;:=:pri.fl~.P::ill¥ on. account- · -;-
.. -- of the metal brushes. . 

The current and kilowatt ratings on a 30-volt basis, .and 
efficiencies of these spC'cial telephone charging machines are 

given below: 

RPECIAL TEUWHONE-TYI'E CHARGING GENERATOR.<\ • 

\ 

I ! ' I .I ·' 1 
::'It-t jl\1·2 I "_r-a ::\t-4 :--t-s . :--t-s~2 ::'lt-6 i ::'l.t-8 , M-1o !.t-15 

Type ........... ;5 50 \too . 175 '1225 1400 600 -~soo Jl,OOO 1.600 
.\_mpe_r""····· · 0 75 1 50 a.oo 5.25 6.75, 12.0 18.0 24.0• 30 o

1 

45.0 
~rffilo~attlt ....... 60.00169.501 74 00~ 77.2011 78.50: 812 8.3.4 84.8: 85 01. 85.0 
r.- rten<"y ...... . 
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One of these Type l\1 generators directly coupled to an induc
tion motor is shown in Fig. 193. The much larger size of t~e 
generato,r than of the motor is to be noted. !his is du~, in lar~e 
measure to the fact that the special features m the des1gn ofth1s 
gcncrat~r result in lower flux and current densities. The size, 

,, ~ ' " •"" '. 
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in combination with the low<'r-qu:mtity production and other 
factors involved in the special design, contributes to its greater 
cost. 

Fw. 193.-Type-:\1 ch:uging machine drivt>n by induction motor. (Courtesy of 
81./1 Tdrphone Laboratories.) 

Commercial-type Charging Generator.-Figure 194 is taken 
from an oscillograph record of the momentary voltage variations 
in the output of a commercial-type direct-currPnt generator 
operating nominally at 60 volts. Such variations are not objec-

tionable in ordinary power and 
.... ~~ N~ .~ lighting wor~~ for which t~esem..'l.!-~-~~ "k-
. ~ ~~ -, chines were origill:illy intended, but, l 
b as all of them shown on this record 
~ are within the audible range of 
S frequency, it is hot difficult to see 

FIG. 194.-Volta,;:e ,.-ave of typi- h 1 1 h d 
cal commercial-type g£>nerator. t at, un ess effect in:- y smoot. e 

out, the currents flowing in tele
phone circuits from such a source would be £\Xtremely noisy. 

The development of the electrolyte condenS<'r, 1 whereby very 
large capacitance may be had in small space and at little cost, 
led to a practical method of making these commercial-type 
g;cnerators available for charging purposes in t<'l<'phone power 
plants. The method already described in connection with 
Fig. 246 of the preceding volume, 2 ~nay be again alluded to here 

I "Theory and El(•nwnts," p. 429. 
'"~fnnual Hwikhing an<l ~~~h~tation Equipment," p. 266. 

?*f*itS.s"···~·-~ .. · i ·m , ,,·,l.,~)")y "t"ldrr ")&we~...._, 
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in connection with Fil~· 195. The reactance coil and condenser, 
located as near the battery terminals as possible, form together 
a low-pass filter for the common talking-current supply lead, 
which effectively eliminates the noisy alternating components 
from the charg_ing machine current. 

The required product LC for determining the desired cut-off 
point of this filter is, as stated, obtained by using a high capaci-

Commercia! lype 
cht;r!ing gmercdor ,.-Choke cot/ 

:' ,.....--·--~.I !If~ 1...,__, 'lalking bus 

! 

Fto. 195.-Filtering current of commercial-type generator. 

tance C and a comparatively low inductance L. The high 
capacitance is easily obtained by the electrolytic cond.enser, 
but even the low inductance needed presents a more formidable 
problem, particularly in large power plants, because of the 
neces.<;ity that the reactance coil muet carry all the current_ for 
all the talking circuits continuously. In order to get the reqmred 

direct-current carrying capacity, the copper conduct~_s_rn~~t~ -"' _ .'7-~___;;;;:._ '':· 

he::iv'y i1nd sh-ort, necessitating co-mparatively fe\v -turns. 'Tnen,~ Zi 

in order to secure the desired reactance .with so few turns, a 
large amount of high-permeability iron is require~ in the core 
and the return part of the magnetic circuit. ' - . 

_ Reactance coils designed for the use of the Bell ·System m 
po\ver-plant filters range from the smal;'est, w~i~hing 50 pounds 
with carrying capacity of 25 amperes and mduct~nce of ~.7 . 
millihenries, up to the largest, weighing 2H tons '':t? caiTYJ~g 
capacity of 1,000 amperes and inductance of.0.98 m~lhhe~. · 

The design and construction of these cmls are mterestmgly 
dealt with in an article by A. R. Swoboda entitled A Thousand-
Ampere Choke Coil. 1 The largest coil so far developed by t~e 
Bell Laboratories wa:s that for the group of telephone offices of 
the New York Telephone Company, in the Barclay-Yesey 

1 BeU Laborarories Record, p. 109, November, 1929~ 
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Building in Xew York C'ity. It has a current capacity of 1,000 
. amperes, its winding bf'ing made up of a conduetor of H strips of 

nnnealt'd eopp<'r 1 inch wide by 0.052 inch thick. The total 
dirrct-currt'nt rt'sistance is only 0.00032 ohm, while the induc
tance is about 1 millih!'nry. The magnetic cireuit is made up 
of thin_ laminations of silicon steel, there being four air gaps, 
eaeh 1'> s2 inch wide, separating the two ends of the core from 
the two branehes of the ret urn mag:nc>tic circuit. The coil 
complete stands owr 4 feet high on a base 3 feet square and 
weighs over 2} 2 tons. 

\ 
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FIG. 196.-Commer<'ial-typ~ l(!'nc•rator driven hy synchronous motor. (Courtesy 
of JJdl Til< phone Lal>oralories.) 

S~ch coils and the condensers for the talking-supply filter 
eqmpment are, of course, expensive, but the. s~ying made by 
the _u~ of commercial-type gerwrators im;tead of the. highly 
specialized telephone generators much more than justifies their 
cost. 

One of the commercial-type gencrat ors ciriven by a !'i)'T!Chronous 
motor is shown in Fig. 196. The p:Pnc>rator in this is seen t.o 
have been reduced to a size not <.Lfiering greatly from that of 
its motor. 

The Diverter~pole G:enerator.-Reccntly an interesting type 
of grnerator has Jx.en developed by the Electric Products Com-
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pany, of Cleveland, Ohio, which is intended to have charac
teristics specially desirable for floating a telephone-exchange 
battery. This is called the "diverter-pole" generator, deriving 
its name from the fact that it has small poles midway between 
the main poles, each of these being magnetically attached to the 
hindward tip of its adjacent main pole. These intermediate 
poles divert a small portion of the main flux at no load and are 
equipped with a series coil, so that, as the load comes on, this 
diwrted flux is re-diverted to the armature, becoming useful 
Jlux and compensating forthe voltage loss due to speed drop 
·;nd internii~:J R. drop1 fhereby tending t"O:-give constant voltage 
regardless of load . 

This gt'nerator is claimed to give a more constant voltage than 
the compound-wound generator, since the magnetic changes 
necessary to produce the compensating magnetic flux occur in a 
portion of the magnetic circuit which is not magnetically satu
rated, and hence there is more nearly a straight-line relation 
between the change of •current in the series coils on the diverter 
poles and the change in the useful magnetic flux. V{ith the 
compound generator, there is not a straight-line relation between 
the change of current in the series winding and the change of 
magnetic flux, so that the voltage curve has an appreciable 
hump. The straight :voltage curve of this machine, when 
charging a floated battery, is intended to give a great~r •. §tability 
of :nction than can be--s<'curt.>1Lwil}'£a cffiiipffilp<l--woiind macnfne. ~ .. 
~Ioreover, it is said .to be safe against reveFsal of polarity in 
case of back fe~d from the battery, functioning as a motor as 
safely as a shunt generatQr~ · 

The aCtual performance of one of these machines, through a 
daily cy~le of operation in chargfng a telephone-exchange battery, 
is shown in Fig. 197. The battery in this case comprised 22 cells 
of 1,280 ampere-hour capacity, its nominal voltage being 48. 
Here the generator is shut down ditrin'g the night when the 
operating load is light.. When reconnc~ted to the batt!'ry, it 
starts charging at a high r:ite, returning the night discharge 
within 3 hours. During the r<'mainder qf the day, th<' gen<'rator 
carries the whole exchange l~ad, the' battery merely floating 
and receiving the small amount o( current necessary to keep "it. 
fully charged ready for an emergerlcy. 1Mcanwhile, the voltage 
on the exchange bus-bars is kel't well_ within ope1·ating limit~ 
withbut supervision. · 

., 

---------------------~~--------------------------------------------~ 
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Charging Machine Motors.--As a rule the charging; generators 
are driven by directly couplt:d electric motors, each generator 
with its motor com:tituting a motor-generator charging set 
of which typical onf's arc shown in Figs. 193 and 196. For 
f'mf'rgPncy or "stand-by" purposes, however, these electrically 
driwn sets are often supplemented by others, wherein the motor 
is a gas f'ng-inf', either belt-connected or dirf'ctly coupled to 
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the generator. Sometimrs the gas engine, instead of furnishing 
power directly to its charging generator, drives another generator 
capable of furnishing the same kind of current as the regular 
commercial supply, in which case either of the two charging 
generators may be run either from the regular power mains or 
from the emergency gafl-{)nf.,rine-driven generator. -

Sometimes 1 wo entirely &'parate sources of outside eleCtric 
power arc available, one of which can serve as the regular and 
the other as thf' emergency I'Upply. If one of thcl'le sources is 

I 
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alternating current and the other direct, the motors of both 
charging sets may be made alike, each adapted for the alternat
ing-current source. In this case, another motor-generator set 
is providrd for converting the direct current from the outside 
source into alternating current like that obtained from the 
outside alternating source. In this way, either charging set may 
be run from either of the outside sources. 

Suitable electric motors for any type of commercial power 
current are available, since telephqpe battery-charging service 
imposrs no especially exacting requirements on them. They 
sho\llcL Qf course, be of ample power to secure the full output 
of the generators and of good efficiency and regulation, as in 
other lines of service. 

The availability of the synchronous motor as the driving 
element in charging sets has been used in some large offices to 
improve the power factor of an entire installation. This motor 
can be operated at a leading power factor and thus tend to offset 
the lagging current of induction motors used for other purposes 
in the central-office building. 

The importance of the internal-combustion engine in telephone 
power-plant practice is due to the basic policy, generally adopted 
by telephone managements, of giving uninterrupted senice, as 
far as is humanly pos~ible, even in the face of calamities which 
may ·disable other public services. In the largest telephone 
offices,jhes-torilge battery acts as a reservoir for enough energy. 

,. 
-~-::~"'" 1o~uppf.ythc -full rOad ofth:l switchboill-d and asso~iated. equip

ment for at l!'ast three hours,' and in smaller offices enough to 
meet all demands for one or more days. The storage ba~"tery, 
therefore, can of itself readily take care of any minor inter
_ruptions of.the outside power supply, but it is considered es..~ntial 
that provision be made for bridging longer periods, such as might 
be caused by earthquakes, fires, floods, or other calamities. It 
is as11: rel',erve source of primary power to safeguard the telephone 

. , service d1rring these longer periods of outside power failure that 
the gas engine is often used. 

l\lr. H. H. Lowry, in an article on which I have freely drawn, 
) gives much information about reserve power equipment in the 

Bell -System. 1 He cites a case where a flood, having put out. 
the,: fires} of the city power station, reached also the t.el!.'phone 

1 Power Equipment for Saf<'guarding Telephone Service, BeU .Laboratories 
R,_ecard, p. 93, ~ay, 192\3. 
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building nnd put its <'merg<'ncy plnnt out of commisi'>ion. But 
in spit<' of this, a gas engine saved the day. The rear wheels of 
a Ford were jaekPd up and b<>lt<>d to the charging generator which 
had not lX'en reached by the flood. 

The en gin<>:> u~Pd by the Bell System for emergency plants 
range in size from small singl<:'-cylinckr affairs, ::;uch as have b<'en 
~---~-----. dewlorwd for farm-lighting purpose!'!, up to 
J -. l:trg<' high-spC'ed mulfi-cyJindPr onPS of 325 

horsepower. Figure 198 shows a DC'lco house-

=.·~~. F.·· '.l.' lighting seth, ~onsb1·ting of da small hrosenc cn-
J......; L ·g1n~ 'i:IirPct •· _cou:p ed to a ir('er::ctl_r:rent g~ner
r,:-~·" . . :: '1 a tor. Sets of this kind, while developed for 
·J, : . r other than telephone purposes, have been used 

I
I . ' ! to a considerable extent in capacities ranging 
¥~ '· from 750 watts up to 2! 2 kilowatts in small 

:i t · ~ J common-battery central offices. To make 
I 1' 'J their current .sufficiently smooth for charging 
!~- . ~--- purposes, it is necessary to usc choke coils in 

the charging circuit. 
F1a. 198.- Small In the earlier manual offic<'s, where a power 

d.irt'ct- c 0 n n c c ted plant was required to. serve only one huge 
emergency set. . hb d . . f •0 h swttc oar umt, engmes o not over D orse. 
power sufficed and simple, slow-s{X'ed, single-cylinder engin~s 
of commercial design were employed, each belt connected 
to its charging gem•I_ator. : La tel',-· h.l}w:~~~,~~·here·~cr~Lfult
size switchboard unfts were housed in the '·~amc buiitling ap.d 
served by a common ·power plant~ larger engines were required. 
The advent of the·power-drivcn machine-switching systen'l served 
further to increase the power required. To meet theiie demands, 
two-, three-, and Jour-cylinder engines were developed in sizes 

.~ 

.from 50 up to 32.5 horsepower. These; becau~ of their com-
paratively slow. S{X'eds, were usually belt-connected to the 
charging generators. One of these installations ~vith a two-
cylinder engine is shown in Fig. 199. -1 

This type of plant, however, on account of the amount of 
floor space occupied and 1 he head room rC(JUired in c:ase of repairs 
on the engine, left room for improvement. Ph•sent practice 
tends toward the use of multi-cylinder engines' direct-connected 
to alternating-current generators, as shown ln Fi1g. 200. The. 
engine is started by an electric motor through a Bendix drive, 
as in automobile and motor-boat practice. • 
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FIG. Hlfl.-Two-cylinder gas engine \x>lt.-d to ch:trging generat()r. (Courtesy of 
Bell' Tdcphonc Laboratories.) 

""'*'~ 
"'l.;r,;.,.~. . ' ~~~ ·, 

'~·.· . _;; 1 ~~~. ,;,. __ ·:,_. ;=-'~ .~ ·• I• ,._. ~·= ~-,.'®t:ttJY. ··+..-: ;.a 

Fw. 200.-Two-hundrcd-horscpowcr ga11 enr;:ino: dircct-conno:cted t~ alternating· 
current generator. (Courtesy of B<ll Telephone Labora1ortes.) 

power. 
rating. 

The set shown in Fig. 200 is of the 200 horsepower 
Emcr~?:cncy plants rat~d as high as 800 horsepower 

t'-'tt· m 
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are contemplntC'd, thus requiring in onC' plant as many as four 
~uch S('ts. In practically all, C'xcept the small farm-lighting 
:-rt~, tht' C'n).:!;inr:-; run from ~as takC'n from the city gas mains, 
hut · f:lilure t'f this sourcC' is provi<lcd ap;ainst by the provision 
carburt't ors for t h<' usc of g::u;olinc as in automobiles. 

.\:-; stated C'arlicr in this chapter, the gas engine sometimes 
drivC's the charginp; p:enC'r:lt or, in which case the emergC'ncy 

Cr:dhode--

&•s.Jmning 
reoclcmce"' 

! a;i~~ij ·Y. § ~ ~ 

plant constitutC's, in itsC'lf, only a re
SC'l"\·c charging sC't. In the larger 
multi-office installations, howC'vC'r, 
tlw more common practice is to 
have \hC' gas Pl1J.dile drh·e an alter-· 
nator capable of dC'lin•ring curre~t 
that is equal in amount and kind 
to that furnished by the regular out
side scrvicC'. "·hen this is done, 
the emPrgC'ncy plant constitutC's, in 
itself, a comp!Pte n~<'crve power sup
ply for all uses of the central-office 
building. UndC'r this plan, the light
in~, elevator, and other services of 
the building nPed not he interrupted 
by a failure of the outside power. 

"Static" Rectill.ers.-So far we 
h~w ·considered only dynamo electric 

- machines driven by various kinds of 
·~~ Co:npen.scrfing recrclcmce; 

motors as sources of currC'nt for charg-
Fw. 2°1.-Principl<'s of mer- ing the central-office batteries. All 

cury·arc rectifier. 
of these depend on the movement of 

a coil of wire in a Rtrong magnetic field. Another important 
class of battery-char~ing uevices requires consideration. These 
ar(' static in their action, requiring no mechanically moving parts. 
Tndr operation depends on the fact that certain devices, like 
tbL· two-electrode vacuum tube, have the peculiar property of 
conuuetint!; e!Pctricity in one direction and not in the other, that' 
is, of unidir<•ctional conductivity. ThPse dPvices have relatively 
"~<in all out puts · :m<l for this reason fire mainly u:-;ed in smaller 

· plants. Tlwy are g<>nPrally long liv<>d and cfficimt, but their 
rrincipal value in t el(·phone power-plant service lies in the fact 
that thPir operation, involving no llloving parts, rPquires a mini
tiluJw amount of attention anrl other maintC'nance expense. The 
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mercury-arc, "tungar," and cop}X'r oxide rectifiers are prominent 
C'Xamples of this static class of charging devices. 

The Mercury-arc Rectifiers.-The principles of the mercury
arc rectifier may be considered in connection "ith the simplified 
diagram of Fig. 201. The rectifier. tube consists of an exhausted 
p:lass bulb containing two anodes and a cathode, the latter 
consisting of a small pooll of mercury at the bottom of the tube. 
As shmvn, the two anodes arc connected across an alternating
current source of proper voltage and the cathode with one 
terminal of a circuit that is to be supplied with direct curr<'nt. 
Aiter starting conditions have been established, current will 
flow alternately from each of the two anodes to the cathode, 
and never in the oppositl' direction. The cathode·thus becomes 
a source of positiYe potential, current flowing from it through 
the direct-current circuit (battery) and returning tothere:::pectivc 
sides of the alternating source as they alternately become ncga
tiYe. The tube thus acts as two two-element vacuum tubes 
would act when connected for full-wave rectification. 1 

In order to cause a continuance of current flow during the 
intervals while the potential of the alternating source is too 
low to sustain it, a react::mcc or "sustaining" coil is put in the 
circuit in series with thC' cathode, which by its inertia effect 
prolongs the current from one anode until the electromotive 
force at the other anode had built up sufficiently again to sustain 
it. Other reactance coils assist in smoothing out the currC'nt JlO 

that it is sufficiently quiet to permit charging while the battery 
is furnishing current to the battery circuits. -

The mercury-arc rectifier is not inherently a self-starting 
de.vice. For this reason, an auxiliary or starting electrode is 
provided near the surface of the mercury, but normally out of 
contact with it. To start the action, the tube is tilted until the 
mercury completes a circuit through this electrode. The arc 
which follo\vs the breaking of this circuit set:> up the condition 
necessary for the continuing discharge of electrons from the sur
face of the mercury. In the "automatic-starting" mercury-arc 
rectifiers, a small motor device is arranged to tilt the tube and 
restore it whenever the current from it fnils for any reason. This 
automatic operation is brought about by a relny in series with
the load which, upon' releasing, closes the circuit of the tilting 

1 "Theory and Elements," pp. 254 el seq. 
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motor to bring it into action. The srries starting relay also 
doses an alarm circuit to call attention to the failure. 

The tranl>former at the top of Fig. 201 serws the double pur
pose of reducing the line potc:'ntial to that required for the opera
tion of the rectifier, and also of insulatin~ the rectifier from the 
line. The rectifier and the t<'l<'phone apparatus beyond it are 
thus protected :1g;ainst the haz:mls of normal or abnormal poten
tials from the line, and grounds on the line are prevented from 
causing trouble in connection with the battf.'ry ground at the 
central office. 

-Figure 202 shows the circuits of an automatic-starting mercury-
' " arc rectifier. Operating on 60-cyclf' altC'rnating current at .a· 

voltage of 110 or 220, it may be us<:>d to charge either 24- or 48-

[1;'1:1/l'f • 
/b:l'Ctl,,r Sen~ ohm; gnrf 

.WJ\Iv-_:.,.;..:..:..:......:......, ~·slar.mg re,ay _,. 

Alarm circutf 

,..,.._-?: . " :.__"7~""' ~ 

-·--- ' 1 vOlt l;a_tterles .. 'at a normal rate of-50 antpcrcs. This is the largest 
capacl.ty available in a single rectifier unit, but larger charging 
currents may be obtained by using the required number of units 
in multiple. .Fortunately they lend themselves readily to parallel 
operation. 

The Tungar Rectifier.-"Tungar" is the trade name applied 
to the hot-electrode, gas-filled rect ificr of the General Electric 
Company. This rectifier is being used to an increasing extent 
fur battery charging in smaller central offices. 

The tungar bulb operates essentially on the principles of the 
two-element vacuum tube, the valve action occurring between a 

'hot filament and a cold electrode. Instcad of a vacuum, how-
. ever, the tube contains argon, an inert gas, at iow pressure. This 

h ionized by the electrons emitted from the incandescent filament 
and acts al'l, the principal current carrier. The current flow 
through the tube is, of course, in one direction only, from the 

1 

. , 
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cold electrode, which is of ~~raphite, to the hot filament, which is of 
coiled tungsten wire. 

Half-wave rectification is obtained with one bulb only; for the. 
smoother ~urrcnt required in telephone work full-wave rectifica
tion with two bulbs, or one double-anode bulb, is employed. 
Full-wave rectification with two bulbs is shown in principle in 
Fig. 203. In this, the filament current 
is derived from sections of the second
ary winding of the line transformer. 
Figure 204 shows one of the circuits of 
a full-wave rectifier unit as used to 
charge batteries in ·telephone offices: 
Here the filament current iR derived 
from a third winding on thetram;former. 

Full-wave, noisele:;:8 t un!!ar rectifier 

~A. C. Ltne ;j 
QQQOQQQ 

sets are available for opc·ra t ion on 25-, FIG. 203.-Principle of tungar 
50-, and 60-cycle alternating current at full-wave rectifier. 

115 or 230 volts, and with direct-cur-
rent outputs rangin~ from 0.3 to 0.5 ampere at 30 volts up .to 
12 amperes at 6 to 90 volt:;;. Tungar bulbs have a~ av:rag~ hfe 
of about 4,000 hours of actual operation. The efficiencies at full 

Fw. 20.1.~-Tun~ar rectifier circuit. 

load of the full-wave "noiReless" sets are: 28 per cent !or the 
30-volt, 0.:3- to 0.5-ampcre 15ct, 48 per cent for the 19- to o2-voh, 
1- to 3-amperc set, and 76 P,er cent for the {).. to 90-volt, 12-

et At le"'" than full load the efficiencies are smaller. am perc s . "" · · . 
F~ · t· the effir·1'ency of the 12-ampere nmsclef\5 set or ms ance, . . 
drops to 68 per cent when operating at ha~f load. • . 

As they require practically no attentlon, sa\e for occas10nal 
bulb rcplacement,they arc finding increasing favor for battery 

~. 7 . 
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occasional maintenance at tent ion, such us private branch changes in temperature and methods of mounting as affecting 1 

exchan~e~, unattended automatic office:;, or other offices where ventilation and radiation. For momentary or instantaneous 1 

!t may be de::>ired to float the battery on:r Sundays and holidays operation, currents as high as fifty times the continuous ratings 

Ill order to maintain their re;;en·e capacity. may be obtained. 

The Copper Oxide Rectifier.-Probably the' :;implest form of Figure 206 shows in principle two methods of connecting copper 

rt'ctifier i~ that whieh depends on the fact that a disk of copper oxide elements for full-wave rectification. When properly fil-

coated with a layer of copper oxidc will allow current to flow from tered, the current from either of these methods of connection is 

thc oxide to the copper but not in thc rcYerse direction. What- sufficicntly smooth for telephone charging purposes. 

ever property it is that brinp:s :tbout this uni(lirectional action The General Electric ·company in comparing its merits with 

rc~i<IP::- cntir<>ly at the surface co~tact })('tween the copper and the those of the tunp:nr rectifier p;ives the following; information: 

ox1d<>. App:uently, the action is wholly electronic with no Wliile1he copper oxide rectifier could be used for large currents, 

---Oireclion of flow of cvrrenf 

Fw. 20.5.--Copp<•t-<J"ide 
·' r<;cill~·ing ele!ncnt. ~ 

p:;f;j -1 
LIDlliw 

j- Su~J;y -i 
lrumillu 

Flu. :.!011 ... --Two circuits for full-wave 
eoppt'r-oxide rectifier. 

aCCOmpanying chemical reaction; rnlC':<S dama~ed by tOO heavy 

currents, these devicf'S seem to have an indefinite life. Recti fie;., 

c!Pp<>nding on this principle arC' rnade in this country by the 

Gf'neral Electric and Westinghoui'P companies under the names 

of "Coppcr Oxide" and "Hcctox, '' respccth·ely. 

A single clement of a copper oxidf' rPctifif'r with its method of 

mounting is shown in Fig. 20,1'). Such an dement constitutes in 

itl"~lf a half-wave rectifier of limit<>(l capacity in voltage and 

current. The voltage may be incr~a;;ed ind"cfinitely by connect

ing; :-uch <>lemcnts in r;erics, while the current range may be 

incrPa;;Pd by multiple connection. 

As rPp;ularly made by the GPnPral Electric Company, the 

P!Pm<•nt;; are in two sizes, in whic:h the wa;;hers are respectively 

1) s alld 1~ 2 inches in dinmPter. The :;maller element has a 

nominal rat iu~ of 6.5 milliampPres and 0.0.5 watt, and the larger of 

l 2.5 milliampNes and 0.10 watt.. Tlwse ratings are for con-

its real field in telephone work, as so far developed, is in small

battery installations where small continuously applied charv;inf,!; 

current (trickle charge) will suffice to keep the battery properly 

charged. 
For very low outputs, such as trickle charging at a fraction of 

an ampere, the copper oxide will generally work out to better 

advantage than the tung.ar. For low outputs, the tungar oper

ates at low efficiency, whereas the efficiency of the copper oxide 

will range from 30 to 50 per cent which is good for a unit of such 

low power. On higher outputs, where the tungar bulb can be 

operated at its full-load rating, its efficiency may run as high as 

75 per cent, making it superior to the copper oxide unit. 

The cost of a copper oxide rectifier is inherently higher th;,m 

that of a tungar of equival<'nt capacity. However, for low-cur

rent work, the hi~hcr efficiency with consequent -icduct1on in 

operating cost may more than offset the higher init.ial cost. 

The average life of the tun~ar biilb, as stated, is about 4,000 

working hours, while that of the copper oxide clement is, as far 

as known, indcfinitdy Ion!!:. The ah;;f'nce of bulb-replacement 

expense is, of cour~e, an advanta~e in favor of the copp<'r oxide 

rectifier that must be con:-~idcred in the comparison. It bC'comes 

of somewhat great<'r weif!;ht when the rectifier is installed at 

remote points receiving infrequ<'nt maintenance attention, ::>ince 

it cannot be known in advance just when the tungar bulb will fail. 

Ringing-current Sources.-In furtherance of the . policy of 

maintaining continuous service under all circumstances, duplicate 

sources of ringing current are provided at the central office, one 

being held in reserve in case of failure of the other. Such pro-

vision of emergency ringing equipment is an important feature of 
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t_dcphone power plants, because all calls for subscribPrs in an 

office will fail with the failure of the rinf!;ing current. 

Ringing current, either altern:~ting or pul~ating, is commonly 

furnished at frequencies approximating 20 cycles per second. A 

principal exception to this statement is in the case of the har

monic system of f.elPctive ringing, where several frequencies 

ranging from1673 to 66~3 cycles p<'r ~econd arc u~<'d :"Plectivdy to 

op<>r:J.te the tuned ringers on p:1rty line::.. Otlwr standard 

fr<'qnencies, chosen well out~ide the ringer-oper:lting range, arc 

135 cycles in signaling over long-distance lines, "com posited" 

for simultaneous telephony and tPkgraphy, and a 1,000-cycle 

current interrupted h\·C.n:ty times 'a second that. i~ usPd on long

distance "repeatered" circuits. The discus;;ion of ringing-cur

rent sources in this chapter will be restricted to those for ordinary 

ringing purposes, that is, for actuating subscribers' bells. 

As a rule 20-cycle ringing current is generated at about 80 

volts. For the harmonic selective-f;ignaling system, different 

voltages are used for the different frequencies, a typical range 

being: 16?~ cycles, 75 volts; 33H cycles, 100 volts; 50 cycles, 1::35 

volts; and 66?~ cycles, 1i5 volts. The rising scale of voltage with 

higher frequencies is due of course to the incrPasing impedance 

offered by the line circuit to the higher frequencies. 

Sources of central-office ringing current are of two general 

kinds: the rotary, or motor-generator, type and the vibrating, 

OI" pole-changer, type. • As a general rule, the vibrator typ<>s are 

used in the smaller offices and the rotary types in the larger, 

many medium-sized offices containing both typ<>s. 

In very small magneto offices with little traffic, ringing current 

is furnished by the hand generator at the operator's switchboard 

position. Where the traffic is such as to make this burdensome 

to the operator, a pole changer or a small motor-driven magneto 

may serve as the regular ringing-current supply, in which case 

the hand generator serves a..c; an emergency reserw. For larger 

magneto offices, the ringing-current £>quipment may comprise 

two pole changers or, if commercial electric power is available, 

small motor-generator sets. 
For the smallest common-battery offices, two pole changers are 

commonly employed. In somewhat larger offices, it is not 

uncommon to find one pole changer and one' motor-generator 

set, while in still larger offices two or more motor-generator sets 

may be found. · 
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Motor-generator Ringing Sets.-The simplest type of rotary 

ringing set sometimes U!'('d in small magneto offices is a motor

driven inagneto generator of the type shown in Fig. 148 of the 

preceding volume. 1 Such a generator, having two poles, 

deliven; 1 cycle per re\·olution, making a frequency of 19 cycles 

p<>r second at its normal speed of 1,150 revolutions per minute. 

At this Sp<'Cd its output is about 15 watts at 80 volts. 

Only the p;cn<>rntors of these very small capacity ringing 

machirws derive thc>ir ma1~nctic fields from permanent magnets, 

those of greater output following the usual dynamo-electric 

machine practice of using the more powerful electromagnetic 

fields. In its essential elements, therefore, the rotary ringing set 

consists of an electrically excited alternator of the desired fre

quency and voltage and :m electric motor of the required speed 

and power adapted to run on the current supply available. In 

practice, however, the rin~~ing set usually includes.more than this. 

The main shaft Ul'ually carries a commutator which interrupts 

the current from the battery to giye the "busy," "trouble," 

''howler," and other tones required by the service. A slow-speed 

shaft driven from the main shaft by. a worm gear carries other 

commutators to furnish the slower current impulses required, 

such as those for intermittent ringing and·fiashing recall. In 

case harmonic sc>lcction on party lines is used, the set may have 

four generators each for a different frequency, the armatures of 

these :ill being on a common motor-driven shaft. The set may 

also have a voltage regulator for the ringing-current output and a 

i'pt'~d goveri-wr for the motor. The l~ttel' is particularly impor

tant in the multi-frequency sets used. for party-line selection 

where close regubfion of the ringing frequencies is required. 

In the larger offices employing two motor-generator ringing 

sets, the one for normal operation is driven from the outside power 

service which may be direct or single or multi-phase alternating. 

The reserve set is driven by a direct-current motor taking its 

current from the central-office battery. This requires that the 

ringing machine motor current be taken into account as a part 

of the load to be carried by the battery and charging machines. 

In .some of the largest offices of the Bell System the two 

ringing sets are alike and each is adapted to run from either the 

outside line or the battery current. Moreover, if the commercial 

power fails, the "throwover" is accomplished automatically 

1 ":O.Ianu:1l Switching and Substation ~quipm<>nt," p. 171. 
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a rday tiP\' ice opt>rat in)!: on failnr<' oft ht> outside t•urrent to switch 
from th<' lin<' motor to thP battery motor. 

One of th<'N:' two-motor ringing ~<'Is i:-; ::<hown in Fig. 207. The 
generator at the l<'ft is a double-currPn t machin<', delivering 
20-cyd<' SO-volt :th<'rn:lting eurrrnt for rin~in~ purpo:-:rs froni the 
collector rings at the ldt-h:md (•nd of thr arnt:Lture and direct 

current at + or -110 volts from the commutator at the other 
end of the armature. This direct current is for energizing the 
field ma~nets, the generator thus being self~xciting, and for 
controlling the coin boxes at telephone stations in exchanges 
where that kind of sen·ice is given. The motor in the center is 
single phase alternating and is the one normally in operation: 
The motor at the right-hand end is 48-volt direct currrnt. If the 
alternating-current supply is interrupted, the 48-volt motor is 
automatically cut in by means of contnctors on the power board. 
l"pon the outside service being re:;torC'd, tile direct-current 
motor is disconnected and the set continues to op<>rate on the 
alternating current. These chanp;t>s, which arc entirely auto
matic, are accomplished "~;th no appreciable changes in speed or 
voltage of the set. 

On the right-hand end of the shaft of the 48-volt motor is a 
sp<·ed governor which; by centrifugal action, cuts a resistance into 
or out of the Fhunt-field circuit and thus hold;; the speed of the 
motor practically constant, in spite of fluctuations of the storage
battPry voltage. The busy and other tone signal commutators 
are :-:hown at the l(•ft-hand end of the set. 

I 
.L 
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In manual offices, the high-sperd interrupter on the main 
:shaft produces two ditTerent tone ::<ip;naling currents by interrupt
ing the 24-volt battery current. Of these, a low tone of 153 
intrrruptions per second h; fort he audible" busy-back" and other 
purpo:::<'::;, such as the "line out of ordC'r" signal on the multiple 
and the "group-busy" indication in straightforwan:. trunking. 
The other is a high tone of -lGO interruptions per sc>cond of. the 
2-!-\·olt batt <'ry current. This is used for the "howler" circuit 
used in notifying sub::<criber:-> that their receivers arc> off their 
hooks and also, in straightforward trnnking, as a signal to the 
"A" operator that the " B '' op<·ra tor is ready to receive the call. 

Fto. 208.-Four-frequen~y nn!':lll!!: S<>t. (Co11ri•·'Y of Holtur-C'abot Electric 
Compnny.) 

The interruptions of the hw-specd commutator can best be 
expressed at their rate per minute. They may occur in ,,the 
direct battery current, the ton~ currents, and the ringing cur
rent. A-few of these Uri[' 60 per minute in the low tone current 
for the subscribers' bm:y signal, 60 per minute in the direct 
buttery current for the flashing recall, and 2 seconds on £md 4 
off of the ringing currc>nt for machine ringing. 

One of the "multi-cyde'' motor-gl.'nerator sets for furnishing 
the four frcquenciel' of current required in harmonic sel<'ctive 
ringing on party lines is shown in Fig. 208. The central· unit is 
the motor and the four other units are alternating-current genera
tors having 2, 4, 6, and 8 poles respectiwly. At a speed of 1,000 
revolutions per minute they generate 16%, 3:)J,-J, .50, and 66% 
cyclrs per second respectively, these being the frequencies 
employed in harmonic selection on party lines wlwn motor
genl'rator sets are used. The direct-current motor-grn<'rator 
sets of this type arc equipped with a gowrnor to hold the spt'<'d 
constant. The alternating-current srts require no speed governor 
but are geared to and equipped with a direct-current exciter. 

l 
I 
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The Vibrating Pole Changer.--This consists of a heavy tun('d 
vibrating r('('d actuat<'d by an dectroma~net as in the ordinary 
battrry ocll, th(' rel:'d ::>l:'rving: as a. switching dl:'vice to reverse the 
polarity of a battery at each vibr:1tion. It tim;;; becomes a source 

of altl:'rnating ekctromoth·e force of 
fr<'<]tH'ncy corr<'sponding to the rate of 
vibration. On(' is shown in bare prin
ciple in Fig. 209. The low-voltage 
batl<'ry is th<' sourc<' of motive pow<'r 
The high<'r-\·oltag<' b:1ttery is the 
rource ,of ringing <'tH'rKr, its current 
flowing through the primary of the 
transformPr, being reversed at each 
'ibration, and its voltage stepped up to 
that requirPd for ringing purposes. In 
magneto t'xch:mg<'s, t h<' motor battery 

[~ .:J 1' moy con<i<l oft wo E• H<on primory cells 
and the ringing battt'ry of t~,·o series 
strings of t'ightt'Pn dry cells connected 
in multiple. Heactance coils and con-

1 densers properly as:-<ociated with the 
• Ill + I . h 

'--------1,1,1,1.1, c ence may :-t'rve to :-<up press t e sparks 
FIG. 20!l.-Principle of vibrat- at the· contacts and to round off the 

in~~: pole <'h:mj!er. peaks of the rin~ring current. 

Figure 210 shows the complete circuits of the "·estern Electric 
Qompany's Xo. 84 F. ringing pole changPr, together with an 

O~cillogrom 

Fr(;. 210.~Cirruits and osdllo~~:ram of vibratin~~: pole changer. 

Ol"Cillogram of its ringing curr<>nt. This tnhs both operating 
and ringing current from the main battery. As the reed is tuned 
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tot wenty complete vibrations per second, it subjects the primary 
of the transformer to altC'rnating potC'ntial at that frequency 
and this is stepped up by the transformer to 83 volts at the ringing 
bus-bars. The ~etardation coils, condensers, and resistances arc 
arranged to suppress sparking at the contacts, to prevent. n~ise 
in the battery circuit, and to round off the peaks of the nngmg 
current. This set delivers alternating current only. Superposed 
rinrrin(T current for two- or four-party selective ringing may be 
had however, by associating with it two 30- to _10-volt auxiliary 
bat{eries as discussed in Chap. V of the preceding volurrie. 1 

· 

66} Cycle 

Figure 211 shows how the harmonic-vibr~tor principle is 
applied to harmonic selective ringing on pa.rty hne~. . A separate 
vibrator is used for eaeh of the frequencies of nng1~g current 
desired. The method by which current from the mam battery 
is made to operate the motor magnets of. the vibrators, and by 
which the currents through the transformer primaries are made to 
alternate at the respeetive frequencies of these vibrators, is 
obvious. It is also clear how the secondary currents developed 
in these transformers arc steppNl up in voltage and Ie? to ~he 
:;witchboard terminals, so as to be available for connectwn wtth 
the subscribers' lines. The condensers are for the purpose 9f 
spark reduction and for aiding in smoothing out the current. 
waves. Th~ auxiliary battery and the r~tardation coil in. the 

1 ":\fanual Rwitching and Rub~tation Equipment," p. 150. 

I 
I 
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main supply lead are forth<> purpose of preventing the pul:-:ating 
currents drawn from the main battery from making it "noisv." 
Tlwse two b:t~teries h:n·e like poles connected to the sup.ply 
lead, the auxi!tary hattPry furnishing no current to the swtem 
except when the electromoth·e force· of the impuls<' ft:)\\·ing 
from the> main battC'ry is chok<'d down by t hC' impcdnncC' coil, 
r----------__:_ __ _, whrn thr deficiC'IH'Y is mornrn-

~--nr-----..__. tarily :-:uppli<'d for <:ach wave by 
f; · • · i the :ntxiliary b:ttt<'ry. 1 .J I Wlwre vibrating pole ch:lng-

r;-·, 
:'""~~· "'' 

\ r'. 
(; 
I 

" 

~ ' 

crs arc U:"ed to suppl<'nH•nt 
:nulti-fr<'quency motor-gener
ator ringing sets in offices 
w.:ing the harmonic-rin~~;ing sys-

1 

tem, the frequenci<'s usPd are, 
, of cours(', the sam(' as those of 

the rotary S('t-1()2.: :3:p.; • • ·)I .· ., 

50, and 66;3 cycles. These 
fr<'qu<'ncies must necessarily 
bear to each other the same 
ratios as the n um ll<'rl', 2, 4, 6, 
and 8, respcctivP!y, of pol<'s on 
the ringing g('n('ra tors of the 
rotary set. Since all the gen
erators of the rotary set are 
connected to the same Fhaft, 

.._ ____ ...... _._""""'~',.._-..:.:."'·-~::.:•·'.:.···:_· .=:._~.::___J this exact multiple relation 
Fm. 212.-Pole-chant:dn~ vibrator. cannot well be ·woided .11-
(Court"y of .1ulomalic l:'l•clric CtWIJ>ally.) I h . ' ' ' t 10ug , m some crv;es, it has 
been thought to be objectionable on account of the highcr-frc
qu,ency ringers :;bowing a tendency to respond to htmnonics of 
the lower-frequency currents. 

This restriction does not exist wh<'re vibrating pole changers 
alone arc used in supplying the rinJ.?;ing current, :;ince each indi
vidual pole-changrr unit, may be tuned to any frcqu('ncy inde
pendent of the others. Some companies on this account have 
adopted a so-called "non-multiple" or "synchronornic" set 
of frequencies wherein such even multiple relation docs not 
exist. The non-multiple fr<"qucncirs most commonly used are 
20, !30, 42, ~t, and GG. 'Yhcn all these frequencirs ·arc us<·d, it 
makes pos1-nblc the sPlcction among five stations on a line by 
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ringing over the metallic circuit or among ten if ringing over 
th£' two :-:ides of the line and ground. 

Figure 212 shows one of the harmonic-ringing vibrator units 
as manufact ur<'d by the Automatic Electric Company for the 
Strow)!:Pr system. The vibrating reed is slotted at its lower 
f.'nd to JWrmit accurate tuning by altering the point of attach
m<'nt of the weight. Thiis is for the finer adjustment to a desired 
fr<'qnPney·. Th£' coarser adjustments, as from one desired fre
qu<"ncy to another, arc obtain('.d by changing \Wights and reeds. 
All working parts nrc :mount!:'d on h<"avy lugs, cast integral 
with th£' bas<'. The contact points for maintaining the vibra.,. 
tion of the reed arc ::;hown just b!:'low the motor magnet, the 
ringing contacts being located on opposite sides of the lower 
rnd of thr rerd. Heavy tungsten contact points are used, all 
b<"ing adjustable as shown. Yibrating pole changers, properly 
designPd and maintained, h:lYC bN~n found capable of producing 
ringing cunents of stable frequency over long periods with 
infrequc·nt adjustment. 

Storage-battery Charging Methods.-The two general methods 
of handling the storage batteries in telephone power plants "ith 
r!:'spect to supplying current to them and withdrawing it 
from tlwm mav be referred to r!:'f'prctively as the "~harge-and
dischargP" m~thod and the "continuous-floating" method. 
Until comparatiwly recently, the former of tlwse was commonly 
practicr<l, tlw battPry being subjected to ddinitc altern.:~te~i~c!~_ -
of chan.!.e--;'l.nd(li:-':charge with an-occasiunnl0\;erch:1rge to-bring a1I 
cells up to uniform full charge. It is now gf'nerally recognized, 
however, that better results are obtained by subjecting the 
battery to as small amount of charge and discharge as possible, 
and this is leading tclC'phone opernting companies to adopt, 
as nearlv as their. opf'rating conditions will permit, the con
tinuous-floating nwthod, wherein the switchboard .load is con
tinuou,.;ly carried by the charging machitws with the batteries 
"floating"' across the line. ·The batt!:'ry is thus kept continuously 
at a fully charged state, or nearly so. · 

'Cnd<'r this plan, the generators really carry the exchange 
load, except as the battery may help it to meet overdrafts o: 
Rhort duration. The batt<>ry, on the other hand, serves the two 
all-important functions Ol acting as a power r<>scrvoir, in case 
of failure of the primary source, and of "ironing out" the irregu-

r, 
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larities of the generator output to make the current smooth 
cnou~-?:h for trkphonr talking circuits. 

Thr coni inuous-flo:lt ing met hod has been found to give 
lon~rr lifr to the battrry and in addition has other important 
adv:mta~rs, of which the chirf onrs may br briefly summarized 
as follows: The rrserve or "io:tand-by" capacity of the battery 
is always maintaint'd at its maximum, since the battery is ahva):s 
fully charged. The cost of p1·imary power supply is reduct'd, 
because the current is dt'lin'rrd dirrctly to the switchboard, 
hr!J:rly rUminating the lossrs im·olwd in the chemical rri1ctions 
during charge and discharge of the battNy. The volta~e is 
more easily krpt within the de~irrd operating rnn~e, because 
the wide variations of the battery while alternately charging 
and di;;;charging are largely climinatrd. Lastly, for a given 
output and a giwn requirement as to voltaf!:e regulation, the 
first cost of equipment is rrduced brcau,:e of the increased 
efficiency of operation and the simpler voltage-regulation equip
ment required. 

l'nder the continuous-float in~ plan, the charging rate is 
adjusted so that the voltag(' at the batt('JT trrminab will average 
2.15 volts per cdl with a ran!!e from about 2.10 to 2.20. . 

Complete Power Plants.-In manual common-battery offices, 
the power plant usually has a sinde 2-1-volt bat t('ry for fe('ding 
the local talking and most of the oth('r switchboard circuits, 
with an auxiliary battery of small('r C('lls to give a pressure of 
48 V?lts principally for Uf'e on long-di:-;t:tngc cunnections. _ Sorne--:.. 
manual switchboarCls, howe•;er; have been de,.ignrd for 48-volt 
operation throughout, in which case a single battery of that 
voltage suffices. It has been common pract icc in manual offices 
to select a battrry of :;;uch capacity as to <'nablc it, when fully 
charged, to carry the entire load of the office for a period of at 
l<'ast 24 hours in case of failure of the charging sources. As the 
voltage-regulation requirements in manual systems arc not so 
('Xacting; as in automatic, it has not usually b<'Pn found neces
sary in manual offices to <'mploy count<'r electromotive force 
or end cells to equalize the voltage of charge and discharge 
periods. 

Automatic or machine-switching officrs generally operate 
on a main battery of 48 volts. Some systems, like the Strowger, 
Fllpply talking current. at this voltage, 'vhi]t' others, like the 
panel type, \H'C 24 volts for talking and ·18 for mo~;t other switch-
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board purposes. Partly lH'causc of the great reliability of pres
Pnt-day commercial power sources, partly because of the much 
.rreater amount of currrnt r('quired in machine-switching offices, 
~articularly those· of the power-driven t)·pc, and partly because 
of the increased battery reserve afTorded by the now prevalent 
continuous-floating method of charging, it is not feasible nor 
is it considered necrssary to provide battery reserve capacity 
for such long periods as was formerly done in manual power
plant desi~n. Of cours<', the emer-gency period over which the 
battery :-:hould be requir('d to carry the load, without assistance 
from the grnPratorR, variPs with local conditio]ls, part~cul:uly _aii · 
concPrns the reliability of the iwailabie sources of primary power:
In the ,·ery large power plants of the Bell System, sometimes 
supplying current for as many as five complete 10,000-line 
switchboard units, the battery when fully charged has a reserve 
capacity that will carry a load equivalent to 3 busy hours (switch
board drain plus th:lt of all bat t.ery-Jriven motors). For the 
St rowg<'r system a 5-hour battery reserve capacity is considered 
good practice und('r most condit~ons. 

Other features of the power plant than the battery also vary 
considerablv accordin~ to the size of the exchange, the type of 
its, equipm;nt, and the character of the service to be rendered. 
It is, tlwrcfore, difficult to generalize, but, as examples_of modern 
American practice, a typical power plant for a medium-sized 
Strowger office _and one _of the_ ~cry large multi-office plant~, of 
the nett ·-s:{steri1 nui:y=-bc considered. .. - -

A typi~al power plant of the Automatic Electric Company 
for one of its automatie central offices comprises: one storage 
batten·; o.ne, two, or three battery-charging sets; h\;O sets of 
ringin~ and tone equipment; and one power switchboard with 
its chaq~;ing and rini,!;ing controls, battery switching cOJ!'trols, 
dh;tributing fuse, im,.l :;;uprrvisory equipment. · 

The Strowger system is del:'igned to operate on battery voltages 
of from 45 to 52 volts and two methods have been· used by its 
manufacturers to keep within these limits. One was to use a 
battery of twenty-five regular cells and seven counter electro
motive force cells, the latt<>r being used to prevent the voltage 
from ril"ing; above the drsired limit during charging. The other 
method, and the one now used in new installations, is to employ 
a single battery of twenty-six c<'lls, of which the three on the 
negative end are used as end cells. Xormally, while th!! battery 

·------...:-------~· __________ ,.,....,.,., _______ .,......, ______ """"""'_......,....;.;;;..:.,;,;,..,.,~..;._,_ ; 
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is floating on the line, only twenty-three of the cells nre con
neetPd, with a rl:':-;ulting; voltage of from about -l8 to 51. If, 
howewr, for any reason, thP chnr{!:ing currl:'nt is cut off, the 
three end ct>lb art> cut in to prt>wnt the volta!!P dropping below 
45 as the battPry bt>eonH's tiischarged. It is thus possible to 
u:-;e practieally the entire storage capacity of the twenty-six 
erlls, :-;ince, ewn when dischargt>d down to 1. i5 volts pl:'r cdl, the 
volta~-!;l:' rl:'main:- above the low<.'r working limit oft he equipmrnt. 

Figure 21:~ ::-hows a sch<.'matic diagr:11!1 of th<.' StrowgPr powt>r 
eircuit using: this l:'nd-cdl fe;thtre, all fuses, cirruit breakers, 
and motors lx•ing. omit ted for gr~ater cl<.':lrn<'"-'3. The two 

\ 

charging m:tchinPs shown may, of course, b<' t'it her motor or 

7' 

26 Cells 

_Fw. _Zta;":'- Sd;;:.iunti(· Jial':tam oh)Ci'i',·er ··"ll'Fuit. - • 

engine driven. By nwans of t hrir rrspective sin).d<.'-pole doubl~ 
throw switches, either of them may be connN'ted to charge 
either· the twenty-three cells or the entire twrnty-six cells. 
The equalizer ::<witch at the left is for connectin~ the two gen
eraton; in parall<'l, so that their combined capacity may be used 
if desired. The main discharge switch at the riu:ht serves to 
connect either the entire twenty-six cells or onl):· the twenty
three cells to the cPntral-officc bus-bars, from which ull battery 
current for the o)'>f·ration of the <.'ntire system is drawn. This is 
a "make-before-break" type of switch with current-limiting 
resh;tances to pn•vent a short circuit on the three end cells 
while they are bPing switched intv or out of the circuit. The 
make-bcfore-brPak feature of this switch also prcvenfs opening 
the main dischargr~ circuit wbile nwking the change. 

~· '•)) 
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The typical Strowger power plant for offices equipped for from 
2,000 to 10,000 lines has this twenty-six-cell battery arrange
ment. Compound-wound instead of the usual shunt generators 
an: u"'<'d, because thrir.ftatter voltage characteristic is considered 
JwttPr adapted for the eontinuous-ftoating method of charging. 
Onc motor-grnerator set is preferably given about twice the 
capacity of the othC'r, in order that the charging current may 
be more C'flicirntlY adap1ced to the load. 

The normal op~rating routine of such a battery and charging 
machinr arr:mgement is to kc<.'p one machine rm~ing . con
tiriuously, the smaller one ;being~ lisoo· .\v:herieve.r.:._the_ loa~ is 
within its capacity, and the larger one, or both m_ m~lttple, 
when required. Only twenty-three cells would ordmanly be 
conncctrrl, the volta):!e being maintained at. about 50.. . 

In ca:-:es where the ni:~ht load is so small as not to JUStify the 
running of even the smallest machine, or if for any other reason 
continuous charging is not possible or desimble, the. end cells 
are cut in to the tiischarg;e circuit as soon, after stopping the 
charging, as the voltage drops to about 46, _the. entir_e twenty
six cells then carrying the load until the chargmg 1s agam started .. 
On again starting the charge, the end cclls rna~ be left ~n t~e 
charging circuit, ewn though cut out of the discharge crrcmt, 
and so rPmain until fully charged. 

In !'lllnll-community step-by-step systems, a partial-float 
- . met-hod· of charging, without end_ cells, h::!_s been :devised~,;;..;-~-~: :io • 
-thi;, the charging is stopped and started automatically in accord- - ,,l 

ancc with the requirements of the battery. \Vhcneyer ~. ca~l 
originate~, the power supervisory equipment ~loses a. ~1rcmt 
from the commercial 'power line to the chargmg eqmpment. 
'the. charge then continues until the high-yoltage limit is reached, · 
whrn the power circuit is automatically dh:connected . 
. 1j;he typ<:> of ringing equipment employed in ~trov;ger offices 
depends, as in other types of systems, on the s1zc of the .offi~e 
and the kinds of. service rendered. In larger offin's: smgle
frequency rotary ringing machines are usually proVl~ed :or 
ringing on individual lines, while either rot_ary _or . vibrn~mf.f 
mult i-frcquC'ncy machines are used for party-hue nn)l;mg. fhe 
rotary charging and ringing sets of a typical 5,000-line s,trow~er 
office arc shown in Fig;. 214. In the smallt'r offices, vtbratmg 
types arc more commonly used for both individu:~l and par~y 
line ringing. Since the ringing of subi;cribrn;' bells ts automatic, 
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u,;nally with a period of l ~eeond on and 4 ofT, the rin~ing inter

ruptPrs arP ~o arrangC'd that the l~:<C'CotHI ringing periods will 

cnm: ~m·ct'""ivdy on difTpn•nt !J:roup,.: of (•omwctors, thus approxi

malm!J: an evC'n di,.:tribution of thC' ringin!); load on the5e machines 

thrnngh"nt tlw PntirP cvcle. 

TIH• pn\1"\T "''itehho:.ml con,:i:.:ts of pan<'!;; of slate, mounted 

on an ang:k-ir•lll framework. t:pon thP p:nwl,- are mounted all 

?f the apparatu" required for controlling the charging and ring

mg machirw." :111<l for switching the end eells of the battery. 

/'\ 

:!1-1.-~Char~in.: aud rin~:mg s<"ts of typif'al 5.000-linc _=:;trowl(cr office. 

__ . tCourlc8!J of Automg!ic-E/tctr!!:.Camptui!f-.\ -<::::_ ---;_ · 

The fuses required for battC'ry current distribution to eac~ 
brg,~ unit of the e:.:chang<>, and the rel~ys and _CJthC'r apparatus 

reqUir~d to supernse the CPntral~officc equipment, are inounted 

on swt~chboard panels which may be included ·in the main 

.power lme~up or located at some C('ll?ral point in the equipmC'nt 

,:. r;~Jm. ~A co;nplete power board for a Strm\'grr <1ffice is shown in 

h):!;. 21.:1· . hom left to right the three panels are respectiwly: 

the "rmgmj:!; panel" the "battery-charging panel" and' the 
"d' j ., . f ' 

t!' rt mttng u:-:e and supervisory panel." 

At the top ri~Zht and left cornPrs of the ringing panel are the 

ff'lay-t ypc ringin12: dil'tributors or "ringing intcr~upters ·; . as 

the-y arc calh•cl. B<'!W('Cn thf'i-'e iH the frPqU('ncv m<'1<'r for 

mPasuring tll(' frequency of thP ringing currf•nts u::c·<l in harmonic~ 

n<·lr·et ion on party Jines. The various swit che!' on this port ion' 

of the panel arc ru:sociateu with. the ringing viim1tore below. 

'-
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Above th<'m are a fuse alarm sup<'rvisory lamp and an interrupter 

sup<'rvisory lamp. The mnin portion of this panel carries the 

hnrmonic-rin)l;ing vibrators and their associated switches. The 

vibrators, like the ringing interrupters, are enclosed by gl:tss

front cases. The upper three at the left and upper two at the 

right arc the duplicate s('ts for the five ringing frequencies. 

The low<'r sets on· <':leh side are the busy interrupters and vibra.-. 

tors, also in duplieate. The various tran:-formcrs, impedance 

. __ ....£_·~---

1 
' l 

Fm. 215.-Typicttl Strowgcr pow<'r RWitchhoard. (Courtc$y of Automatic 

E'kctric Company.) 

coils, condt>nser:o:;, and re•;if't:mces associated 'vith the vibrator 

sets are mounted on t lie rear of the panel. 

. The cpnter panel carries the t>Witches, instruments, and asso

ciated equipment of the !!:encrator-control and battery-ehar~ing 

circuits, which are cs;:cntia.lly like those of Fig. 213. At the 

top arc the voltmeter and ammeter with their associated switches. 

Between these two mct<'r switches is the generator equalizer 

switch. Ncar the middle of the panel arc the field rheostats for 

the two charg;ing generators. Below these, mounted hori

zontally, nrc the main discharge switch and the two genl'rator 

I: 
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switches in the main charging circ•uits. At the bottom of the 

p:uwl are two circuit breakers, connected in the po;:;itive leads 

from the two ch:lrginp: units. The main battery fuse is seen 

bet '''Pt'n the:'<' two circuit breakers. 

. The right-hand panel has the various distributin~ fu~Ps on 

tt:-: upper portion and the relays of the sup('rYisorv alarm svstem 

on t hP lower half. The horizontally mountPd · enclo~ed • fusPs 

a~ve are connectedin the battl'ry It-ads to the groups of line 

SW!tdws, se!f'ctors, connector::;, etc. At the right and left o( 

, __ . the::;e fu:o:es. :tr<: alarm _ _fusps of the vnriQus vibrator f'ets. The 

,- : -thi'ee-frilfizont~l_rows of"alanri fU:.;t~S'.in the. cenh'r of the panel 

nre :l>'sociatcd with the supervisory alarm, df'sk, miscellaneous 

battery, fused ground, and generator supply leads. 

The p;ro~Ip of relays at the bottom of this panel b<>long to 

the ~:<upernsory alarm systf'm and control the various audible 

and visible signals already desc1·ibcd in Chap. III on the Step
by-step System. 

_Principally on account of the drain of the motors required to 

dnve the panel-type switches, which of cour>:e must be borne 

~y th£> batteries when other sources of power fail, the batteries 

m p:~nrl-type offices assume relatively large proportions. This is 

particularly true when a common powPr plant :<erves two, three, 

four, ~r fh-c centml-office units of 8,000 0r 10,00{) lines each, as is 

sometnnes the c~se in congested ·dbtri<;ts Df large_Jnetropolitan_ 
-ar~u;;..:.._ -- . ..;~~~:-·~-; ---,.~_::.__ -, ·.:.. .~ · _,_:_:_~~-c _._:-

I~ the pan<>l-type as ·in n1hnual sysfcms, talking· current is 

f~1rm~hed ~tt bo~h 24. and 48 volts, the h<>avier local talking-

. Clrctnt. dram. ~mg at the low<>r voltage. Battery current for 

the sw1tch-dnnng motors and most of the switd1ing circuits is at 

48 yo~ts. The operating voltage limits are considerably clo&'r 

~han In rnunual systems. On account of the size of the cells 

mvol~·c~ an~ the need for close·voltage regulation, the batt€ries 

arc drv1dc<~ mto two coniplete sets, (hat is, t\vo Xo. 1 or 24-volt 

a.nd two ~o. 2 or 48-volt, with pro~ision for op(•rating the sets 

smgly or m par:tllcl. Three end celh; are provided for each 48-

volt. hatt.cry, and on~ foz_; each 2~ 7volt. Switches provide for 

cuttmg the f'nd cells mto the discharge circuits one at a time 

{'?ahl.ing practically constant ~oltage to be maintained on the~ 
CirCUitS. .; 

Before dil'cu .... ~ing the more recent developments in the engi

hN·rinl!; of t he:;c large pow~r J?lants, brief reference to earlier 

Is 
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practices may be made. The Parlier power plants for machine-

switching offices of the Bell System followed the general plan of 

layout that had long been practiced in manual offices. 1 l..'nder 

this, all control of the powC'r machinery and of the battery charge 

and di:3eharge circuits wa:-; cxcrt<>d from the power switchboard, 

and this of course requir<'d that all mains, as well as the various 

controls and mcasurin~ and indicating circuits, be run from the 

battNy and the variou~ machines to switclws and instruments on 

this board. The conductors b<>tween the power board and the 

different motor-generator sets were disposed in conduits usually 

in the floor. 
A partial !!:Cneral view of one of the::;c older power plants, with 

special telephone chargin~ machines, [l switchboard over 50 feet 

long, and all motor and generator leads in floor conduit, is shown 

in Fig. 216. A view of the floor conduit of such n. pbnt, before 

pouring the floor, is !!iwn in Fig. 217. The conduit opmings for 

the motor generators and power switchboard, projectin~ up just 

above the level of the future floor, aw to be noted. Figure 218, 

a rear view of a battery control board in one of these older plants, 

1 .MAETZEL, R., RPc~nt DcvPiopments in Power Plant D<•sign, The 

T~lephone Re1iew, New York, Octolwr, 1924. 
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Fw.~218.-Hear view ,,f lm1tt·ry r•cm1~•>lpancl. 
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gives some idea. of the i'izes and complex arrangements of some of 

the conductors involved. In some cases, the bus-bars are made 

up of eight 4- by ? 2-inch copper bars. 
lJnder this general plan, the power boards become incon

venimtly long, requiring considerable running back and forth by 

the attendant when opemting a number of charging sets. The 

floor conduit required for the power circuits, however, was per

hap:; the greatest dil':ulvnntage of this plan of layout. It usually 

rr;.:ultC'd in contuKion in building operation!", delaying the pouring 

of the power-plant floor until the details of the machine and 

!-~:-" ·~---" -~ .. -
' ; j l ":c 
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FIG. 21!1.-~cmi-remotC' control system for charging motor-generator sets. 

switchboard layout were completed. ~Ioreover, the conduit 

Rystem was inflexible when laid, particularly with reference to 

future additions to the plant as required for growth. 

In order to overcome these difficulties and to facilitate the 

starting, stopping, and regulating of the charging sets, Mr. 

Richard l\Iaetzel, power-plant engineer of the New York Tele

phone Company, developed what is now called the "semi-remote

control" type of telepltonc power plant which, for large new 

officeR, has generally supers'eded the older type. This system is 

characterized principally: 'First, by the placing of most of the 

apparatus involved in starting and switching each of the charging 

motor-generator sets at the set; second, by the connecting of 

'ti5l! , M.! .hdW 
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g~:nemtor leads to <'Xpospd o\·<'rh~:ad "coll<•ctor bus-bars," sup
ported from the ceiling, and t hP placing of all motor )pads in 
oYerhrad conduit, thus <'liminating all floor conduit; and, third, 
by the placing at a conYenient point in the machine room of a 
r<'mote-control panel from which thr opl'ration of l'ach generator 

'' '' 
'' 

,, ,. 
t 

' 

ll~ 
FlU. 220.-- s .. mi-rf'mOt('-<'Ont.riJI My,h•lll fiJr ... h:tr~inu lllof<>T·I!I'n<•rator sets. 

may be r<'gulated and the current and \'oltagc of the \'arious 
circuits measured. . · 

Figun·~ 219 and 220 arc jJartial vkws of t~e machine room of a 
power plant embodying t he~>c feat ur<'s. .This is the Barclay
Yt•:-:cy central-office installatio'n of) the New York Telephone 
Company, located at 140 West Strr<'f, !'\ew York City. It is 
common to four central offiC('s with capadt.y for FUpplying that 
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many IO,OO()..line units of panPl-type equipment. Its remote
control panel, which is seen at the right of Fig. 220, is shown in 
front view in Fig. 221. 

Described in somewhat more details: 
The starting and stopping equipment of each motor is located 

at the motor. The leads to the motor are extended through con
duits. installed on the superstructure overhead and arc fused at 
the control panel. · 

Each generator is providc•d with a panel on which are located: 

FIG. 2:D.-H<•nwtf'-c•ontrol pan<:>!. 

a. Switches so arranged that the generator can be connected 
to any set of batteries. 

b. A remote-control circuit breaker. 
c. An ammeter shunt. 
On the remote control panel are located: 
a. Push buttons for each ~~:enerator by means of which the 

circuit breaker can be opened or closed. 
. b. The field rheostat for each generator. 

c. The ammeter for each generator. . 
d. Yoltmeters and ammeters for the battery discharge, with 

switches so arranged that the current and voltage values can be 
read for each of the various circuits. 
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e. Small pilot li~ht:-;, indicating the battery to which eaeh 
g\'nerator i~, at thc time, connected. 

Comm(•rcial-type p;('Iwrators arc u~ed, ll(•:.:ip;ned l'ither for 
:~:}-volt or fnr :~~- and GfH·olt operation. There may be several 
(of each t•f tlw~P, and typical connections for thrm with the 
oHrhead collPl't\>r bu~-bar;-; :mJ thr battrrirs ar<' shown in Fig. 
222. This fip;ur(' al~o ;-;how:.: tlw genNal Ill('! hod of dispo~al of 
the motor leads, control anllmetrr circuits in ov£'rh£'ad conduits 
(•Xt£'nding frum t h£' motor-g('nerator charging :-;cl's to the control 

panel. As is clear from this diagram, the 33-volt generator may 
be' connected. with cithN of the 24-volt batteries by means of a 
double-th-row single-pole switch on its generator panel, while 
the 33- to 65-volt m11chine may be connected to either the 24-
or the 48-volt section pf either battery by means of the double
throw single-pole and double-pole knife switches on its panel. 

The battery dii-icharJ.?;e circuits arc shown in Fig. 223, from 
which the end cells, fuse!-~, and all except the main discharge 
switches have-~ been omitted. The battery control panel is 
IIIOUnted llfl close to the battery_ terminals US possible and carries 
on its face the main battery switches and the switches and fuses 
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for tht> principal branches of the battery 8Upply to different 
parts of the f'ystem. The battery supply circuits are protected 
by means of duplicate fuses in series. These are mounted on the 
fact> oft he battery control panel and each pair is provided "ith a 
:-;in~IP-polc double-throw switch so arranged that it can be made to 
t:hort-rircuit Pitlwr fuse of the pair. "'hen one of them blows, 
the faet is indkated by an alarm and the attendant, by throwing 
the switeh into its alternate position, may short-circuit the blown 
fuse and restore ::;en·ice through the remaining good one. Two 

+ 
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,I 

• ...1.:.: • • • - To vanov.s 
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T . ,S:!lfif coble.s lo mnovs 
'-··col/ rJck fvse ;xmels 

J /q I? pair tvch 

.FtG. 223.---Typieal discharge circuits. 

f'lectric filtf:'rs for the talking currents, consisting in each case of 
a hf'avy choke coil L and an electrolytic conden!'er C, are con
nccted, cloHe to the battery, with the 21-volt and the 48-volt 
talking-supply mains as shown. Eithcr set of bat tf'ries or both in 
multiple may be connected with the distribution bus-bars by the 
r-ing;le-polc double-throw switches. The split cable, consisting 
of from three to twelve pairs, extends from the ground and 24-volt 
talkinl! bus-bars to the eoil-rack fuse panPls, which, m-:der this 
provir;inn, may be conveniently located in a remote part of the 
building as df'scribcd in Chap. VIII of the preceding volume. 1 

'":\Jnrmlll Rwit('hing and Rubstation Equiptn<'nt," p. 259. 

l 

i 
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Fig;ure 221 !'bows a partial view of the battery room in the 
Barclay-Ye,;ey plant, and Fi~. 225 a front view of the battery 

. ,!'\ I 
.·'";·"': ...~.:· ·.;,_.,~ .. 

~'f:i": ---·~"U""' 
(' 

FI<;. :?24.-P:~rtial vit•w of haft('ry room. 
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'Fw. 225.-Battery control panel. 

r .,\._ ..... -,. . ... l " ·-: 

control panel in the same in~talbtion. The fornwr figure is 
principally interesting in showing tlw V<'ry heavy copper bus-bars 
connecting with the battery· terminals and the met hod of their 

-------
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support from the ceiling. The battery control panel e~d of these 
bars may be seen in Fig. :~25 just above the left-hand panel. The 
collector bus-bars, leading from the several generator panels, 
are seen in this view above the second panel. The relative 
positions in the machine room of the battery control panel and 
the remote-control panel may be seen in Fig. 220. 

Under the continuous--floating routine of operation employed 
in these large plants, the two sets of batteries are left connected 
in multiple except at such times as it becomes necessary to subject 
either ~et to an overcharge for conditioning purposes. Then one 
~et is floated while the other is relieved of the central-office load 
~and connected only with the~generators. The end cells are sup
posed to be used in ~case of prolonged interruption in the ch:trging 
facilities, at which times they are added, one at a time, to com
pensate for the drop in voltage due to the drain without charge. 

----------------------. .,. 
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sidered harmful to life, may do damage to telephone property by 

CHAPTER VIII 

PROTECTIVE APPARATUS 

Up to this point \\'Chaw considered only the t):prs of telephone 
_equipmC'nt that are concC'rned in the transmission of spC'ech and in 
-'the. es-t ~1bllshliient oft he paths over which the transmis~ion occurs. 

' There is another class, however, which, although it plays no part 
in the carrying out of eithC'r of these ftmctions and re1i1:tins pas
sive in all normal workings of the telephone system, is, neverthe
less, of vital importance. This is the apparatus de~igned to 
safeguard property and life from rlectrical hazards, to which, in 
varying degre(:>, telephone systems are necessarily subject~d. 

This safeguarding function is more far-reaching than at first 
appears, extending far beyond the premises and the personnel 
of the telephone company itself. It reaches overt he area covered 
by the telephone r-:y:-;tem and to the subscribers' stations, where it 
has a possible effect on property of both the tel<'phone company 
and the subscribers and on the prrsons of all who render or use 
the service. . 

I •cTn-ihe::.cartj;i.dafifofid·oplloiiy; fi~hfn!ng conr-i'ifut~a fhe onty 
electricalha~a~d. Somc,trouble was experience(! from telegraph 
currents but these, while annoying, were scarcely dangerous 

· because of their low voltage. Electric railways, electric lighting, 
apd power-transmission systems did not yet exist. With their 
coming, there appeared a menace which at first threat<'ned the 
very existence of the telephone industry. The general abandon
ment of the grollnded line in favor of the metallic circuit went far 
to overcome the most serious threat from these "foreign'' sources 
in so far ~s they intefrcred with the transmission of Rpeech, but it 
did not remove the dangers to life and property that were involved 
in the pro~imity of Jhe railway, light, and power wires. 

I The clc~tricall l{azards, which under modern conditions may 
Pndanp;cr tclrphone prop<·rty and the Jiyes of those operating 
:md usinp; it, arc pn'ncipally lip;htning; and high·tension currents. 
In addition, c~rrent~:~ from low potential sources, either in the 
tel<'phone system itself or outside it, and not ordinarily con-
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the accumulation of heat or by the corrosive effects of electrolytic 

action. 
We may dismil's electrol;ytic corrosion from this chapter dealing 

with protrctive apparatus, because ordinarily no specific appara
tu" is Pmployrd to guard against it. The safPguards that are 
rmployPd a).!:ninst damag{' by electrolysis are to be found either 
in the proper inf'ulation of conductors or in such design of the 
plant as will avoid the conditions f:worable to ekctrolytic action. 

Lightning, by p;cnerating excessive heat, may burn out appara
tus or conductors and cause fires in adjacrnt propert):' OIJ_ by 
t•xcessiYe voltage, muy break down tlie insulation of apparatus 
and conductors. Lightning damage may occur from a direct 
lightning stroke or from induced effects from ne~r-by strokes. 
It is usually instantaneous, the hrat generatrd bemg due to the 
flow of vrr); heavy currrnts for minute periods of time. It should 
be borne in mind that currents arhdn)! from lightning are of an 
oscillatory nature, with high frequency, so that the path followed 
by them deprnds more on the absence of inductance than of 

resistance. 
High-tension power linrs may caw;e practically the same kinds 

of damage to either life or property as lightning. Dangerous 
shocks may be given, insulation may be broken down, or con-

-ductors destructively heated. Thrse hazards may be introduced 
into the trlcphone system by dirrct contact betweenthe po.wtlr 
and trlephone wires or by induction betwC'en them. The~· dtffer 
from ]ightninp; hazards principally in that they usually mvolve 
lower potentials and lower frequencies and are likely to be of 

much lon!!;er duration. 
But currents large enough to do damage to telephone apparatus 

may come from the low-potential sources ~,·ithin the telephone 
:-:;ystem itsdf. Ordinarily, the currents flowmg from the bat~er~\ 
charging generators, ringing machines, or other sources wtthm 
the central office are prevented from rising to dangerous values 
by the resistances of the telephone apparatus and ?ircuits th~m
sclves. In this Rensc, it is the aim of telephonc-cqmpment design 
to make the apparatus :md circuits "self-protecting." When,_ 
however, owing to some accidental derangement of conductoz:s, 
the current from these low-potential sources is allowed to flow m 
other than thrir intemled channels, the required amount of 
rr:-;istance may not be present and thr currents may brcome large 
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enough to do damage by owrheating conductors. In fact, YNY 

lar~e currents may flow from the storage battery if the discharge 
path is of low enough resistance. 

In contradistinction to the hazards arising from excessive 
potential::; or currents, there is another class due to small currents 
which, if allowed to persist, may store up enough heat in the 
conductors of telephone equipment to g-enerate dangerou:=; tem
peratures. The:::e, called "sne:lk currents" because of their 
insidious nature, may be brought into the telephone system in 
Yarious ways, as. from a high-resistance cross with foreign wires. 
An important function_of the cent~al-office protectiYe system is to 
guard against tl1em. 

To summarize: ('l<:>ctrical hazards which must be guarded 
:lj!ainst by prutecth·c apparatus in telephone systems may arise 
from either natural or artificial e:ms<:>s. Of the natural hazards, 
that of lightning alonC' need be considered as of importance. Of 
the artificial hazards, the f"ources may be external to the ~clcphone 
::::y:-tem or within it. The external ones arc those communicated 
to the telephone system by conduction or induction from power, 
lighting, street-railway, or other forei~J;n systems. Internal 
hazards are tho~c of currents from the normal sources within the 
telephone system it:-elf, whf'n, owing to ::::ome mishap, they are 
allowed to flow in other than intetHled channels. 

It is the function of tdephonP protrctiYe equipment to safe
~uard persons and property fH.!::iinst all these hazards, whether 
arising from internal or external, natural or artificial causes. 
Obviously, the protecth·e devices :-:hould b(' sufficiently sensitive 
to operate before the class of plant it is prott'cting is damaged, 
hut, on the otht'r hand, it i:.< important thnt it slwll not be so 
sensitive as to cause an undue number of uscles:o: service interrup
tions. 

Telephone protcctive apparatus is of three different classes 
according to the type of hazard it is intended to guard against: 

a. Those which guafd against excessive currents. Of these, 
there are overload circuit breakers and fuses. 

b. Thol'e which guard against exce:-::::ive voltages. The air
~ap arrester or" orx·n-:-paee cut-Qut '' is the principal one of these 
to be con:-idercd in te!Pphony. . 

c. Thof'c which guard against small currents which become 
fiang<'rous only wh(•n p~rsbtitig for a considerable time. Small
capacity fu::;cl!i are so met iuws med for this purpol"e but the real 
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protector against sn<>ak curr<>nts is the heat coil or thermal cut
out, whieh, in markPd (kgree, recognizes time as well as current 
stn•ngth in its operation. 

Protection against Heavy Currents.-The overloud circuit 
breaker is an dectromagnetic switch designed to open a circuit 
automatie:dly wlwn the amount of cur
rent flowing in it approaches the danger 
point. It u:<ually opens the circuit more 
promptly for a large excess of current 
than for a ~mallPr one. It is not to be 
classed !:<pecifically as a t(•lephone pro-~ 
tectiYe de\·ice, for its principal use is 
in power systPms. As such, it. finds use 

Bus 
....._ ____ __,bar 

FIG. 226.--0pen fuses. 

in telephouc ct'ntral-office power plants. 
Fuses._:_ A fuse is a link of easily melting metal placed in series 

in the circuit it is designed to protect. Con(luctivcly, it should 
form the w('akest part of the circuit, so that. it will be destroyed 
by a current somewhat smaller than will endanger other parts of 
the circuit. 

The fu:::P links for tdephone apparatus are oft('n in the form of 
a thin ribbon or fine wire of lead or of a lead alloy, although some

times a smaller wire of copper or phos-
£ ' 1 : [ 1 phor bronze has been used. For pow-(_ ~--. --=-:=:---J_ J er circuits, the link is often made of a 

!a) 

(b) 

thin strip of zinc. It is importan't. 
that the fl:iseshall be chcinically stable 
under atmospheric conditions, so that 
it may not gradually change its char-

Fw. Z:!i.-:\lica fuses acteristics with the lapse of time. 
(a) Wo:st<"m Union type, l f 
(bJ Vost<>l type. .." There are open and enclo,w:( uses. 

A form of open fuse, now little 
used in telephone work, consists merely of a short piece of 
fuse wire, cut from a longer piece and clamped bctw('cn 1.wo fixed 
binding posts forming terminals of the circuit to be protected. 
Three :::uch fuses, for protecting three individual circuits leading 
from a common bus, are s.l10wn in Fig. 226~ This type has little 
to recommend it. One main objection to it is the ease with which 
a blown f~se may be repbced by a piece of copper wire or other 
conductor of too large carrying capacity, a practice which, while 
saving subsequent annoyance in the 1,nattcr of fuse replacem<>nts, 
is likeh· to lead to serious trouble in other directions. Another 
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objection is the likelihood of d:una1.dng the ~oft fu,.;e wire, with 
consequent alteration of it:-; carrying capneity, by the net of 
elampin!!: it in its binding posts. 

Forms of open fuses have been dewlop('(l, howew.>r, which 
lar.gely avoid these two difficultiPs by permarwntly a:o;:-;ociating; 
frail fuse wire with some sort of ;,:upport of insulating mat<•rhll 
which carries terminals of its own, between which the fus(' link 

is perm:mently connected. These 
t('rminal8 on the fuSP Hip port are 
-:.tdapted, without dang(~r of injur
ing,the fuse wir<' it~<'lf, to coop
erate with ":<lip-in" or screw 
terminals in the circuit to be pro-

Posh:!! Style t('Ct<'<L The well-known "mica 
fu,;<'," originating in td<'graph 
work, is an example. 

Two types of mica fust>s, known 
respectively as the "Western Un
ion" and the "Pof'tal,'' are shown 

Western Un1on Style in Fig. 227. In the,-(', the fuse wire 
. is mounted on a mica bnse or en-
1-'w. :.!:.!8.-::\!iea fuse blocks. 

clof':Pd between two strips of 
mica. The terminals are of either copper or tinfoil wrapped 
nbout the ends of the mica. These fuses may be inserted in the 
circuit by clamping the t('rminals undPr licrewsor hy sliding them 
het ween spring clips. Fuse blocks for either of these types of 
mounting are shown in the two views of Fig. 228. :\lica fuses 
ure compact, cheap, clearly visible for insJX·ction, and easily 
replaced, but they are not held in very high esteem in any 
comprehensive scheme of telephone protection work. Among 
1heir disadvantages: they are too short, have no means of "blow
ing out" arcs that may be fornH•d across their terminals, and 
often give no audible or visible indication that they have oper
ated. Even where they may be rnount('d on a fireproof panel 
and used only in circuits carrying low potentials, their extensive 
u,;e in telephone work is prevented by the fact that they usually 
give no indication of their opemtion. They arc usually degigncd 
to blow on small currents, ! ~ or H ampere, and are generally 
quite inaccurate in their rating. 

For protecting low-potential circuits, such as those supplying 
current from the common battery to tlw various parts of switch-
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board systems, the open fuse ~hown in Figs. 229 and 230 has been 
standardized for the Bell System. It is known as the "No. 35 
type alarm fuse." One of them is to be found in the supply cir
cuit to each individual cord or trunk repeating coil in common-

Fw. :.!:.!ll.--Wl•stern El!!ctric ~o .. :35 typ<' alarm fuse. (Courtesy of Bdl Tdc
phonc Lalwraiorics.) 

battery manual systems. Also, one of them is placed in the 
battery feed for each i"mall group of subscribers' line circuits, 
ringing circuits, and tone cir~mits. 

The body of this fuse is of black fiber about I% inches long 
and ?16 inch wide, carrying a notched sheet-copper terminal at 
each end. The terminal at one end has nn extension, projecting 

Fw. :.!30.-Two side views of ::\",o. 35 t~-pe alarm fuse. lCourtc.sy of Bell Tele
phone Loboraion'cs.) 

!lt right angles from the f'trip, to which is soldered a coiled spring 
of brass wire, carrying a gla~s bettd at its free end. Attached to 
the other t<:'rminal, and on the other side of the fiber strip, is a 
flat spring with a normal tension tending to hold its free end at. a 
considerable distance from the strip: The fuse wire itself passes 
through a hole in the fiber strip, its ends being connected to the · 
free ends of the two springs in such manner as.to be held iri tension 
by them, drawing each of them toward the strip, as shown in the 
left-hand view of Fig. 230. 
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The:<e fu~es are mounted in rows side by side, l.L!. inches apparatus in the battery lead. In manual offices, therefore, f 
lX't ween renters, on the slat(' fu:-:e panel. The side-not chcd end they are placed on a coil-rack fuse p:mel adjacent to the repeating- j 
i~, in f'ach case, attachf'd to tlu" batt('ry bus-bar, so that the flat coil rack-that is, on the rack carrying the cord and trunk circuit ~ 
,.:prin~ carrif's bat tf'ry potf'nti:ll ewn wlwn the fuse is blown. rPpeating coil. In machine-switching offices, SC'parate fuse panels I 
Thf' ot lwr end is at t aelwd tot lw tf'rminal oft he individual circuit are providNl for each frame or for C'ach group of apparatus. ,·, 
which thC' fuse protects. Imnwdi:ttrly behind such a row of The fuses so far consid('red are for low-pot('ntial Circuits within , 

fu~e:< lit's a conducting ~trip cnmmon to the ro\Y, this lwin~ con- the central office and ncwr for outside circuits that require pro-

nPct<'d to ground throul!h a lamp and a relay controlling an alarm tection against. lightning or hig;l)-potential power currents, in 
bell. The tPn~ion of the fu,.:c wires normally holds all of the flat :;pit£' of the fact that mica fu,;ps haYe often been used in tel~phone 
:-;prings out of contact with this alarm >'trip but, when any fuse lines ns ;1 :<npposPd protection against lightning. The principal 

blows, the flat ;;pring is releasC'd ~urd ('nga~f.'s 'the alarm strip, reasons why these opPn fusei< are not suitable for other than low-

c:ntsing tlw lamp to glow and the abrm to sound. Also, the potcntial drcuits are that they arc too short, arc not fireproof, 
rcka:<cd tcnsion of the fuse wire permits the coiled spring on the and have no means for cxtinguishing arcs that may be fonned 

front of the strip to rise and bring the gla~'<s bead into a promin<.'nt. acrof"s thC'ir terminals wlwn thC' di~turbing potcntial persists. 
position out of alignment with the nthf'rs. Thus the blowing of a Fuses for the protection of circuits C'xpo;:ed to high~tem:ion 
fuse sounds a genC"ral alanh to indicate that sonwwhere a. fu:;C" has current:; arC' u~ually of the C"nclo:-:ed or tububr type. The object 

blown, lights a lamp to indicate t hc group in which t h? fu:;e is of enclo~ing the fuse link i:': t hr<.'C"fold: to pre\"C"nt the melting or 
to be found, and rai;;es the gla:::' bead prominently to identify exploding fu:-;e from scattC"rin~ moltC"n m('tal or hot gascs which 

the particular fuse. · might start fires; to proYide a means for automatically extin-
The:-:(' fuses itre made in different l'izPs, ranging from H ampere guishing arcs that tcnd to form across the gap left by the 

to5mnpPres. Toaidintheproperi<kntificationofthe fm•csand destroyed fu:-:c; and to afford mechanical protection to the fuse 
particularly to prevent a fu:o.e of the wrong rating being us('d in a link itsdf. The" cartridg(' fu:-:C'," used C'Xtensiwly in power work 
given place, the glass bead;; are \·ariously colored. The op('rating generally and in the power plants of telephone exchanges, is a 
charactPristics and 1 he corre;.;ponding color of bead arc shown in familiar example of the f'nclo:-ed fuse. It consists of a tube of 

th(' following table: strong insulating material with a metal tC'rminal in theJorm of a"' 

Op(•mtion 

Rat<'d, amperes <:'<!lor of lwa•i 
Amp<·r<'s In ]<»;~ than 

Jl;j 2 11 i minut<.,: White 
:.."'· 

2 3 ;~ minut<'s Yellow 
If )i 11 :i minut<'S Rnd 

3 41·2 ,j minutes Blue 
fj uH .'i minutf':"l GrePn 

el'U!liJy, in the dPsign of CPDtral-offiC(' equipnwnts, an effort 
is made to keep the current Yalues in the dilTerC'nt battery dis
charJ!:c kadR down to n3 amp<·res and f<Jr that ren!:'on the I} 3-
amJX'rc size is by far th<' most common <if the Xo. :~.) type fuses. 
It is usually economical to phtce them ncar the fin;t piece of 

ferrule or blade at each end. The fuse 1ink,_('iff(>ri--:'l.C-:thiilstrip of 
zinc, extends within the tube from one terminal to the other. 

A word may be said about the rating of commercial cartridge 
fuses. Their rat('d capacit:y is usually exprcss('d in amperes and 
is intended to indicate the nominal safe Yalue of current that 
the fuse will carry. The Xation:ll Board of Fire Underwriters 
specify that, for acc<'ptance, at least 50 per cent of the fuses chosen 
at r:mdoni from stock shall meet the following requirements: 

1. Fuse must carry 110 p('r cent normal curr('nt indefinitely. 
2. Fuse tcmp<'rat ure must not rise more than 70°0., when 

carryinl]; 110 p<'r cent normal current. 
3. Fuse must blow within a specified time, according to size, 

when carrving 150 per cent normal current (I minute for 1- to 
30~amperc. sizes, 2 minutes for 31~ to 60-ampere sizes). ' 

Coming now to enclosed fuses specifically intended for tele
phone usc, the Western Elc,ctric No. ll~C tubular fuse, shown in 

-· ------- ---
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Fig. 2~1, h:1~ long fornwd an important <•lenH'nt of thC' protection 
Pquipnwnt of thC' I3PIJ opPratin~ compani<•:<. Tlw enclo,;ing mem
b<'r i:-; n tul)(' of red filwr with :l numl){•r of C'ro:-;,; :-:lot:; on onC' :;;itle 
as :;;}wwn. ThC' tC'rminal at each <·nd is proYidPd with a i'crew 
and lock nut for attaehing it to tlw eircuit krrnina},.;, The fu:;;C' 
link its<•lf is a· thin ribbon of kad, Co\'Nt>d .thr<>\ll!_hnut its length 

FIG. 231.-Western Eledri<' Xo. 11-C tu!.ubr fuse. 

by soft m•bestos yarn awl soldered to the tPrminal at each C'nd. 
The link is made of lead in ordrr to fu:-;e at a low trmpNature 
and thus not dewlop tlang£'rous hrat. It is made in the form 
of 3. ribbon rather than a round wire to gin· it more :<urfacc 
radiating capacity and thus to minimize its tPndc-ncy to blow 
upon the passage of instantaneous lightning currPnts. The slots 
provide an exit for the hot ga:;;es p;c•neratf'<l whC'n the fuse is sud
denly vaporizC'd, and the rushing out of thPse gasPs, lengthwisC' 
through the tube, tends to blow out any arc that may be formed. 

FlG. 232.-Cook tubular fl!~. 

AnothC'r tubular telephone fuse, made by the Cook Electric 
Company, of Chicago, and largely URed by indC'pcndent OpC'rating 
comp:.miC's in this and forC'ig:n countrics, is shown in Fig. 232. 
Here the fuse casing is variously made of porcelain, .wood, or 
fiber. Jt carries at each end a terminal fprru}e of braFS1 to which 
the ends of the fuse wire within the tube arc soldered. These 
terminals on the ·ruse are so conform<'d at thrir ends as to slip 
het WC'cn, and be firmly hdd under ten~·don, by Rpring metal clips 
of the protector devices to be referred to later. 

There has rJecn a wide diversity of practice regarding the 
carrying capacity of tubular tdephone fusrs, and before discussing 
this it is well to point out thai the B<'ll and indPpendent telephone 
companies have quite diffewnt nwthods of rating their fuses. 
The WeHtern EIC'ctric Company and the other comp:u-ties of the 

-·" • .......!l..ii'·"" ... iillinf-...... ... ~~.-.... .,.. •. ...,nliii·~-~""''Q""'"T•:,...,~C""'Ti1ioii.·~·:. E~ ..... ll.a.':.w::""'R"""'~""'T""'U""'~""";......,.-. .......... ,...,."....,.,.,....~~~;o0,..3""'"""'·"'.u· ""-'-l 
Bell System, like the power companies, rate their fuses according 
to thC' current they ivill safely carry. The manufacturing and 
opC'rating comp:lniC's in the independent field, on the other hand, 
rnte tlwir fuses according: to their bl01ci11g point. Thus the No. 
11-C tubular fuse of the WC'stern Electric Company (Fig. 231) 
rated at "7 ampC'res" will carry 7 amperes ind<'finitely and will 
blow at 10}'2 ampC'res, which is 150 pC'r CC'nt of the rated value. 
On the other hand, the stnndard tubular fuse of the Cook Electric 
Company (Fig. 2:32) rnt<:>d at" 5 amperes" will blow at 5 ampC'res. 
Thus the differC'nce in actual carrying· capacity of the t\vo fuses 
is much greater than thC'ir respC'ctive ratings would indicate. 

In telC'phone-line wirC's that are C'Xposed to possible crosses with 
powC'r lines, the Bell companies have consistently used a tubular 
fuse rated at 7 tupp<:>r<:>s. l\Iany of the old<:>r independent com
panies, however, have insisted on line fuses of much smaller 
capaciti<:>s. Thus the standards of the Cook Electric Company, 
made to comply with this demand, are a 5-ampere rating for 
protectors at cable terminals and a 3-::unpere rating for protectors 
at. substations. The difference in praetice as to fuse capacity 
has grown out of somewhat different ideas in the Bell and inde-
pendent fields regarding the manner of protecting . 
telephone lines. This point. will be refC'rrC'd to at Lm" 

tion with protecth·e devices of other types is I 
considered. , · 

Protection against High Pot~tials.-:--The ope..D-. . ' · • 
space cut::.out or air-gap ·arrester is primarily reliC'd -7 

upon to protect against lightning and, in eombina- Apparatus 
tion with the fuse, to protect. against crosses from Fw. 233.
high-potential power wires. Its action is based on Early air-gup 

arrester or 
the ·principle that a charge of electricity, if of high open-space 

l I · k cut-out. Pnoug 1 potentia , can JUmp across an air gap in see ·-
ing ground. A pressure of 70,000 volts, for instance, will 
cause a current to pass between electrodes separated by about. 
1 inch of dry air and smaller voltages will, of course, discharge 
across shorter air gaps. The potC'ntial rC'quired to jump across 
nn air gap depends somewhat on the character of the 
surface of the opposed conductors, a discharge taking· 
place more easily between points or 'between roughC'ned 
surfaces than. between flat or smooth ones. Figure 233 
shows how these principles were applied in the early air-gap 

I 
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arrt'sters of telt>g;raphy and t<'l<'phony. 'Yhf:'n the line wires 
IX'comt> charg<'d to a :-:ufficicntly high potential, the air gap 
IK>tw('{'n the two line· plates and the ground would br<'ak down, 
allowin~ the charge to pass h:mnk:-:sly to earth. Later, in 
tel<'phony, carbon blocks wNe substituted for the metallic plates, 
the:-:c blocks being: normally held apart by thin immlating; separa

tors usually of mica. Th<' air-g;ap ar
rester or op('n-space cut-out th('n be
came ess('ntialh· what is :-hown in Fig. 
2:~·l, which, CX~l'pt for \"aria\ ions in de
tail, is reprcfOentatin~ of present-day 

' practice. 
" ... ___ .._, .-,1 tCO 

-~ . .c:c;:ara.Jor.$ 
Carbon prcscnt('d two principal ad

vant:lp;es ov('r the sawtooth metal 
Fw. 234.-PriJwipl~ of car- pbtes of earlier prnctice: it did not bon-block arre~ter. 

melt und('r the heat of arcing across 
the gap and its granular structure presC'nted, in effect, a 
multitude of points for facilitating the discharge. 

Figure 2.15 shows the general form of a set of carbon blocks 
with their intervening insulating separator, such as, with certain 

FIG. 235.-Carbon blocks and dielectric. 

variations, have Ion~ bee1,1 used in open-Rpace cut-outs. The 
grooved carb<>n is the one engaged by the line spring of the pro
tector mounting, the spring resting in the groove which serves in 
guiding the carbon into its proper po:o:ition. The flat carbon r<'sts 
against the ground plate of the protector mounting, tlw two blocks 
and the intervening :;ep:m~tor or dicl<"ctric being clamped together 
by the pressure of the line spring. In mounting, f'uch a protector 
should always be so pbc£>d that the u~shaped dic·]C'ctric will lie 
in a vertical plane with its open side pointed downward, so as to 
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allow any carbon dust, torn off by a lightning discharge, to fall 
out and thus be lcRS likely to leave a permanent. ground on 
the line. 

This matt<'r of whether the open-space cut-out is to leave a 
ground on the line after operation or not has received· much 
at tl'ntion. For lightning discharges, \Vhich are usually of momen
tarY duration, it is desirable that the line be left clear nfter the 
dis~harg;e. Otherwise, after a lightning storm much time, labor, 

·-and expense arc r<'quired in cleaning the carbons to r<'store the 
service. In the case of crosses with power and~ lighting lin~,..;·. 
howc\·<'r, the discharge is likely to per~ist and develop dangerous 
heat by the continued arcivg at the arrester. The Bell companies 
meet this condition by designing their carbon blocks so that, 
with continued heat, they will definitely provide a permanent 
low-resi::-tance path to ground across the gap. The independent 
practice, on the otlwr hand, has tended toward an, open-space 
cut-out with no provision for permrm('ntly grounding the line. 
The independent tel<'phone man has g<'nerally be('n quite \\illing 
to accept an arrester of this kind because of the troi.1blc saved in 
cl<'aring grounds after electric storms 
and has been quite ready to overlook 
the fact that a pmn·r ground on his 
line may not be taken care of. In ., 
comparison with the Bell practice, 
his tendcncxJws l:x'<>n tovs::a:rd-t@ u,se. l 

-or less sensitive open-space ·cut-outs, i 
that are less likely to ground, 
coupl<'d with line fuses of lower rat-
ing that, of courf'<', arc subject to more. ~· ~ 
frequent renewals. 

Figure 2:~6 shows the No. 1 
and }To. 2 carbon blocks of the FIG. 2:30.-Wcstern Electric 1

" Xos. 1 and 2 protector blocks. 
Western Eiectric Company pro-
tector, which for many years were used by the Bell Com
panies for substation and central-office protection. These 
employcrt a. U-shaped mica dielectric which held the blocks 
at such a distance apart that they would operate in case 
of llghtning or CrOSSNl with light or power wires that caused 
potentials of -more than about 500 volts. The pro~·ision ~or 
the permanent p;rounding of the line in case of a power-wire 
cross consists in the small plug of a low-fusing lead alloy imbedded 

~ 
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in the center of the Xo. 1 block. 'Yhen the nrc persists, this 
. plug mrlts and flows lwtw<'en the platrs, thus shunting the arc 
by a r<':'istance so low that it is extinguished. In this case, were 
not a fuse proYit!rd bPtWN'n the arrester ground and the power 
cross, as lwn'aftt•r dPserihed, current would continue to flow to 
ground without injury to thP apparatus bc'yond the arrester but 
with danger of on-rheating the conductor betwPPn the eross and 
tlw ground. 

Hecently the Xos. 1 an<l 2 protector blocks have bPen super
:-:N!<.'d in the Bell System by the Xos. 26 and 27 blocks shown in 

1\o 26 
FIG. 23i.-Western El<'ctric Xos. 26 and 2i prote<"t<:>r blockB. 

Fig. 2:37. ThPs<: are adapted to fit in the sam<: protector mount
ings as the old blocks. Figu,re 2~8 gi\'f.~s a perspective view of 
each oft he:-e same blocks and abo shm'rs how two pairs of them arc 
as:-embled in tlw protector mountings, which, in the Bell System, 

Flo. 2;{R.-'re~t<•rn El<'dric f!Ubatation arrester. 

are' used at aU 1-iUbHcrib<•r:-;' stations requiring protection. Thi.'l 
mounting has a base of porcdain, from the center of which pro
j(<ets, at right ::mglcs, a ~J;round plate. Secured to the base on 
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each side of the ground plate are the two line springs, each so 
disposrd ns to clamp itl"' pair of blocks firmly bet ween itself and 
the J,?:round plate. A cylindrical metal cup, not shown, serYes as 
n co\·cr to guard :~gainst sparks' being thrown off by the protector 
and also to prevent the accumulation of dust from the atmos
phere. The No. 26 block is a rectangular piece of hard non
dusting carbon which forms the ground electrode. The Xo. 27 
block consists of a porcelain body, carrying in its center a small 
rectangular carbon insert forming the line electrode. The insert is 
f+~..sten<c'd i~ place.p.)~ gl:.!ss _ c.ement whi_dL_ softens when heated. 

"Thdace o(-tlfe porce1airfblock bears directly against the ~o. 26 
block when assembled in the mounting, no interv<'ning separator 
being used. The face of the carbon insert is set back slightly from 
the plane of the porcelain face, ju»t far <'nough to assure the 
proper thickness of air gap. The opposite side of the carbon 
inst:rt projects far enough into the groove of the porcelain block 
so that it will be engaged by the line spring and presst:d toward 
the Xo. 26 block, this pressure of course lwing normitlly resisted 
by the cement joint between the insert' and the porcelain. Ordi
narily, lil!:htning pot<'ntials will "discharge across the nir gap but 
will not permanently ground the line. A discharge from a power 
line will, if it pf'rsists lon1~ enough, gt:ncrate enough heat to melt 
the glass cemi:'nt and allow the mounting spring to push the car-
bon insert into direct <:ontact with the ground block,thYs per-... _. 
ma·nently groundh)~ tlic lfn"e::~cctnlfs is ·;;rcm1rri:fr:ftively= ~h:re-=- . . 
occurrence. In the majority of protector opet:Hions that occur 
in practice, the blocks do not become permanently grounded. 

Arresters equipped with this pair of blocks are used at sub
scribers' stations and a.t. central offices. Bec::mse of their smaller 
air gap, tl1ey will operate at lower potentials than those equipped 
with the older form of block. Notwithstanding this increasNi 
sensitivity, the new type of block gives les!", trouble from ground
ing by the accumulation of dust than ·tlJe,older form. This is 
mainly due to the fact that the space across the air gap is open 
at all four edges of the carbon insert, thus affording an easy 
path for the escape of .carbon dlJ.St into the chamber within. the 
·porcelain block. 

This cut-out formed of the No. 26 and No. 27 blocks has an air 
gap of approximately 3 mils (0.003 ·\nchf. On the average, it 
will break down at a peak of 350 volts, and. practically all of them 
will br~ak down atvoltages of 550 or l~ss. Th~re ~s another type 
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of porrC'lain block, the Xo. :i.O, of tlw same external Jimenf'ions 

:,,; tlw Xo. :!7 but with the car·bon in~C'rt slightly more dcpre!"sC'd 

to giw an air gap of :ibout 6 mils (0.006 inch). This, when used 

with t hC' Xo. 26 bhwk, ha:o: an a n'r:lp:e hrP:t kdown of about 710 

!)(':lk volt~, practirally :lll of thC'm discharging: at voltages of 

1,0~0 or lC':o:s. This combination is u~ed at the junction of cable 

and op('n wir<', as will b<' described later. 

~ ... /.' 
··~-.. ·~-·~· ,_ 

'F!<.i. ::!:39.- Cook "non-f(roundin.: '' disPhar.:,·r. 

To meet the demand of the indPpendent comp::tnies for an 

OJX'n-space cut-out with a minimum liability of grounding the 

line, the Cook Electric Company, of Chicago,.supplies the type 

of cut-out or di8charger shown in Fig. 2:~9. In this, the grounded 

electrode, the lower one of the assembled pair at the right, is an 

ordinary rectangular block of hard non-du~ting c2.rbon. The 

other member of the pair is a Bakelite block, having (Jil one side 1,1. 

grooved cap of, bronze adapted to fit the 8prings of the ordinary 

arrester mounting. ~folded within this block and extending 

through it from the cap on one side to a chamber on the other is a 

heavy bronze blade, the exposed edge of wJ:!ich is ground to a _ • -v. < • ~-· ~ • - • _, 

Fw. 240.-Cook "unit" dis~har~('r. 

surface whoH<' plane lies ~lightly below the plane of the face 

which rests against the, carbon block. Xo separator is used 

bHwecn the two blocks, the desired air gap b('in~ >'€cured by 

uwn.J.y bringing the faces of the two blocks togetlll·r in the pro

tector mounting. Cnlike the Bell open-space cut~;ut, which is 

Hpecifically intended to ground the line permanently under certain 

circurrmtances, this one is employ<~d by the ind('~ndent com

p:mi<:s because it is int<"nd<"d never to leave a p(•rmanent ground 

on the line. Its value, of course, il'l principally in lightning 

I 
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protection, for which purpose it is usE'd in pole cable terminals, 

substation protectors, and rural-line arresters. In fact, it is used 

at points outside the cE'ntral office, where the carbons are less 

readily accessible for cleaning after storms. 

Another arrangement of open-space cut-out blocks made by 

th!\ same company is shown in Fig. 240. In this, two very hurd 

carbons are cemented totJ;et her with an interposed celluloid 

dielectric, forming to get lwr a unitary structure adapted to be 

slipped into place in an ordinary protector mounting.·· As illus

trated, tll:e carbqns h~'·£. t~Yo grooves cut across the length and 

wfdth-offhe discharge Burfaec. The dielectric, :i form of celluloid 

called "Kodaloid," has a rectangular opening in its center to 

afford an nir gap betwe<'n the two c£>ntral carbon rectangle!'. 

Cementing the two c:nbons and the celluloid di<.'lectrie together 

tends to assure accuracy of air gap with resulting uniformity 

of action, since there is practically no Yariation in the thickness 

of the celluloid and no liability that the installer will alter the 

air gap by substituting dielectrics of other thicknesses. These 

units are intended to break down at .500 Yolts and are said to 

act reliably T\ithin a few volts of this potential. Unlike the 

discharger of Fig. 2:19, this one is intendPd to put a ground on the 

line after continuous arcinl!, 1 he heat g<:>nerated serving to melt 

or burn the celluloid and allow the springs to force the carbons 

together. , ... . . . 

:Ob\·foi:isly;=-'=itw~ i~hsi t h:~ri~st' -tJf Oiwn-sptice-~ cu f:-otifs -~can oc 
varied by using separator:' of different thicknesses. The choice 

of this thickness is affected by two oppo:-ing considerations. The 

arrester must not opE'rate at the potentials employed in the nor

mal operation of the telephone systeni but must operate at such 

higher potentials as would injure the telephone equipment. If 
too thin a separator is used, the arrE'ster is likely to respond to 

some of the higher potent)als regularly employed in telephone 

operation, such; for irist:u1ce, as the peak Yoltages of ringing 

current. On the other ha~d, if too thick a separater is used, the 

arrester will be less sensitive and will not be so effective in pro

tecting against <)Xternal }1igh potentials. 
The tendency during recent years has been away from 

the mica separator. , The principal objection to it has been the

difficulty and resulting chst of producing it accurately to the 

desired thickness. , A not b('r object iml to the mica separator, or 

in fact any other det~ched SPpnrator, is the facility with which a 
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workm:m may increase the air J,?;ap by usinJ,?; two or more 
st'parators. 

Anotlwr type of oJX'n-space cu.t-out has found limited usc 
in trlrphonr prot<'rtion. This is the varuum-tube arr<:'ster, 
in which t h<:' line and the )rround rkct rodrs ai·p rnclosC'd in an 
C'Xh:tu'3tC'd !!lass bulb, instrad of bPing op('Jl to atmosphrric con
ditions. This prrmits a wi<kr dischargr gap for a g;in'n break
down voltage and conseqtwntly less likdihood of permanent 
grounding after a discharj!e. It has not found g<'neral applica
tion in commrrcial telrphony, however, because of its bulk and 
cost, coupled with the difficulty o; buil~ing it to have a definite 
and consta11t brrakdown potenffal. 

Protection against Sneak Currents.-Snrak currents are too 
small and of too low voltage to affect either the fuses or the open
space eut-outs ordinarily used in the protection of telephone 
!inC's, and yet, if allowed to flow for undue periods, they may 
store up enou.!!h heat in telephone equipment to generate. danger
ous temperatures. 

The amount of heat generated in a conductor is equal to / 2Rt, 
where I is the current, R the resistance of the conductor, and t 
the time of flow. Hence it is clear that, in order to dral effectively 
with tlw,:e ,:mall currents, our protection device should recognize 
the elC'ment of time. This the heat coil, which is the sensitive 
element in the sneak-current protector, does. 
~··-Essentially, · a ·HJeak.:current protector consists of a line
grounding switch and a heat coil. The movable elt'ment of the 
Fwitch is normally held in its ungrounding position by a small 
mass of low-fusing solder \\ithin the heat coil. The resistance 
or heating element of the heat coil is connected in series in the 
circuit which it protects and, when traversed by a sneak current 
for a sufficient period, it stores up enough heat to melt the solder 
and allow the switch element, under to:pring action, to assume its 
altc•rnatc or grounding position. In ~-;omc protectors, the switch 
not only ground8 the line but opens it as well. 

The rc:-;istancc of the heat coil is so proportion<'d to its heat
radiating capacity that the normal talking or signaling curr<'nts 
traver;;ing the line will not cau~;e the temperature within the 
C(,iJ to rise enough to melt the solder. A sneak current, however, 
h1·eau~c of either its gr-eater volume or its long<'r duration or 
ln1 h, builds up heat faf'ter than it can be disposrd of by the coil 
and, ns a JP;;a:t, tllP fPJHJ)('raturc gradually riS<'~-' until ihe solder 

-2' ,. enri.Hr 
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is meltrd, releasing thr switching Hpring and allowing it to assume 
its altrrnate or grounding position. 

The heat coil used by the Bell System at the central-office end 
of all lines requiring protection is shown, somewhat magnified, 
in Fig. 241. This con:-:i,;ts of a coil of fine wire wound around a 
small copprr tube, in which :t small rod or pin is soldered. The 
coil and soldered joint are C'nclosed in a fiber shell for mechanical 
protPction and heat in,;ulation. The pin and copper tube pro
jectin~J; from one end of the slwll form one terminal of the coil. 
The pin is fixed in the fibrr slwll but is insulated from the metal 
cap at the other end, which forms the othrr terminal of the coiL 

/ 
/ 

INCHES 2~ 

Fw. 241.-Western E!('~tri~ Xo. 7fi-c\ beat coil. (Courtesy of Bdl TeJrphone 
I .a buroJ ori Cl!.) 

The central-office protector mounting for heat coils and air-gap 
arre::;ters is shown in Fig. 242, which indicates also the circuit 
connections and the principal dim~n1:ions. The sectional view 
shows a pair of prO(('ctors, one for Pach of the conductors of a 
metallic circuit ent('ring the C('ntral office. The ground plate 
shown in the center form" a common mounting for many protec
tors arranged side by side and, in this case, on H-inch centers. 
In the larger offices of the B<'ll System, in order to conserve ter
minal room space, similar protectors arc mounted on ~$-inc~ 
centers along the mounting R1 rip, thus affording room for 400 
pairs on a vertical strip <'xtPJHling from floor to ceiling. 

The two inner spring:~, next to the ground plate, form the 
termin;1ls of the two conductors of the "outside line," that is, the 
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line extendin~ through the outside cable systl:'m to subscribers' 
~t:ltions or to other central offices. Each of these outside:.Hne 
springs has tlm>e br:mches. Of the~e the long£'st one enga~es 
t hi:' porcebin or line block of the air-gap arrester. The two 
shortrr Oil('S are engaged by the £'xposed ends of the pin and cop-
p('r tube r£'S!X'Ctiwly of the he:1t coil. 

The two ::;.prings lying at the outside of the group of each pair 
of protectors form the trrminals of the pair of line wires leading 
from the protl:'ctor to the switchboard equipmrnt, these con
stituting what is called the "inside line." When the heat. coils 
are slip!)('d in place in the protector mounting, as ~hown, the con-
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Fw. 242.-Wcst.:rn Electric <·cntral-office prot<:ctor. 

nections between the outside- and the in~o~ide-line wires are com
pleted through their windings. Xormally, the pin is preYented 
by the solder from sliding within the cop!)('r slce\·e, the end of 
which forms a fixed shoulder preventing the heavy outer spring 
from forcing the pin toward the central ground plate. When, 
however, a sneak current de\·clops enough heat to soften the 
~older, the pin is allowed to slide through the copper sleeve 
toward the ground plate. This moYement, without breaking 
the circuit through the heat coil, prcs:-<es the short ground branch 
of the outside-i'pring against the ground plate, thus putting a 
d(~:td ground on the line. 
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By Yirtue oft he open-space cut-out of this protector, any poten
tial on the line exceedin~ ::tpproximately 350 volts will be shunted 
to ground by the breakdown of the air gap. Likewise, any 
sneak current which per:-i~ts long enough to endanger the central
office apparatus is din•rt<'d by the grounding of the line, owing 
to the action of the heat coil. 

The heat coil now in p:l:'ncral use in the Bell System (No. 
76--A, with black i'hell for identificntion) has a resistance of 
approximately 3.45 ohm~. It will carry 0.35 ampere fm' 3 hours 
and will operate on a current of 0.54 ampere within 210 seconds. 

In practice, those tekphone lines which, throughout their 
l<'ngth, ·nrc not considC'n'd to be exposed to electrical hazards 
are not provided with protection. The question of the classes 
of lines falling within the "exposed" and the "unexposed" 
categories will h<' considered later in this chapter. It may be 
said here, however, that it is the practice of the Bell System to· 
proyide all lines at the C('ntral office with the complete protector 
mounting as shown in Fig. 242, whether requiring protection 
or not. In the case of uncxpo~ed lines, the heat coils and the 
carbon blocks are omitted, "dummy" heat coils and wooden 
protector blocks being :-nb:-<tituted in their places. In this way, 
the facilities for terminating the conductors of the inside and 
out~idc lines afforded by the protector springs nrc available 
on all lines, with the :c1dditional ad,·antage that the status of 
any line, whether with !'('~pect to its requiring protection or not, 
may be changed by merPly changing its heat-coil ~11d pr()tector-
hloek equipment. 

A type of hPat. coil known as "self-soldering" has come into 
wide u:-e in the inderwndPnt telephone field. It. derives this 
name from the fact that upon cooling after operation, it rc8olders 
i1l<df ~o as to be again Ul'~lble by a mere change of position in the 
prot<'ctor mounting. 

The most widely used heat coil of this type is one made by 
the Cook Electric Company, ~<hown in Fig. 243. The coil is 
provided with a ratchl·t on its outer edge, one of the teeth of 
which serves as a det<'nt for the movable arref'ter spring a.." 
lonp; as the coil is pr<:wnt{·d from rotating by the solder. When, 
howenr, the soldPr b melt<'d, the ratchet is permitted to turn, 
thus rcleaEing the 1-'prin!~. Thc~e protectors are re-set by merely 
pbcing the controlling :-:pring in cngagemrnt with another tooth 
of t h<' coil aftcr the solder has again congealed. 
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The rt:':>istance elem('IJt of this coil is wound on a small cop~r 
~pool, as :-hown in the :,;t>ctional view of Fig. 243. One end of 
the resistor winding tem1inatC's in this spool, and the other end 

in an out{'r metal f'lwll, which carries ratchet teeth as indicated. 
This copper spool is sol<lered to a ct:'ntr!ll nwtallic pin, which 
:-crews into the line spring of the protector mounting as shown in 

Fig. 244. 
The movable spring of the arrester mounting is provided with 

a dct{'nt adapted to engage one of the ratchet teeth, so as to be 
hdd in its restricted po:;;ition as long as 
the soldered joint prevents the mtchct 
from turn in g. 

As shown in Fig. 2-11, the two !'ol
dering tcnninals at the lower right 
corner are for the attachment of the out
sidP-line conductors, tho:-:c at the lower 
lPft corn<'r b<'ing for the inside line. 
The protector at. the kft is shown in 
its normal position, the ratchet on the 
heat coil holding the Jon!!: movable 1-'pring 
in its fiexNl position. When so lwld, 
the circuit from the outHidc- to Jhe iii"" 

FIG. 244.··- C'H>k <:Nttral- side-lin(• wire is completed through the 
hPat coil. Al,-o, by means of the insu

lating plungc·r ('nl!aged by the mid portion of the movable spring, 
the tWO short inner Hprings arc held OUt of engagement with 
the line spring. 

office J.>rotcet<,r. 

The parts of the protector :~t the right of Fig. 2H are shown in 
the po:-:ition they n.ssume aft~r th(• he~~t coil has operated. Upon 
the melting; (;f the Holder, the ratchet releases the long outer 
!:'pring, thus opening the line circuit. Also, by releasing the 
prP:-::-:ure on the iH:-:ulating plunger, the two shorter springs arc 
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allowed to <'nga~J;C the spring forming the tem1inal of the outside 
line. ThP innPr onP of these short springs is seen to be in per
manent connection with the ground plate and it thus sen·es to 
ground the outside line. The other one of the short springs 
also becomes grounded by engaging the now grounded line 
spring. It forn1s the tenninal of an alarm circuit., which is thus 
cm•rgized to sound an alarm whenever any heat coil operates. 

This :;neak-currPnt protector, which has a non-inductively 
wound coil not exceeding 4 ohms in re:-;ist:'tnce, will operate in 

FIG, 245.-Strip of Cook ccutral-oflicc protectors. 

less than 210 seconds on 0.5 ampere and will carry 0.3.5 ampere 
for :3 hour:-; with a room temperature of 68°.F. 

The arrangement of the open-space cut-out of this protector 
and its mode of opPration when subjected to d:mg;crous potentials 
will be clear from this eut in view of what has been l'aid before. 
The carbon blocks and wparators may be of either of the types 
Rhown . in Figs. 2:35 and 240. 

Five pairs of these central-office protectors, for fixe metallic 
circuits, arc shown in Fig. 24.5. ThC'se are ordinarily mounted 
on } 2-inch centers but, for use in wry larg;e cPnt ral offices, the 
same company makes a somewhat different arr:mgemeut mounted 
on ~~-inch centers. o 
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General Plan of Protection.-The for<'going diseu&>ion has 
dt'alt mainly with the individual piec<'s of protectiYe apparatus, 
the fuse, the' op<'n-sp:!CC' cut-out, and the' h<'at coil. Xo one of 
t hC>se alone suffice's, and it remains to b<' SC>Pn how, in combina
ticm, tlwy are made to afford thC> dC>gr('(' of protC>ction pC>sired. 

Of first importanCe' in the matter of prot<'ction, :.md ranking 
ah('ad of any protec:ive apparatus per se, is the initial design 
:md construction, :1nd subsC>qu<'nt upkeep, of th<' telephone 
pbnt its<>lf, with reg:ud to maintaining prop<>r clearance's from 
the wir<'s of other companies and the :woid:mce of dang<'rous 
volt ages and currents from outside sources. Thc·5e are the 
,. first-lim' tl<'f<'ns<'s "'::igainst electric~ I dangers to life and prop
erty. In practice, however, th<.'se dPfc>nses cannot be invulner
:lble. :\l:tny of the wires must, of necessity, be run in exposed 
plac<>s and, even with the great<.'st car<', the prop<.'r clearances 
cannot always be m:lint ained, so that occasional accident.a] 
contacts cannot be wholly prevented. This mah'5 n!.'cessary 
the "~('cond-lirw defer.;;;<':-," consiBting of the various protective 
devices that lun·e been d<.'scribed. 

The volt.ages nonn::,1!y employed within the tdC'phone system 
are a~ a rule not dar:;E·rous to either p<•rsons or property. The 
mo:-:t commonly used voltage is that of the 24- or 48-volt battery 
u::ed for t.alking and signaling purposPs. This, of course, is a 
direct-currPnt. volta:;e to which most of 1 he circuits of the tele
phon<' systPm are subjC'cted practically all the time. The 
highest normal -i:olte:;C' within the t<.'lt'phone system is that of the 
ringing current, which, with a propN ringing machine, does 
not ri;.;c above 160 volts at the peak of th<' wave. Other voltages, 
:-:omPtim<'s used, are: 40 vo1ts direct current for the operation 
of m(:'ssage registers and 135 volts, plus or minus, for telegraph 
operation. All parts of the telephone system ate d0.'3igned to 
withstand these norma] voltages with a reasonable margin of 
safety. For the m05t part, the telc>phone apparatus itself has 
Huch impedance t.hat the currents in it from these normal voltages 
will not reach dangerous valut•H. In that resp<'ct, it is the int.ent 
in the d(•l·iign of the :-yst<·m that the appara.t us shall be self-pro
tecting. But when F.Jmething goes wrong within the exchange, 
as in the case of i'hort circuits, the curr<.'nts from th0.'3e normal 
~ources arc prevented from rising above safe values by fuses, 
euch as the No. 3.j type al:mn fuse of Fig. 229, placed in the 
various leads over which current is supplied to individual circuits 
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or to small groups of circuits. Further than this, no protecting 
devices are required with respect to the sources of current nor

mally employed in the telephone syster,n. 
With respect to hazards from foreign wires, telephone circuits 

are classified as 11 exposed" and 11 unexposed." Comprehensive 
definitions of these· terms would be rather voluminous but, for 
the presC'nt discussion, it may be stated that an unexposed circuit 
is consider<'d to be one so located that there is no possibility 
of ha\"ing pressures from foreign wires in excess of 250 volts 

Sketch(ol 
f·c~.<ei or.•.:;/ cal:.~ 

Hof~l :· fv.<es may l>t cmdfed cr,7d (ltn.>l and vnriN~rrur.li c~f/cs .<.;.~·t'IXI fC<~ef!~~:r thrrdly 
wll/>oul olermmtl. d prl cfl!,e kngil cf !lie "·nde·o.·c;;."-1' t:J~f<' JS iiude vp of 
cor,.:Uickrs nal!arger 1,\.zn 24-.;ovge. " 

Fm. 246.·-Application of protective devices. 

impressed on any part of it. A circuit not meeting this require

ment is considered to be exposed. 
Hegarding telephone wires in cables, it may be said that the 

wires in underground cables are, in th<.'mselves, generally con
sidered unexposed, except as they may be connected with exposed 
wires beyond the underground section. The wires in aerial 
cables are considered exposed or unexposed according to the 
environment of the· cable. If there is possibility of a cross with 
foreign wires carrying .pressures of 250 volts or higher, then 
the wires in the cable are exposed. Although the wires within 

the cables are insulated from the cable sheath, it has b~n found 
that a cross between a foreign wire and the cable sheath may 
easily burn through the cable sheath and affect the wires within. 
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Fi~!ure 246 ~how,.:, in F<'IH•matic form, the' tn:tnr1er in which 
protection is u~u:-~lly pro,·it!Pd in the Bell System uud<•r some of 
the more common pbnt conditions. For con\·eni<•nce in inter· 
pretin~ this figure, the char[tC!<'ristic::; of the diffen·nt protective 
dc,·ices shown on it by code nmnbrrs arc giwn below, mostly 
in re(X'tition: 

Fuscs.-With exct'ption of the Xo. 60-A fu:-r, all fuses ha\'e 
a 7-ampere rating and are of the grnernl type shown in Fig. 
2:H. . 

The 60.A fu:-e h:-ts the F:UlH' O[}('rating charncterist ics ns the 
heat coil, <'Xcept that it op<'ns rathrr than grounds the conductor. 

-It -consists of two short heating wtres joined by :1 small ball of 
~older and within n short fiiJ<'r tube. The wires are hf'ltl under 
:.-pring tension, so that wlwn the :-oldf'r softens they arc pulled 
apart to open the circuit. This fu:-e is u;.:ed wlwre snrak current 
protection is rC'quirC'd at places other than crntral offices. 

Protector Bloc/:8.--Tlw Xos. 26 and 27 blocks (Figs. 2:H and 
238) have a rated brrakdown voltage of 3.50. · 

The Xos. 28 and 29 blocks have the same breakdown rating. 
They differ from the Xos. 26 and 27 blocks onlj; in size and are 
uS<'d only nt those central offices that are prodded with the 
~b-inch protector mountings. 

The Xo. 30 block differs from the Xo. 27 only in its thickness 
of air gap. It is u~d only nt junctions of aerial cable and open 
wire and, in combination with the Xo. 26 block, has a rated 
breakdown voltage of 710. . 

Ileal Coils.-These are used only at central offices. The 
Xo. 76-A coil (Fig. 241) has a resistance of 3.45 ohms. It is 
rated to carry 0.3.5 ampere ff)r 3 hours and to operate within 
210 seconds on a current of 0.&-1 ampere. 

We may conn:niently discuss the application of thciie various 
protcctiYe elements in connection with Fig. 2·t6 under three 
separate headings, according to the clas!'cs of prop<•rty affected: 
central-office protection, sulmtation protection, and cable 
prot<·ction. 

Central-office Protection.-The protrction r<~quircd at the 
c(•nt rai-(Jfficc <'nd of each line under the different plant condi.,. 
tiow; cowred by Fie:. 2Hi is indicated at the lt:ft-hand end of 
each of four sketdws rJf 1 hat fi~ure. For rxposC'd linPH (Sketches 
a and bj it always cr•n:-i!'ts ofan open-space cut-out, a brat coil, 
and n fu;<.P. f'l<'tnf'nt. 

I 
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The location nnd charnetcr of this fus<' clement deserve atten
tion. It is to be remembered that the line fuse, rated at 7 
amperes, will carry currents large enough to injure the central
office equipment and that this fuse is for the purpose of inter
ruptinJ.!: the heavier currents that flow in the line from a 
hi~h-potential sourer after the open-space cut-out or the heat-coil 
protector has operated to put a dead ground on the line. This 
~rounding of the line by the. open-space cut-out or the sneak
currrnt protector serws to protect the apparatus and wiring 
Jx>yond thrse protectors inside the central office, but it is likely 
to·produce currents that wouldendanger the protector mounting 
itself and the line wire between the protector and the source of 
trouble were it not for the intervening fuse. 

This fu:-:r clrment ne<'d not be and ustially is not at the central 
office. In the Bf'll System of protection, it is located at the 
juncture bet \\'C'rn the exposed and unexposC'd portions of the 
line. Thus, in Sketch a, the fuses are placed at the point where 
the exposPd urrial cable <'nds nnd the underground cable begins. 
Ip.Sketch b, it is placed in the central office, ahrad of the other 
protective devices, for at this point the juncture of the unexposed 
wires within and the expm:ed wires outside occurs. 

The fuse bet ween the und<'rground and :wrial cable (Sketch a) 
may be omiJted entir('h· in ca:ses \vhere a considerable length of 
the. untlC'rground cable. entering the crntral office is composed 
of 2-!-gage wires or smaller. Its omission, in this case, is on the 
theorY that cable conductors of these small ~':lizes will fuse on 
curre~t valuC's not high ('nough .to overheat the central-office 
protectors d:mg<'rously. \Yith these small-gage cables, there
fore, the eablc conductor mffices· as the fuse element. 

In cases where the cable throughout its l<'ngth is unexposed, 
as wht•re it is all underground, or is unexposed aerial cable 
(SkC'tches c and d), then the fuse is omitt~d entirely. 

One may al'k, in view of this latter stat<'ment, why the heat;, 
coil and :rir-ga.p protector are used at the ccnt.ral-office end of 
an unexpos<'d subscrib<"r's loop (Sketch c). This is ('Xplained 
in the Hullflin 1 from which the information of Fig. 246 was taken 
as follows: "Hubscribers' loops, even though classified as unex- . 
pos<'d, arc nevertheless subject t.o the possibility of having 
lighting voltages (110 to 220 volts) imprcs..-;cd on them as a 

1 •• Principl<'-8 of Protection," American Telephone and Tclrgraph Com- · 
pany, 1929. 
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rrz:ult of contacts at the subscribers' pr<'mises and heat-coil 

prott•ction nt the cPntral offici' is thpreforc advisable. Although 

orx·n-~p:lc<' cut-outs are not n("{'tkd PlPctrirally on unexposed 

· :-:ub,.eribl'r,;;' loops they are genPral!y providPd for the reason that 

it i_,.; chr:qwr to do this than it is to kt'Pp account of the relatively 

frcquPnt chan~t's in the <'xpo:-::ure status of such circuits and 

in:-urt- that OfWn-:<p:we cut-out:< are installed in all casPs whPrP 

the Pxposure conditions rt>quirP tlll'm." 

:-:kPteh c, it will be note-d, n•btes to cabiPs containing- thP 

win·,.; of sub,.:cribers' lines. The case is :-omewhat. diffPrent 

whc·re int(•r-officr trunk wires or toll wires are contained within 

n c:1hlc that is wholly underp:roun<l ~~ketch d). Here there is 

con~idcred to be no exposure to the conductors themselves 

thr.,ughout. t.heir length and none in the buildings in which they 

tPrmin:~te. Changes in the exposure classification of trunk and 

toll circuits are, in p;eneral, rare and arc not difficult to k<>ep 

account of. It is the practice, therefore, to omit open-space 

cut-outs and heat-coil protection on unexpo~ed circuits of this 

kind. 
All lines entering a central officc, whPther requiring protection 

or not, are terminated on protector mountings !'uch as those 

~h()wn in Fig. 2-!2, but, whcre protPct ion i~ not required, dummy 

h(·at coils and wood<'n blocks are ;;uhstitutcd for the.regular heat 

coil" and carbon blocks. The dummy lwat coils are in the form 

of metal cylinders adapted to fit in t_hc_protectgr mounting, . 

and they F.erve to maintain the cont"iiniity""of the line through.·

the prot <'Ctor. The woodcn blocks pn'wnt. the p;rounding of 

th<·line that would otherwise occur on the removal of the carbon 

blocks. The combined heat-coil and air-gap arrest.crs (Fig. 

Z-12) in central offices arc always mount.ecl in long vertical strips 

on the "protector side'' of the main distributing frame, as will 

be !'hown more clearly in the next chapter. Where the line 

cables ent.er the cf•utral office directly from underground con

duits, as is practically always the case in large offices, the line 

fus<'s, which must be regarded as a part of the central-office 

prot<•Ction, nrc plaet'd at the out<'r ends of the undt'rground 

cahl<'" as indi(•at<•d in Sketch a. Only in the case of relatively 

!'mall exchanl'<'..: do aerial cables <'ntl•r the central offic~ directly. 

Wh1·re 1 his is the ca~e, the lin<~ fusf's are mounted either on a 

I"('!Jarate fu~Se rack just irif'ide the office or in a box('d enclosure 

on the pole just. outside the office .. Thus, in eit.her case, the 
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rule of placing the fuse between the exposed and unexposed 

portions of the line is followed. 

In Fig. 246, the heavy lines on each side of. the cable conductors 

represent the sheath of the cable. Some confusion in under

standing will be avoided if it is remembered that these two lines 

r<>pres<>nt in reality a single conducting cylinder, so that t.he 

indication of a ground on one of the heav-y lines, as at the central 

office in Sketch a, is in reality a ground on both of them. The 

sheaths of underground cables entering a central office are 

bondrd to the central-office ground, except where ~lectrolysis 

conditions make it UIHksirable. Wht:r(.>" fhis-rs-crone,·thc- cable

sheath becomes a part of the central-office ground network. 

Where the cable entrance to the central office is through cxposed 

acrbl cable, the continuity of the cable sheaths ent~ring the 

building is interrupted by means of insubting joints as shown 

in Sketch b. These are employed primarily to prevent a t.mnsfer 

of electricity into the building by wn:y of the sheath, in the event 

of a cross between the sheath and a power conductor. 

Station Protection.-Protection· com:b:ting of an open-space 

cut-out and a 7-ampere fuse is proYided for all subscribers' 

l'ltations served by exposed 
lint':-,: This is shown at the 

Fnbscribers' stations at the 

C<'nter and right-hand end of 
Sketch a..~.AfL.at. ilie eentral
(;ffice <'~d,-the-fuse is always 

placed between the air-p;ap 
arrester and the exposed part 

of the line, so as to interrupt 
the flow of the heavy cur
rent t.hat is likely .to .follow 
the grounding of the li~e due 

to the discharge through the 

air gap. , 
In thecaseofprivatebranch- Fw. 247.-We~t ... rn Electric stntiun 

h ) 
protector. 

exchange trunks (Sketc a , 

where the apparatus is of such a nature that sneak currents are 

likely to do damage, Xo. 60-A fuses are also included in the · 

trunk. These are placed inside the other protective equip

ment, that. is, between it and the P.B.X. equipment. At stations 

where the telephone circuit terminates in a subscribers' set, 
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:o:nt>ak-curl'('nt prott'Ct ion is not employed, since the impedances 

invoh·ed are such that the :unount of current which can flow 

from pn•s:o:urp:-; no( hi~h <'nou~h to operate the nir-gnp urreRter 

at<' conside>rf'd insufficient to constitute a fire hazard. 

As indicated in Sketch c, no protection 

is used at substations sern·d by lines that 

are unexposed throughout their len~J;th. 

The Western Electric standard station 

protector, of which two slightly different 

forms arc shown in Fig. 247, is used at all 

su bSCI:ibers' ft:l t ions of 1 he Bell s):stcni 

rPquiring protection. This applies to m:m

ual and machine-switching common-battery 

stations :1nd to magneto stations. The 

lower portions of these comprise essentially 

the sanw carbon protector blocks and 

mountin~s as are shown in Fig. 28S. The 

upper pmcelain mountings carry the line 

ends of the pair of tubular fuses of the type 
shown scparat('ly in Fig. 231. 

Th('se station protectors are mounted on 

either tL-e inside or out~>ide of the build

inp; in which the station is loc:ited, and 

lli!!£iJ iliiil» :ti as close to the point of Pntrance of the out

L-----.-. __ __.side lipe,wirc~_w~-,;ibl.fh. 'll~heremounted 
Yw. 248.-Ci•ok .~tion~· . ·.- · · ·· ---: · ;·· · · · 

pr'~tector. out.;;Hlc the bmlchng, they are placed in 

weather-tight iron boxes. The outside 

mounting, where JX'rrnis;;ible, offers advantagf>s in point of 

accessibility, being available to the maintenance man at times 

when the subscribo:rs' premises are closed. · 

A sub!-1tation protector manufactured by the. Cook Electric 

Company for tho:-:e telephone COillpanies in the independent 

field employing substation protection is shown in Fig. 248. 

Like the Westcrn Electric protector, it consists of a pair of tubular 

fuses and two pairs of arrester blocks, ~nd it may be mounted 

either inside or out!<idc the building. The fuses orilinarily 

employed in this protector are rat<'d to blow at either 3 or 5 

:.unpercs, and the arrester blocks m:w be of carbon with celluloid 

dielectrics, as shown in. Fig. 285, or ~f the type shown in Fig. 239, 

in C:li'C blocks not f;(J likely to ground the line permanently arc de

l'ircd. The line, in:-trumcnt., and ground wires pass up through 
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holes in the porcelain base to the arrester terminals, the line termi

nals being on the back face of the porcelain standard near the bot

tom and the instrument and ground wire terminals near the top. 

Cable Protection.-As indicated at the right-hand end of 

Sketch a, (Fig. 246) open-space cut-outs are employed where 

open wires of considerable length pass into cables. In such 

cases, each protector is connected between a line conductor 

and the cable sheath. Here they are intended to prevent · 

the building up of high potentials, due to lightninp;, between 

the. conductor~ and the sheath. Ordinarily, the potential of 

.cal5Ie· c~nductors f~ll<=nvs::..closel}~ the poteriti:ll ot the sheath: 

But where, as in the present case, the cable conduct?rs extend 

considerably beyond the end of the sheath, li~htning may cause 

differences of potential between theca ble conductor and the sheath 

sufficient to break down the insulation. The open-space cut-out, 

connected as shown, tends to limit such potential differences to 

Yalucs which the cable insulation is capable of withstanding. 

Unless the region is ~nrticularly subject to lightning storms, 

it is customary, in Bell practice, to provide this protection at 

cable terminals only in cases where some of the open wires extend 

more than half a mile beyond the cable end. "11ere any of the 

lines arc so equipped, the same treatment is applied to all in 

the cable, even though some of the opcn-viire extensions 

may be shorter. For sueh use, the Xo. :30 pro.tcctor blo_c~1 with 

a breakdowa.·voltage of !ippr~im:l\e,ry 7ifO~TIJii.:";it<11SC<l; hi&C>ad..:..;;.: 

of the No. 27 which is used in all other cares. Concerning 

protection at such points the bulletin above referred to says: 

'' Althou~h the protcc'tors installed at junctions of cable and open 

wire are effective againf't lightning, they cannot, in general, be ex

pected to {)fC\·cnt damage to cables from contacts between power 

wires and the open-wire telephone circuits. The only practicable 

way of preventing such damage lies i'n avoiding contacts with pow~ 

er wires." As will be seen, quite a different idea of cnble protec

tion has existed among the independent tc1ephone companies. 

Protection Practices of Early Independent Companies.-It 

has been mentioned that the eayly ind'eJ?<lndent telephone com

panies in the United States developed, their protective systems 

along somewhat different lines from those of the Bell companies: 

Within the past five years the tendency has been for many of 

these companies to follow more ~losely. the Bell practices as 

just outlined. However,, a:;; there is still a good deal of argu-
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ment in ;;:ome rpt:uterl' about proper methods, a brief discussion 

pf ~nme of the diHr:..:t>nt plan." may be ofinterest. 

In matters of deg.ree, the inde{X'ndent comp:lnies have always 

inelinl'd to fusP~ of lower carrying capacity and to air-gap 

;:ITt •tt·r,; le,;,; likdy to le:tve permanent grounds on the line. 

Be=-idc,; t hesp, there wt'rc more fundamental differences of 

method, :::uch as: thr omi:-:sion of fuses at the junction of undcr

~round and expo,.:ed aC'rial cablC'; the usc of fuse and air-gap 

nrotection_jn cable tC'rtninals at points where open wires join· 

:tcrial cables in city distribution; and the omission of all pro

tection ut :,:ub,;;criber,:;' ;;:tations in conunon-battery systems. ' . . 
The first of the,.:e main differences-the omission of fuses 

bet ween the underground and exposed aerial cable--seems to 

have been the result either of a misconception as to the function 

of the line fu~e or el,;e of a tendency to regard the wires in aerial 

cable as unexposed because they were enclosed in a lead sheath 

from which they were supposedly insulated. It has already been 

stated that the proper function of theJine fuse is to protect 

against the exces,.:i,·e currents that would flow from a power 

cross upon the grounding of the line by the open-space cut-out. 

If the aerial cable be in an area where contacts with power wires 

arc pos."ible, its wires must be regarded as expof'ed. The con

tact may be brou~ht about by l'Uch causes as a power wire falling 

across the cabh', the cable falling across the power wire, or a 

t~ird condu~c_tor falling acros~ th~_t_\\.:~ _111_ th_t? caseoJ any such 

contact, w·l1ether1t l:>C"witn a 450-\:on ·trolley or- feC'der, with 

the '5\ires of a constant-current lighting system, 1 or with power

transmission wires of various voltagC's, a hole is likely to be 

burned in the soft-lead sheath, through which arcs may strike 

to the wires \\ithin, causinp; dangerous currents to flow to the 

CC'ntral office or to the l'ubscribers' premises or to both. As far 

as the central-office !'Witch board equipment itSelf> is conc~rned, 

1 :\fost eonstant-<'llm'llt t;Nif•s strcet-liJ.?;hting circuits arc nutomatieally 

ref,!;uiat<!d to maintain th(·ir (•urr•!nts at G.G amp<'res. \\l1e11 a break occurs 

in ~;ut'h a rircuit, thr· n·gnlatiou eau~1!;; the volt.agl'.to rise to hi11;h values in an 

atklllpt to 111aintain Hw !'Urrent at this con8tant valu<'. One of the rl'asons 

for th<, •·hoi•·~ of 7 amp!•re,; as the carryiu11; eaparity of the line tubular fuse 

of t lll' Jkll Hy~tern wa" t !tat it would not blow wh!'ll tr:wC!'l'Pd by the 6.6 

umpcrr-~ •·urn·nt ,,f tlw,-(' ~yHt~mR. \Ylwn a fu>'e att.Pmpts to hreak a eircuit 

in wl1ir·h ~wh a <·urn,ut i~ flowiug, the automatic n·gula.tion is likely w raiu;c 

the voitagro to ri~1· !'0 high 1111 to maintain an arr acr.oHs 'the p::1p and a con

tinuatwc of the flow. 
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it will be safeguarded primarily by the distributing-frame pro

tection, but the heavy current that will flow to ground as a 

result of the operation of this protection may be disastrous 

to the protective apparatus itself or to the cable conductors 

between it and the cross. 
It is obviously wise, therefore, always to place a fuse, rated 

to blow on a current dangerous to the intervening conductors 

or the protector mountings, between the central office and any 

exposed portion of the line circuit. As to the best place for 

this fuse's being at the point where the exposed wires join the 

.unexp-osed, -ther£J:~an be little argumen.t,· fer ·only at this point 

can all of the unexposco -equipment be protected from all of 

the exposed equipment. 
The independent practice of using protected cable terminals, 

that is, of placing low-c:lp.3.city fuses and air-ga.p t>rresters in 

all terminals where the wires in aerial cables are connected with 

open wires for distribution to subscribers' stations, is intende<i 

to protect the aerial cable itself and the things beyond it from 

the hazards on the exposed open wires. The advocates of the 

protected terminal argue that it saves a large amount of aerial 

cable that would otherwise be damaged by lightning or high

tension crosses. In addition to this, of course, where there are 

no other intervening line fuses, it helps to protect the .central

office equipment from hazards arising on the open '\vires. Against 

this argument. for protected lj:rminals must be_ w~ighc?-tile- . 

increa~cd cost of cable terniinais tL\·mselves, • tiie- fncreased c-..:--:

expense involved in their maintenance, and the increased number 

of service interruptions. due to the action of the protectors in 

opening or grounding the line: The fuses at the aeri~l cable 

terminals cannot in :1.ny e·vent be said to take the place of the 

fuses betwce\n the a~rial and underground cable, because they 

afford no protection to the central-offic~ equipment from dan

gerous contacts with the aerial cab~e. 
The practice of omitting all protection r,t the :,mbscribcrs' 

station, of course, leaves the station unguarded against dangerous 

currents, whether from lightning or power, which may enter it 

over the line wires. If an open-sphce cut-out alone is provided 

at the subscribers' stations, as has been the practice of some 

independent companies, it violates a {Undapwntal rule of pro

tection that a fuse must always be placed between the open-

space cut-out and the t'lxposed portion of the lin~; ' 

l I 
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CHAPTER IX 

DISTRIBUTING FRAMES 

Dbtributing franH'S have lx>en bridly considPrPd in Ch:q •. 
· XI of the preceding Yolume 1 in conn<:'ction with manual-switch

board systems and will now 9e d<:'alt wit!) som<:'what more-cmn• 
prdwnsiH•ly. Broadly speak-ing;,' the primary f~nctiO~ ·ot the 

distributing fmme is to afford conwni<:'nt facilities for v:niously 
interconnecting the terminals of permanently wired circuits by 

means of "cross-connecting'' or "jumper" wires run in lt·ss 1wr

rn:ttwnt fashion. To illustrate: in the main di:-:tributing fram<', 
:\l.D.F., all "outside lines" entering a central office from the 
~trPet cabks are permanently wired to their ~e,:pective terminals 

on the "line side" of the frame, and all "!'wit chboard lines" 
extending to the switchboard equipment in th£> office arc perma

nently wired to their terminals on the "switchboard side" of the 

frame. By m<'ans of jumper wires, the terminals of anY outside 
line may be connected to those of any switchboard line in a man
ner whieh, without disturbing any of the permanent wiring, per-· 

mits :mbl"equent changes in the distribution us occasion.may arise_ 
·-' _.from-.tim.c io -t~TH<'-:" ~J.'-his-j'-anlting other- aihantaj!;eS, makt's ft 

possibiP for a subscriber to move to another location within 
the same arPa without having to change his tekphone number. 
He retains his old switchboard line, which detennines his direc
tory number and, by a change in jumper, is conn<:>ctcd to his new 
outside line. 

There arc distributing fram-·s for other purpoi"CS than that 
of changing the connections bct.wPcn outside lines and switch
b<,ard linPs. The intermediate distributing frame, I.D.F., us 
anot lwr principal example, permits similar changC's to be made 

in the <Ji!'trilmtion of individuallim•s of t.h<' multiple in a manual 
switchboard with n•:-;ppct to the answering jacks and lamps on 

diff(·rent switchboard positions, so that ch:mgf's in the distribu
tion of the t mffic among the opera tors mu.y be effected. In 

automatic or machine-switching syst<>mH, t.he I .D.:F. performs a 

1 "Manuall'wit('hing and SnbHtation Equipuwnt," pp. 319 et seq. 
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similar function in enabling changes in the distribution of load 

among various groups of switches to be made. 
The fact. that the distributing frame, regardless of the nature 

of its distributing function, provides means for terminating 

the various line and switchboard circuits in permanent and 

orderly mann('r enables it to serve another important purpose. 
It affords conv('ni('nt and easily identified points of access to the 

circuits for testing purposes. 
The Main Distributing Frame.-The ~LD.F. marks·a natural 

- diYiding point between thG. outside plant and the inside plant 
c)r -b<'twecn the ou bide lirres and- the inside, or switchboard, 

FIG. 2-Hl.-Small wall-type di~tributing frame. (Courtesy of Cook Elcctri~ 
Company.) 

linrs. From this,· it' Jogically follows that the central-office 

protectors discussed in th<', last chapter, which guard the inside 
plant from hazards arising in the outside plant, should be mounted 

on it. The fact that a.ll inside and outside lines terminate on it, 
in such manner )as to ba readily identified and easily accessible 

without disturbing any of the permanent wiring, makes the. 

main frame the mo~t co'1venient point from which to conduct 
many of the tests that are required to determine the electrical 
condition of the lines. For this reason, the protector mountings 
are designed with particular .rcf?rence to this testing function, 

!' 
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1-0 as to afford means for conv<>niently a&>oci:lting the testing 
or ob:-:crving apparatus with <>ithrr the outside or the inside 
portion:-: of the line or m<>rdy to bridge it across the two. 

To illu:-:t rate first by a very simple ca:-:e, Figs. 249 and 250 
~how a main frame for use in a very small office. It is adapted 
for wall mount in~ inside th<> cent raJ offirc near the point wh<>re 
t h<> line cable enters. As shown in the diagram of Fig. 250, 
the indivi(lual wir<>s of the line cable pass through the left
hand s<'t of hoks in tlw lcft-hand fanning strip and are soldered 

Line cablt! Swilchboara' 
cable 

.-------------~ 

Jvmper w/res 

Fw. 250.--l>ia,::ram of small wall-tnx~ di.tributing frame. (Courtc.,y of Cook 
Elu:tr£c Com;•any.) 

to the terminal punchings on that strip. Likewise, the. switch
board cable is fanned out, its .wires pai'sing through the holes 
in af'inlilar fanning strip and attached to the right-hand t<!rminals 
of the protectors carried on the right-hand strip. These con
nections of the line and fiwitchboard cable wires arc intended to 
lj(• p<'rruanl'nt, and, without di:-t mbing them, it is possible to 
c•(mnPct any out;;idl' line wHh any insi(ic line through the pro-
1N:tors by mPan~ of jumper wires Pxtending between the cor
r<>sponding pair of free t<'rminali' on the two stripR. 

The protectors <'mploycd in this ease consi"t merely of a pair 
of low-capacity tubular fuf'e:;; and :1 pair of carbon blocks for 
each line, a practi('(! sometimes employed in small exchanges 
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in lieu of the more common heat-coil and carbon-block protectors. 
In this particular case, the protectors are carried on the switch
board side of the frame. In larger offices, it is now more common 
practice to place the protectors on the line side, as will be referred 
to later. 

A considerably more elaborate framework for supporting 
the two sets of terminals for the line and switchboard wires 
and for facilitating the running of the jumper wires . .betwccn 
them is required for larger offices. The prototype of the modern 

;,(i 
Swifehbotw:l ~ .. M, 

Fm. 251.-Ford and L!'nft>st distributing frame. 

1\I.D.F. was designed b)' l\lr;. Angus S. Hibbard, of the Chicago 
Telephone Comp:iny, in the parly nineties. The Hibbard frame 
was an open structure of iron pipe extending at right angles in 
three directions, its vertical, longitudinal, and lateral members 
forming between 5hcm \rcrtical and horizontal runways for the 
jumper wires. The line and switchboard terminals respectively 
were carried on vertical strips mounted on the ends of the cross 
members on opposite ~ides 'of the frame. The usc of iron pipe 
made the structure itself fireproof and afforded rounded surfaces 
not likely to abrade th<l jumper wi~es. 

't 
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The nf'xt important :o;tep in the devdopmPnt of the distributing 
f~ame _was made by ::\Ies.srs. Ford and unfcst, of the Western 

.;·!"etr~c ~ompan_y, sho~tly afterward. This, a,.; !'hown in I~ig. 
-·>1, c.tr~ted v:rtlcal stnp . ..; on one ~>'ide for the cPntral-office pro
tPctors, ~~ whwh switchboard cablPs terndnate(l, and long hori
zontal stnp~ on the ot_her sid<', in whi<'h the win•:-: of the street 
ca bh•,.; tPnmnated. "it h minor vari:lt ion,.;, praet ically all main 

distributing 'frames,_ except tho. ·e in very small office:-~, arc now 
conr:tructed .tfter tlus general design. . 

The earlier practice with m·lin fr"t 1·1e·· of th·~ t 
. • • :· _ . • " .:; 1" ypc was, a."l 
Rho" n t? I ,I,g. 2;>1, to ternunate the outsiJe lim·s on the "hori
wntal s1de of the frame th·tt J·s ,,.I"tlt tl e t · I· d 
• • ' ' · • l <·rmma s arrange 
Jn long h(mzontal rows, and to t{·rminatc the "Witchlx. d I' 
< t 1 " f 1. • l '' h . ._ Mr mes 
m 1e . ver ICa SJc e, t at Is, on the protector terillinals arrancred 
~n YcrtJcal rows.. The reason for this arrangPment was econo":ny 
m ymtectors,_ smce there are usually more out.•ide lines than 
HWlt ehboard hnPs. ~t<·r, ~t became the more c(1mruon practice 
to tPrminute the out.s1de hnes on the vertical ~ide carrying the 

r 
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protectors and the inside lines on the horizontal side opposite 
the protectors. To distinguish betwe<'n these two practices, 
frum<'s are now designated as A type or B type, according to 
whether the inside or the outside lines are connected to the 
prot<'ctor side. The difference lies in the manner of connecting 
rathPr than in any essential structural features Of the frame. 
In the A-type frame, the older practice of terminating the outr 
side cables on the horizontal side is followed, while the B-type 
frames employ the later plan of connecting the outside cables 

_to t h_e protectors on the vertical side. 
'- Fii'ure %2:.:-h;ws ti. mt1in :frame in a large Bell office. The 
jumper win's are S('('n lying on the sheh·ei' formed by the hori
zontal members of the framework. The guide rings lying 
nearly in the plane of the vertical members are of iron heavily 
insulated. Their function is to ~:ruide the jumper wires where 

/r~ey mak<' sharp changes in direction and to prevent injury to 
its inf'ulating covering by ehafing agaim:t sharp corners of the 

framework. 
This is a B-type frame and t.he switchboard cables connecting 

with the horizontal rows of terminals are not seen in this view 
be>cause they lie in Pach case just. back of the horizontal wooden 
fannin!!; strip. The~e cabks arc fanned out so that thdr indi-

. vidual wires may pa~s throu!J;h holes :idjacent to the individual 
te>rn1inals in the lowPr !'ide of the strip: The jumper wires 
pass fro1~1· i11e ripper -t>11ds (}ft'l'iPse ..l.<'tniinnls\hrough correspond",
ing hoks in the tlpp~~~ side of t};Q.fanning :<trip,. whence.lh-ey are 
led through t-he runways and rings to the protector terminals 

on the other s.ide of the frame. 
By means of ladders mounted on rollers so as to travel freely 

along the length of the frame (Fig. 2.52), "iremen are given 
· con\·mimt access to the upper portions of the frame. Another 

practice, contributing to greut.N accessibility and the avoidance 
of accidents, is to· adopt'a n1ezzaninc construction, as illustrated 
. F' 2•9 I In •tg. [h.J. 

In such office::;-, the incoming line cables are brought up through 
the floor and fanned out to the protector strips. The vertical 
bars carrying the/ prote.ct~rs are spaced on S-inch centers, along 
the length of the frame. Each ~:<trip carries protectors for 101 
lines and four of thcin wifh capacity of 404 lines are mounted 
one above the other, two above and two below the mezzanine 
balcony. It. is cu;tomary for conv<'nienee in· maintenance to . . 
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t.-.rminate the wirP::; of a ~ingl<' cable t•ithC'r alllx>low or all above 

tlw b:1lcony. On t hC> ~\\-it chboard side, t he~e large frames carry 

J.) horizontal rows of t('rlllinak The tC>rminals are mount<'d in 

20-lirH' units, Pach S indws long. It is H'rn from thP forC"going 

that ('ach 8-ind1 kn~th of frame proyidPs capacity for 400 

Ptlt.-'id(' lirH'." and :.;oo insi1l<' lines. This ratio of nnt ,:ide to 

Fu;. 25a.-!\Iain di~trilJutin~ frame with mezzanine galleries. ((,'ourlf;;;y of Br.ll 

'l'<l<ph<mc Lal,oralori<:s.l 

in~idc 'line~ provir!Ps for an (•xcr~!-l of cable pain; entering the 

office over those passing to the switchboard <'quipment, and it 

is evident that, unle:-;s it is maintained on about n. 4 to 3 basis, 

onf~ !<ide of the frallle willf.!row fast<"r than the other, resulting in 

unnPce~sary kngt h of frame anrl in unduly long jumpers. . 

Fi~-,rurc 2;)1 shows a detail of the apparatus :mel wiring on the 

v<·rtical side of tlw fr:um~. Hl·re the protectors of the type 
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shown in Fig. 2·12 (Chap. Ylll) arc arranged in long vertical 

rows, in large offices usually 400 pairs high. Portions of two 

such rows arc visible at the right of t.his figure. The hand

formed cable carrying the outside line wires is lashed to the 

frame, so as to be just back of the vertical fanning strip. It 

is seen to taper from bottom to top as its individual wires are 

taken out and kd through holes in the fanning strip to the line

terminal l"prings of the protectors. The jumper wires are 

FtG. 254.-Detail of n•rtical side of main ilistributing fr:mw. (Couri<·'Y of 'l'M 

A.nH'I"ica" t,f<I,h""c ar;d 'J'cl<ora]lh Company.) 

connected to the switchboard terminals of the protectors and 

pass back through :mot her row of holes in th~ fann!ng s~rip, 

·n:fter \Vhich 't lwy may be ,l,<'n at the extreme left m thmr dev1ous 

·courses to the other side of the frame. 

Figure 255 :;hows a not her view of the vertical or protector 

&,ide of the frame, this including parts of four wrt.ical protect.or 

strips. the row of double jacks in the center of this figure are 

the terminals for test trunks leading from the main frame to 

the test (ksk and for service-obscrving lines l<'ading to the . 

· k A f tl " 1 " "te't" 
scrvice-observmg des . ny one o . 1c. p ug-up or 15 

lines terminating in these jacks may be connected t.o any sub-

----------~~~~·~ 
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:::criber's line on the frame by a long tkxible cord, tC'rminating 
on onC' C"nd in a plug ad:lptC'J to regbter with the,.;p jacks, and 
at it,; otht·r Pnd in a tt•,.;t plug or tC',.;t connC'ctors adaptt'd to 

make connC'ct ion with any line at its protector mount in g. Two 
of t llC'se cords :trc shown in Fig. 255. One of t.h<·m <>nds in a 
~inglc plug which is seen inserted into the third ri~ht-hand j:wk 
from the top. The otlH.'r end of this cord tPrmin:lfps in two 
~ingle test connectors that are seen applied to a pair of protector 
springi' just to the right and a little lwlow tlw plug. The other 

r----~""'::R:t""~--...... ~ .... -~,.....,----- r·""'~' ~, .. ,"'"""-~ 
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FIG. :255.-\' (•rtkal fide of frame showin;: J!('O((•<·ton; and r,lug-up line•. (Courle.l<fl' 
of The A11un'ca.1 T<hphott(: aud Tr/f(Jraph.Comp<my.) 

> 
cord ends in a double plug seen in one of the double jacks. The 
()ther end terminates in a test plug that is shO\•m applied to a 
prot<'ctor just at the left of the plug. Tijus, any' lin~ on which 
t<'~ts or service obR<'rvations are to be made may be temporarily 
connected by one of these plug-up lines to a desk \Vhcrc such 
functions arc carried out. , 

In Fig. 256 arc Hhown side and end el~vations 'of a type of 
frame made by the Cook Elt"'ctric Company ,of Chicago and 
largely used by independent operating companfcs. 'fhe dimen
;;ions given in this figure arc for a frame using 200 pairs of pro-'· 
kctors per vertical Htrip, the protectors being of. the type shown 

i7. cs ~·T ''b~ t'(ti .• ·. 
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in Figs. 244 and 2-t5 (Chap. YIII) and mounted on ~+inch 
centC'rs. Its totallrnp;th would, of course, vary with the number 
of wrtical bars required, i! -2 inches bf'ing added for each 
increase of 200 !inPs capacity. For comparatiwly small offices, 

---r 

rc-7{Cfrs.->-<- '""7i,.- >

fro~+ Elevation 
Ma:'l !:J.sir•h0hng frame 

S•n9:c f'',cor Angle 

Fw. 256.-Cook distributing frame. 

I 
I 

~I 
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lower frames with a smaller number of protectors per vertical 
mav be conveniPnt)y Uf'ed, the over-all height being but 6 feet. 
wh~re 100-pair nrtic:ils are used. For large offices, it is this 
company's practiee to employ a slightly different type of protec
tor mounted on ;l,~-inch centers, and 200, 800, or 400 pairs high 
as head-room and floor-space conditions may require. 

<" ····~,... 
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The tNminals on tlw lim.> !'ide of this frame, opposite. the 
prott-ctor :::idt>, :trt> u~u:.lly arrangt-d in l'hort. vertical strips as 

Fto. !!57.---- Arra11gen1cnt 

shown in Fig. 256. 
or t wc•nty-six sets 

0 
0 

0 

uf distributins:-fnmu.> t••nuitwld. (Cuurt<'sy of Cook 
El«:lric Compally.) 

In this c:L&>,'the Birips each carry t\venty 
of terminals. They are short enough to 
allow sufficient space between them to 
facilitate laying the jumpe>r wires in the 
horizontal channels of the frame. In some 
cases, howevN, the line tprminals arc 
mounted in continuous rows on long hori
zontal fanning ::-tripi:i as in Bell practice. 

Fl~ure 257 shows seveml typical ar
rangements of tt'rminal,- and fanning strips 
on the unprotectc>d side of tlistributing 
frames. The soldering tc·rminals are tinned 
metal punchings se>t in hard-rubber strips 
which are mounted on the maple fanning 
strips. The arrangemen-t shown in the 
three blocks at the left of this figure are 
more common in independent practice, 
while that in the block at the right is rep
resentative of Bell practice. 

The test-plug arrangement for the Cook 
protector of Fig. 244 (Chap. VIII), used 
in testing lines at the main frame, is shown 
in Fig. 258. By slipping the test plug 

..,, .. ,...,,..~,.,r over the protector of the line in question, 
Fw. 25R.-llistributing- connection is made for permitting tests 

frame tl•Ht J>IUg. h l h cit er t 1roug or around the heat coils. 
When the rjlug is withdrawn, the protector is set. The switch 
associated with the plug permits the following tests: contacts 1· 
and 2, outsirle line through brat coils; contacts 3. and 4, inside 
line; contacts 5 and 6, outside line dirrct; contacts 7 and 8, 
one heat coil; contacts 9 and 10, ot lwr heat coil. 
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Inte~_ediate Distributing Frames.-The I.D.F. is structurally 
:·cry s~nubr to the :\I.D.F., the principal difference being that 
tt earnes no protectors. Its function in connection with manual 
~nultipl~ s\\:itch.boards, as already explained, is to permit changes 
m the dtstnbutwn of traffic loads among the operators' positions. 
By it, any answering jack with its permanently associated line
~amp and r~lay equipment may be cross-connected to any line 
m the m~ln.ple. In machine-switching offices, the I.D.F. per
forms a :smular function, permitting redistribution of traffic to 
different groups of switches. 

U-'0 COVERED C"l!LE 
rROM STREETl 

TO -

suBSCRIBERs{ i 1 
T ELE:PHO>.,'E ' 

PROHCTOR ON 
VERTIC-'L SIDE 

JVMP(R$ 

TE"V:NAL STRIP ON 
HORIZONTAL SID( 

.riNSIDE CABLE 

li 
u 

"--V--" 
MAIN TO fiNAL 

TERMINAL STRIP ON 
HORIZONTAl. SIDE 

DISTRIBUTING MULT INTtRMEOIATE 
fRAME DISTRIBUTING 

fRAME 

Fw. 259.-:\lain and int~rnu.Jiatc diHtributing-frame relations in machine-
5Witdling office. 

The relatiomhip bet \\"een the main and intermediate dis
~ rilmting frames in a manual office has already been dealt witb 
m connection with Figs. 278 1md 279 of the preceding voll:lme.t 
The same relationship in a machine-switching office is shown in 
Fig. 2.59, this having particular reference to a panel-type office. 
As in the manual office, the terminals on the horizontal side of 
the I.D.F. arc permanently c:1blcd to those on the 'horizontal 
side of the :\I.D.F. and· to multiple terminals throucrb which 
connections are finally completed. The 'terminals on th~ vertical 
side are permanently cabled to the line-finder equipment, which 
corresponds to the anl'wcring-jack equipment of a manual 
office. By means of jumJX'r wires on the I.D.F., any line in the 
line-finder equipment may be cross-connected to any line in 
the final multiple. 

Frames for Multi-office Buildings.-The tremendous tele
phone deYclopment in·congPsted metropolitan areas often makes 
it economical to establish several central-office units in a single 

•"Manual Switching and Suhstnti<Jn Equipment," pp. 319 and 321. 
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lmildin~. Whf're thii< is don<', it i:o; a<lvantagf'ous for a number 

of r<'a:"{m:' to make onP large main di:<tributing frame serve :ill 

tiH' nffirf':-;. One r<'a:<on is that it p<'rmits a wider rnnge of cross

eonm•et ion:-; bet W<'<'n in~idf' an(i out:<ide liiw~, so that a sub

~erilwr may mnvP t n any loea t ion within t hP :nf'a :"f'rvPd by the 

) "·· 

J:o'Ju., :.!W.-l'r<il<'<'lor frame I renter) and Hr•p:>rat<• main dl;.tributing frame 

(ri~ht). tCollrlvy of Hill Trl• J•hmu· Lalwrafori'".) 

J!:roup of offic<•:-; in the buifding and still r<'t a in his former telephone 

number. 
So met inws, as in the tPlephonc buildin~ at 140 "'est Street, 

Xew York City, as many as fivc 1 0,000-linP CPnt raJ-office switch

board unit~ arc tim:-; s<:rw,J hy a sin~.dc main di:<tributin~ frame. 

Franw,.., of Sllch l:trgeeapaciti<>s are sometin11·s too long to permit 

tlH'ir l><•iTll!; l:tid out in a "traight lirw in the floor spaee available. 

SCJiuetim<·s it ha!' lle(·n necessary for tlwm to be bent at right 

I 
! 

! 
\ 
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an!!:lct~ along two sides of the buil<ling in L shape or to be doubled 

back on thcmsl•lves in r ~hape. In other eases, they have been 

in two sl'parate lines with tic cables b(•tween. Obviously, a 

sindc straight-line frame is d<>sirable .. 

In order .. to retain the adv:mt:q~l's of the straight-line dis

tributing frame even where Yery large capacities are required 

.. 

Fit;. 201.-:\Iain distrihiJting fr:tlll<' (ct·ntPr) with ~l'parat? protector franws 

(left). (Courte'y of /Jr/1 'l'dtphonc Lalwralorzc.•.) 

and also to shorten the len!!:th of jumpers and economiz<' in 

floor space, a new type of main frame has recently been developed 

for the Bell System. 1 The salient feature of this involves a 

return to the very early practice of carrying the protectors 011 a 

• NoBLY., R. E., A Nf'w :\lnin Distrihuting Frame for Large Offit·<•l:i, 

Uc/l J .. aboratorics Record, p. 4ao, May, IHaO. 
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H'parnte structure of their own rather than on the distributing 

frame. There are thus a prot('ctor frame and a distributin~?: 

frame proper. The ri~id limitation as to size impo~cd by the 

protector mountings is thus not iniposed on the distributing 

frume proper, which, as will be S<:"en, may effect gr<:"at economy 

in its size by a gr<:"ater concentration of its comparatively simple 

terminal slips. 
The protector frame (Fig. 260) carrie,_ vertical strips of pro

tectors, 404 high, spac<'d on 8-inch centers on both sidl's. The 

~totalleng_th of thi.:?. fJ::tme is thus just half what it would be under 

-"the older arr:1niJ;enH•nt. The use pf cot'np:.uatively li~ht struc-. 

tural members of th<' frame with dingoml braces is to be noted at 

the front where the protection bars are not yet mounted. 

In order to effect a similar srn-ing in the length of the dis

tributing frame pr~pcr (Fig. 201), the terminal strips (Fig. 262) 

FIG. 262.-Linc-terminal strip for 100 pairs. <Courfrc,y of Bl/l Tdl'plume 

' Laboratori''-'·) 

on its vertical side are made to carry terminals for just twice as 

many lines per unit of hPight as the protector stripR. Thus 

each vertical on the line !'ide of the distributing frame carries 808 

lines which, so far as that 1'dde of the frame is conc<'rned, just 

halves the total length of the frame for a given required capacity. 

This pennits the teJiminals of each 8-inch length of the protector 

frame to be wired directly over to a corresponding 8-inch length 

on the line ~ideof the distributing frame proper. 
An increase in -the t<·rminal capacity of the horizontal side 

of this new fmme has been achieved by making it carry 19 

shelves and horizontal strips, instead of 15 as in the older frames, 

and by. mou'ntingl the tem1inals closer together horizontally, : .1·. 

Hp that 100 lines occ~py a :t2-inch horizontal 1£'ngth of strip 

instead of 40. inches as before. The horizontal Ride is thus 

~ ' 
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given a terminal capacity of about 60 per cent of that of the 

vertical side, it having been found that this is more nearly in 

accordance with the requirements of these frames than the 75 

per cent ratio of the older types of frames. 
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Fw. 2fi.J.-Rcl3tion of prot<""ctor frame and distributing frames in multi-office 
terminal rooms. 

Figure 26:~ is a diagram showing the com1cctions from outside 

lines to :;witchboard apparatus through the several frames 

'"here this .new type of terminal-room equipment is cmplo:red. 

This, in view of its legends, needs no further description. 
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CHAPTER X 

PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGES 

A "priYate branch ..exchange" is a private telephone system 
oprratin)!: in conjunction with a city exchange. It comprises 
a switchbo:m!, associated tdcphone stations, and, in !'lome 
ini'tanc<'s, a !tical powcr plant. It is !ft'ncrally installed on the_ 
prC'mises of a subscriber and- for this rea!'on is a "private" 
exchanp;<'. It is conm•cted with a public c<'ntral office by trunk 
lincs and. for this rea!'on is a "branch" <'xchange. Its purpose 

}s to afford faciliti<'s for intercommunication among its own loc~l 
stations and also between these and the stations of the pubhc 
<'xchange. Frequ<'ntly one or more private branch exchanges 
ar<' interconnected by .tie lim's, thus constituting a private 
syl't<'m of branch exchang<'s. In rderring to private brunch 
exchangPi', the abbreviation "P.B.X." or merely "PBX" 
is commonly used. 

Private branch exchang<'s may be opPmted in conjunction 
with Pither manual or machine-switching public exchanges, 
~llt1t; -whPth(lr- mtm-u,'ll or machine switching, in ::II except certain 
-:<.:mall systPms, it. utiliz0s the servic<'s of an OJ)('rator or attendant, 
at lem;t for th<' proper distribution of incoming calls from the 
public Pxch:mge. Private brunch-<'xchange systems are most. 
commonly of the manual type, although many are in use which 
employ dia)-c(Jntrolled switches for local and exchange con
nections. ""hf·n w;ed in connection with dial public--exchange 
s)·stems, it is customary to publish in the tdephone directory 
certain numlx:·r~ for night calls, so that the sC'rvicC's of operators 
or att<·ndantR may be diFpen::;ed with during othPr than the 
n·gular Lnsin<'"'s hours. The importance of the private bra.nch
Pxchange m<'tlwd of giving tdcphone service will be apparent 
when it is stated that in the Unit0d States on<'-sixth of all tele
phom~ Rf at ioiu; :ire so Rerved. 

Manual Systems.--:\lanual private branch-exchange equip-· 
rnrnt Prnploys thP same kinds of f(•h·phone sPt!-i and, with minor 
differences, the same kinds of switchboards as have already 
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been dealt. with in conf'idering manual public-exchange equip
ment. The tel<'phone sets, th('refore, require no special atten
tion, being ('it her magn('to or common battery, usually according 
to the type of central-office equipment with which they work. 

The switchboards may be of the cordless or cord types and, 
if the latter,· may be either non-multiple or multiple, dependin~ 
on the number of lines and amount. of traffic. 

Cordless Su·itchboards.-The general type of switchboard 
briefly discussed in Chap. VII of the preceding volume, l 'Yhich 
operate8 without cords or plugs, finds its greatest use in small 

! 
! 
I 

~L ,_" 
~:c--·-

1 

9 

Flo. 2G4.-Cordless-type P.B.X. switc·hhoard. (Courtc~y of B<ll Telephone.-_ 
J.nlwralori''s.) 

P.B.X. installations having but few station lines and few trunks 
to the central office. Figures 2G4 nnd 265 show one of these 
as recently standardized for the Bell System. The one illus
trated is for seven station lineR, three trunk lines, and five con
necting circuits (equh·alent of cord -circuits). A regular 
dPsk-stand telephone is usually prodded for the attendant's 
telephone set. This is provided with a dial if the cooperating 
cmtral office is for dial service.· 

In the top row of the face equipment are three drops for the 
trunk lines and sev<•n visual signals for the station lines. At 
the left in a vertical row are five visual supervisory signals, 
one associated with ('aeh of the connecting circuits. In some 

1 "~fanual Switching and Substation Equipment," p. 242. 
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ca&-s, these mechanical signals art> replaced by .switchboard 
lamps. 

Below f'ach of the trunk and station signals is a V('rtical strip 
of thrf'e two--way lever keys. Each of these is associated with 
th<" trunk or station line, the signal of which is above it. The 
two upP<"r k<"ys and the upward position of the lower key of 

:Fw. 205.-Cordlcss-type P.B.X. swit('hhoard-en~losing cabinet removed. 
(Courtuy of Bell Tdepho11e Laboratories.) 

.each §trip are also. associated with the connecting circuits, so 
-that, when any two of these keys are thrown In corresponding 
position, the two corresponding lines will be connected together 
through one of the connecting circuits. The downward posi
tions of the first three lower keys serve as holding keys for the 
trunk lines and of the next seven as ringing keys for the respective 
station lines. The eleventh group of three two--way lever keys 
at the right end are talking or listening k<>ys for associating the 
at.t<>ndant's telephone circuit with the corr('sponding connecting 
circuits, except that the downward position of the lower key 
is for night service. The two turn keys at the extreme right 
are respectively for switching the ringing circuit from the central
office ringing leads to the hand generator and for cutting off 
the buzzer located in the cabinet. 

In answering an incoming call from a trunk line, the attendant · 
throws one of the trunk keys and the talking key in the same 
level. The connection is then extended to the desired station 

it' t 
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by means of a station key in the same horizontal row. The 
station is rung by the ringin[!; key associated with the station 
line want~d. · 

An outgoing call may be made in one of two ways: The attend
ant may operate one of the trunk keys and the correspond
ing talking key and pass the call to the "A" operator, if it 
be a manual exchange, or dial the subscriber wanted, if it be a 
machine-switching office. Or, after having connected the station 
line with the trunk as before, the operator may allow the sub
scriber to p!lSS the call or dial it, as the case may be. 

A connection between local-station lines is made by operating 
the two-resprctive station keys to connect with the same con
necting circuit. For night service, trunk lines may be left con
nected through to certain of the station lines, by moving the 
trunk and station keys as just described and also operating the 
night service and the buzzer keys; then exchange calls to.and. 
from these stations may be made without the assistance of an 
attendant, but local station-to--stMion calls cannot be made. 

The ringing current usually is supplied over conductors from 
the central-office power plant, but a hand generat<>r is provided 
for usc in case of a failure of the central-office supJ:!ly. The 
talking battery is supplied over conductors (battery feeders) 
from the central office for local connections and over the respec
tive trunk conductors for the trunk connections. 

The cordless type of P.B.X. board is sometimes built for 
as· many as twelve station lines, five trunk lines, and five cOn
necting circuits. For larger numbers of lines or for heaviel'traffic 
than can be handled with five connecting circuits, the cord ty~ 
of board is usually resorted to. 

The so--called "intercommunicating" system is sometimes-
used in small P.B.X. installations. Jn the intercommunicating 
system, every line runs to every station ~nd each station has, 
in effect, its own switchboard by which it may connect its tele
phone to any one of the lines. A cordless system ~f this type 
has be<>n designed for use in residence and small busmess estab
lishments requiring not over twenty-four station and trunk 
lines. In this, each station has a key set with a push-button 
key for each station and trunk line. The keys usually hav:e 

k " 1 " "t lk" " d "rin ing . ., three positions ·nown as norma, a mg, an g . 
When a key is partially depressed, it is in the talking position 
and remains locked until another key is pressed. When fully 

~----------------------·----~------------~~----~ 
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d£>PN'"-"t'd, it is in the ringing position but restores to the talking 
po,-i, · ·n when finp;£>r pres~ure is remo\·cd. All other keys except 
the one dcpress<_>d arc 'in the norm::tl position. Connections for 
local-to-local station and local-station to central-office calls 
:m: made Ly dC'pre:<~in~ the corre:"pondingly dt:'si~nated keys. 
lncondng calls may be an:<wf.'r<'d :1t any station a,; rrquired and 

:Fw. 2GG.- Kcy-tn>c in t<:ret.m .. municating set. 

then transferred to the particular station wanted. Figure 266 
illu;.:trates one of the sets of this ~y;:tem. 

Cord-type Son-multiple Sll'iir-ltboards.-Wbere the number 
of lines or the amount of traffic of a P.B.X. is greater than can 
<:conomically be handled by a cordlf>:-s type of switchboard, but 
JWt SO great US to rc•quirc f he :<f'r\'iCP~ of more than tWO operat.ors, 
tlw non-multiple cord type of I'Witdlboard is employed. Tbt:'HC 
are similar in gem•ral appearance and function to the non-multiple 
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n1anual switchboards discussed in the preceding volume, the 
differences re~iding; in the provision for central-office trunking. 
The cord circuits areustially ofthe bridged-impedance-condenser 
type. The station lines, and usually the trunk lines, terminate in 
jacks with associated lamp signals. Sometimes, however, plug-
ended trunks arc usrd, in which . ~ 
case the trunk lamp si~nals are 
mounted on the key board. 

A front view of one of these 
non-multiple common-battery 
P.B:X. switchboards, as stand
ardized for use in the Brll Sys
tem, is shown in Fig;. 267. 
This has jack-<.'ndrd trunks, the 
trunk jacks with lamps and des
ignation strips being mounted 
in the lower part of the face
equipment spaee. AboYe these 
are the station line jacks with 
their lamps nnd designation 
strips. The plug;s, keys, and 
supervisory lamps of the cord ., 
circuits nrc nrrang<'d on the plug \ 
and k<'y sh<'lv<'s in the usual \i it··-

mnnncr, a pair of plUI-!:8 being Ll-·'t;....u-• ..!2-(i7-.--:..;-· ,-m---ru-u-lt-i
1
->l-e--t)-.I->e-P-.B-.--'X. 

used for each connect ion, switchboard. ( Court .. ,y of Brll Telephone 

whether bet ween· two station LaboraJorics.) 

lines or between a station line and a trunk to the main exchange. 
An incomin12: call over a trunk line is answered by the attendant 

and extended to the desired station by means of one of the con·· 
necting cord circuits. On an outgoing call, the attendant extends 
the calling local line over a trunk to the city exchange, after 
which she may pa:<:,; the call to an" A" operator (or dial it if the 
main office is automatic). ·or, after extending the connection 
over the trunk, ~he may allow the calling subscriber to pass or 
dial the call if he de;;ires to do so. Station lines are connected 
together for local conn£>ctions by means of the cord circuits. 
These operations re;;emble so closely those for manual central-.. 
office boards already described that further explanation is unnec~ 
essary. For night service, some of the trunk lines may be left 
connected through to c<'rtain of the etation lines, .so that calls to 
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and from these stations may be made without the assistance of an 
~it tendant. 

This type of board i• standardized in several different sizes, 
all of similar 11:enf'ral appearance, to meet the requirements of 
difft'rent f'St:tblishmf'nts for which the non~multiple board is 
suitable. The smallest has a cap:1city for 40 station linf's and the 
br<,;est about 300. The number of trunk lines and cord circuits 
is made to suit the differf'nt traffic conditions. When a ~reat~r 
station-line c:~pacity is nN'ded or the traffic is too he:wy for one 
OJX'rator, and this type of board i:o; othf'rwisc suitable, two Rections 
are placed side by side. Since this. arrangement produces a 
reach for either operator that is about the maximum practical, 
not more than two sections arc used together. 

The ringing current usually is obtained from the central-office 
power plant over cable conductors and a hand generator is pro
vided for emergency usc .. The talking battery for local con
nections is obtained over sepamte cable conductors (bat~ry 
fN'ders) from the central office, but on trunk connections the 
talking battery for the local station is usually furnit:hed over the 
trunk. In certain ca .... <:es where local conditio~s require it, a small 
and simple form of power plant is installed with the P.B.X. 
t:v;-it ch board. 

Figure 268 shows the circuits of another make oi non-multiple 
cord-type P.B.X. switchboard-in this case the standards of the 
f:tromberg-Carlson Company for use in connection with dif
ferent types of main exchanges. Here the trunks arc plug ended, 
!'o that an in-coming call is completed-by merely inserting the 
trunk plug int{) the jack of the local-station line. A call from a 
local station is always anHwered by the answering plug of a 
P.B.X. cord circuit. Then, if the calling station desires a city-

-,Pxchange connection, the answering plug is withdrawn and a 
trunl,i: plug inserted in its place. 

The operation of the local line circuit a and the cord circuit b 
is obvious. In order to understand the operation of the trunk 
circuits c, d, or e, however, the mechanical interaction between 
the fJ.rmaturcs of relays 1 and 2 must be noted. It must be 
remembered also that the trunk lines terminate in the switch
lx>ard of the "main" office in the same manner as an ordinary 
~ub~criber line and that the operators at that office follow the 
s:tme routine in am;wering or ringing on a P.B.X. trunk as on an 
ordi~ary subscriber line. 
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Thus in the case of the common-battery manual-office trunk 
(circuit c), the city--exchange operator calls the P.B.X. by ringing 
over the trunk line as she would over any other subscriber line. 
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Fw. 208.--Circuits of manual non-multiple P.B.X. swite.hboard. 

Relay 1 at the P.B.X. responds to the ringing current through 
the conrienser, its armature latching in its attracted position: 
The white lamp is thus lighted to indicate the call. \Vbeu the 
P.B.X. attendant responds by throwing her listening key, relay 2 
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is energized in parallel with the gr('('n hold in(.?; lamp. The opera
tion of reby 2 unlatches rt'lay 1, extinguishing the white line 
lamp, and also connects the holding retardation coil 3 :tcrof's the 
trunk circuit to prevent th<' cord supervisory lamps at the main 
office from giving a prPma t ure signal for disconnect ion, The 
nttend:mt may now r<>lea:-:e lwr listening key, since the relay 2 
remains locked ovPr a circuit. to ground at the ringing key, After 
the attendant inserts t.he tnmk plug into the line jack, another 
locking circuit for maintaining the holding condition is estab
lbhcd to ground owr tlw slccyc stmnd of the cord. When the 
callfd local sub~<criber has been rung by the P.B.X. attendant, 
his response; by dosing his line cir<.\uit, energizes the !'Upervisory · 
relay 5. This, in operating, releases the relay 2, enNgizes the 
r<'hy 4, breaking the holdicg circuit through coil 3 and extin
j:..'l.lishing the grC't:>n holding lamp. The circuit through the called 
subscriber's telephone has now b('('n substituted :~s a holding 
circuit to prevent the lighting oft he main-office supt>n·isory lamps. 

The called P.B.X. subscriber receives his talking currPnt from 
the main office over the tnmk, this current maintai~ing the super
visory relay 5 enerp:ized. ""hen he hangs up, the trunk-line 
circuit is broken and the main-office supcn·isoJ1· f'ignals are 
lighted. Also, the rel:ly .') releases, lighting the red supervisory 
lamp as a signal to the P.B.X. attt:>ndant. 

A detailed description of the other functions of this circuit (c) 
or of the operation of the other circuits (d and e) to automatic 
and magneto officC's re:;pf'ct ively need not be given, as they may 
be tm:derstood by a study or the diagram in view of what has 
been said. 

Multiple P.B.X. Switchboarr/.s.-Private branch exchn.nges 
f':ometimes haYe more lines and traffic than can be handled by 
a non-multiple board. :\Iultiple boards then become neces
sar:y for the reasons 1-1t a ted in earlier chapten;;. The earlier 
multiple P.B.X. switchboards were mainly adaptat.ions of the 
multiple boards . developed for regular central-office service, 
although it may be Dl(•ntioned that the use of multiple line lamps 
hecame general in P.B.X. multiple boards at an earli<·r dat.c than 
in city-exchange boards. The la.tPr types, while following 
thf' liame principles, have tx•en d<'signed especially for P.B.X. 
sen 'ice. The methods of OJWrat ing tlwsc arc similar to those for 
the central-office rnult iplc boards previously described and need 
no further explanation here. 

---
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A feature of the larg<'r boards, not so frequt'ntly encountered 
in the smallt'r ones, is that of tie lines between diffcrt'nt private 
branch exchanges. It is not uncommon for brgc establishments 
to have several P.B.X. boards located at points widely separated, 
and tht' tic lines are to expedite communication between them. 
Sometim<.>s, in order to permit satisfactory conversation over 
thl'~, high<.>r volta~es are required than for local or exchange 
connections. Furthermore, it is sometimes d<'sirablc to connect 
tie !inC's together tandem fashion, establishing connections 
bctwe<'n two distant private br:l~nch exchanges through an inter
mediate one. The voltage ordinarily used on the local cord 
circuits is 24, and that req~ired on the long-distance tie-line con
nections is 48. 

. It is de::::irable to have universal cord circuits (one type for all 
kinds of connections), and this was made pos:;;iblc by placing in 
the tie-line circuits that equipment whlch was necessary only for 
tic-line calls and leaving in the cord circuit only that which was 
common to all types of calls. The voltage control for the tic 
lines was thus placed in the line circuits. The tie lines were 
divided at each end, each branch extending through the board iil 
two multiples instead of one as is the ordinary practice. One of 
the branch multiples is used when a cnll, originating qt a distant 
P.B.X., is for a station at the local P.B.X., and the other whE?n the 
call is for a station at another P.B.X., tlm!'. requiring ext.en»ion 
through anot.h<'r tie line. By this arrangement, ~8 volts are 
suppli<'d to th(7t~ tine for a tcrrn.iilliting..call :Hid tt ~ithpll'·tlirobglf-· 
connection :inade wh(•n two tie lines are comwcted together. 
The opt>rator at the local P.B.X. simply has to selt:ct the propt>r 
branch multiple to suit the class of call being handled. An 
alternatiYe to this arrangement., which was formerly used, was to 
pr0 ,;de special tie-line positions with equipment suitable for. use 
with the long-dist:mcc tie lines. 

Fi•rure 269 is a front view of the No. 605 multiple P.B.X. 
board of the Bell System, which has a capacity up to 1,500 lines. 
In the main portion of the face-equipment space is located the 
station line multiple, consisting of jacks and lamps, the designa
tion strips being omitted and the regular jack numbers ust:d for 
identification. The lines arc multipled every fourth panel. At
the bottom of the space an:, the multiple jacks of the central-office 
trunk Jines and tic lines. On the keyboard ate the keys, lamps, 
and plugs of the cord circuits, which are of the univcr::;al bridged· 
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impedance-condenS('r type. A dial is provided for earh position 
when the a...~ociated cmtml office is of the dial type, 

At the left, or head, end of the switchboard is a caRing or 
cabinet, enclosing the framework for two distributing frames. 
This casing is made to ri1atch the rest of the board but iswithout 
keyboards. :\c>xt in order is the "head" section. The face of 
this section has in the first panel the battery cut-off, night-alarm, 
fuS('-alarm, and powN-alarm switches :md also the signal lamps 
required with the diffc>rC'nt alarms; and the sC'cond p:mC'l is pro
vided with a portion of the multiple, to enable the first operator 

Fw. 269.-A multiple P.B.X. swit<·hhoard. (Courtesy of H./I Td,.phonc 
Laboratorifs.) 

readily to reach all of the lines. In the rear of the scction are 
mounted the relays and other apparatus for the trunk circuits and 
tie lines, also the apparatus for the miscellaneous common circuits 
of the board. The next six :-:ections are the "regular" operating 
positions, and at the end of the switchboard line-up is a "foot" 
section. The first front panel of the foot section has a portion of 
the lines multipled therein, for use of the operator at the la.<st 
regular position. In the rear of this section is space for additional 
trunk-line circuit apparatus. The iron framework of both the 
head and foot sections is the same as for the regular S<'ctions and 
lX>th are provided with keyboards to match the rC'~Ular sections. 
All the key shc>lvcs and plug Fhelves arc covered "ith dull black 
phcnolfiber to minimiw the wear. 
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A rear view of the head end of this switchboard is shown in 
Fig. 270. When distributing frames arc installed external to the 
board, the head end is provided with a cable turning section. 

A local power plant is usually provided with the multiple 
board, although frequently in the smaller sizes the batteries are 
charged over conductors from the CC'ntral office and the ringing 
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Fw. 270.-Rcar view of head end of multiple P ·B.X. switchboard. (Courte81/ 
of Bell Tel< phone Laboratories.) 

current is supplied in the same manner. When this board is 
used as the manual part of a <:ornbined manual and dial P.B.X., 
as will be described later, the power is supplied from the local 
pov·:er plant provided for the switching apparatus. 

Dial P.B.X. Systems.-The increased use of dial central offices · 
has resulted in an increase in the use of the dial-type privati"' 
branch exchtmge. Automatic Electric Company, makers of 
StrO\vger type of automatic equipment, have adopted the abbrevi-

----~----~-----~ 
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a1ion "P-A-X" for the <~pri\·:ttr automatic rxch:mg:r.'' Sevrrnl 
typ(•:-> are available to IJ1('<'t t}l(' IH.'Pd:-> of variou:->-:-<iz<'u <'st:tblish
rnrnt:->, such as for diffPrrnt nmnbers of :::tation lirws and trunk 
linr:->, and differPnt C~1:1ractcrs and volumPs of traffic. Strowger
typ<' stPp-by-:*.'P sw1tchrs or rotary 1-'witchc:-; are g<'nerallv used 
a.-; tlw ~witching: m<':ms, but, in some .ca:::Ps, the switd~ing is 
:H·nllllph::lwJ by rrlays. The dial P.B.X. sv.-;tems are of the t\vo
<~r thrP<'-di;.dt types, serving up to one hm;dred or more station 
~nw=-. Both linP-finder and lin<'-switch principks arr employed 
m th<' non-numrrieal switching. --

Tiw:-<r systems provide for complrtr local service between the 
P.B.X. stations and may be so ahaug:0d that all stations are 
afforded public-exchange s<'n·ice or that some shall be :lllowed 
ineonting sen·ice only, while .others may be denied all exchancre 
!'<'rvi ce. "" 

The gPnrral method of oprrating the dial P.B.X. svstrm is that 
<'ach station ori1-dnating a call dials to t>s!:tblish cm;n('ction with 
any othcr station line, with a C('ntral.officc trunk or tie ·line or 
with the attendant's tt'iephone. An incanting call signals 

1

the 
a~tP_ndant, wh~, after answering, complett>s the conneetion by 
dwhng thr dPstred station. The attendant enn also ori:.rinate or 
cornpl<'t<' calls to the crntral office or an as:-:ociatcd P.B.X Even 
thou~£h all connections are made by dialing;, it will be noted that an 
:tt tendant, or ~'?'n~ per::;on at one of thr stations, is required to 
tntP~<'<'J~t and_dl:-tnbute the incoming calls, cxc~·pt that for night 

. !'Pf\'IC(' ;JnC'onnng;_ call~: may b<> arranged to-g6 dir<'cfto some pre---·
(kt<·rmuwd Rtatlfm ltncs. Through dialing, from one P.B.X. 
t~ the local Rtations of an associated P.B.X., is fre(pwntly pro
vJded for. 

~fofary-su·itrh Type.-Dial i'ystrms employing rotary-type 
fiWJtehes are used in small c>stablishments r<>quirincr not over 
twenty Htation lines. This type is customarilv avail~ble in two 
!'izes: o~e for an ultimate capacity of nine station lines, three 
trunk ImPs, and two connectinp; or link circuits; and the other 
for t WPnty station lines, five trunk linrs, and four linK circuits. 
The ninP-~tation Rize requires two digits in the fitation number 
and the t wcnty-r;tation size three digits. A complc>te installation 
of. thi~ !iystem requires an att<>ndant's cabinet, rotary-type 
I'Witchmg apparatus, and a local powrr .Plant. The 'switching 
apparatus and power plant arc housed in a sectional-tvpe metal 
cabinet. • 
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The switching apparatus consists of rotary switches of the 
non-homing typ<> used as line finders, rotary fiwitches of the 
homing type used as connectors, and rotary switches which are a 
combined homing and non-homing type used for the trunk-line 
switches. The finders and connectors are arranged to operate 
in pairs and the unit is called a "findrr-connector." The ~witch~ 
ing apparatus and powrr pbnt arc of the same types as previously 
dr~cribed in connection with the Strowger system. 

Thc attend:mt's ::::ct consists of a ~mall metal cabinet with keys 
and lamps mountrd in it an<l, on top, a hand trlephone set with 

Fw. \171.-.\ttendant's set for rotary-Rwit<•h tnw P-A-X. (Court<··'Y of .1ufo
mafic Ef•·dric Company.) 

dial. The cabinrt occupics but a small space and, since the 
· e-onnl:'-ctTffifs s r.o·l)rtruglrt to ft. t hi;o'ligh a flrxible cord, 1t inay l:ii 

rradily mo\·ed about upon the drsk. Figure 271 shows such :~ 
!iet used with the twPnty :-:tation-linc and fixe trunk-line system. 
The five two-way levr'r krys at. the right. end of the group are 
a~'>~ociated with the five trunk lines. The forward position of 
t hPSc keys (lever movC'd forward from attc>ndant) is the t (,'mk 
an:-;wrring position, an-I the r<>vcrse position is the trunk releaRe 
position. The buck ~ow of lamps :Lrr the trunk answering lamps 
which light whPn incoming calls are waiting on the trunk lines. 
The front row of· lamps arc supervisory lamps which light when 
the rec<'iver at the connPcted station is rrplaccd on the hook 
switch. The nt>xt two keys at. the lrft of the trunk-line kPys and 
lnmps are onP-way !rver keys for connrcting two prcdet.crmined. 
trunk lines for night servke. The front kcy at the extreme left 
iR t.he battery cut-off key used for night scrvice. The left 
back key is a two-way lever key a.nd, when pressed f9rward, 
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connects the hand ~t to the att<'ndant's line and, in the reverse nector relay units. Below these are the line and alarm relays. 

1

. 
po:'lition, is usC'<! wh<'n dialing the central office. _ The bottom shelf is for the power plant. At the left are the 

Figure ~i2 ~hows a P-A-X switchboard for the twenty-line storage-battery cells and nt the right the rectifier for charging the 

syst<'m, tlus b<>mg; t('Cogniz('d as of the s<>ctional type. The top batteries. f 

f'h('lf has a termin:1l block for the tnmk lin<>s :md multiple of the The stations have regular dial-type instruments, a two-wire 1, 

:-t:1tion lines at the ri~ht. At the l<>ft of this, enclO:'l<'d with a circuit connecting each with the switchboard. Additional sta- . 

mC'tal covC'r, arC' the trunk rotary switches. At the left of these tions may be provided for by connecting two instruments to a ! 

station line and using code ringing-a short ring for one and a 

Fw. 272.-Rotnry-i!...-itch ty·pe P-A-X. (Courtesy of Aldcmati.c Electric 
Company.) 

are, _fin;t, the common trunk relays, and extending to the extreme 

l(.ft Is space for five two-way trunk-relay units of which two arc 

<>quipped. The middle shelf has the station-li
1

ne terminal block 

at the right; next, enclosed in a metal case, the finder and con

n~ctor rotary s>\itchPS; next, toward the left, are the ringing 

VIbrator and tone and the Hpecial-scn~ce relays; and the four 

nwtal covers at· the ex1reme left e.nclose four sets of finder-con-
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F10. 273.-Schematic of eonucctions throu~h i:otary-switeh type P-A·X, 
-, 

long ring for the othcr-howevm:, interconne-ction cannot be made 

between the two stations connected to the same line. · 

Figure 273 shows in schcrm~tic form how connections are made 

through this switchboard. The upper diagram shows a cob.nec

tion from one local station to another. When the receiver of the 

calling station is lifted, :t line finder starts to locate the calling 

line and, when found, the dial tone is connected: The fir8t two 

digits dialed (twenty-liM system) cause the wipers of the u.sso:

ciatcd connector to rotate and connect with the contacts of the 

d<•sired station line. The third digit c::~.uses the bell to ring. 
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When both parti0.' han~ up, the findt>r wip(•n; ~tre not moved but 
t II(' wip<'f:' of the eonnl~ctor are rPt unwd to the "home" po~ition. 
Th<' :-:tat ion linC':o: arl' multiplPd through t hP bank- of all t hP findC'T
comwctor units. 

Out!!:oing call:-; to tlw public <'xch:mg<' are made by the sub
:-:criL)(•r':-; dialing a numbf'r n .. ..:,;if,!:n<'d for <'X<'h:mgl' :o;('rvic<'. Such a 
conn<'ction i,; :-;hown in the C<'nt<'r lli:q.!;ram of Fig. 2i3. A line 
find<'r operates a" bdor(' and the numb<'r di:tl<'d causes the con
nector to rotate :md s('lect n. non-bu:-;y C('lltral-office trunk. The 
switch oft lw S('lect('d trunk lin(', op<'rat i~ as a line find<'r, rotates 
to th(' bank contacts of the calling :-;tation lin(', wh<'n the find<'r
conncdor is released and the coil'n<'ctor r<'turns to the home 
po,..ttton. The bank contacts of the trunk switclws are multipled 
to the corresponding bank contact~ of th<' finder-connector units. 
The conn<'ction from then on is madl' through the dial or manual 
cl'ntral-office apparatus in the usual way. 

Incoming calls from the public exchan~l', ~hown in the lower 
diagram of Fig. 273, are all interc<'pt Pd by the attendant,. except. 
wlwn the circuits arc connected for ni~ht ~l'rvicc. An incoming 
call is indicated by a lighted anliwPTing lamp a,;~ociated with the 
trunk a.t. thl' attend:mt's cabinet.. Tlw attendant lifts the hand 
sl't and opera.tes the a::::soci:J.ted "Ans." key. This causes the 

1 
trunk ,;witch to rot:J.te to the hom<' po:<ition and {hen opemte as a 
conn(•ctor. The attendant dials the fir:<t two digitsof the called 
station number, cau:<ing the trunk switch to rotate to the-con- 1. 
tact;: of th!.l c-..tlled line. 'fh,en,jf_:_t-IHdiuc .isddlc- Hu::S1iper:.¥isoey · f 
lanlp lights- and the att.endant dials the third digit, thus ringing J. 
the ~tation b<'ll. The attendant may wait for the called station 
to anl:'wer or rl'tire from the connPction by restoring the" Ans." 
kl'y and rl'placing the hand sPt. If the calll'd stat ion is busy,-
ilw superviFory lamp docs not light aft«r the at.t~ndant dials 
the st·cond digit. f:hc may then inform the c:J.lling party that the ,? 

rwr.son he wants is bu~;y or wait un.til the supenisory lamp 
lip;hts, indicating that the line ha.'> become free, and then dial the 
bi't cligit. to ring the station. 

If dPsired, outg(Jing connections may be {•,;t:lbli~hcd by the 
altPrHlant.. The local ,;tation cle,;irin~ the connPction dials the 
at t ('ndant 's nttmlwr and, aft<'r giving t hP name or number of 
the out :-:ide person, bangs up. The at.t end:mt first operates the 
"Ans." k(•y of a frectrunk and then the "Dial Central" key, 
therPhy s<·izing the idle trunk. If the call is for a dial office, the 
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attendant, upon hearing t.he dial tone, dials the exchange number 
want('d. When the callC'd party answers, the attendant restores 
the "Dial C<:'ntral" key, thus caul'ing t.he tnmk switch to rotate 
to the home position and to act as a connector. She then dials 
and rings the station wishing the connection. 

The local power plant is provided with batteries for 24-volt 
1-'t•n•ice in the nine-station size and for 48-volt service in the 
twenty station-line size. The batteries are floated continuously 
:md.any of the methods of charging previously described may be 
U>'l'd. The ringing current is usually obtained from ringing 
:dbrator~. The ~a}king batt.('ty~tf.'i obt-ained from the local power 
pl:tnt fo; locafco:r{nections and iron; the ~central· office over the· 
trunk conductors for trunk connections. · 

Another form of rotary-switch-type system used for P.B.X. 
!'l'rvicC', and in gC'neral the dial substitute for the manual-key-type 
intl'rcommunication system, has beC'n developed. This system 
i~ desi:rn('(l to provide local and central-office service for residences 
and small business officl's requiring up to twenty station lines, 
five trunk lines, and four connecting links. It provides local 
sPn·ice between all local stations and exchange service to all or 
only a part of the stations. Each of the stations permitted 
l'xchange sl'rvice is equipped with a special telephone set, having 
key:;; mounted in the base, or a rPgular set with keys mounted on a 
separate base. The other stations are provided with regular dial 

tell'phone sets. _ _ _ . _ . __ . _ ~ ----" -· ~· ~ , .. 
-The set for the statTons pern1it1e(r excluinge· setVfce c!S like tbe. y -

regular Strowger cradle-type h~nd set l'Xcept that it has a special -~ 
sub-base which has three one-way lockil}g lever·keys and a push
button key. The key at the right, designated "-Out," is operated 
bdore making an outgoin~~: trunk call, the next key, marked 
"Ans.," is operateq when a11'swering _an incoming trunk call, a.nd 
the key at the left, dl'signated "S," is for holding .one trunk 
connection while answering another trunk call; five statione, in 
an in~tallation may be equipped with the "S'·'' key. These 
lewr keys are locked when operatl'd but when the hand set is 
replaced on the cradle the operated key is unlocked and restored 
to normal. Since, thl'refore, the switch of the cr:Vdle cannot be 
used to flash a manual oper~tor or to correct a dialing· error, 
the pu~h-button key abo,·e and at. the right of the lev~r kexs is 
provided for that purpos<'. In this arran~~:eml'nt, only one" Out" 
and one "Ans.". key is rf?.quired for all the tnmk lines. 

·-----·------------------------------------------------~----------~----------~~~----~-------
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Strou•gcr Stritch Type.-&\·eral sizes of automatic P.B.X. 
~ystems employing; Strowger-type ("up-and-around") switches 
haw been desip;ned by the Bt>ll Laboratories and the Automatic 
Electric Company to meet the need of those establishm!'nts 
for which the maximum capacity of the rotary-switch type would 
be too small. Both the line-switch and lin£'-finder methods of 
station-line non-nunwrical switching arc employed. The line
finder arranp;!'m!'nt utiliz!'s step-by-st!'p type find<'r Rwitch!'s, 
and the line-switch m!'thod employs S<'lf-aligning plunger-type 
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FIG, 274.-Attcndant's cabinet for step-hy-step type P.B.X. <Courtc~y .of Bd~ 
1\lt·phone Laboratarics.) 

line switches. This switching apparatus is of the same type as 
previously described in connection:with the Strowger system. 

Figure 2i4 is a fro)lt view of one style of cabinet used with the 
step-by-step line-finder P.B.X. system. Ncar the top is a hori
zontal row of lamps and keys with designation strip that arc · 
a.<;;sociated with the auxiliary and various~ alarm circuits of the 
cabinet and switching apparatus. Below are the lamps and keys 
a>'..'-'Ociated with the ten central-office trunks or tie linel'l, and at 
the left arc two keys a.r.;>'ociatcd with the !\ttcndant'_s telephone 
circuit. Each trunk has two keys and th~cc lampR. One key 
is used to connect the trunk to the attendant's telephone circuit 
or to hold a connection until a desired station 'is aVailable the . . I 

second key connects a station line to a central-office trunk for'' 
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night service, and the three associated lamps show the status of 
any trunk<'d call in progress. One of the two keys associated 
with the att!'ndant 's telephone circuit is operated before she dials 
and the other, when she originates or transfers a call. If more 
trunks are required than can be accommodated in one cabinet, 
a second one is provili<'d which increases the trunks to nineteen. 
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Fw. 275.-Step-by-stc•p type P.B.X. switchboard-linc·find('r side. 

of B1 II Tdrplume Labaratorie.s.) 

(Courtesy 

The switch frames used with this form of the step-by-step 
system are of the double-sided type, the line finders being 
mounted on one side and the selector-connectors on the other. 
The frame is enclosed in a metal casing with doors on both sides 
to give access to the. apparatus. The line-finder side with the 
doors open is shown in Fig. 275. On the top shelf are mounted 
the terminal blocks and at the right is a miscellaneous panel; 
below on the same shelf is a fuse panel, and a jack panel for testing 
and busying the line finders. The second shelf contains the line 
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~>lld cut -ofT rrlays for t hr stn t ion lim's and abo miscellaneous 

rl'!:1ys. Thl' two low~'r ::-helves an' for mount in.r t lw litw-findt'r 

,:-;witchr..-. Banks arc providrd for twenty swi~chrs, of which 

""'n>n arc equipped in the illustration. Tlwse line findrrH have 

100-point banks. On the srlrctor-conncctor side of the frame, 

thr top shelf contains the attrndant's trlrphone-circuit unit and 

four trunk-circuit units. The remainder of this slwlf and the 

,o;{•c<md shrlf arc rrscrwd for nddition:1! trunk or tir-line eircuit 

units. Thr two lowrr shrh·rs r~re rquipprd with hanks for 

twenty srlrctor-connrctors. The sclector-connrctors hn vr 100-

p(•ittLb;m ks ~\Hlich· ~re-fli.ttltfpled _tQ die tfnc fiml<·rs; t lwrdore 

proYiding fora totr~l of 100 station~trunk, r~nd tirlint's. -

On an originating call, the removal of the rec<>iwr from the 

hook switch cnusC's aline finder to operate and connect thl' calling 

:;:ration line to an idle sdector-connector. The calling party, on 

hearing the dial tone, dials the desired number, con~i~ting of two 

di(.,rits for n station line or the attcncbnt's line and one digit for a 

central-office trunk or tie line, after which the sf'lector-connector 

operat:s and connects the calling station to another ;,<lation line, 

to an 1dle trunk, or to a tie line. "\Yhen desired, outgoing calls 

may be handled by the attendant, :ts previously dC'scrih<-d for the 

rotary-switch type of system. , 

. An incoming call signals the att.f'ndr~nt who operates an asso

C'Iat('d trunk kc·y, learns the station wnnt('d, and di:lls the nurnber. 

If the station _i!' bu:::y or does not .. :ms'rf!.I:+ !S_he-1nav:-di.a.LiumtheE 

:'!:ltion or hold the connection until the statf<ib ":ant(•d is 'rrec. 

When both parties hang up their r('ceivers, the switch~<> are 

rdl:'a:::ed automatically. If the called party wi!:'hes to have the 

inC(Jming CalJ tran~;fprrcd to another, station, the attendant is, 

mmmoned ~y a mov~mC'nt of the hook switch. She t lum releases 

the cormcctJOn to the firststation and dials the f'econd station. 

In the syst£•m employing line switches in:;;tead of line finders 

th': operations are the same as just dl'scribcd, except that a lin~ 

~witch cxt(·nds the connection to an idle connector. The details 

of both 1 he;;e m('t hods of switching havP been previously dP:o;cribCd, 

in Chap. III. 

The tie lines to associ:> ted P. B.X. boatds are frC>quPnt ly. so 

:;rrang<>d that culls between the ~;tations maybe mi1de without the 

intervention of an attendant. Thr~ calling part:r-~diahthe number 

:i.'~-igned to the tie line and then dials the numlwr of the station 

w:mtf·d in the ass;ociatcd P.B.X. ·· 
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Combined Manual and Dial Systems.-These systems are used 

by cstablislmwnt:-; r('quiring more than about one hundred station 

lin('s, and when the station-dialing feature is preferable to the 

manual m('thod, as, for example, when the associated C('ntral 

office is of the dial typC'. A complete installation consists of a 

manual switchboard, st('p-by-step switching apparatus, relay 

racks, di~tributing frame, and a local power plant. Depending 

on the numhc•r of :-;tation lin<'s, two, thr('e, or four digits are dialed 

to s<'cure a local conn('ction. To connect with the central office, 

only on~· digit iH dialed and, to r('ach a tie line, one or two digits 

are dialPd, dPJl<'IHling on the number of tie-line groups. Only 

r;ne digit is rPquire>d ~o r.<>ach the P.B.X. operators, the number 

zero b('ing usually a:o;sig:ned for that purpose. Th-is syst('m pro

vides for a c:q)acity of from nbout one hundred lines to approxi

matdy three thousand linet:, or to the capacity of the associated 

manual multiple board. 

The method of opPrating the combinPd manual and dial syst~m 

is much tho "same as prPviously ckscribed for the step-by-step 

dial-type system, PXCPpt that incomingcnlls arc completed through . 

the switchboard line jacks of the called stations instead of being 

dialed by the opPra 1 ors. 

The manual Hwikhboards U!"ed with this syRtem are either the 

non-multiple or multiple typ<>s, dPpC'nding on the size and require

ments of the installation. The manual board is used for com

plet inp; Jll:nmally all incoming calls. Out going calls to r~ central 

·~offi~~ •. to~1lle afh~nd:i.iii or fo a station of an associated f.B.X., .. 

may be complctl'd l'itlwr by ::;witching apparatus operated by the 

:-tatiun dials or nuumally by the operators. However, usually 

it is preferable to have the stations dial all outgoing calls. 

The automatic switching apparatus consists of either line 

[o;Witch<•s or line findPrs for the non-numerical station-line switch

ing, and the local and dialed outgoing connections are complet~d 

through step-by-stcp selector-connectors or selectors and con

nectors whm the number of stations is such as to require the 

additional switching step. The line-finder switches are of the 

200-point st<>p-by-stt•p type !iitnilar to those described in Chap. 

III. 
The switch frames used with the line-finder-type systems are 

of the iron framework Htyl<' and are arranged for mounting various 

types of shC'lf units-Hinglc or double--for line finders, sdector

connectors, or HPlecton; and connectors. Each single-shelf unit 
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of line finders mounts 9 switches and the double unit 20. This 
arrangement permits various numbers of line finders per group 
from 9 to 40, which makes it possible to take care of a wide varia
tion of originating traffic in different inst.allations. The con
nector-shelf units mount 10 switclws on a single shelf and 20 on a 
double t<hPlf. This also providPs con~iderable fl.Pxibility to meet 
variations in terminating traffic. Each switch frame has a 
c:1pacity for a total of SO switches, 40 on each side. The unit 
~helf arrangcmmt is also utilized with the line-switch-type sys-

!."'~·; ~~~ 
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FtG. 27G.--s,,;tch room o·r a 300-linc P-A-X system. (Courlt,<1J of A.tdomatic' 

Eltdric Com'pany.) 
')-

tem; however, scct.ional-type.fmmcs are employed and the Rame 
flexibility of equipment is provided. 

The relay .racks and distributing frames· are the·san1e as those 
already dm;cribcd for small central offices.' The unit'method of 
mounting equipment is used also for the relay rack. Equipment 
for tnmks, tie lines, and miscellan<>ous circuits is :~rranged in 
F<'lf-contained units, each unit usually condisting ol 'one type of 
circuit. These unitH are :t."scmbled, equipped, iln~l wired at the 
factory and each iH provided wi1h :~terminal block which requiJ'('s 
only the connect ion of the switchboard citble in inst ailing. 

The power plant is the same type as used for Hmall H1 ep-by-step 
central offices and furnishes cu~nt also to the manual board .. 

t ~· ~ 7fi mr 
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A partial view of the switchroom of a 300-line P-A-X 
syst.em is shown in Fig. 276. At the right will be seen a portion 
of the ::\l.D.F. and directly back of it is a switch frame equipped 
with selectors, at the top, and trunk repeaters on the two bottom 
shelves. In the foreground is a supervisor's desk provided with 
complete testing equipment. The rotary line switches, enclosed 
in casings with p;lass doors, are at the left in the rear. Between 
the test dc8k and t.he rotarv line switches is a motor-generator 
set for .• char!J:inp; the stor:1g~ b:1ttery (not shown). The power 
board is mounted in a casing which is a continuation of the casing 
'tor line switch<"s, on)y a small portion of it bein~ visible at the 
extreme left. 
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CHAPTER XI 

TOLL SWITCHING 

Telephone traffic betweC'n subscribers whose lines are connected 
to diffC'rC'nt local exchanges is ordinarily called ''toll traffic:" ·• 
Each mC's~age in such traffic usually is charged for according to a 

_-stuwhr~-'f'chei;luiG of Tates and -hence_ the name. "toll." Toll
nie~s:ig~ ~narges·,;a}1· a-ccordi~g-to tile distiince involved, the 
kind of service, and the length of conversation. The kinds of 
scn·ice arc broadly of two classes: first, "station-to-st:1tion" and, 
f'f.'cond, "person-to-person" service. On station-to-station service 
the calling party agrees to talk with anyone answering at the 
distant tC'lephone and on person-to-person service he requires that 
a p:1rticular person be reached at the dh;t:mt telephone. -In the 
case of person-to-person service, attempts to reach the called 
party at point other than the one ori!!;inally designated will be 
made, if necessary, and the ·calling party so desires. On station
to-station service reduced rat't"s are offpred during the evening 
nnd night hours. The base or initial time period for long-distance 
messages. is 3 minutes, and for suburban 1_nessages .5 minutes 
_except for t}l~~m9,t:~. ~e~o~~tp!Jints:~-.Jilieni pnl_y :3'~in.~ ~is>=-

- ali owed--in the initial perio:O.: - ,.\ • -
Toll traffic is generally classified as" shorChaul 1' or" suburban" 

for distances up to the neip;hborhood of about 50 miles, and 
''long.haul" or "long·distance" for conneetions,betwcen more 
widely separated points. The majority of the short-haul traffic 
is hai1dled by the "A," or local answering, operators who com:
plete and sur)ervise the conn~ctipns. Thi!'l procedure is called 
the '"A'-board toll method." The long-haul traffic is handled 
by toll operators who compl~te and sur;ervise the connections and 
t hiR procedure is called the "toll-board method." The particular 
method of operating employed is dependent on a number of fac
tors, such as the volume of )traffic lJ<ct ween different points, the 
distance between p0ints, the kind of circuits available, the trans
mission quality of the circuits, a;nd tl}e speed of ,:en·ice desired. 
The v0lume of traffic is dependent to a gre>:tt ext<·,nt on the rates 
d~arged for the Rervice and has n very decided influrncc on several 
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of the other factors.- The increase in toll traffic in the United 
States during the past few years has made necessary many 
chang<'s in methods of toll switching, the increase having been. 
particularly notic<'able between many widely separated points. 
Xotwithstanding this increase, the addition of circuits, provided 
mostly by cable conductors, and improved operating methods 

'have actually resulted in a decided improvement in the speed of 
!'en·ice. This reduction in time required to make connections 
has resttlted in permitting calling subscribers to remain at the 
telephone for over 95 per cent of the toll calls made, and in an 
a \'erag;e speed of service of less t ~an 1 minute. 

The wire plant represents by fa.r the greater part of the toll~ 
system inw:;tment and therefore operating methods must be such 
as to maintain as high a use efficiency on that portion as possible. 
The wire plant of the toll system will be treated more specifically 
in a subsequent volume. 

General Toll-switching Plan.-The methods employed in toll 
switching must nece:<sarily be coordinated with the entire toll , 
plant. 'Circuits must be provided in sufficient numbers an~ so 
arranged that connections bet ween any two telephone statiOns 
can be made in a reasonably short time and "ithout too many 
intermediate switching points. Also, the entire telephone plant 
must be designed for such standards of transmission that 
connections, when established, will permit satisfactory conversa-

-(i(m;~·Jn' u-rder aaequately to meet these requirements in the ... 
United States, a fundamental arrangement of the toll wire plant 
and shmdard routing of toll messages has been established. This 
fundamental scheme is called the "general toll-switching plan." 1 

The plan consists of: first, a number of established "regional 
centers" which are toll-switching offices locnted in various parts 
of the ;ountry and completely interconnected by direct circuits to 
form the basis of a country-wide toll network; and, second, a 
greater number of "primary outlets," which are toll-switching 
offices having direct circuits to one or more regional centers, and 
each having direct circuits to all the "toll centers" in the area for 
which it serves as the primary outlet. The primary outlets also 
arc connected to each other within as large an area as practicable, 

. usually a state. The "toll centers" are the toll-switching ?ffices 
which serve directly the local and various other exchanges, calll"'d 

1 OsnoRXE, H S., A General Switching Plan for Telephone Toll Service, 
Trans. A.J.E.E. June, 1930. Also Bell Sy~tcm Technical Journal, July, 1930. 
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"tributary offices," within a local area. The toll centers, in 
addition to having direct circuits to primary outlets, frequently 
have direct circuits between one another anti in many CUS(>S have 
circuits direct to regional center. In order to provide alt~rnate 
routes to the regional network, it is found desirable in some 
cases to utilize a supplemental group of outlet offices, which have 
direct-circuit connections to regional centers. These offices are 
known as'' secondary outlets." Another type of switching office, 
defined as" secondary switching point," is used in some instances 
to provide alternate routes for intra-area traffic to reduce undesir
able back hauls. Figure 277 shows the pre5('nt arrangement of 
regional centers and primary outlets in the- l"nitt'd States. The 
large dots are the regional centers, of which there are eight, and 

To ether 
_ rt:!JtCin/71 cenfers 

To olher 
re:~,onal centers 

:Fw. 2i8.-Dingram of typical toll route5. 

the 8mall dots are the primary outlets representing approXi
mately one hundred and fifty toll-switching points. In addition, 
there are approximatdy twenty-five thousand toll cent~rs which 
are not shown on this map. 

In order more clearly to show the arrangement of direct circuits, 
Fig. 278, which shows only a very small portion of the complctc·~
systPm, has been prepared. The large and small dots represent 
rPgional centers and primary outlets respectiYely, and the small 
circles the toll centers. The solid lines are the fundamental 
(direct-circuit) routes of the general plan and the dashed lines 
are supplementary direct-circuit groups between toll centers. 
It will be noted that the regional centers are interconnert('d by. 
direct-circuit routes; that the primary outlets are connect('d to 
thrir respective regional ccntcrs, and in certain cases to one 
another; and that the toll centcrs arc connected to their respcc-
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th·e primary outlet~, and in some instances to each other, by 
~upple>mPntary direct-circuit groups. This arrangement fulfills 
orw of tht> fundunwntal requirements, that of permitting toll 
cotuwctions to be established with as few intermediateswitching 
points as po:"~ible. In the complete sy:;tem (Fig. 2ii), any two 
toll center~ din•ctly connc·eted to primary outlt>ts and in the same 
rt>l!innal arf':t may be connected by the use of not o\·er three 
intermediate switches, and in difTerPnt rPJ:donal areas by not over 
fnur. At tlw prPsr·nt time, SO pPr cPnt of the toll me:ssap:Ps arc 
h:mdkd over din•ct circuits, li per cent with one intermediate 
~witch, and :3 per cent with more than one interm<'di:lte switch. 

This toll-,witchint!; pbn has be<'n 'ksip;ned to I11('l't pr('smt and 
prPdicted future coriaitions in r('gard to volume and distribution 
of toll traffic nnd is subj<'ct to modification to conform with 
rhan!!ed eondit ion~. Howe,·er, the numl)('r of rPidonal centers 
and primary outle>ts may be chan~<>d from time to time without 
(kp:1rting from the principl<> of the pbn. 

Manual Toll S,;·itchboards.-In the ~mailer exch::mges,. where 
the toll i raffic is rd.J.tiwly light and r<"quir<>s only a few switch.; 
board po~itiom;, the switchboard is ordinarily a continu..'ltion of 
tlw local ~witchboard "·ith the suh)'!rrib<'rs' multiple extended 
into tlw 1oll positions. Th<'~C toll switchboard po:-itions usually 
are similarly ('quipp<>d and each OJwrator handk·s incoming, 
outg;oiug, and through tmffic. The offices of medium size have 
toll l-'witchboard:'! which are sPparate from the local boards and 
at which all classes of toll traffic are handled with outward, 
inward, and tl1rough -traffic seg:r<'g;atPd- on sC'parate positions.--.
Th(•H• boards secure connections with the local sub;;cJibers' lines 
by rf•cording or r('corcling-complcting trunks, and s"itcbing or 
dial-~witching trunk:-. The larger cxchangrs, and particularly 
the multi-office, han• >'<'p:lrate toll switchboards sPgrcgated into 
J?:roUps for the differ<'nt classes of connPctions, stlcn a5 outward, 
inward, and through, and for sp<>eial srrvice positic'ms< such as 
dirPctory and routing. The rcJ..,rular po::;itions are connected to 
t hP I'Ub!'eribers' line t:>quiprnent' by nwans of trunks, as outlined 
for nwdimn-~ized offic!'8. 

The cuf'tomary groups of rPgular pMitions are known as: 
"Combined line and recording pol'itions," (CLR-outward) 

which l'(•rve t hP local office>;, receive :md rl'cord the otiginating 
ion~-(li~tanc(' calli<, aml make the fir:,:t. attempt at completion 
while the ealling !'Ub,;ctiber holds the line. 
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"Non-method positions," which have a selective nrrang('mcnt. 
of toll lines and handle thos<' toll culls which do not result in com
pleted connections on the first attempt and others which cannot 
lx> handled by CLR operators. 

"Inward positions," which handle all calls incoming from dis
tant offices to stations of t.hP local offices. Th<'sC positions have 
aCC('SS to the toll lines and toll-switching trunks to the local offices. 
The toll lines for outward sC'rvice at. the CLR board appear with 
lamp signals at the inward positions, grouped according to the 
cities served. 

"Through. positions," at. which are est~blished connections 
b<>twcen otl~<'r toll centrrs not directly connected. Ko connec
tions are made to local-office stations at these positions. 

The very large toll switchboards in addition to the regular 
positions usually have the following sp<>cia.l positions: 

"Directory posit ions," which are provided with td0phone 
directories of the principal citi('~ and at which are furnishrd the 
called telephone numbPrs when the calling subscribers do not 
know them. 

"Routing positions," which I'Upply the D('Cessary toll-circuit 
routing information to CLR and through operators for points not. 
rcach('d over direct circuit.R. The authorized routes am ba!'Pd on 
frequent traffic cnginePring studi<'s of the entire toll IH't.work 
throughout the territory .. 

"Toll t::mdPm positions," which provide a means of making 
connections to toll lim•s which, owing to lack of space, arc not 
available-in the toll line multiple of the CL!l and non-method 
positions. 

"Traffic trouble po:o;i1ions," to which all line and equipm<>nt. 
trouble is reported. 

"Office tB' positiom.;," ,,·hich provide a means of communication 
between various positions 'or supervisors in the toll office, of 
reaching long-distance t<·rminals, and in unusual cases by use of 
subgroups of trunks to local offices, for CLR operators to reach 
local offices which cannot be reached by direct trunks from their 
positions. 

"Ticket distributing positions" which are central distributing 
points of the pneumatic-tube distributing syst(•m for the 
assorting and distributing of toll tickets to the proper positions. 

"Ticket filing positions," at which the completed toll ti<'k('ts 
are received and the ebps<'d convC'n;ation time and proper 
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ch:tr~C'~ computC'd and C'nteN.'d b<>foN.' forwarding to th<' billing 
dPpa rt nwn t. 

'' BNvic(' supt'rvisors' po~itions," which .handle- sc:rvice criti
ci:-:ms and oth('r miscellaneous contacts with subscrib<>rs. 

"Bervic(' obsC'rYing positions," at which th(' sC'n·ice is obsery('d 
on a i:'Uffici('nt numb<>r of sdect('d call~ to ch('ck the scn·ice as a 
whole. 

'' .:l''-lward Toll Jfcthod.-As b<>fore st.nted, the short-haul toll 
or suburban sC'rvkC' is gC'nerally h:mdled by what is known as the 
"A ''-board toll method. This is the simplest method and is the 
s:.mi' as u:-:<>d for mcasur('d-scrvice loc:tl calls, ('Xcept that instead 
i)f recording the ril£'5sage by register \('y and meter the operator 

writes a toll ticket. A schematic "one-line'' diagram of a 
connPction by this method is shown in the upper portion of Fig. 
279. ThiH will be recognized as the smne as a connection between 
two Rubscribers in the same local exchange. Handling this class 
of call reduces somewhat the number of calls that the i• A" 
operator otherwise could care for, but it is the most desirable 
mPthod for short-haul toll business from the standpoint of 
<'Conomy and sati!'faction to the Rub:-criber. This method, if used 
<•xclu~iv<>ly, would necessitat~ direct tnmks between all the city 
and suburban central offices and frPqUC'nt ly the volume of toll 
traffic between many of the offices is not sufficient to warrant 
dir('ct trunks. . 

In order to RCcure reasonable trimk-group loads and t{) obtain 
t.hc advantag('s of the "A "·board toll met hod, an additional 
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switching point, known as the "tandem switchboard," is intro. 
duced. Direct trunks to and from each of the city offices and to 
and from each of the suburban offices are terminated at the tan
dPm switchboard, thereby consolidating the traffic :ind producing 
larger and more efficient trunk groups. The tandem system for 
local~xchange areas nlready has been described in previous 
chapten;, and the same principle is <'mployed in short~haul toll 
service. In fact, the tandem method was first developed for use 
in manual toll service. 

In the lower part of Fig. 279 the "A "-bQard toll method with 
tandem trunking is illustrated. The "A" operator receiYes the 
call, writes a ticket, and then by the straightforward method 
passes the C:lCchange or office name and telephone number desired. 
The tandem operator then extends the connection to the "B '' 
operator at the called office. The method of extending the 
connection will depend upon the type of system used; it may be by 
pulsing the office name code and the telephone number, which is 
received by a call indicator or call announcer at the called office, 
or by the straightforward nwthod as shown. The "B" operator 
extends the connection to the called station through the "B" 
multiple or, if the office is of the dial type, through a switching 
train. If trunks are available nnd the called station is not busy, 
the connection is complPted while the calling subscriber remains 
at the telephone, almost as quickly as a local-exchange connection. 
Calls handled by the" A"-board toll method are usually station
to-station calls, except. in those dial offices where the "A" and 
toll oo:irCls are combined and- in the smaller tributary offices 
where these offices reach their toll center over ring-down trunks. 

Toll-board Method.-Long-distance or long-haul service is 
generally handled through separat~ toll boards, since, in all 
except the very small offices, it would not be practical to extend 
the toll lines to the local s\vitchboards and, furthermore, the 
operating methods required are not compatible ~ith the regular 
work of the "A" operators. 

The method usually employed for long-haul traffic is known as 
the "combined line and recording" and for convenience is called 
the CLR method. In this, the functions of long-distance record
ing and toll-line operating are perform!.'d by one operator. ·A 
typical toll connection using this method is shown schematically 
in Fig. 280. The calling subscriber is answered by the "A" 
operator and, after asking for "long distance," is connected to 
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the CLU operator O\-er a recording; trunk. The CLR operator 
r<'curd,; the df't:til~ of the call on a toll ticket and requests the 
l'llbl'crilx'r to hold the line. If the calling subscrilx-r docs not 
know the tf'!ephone number of the party wanted, the CLR 
OIX'r:ttor obtain:; this inform:ttion from a directory operator, but 
in c:t"c the information is not aYailable at her office she will later 
rN}tlf':'t thf' inward operator at the terminating point to furnish 
it. The operator then s£>1£>cts an idle toll line to the terminating 
toll cPnter and pa:-:ses the call to the inward operator there. 
'Yhf'n th£> detoirf'd toll center cannot be reached over a direct toll 
line,. the CLH operator l'ecures the necel'sary routing information 

' Lc:al Sw•!chboarci Trunh 8: Toll lme Toll S·mtchboard 
.s~b:SLL ~ ctr. o,rect:;r. 

~- .r-..--, --'_ ..,__,_-·$;::{~..,_3'!.:!'!:.t!:..'?!!_!.:!:!.J: Clr ~r'k C''r~c:arrdc~:x;;~;~~ 
, , ... c!r t '' op ;!.':.f:[J' 1 

To!f.:!.'!.'!f'.!.. t.;:::_n.!.:_ Tp/llme 
·o· ''•-it r . c1r: OS"' c;;r core! c'k'f Toll Sw,:chboctn:l 

from a routing op<>rator before starting work on the toll line .. 
In such a ca~, the connection is extPmkd through one or more 
intf•rmediatc switching points, where the call is handled by a 
through operator. 

Aft<·r the call has been passed to the inward operator at the 
distant point, the CLR operator selects a switching trunk to the 
proper central office, secures connection with the calling sub
:-:criber's line, and the original connection over the recording trunk 
is reka:-ed. The subscrilx-r, meanwhile, has remained at the 
telephone and this establishing of another connection to his line 
accowplislu~s the purpose of supplying 48-volt battery to his 
tran!'rnitter instPad of the 24 volts Hupplicd by the "A" cord 
circuit. The inward operator at the distant toll cPnter selects 
a trunk to the desired office and extends the connection to the 
called !-it a lion. The CLR operator supervises the call and times 
tJw conversation and at completion takes down the connection. 

--
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The inward operator receives a disconnect signal from the called 
station and, after challenging to determine that the connection 
is no longer desired, takes down the. .c€mnection there. If the 
circuit used has lx-en built up through ooe or more intermediate 
points, the CLR operator passes a clearance orderbefore releasing 
the connection. The CLR operator then sends the completed 
ticket to the ticket filing desk, by a pneumatic-tube system, by 
messenger, or by other means. 

If for any reason the connection desired cannot be established 
immediate}~,. or if dPlay is encounterNl in reaching the called 
party, the calling subscriber is requested to hang up and is advised. 
that he will be called as soon as the connection can be completed. 

Lc:ol D·ol Swilchbc~rd ;oil Switchboard 

Toll 5v·ntchoord 

FIG. 281.-Schema.tk of eoruhim•d lint' .::tnd r!'c.g~ w,r.R) .. .M;ong.:.:fi,~taJOCC -~ -- ~ooart:h.',jnn.,~tio,;: li<-'tWt'('n dial offices. 

The toll ticket is then sent to a delayed-outward position or non
method position and the connection completed as will be described 
later. 

In case of calls originating at dial telephone stations, the 
CLR operator is reached by the subscriber's dialing a 'code num
ber, which extends the connection over a recording-completing 
trunk. This trunk is also HUitable for use in completing the call, 
as the local switch train which extends the connection is arrange-d 
to substitute 48-volt battery for the rep:ular 24 volts and thereby 
eliminates the necessity of u!'ing switching trunks for that 
purpose. When the distant station called is also connected to a 
dial cent:.al office, one of several methods may be used. A com
plete toll connection between two dial stations is illustrated in 
Fig. 281, in this drawing the inward toll operator's position being 
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~hown <.'quipped with a dial or key set. In another arrangement, 
the inward toll operators hnxe no dialing equipment and secure 
eonnections to the dial stations through cordle:'.:> or call-dis
tributor '' B" po::~itions. 

Tht' OJWmtion of the non-mt'thod positions is esl"entially the 
same as for CLR positions, exct'pt that. tlw::;e position:::: are not 
prnYided with rC'cordin~ and recording-completing; trunks. The 

t':;;1~~~~7-;.1 
; .:s ... ~,.-;., ••• ~ ... · ••• ·~ •• 

:...., ---~- --1. -

function of these positions is primarily t-he handling of connec
tions on which there has been some d<'lay in completing. When 
delayed conn<'ctions are completed, the calling sub:-cribers are 
reached over .switching or dial-switching trunks, the toll line 
operations being the same as previously described for CLR 
positions. 

Fih'11re 282 !>hows a front view of a CL!l position. In the face 
Pquipm(•nt, at the top, are the multiple switching trunks, next 
bf'low the multiple of toll lines with visual busy si~als, and 
lwlow th{'se in the center panel arc the recording trunks. The 
lower !Strip of ten jacks in the kft panel are int<'rpositioy;, trunks. 
The keyboard (•quipment consists of the calculagraph at the left 
and a dial at the right. The six sets of keys, lamps, and plugs in 
the center of the position arc associated with the toll cord circuits 

"'t ''it ' ad! ' 1&!::''1tirt·'"'Wiit h"' 
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and at the left and right of these are various positional keys, such 
as ringing,. dialing, and coin control. On the front.portion of the 
key shelf is a glass-covered routing and rate chart. 

Toll Tandem Board Jf elhod.-In toll central offices serving 
large metropolitan areas, the face-equipment space of the CLR 
boards is frequently insufficient to accommodate the recording 
and rPcording-completing trunk answering jacks, the switching 
trunk multiple, and the complete toll-line multiple. This con
dition has led to the dcvelopment·of the "toll tandem board," 
at. which all the toll lint's arc multiplC'd and to which toll tandem 
trunks are extC'ndcd~from the CLR board. A connection from~&_ 
local to a distant city station via a. toll tandem board is illus-

Loco! Sv.ilchboocd Trunh &. Toll Lme Toll Swikhboard 

"f":?'"~a(-;; frA cil'f !"::II ftJr:dern ln·r;k 

C6.a·H-. o:r------"--------L:..}-------J 
Tel J .Swilchboard 

Tal/ 
Tc'l<*' ~ c·<'t. 
~-----Z~0~!---~ 

Ct>!lc:!"'hs~ ~<• To~/~,g~,;-~~r 
~/t>I1CO .l.__E fr~.;;' ~ell s«dchm,g trunk / 
0 ~~££~~;z;L::~:;;;:--~-~-~-==-------..... 

Fw. 283.-Schematic of lon~-distan<'e toll tandem board ('Onnection. 

1 rated in Fig. 283. The CLR posit ions still have access to the 
direct toll lines to tht' principal points and much of the traffic is 
handled over these as previously described. However, when a 
call is for a point reached through the toll tandem board;· the 
('Lll operator extend~.: the connection, by a toll t:;mdem trunk, to · 
the tandem operator who connects with a toll line to the point 
wanted. 

The toll tandem board is designed to work on the straight
forward, automatic-listening, and automatic-ringing basis and 
automatic disconnection of the operator when a connection is 
pluf!;gcd through. To facilitate locating an idle toll line in a 
drsircd group, each jack in the tandem board has an idle-line 
imlicating lamp associated with it. These lamps are located 
uhove the respective line jacks in combined lamp-so~kct and 
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di'l'ign:1.tion-strip mountint:?:s. The lines of each group are so 
connPctC'd that the associated indicating lamps function in 
H'(jU(·nct' from left to ril!:ht and, if the first line of a group is idle, 
its assocbted lamp is lighted, thus indicating an idle line. This 
!:Imp rPmains lighted until the line is takPn by an operator, when 
the indicating lamp oft he next idle line is lighted. Thus only one 
bmp in a group is lighted at a time and that indicates the first. 
idl<' line of the group, counting from kft to right.. ThPsC' arrange
mPnts improve the opt'rating dficiency and result in adding only a. 
rdatiwly short time int('ITal to the total o]Jemting time wh<'n 
connC"ctions nrc extemkd through toll tand£'m boards. 

The toll tandC"m orwrator is essentially a switching operator and 
arrang£'ments are made to pass infonnation back to the C'LR 
operator by means of signals. For example, if all the t.olllincs 
to the point desired are busy, the C'LR operator is informed auto
mat ically by nwan:o; of "OYC'rfiow" circuits. Each group of toll 
lim's has an ov<'rfiow jack and as:o;ociated lamp, locat<'d at the 
head of the group. The lamp is wired in sequence with the idle
line indicatin~ lamp::: and lights whE'n all the lines :ne busy. 
\\·hen an incoming tandem trunk is plugged into an owrfiow 
jack, a steady cord ;;:upervisory lamp signal is transmitt.c'd 
back to the CLR operator. The conn<'ction over t-he toll t:md('m 
trunk is maintained and, whPn one of the toll line:- bC'com<'s idle, 
th£' CLR operator is :.:o inf<irmed by a change from thC' :-:tc::Jdy 
lamp ~ignal to a fast flaRhing si~-,"Tlal. 8h<' then selects a not h<'r 
tandPrn trunk anq repc·:~t~he.r .ord<'x fpr the tc~l_l}ine .. c..-ln a<-Wition 
"common overflow" circtiitfi;mdividual to each tandem position,· 
are provided. \\'h<'n the group overflow circuit is in use and 
another connection is r<·qu<':stcd forth<' same point, the incoming 
tandem trunk is plu~c;ed into a jack of the common overflow 
circuit and the second CLR op<'rator is illformed, by a slow flash
ing cord sup(•rvi:-:ory lamp, that a call is already waiting for a 
connection to the same point. t:nder these condition:o;, the sec
ond CLR operator abandons the conn<'ction for lat<'r compl<'tion. 

Figure 284 is a vil'w of a portion of a toll tandem board showing 
fifty incoming tand<'m trunk cords per position and a sC'ction 
(two positions) cap:1city for :~,GOO toll lines with t.hC'ir associated 
idle-line indicating bmps .. 

Dial Toll Switchboards.-Several typl's of toll boards de!'igncd 
to utilize the principle~ of automatic tel<'phonc switching are in 
service in the L'"nited States and European countrie.s. These 

., 
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r;ystems in some cases C'mploy cord connecting circuits supple
m<'nted by dialing features for certain selective functions, while in 
others the cords h:wc be<'n dispensed with entirely and the com
plete toll-line selection accomplished through di:ll- or key-set
controll<'cl switches. The latter type of system is f!;<'nerally more 
applicable to relatively br~e toll-swit.ching C( r;t<'rs, where the 
opemting adn1.ntag<'s are Hifficient economically to warrant their 
use. 

1 
I 

FtG. 284.-Toll tandem switchboard. 

Dial Short-haul Tandem Boards.-Dial tandem systems have · 
been developed for h:mdling suburban toll service in areas where · 
a. large portion of the local central offices are of the dial type, and 
also to facilitate the handling of short-haul traffic of large metro
politan areas. When used in connection with dial offices, opera-· 
tors are usually required at the tandem office to control the trunk 
selections to the distant offices. In some of the larger metro
politan centers, dial apparatus of the panel t.ype is employed also 
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for handling calls from manual offic<>s.· Th<> pan<>l-tyJX" method 

of tand<>m opt'ration has nlr<>ady t>N>n d£'~crilx>d in connection 
with th<> pan<>l exchange system. 

In some instances, no operators are required at the tandem 

offic<>s, th<> entire switching b<'in,g controlkd bv dials at the 

~<wit_chboard positions of the manual offices and through sending 

<>qulpllH'nt. at the special "A'' operators' po~itions in the dial 

~>ffi~<>s. · Of cours<>, calls for offic<'~ not. Pquipp<'d with call 

md1cator or call-announcer po8itions mu::;t h:we the number of 

the wanted station repeat<>d to the incoming operator. An · 

example of a tandem system of this type is that in southern 

California, centering about Los Angeles. The central offices in 

t~c short-haul area are manual common-battery and magneto, 

<.hal ~t.ep-by-step (Los Angeles exchangE.', mainly dial), and a few 

semi-automatic. Since the dial offices in this territory are all of 

the st.ep-by-st.ep type, that type has al!"o been used for the tandem 
Rystem. 

A schematic diagram of typical toll connections for the dial 

short-haul system is given in Fig. 285. The drawing has been 

made with particular reference to calls originating at suburban 
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points; however, calls from the city exchange would be handled 

in the same manner. Two groups of tandem selectors are pro

vided, one as shown and another for the calls from the city sta

tions. In the upper portion of the diagram is shown a connection 

from a suburban manual office and immediately below one from a 
Ruburban dial office. At the upper right is the tandem selector 

switch train, at the right below this isa city dial office switch 

train, nnd at the bottom is indicated a connection to a city manual 

office with call-indicator positions. The manual 11 A" operator 

or special dial "A" operator receives the call, writes the ticket, 

vrovp •"<~.-,! "; . fir.-. 
~?'PI;s \ _: ~~~·;qr:t:, 

~;~;;;;;'?~~'1G~~Jiv I c~ C ~0;~1 
' ' hYi ~n •. , . .J-thvJ'I ~'fii[[/IJ Od;7jd 

fll'··'~'l! p.t,,-llar.s posd,ons . _ pl,,"''l 

}'w. 286~-Sche~t~tie of StroV.·gci ~uto~i~tic {~~~;f,1'ystCJi;·;-~, -r-<;:·~ 

and extC'nds the connection by dialing the office code and station 

number wanted. These operators also time the messages and 

have complete supervision of the connections. At the lower 

cE.'nter and left portion o{ the drawing is shown a connection to a 

suburban manual office. >In this .case, the functions of the orig

-inating "A" operator are the same as before, e::-,:cept that the 

office code only is dialed and the station number. repeate.d vorbally 

to the incoming "B" operator at the suburban office. ·1 

Strowger Automatic Toll Board.-The Strowger automatic 

toll board is an example of a complete key-set-controlled system 

utilizing the principles of the Strowg_er step-b~·-step telephone

exchange switching system. This toll board is designed to be 

operated in accordance with the standard methoqs pr1:viously 

described. A schematic diagram of a typical arrangement of this 
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~ystem is shown in Fig. 286. At the upper left arc trunks from a 
toll tandem office, direct toll lines are immediu t<'h· below nnd . ' beneath these are the recordinp: trunks from the local C'Xch:mg;e. 
These recording trunk8 are in practice sC'parated into two groups: 
one for r<'gulur subscrilx>rs :md onC' for coin-box pay:-tation serv
ice. However, for tlw sake of simplicity but one typ<' of circuit 
has been shown. The toll lines are terminatC'd in two-way trunk 
rC'p<:>ater8, and immediately to the ri~ht arc rotary line switches. 
These line switches are of the "homing" typ(' n~d sen·c to di~
tribute the traffic to the switchboard positions. The small 
squares i~ t,he._.upper_ ce!liC£ of tlw·-t1r~1 wing. l'{'presC'nt--t he various 
t(h5;- -gr6tips :Ts,.;o(·iated· ,i,'ith 'tli"i"! ·&fferent classes oC trunks. 
At the lower part of the drawing are the toll operaton;' positions. 
The clas,;es of positions shown in this typical arrangement are: 
inward, inward-through, combined line and reconling (CLR), 
:!nd df'byed-c:tll. While only one po:>ition of each cla~s has 
lx>en sho"·n, it is to be understood that a sufficknt number of 
each would be provided to hnndlethc traffic properly. At the 
right of the drawing; is the step-by-step switchin~ equipment for 
extending the toll connections to the desired destin:ttions. The 
first vertical row of switches r('pre,.ent the toll precedinf!: selectors. 
These selectors are of the one-digit type and sen·e to ('xt end the 
connections tot he local toll switch train, to the toll switch trains 
of other central offices, to dC'byed-c:ill opera tors, and to toll 
second selectors. The second s~lectors extend tl-lC' oo.n.!.l.erit.i.oM 
to other toll Jines.' ·Toll third st~lcct<;r~ ·wotirct-te~·~JdPd when t'he · 
number of toll lines require them. The s<'cond sdectors sh(;wn 
are of· the two-digit type; so that_ the bank levels may be sub-
dhided to pro\•ide for toll lines in groups of less than ten. 

A call coming through f'ome other ioll board or tandem board 
will cause a line lamp -1o light at one of the inward-through or 
inward positions. The operator will answer with the as:;;ociatcd 
"talk" key and learn t.he connect ion def'ired.. If the. call i'> for a· 
local-<>xchange station, she will op<:>rat.c the prop<'r key.• of the 
hy set. and ext<'nd 1 he connC'ct.ion to the called sub~criber's lin<'. 
1f the call is for !'Orne other office, the connection will Lc extended 
by rnPum; of the key S<'t to t.he proper toll line 0r switcldng tnmk. 
If the called sub~criber's line is bu~y or no toll lines arC available, 
the call mur-;t be passPd to one of the delayed-call positions. In 
ordPr that an opC'rator rnny properly idmtify the call to be paRsed, 
Paeh posit ion ha:-; in the face equipment "group-indicating" 

-· 
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lamps. A separate lamp is provided in each position and asso- ! 
ciat<'d with each of the toll-line groups, and, when the "talk" ! 
key is orwmted, the lamp for the group over which the connection · 
has come will light and thereby inform the operator of the partie- I 
ular point from which the call is coming. The face equipment is 1 
also proYi(kd with" grc>up-busy'' lamps, and, when the operator I 
notes a lif.!:hi<'d lamp indicating that all the lines in a particular 
group are busy, she will at once transfer calls for that group to a 
dC'I~l)"('(l-call operator. The delayed-call operator will record the 
details on a "call-order., ticket. and attempt to complete the call 
as soon as pos:;;ibl<', as will be described la.ter. 'f.he connection will 
thm be cleared !roin the position at which· it was originally 
anSWC'red. · 

Calls from local-exchange stations are extended to the CLR 
operators over the recording trunks, as previously E'xplained in 
connection with manual toll boards. These calls are distributed 
through the rotary line ;,witches to one of the CLR positions, where 
op<:>rator writC's a. toll ticket and attempts to complete the con
nection d<'sired by means of her key set. In the majority of 
cases, this is accompli:-h<'d while the calling subscriber remains at 
the telephone, and in many other cases after only a slight delay. 
In case of temporary delay, the calling party is instructed to 
hang up and t.hat he will be called, his line rnC':mwhile r<'rnaining 
connected to the CLR po~ition. These operators have facilit.ies 

_ __c_.:for s•'rhl{!:ing·back ti-the ('.::cUing station OYer the recording trunk, 
. and· '''hen the dPlaw'd connection has bE'en completed, she 
rec::ns the calling f:Ub;cribc-r. If the CLR operator finds it impos
sible to cornpl<'te the connection within a specified time, the call is 
passed to a ddayed-call Op<'rator and the subscriber's line released. 

The delayed-call op<'rators, as the name impliE's, are provided 
for the purpose of completing connections on which some delay is 
expected or has been ('Xperienced. "Call-order" tickets are 
written for all such calls and these opC'rators complete the con
nections as rapidly as the called stations can be reached. The 
trunk-circuit equipment for fhe delayed-call positions is in general 
of two clal's<'s. One consists of the circuits over which the 
delayed-call positions are reached by other operators and the 
other of "two-way dialing., circuits, by means of which connec- · 
t.ions may be extended to both the calling and called stations. 

A typical dial CLR switchboard position is shown in Fig. 287. 
In the face <'quipnwnt, the group-indicating and group-busy 

.. 
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bm ps are loca t Pd :1 bovc the tic k<:>t. file com part nwn t s, in com
bined l:nnp-sock<:>t nnd desi!!nation-strip mounting8. On the 
h•y !<lwlf. the key group of two rows at the extr<:>me ri~ht is the 
''dialing" k<:>y ~Set. This consists of tPn digit k<:>ys, a start key, 
and an <:>rror k<:>y. At t lw }pft. of this group nrc two spt s of keys 
and lamps, and these, together with th<:> two at the extr<:>me left. 
of tiH' kPy shdf, are common tot h<:> posit ion and arc for splitting a 
comH'ct ion, ringing in <:>ithN dir<'et ion, operating coin-box pay
station appar:ttus, etc. The six sPts nt-ar the C<'nt<'r of t.hc posi-:. 

FIG. 287.-Strowger automatic toll-hoard position. 

tion are the r<'cording inmk-circuit hys and sup<'rvisory lamps. 
The.~e keys are used in answering calls, monitoring, and releasing 
connections.. The three lamps at the rear of <':tch of these k<>ys 
are the n;gubr calling, supervisory, and guard lamps. The two 
~ts of keys and lamps at -the right of'thc center arc for coin-box 
paystation FPrvicc and hl1ve the sa1he functions as those just 
d<·scribed. The time stump is at the right. of the position, and 
1 he front of the key shelf has a glass-covered instruction and rout-
ing chart. ) · · 

') 
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"A "-board toll mt?thod, 466, 4i2 
"A" op<•rator, pant?! syst<•m. 230 
Accumulators (see Storage hat-

. teries). 
Air-gap arrester, 403 
Alarm system, 160, 166 
All-relay automatic ~ystem, 4. 308 

answer by called party, 32() 
hu~y test, 324 
connt?ctor, 314, 318, 321, 329 
co~t considerations, 32i 
counting-relay chain. 319. 321, 329 
detailed operation. 320, 330 
<lial-impulse regi~ter, 318 
di~trihution of traffic, 333 
finder, ~;elector, 329 
guard relays, 333 
histo~· and general ('haracter

iEtics, 308 
. :l1Undf(><Hine S)'stt!m, 319 

inception, 308 
intcrfPrcnce among :;imultaneous 

calls, prevention of. 333 
line finder, 314, 317, 320 
link, 313 
mounting of equipmetJt, 328 
outline of operation, 313 
p<'ndulum relay, 311 
rPgister, dial impulse, 318 
relays, 309 

busy, 318 
connection, 310 
control, 309 
counting, 319, 329 
cut-in, 318 
guard, 333 
multi-contact, 310 
pendulum, 311 
tens, 314 
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All-r<'ln~· automatic system, !'(>lays, 
units, 314 

rPlPa~e of connection. 327 
ringing opt'ration, 312, 326 
:;:ele<'tor, 316, 329 

finder, 316, 329 
t hons:md-line system, 32i 

Ameriean Telephone and Telegraph 
Co., v, vi 

"American Telephone Praetice," by 
Kempster R ~Iiller, i 

Arresters, 403 
air gap, 403 
carbon blo('ks for, 405 
open-space cut-out, 403 
YaCU\lill tube, 410 

Automanua! system, 6, 308 
Automatic Electric Co., v, vi 
Automatic switehing. beginning of 

general adoption, 9 
Automatic systems, all-relay, 308 

b~ginnings of, 1 
eommon batte~·, 6 
local battery, 6 
panel t,ype, 183 
rotary type, 2<19 
stC'p-by-step type, 22 
Strowger, 22 

"Automatic ys. !\Janual T<'lephone 
Exchange," b~· KempstN B. 
l\Iiller, 7 

B 

"B" l~oard, 150, 238 
"B'' operator, 150, 238 
Banks, panel system, 186, 192 

rotary system, 257, 26~ 
;;tep-by-step system, 31 

Batteries (see Primary batteries and 
Storage batteries). 
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B..tl Telephone Llhor!ltori('s, v 
Bolander, P. A., vi 
Bru~h ra rriu~<'. 25S. !?ti5 
Hru~h trippin~. 18..". 26ti 
Busy te~t, all-r<>lay ;:yst<'m, 324 

c 

OJmmutator, ptuwl sy~t<'m, 193 
• rotary systf:'m, 263 
ConnPr.tion rPiays, 310 
ConnPrtors, 54 

all-reluy, 314 
eombination toll and local, 96 
frcqu<'ncy sclectin~, S2 
individnul line, 73 

C:11l announcer, panel system. 248 mountin~, 78 
Cull-indirator equiprm•nt, 151, 233 one hundrNIIine, 74 
Call :>uperdsion, 301 trunk huntin~.-.79 
Callin~ devi<'e, 12 two hundred line, 74 

~C':1m. eut_ting. sequence switrh, 273 Connolly and ::\IeTighe, 1 
_Ch:lrai-teti;·tie -{•tin·C::s --:or· dir~d- Continuous hunting. 250, 305 

rurrf:'nt dynamo~. 353 •·b-mtrol'' r<'lay~, 309 
Charging maehin<'s, 351 Conve~ion from manna! t.o auto-

ehararteristir em-ves. 353 matic op<>ration, G, H, 149, 2:~:~ 
eommercial type, 35tl Coordinate swit<•h, I, 22 
compound wound, 352 Coppf·r oxide rectifier, 3li8 
copper oxide reetifier, 368 Cord-type P.B.X. switch hoards, 
filtering <'Urrent of rommercial tnult iple, 449 

machines, 357 non-multiple, 446 
mercury-arc rectifier, 365 Corulc~s "B" po~itions, 150, I 55, 
!!'eparately excit.('d, 352 238 
Fcrics wound, 352 Cordle~s-type P.B.X. switchboards, 
shunt wo1)nd, 352, 354 443 
smooth currc·nt, ~peoial, 354 C'o;;t~ of early automatic "()llipment, 
static rectifiers, 3li4 9 
Tungar rectifier, 3G.6 O:mnter el<'ctromoth·e forNl <'ells, 

Chemical action, of primaF-y cells, . c- 350 .· . .. 
.. ,, 331-;~Q-.~c-:? · ~·-··- -;.":.;:..- b:.uiiti,ig- ;eia)~s; all-r~;lay -~~yHt.('m; 
of storage ccM~ 341 .• 319, 321, 329 --

Chloride accumulators, 341 p:mel system, 197, 218 
. Cipher, :~ignificanee of, 1 i rotary system, 289, 295 
Clement, Edward E., 5. 308 translations, 295 

. CLR toll positions, 470, 476 Crawford, Xf:'d, vi 
Clutch, HH, 259. 2117, 279 Cross-connecting wires, 426 
OJin-hox operation, panel syst~m, 

. 229 

Columbus, - Qhio, e11.rly' automatic 
exchange, 9 ·1 

Combined dial and rn:tnunl P.B.X. 
~<ystem, 4G3 

Commercial power linr:~· 335 
OJnHnerrial-type clu1rging gener-

at{)rS, 356 , 
OJmmon-battery ' automatic sys

tems, 6 

D 

O.,akin, Gerald, vi 
D<·cimal ha~<is of orwration, 11 
D<•(''Jder, panel sy;;tem, 211 
Dell'o house-lighting s<'t, 362 
Dial, 11, 00 

Automatic Electric OJ.',, 14 
break impulses from, 12 
control vs. keyboard control, S 
CS.'-P.ntial requirements of, 12 
finger-hole designations, 17 

INDEX 487 

Dial-impulse register, 249, 318 
method of using, 13 
off-normal springs, 14 
-P.B.X. systems, 453 
\Ye~tern Electric OJ.'s, 16 
system, 5 

Di11:it, cnnccling, 295 
pairing, 296 
rrcording, 286 

Din•ctor system, 138 · 
Direetory listing, 11, 19, 20 
DirPctory positions, tull, 471 
Di8charge rates, of primary bat-

teries, 33S, 340 
of storage h;-ltteries, 344 

"Di~tributing Frame for Large 
Offices, A Xew )lain," by 
R. E. Noble, 439 

Distributing frames, 426 
A and B types, 431 
comhined main and intermediate, 

163 
Cook Eleetric OJ.'s type, 435 
Ford and Lenfest, early frame, 429 
functions of, 426 
Hibbard, early frame, 429 
horizontal and vertical sides, 430 
intermediate frame, .l.D.F., 426, 

437 
ladders, rolling, 431 
main frame, ~LD.F., -426, 427 
mezzanine floors for, 432 
for multi-<>ffice buildings, 437 
ping-up lines, 433 
protector frame, :>!'parate, 438 
protector mounting on, 431. 433 
relation of protector and distribut-

ing frames in multi-<>ffice 
buildings, 441 

terminals, types of, 436, 440 
test lines, 433, 436 
test plugs, 433, 436 
vertical or protector side, 433 
wall-type frame, 427 

Diverter-pole generator, 358 
O.mblc contacts in relays, 310 
Double testing, 305 
Dry cells, 337 

Dynamos, characteristic curves· of 
direct current, 353 

E 

Edison primary battery, 339 
Electric Storage Battery Co., 341 
Electrical Products Co., 358 
Electrolytic action, 395 
Elements of panel equipment, 185 
End cells, 351 
Energy, sources of, 334 
Exposed lines, 413, 417 

F 

Fall River, ~lass., early automatic 
exchange, 22 

Filtering current of commercial 
charging machines, 357 

Final selector counting, 299 
Finder switch, rotary system, 256 
Floating of storage batteries, 349, 

393 
Floor plans, 124, 131, 163 
Ford and Lenfest distributing fram<>, 

429 
Four-digit system (Strowg<'r), 125 
Frames, distributing (see Distribut

ing frames). 
Fuses, 397, 418 

alarm, 399 
cartridge, 401 
Cook Electric OJ.'s, 402 
enclosed, 397, 401 
mica, 397 
OJ)('n, 397 
Postal type, 398 
rating:;, 400, 401 
tubular, 401, 402 
Western Electric No. 11 typl', 401 
Western E!c<'tric No. 35 typl', 399 
W<>stern Union type, 398 

G 

Gas engines for charging sets, 360, · 
3()1, 363 

Geueral Electric Co., 369 
General toll-swit<'hing plan, 467 

I. 

I 
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Grand Hapids, :\lich., early auto
matic Pxrhange, 9, 22 

H 

ll:llard~. l'h·l'lrh•:ll. 394, 396 
elt•ctroh·til', 3\15 
hid1 po-tential~. 3\14, 396, 403 
lightning. 3\l·!. 403 
srwak l'llTTPnt~. 3%. 410 
~tn>n~?; rnm•nt~. 394, 3%, 397 

·~ lll·at coil:-:. 379, 410, 418 
C~~<>k C<>.'s. 414 
l:'!'lf-:<olt!PrinJ1;, 413 
'\'e,tNn El"et!lc Co.'s Xo. 76-A, 

411, 413 
Hihh:ml. .\ngus S., 429 
Hi!!h-ten~ion currents, 394 
Hi!:'tory :md p;crwral characteristics 

of all-relay sy,;tcm, 308 
Hitrheock. H. W., vi 
Hurvlrcd-line, all-relay system, 319 

f'trowger system, 55 
Hydrometer, 347 

I 

Impul.•e sender, 12 
Jntereommunicating-type P.B.X. 

:<yi:'tl'm. 445 
JntercDnnertion between manual 

-: nnd automatic: off~ees, 6, ·149, 
233 

Interfercnrc among 8imultancons 
·calls, prevf:'ntion of, 333 

Int-ermediate distributing frame, 
l.D.F., 426 

Intcnmtional Electrical Congress 
at St. Loui~. 7 

lntematinnal TclPphonc and Tele
graph Corporation, v 

Interrupter, panel system, 198 
Inwartl toll positions, 471 

J 

Jumper wires, 426 

K 

K•·ith. L<·iJ.:h ~-• vi 
.K•·ro~'""' •·ugirH,, 362 

Kl'Y indicator, panel ~ystern, 241 
E:<>y-pubinp; panel system. 241 
KeYhoaroi-l·ont rolled sn;tems, 6 
Kittredge, L. E., vi • 

L 

La Porte, Ind., early automatic: 
cxrhan~t:>, 22 

L'lrge-al'Ct:>ss ~dcrtors of pand sys
tem, 184 

Letters, significance on dial faces, 
19 

Lif':htning, 394 
Lill;ht ning 11rrr><ters (.,, c Arresters). 
Lima, Ohio, automanual exchange, 

8, 308 
Line finders, in all-relay system, 

314, 317 
in panel systt:>m, 185, 201, 206 
principks of, 54 
in rotary "Y~tem, 25(i. 291, 355 
in step-by-step ~y~tl'lll, 54, 103 
two-hnn()red-line units, !06 
twenty-fiye-line unit~. 103 

Line switches, outgoing, seconJary, 
90 

plunger type, fan-t:lil type, 36 
ma.ster :-;witch for, 39 
principle of, 32 
self-ali~ning typr-, 43 

rotary type, homing, 51 
non-homing, 49 
principle of, 48 

secondary, 63 
trunk grouping hetwPen, 66 

Link in all-relny ~y~tern, 313 
Loeal-hatterv nutnm:1tie ~ystem. 6 
Long dista;1ce or long-haul toll 

traffic, 466 
Lorimer Brothers, Hoyt and George 

William, 4 
J..owry, H. H., 361 

M 

Machine switehing, 1 
hPginnings of gcnNal adoption, 9 
early problems pn·S<~nted, 8 

INDEX 489 

Mal'l1ine switrhing, questions regard
ing f:'arly adoption, i 

:\faetz••I. Hiehard, vi, 385, 387 
:\fain distributing fram<>, :\I.D.F.,. 

426 
Manual P.B.X. systems, 442 
!\l:lp of re12:ional and toll centers 

in l'nited ~tates, 468 
!\lartin. T. G., 22 
:\lash•r dial~. 6 
l\IPasun•<l-~<·ryice system, 113 
hoo~tN-bat!Pry method, H6 
rc\·<·~e-ha t H·ry l!lf:'t hod, 114 
two-party line, 118 

:-,t .. r(•ury-iirc rectifier, 365 
:\Je,-.~age regi~ters, 114 
:'ll<'.'"ag<• r('gi::;tration, panel system, 

228 
:\Iiehigan City, Ind., early auto

matic exehange, 22 
:\!ixed "Y"tPrm. 6, 149. 233 
:\fotor-g•·nt>ra tor ringing set;<, 371, 

382 
:\lotor$, ch:ugin~?; machine, 360 

gas •·np:ines, 360 
kPro~pne engine, 362 
llilllti-cylind<·r gas engines, 362 
single-cylinder gas engine~. 362 
synehronous. 361 

:\lulti-eontaet r<•lay!<, 197, 310 
:\1ulli-<>ffie.e di~trihuting fr:une~, 437 
:\lulti-offif'e ;;y~iem, 591 J.33, 143; 

18~. 249 
!\lultiple-switehboard P.B.X. sys

tem, 450 

N 

National Board of Fire l'nder-
writers, 401 

Nau11;ht. significance of, 17 
N'oble, lL E., 439 
Non-decimal basis of operation, 11, 

184 
:Non-method t<>ll position, 471 
:North Elcetric :\Ianufacturing Co., 

v 
Nurnl)('ring plans, 19 

0 

Office codes, 19, 141 
in areas requiring 2 to 8 offices, 19 

9 to 64 offices, 20 
more than 64 offices, 21 

Offict> names in directory listing, 11, 
19, 141 

Office-selector tandem, panel sys
tem, 244 

Open-><paee rut-outs (set? Arrestera). 
Operator-controlled system, 6 

p 

P.A.X., 453 
Panel automatic system, 4, 183 

''A" operat<>r, 230 
"A., positions, 232 
announcer, call, 248 
'' B '' pooition, call indh•:.ttor, 233 
hank layout on selectors, 205 
hank:<. 186, 192 
hru~h-tripping mechanism, 190 
hrusbe~, 187, 188 
rall announcer, 248 
rail indieator, 233 
rharaett•ristics outstanding, 183 
clutrl•es, 187, 191 
coin-hox operation, 229 
commutator, 187, 193 
counting relays, 197,-218 
del'od~r. 202, 211 

fmme, 213 
· Bchcmatic of, 215 

detailed operation, 206 
dia.l_pulse rt>ronling, 217 
di~trirt !'elector, 185, 199, 202 
drh·ing roHs, 186 
clt>Ul('lltS of, 185' 
final H'lPctor, 185, 203 
flexibility in brge exchanges, 183 
frames, 186, 200 

dec·oder, 213 
district sclf:'ctor, 199-201 
final select<>r, 201 
incoming seleetor, 201, 203 
line findN, 201, 206, 208 
office sP!cetor, 201 
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Pan;·! automatic sy~t<'m, franws, 
~t>n<IN. 212 

~uh.-erilwr link. 2tl9 
l'•·nr-ral op<'ration, 201 
inemnin~ :<l'h•etor. 15.5, 202 
intt·rruptt>r. 198 
boy indicator. 241 
key pubin~r. 241 
brj.!l'•!l!'('£'::<.>; :3\'IPl't<Jr;<. 184 
lim·-fiw !t·r. 185. :.?01. ~16 

fram£'. :?OS 
link :HHIIirw-fimler PJX'f!ltion, 206 
mailllenanre and tl·~tin~r. 242 
me,o~:l!!<' f<'~i~tration. 2:28 
motor drin:o. 185. :::00 
rnulti-eont:tet relay,;. 19i 
non-dreinial ba~is of operation, 

184 
office ~elector, 185. 202 
p:uwl. '' .·\" hoard, 232 

•· H '' board, 238 
power drh·e for, 185 
r<'lays, 196 
rod, >elector, 186 

trip. 't8i, 190 
>Wl<'etion control, 221 
l'eleetor, 186 

bru~h and bru,-h:tnpping. ISS 
franws (.•cc P'-'ne-1 automatic 

sy;..tem, frame!'\. 
1~ rge access, 184 

sender, 183, 202, 211 · 
and decoder operation, 211 
frame, 212 
purpose8 of, 184 

SNjUCnl'e switch, 194 
subscriber link frame. 209 
talking and sup<'rvL••nry circuit, 

227 
tand<'m, manual with call indi-

cator, 244 
office selector. 244 
operation, 184. 243 
l>lm<lcr, 244 

te;;l ing and maintcuar.l'e, 242 
trip rod, 187, 190 
trunk lay-out, on 'di..•tri<'l ~lectors, 

205 
un in('(Hninp; f!('}N·H•rs. 203 

Panel automatic sy,:t<'m, trunk rout
ing independent of rode di~otits, 
1St 

P.B.X., H2 
Pendulum relay, 311 
PNwn-t<>-person toll servic<•, 466 
Peterhoro, Ont., 4 
Pole-\·h:m~ing vihratol"l', 374 
PowN-dreuit <lia~ram, 3SO. 391 
Power-driven sy~tem~, 5. 183, 249 
'' PowN Equipment for :-::tf('~llarding 

Telrphone ~rvict•," hy H. 11. 
Lowry, 361 

•· ~ower Plant DeBign, Hccent De
\·elopmentR in," by Hirhard 
~lal'tzel. 385 

Powl'r pl:tnts, Hl6, 334 
Power switehhoard:<, 383, 385, 387 
Primary h:lttl'ties, 336 
Prilllaty outlets, toll, 467 
Prim(' mover:>, 334 
•· Prinriples of Protection,'' Amer

ie:m Telephone and Telegraph 
Co. Bu/hlin, 419 

Private hranch exchangE's, 442 
attend:mt's ~rt for rotary-switch 

type, 455 
eir<'uits of eord type, 4·19 
('ornhined manual an.! rlial, 463 
.. ord type, non-multiple, 446 
eordlc~,; switchho:ml, 443 
dial" ~y~t ems, 453, 4G3 
"int<·r<·ommunicat ing '' type, 445 
m:mual ~y~tems. 442 
multiple-switrhhoard type, 450 
rotar;.·-:;witch type. 454. 457 
!"trowger-swit~·h typ(', 460 
switehhoar<ls, cord!C':-:~. 443. · 

Protect ion, 394 
ap;ain~t exre;;sivc eurrPnts, 300, 

397 
again"t exce;;~i\·e voltages, 396, 

403 
ngain~t ~neak currents, 396, 410 
cable, 423 
central office, 411, 414, 418 
early indcpendPnt-<'ompany prac

tices, 423 
p;enl'ral plan of, 416 

..,zw; .. u _ 4 
,.... J 

. " 
11h. 
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Protection, substation, 421 
Protector blocks, 404, 418 

air-gap thickness, 407 
breakdown ''oltagc, 405, 407 
carbon, 404 
e<'lluloid dieleetric, 409 
C{)()k Eleet ric Co.'~, 408 
dic!Pdrir for, 404 
mir'a dicleetrit', 405, 409 
porcelain, 406 
\Yc:<tern Electric Co.'s. 405. 406 

Protect<>~, 394 
central office, 411 
Cook, centralcofficc, 413 

subsrriher Btation, 422 
heat roils for, 411, 414 
high ,·oltagc, 396, 403 
sneak current, 396, 410 
.-trong current, 396, 397 
~uhstation, 421 
Western Electric, central office, 

412 
suh~criber station, ·121 

Pubec recording, in all-relay system, 
318 

in director l'yst!•m, 145 
in pam• I syst<'m, 217 
in rotary system, 286 

R 

Reaetnncc-coils, large, 357 
Rectifiers for charging, 364 

copper oxide, 368 
mercury arc, 365 
static, 364 
Tungar. 366 

H<'p;ional centers, toll, 46i 
Hep;i~ter or ~<f'nder in rotary system, 

250, 283 
H<'lay~. of all-relay system, 309 

of panel system, 196 
H.elease of connections, all-relay 

system, 327 
Remote control of power plants. 

387 
Rep<>ater, impulse, 85 

one way, 86 

Repeater, pay station, 94 
switching selector, 90 
two way, 89 

Reverting-call switch, 84 
Ringing curr<>nt source11, 369 
Rin~ing mad1ines, 369 

frequency of currPnt output, 370 
harmonic rotwerter, 3i5 
motor-generator type, 370, 371 
multi-eycle, 373 
pole-changer type, 370, 374 
rotary type, 370 
vibrating type, 370, 374 

Ringing operation, all-relay system, 
327 

Rotary automatic sy~t\·m, 4, 249 
access of switches, 250 
bank, line finder, 257 

~;elector, 264 
hru~h carriage, line finder, 258 

selector, 265 
<'all supervision, 301 
circuits, 283 
clutch, 259, 267 
continuous-hunting feature, 250, 

305 
counting relay translations, 295 
counting rclu~·s, f('~ister, 289 
digit, c1uwe!ing, 295 · 

pairing. 296 
r('cording, 286 

double te;;ting, 305·· 
exhmded usc in foreign countries, 

250 
final sdcctor counting, 299 
gear-drive mceh:wism, 254 
history and general character-

istks, 249 
line finder, hay, 255, 291 

fil'l:!t and l'<'eond, 305 
swit(•h, 256 

mechani~<m, des!'ription of, 253 
misc<'llaneous hay!!, 293 
outline of system, 251 
power drive, 249, 253 
register or ~<endcr, 249 
selector, 261, 268 

bank,264 
bay, 262 

,c~ 

) 
l 
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Rotary nutomati<· ~y~t~m. selector, 
r0n t rol. ::?Sti 

{uuetious, 302 
>'NjllNH'l' ~witeh, 271 

A or. !'OIH rnl eam, 277 
<':!Ill I'UIIir1~. 273 
rHms, B to Y, ::?72 
duteh. 279 
diap;r:un t'nll\'Pllt ions, 280 
funl'ti<>ns, 276 

,.;npt•n·i,;ion of eall, 301 
thn·r-lmndn·d-line swit<·h. 250 
tr:rnslatimr,, rountin~ rel:!y, 295 
. tmnslator ~witrh, 301 

trip ~pindlf', 2•Hi 
selt••·timl, 303 

Houtinp; po~ition,;, toll, 471 
Hural-line operation. 159 
Hural sy~t~ms, 156 

!' 

l'afPp;uartl!> and alarnl$, ltJO 
N.•<·undary batt<·rit•s (ur ::::tornge 

hattNiPs), 
i'<•Jpction <·ontrol, panel syst•·m, 221" 
!'<·!('!'lor, 22. 54. 1)8, 1f.6, 251, 261, 

3!fl, 329 
ull-relay, 3!fl, 32!) 
hank-wirinp;. 32 
hanh, 31, 1M, El2, 249, 257. 264 
bn1sh an<! hrw•h tripping. 188, 266 
c·luteh, I S7, Hll, 2()7 
eonfrol, 27, 221, 286 
eounting, final, 299 
dist rid, 185, 199 
final, 73. IS.'), 251 
finder, all-relay, 316. 329 
first, li~. 251 ~, 

·frumP, :.>oo 
I,'TOUp, 2fiJ, 2{)8 
inr.oming. 18.5, 201 
Jarp;P !H'f'h',S, 1 fl4, 263 
offkP, 201, 202 
S(·I;~"Jild, fi8 
f't rowp;<·r. 22. US 
third, 68, 252 
toll int!'mw<liatc, 96 
toll tramnni~~ion, 95 
trip rod, 187, 190 

&lector, trip ~pinJie, 266, aoa· 
trunk hoard, 72 

&r{Ji-automatic systems, 6 
&nder, in panel sy,;tem, 183, 202, 

211 
in rotary system, 250 
tandrm, 244 

&quenre ~witch, l!H, 271 
ronn'lltions, 280 · 
panel syl'tPm, 194 
rotary sy~tem, 271 

&n·ie<:>-ohsc·n·ing e'}nipmcnt, 181 
f:;hort-haul toll traffiC', 466 
Shunt-wound p:Pnerator; 354 
iilix-digit ~y,;tnn (;;;trowg<'r), 133 
l'mall-eommunity systeml!, 156 
8mooth-eurr<:>nt eharging generntors, 

354 
~nrak rurrents, proteetion against, 

410 
~tatic n·ctificn;, 36! 
St:Jt ion-to-station toll ~;en·.icP, 466 
Step-hy-strp :wt<:matic system, 1, 5. 

22 
alarm :<ignal~. 160, 166 
hanks. ront::H't. 31 
hooster-hattery mea.~urcd-sen·ice 

method, 116 
rall-indicator equipment, 151 
eonneetor hoards, 78 
c·onnN·tor switrhes, 73 
eontat't .hanks, 31 

-<·ont rol eircuit of swifel'r, 27 
cordless "B., positions, 155 
dial, 60 
director, 138 
distrilmting frames, 163 
fan-tail type of plunger line 

switch, 3fJ 
f10or plans. 1::5, 131, 163 
frPqUCIH')'-sel•·eting connector, 82 
hand-test tel!•phone, 176 
hominp;-typc line ~>witch. 48 
hundred-line ~y,.tem, 55 
hundrcd-t hou~and-line ~;yst<'m, 59, 

133 
impulse rcrwat<:r, 85 
in<livirlual-lim~ connectors, 73 
infonnati0n d<•f'ks, 180 
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Step-by-sh•p automatic syst{'rn, in-
h'rruptcr machine, 179 

line finclrr, 54, 103 
line switch principle, 32 
line switch unit, 47 
master switch of plunger line 

switchPs, 39 
nwasured-sc·n·icc systrms, 113 
nw:;.~:tge rrgistPrs, 114 
mixed systems, 149 
mounting frumPs, sectional. lfil 
multi-office systrm, 59, 133 
non-homing-type line switch, 48 
non-numPrical switches, 32 
mmJC'rical switches, 32 
one-way repeater, 86 
pay-station repeutC'r, 94 
plungPr line switch, 32, 61 
po11·<'r plants, 166 
primary and serondary line 

switches, 6I 
release action of f::trowger switch, 

25 
r<•pair clerk's desk, 175 
repC'ater, impulse, 85 
rcYt·~c-h:~ttery rnea~urNi-l'en·ice 

nH'thod, 114 
renrting-<·all switch, 84 
rotary line switch, 48, 63 
rotary switrh movement, 24 
rotury t~st set, 177 
rural and small eommunity sys-. 

terns, 156 
Rafeguards and alarm signalR, 

160, 166 
selector distributing t<'rn1inal ag... 

scmbly frame, 165 
sl'!ector switches, 68 
selector trunk hoard, 72 
self-aligning type of plunger line 

switch, 43 
service obsen·ing, 181 
shaft and wiper assc'inbly, 31 
speed indicator for dials, 172 
switch mechanism, 27 
switches, numerical and non~ 

numerical, 32 
swit<'hing seleetor repcatc>r, 90 

StC'p-hy-st~p automatic sy~;t{'~, tan-
d<'m trunking, 140 

f{'ll-thousand-linc system, 59, 125 
t<'sting facilities, 168, 174, 180 
test-set stands, 180 
thousand-line system, 58 
toll-switch train, 95 
tnmk grouping, line switch<'s to 

first seleetors, 66 
trunk hunting, 54 
trunk-hunting connC'ctor, 79 
trunking systC'm, principles of, 

54 
two-hundred-line conncdor, 74 
two-way repeater, 89 
vertic:!! switeh movement, 22 

Storage 'ba ttcries, 336, 34o 
ampere-hour rapacity, 344 
box ll<'gativc plates, 342 
charge and disPharge method of 

operation, 377 
charging machines for, 351 
chcmic:d action of, 341 
continuous floating, 377 
counter electromotive force cells, 

350 
discharge rat{'S, 344 
elN~ttolyte, 340, 347 
end cells, 351 
floating method of operation, 

349 
general rules, 349 
glass-jar eontuiners, 343 
lead-lined tank eontainers, 346 
l\IanchesterTtypc positive plutes, 

341 
methods of charging, 377 
mounting and conneeting cells, 

3~ 

pasted negative plates, 342 
pilot cells, 348 
room, 392 
spceific gradty of electrolyt,p, 

347 
sulphuric acid, care in handling, • 

350 
ventilation, 350 
voltage rang<', 345, 349 
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Strowgl't, Almon B., 1. 22 
his contribution. 2 

Strowger-type swit<'h, 1, 22 
hank contaets, 31 
rontrol, 27 
multiple wiring of contal·t banks, 

32 
n•lca..'\e action, 25 
rotary mon•mcnt, 24 
Yertieal movcmcnt. 22 
wipcn;, 31 

Subst•ribt•r-eontrollc<ll'y~<tt•ms, 6 
Suh4ation di:!l, 11, GO 
Suburban toll tr.1ffic. 466-
Sulphuric u<'id, care in handling. 350 
Supcrvisor~· alurm ~y~t('m, lGO. luG 
Switches. up and uroun<l, 1, 17, 22 
Swoboda, A. R., 357 

T 

Tandem operation, panel syst~m. 
243 

Tandem toll po:,;itions. 4il 
Tandem trunking, 140, 243 
Tens relays, 314 
'fpsting fadlitiPs, 1G8 

''buttinski," 176 
dial spPed indicator, 172 
hand test tdephonP. 176 
information dc~k, 180 
intcm1pter machine, 179 
local test dC'~k. I 68 
repair clcrk's de~k. 176 
rotary test set, 177 
routine test equipm<·nt, 175 
t<:."St-set stands, 179 
te&iing turret, 174 

TII(·rmocouples, 334 
"Thom;and-ampere Cl10ke Coil, A," 

by A. R. Swoboda, 357 
ThouMnd-line sy~;tem, all-relay, 327 

Strowger, 58 
Three-digit syst('fn (Strowger), 120 
Through-t.oll po~itions, 471 
Ticket distributing pot~itiona, t<>ll, 

471 
Time element, use in control of 

aut<>matic syst<•ml!, 7 

Toll, 466 
"A'' board ml.'thod, 466, 472 
eentN·s, 467 
routl.'s, typieal, 469 
switrh train, 95 
switdtho:ml~, 470 

dial, 478 
manual, 470 
po~ition~. type:< of, 470 
short-haul tandt'lll, 479 
Strowjl:er nutomati(•, 481 
tandt•m, 477, 4S4 

switrhing plan. !!:<'tlt'ral, 467 
tDil-bonnl metho<l, 473 

' toll-tandl'm hoanlnll'thod, 477 
Traffic trouble po~ition~. 471 
Translator-switch tran~lations, 301 
Tributary offi<'<'>'. toll. 467 
Trip ~pindlr, 2G(). 303 
Trunk Jaunting, 3 
Tnmking pbn in ~h'p-hy-stcp sy:,;

tl.'m. 54 
Tungar rectifwr, ~ll6 

u 

rnexposrd linr~. 413, 417 
C'nits rl.'lnys, 314 
t'p-and-nround switch, 1, 17, 22 

v 
- .__...,-

Vibrating-pole changer..<, 374 
Voltage, of dry ('(•lls, 338 

of Edison primary <'ells, 34{) 
of storage cells. 345 

w 

Wet cells, 339 
World War, clft:'cts on operating 

problems, 9 
influence on telephone develop

ment, 9 

z 

Zero, significanre of, 17 
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